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PREFACE

This symposiumi was concerned with the improving possibilities available fromt various variable geometry comlpo-
nents both in service and under study and test now.

Hi-gh performance or aero engines in different phases of the flight missions cannot b)e attained by conventional
engines with one design point only. Change from one design poin~t to another is fe~asible by using geometry variation in
the different components or' engines like intake, tart, compressor. combustor. turbine, afterburner, and nozzle. Moreover,
change fromn one thermodynamic cycle to another is possible if, e.g. by-pass ratio and/or energy inputs in the different
flow m ssages are varied.

* Both military and civil aspects otf variable geometry engines were analyzed, a broad variety of' cycle investigations
* lpresented as well as work onl geometry variation of the individual engine components. Advanced performance both for

supersonic conventional take-off and landing aircraft and for VTOL aircraft and for VTOL were shown. Ilfigh speed
turbo-props are likely to offer improvements in fuel conserving engine design as variable turbines- do. Lower exhaulst
emission rates are to be expected when using variable combustors'. But integrated control systems only will enable full
exploitation of',advantages and papers p~resented onl this subject found great interest. Discussions of individual presenta-
tions and thle tfinal Round Table Discussion placed concern onl weight and complexity problems of the engines under con-
sideration and tried to identify what risks and costs are likely to be involved. Still, favourable SI-C in rehecat andi dry
conditions at subsonic and supersonic speeds, the improvements in the matching of engine mass flow to intajke capacity
in all faligt conditions and the imiprover. enit of engine operating stability are considered to pay off sufficiently.

It was f~elt that the symposium provided aI stimulating forumi for debating thle potential benefits offtered by variable
cy-cle engines, and for reviewing the progress in variable geometry component technology which will ultimately determine
the extent to which these benefits will be achievable in practice. There was left no doubt that more extensive variability
than is currently exploited will be a feature of future power plants for particularly demanding app~lications.

PREFACE

L'objet Lie cc symposium r6tait l'examen des possibilitr.s dl'am~lioration offertes par Ics divers comnposants ii go-
ni~trie variable, soit ti~ja en service, soit actuellemient au stade des týtudes et des essais.

On ne peut obtenir d-" performances Olevr~s (tans les diffrentes phases des missions de vol avec des nioteurs
d'avions classiques prt~sentant uil sell point d'adaptation. On peut cependant passer d'unI point d'adaptation ai un autre
grarce au concept de Ia gt~oni~trie variable appliquir a~ divers composants dIU moteur tels qut' entr&~ d'air. soufflanite.
compresseur. chiambre de combustion, turbine, post-combuIstionl et tuy~rc. t)autre part, Ie passage d'un cycle thermlo-
dynamnique ai um autre est rt~alisable si. patr exemple, on fait varier le rapport de dilution et/ou les apports d'ýnergie dans
les diff~rents passages de NXcoulernent.

AuI coors des divers cxpos~s. les aspc,-ts ~i Ia Ibis militaires et civils des moteurs a~ gr~omrtrie variable (mt rjtý analysr~s.
et les resultats dl'etudes nomibreLuses et diverses sur les cycles et sur les variations d~e gt~omt~trie des, composants de moteor
ont týt pr~scnt&s Onl a rnontrr les performances jlevcc~s obtenues tant stir dies avions supersoniq Lies A dmlcollage et
att--rrissage classiques itue s-ur Lies AI)AVs. La conception des turbo-proptilseurs Ji grande vitesse est susccptibI'ý dXetre
am~lior&e dU Point dec Vile con1SOmmlation de carburant. tout conime l'a ýtmý celle des turbines ai gt~omiitrie variable. De
nm~ne, on obtiendra Lies taux. d'i'zuission de gaz dechappement plus faibles graice aux chambres de combusion i g~oin~trie
variable. Mais seuls les syst~~nes de conunande intm.gr~s perimettrlont d'exploiter pleiinement ces avanitages -t les expoSt.6
traitalit Lie cette Lquestioni onit suscitrý un vii' int~r~t. ALL coors des discus'dons qui suivirent Ia presentationl Lie chlaqUe ex-

pose. et pendant La "Table Ronde". l'accen* fut mis stir les probihmes Wis al poitlS et a Ia CoinllPeXiWt~ies m~tCurs dUdLiWs,
et stir Ia. determination, des risques et dies cofits probablement inipliqui&s Une combustion sp~cifique fa.;orable avec ou
saits rcchatli'e aux vitesses subsoniques et super~oniques, onte mecilleur adaptation ditt debit du niotcur ai Ia ciipacite ties
orises d'air dans toutes les conditions dic vol. et I'amnijorition tie Ia -itabilitW de I'onctioiinetieiit du inoteur soul toujours
coidt~r~es coninme des facteurs sulfisainmenct vialbles

IDe l'iivis tic tous, cc Sy 11posituin a doinie lieu a tics dbats Stimulants sur les avantamges potenticls pr~sent&6 Par les
* ~moteurs ai cycle variable, et a pemiis de faire Ie point tics progr6s (lii onit mlarquý la technologic de cc domaine. progf~b

dont Lkpelld. enl fll de comptc, I3 rhimisation comscrtc tic c"s avantages. -! 'mible hofs dc Llotte que les S)st~mims,
propulsirs dec N'venir seront carAct~ris6~ par un tdcgrtý de g~oin~tric variable plu% pousse qu'JI Il'heurc actuehle col cc qui
coliccrili les ,tPPfik;timItS aux cxigecncs particuliers.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR VARIABLE GEOMETRY ENGINES IN MILITARY AIRCRAFT

W. (C. Swan
A. D. Welliveri:~G '.W. Kites

S. G. K Ic

The Boeing Co(m pany
c P. 0. Box 3991)

Seattle, Washington 98124

SUMMARY

Studies of new mission opportunities and design concepts for military aircraft, both in ihort-range and long-
range air-to-ground combat aircraft, suggest that the direction for new military engine developments could
change course to accommodate multi-mission vehicles which are truly supersonic in their principal role. The
paper discusses several concepts for engine development and the apparent opportunities such advancements
offer in terms of either vehicle performance or total system cost.

E[.jine opportunities are discussed for both medium-rarge air-to-surface attack vehicles and for long-range,
supersonic vehicles with high altitude, recon/strike capability.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

For the past decade or two, military engine development in the free world has centered around fixed
cycle, afterburning (A/B) turbofan engines. The emphasis has been on simiplicity with few variable com-
ponents. The design condition foa the military mi,sions have been predominately at high subsonic
speeds. The air-to-air superiority fighters have placed maximu-n emphasis on persistence (tight combat
turns and high rates of climb) using the engine in full A/B mode, with the transonic cruise legs per-
fo: ed at maximum dry power. Supersonic flight has been a fallout iu full A/B power. Technological
goals for these engines have been aimed at maximizing engine thrust/weight ratio; hence, the core
engines have been designed with a steady increase in combustor exit temperature, use of cooled, single
stage high pressure turbines where possible, and core compressors with very high pressure ratio per
stage. The overall engines are configured with very low bypass ratio fans. Additionally, design
ingenuity with use of advanced materials, seals and bearings have aided greatly in the acnievement of
thrust/weight ratios, for reasonable military life, exceeding 8:1. These engine designs also allow

'.1 for relatively simple, variable area nozzles.

Interdiction aircraft have and are being developed with varying radius mission capabilities based on
somewhat similar engines. Engine requirements for this type of aircraft, compared to the fighter air-
craft, result in higher compressor pressure ratios, somewhat higher fan bypass ratios, and more sophis-
ticated con-di ejector nozzles which put more emphasis on installed drag because of the more difficult
cruise mission range requirements. Once aqain, the aircraft supersonic flight tpability is a fallout.
There are an abundance of aircraft in development for these two roles; hence, .c is natural that atten-
tion be given to at least one new role and perhaps one neglected area. These are the all supersonic,
air-to-surface attack vehicle and the very hiqh altitude, lonq range, all supersonic recon/strike
vehicle, respectively.

Unfortunately, there are those who feel that designers' past efforts at supersonic cruising vehicles
have been, at best, only marqinally successful. This misconception can reedily be corrected with dedi-
cation to the supersonic mode, as one needs only to point to the Concorde to see chat excellent design
with outstanding ranqe factor can, in fact, be developed. The difficulty begins when one tries to
combine good supersonic cruise capability with equally qood off-design performance.

In the past, the supersonic performance has been deqraded in favor of transonic mareuver and low alti-
tude penetration. Furthermore, it is not clear what mission versatility will be required to make either
of these suggested vehicles viable, but pressures are certain to be placed on the engine designer to
offer multimode enqine capability unlike that in operation today.

The idea of considering concepts for engines other than conventional turbofans with augmentation for
military aircraft was first seriously expressed in the U.S. a few years ago (Reference 1, 3 and 4) as
the result of considerable effort to define efficient dry-power engines for supersonic cruise that
would meet transonic acceleration and long subsonic leg requirements on the U.S. SST Program. It was
suggested at that time that the engine manufacturers should consider concepts which would provide both
a multiplier in air flow as well as pressure ratio as a means to produce efficient matching for a
variety of operating conditions, especially when efficient sustained supersonic cruise is desired.
Figure I, showitmg an array of ideas worth examinatinn, is extracted from one such reference to illus.
trate the manner in w~iich our thinking must be expanrded to achieve good supersonic cruising vehicles
which could also support secondary in',ssions in an effective manner. It is recognized that tne degree
to which one can sell supersonic cruise depends on cost-effectiveness and, hence, multi-mission capa-
bility is fundamental to the considev'ation of such engine concepts.
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From those days, the U.S. technical commfunity MIXED BURNING (CURRENT)
has moved slowly in achieving definition of * Variale gon etry fons nd
practical engines for such missions. Figure cmrwr1 j 1  IIlI
2 illustrates the varying degree of increased 0 Conventionail control aL
engine sophistication which can now be con.
sidered in examining the two missions in this HIGH THROTTLE RATIO VGT
paper. For the short-to-medium-radius mis- * ncre.ised airflow control
sion of the air-to-surface attack penetrator, 0 Variablearea turbine
variable cycle engines which provide limiited -

to moderate air-flow variation through vani- DUCT BURNING
able turbine area and variable nozzles and o lncreased urrliow control
compressor stator blades in combination with e Adjrrstal-le nrioles
high throttle ratio (high flow at cruise), ISVariable cornrsioesst
are being examined to identify their compar-
ative merits on such tmissions. VARIABLE PRESSURE RATIO

* Pressure ratio control JJ
* Bypass ratio control

10 NIEDIUMi-RANGE AIR-TO-SURFACE 0Awt~nfl

ATiTACK AIRPLANE REAR VALVED

A possible primary and alternate mission pro is BPrsusrertiro control

file for the air-to-surface attack aircraft is 0 * uttl wre
* shown on Figure 3. Such a vehicle would be

expected to operate a large percentage of its
life at dry supersoniccruise near 40-50,000 Iliguti. 2 Engine Candidates
feet altitude and at speeds in the neighbor-
hood of Mach 1.6 - 2.0 depending on engine avail-
ability for dry supersonic operation.

CSIIS1. ,AC1~4~ RSLIAFh i:Iw.$ MACH4

ALLTITUO/

a
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AT TRAkMWOC
HOSTILE TERRIITORYHOTL EATR0110

A A_____________

- OiSTANC9 D437KWEd

Figure 3 Air-uSurf~we Mediunj Range %116mo. Alsefntaei jir-to Surfave -Mediunt RaWg Nisawo

This aircraft may further be required to perform evasive maneuvers at these speeds though not engage in
true air-to-air fighter activities. On alternate miissions or as a part of the same mission, it may be
required to operate at lower altitudes and niqh transonic speeds for weapon release with a much higher
maneuve~rability requiremnent. The degree to which such activities can successfully occur will depend,
in part, onl the ability of the air'firame and engine manufacturers to develop very low drag aircraft and
a low total system weight with weapons installed.

To do justice to the supersonic cruise/surface attack mislion, the aircraft tiu,.t be stealthy (low L.R,
radar cross-section. and be relatively small) and it must be able to maneuver at reasonadbly high dlti-
tudes. Hence. one task is to design anl aircrlaft with Very low drag characteristics. with weapons 1con-
formally installed~over much of the flight envelope and with mninimult overall vehicle/weapont weight.
Figure 4 shows ant artist's conception of such a vehicle presented to illustrate the clear admission or

* super-sonic cruise capability. Figure 5 is representative of the drag, levels which may be possible for
M Such a Vehicle. Furtiher,, it must be the objective to cruise on dry power- for- reasons of low I.R. and

to maintain small aircraft Sile. One Major concerti. therefor-e. is the efigine design philosophy.
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I. Ifigh Thirolttl Raiago

A f irst cons iderat'on for- a true supersonic a.-to-surface ittack vehicle, desi gned to cruise in the
M =1.6 - 2.0 region. is to point-design the engine for, t0e supersonic condition and to make whatever
adjustments are needed to the cycle to take (:are of other requirements. This thought process leads to
the use of High Throttle- Ratio in design, whether the engine is a "leaky' turbojet or a modest-b)ypass
tur bof an.

Traditionauly, c-ombat engines in the pist have been designed at sea level stitic tonditions (equivalent
to M - 1l.28i at 36,080 feet from r6_,76 consideraitions) and as long as prolonged flight was in the high
Subsonic to transonic speed reqion. no apparent serious penalty was incurred.

Throttle Rat'o. *,in this pape', is defined ais the ratio of mnaximumi cycle temperature at supersonic
cui use to sea -level -takeofi teiporature. In the past, the industry h':s conmortly used ratios less than
un 1ty- For the propoc,%; a ircra ft,. inp must think CU14R INt ENGINISLOW THROTTLE PATIto (A)
of ra. los weil ir ,cess o,' -nitv The choice of ~ O NOiRtOPGN 9

the aircr ft ,', cruise as well aý t. it tran-
son;,: aanet..',er. Auq'ien!tatior temr d be .jse(. as re- 1 Ito At STAiML
quired ',r- takeoff, c' ir;i'~ and , ine vt,-. Figure 6 At
i I Iu s, .teý the throt> ,t io c(,. L Eng inTes 60(A
desig~ied at sea level static and then operated at 10i A

a Mach number of 2.0 suiffer a craisidera',lc reduc- > o Cfo

tioni in dry thrust due to rec; ren-ents f;), coin- 4.ON01TN
pressor air flow matchinn at allt inlet temnpera- a -- 1.-
tures across the complete Mach number Spectrum of a 06 t 1; Pisis 0TYLO.*/1
the operational aircraft. MAC N10 IS 5AfPLNW/

Figure 6 i1hrottik Rilsio SI; niuiinn
The HTR design principle has evolved over the years fromt the continual quest to obtain maximumn pressure
rise per, stage and, hence, fewest number of stages resulting in the aforestated desire for highest thrust-
to-weight ratio engines with the shortest length. With this type of design philosophy, the maximum tur-
bine inlet temperature is a fallout as a function of the power requirement the turbine is called upon to
deliver at the higher Mach number condition. The maximumi usable power is limited by the disc structure
again set by material technoloqy and the ever present quest for minimILm1 weight. Since turbine nozzle
area has always been fixed, and the pressure supplied to the turbine is limited by available rotor speed.
the power output is adjusted and limtited by the turbine inlet temperature.

The result Of this design philosophy has been that the nontafterburning thrust-to-weighit of our engines
aaltueMcnmbris quite low. As ai rule, it is frequently not quoted. On the surface it would
appear, that any i.eviation fromt this approach would cause the engine to be extremely heavy because the
engine vjoulo be forced to be long and all discs stronter and, hence, heavier. In fact, studies have
suggested that the expec ted weight penalty nay not be funidamfental1 to ant engine with a different basic
design philosophy; namliely, We are proposing to design the engine, including compressor aiid turbine aero-
dynamfics at or- near the planned cruise speed Such that corrected air flow remains constant. When this
is done, as shown en Figure 6. it is temperature derated at reduced Mach numbers to match the fixed
turbine area arid filed compressor -iperating point. This now leads to reduced transonic anid takeoff
tnr'uSt, Which must be offset with augmentation or b"v a combination of other concepts to be discussed
shortly.

Studies suggest that the consequen~e Of a High Throttle Ratio design can be enormouts. In one such1
study, the dry turbojet s ize was reýduced somne 1I ! i- d iameter and 26- i n f rontalI area for a compos ite
structure MaJi 1l.8 airfranie design when compared to a conventional enigine with dry power. This is

illu teat in Figures 7 and 8. For this design, we r %se to use a 1.2 throttle ratio as Shown in
Figure 7. The instdlled cruise SFC wds reduced by the JRT. Additional benefits May be possible with a
simplified intake because the engine operates at conistanti corrected air flow across the Mach number'
spectruml suggesting that the inlet might be Simplified with the fixed throat requirement. At tram-
sonic conditions for this highly tailored aircradft design, the HTR engine offered marginally acceptable
dry thrust for, one g9 flight. The thrust could be :,orr-ected. in part, with application of augmenta-

It tion. However, as Shown in figure 9, when the HITR feature is ~ombitied with a variable area turbine
(ReferemLic. ?) the cycle Can be Ve'emached to allow a greater temperature rise in the comnbuster (before
turbinie area becJ~ttI 'imhitiMY) aind, hence,. a large Incr'eaSe in transnS~ic thrust.
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The effect of HTR on takeoff thrust is 11-
lustrated in Figure 9, showinq that the Mer-
its of HTR are taxed where available field
lengths are short, and some oversizing MIAIU "o my"Vol
(reduction in throttle ratio) may be required THIRUST , ~ W.IMQ

to increase full A/B takeoff, if aflitional %00 0.10
aircraft lift augmentation cannot ;.i develop- LOU Of tU&JI NI4
ed by aerodynamic means. It is compromises 7 IITPO~c20OS

like these which may in the limit establish S QA

the top cruise speed which can be developed *CATCFIUfU 0 1I5IPGI

effectively with dry thrust. It is doubtful 0
that the 11TR principle can be corsidereo for
design cruise speeds much in excess of Mach o 4

2.0.INGINI DISIGNIACN NUN~d4

Figure 9 Tak~eoff Thrust lmprovenhlnt for HTR Luozne

2.2 'Mission RcquiremwUK-t

For the purpose of illostration, at primdri, mission is defined as occurring from an airfield of fixed
maximum field length followed by a cir~b to a maximum subsonic cruise range altitude. Eriroute to the
entrance to hostile territory, evasive maneuvers of substantial "g" force are considered a requiremer!
After following the flight over a fixed subsonic leg, the aircraft climbs with A/B power to the super~
sonic cruising altitude in minimum time. The aircraft levels off at supersonic design Mach number w`
the A/B shutdown, crosses into hostile territory and performns a radius mission. The aircraft retirn'
to base, initially at supersonic cruising altitude, then at subsonic maximum range altitude. and fin, v
loiters for a fixed period of time and lands. This mission is illustrated on Figure 10.

The analysis method used to compare engine concepts involve a fixed aircraft gross weiqht; the frame
variables are optimized consit.terit with the engine cycle concept, all elements of the mission wure pre-
scribed with the exception of the supersonic radius capability; the measure of goodn4ess be teIe com,
parative supersonic ranges each engine concept offers.
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The airframe range of variables used to describe each configuration are shown o-i Figure 11. It has been
founa that variation of airfraqie configurations while examining engine concepts is very important and
that simply freezing an aircraft configuration for picking the proper engine coPcept leads to very
erroneous results. It is ofteln necessary to reconfigure the aircraft layouts when the analysis suggests
the configuration has becuime far removed from that for which the basic drag polars and engine installa-
tion airrangement were originally developed. lhis is particularly true when the operations field length.

~j~1 miniatwt maneuver and acceleratiun capability are varied widely in the study.

-Five engine types Liere chosen for' this Paper. The design bypass, ratio, pressure ratio, and cruise
r ~ thrattle ratio are shown onl Figure 12. All engines were sp,ýcified to have the samhe technology in terms

4 ~of ~ombustor exit teitperature, coowing air flow and cUIiiPOneft efficiencies. A complete study r-equires
It variations Ott each of the givem engine definoit ion values. biot for purooses of illustration. they are

omfitted from this paper.
- - -. Fi(ure 13 Shows the relative all' flow lapse rate for the engines being evdluated, It toust be poitite-t

out that the break ill air flOw sihedule is quite ~irbitrary for the pufposes of thisý study atid would be
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examined in great depth for an actual engine/airframe investigation. In fact, this parameter must be
made a variable so as not to preclude the answer with the original assumptiors. Figure 14 shows the
comparative thrust lapse of the resulting engines and Figure 15 shows the relative dimensions of these
engines at a constant airplane T/W.A

2.4 Airplane-E-iginc Evaluations

Figure 16 shows the effect on optimum airframe variables for the given engines of this paper, when maxi-
mum supersonic radius is romputed at a fixed takeoff thrust/weight ratio and a fixed, relatively long
subsonic leg with field length and acceleration not considered (unrestrained). Different airframe
design variables are suggested for the assumed fixed T/W to achieve maximum supersonic range. It is
important that the airframe variables be considered as major drivers as they will affect both field
length and the basic configuration as well. The other major driver is the required subsonic radius.
It will be shown later that T/W is also a major variable that must be optimized along with the cycle
concept and the airframe variables

Figure 17 shows the relative supersonic radius versus T/W. Airplane variables are optimized at each
T/W until a minimum T/W is reached where the airframe no longer meets the selected "g" maneuver or
acceleration time (in full A/B). Hence, the primary conditions of interest are the solid points on
Figure 17, reconstructed on Figure 18 for comparison. Each engine requires a considerably different
design T/1, and, hence, airframe configuration. Noite that the HTR-turbojet produced the best range at
the lowest thrust-to-weight ratio; however, field length requirements were still unrestro.ined. Figure
19 shows results at a T/W of 0.90 selected to illu trate an aircraft with better short-fliild takeoff
capability. By comparing at the fixed Tr!W, a whole new set of engines appear to provide the best range
which illustrates the extreme importance of properly selecting the study assumptions. It was shown
earlier that the HTR-turbojet would not be expected to have best takeoff thrust by comparison to a con-
ventional design; however, the Figure 18 comparison shows that where operating field length is not as
critical, the HTR turbojet can perform with best supersonic radius considerably in excess of the com-
peting.engines. However, where field length considerations dictate the design (Figure 19), this con-
cept appears to suffer conside:-ably. There may be a solution to this difficulty. The Variable-
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Geometry Turbine (VGT) turbojet appears to offer an exciting means to offset this def iciency, thus sug-
gesting that a second iteration of these engine. may include a compromise involving an engine where both
HTR and VGT are incorporated. Figure 20 shows a comparison of these Sd!fe engine concepts when the
engines are sized to meet maneuver margin and acceleration time requirements with a fixed airplane de-
sign. Ncte that, Pgain, the relative perfr)rri.nce of the engines show a considerable shift which illus-
trates the large sensitivity that study ground rules, airplane variables, and mission requirements car
"play on engine ccncept evaluations.

In all the results thus far, the degree of afterburning has been allowed to float. Therefore, in the
case of the turbofan, a large amount of A/B taKes place and less for the turbojet. What would be the
case if the engines were constrained to dry supersonic cruise to minimize IR signatures? Figure 21
shows the results of such a study with the same basic mission assumptions as Figure 20. The fan engines
fail to perform the supersonic mission and the jet engines are best. Both the HTR and the variable
geometry turbine jet (which also has HTP capability) perforr well. Hence, to perform an adequate study,
not only should the engine concepts contain an array Of variables, but also those of the aircraft, and
finally the mission rules should be sensitized to determine where the best opportunities exist.

AR *3.2
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Figure 20 Supersonic Radius with Required Maneuver and Figure 21 Optimum Systems for Dry Supersonic Cruise
Acceleration Capability (Fixed Airplane Design)

In the examples shown, several interesting engine concepts appear to be competitors. The use of VGT in
combination with HTR shows up as a primary candidate although further refinement of the process is
necessarv before a strong final position can be taken.

3.0 LONG ,' ,i;LE SUPERSONIC AIRPLANE

A second military system which may soon get increased attention is either the SR-71 replacement or a
scaled-down super-Concorde. The technology which has evolved since such programs were initiated serie
15-20 years ago, by ongoing developments, suggest that much larger ranges are currently possible with
"these vehicles at much lower weights and, hopefully, at greatly reouced systems cost.
An •pparent major reason the military have shied away from expanding the role of such a global system

is cost. The importance of engine size and cruise fuel consumption (airplane drag and engine SFC) at
very high altitudes suggests that the engine concept may want to be entirely different than that for
the air-to-surface tactical vehicle. Extensive high altitude loiter and long subsonic legs may addi-
tionally be a requirement that could be met to add interest in this vehicle. Since such systems have
been costly in the past, every effort must be taken to make such an aircraft small. Figure 22 suggests
possible priliiary and alternate missions for such a vehicle.

CRUISE NO.2

CRUISE No. C•R-- -

CRUISE NO I CRUISE
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PERFE ERI OR M NOTLEO•ITERY
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TASK CRUISE NO. I PERSONIC
RFFUE REFUEL' PERFORM

iure2 LgR A l L RMISSION
S,.

C~~REFUEL
REFUEL

HOSTILE TERRITORY HOSTILE TERRITORY

p A
DISTANCE DISTANCE

Figure 22 liasic Long Ran~ge NMe.siuII Alternate Long Range M~iuio

With the great strides whicn have been iade ill the past twenty years in titaniuni sheet, brazed and bonded
honeycomb structure, advanced high temperature composites, sealants, intakes, digital flight controls,
and aerodynamics, it Is nocw possible to design an outstanding global recon/strike system. Flight in the
%daCh 2.7 - 3.5 region can now be combined with reasonable maneuverability, good loiter and outstanding
subsonic range, to provide far better military cost effectiveness than that offered by a derivative
SR-71 or a scaled Concorde.
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The long-range recon/strike vehicle requires an additional examination of more sophisticated engines
because of the much higher cruise mach number and altitude spectrum. These engines may need to provide
large changes in operating pressure ratio as well as air flow to achieve the substantial gains in fuel
consumption and specified ranges necessary for th2 widely diversified use of the aircraft. Hence, true,
dual-cycle engines, such as shown in the bottom of Figure 2, will be examined. In all cases, augmenta-
tion can be added either in the main stream, the ',n disrt or both to provide thrust for over-
loaded takeoffs, transonic climb, maneuver, and for very high speed, high altitude dash.

3.1 Mission Requirements

Figure22 illustrated two of many possible micsions for such a vehicle. It is essentiahy a very high
altitude global penetratur. It must be small and, hopefully, simple to maintain to keep its life cycle
cost down. Because of these goals, it may ,equire one or more aerial refuelings to perform the longer
missions. The design will minimize the number of required refuels as a part of the low life cycle cost
goal.

For such an aircraft to be considered as viable, the engine is once again a major factor. Simply corabin-
ing variable compressor and turbine geometry with some form of augmented turbojet or turbofan will proV-
ably not be enough. Dry cruise is essential for good range factor. However, in the cruise range of M =
2.7 - 3.5, the design will require outstanding internal compression intake performance in combination
with a very distortion-forgiving compressor/fan system. Ideally, a low pressure ratio turbojet is what
is wanted at these cruise speeds. The problem gets even more complex when o.ie wants to combine this
requirement at more than one supersonic cruise speed (best range speed plus flight at specified altitude,
loiter at high altitude, and subsonic engine-out return to base. Such aircraft would be expected to have
no operating field length restrictions.

3.2 Propulsion Systems

Extensive study on supersonic commercial transports has developed prejudices on engine cycles of interest
which are closely allied to those of the long-range recon/strike aircraft (namely, long supersonic range,
•lofib ubsonic range, extended loiter). NASA AST studies nave caused engine and airframes to consider
engine types more typified by those shown in the bottom of Figure 2. In designs which try to satisfy
these different mission objectives HTR, variable area turbine, and compressor discharge bypass have only
a minima. benefit; mainly what is needed is a full convertability from a relatively high bypass ra'io
turbofan io a turbojet. Airframe trades in such areas as aspect ratio, sweep and wing loading ars made
to support the engine assessment. Due consideration of intake and nozzle performance, weight and (om-
plexity must further be included. Engine manufacturers often overlook the intake and nozzle problems in
performing these studies because of the difficulty for them to include the system integration effects
in adequate depth. The performance, weight, air flow matching, control and drag of such components are
at least at the same level of importance as the gas producer. In deciding the complete propulsion con-
figuration (intake, gas producer, nozzle) all factors must be considered with equal importance in the
design of a Mach 2.70 - 3.50 engine system.
Such concepts as multiple bypass engines with flow diverters, and fan duct burning are currently being
investigated by the engine industry. The schemes shown in Figure 2 are in addition to these to indicate
there is plenty of room for thinking. Figure 23 shows an enlarged view of two potential alternate
schemes for producing bypass ratio variability (RVVCE) and bypass and pressure ratio variability (VPR).
In this study five engines were compared, all incorporating the same technology, but with different con-
figurations. The dry-cruising turbojet, with a short A/B for acceleration use only, is used as the
frame of reference. The duct-burning turbofan (DHTF), after-burning turbofan (ABTF), rear-valved vari-
able cycle (RVVCE), and the variable pressure ratio turbofan (VPR), are the chosen concepts. Basic
cycle data is shown in Figure 24, and comparative performance data are shown in Figures 25 and 26.
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Figure 23 Typical Variable Cycle Engines for Long Ranae Penetralor Figure 24 Engine Cycle Characteristics
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.j.3 Engine-kirplane Evaluations
The -udy was conducted by sizing the engines to fit ~
a twin-engined aircraft incorporating aircraft study
variables consistent with a long-range vehicle at
fixed gross weight, see Figure 27. Fiqure 28 shows
the capability of the dry turbojet to perform a de-
sign miission (A) and selected alternate missions
(B3, C and D). The design mission was selected with
takeoff from an unrestricted field, followed by climb-
and cruise at Mach number 0.90 until the aircraft
requires refuel. It then refuels and climbs to
supersonic best cruise speed and alti'tude (in this
case, M =2,7 and 65,000 feet averaqe). It cruises

to 80,000 feet and Mach 3.0 and performs a fixed 3

radius mission of 500 nautical miles. It then re- i
turns at Mach 2.7 to the refueling station, deceler-
ating to Mach 0.90 for refuel and heads home. The
open condition is the range at M - 2.70 available
assuming fxed aircraft and engine size. As shownFiue2LogRneeetar
on the top of Figure 28, an unrefueled subsonic range
of 2,800 nautical miles was obtained for this air-
craft with the baseline turbojet engine.MISOG 2.
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osin the subsnicrcruise an e ngifor ea engsione is shmownsinaFigurel29 anttd e a pliestfralltisson s.0nuia

Fiuruoets 27n 0 mlsho acmparison Csows the fhigrs ofamearirat for theoiver enginesconrsideired the baseig-

line dory-cuelsping ubjt) iclueinoarissfaorabl wit the othdareroe engine oncept ine Misiona;towver lnthe

.,ariable-cycle engines appear to be somewhat superior. In the other three missions, the VCE schemnes are
cons;ýcrably better.
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The principal difference in eng ie concepts is that the RVV'E arW the OHTF are eorifigur'ed to pruvide
best air flow r~atch on all 510sio segmen ts with the OPLiflIUIll throttle ratio, These engines also have
best specif ic thrust at all corlditio S, but are !hIIlited ill that Cycle Pressure ratio is Mot Opti[IuIllT for
:01 -ilission segmcents. The VPR (,I the othi"' hand shows the best perforlua~nCe Of all schemes. This results
from the guoo air flow mlatch combined with the added capability to optimize cycle pr~essure ratio. These
compadri soIS srow that consid&rdble reasonI for further de1. .lpment Of Variable cycle engine components is
jus.ified. p;'i.,wrily oecause of the much better mlissionl versatility int~erent w~ith these eligines.



4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, two examples of potential military aircraft have been considered and study results on the
effect of selected variable cycle engines have been illustrated. Many other missions in such areas as
V/STOL and logistics carriers reveal a similar interest in variable geometry engines. The proper solu-

.tions to such matters can only come about if'fully integrated studies of airframe variables and engine
variables are simultaneously conducted. These studies require a concentrated, combined activity of the
airframe and engine contractors. It is hoped that this paper reflects a contribution to the needs that
exist if we are to achieve the maximum potential at a minimum airframe size and cost.
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DISCUSSION

J.F.Chevalier
Vous avez d~niontr6 qu'il tallait prendre en compte tous les param~trs variables pour faire tine bonne optimisation,
et vous avez tnontr6 comme exemple caracttristique de l'erreur qu'on peut faire le cas d'un HTR jet install6 sur un
avion A rapport pouss~e/poids au d~eollage fix6. Or, nous n'installerions jamais un HTR jet dans un avion ,i rapport
T/W donný. En effet, si nous ameliorons la pousste i grande vitesse de cc moteur, c'est pour rtduire la taille du
moteur; donc nous aurions automatiquenient 4tudit un avion au rapport T/W au decollage r~duit. Nous n'aurions
pas fait l'erreur que V'on commet si l'on suit la deuxi~me m6thode de votre communication.

You have mentioned that, to achicve good optimization, all the variable parameters have to be integrated, and you
have given as an example, the installation of a HTR jet on an aircraft with a fixed thrust to take off gross weight
ratio. Now, we would never install a HTR jet on a fixed T/W ratio aircraft. As a matter of fact, if we improve the
thrust of an engine at high speeds, it is for the purpose of reducing the size of this engine. Therefore, we would
automatically consider an aircraft with a reduced thrust-take off weight ratio. We would not make the mistake
which would be made if we adopted the second method discussed in your paper.

Author's Reply
In airplanes which have been designed today, which cruise with M = 1.2 with dash up to M 2.0, there is no reason
to talk about throttle ratios greater than I because engine design at sea level is exactly the same as the engine design
at Mach No.1.28 and if you are only going to dash to Mach No.2 the time you are at supersonic speed is very ;hort
and therefore the use of an afterburner makes sense because of its light weight. But the plane which will dash sub-
"sonically and cruise supersonically, one should be careful not to design the engine at sea level static or it will result
into a very large engine for supersonic cruise. This is the essence of what I was trying to express.

R.M.Denning
Is not the Olympus engine in Concorde ar, example of the variable geometry turbo jet with afterburner used at off-
design conditions?

Author's Reply
Concorde, being a Mach 2 airplane, is right at the upper limit as to whether high throttle ratios make sense according
in our studies. I feel high throttle ratio makes a lot of sense if you are cruising at Mach 1.6. If you get up to around
Mach 2 the advantage begins to disappear. I do believe, however, if the Olympus engine had a variable area turbine,
you could have cut down the ainount of augmentation at takeoff for the same total thrust and it would not be as
noisy an aircraft. But again I recognize this was not a fixed weight aircraft during the design phase and the way it
was cl. -nging force you to use augmentation for takeoff.

R.M.Denning
On the variable pressure ratio engine with the bypass duct turbine is there not a mismatch in air angles on this turbine

when the mode of operation is changed?

Author's Reply
In the case of tile variable pressure ratio engine you will note first that the fan is one of very high pressure ratio.
It is of the order of 3.5 to 4. This is something we have never built before in an engine and which then mniniises
the difference in the air angles the turbine sees. Secondly, I am not precluding the use of a first stage stator

Svariability in the low pressure turbine. As a matter of fact we do not use a stator now in order to get ar•oud the
problem you are tailking about.

... i...... . . . . . .. . .. . .
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SOME ASPECTS OF VARIABLE CYCLE
PROPULSION SYSTEKS

by

F W Armstrong and D R Higton

National Gas Turbine Establishment
Pyestock, Farmborough, Hants, GUt4 01., England

SUMMARY

"The paper first considers the incentives which encourage the study of variable cycle
gas turbine powerplants. In addition to achieving performance gains at off-design running
conditions, and increasing safety and flexibility by providing greater operating margins,
there are now significant attractions from the environmental point of view in regard to the
control of both exhaust emissions and noise.

The gains potentially available in a number of civil and military aircraft
applications are outlined, together with the resulting requirements for cycle variation and
the implications for the configuration of the gas turbine engine itself and its intake and
exhaust systems. The substantial component and system design problems posed by advanced
variable cycle powerplants are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

A 'variable cycle' propulsion system might be defined as one which incorporates provision for the
significant variation of the thermodynamic cycle at selected operating conditions. This definition
clearly embraces a wide spectrum of possibilities. At the same time, it is intended to exclude effects
purely associated with the use of component matching aids for low.apeed running in conventional engines.

Deliberate cycle variation may be achieved by a variety of means, ranging from variable
propelling nozzles, through more complex design features such as variable capacity turbines, to systems
involving gross airflow switching to obtain alternative series or parallel operation of major powerplant
components. Thus, some degree of added complexity is an inevitable characteristic of any variable cycle
solution to a powerplant project requirement. The level of technical uncertainty is generally increased,
am are the risks of reduced reliability and high maintenance costs. For a variable cycle solution to be
adopted, such factors need to be out-weighed by very substantial incentives. This paper offers a broad
discussion of the incentives, design features, problem. and prospects of variable cycle gas turbine
powerplants, illustrated by a number of potential applications considered in studies at NGTE.

2. INCENTIVES

An a form of prime mover, the gas turbine offers great design flexibility. Dute to the steady flow
nature of the engine, each major component has to handle only one thermodynamic process. It is therefore
possible to assembly appropriately designed compressors, combustion systems, turbines and ducting in
various arrangements to provide - within limits - any desired thermodynamic cycle. Thus the current
aeronautical scenw features jet engines having design pressure ratios ranging from less than 5 to about 30,
by-pass ratios from zero to about 8. and turbine entry teaperatres from lesc than IO1K to over 600K.

Notwithstanding this basic design freedom however, the very large flight envelope possesed by
Amany types of modern aircraft inevitably leads to compromise in the choice of the powerplant cycle, and

operation far from the design point at some ilight conditions. The thermodynamic cycle and airflow may
then be relatively badly matched to the duty required. At low power, cycle efficiency may be poor. If
engine airflow demand is low, installation drag may be high. Both effects worsen fuel economy. An

alternative possibility is that there may be difficulty in achieving the required thrust level due to a
stress, temperature or aerodynamic limit beinm reached within the powerplant.

by In such aituations there is clearly scope, at least in principle, for achieving performance gain
*by altering the cycle to improve the matching between the powerplant and its duty. The nature of the

Srequired cycl: change depends on the particular performancei mprovement desired. sseament in the
context of the aircraft application. making proper aliowance for ehwsee in intellation drag. ip alwaye
necessary. It should be noted that although variable cycle features add complexity to the powerplant and

- i ts control syotr,. an improvement in thrust capability at a critical flight condition could allow an
engine of smaller size and posibly lighter weight to be u•ed for a given aircraft misaion requirement.

In addition to performance beneftte in terms of steady-state fuel economy or thrust, eomw variable
cycle foeatures can be deployed transiently to improve engine handling or provide faster thrust reeponse
capability. Such techniques say also be useful for temporarily lowering the working line on a eomreasor
characteristic to improve operating margin•o wder extreme flight cooditimos • ore *evere inlet 4irflow
madiatrihution is liable to occu.

nvireotsental requiremeats, mm of major importance in civil air-raft deoain. eonatitute another
clams of iscestivee for the study of variable cycle powerplaate. Iateornationally agreed logielation to
limit the noite of sew types of subeomic aircraft hWs been in force for a aumber of yearo. and is likely

Sto beco m re etetapat in future. Is adhitios to a lowonag of the note levele peemitted for sub•mo•c



aircraft, such legislation may well be extended to cover civil supersonic transports. The noise produced by an
aero-engine arises from a number of sources, whose relative magnitudes depend very much on the design of the
engine. Cycle variation may be used to reduce a dominant noise source, for example by decreasing low pressure
rotor speed to lessen fan noise, or alternatively by increasing total airflow at a given thrust level to reduce
Jet velocity and hence jet noise.

The need to reduce certain exhaust effluents is the other environmental constraint now affecting engine
design. Much attention in currently being devoted to this problem, largely under the stimulus of requirements
framed by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). These requirements cover several pollutants, with the
reduction of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) presenting the greatest technical challengc. Although the factors which
influo•ce the production of NOx in engines are still the subjact of study and debate, it appears that NOx
levels may be expected to increase as combustion chamber entry temperature rises - is the NOx problems tend to

* be accentuated by the modern trend to high pressure ratio engines. A variable cycle capability which allows
engine pressure rntio to be somewhat reduced at the take off condition, may therefore be worth consideration as
one means for reducing NOx emission on the ground and at low altitude. At the same time, it is important from
a fuel economy viewpoint that high pressure ratios should still be available for cruising flight.

Summing up regarding the current incentives for the study of variable cycle powerplants, these may be
stated in terms of the following broad headings:-

(a) Incentives directly associated with the steady-state performance capability of the powerplant -
improvements in fuel economy or thrust capability; relief of stress or temperature in high duty
components at extreme flight conditions, etc.

(b) Improvement in environmental conditions - noise and/or exhaust emissions.

(c) Improved thrust response and other operational factors.

3. TECHNIQUES AND DESIGN FEATURES

This section first considers the principles which govern the matching and operation of a gas turbine
powerplant at conditions away from its design point. With this as a basis, the meanws by which controlled cycle
variation may be achieved are then outlined and discussed.

For equilibrium running at any flight condition and power setting, the propulsion system must operate
such that vaiious work, heat and pressure balances, and flow continuity, are maintained. As a result, each
component of a conventional powerplant is constrained to operate along a 'working line' or within a restricted
region, departing only during transient non-equilibrium operation when the steady-qtate work balances no longer
hold. In this overall matching process, a dominant part is played by the effective fiow areas of the power-
plant expansion and exhaust systems.

At the same time, it is essential for satisfactory running that each component c.hall always be working
A within its boundaries of stable operation. It is usually the compression system which gives problems in this

respect, and therefore considerable attention has always been paid to the of!-deaign performance character-
istics of compressors. An important outcome has been the successful development and widespread use of variable

stagger inlet guide vanes and stator blading. In modern high pressure ratio compressors, for instance, vari-
ability may be incorporated in perhaps five or six stator rows to obtain the 'corridor' of stable operation
required for satisfactory starting and handling. Thus, considerable experience has already been gained in the
aerodynamic, mechanical and control aspects of compressor stator variability. This existing body of experience
provides a useful basis for the study of powerplants where deliberate control of the cycle at off-design condi-
tions is envisaged, although in many such cases much larger variation of the compressor performance character.
istics would be needed. For example, some concepts imply considerable pressure ratio variation, which might
require the extension of variable blade stagger to include one or more rotor rows.

Returning to the downstream components which exert a controlling influence on the matching of the power-
plant as a whole, it can also be noted that considerable experience exists on variable-area propelling nozzles.
The development of such nozzles was given great impetus by tne reheat or afterburning principle - itself a
dramatic 'variable cycle' concept of fundamental importance for military aircraft with supersonic flight
capability. More limited experience exists on variable by-pass mixing systems, which constitute a form of co-
axial nozzle, operating unchoked, within the main jet pipe. Although involving some mechanical complication.
these should pose no fundamental design difficulty.

Of much greater signifieance its the problem of achieving variation of turbine swallowing capacity. In
uiew of the high temperature operating environment, it is fortunate that the swallowing capneity of a turbine
can be changed very aubatantially by varintion of its nozzles alone, without any need for manipulation of the
rotor blading. Even so, the engineering of a variable capacity turbine so as to maintain high efficiency azid
satisfactory mechanical characteristies in long-term use presents a considerable technical challenge.
Turbines with variable nozzlea have been used in a number of engines, as well as for experimental purposes in
eomponent test rigs. Experience is therefore building up, and some encouraging results have been reported.
For esample, in a recent 'demonstrator' programme in Which ais all turbo-fan engine was modified to include a
variable low-presure turbine. performance comparisons with normal production engines "ehowed no significant
penaltioe associated with the incorporation of variable geometry" (Rofoereces I and 2). Close attention to
detail design is elearly required to avoid efficiency loes due to low leakage via the root and tip clear-
ances of pivoted notasle vanes. Up to now. most if not all applications have been to turbines whose soznles do
not require an internal cooling airflow. The added eomplieation of combining a pivot aystem with a cooling
air supply is formidable and acts as a powerful deterent to the use of this means of capacity variation on
high temperature turbines. As am alternative to pivoting of the nozzle vases, some *-%riation of swallovw t
capacity may be produced by arr&angi for portio•n of the annulus wall to be soveable. So far, only very

S 4 elited eoperience of thie techAque mppoe.&r to have bee gaine.
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Another approach, analogous in matching terms to increasing turbine swallowing capacity, is to bleed
off a proportion of the flow upstream of the turbine. Bleeding or 'blow-off' from the later stages of
compressors is already an established method for improving compressor handling in the low/medium speed
range. If applied b-tween the high pressure (HP) and low pressure (LP) turbines, a similar effect to
increasing the LP turbine swallowing capacity would be obtained - ie, the HlP system working line would be
lowered on its compressor characteristic. This bleed technique could offer a more straightforward design
solution than direct turbine nozzle variability, particularly for engines where the LP turbine operates at
temperatures such that nozzle cooling air is required. To avoid excessive circumferential flow
disturbance, bleed ports distributed around the whole outer annulus wall would probably be needed. The
bleed flow could either be reintroduced into the jet pipe or simply exhausted through rearward-pointing
nozzles into the by-pass duct. Although the latter might appear to be a somewhat inefficient process,
the gain obtained from cycle re-matching might far outweigh a local inefficiency which applies to only a
small proportion of the total engine flow.

The more radical concepts for variable cycle or 'dual mode' powerplants involve arrangements for
the switching of major airflows. Such s'.hemes have been envisaged for applications where a very large
change in total powerplant airflow between one flight condition and another could be beneficial. In
addition to large valve systems within the engine itself, auxiliary intakes and i.4 some cases
propelling nozzles also, are needed. A variety of configurations has been discussed in the literature,
most designs having the basic aim of achieving parallel operation of fans or compressors in the higher
flow mode, and series operation for normal floe. Such schemes clearly present major engineering
challenges, not only in terms of the design of the engine itself, but also in regard to the intake and
exhaust systems, and powerplant/airframe interactions generally. There are also dangers of considerable
performance losses due to leakages and tortu...s airflow paths. These numerous difficulties will not be
discussed in further detail here; suffice it to say that very strong incentives are necessary for such
radical design proposals to merit serious consideration.

4. SOM EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

This Section discusses examples of potential or actual applications of cycle variability, some of
which have formed the subject of performance studies at NOTE. They are classifind under the general
objectives of (i), increasing thrust capability; (ii) improving fuel economy; and (iii), reducing noise.

4.1 Increase of thrust capability

In some cases the mission performance of an aircraft would be significantly improved if its power-
plant could provide an increased thrust at a certain flight condition. On a conventional engine, an
increase in thrust rating simply implies running the engine at a higher rotational speed and turbine
entry temperature, leading to shortened life of high temperature components. It is therefore worth
examining the possibility of achieving increraed thrust without raising turbine entry temperature, by
cycle variation. Now the majority of modera aero-engiLns employ the by-pass or turbo-fan principle,
whereby downstream of the fan the total airflow is divided between an outer fan duct and the central core
engine. Thus there would seem to be some scope, at least in principle, for increasing thrust by means of
a cycle change which directs a greater proportion of the total airflow through the core. This is
considered below for the classes of engine used in civil transport and military combat aircraft.

4.1.1 Subsonic civil transports

The congestion which occurs on some of the busier airways in the altitude band 20,000 to
35,00 feet has led to suggestions (for example, Reference 3) that a commercial advantage would be
available to aircraft having more flexible operating characteristics - in particular, a capability to
cruise efficiently over a wide altitude band. For high altitude cruising, a rapid climb is needed,

demanding a high thrust at the engine climb rating. In such circumstances the availability of a 'high
thrust mode', to be used during climb and perhaps also for take-off, would have attractions -

particularly if turbine entry temperature increases could be avoided.

The proportion of the total engine airflow which pasese through the core can be raised in either

of two ways:-

(a) by increasing HP compressor non-dimensional flow capacity.

(b) for a given swallowing capacity, raising HP compressor entry pressure - ie 'supercharging'.

Method (a) has been discussed recently 4y Eourmoutiadis. who draws attention to the need for a
significant increase in HP system rotational speed capability. As a consequence, the weight of the HP
system would be increased. In addition, the flow capacity increase obtainable from over-speediAg might
be limited by choking of the HP compressor. The method chosen for study here is (b), which avoids those
HP s•yatem problems but requires a means for producing the 'supercharging' effect. It is envisaged that
this could be provided in a civil transport engine whose design, as in the case of some current engines,
includes a number of core 'booster' stages mounted on the LP rotor behind the fan. By designing this
booster system to be lightly loaded during normal engine operation, and incorporating variable ge(oetry,
e significant incresc in work capability might be achievable for the 'high thrust mode'. The desired
variation of pressaire ratio between the two modea of engite operation would be aided by matching the
booster stages well below their surge line for 'normal' working. Although such matching would probably
result in these stages operating below their maximum efficiency, the consequent penalty in overall cycle
efficiency would be small becattae the wc.rk done by the booter stage rer*amta only a all proportion

of the total compresion process in the engine.
*1ý
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SVARIABLE AREA

*ARIABLE WORK VARIABLE CAPACITY BY- PASS NOZZLE
LR COMPRESSOR L.R TURBINE OR BLEED

, TO BY-PASS DUCT

FIG.u BY-PASS ENGINE FOR CIVIL AIRCRAFT

* Figure 1 it a schematic illustration of a civil turbo-fan engine of the two-shaft type with booster
compressor stages on the UP rotor. Variable cycle features to provide increased climb thrust are
indicated. The LP booster compressor variables are operated in conjunction with a reduction in by-pass
proptlling nonzle area, forcing the cycle to rematch with reduced by-pass ratio at a given fan speed. In
regard to the HP system operation, three possibilities then appear:-

S(a) The whole HP system may be run at an unchanged noei-dimensional operating condition,
resulting in increased rotational speed and turbine entry temperature due to the increase in
HP compressor entry temperature.

(b) The speed and turbine temperature increases of (a) can be avoided if the HP system is
operated further down its normal working line. While this results in soame lose of the HP
flow increase relative to (a), there remains a net increase, and hence a thrust gmltn,
relative to the 'normal' cycle.

(c) The HP system ncn-dimensional flow can be maintained at its full value, without & rise of
turbine temperature, by an increase in effective LP turbine flow capacity. This effect,
which lowers the HP compressor working line, can be produced either by an actual increase of
turbine nozsle throat area or by a bleed of core gas flow upstream of the turbine.

Of these options for HP system operation, it is fortunate that the latter two cases, which meet the
objective of achieving greater thrust without increasing turbine entry temperature, do not require core
cosy'e area variability - at least for the example cycle considered in this study.

r Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the results of performance estimatea for a two-shaft engine having the

following major cycle parametere at ita aerodynamic dosign point at Mach 0.8, 3O,00 ft. ISAx-

by-pans ratio 5.5

turbine entry temperature 1500K

overall pressure ratio 2?

fan by-pasa section pressure ratio 147

fan core section plus LP booster pressure ratio 2.25

The gains in thrust avsllable from supercharging, in conjunction with the various ways of
operating the IKP system discussed above, were estimated for the climb condition. These, and the
associated risen in aft are shown in Figure 2. plotted against the pressure ratio generated by the fan
root section plus LP booster coepressor stages. On the eame basis, Figure 3 indicates the deployment
required in other engine vea iablea and Figure 4 ahows aoe important cycle conditions. Consistent

Snotation and styles of line are ased for all throe Fiures.
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for the conventional engine.

It may be noted that the 'constant HP opurating point' altesative offers no advantage over the
conventional engine except that it does rot call for any increase in fan speed. For a given thrust
increase, turbine entry temperatures and HP rotor speeds are very similar, and sfc is higher for the
variable 4ycle cane.

4.1.2 Military combat aircraft

The wide flight envelope of high performance military aircraft dictates the use of engines of much
higher specific thrust than the turbo-fans used for modern subsonic civil transports. Although the
by-pass principle is coemonly used, by-pass ratios are generally around unity or lower. The by-pass and
core engine flows are generally remixed in the jet pipe to feed a single propelling nozzle. Although jet

pipe reheat is used to provide the large thrust boost needed for supersonic flight, there is also
considerable emphosis, at some flight conditions, on achieving the greatest possible thrust with reheat
unlit. A case of especial importance is that of the very low altitude 'penetration' to the target on a
strike mission, requiring flight at a high speed with good fuel economy - ie with reheat unlit. The
maximum dry thrust available from the powerplant tends to be the factor which limits flight speed, the
problem being accentuated by high aircraft drag due to the carrying of external stores. In looking at the
question of whether thrust can be increased by cy'.le variation, attention is again concentrated here on
the technique of supercharging the core engine.

VARIABLE WORK VARIABLE CAPACITY VARIABLE VARIABLE AREA
L+P COMPRESSOR LP TURBINE OR AREA PROPELLING

!:1
BLE PI

FIG. 5 BY-PASS ENGINE FOR MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Figure 5 illustrates a military two-ahaft low by-pass ratio powerplant of the type just described.
Variable cycle features for thrust boosting are indicastd, The requirement for a cauon static pressure
ae the two stretams rejoin in the Jet pipe exerts a significant constraint on engine matching which tends
to limit the scope available for cycle variation. Also. with a low by-pass ratio multi-stage fan it
becomes unrealistic to envtsage a variation of the core eection pressure ratio indmpendently of the
hy-pasa section, particularly if, at is often the case, no LP care booster atageo are used. For thie
study then, the increase of LP pressure ratio for the 'high thrust anode' is considered to apply to the fan
as a whole. thus raising by-pass preesure as well as core entry pressure.

A representative flight condition for the phaae of the mission in question ie Mach 0.9, Sea-level.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the results of performance eatimates at this condition for as eaSine having the

following cycle parametere at ita sea.level, static design paint:-

by-pass ratio i.0

,, t-turbine entry temperature

"overall presasue ratio al

fan pressure ratio 2.9

The ie three alternativee for operation of the W system so for the civil eagine have been
studied, and a similar style adopted for the presentation of resuts. A-tia the 'cOsesatiOnAl eftgn1s'
came ha" been included &a a datum.

Considering the same range of LP preaure ratio (though thi. na applies to the by-pass a uell as
to the core stream) the resulta for this milttary eOsssje are broadly similar to those for the civil
engine. The thrust increase for the increased effective U,• turbino ea4;atty ea•e is almost the eaxe ow
for the civil engine, aws oa in the rise of turbine entry temperature associateA with thie thrmut
Sicreade for the datuMm conventional egine. The thru•t gain available without tncreasing effective

--
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lead to serious penalties elsewhero - for example, in cruising fuel consumption. The variable cycle
engine would be significantly more complex than a conventional engine. The provision of the LP preasure
ratio increase required for supercharging in clearly a key ieature of the concept. As mentioned in
discussion of the civil engine, this capabiliti night be aought from a combination of compressor r'.riable
geometry - hopefully confined to the stator blading - and matching the stages in question low on their
operating characteristics for 'normal' operation. In regard to the increase in effective LP turbine flow
capacity which is also needed if the maximum potential from core supercharging is to be realised, it is
noteworthy that these studies suggest that a bleed upstream of the LP turbine W. be virtually as
effective in thrust term, and possibly considerably aimplee, than varying the capacity of the turbine
itself.

Finally, mention thould be made of the porssibility of increasing the achievahle thrust boost by
combining the core supercharging concept with an increase in total engine airflow. In principle, the
variable features discussed above could be used to rematch the cycle at higher LP speed, "a well a
increased pretsure ratio, to givw. a greater fan airflow while still maintaining turbine entry
temperature constant. The increased speed capability would in general require some increase of LP rotor
weight, and its effectiveness in increasing flow might be limited at hie. non-dimensional speeds by fan
choking. Because of this latter consideration the more fruitful application would probably be to thi
military engine case at Mach 0.9, sea-level, where non-dimensional speed is reduced below its take-off
value due tc the elevated intake total temperature.

4.2 Improviax fuel economy

The combat type aircraft discussed in thi previous Section also provides a good example of a
flight condition where the prospects for improving fuel economy by cycle variation invite study. This is
a return cruise to base at low altitude. The aircraft is now without external stores and at light weight.
Flying it a modest speed in the region of Mach 0.6, drag is low and the powerplant is operatinig at only a
fraction of its maximum dry thrust. The specific fuel consumption of the engine is therefore well above
its minimum value, on a curve which rises rapidly as thrust is reduced. Thus, the lower the aircraft
drag level, the higher will be the aft. For instance, if the aircraft has variable-sweep wings, the
advantage of using minimum sweep at this flight condition to reduce lift-dependent drag will be partially
offset by an increase i enogine afa. A further factor which accentuates the problem is that po.rplant
irstallation drag is high at low thrust, due to the low engine airflow demand.

Figure 9 shows engine performance at Mach 0.6, sea-level. The thrust requirement mught be in the
region of 30 per cent of the maximum dry value. At this thruat level, the sfc of the basic engine is
about 15 per cent above its minimum value. The reasons for this situation are clear from the other
curves on the Figure. Although propulsive efficiency improves with thrust reduction, the benefits f this
are outweighed at low thrust by the progreesive decrease of thermal efficiency resulting f--o degradation
in the major cycle parameters of overall pressure rvtio and turbine entry temperature. For exampls, at
30 per cent thrust the pressure ratio, which has a powerful influence on cycle efficiency, has fallen to

around half its full-power value. The powerplant is
4clearly not well matched to the propulsion requir.-

t s ent at this flight condition, and it wo•ld appear
that there might be scope for improvoment ty cyclevariation.

Figure 10 provides an Indication of the
Sresults of a preliminary exploration of such
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operation are sensitive to thrust level, basic engine
cycle and the detailed performance characteristics
of the engine components - for example, the
distribution of efficiency contours on the fan
characteristic. Detailed study of individual cases
"is thus particularly necessary. The attraction

RELATIVE here is that although the available gains are
S.£C. generally small, they can be had essentially by

arranging for the more refined control of an exist-
.I ing powerplant component, namely the variable
I nozzle which is necessary for reheat operation.

DATUM ENGINE% t Moving to the other extreme in terms of
WITH NOZZ complexity, the lower, shaded band gives a broadWITH NOZZLE TUFID

AREA REDUCED UGTUM FIXED indication of what might be obtainable within the
10GEOMETRY E GiNE constraints of the same carcase size as the basic

S I j.engine, and the same overall pressure ratio, but
given otherwise complete freedom in varying the
cycle. Thus the variables for these estimates were

0'9 . by-pass ratio, turbine entry temperature, LP and HP
compressor pressure ratios (with the proviso of a

OTIMUM CYCLES constant value for their product), and all swallow-
0"8 -- 4----- -- AIRFLOW CONSTANt; ing capacities except that of the LP compressor,

SOVERALL PRESSURE which was maintained constant at the design point
RATIO CONST.) value for the datum engine. Component efficiency

I tvalues were also assumed equal to the design point
0.7 fvalues for the datum engine.

20 40 63 80 10o% For the low thrust case, very large sfc

improvements are theoretically available, amounting
NET THRUST to more than 30 per cent before taking any credit

for reduced installation drag. However, implied in
such improvements are drastic cycle changes - for
example, an increase of by-pass ratio to more than

F*G.10 SCOPE FOR S.F.C. REDUCTION 1o; This seems well beyond the bounds of
(MILITARY ENGINE M-0*6. SEA LEVEL) feasibility at reacnable levels of complexity

and coat. To attempt to approach such a degree of
cycle variation would result in the whole engine
design being dominated by the variable cycle
requirement, with enormous technical risks. More
realistically, the challenge here is to devise
practicable designs which yield a worthwhile
performance level intermediate between this extreme

example and the small gains available from the nozzle area trimming discussed above. Preliminary studies
suggest, however, that the difficulty of finding a cost-effective solution in this area may be consider-
able, unless the additional component variability required could also be used to good effect in other
parts of %ne aircraft flight envelope.

4.3 Noise reduction

It ha_ been noted earlier that cycle variation aimed at reducing noise can take a variety of

directions, dependinr on the balance of the engine noise sources. For engines having a high jet velocity,
•22 I a valuable technique for noise reduction at reduced thrust conditions is to simply open the propelling

nozzle. This results in a reduction of turbine )ntry temperature and jet velocity, the required thrust
then being achieved at higher LP rotor speed and airflow, and lower turbine entry temperature and jet
velocity. A notable application is to tha Olympus 593 engine of Concorde, for nuise-abatement climb and
approach to la:"'ing. At the latter condition, an increase in propelling nozzle throat area of about
30 per cent gives a noise reduction of about 6 FNda (Reference 5).

For high by-pase ratio engines where fan or LP turbine noise may be the significant problem at low
thrust conditions, some improvement might be achievable by reduciag the co-e nozzle area. This has the
"effect of reducing the ._P rotor apaed arid Increasing the core jet velocity- the balance of noise sources

is therefore changed. This technique was discussed by Wilde and Pickerell in connection with Iesign
studies ot three-ahaft civil turbo-fan engines, a possible noise reduction at approach of about i ldil
being estimated.

Far more radical schemes for cycle variation are envisaged by some project ergineere a!
potential solution to the noise problem of future supersonic transport aircraft (5T'n). ý,v 4eeign
requirement for long range supersonic cruise leads to strong emphasis on minimising powerplant
installation drag and weight. Furthermore, the high aircraft velocity at supersonie cruise necesaitatee
an •n•ine of etmntially high jet velocity, Current SST's (Concorde a... r014) therefore make more ioisa
in the vicinity of airports than modern subsonic aircraft fitted with high by-pass ratio turbefavs.
However, future SST designs will need to show significantly improved noise characteristics. Unless a new
and highly effective technique of jet noise auppression is establiahodthis wil.l entail a reuetion in jet
velocity at tVm take off condition.

Figure 11 gives a simplified indication of the variation of jet noise with veloeity. t e to the
s- shape of this curve, a considerable change of engine design will be neceserey to gain a substanttal noise
reduction. Allowing for some improvement in aircraft climb characteristics, and taki.V into account the
important subj*etive effects of noise sptztral content and duration, it has been estimated that the
echievoment of noise levels appropriate to a future &ST will require at leasI t a 50 per cent airflow
iuareame at a gives thrust. To achieve this by simply fitting larger eagtrto and their associated

-- -'2-
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intake systems could give rine to a substantial penalty in terms of weight and supersonic cruise drag.
* ~Variable cycle schemes involving large increases of powezrplmnt airflow at take-.off and landing conditions

have therefor* been widely studied. WIhile such schemes would add considerably to powerplant cost and
weight, scope does exist for coapensating for these disadvantages by virtue of the better fuel economy
characteristics potentially available from a higher flow powerplant during subsonic phases of the flight.

An SST needs to carry a very substantial fuel load for subsonic flight, covering departure from the
airport area, climb to height and possible subsonic cruise ovor densely populated areas, as well as
diversion and holding conditions. This can amount to approximately double the passenger payload.
Therefore an improvement in subsonic fuel economy car be very significant. Figure 112 compares subsonic
sfc levels of a turbo-jet sized for supex~onic cruise requirements, and a by,-pass cycle having 50 per cent

* I higher airflow than the turbo-jet at the take-off condition, thrust levels being related to the needs of
an aircraft of slender delta form. If most of the potential improvement shown could be obtained in

* practice dttriag the 'high flow' mode of operation of a variable cycle poweirplant, the saving in subsonic
fuel would be an important factor to zel. sgeainst the added weight of the powerplant. Thus it might be
possible to produca an 5b"I having a payload fraction similar or superior to current aircraft of thia class
but with much better noise characteristics. This haviag been samid, the problems of implementing a
radical variable cycle powerplert concept for an WST tuhould also be emphasiZed. Development to meet the
stringent civil safety requirements at minimum weight, together with high performance and good in-service
maintenance characteristics. would be a larne task indeed.

5. is CON==03i

The control of the powerplant cycle with the object of gaining performance Improvements has been a
subjeet of istudy by propulsion engineers over matny years. IXsre recently, reduction of noise has entered

* ~the scene as an additional objective. However. although nose significant examples of cycle variation
ave appeared in production esgiuea. thee, have generally been of a relatively straightforwar4 nature.

* squiring little in the way of additional complexity or novelty. Indeed, most aeronautical applicatione
have consisted of the exploitation of at variable propelling norale. 3chesee involving aubstantial
increase of development effort and risk have not so far be" implemented.

Whitt. then, a-re the prospects for the future? The launchingt coats of new aeronautical projects
have now reached high levels In relation to available resourcesa even for collaboirative ventujren between
eajor partners. Propovals for novel design features which imply increased risk sad development coat will
therefore Inevitably attract highly crittcal scrutiny. Valuable benefits rteltive to alternative

t4 solutions will neeod to be iz proepet. together with a good level of confidence In the succesa of the
proposed deeeloasft.

X ________



2; Such confidence must depend largely upon the availability of n basis of praotical experience of the
design features in question. This was acquired quickly for variable propelling nozzles and variable
compressor stators, and led to their widespread application. As mentioned earlier, experience of an
encouraging nature is now accumulating on turbines with variable nozzle guide vanes - much ot it in the
non-aeronautical gas turbine field. Some experience is also being gained, on both sides of the Atlantic,
in the use of variable rotor blading for single-stage fans. Bleest valve systems are al-eady in quite
common use in the lower temperature parts of engines, both for compressor surge margin improvement and for
supplying substantial quantities of compressed air for aircraft services such as flap blowing. This
again forms a useful fund of experience, though the more extreme variable cycle concepts would require
far-reaching further development. Regarding the control of variable cycle powerplants, the sophisticated
capability required could be provided by digital systems which are now finding their way into the aircraft
propulsion world.

'j I For the future, variable cycle schemes will continue to face strong competition from alternative
solutions. The more radical schemes will not easily find acceptance, especially where their development

- would require a significant diversion of resources from the mainstream of powerplant evolution. At the
7 "same time, we may expect the growth of component irperience, discussed above, to produce a climate where

variable cycle principles will be used more widely in well-chosen applications. Certainly there will
continue to be scope for ingenuity in thinking about the design of powerplants to meet the varied
propulsion requirements posed by modern aviation.
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DISCUSSION .

r',N.F.Rekos
You did raise a question at the very end. You expressed a great deal of concern regarding, let us call them the
"radical concepts" and let's say, general reluctance of getting involved into any such development. These radical
concepts will probably be discussed later. Do you expect to have or do you expect to enlargi your capabilities in
your work at NGTE to include some of these so-called radical cycles?

Author's Reply
Several project studies aimed at establishing practicable variable cycle powerplant configurations have been under-
taken at NGTE over the last decade or so, and the Establishment will naturally continue with such studies. How-
ever, regarding the more radical variable cycle concepts, a very careful evaluation of the benefits and penalties, in the
light of particular project requirements, must precede any decision to embark on major experimental programmes
which divert resources away from the mainstream of powerplant evolution.

My own view is that we will tend to adopt a more evolutionary approach than is currently advocated in some
quarters, and that we shall concentrate on developing the techniques which enable us to progressively introduce
greater degrees of variability in well chosen applications.

Mr Swan has proposed some dramatic changes to the power plant which would necessarily involve tremendous tech-
nical risks. However, there is much in his paper with which I would agree. In his discussion of the 'High Throttle
"Ratio' concept he has shown that substantial benefits can result from careful selection of the engine design con-
dition. I believe that, by adopting a highly integrated approach to the design of engine/airframe combinations for
particular mission requirements, it will be possible to avoid the complexity, and inherent risks, associated with some
of the more radical variable cycle concepts.

N.F.Rekos
I was wondering where some of your work could be directed to.

I know we arc in the United States concentrating a great deal on variable area turbines variable geometry nozzle
valoring arrangements for military and civil applications. I think later on you are going to hear a paper on
propellers. You will find from this paper this has applicability from both military and civil applications. You also
will hear a paper relating to cycles to optimize fuel consinrption. We are highly concerned of saving our fuel re-
sources. The feeling is that one must consider these things even though it is a great rise. The alternative is per-
forming limited operations with conventional vehicles and possibly using too much fuel.

Author's Reply
I have been expressii., some personal reservations concerning th% prospects for complex multi-mode variable-cycle
powerplants. It was not my intention to give the impression that I consider work along the lines you have just men-
tioned to be unrealistic. To the contrary, much of our effort is duected along sinilar paths.

Regarding the variable pitch propeller I agree that this deserves vary serious consideration.

Your presentation seems to emphasize an evolutionary or incremental approach to VCE development. Do you
believe that major progress will result from this apprc ach? Do you not foul that efforts should also be applied to
sonic of the more "radical" ideas?

Author's Reply
Clearly the case for radical VCE schemes needs to be investigated, and I am not suggesting that such work should not
be undertaken, indeed it should. What I amn doing is expressing some scepticism about the liklihood of such schemes
being adopted as a result of a stp change in technology. My belief is that a more evolutiottary approach will pro-
bably be pursued for the reasons discussed in the paper.

), ~E.WW6l
It's kind of a circular process though because without the examination and demonstration of the critical parts the
scepticimn is always going to remain.

Author's Reply
Yes, but in mounting a major exercise a: this stage one would risk wasting a large portion of the availabl research

t and dovelopluent resources.
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R.J.Lathner

Have you used any change in turbine efficiency in your cycle calculations?

21 'Author's Reply
Not for the studies reported in the paper. A number of relatively lightly loaded uncooled variable turbines have
been run with, it has been claimed, very small penalties in efficiency. Indeed, we have some experience at NGTE
with such turbines. However, on cooled turbines for aeronautical applications the problems of maintaining
efficiency are very great, but we have assumed constant efficiencies in our calculations, at levels typical of fixed
geometry machines.
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PARAMETRFS D'OPTIMISATION DES MOTEURS EN FONCTION DE LA MISSION

J-B. Cocheteux - A. Coursimault - J-C.G. Ripoll

Centre d'Essais des Propuiscurs do SACLAY
91406 ORSAY FRANCE

RESUME

On examine los conditions dons lesquelles so d6tormine Ie choix du cycle pour un moteur militaire . Des
mhthodes 6Iobordes d'optimisation existent mlis lts auteurs essaient d'4clairclr It probIbme par uno r6floxion direct*. Dons
It cas des ovions do combat, Its controintos impos6es ou choix sont poasse en revue et I inthrit de Io g6om6trio variable

Lslnfluence des hypothbses d6finlssant la mission est tr~s grande . Si dons certains cas 1. -ýoix dos crarc-
t6ristiques felt l'objet d'un compromis ossez facile, dons d'autros cos des contradictions apporaissent.

L'6tude et lo mise au point de nouveaux mateurs doivent 6tre abord6es en tenant compte d'un vaste ensemble
do pcowmbtrft dont certoins no sont ni techniques ni quantifiables.

INTRODUCTION

Lo coract6ristique des 6tres vivonts est daovoir otteint un dogr6 do porfectionnement admirable qui lour
permot do so roproduiro en %'adaptant toujours micux aux conditions do lour vie. Sons devenir capable de moitrisor I oiclimle
des chromosomes l'homrne a su s6loctionnor potiemnment des var:6t6s optimistes pour ses besoins et dispoer do vaches qui no
donnont quo du lait, cormne do basufs qul no dannent que du filet, coest 6 dire exactement co qu'on lour demande.

Quelle surprise do constator quo lorsqu'il s'agissait do fabriquer do toutos pikes des m~conismes, Its ing~niour;,
qui nant noen 6 rendre aux elvovurs, no soleont pca parvenus 6 d6finir des modbles qui recuoillont l'uncnimit6 des favours
Nul n'ignore coepndlunt quo la naissanco d'un nouveau moteur daovion est ddsarmais entour6e do nombreux cercles do tites
pensantes, qu'elle est Io fruit d'un long procossus de d6cision, dons lequel apparatt bien souvent It majde-mot "optimisation".

Essayer do comprendro 6 quel lei difficult6s pout so hourtor cotte d6marcho a priori puissante et officace,'4 ~comment Peffart d'optlmisation pout atre mis en dWaut, quels ospoirs pout faire nfltre la nouvollo race des moteurs 6 glam6trie
variable, tel eat ici notr* propas, limlt6 au cas particulier des avions do combat, sons touteofas exclure lo r6f~ronce 6 d'autros
typos d'utilisatlon.

Un programme do moteur d'avion d'armes ou do transport commercial ast doveuiu une affaire d'Etat, qui engage
des somines tr~s impwortntes, des efforts do longue dur6*, laovenlr do nambrousis porsonnos . Caet paurquol tout* docision dolt
sappu~orsur uno analyse approfondli. pouw laquollo on roquiorf los, moyens lts plus modornos.

Malheurousement 11 y a eu des cos o0, on a d6couvort trop tord quo los ardinatours no pouvalent rastituer quo
co qu'on leur avalt faurni, ot des avions qu'on croyalt porfaitement optimis6s nont ou oucun iuccbs. Sans douto parcee quo los
critt~re d'optimisation retenus n'6taient pas bons. Nous pensons quo l'ovion (avoc son motour) optimal cit colui qul remplit
bie b amno u u s of6 os ot nsinetbe ifcl dofiir of 6exprimer en tenios quontifiablesanifmi-

11 y a done pou d'espoir quo to r~union dons un vasto programme d'ordinateur des 6quations do Io tn~conique,
do Io thermodynaimlqu., do I'a6rodynamique. dos meillteuro ruthodes do calcul des structures ot des 6coulernnts. des coft6lo-

N ~~ tioris Its plus Ficofites suit les tondances techisologiques, do. stalistiques sur Ios co~ts ot dilalseotc.... 'puisse donner un r4Vltot
vaoable si quiolques"coupg do pouce" no sont pas donnds ou bon momet. dueI oe op~oet aau rme

Notre exposE no pr~tendl pas r~soudio le probltm. nI wme mo dot tpseansb~mn.Dn u rme
temps, flous allans essayer do voir dams quell.. conditions pout to doroulef une optitmisation formello bulsnt appel 6 dos donn~u
quantitative. et techniquot. Ensuite nous exomuseons d'outfes 616maneik qu. pout ike, mans teclhnique ot surtout MOWs quan'i-
f low"e nen soot Pas males importants.
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OPTIMISATION FORMELLE

Le pracessus d'optimisatlon compronci nrma- T CNIUE COCPTS DE DEFENSE
lement les phases suivantas . (voir schhma cl-contra) DISPONILES

-ddfinition de ta mission b accompIir par l'outil 6 r~aliserYYY

- tablissoment do crit~rs quantifids mosurant to valour du, CHOIX DEFINITION APPLICATION
travail offectivemont occompli DE * DE * A DES

-rocansement des parombtros rigissant los corocthristiquas PARAMETRES j L'OUTIL A MISSI9ONS
do l'outil produit at des cantraintos subios ,I ftAIj4

-calcul ditarminant to combinaison des porambtros donnant
to moillauro valour au travail accampli au court. d'unoe OTANE ,

mission. C41TEITIF E
Pronons un example D~D FUNCTIONTEISIQE

Mission : virago domi-tour d'un avian do combat EFFILILICACITE * EFRM NEMAXI * ET 66u OPERATIONNELLES
conMINI COOT 4 ECONOMIQUES

Outil : trajactoire suivie,T

critt-re : temps pour tournor (2) attitudo maintonue),y

Paorm6tros angles d'incidences at d'inclinaison,
poussie, OPTIMUM

Contraintes : lirritas do Ia structura, du pilate, du
motaur, do l'abrodynamique, atc...

Calcul : voir per example Io rifirence 1 . ED EES
La calcul axplicite est possible parc. quo:OLT

*- Ia mission alt clairamont at simplemant difinie, ORGANISATION DES ARMEES

* -Ia eitre st iencalulola t aprilabo/ADAPTATION AUX THEATRES D OPERATIONS\

* ~- I influence do, chaque paramitre ast d6termin6e.
/DISSUASION. STRATEGIE.TACT IQOi, LOGISTIOUE. DIVERS

Essaoyns d'appllquor ces notions oux avion$

* I iliairs a 6 lursmotursGRANOES CARACTERISTIOUES DES SYSTEMVES D'ARMVES
Issue do rifloxions qui prennant leur sourceI

P ~~~~~~dons Ia politique do defense, Ia configuration 9"nrala do rn~r esne DC BadaslAmmn usnq
loviori impose certainas controintes ou moteur at Ia mission Tiansport do matilial ADAV Erq6Equipement Sproiu

6 ccompli r alt groesitrement difi5,i. C'est ce qua schimatisea Liaisons Classique Spdlctal
I. tableau do Ia figure 1. Co nest qua trts lentement, 6 m*-Su alncLU
sure des dicouvertes do Ia racherche at des riussites tachnolo- Pponnaissance
giques, quo las conceptaurs imoginont des systimes ayarst des Appui tactique
config.irotians tide nouvollas. Cormat adrien - Cnfiguration

Intrcpio Gtidrwe I Contraintes
Au stode actual ot comme Is montre Is pour le Moteurl

diagiomme do Ia figuro 2 , l'onalyso des mission% conduit 6
to conception de systdmas plus ou mains speclaliihs. S'ils sont
tris sp~cialisdi, il est plus focile do les d1flnir at Is& missiles q~g. 1 D~finition g6dnrole do I'avlor
concurrencerit focilament los% ovions. Si Ia mission camprond
une grondo part de sauplesse 05 donc d'intolligoncis active,
Ia pr~sonco do Ilhamre d,, lent indispensable : il s'ogit d'un
avian pou sp6cialiui mais blan difficilo 6 d~finir. Avoc plus
ou mains do convontions at danm des conditions quo naus eox- DIFFICULTe MISSIONS
minorons plus loin, on arrive 0-ýZrloment ou concept d'un DE
avion ou do pluelours ovioni remplissont les fonctions n6cei- )EIITO
sairos ot qu'il convient do realisor suivont un certain calondrior ASUPERIORITE
at dams un certain contoste indlustilol.AEIN ,

* Un procosus d'optimisation pou.t s'engoger AVIONS
alan q.,i davrait attribuor uno volour, positive ou 'officocit4",
.idgative o#dco0V,6 chacueie des caract4ristiques resultant do
to conception du motouf difinio par un choiA do param~tros
dons Is corkdf do to tcknalogio disponilble. Mais cots. valour TRANSP(.
no pout to colcular quo dams Is cadre d'rne misnion proeisdo. SURVEILL AE CCPTION OU S0L
If %soglt an offal de pauvole fotmuler una "Fonction doafficacite j EC0b4NAIS*ANC` *-RAT tON 8 A
gl1obole" dcal oo owessaa doatelindto Is maAlffwm. ______ TGQUE

14 SPWCALIbjATION

Fig. 2 - Promiwor analyto do. miiWona~
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Los principaux parcinatres disponibles sont rapp*l6s an figure 3 .Nows nous bornerons Icl 6 examiner I*
cas des turbomachinos faisont appol 6 des cycles do typo connu Cos cycles sent finalement d~finis par un nombreo ssez
rostraint do caroct6ristiques

1. nombre do flux est limit6 par l'lngkniosit6 at rencontro
dvidemmorit des problimes do comploxit6 et done do poids.
Leur importance relatives peuvont, sous los mimes riservos,
varier lorgement, entre o Iavolour tris grand. ottribuable 6 CONCELSEON
Vhiliceof olo nullit4 des plus simples turbor~acteurs. Los rap- PROMOTEUR
ports de pression caroctirisont los cycles des divers flux peu-
venit 6tre choisis dons une large gamin. mais lo marge est
6troite entro los temp~ratures occeptables par to thermodyno- AUTRES TYPES A

TURBOMACHINFS
micien ot cellos support~es por les matinioux. Enfin lo rchcauffe DE PROPULSEURS
)prbs turbine est kin vicil exempte do cycle variable pratique 1
mont par tout ou noen.A

CYCLES DIFFORENTS CYCLES NORMAUX
Des travoux constants do rechonches ot do mise au point, dons NUCLtAIRE NOMBRE DE FLUX
los domainos thdoriquos ot tochnologiques ont pormis dopujis FOYERS SEPARES RAPPORTS DE DILUTION
los premiers modblos 6 gdomdtrio fixo de so lib6rer progros- tCHANGEURS RAPPORTS DE PRESSION
sivoment do multiples contraintes, et l'avenir pout apportor ......--- TEMPERATURES TURBINES

booucoup plus. Le caractbre do simplicit6 attach6 o lo EHAFE
g6amitrio fixo a certes 6t6 n6cossaire pour les premitresI rialisations, mais on to retrouvo toujours grace aux qualitis
inh6rentes on matire do coat, do facilit6 d'ontretien ,de i.3-Picpu acnto ipnbo

robustosse, qu'il s'agisse d'ovians-6coles ou d'appaneils
consommobles, lorsquo los controintes roppolies ci-dossous
no sent pas insupportables.

Contraintes on a6omitrie compittoment fixo

- Nombro do flux toujours le mieo,

- Compresseur at turbine : ca~act6ristiquos d~pendant du nombre di6tages qv; vorne do fo~on discrbto

- Comprossour at turbine tournent 6 la mime vitosso, en pormanence,

ii - Lo rapport do dilution varie naturellemont on fonction du rigimo do vol,

- Le rendemont de l'entr6o d'air varie, to distorsion pout itro trop forte,$ - Portes incontr~ldos per joux, refroidissemonts, d6chorges,

- R6gime do combustion se d6sadoptunt ,

- Pas do r~chauffo possible.

11 est bion clair quo ce stode est dkpass6 et quo les ovians 61aboris qui assurent to transport dos passogers,
dons des conditions remarqu~abs, ou qul figurent dons los syst6mos de d~fense los plus puissonts titont parti do v~ritablos
progris dont los principaux soot rappel6s ici

Au stodo actuel des amdliorationsI'Porte. do dicharges interftlux :Rapport do dilution et nombro do flux variant d'une focon limit~o

Stators do compresseurs 6 colage variable: DMormation du champ du compresseur (ttgnsitoiros, dhmarroge ... )

Entree doair a gkom6trio variable L e rondoment vatie pou, ta distorsion ost r~duite
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Tuy~was 6 section variable L e point do fonctionnoemot est mieux. contr6ld ; l*$ transitoires plus
r rapides ;Ia n~chauffo oat possible

Soufflonto 6 caloge variable :Adaptation moellowue 6i la vitesse , tronsitoiros ontdlioris

Quant 6 Iavenir. pour outwit qu'il no soit pas bouleversd pot des crises difficitoment pr~visibles, on pout
* '.5 pensor qu'll verro so divolope des perfoctionnoments cu des nouveast~s dais tea plus olffaonlets pariswset 6tro les luivontti:

Domj Iaovonir

Vannese do direction des flux -cycles terle-paral tile
*inversions lot choaud -let frfod (,pouWe basso vitous. , bruit)

Section variable des distributours do turbine - Ligiso do fanctionevmWois ptmrisie, d~bit canitant

* Colag. vo;abe t ortdomeist oprt lord
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-Cwnbruro des oubos, rotor% 6 culoge variabloe: Optirmisotion pormoisete - margo ou pom~pog, tendoimea du comnr~osaur,
-Trowismision 6 vitosse vaiable r Ior do presuiai * "~It du m4otou
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Cortoins des dispositifs do ghomh~trio variable ant 06t utilishs en foit depuis ossoz longtemps sur los turbo-
r6ac tours .Par oxemplo

-Los stators do campresseuirs o caloge variable
I iY Initiailement iI s'agissoit d'amhlloror In marge au pamnpage du comprossour aux trbs bas rhgimos, mais, grace

au dhvelappoment des systemes de r6gvlation perfectionn~s, uls peuvent 4tre maintenaont vtili&6s pour am6lioror le rendoment
Cu le d6bit du comprosseur dons tout le domaine, ou pour combottro en tautes circonstances los offets de lo distorsian do
I'6coulement dons I'ontr6o d'air

-Los vannos do d~charge 6taient ?VI origine do simples 6chappements d'air perdu destin6s 6 permottee los 6volutions oux foiblat
vitesses do rotation ; dhsormais il s'agit do largos orifices pormottant une redistribution des flux dons on assoz large doniaino
de fonictionnomont.

-Los torybres at section variable ont 6t6 indisponsables pour pormettre I 'accroissoment de d6bit r6duit produit par lo r6chauffe
des gar. Cette r6chauffe est d'ailleurs on v~ritable chongemont do cycle thormodynamique accompogn6 d'un charigemont
do la g6om6trio. Mais leur omploi s'dtend d6sormais 6 Ia modification do laodaptation dos comprossours sur lo moteor sans
r6chauffo; on pout ainsi diminuer certoines portos d'interaction.

Cot examen rapidoe et non oxhaustif permet n6anmoins do clossor los dispositifs on trois cot6gories

Premier niveou : 6I6ments am~liorant localoment l'efficacit6 ou le fonctionnement d'un composant du moteur sans r~percus-
sian notable sur lo cycle :ces 6l6ments aojourd'hui pratiqoement limit6s oux aubages directeors do compresseurs devraient
apparaitre prochainement sur los turbines et sur Ia chambre do combustion. Leor action sera do makctenir optimal le rendement
du composant concern6 sur Io plus graride piage possible d'utilisation.

Coest ainsi qu'on pout ponser s'attaquor au probl 6mo des perfor mances 6 rhgimo r6duit. Un dispositif particuli6rement int6res7
sant sorait celoi qui maintiendroit 6 tout instant 6 leur niveou minimal los 6coulemonts parasites ou socondairos ghn6roteors
do pertes commo ceox dus aux jeox en bouit d'oubos 00 oux circuits do rofroidissemrsnt.

Deuxi~me nivoau :il s'agit do faire varier I 'adaptation des divers composonts du moteur entre oux ofin d'optimiser Ia
configuration pour chaque cas do vol . Los variations do cycles qui en r6sultent restent limit6os puisqo 'ii n'y a pas do change-
ment do configuration. Le soul 616ment aujourd'hui utilis6, Ia tuybre 6 section variable, no suff it pas pour rdaliser cetto
optimisation :il convient do rendre variables los autres sections critiques do motour. Lo dhveloppement do cotto 96omn~trio
variable passe donc par lo mise ao point du distriboteur do turbine o section variable.

Troisi~me niveao coest cello qui pravoque une modification compl~te du cycle par on changement do configuration. Lto
rhchauffe ou past-combustion ontre dons cotte catdgorie. Pormi los systomes en 6tode la diversion des flux poroit promise a
un ban avonir grace aux possibiliths qu'elle affre do r6soudre los difficolths du transport civil sopersonique . Qu'en est-il
pour los moteurs militaires ?

lnt6rat pour les moteurs militaires

Le premier niveau do ghomdtrie variable s'inscrit cdirectement dons le cadre do l'omhlioraition dos composants
du turbor6acteur. Ello intdresse donc tous los types de moteurs et no pout donc Otre consid6rho comme d'un int6r~t sp~cifique
ao domaine militaire.

Lo troisitme niveau pout poraitre shduisant pour la propulsion d'un avian militaire polyvalent. On sait en
effet quo le meillour cycle pour los missions de p~ndtration, do convoyage ou comportant uno part d'attonte importante corres-
pond 6 un taux do dilution 61ev6 pour on rapport do prossion 6lev6 ; pour des missions do combat tournoyant, on taux do dilu-
tion moyen et on rapport do prossian 6lov6 associhs 6 one post-combustion pilotable convionnent mioux ; en! in~por las missions
d'intorcoption en bout suporsonique, le meilleor cycle cowespaod 6 on taux do dilution ot uin rapport do pression foible-, avec
post -combusti on.

cyces ourattUn moteor capable do r6aliser taos cci,
cylaspuratparoi tre id6al , mais outre q'ilI parait douteux kATTO

quo I'on parvionno jamais 6 one telle "souplesse", on tel maoteur
seroit tr~s cortainoment loord et sortout encambrant, cc qui se
trodoirait pour on avion fortemont motorlsd par des penolltds et 01,U1A
tratn~as qoi contrebalanceroiont los b6ndfices do la formula.cc(

to niveou intormoldiaire semble plus promotteurw

poor los moteurs militoiros. Si Paon examine le domaino doe vol
doun moteur tuperlonique (figure 4) on s'aperjoit quo Ia porfor- I.
rnonce maximale do motour est llmito~e par des foctours m6cani- NI LiMiTE U
quos 00 thermiquet di~ffents solon los cas do vol. I s'ensult L~T
quo lo pooss6o do moteur no correspond 6 I optimum de o Ya ET I ~
formule quo da,.s one petite partie do domain* do vol . Uno
adaptation variable dovroit pormottre do deplacor cot limitations
do fac~on it outoriter le fonictlonnoemnt 6 l'optirmuum du porum%ýtre '
int dressoiit (pr essions poor lo p ouss~e, ro ad ami.nts pour I Q 4' 0'

N H *

MACH

Fig.4- Dowajn.at iml~totiaes du mole,,,

-Imp,........................



LE MOTEUR ET L'AVION

Dons le procossus d'optlmisakion dont noua sulvons Is d6roulemont so place mointenant une 6tape d6cisive
cella do l'int~gration du moteur 6 l'ovion. En offet te moteur Weost qu'uno partie du syst~me at mgine du sous-syst~me qu'est
encore l'avion .L'optimisotion dolt donc porter sur Io totolit6 du syst6me. Mois, pour l'instont, consid~rons soulament
l'ovian ot sos qual it6s intrinsbques .En assoclant uno formula de motbur a une formule de collule, it est possible, ou prix de
calculs d'ovant-prolot dont los rdf6rences 2 ot 3 publi6es par I'AGARD, donnent Los grands principes, de faire apparartre los
quolit6s caract6ristiques rossembl6es dons Io tableau do [a figure 5.

QUALITtS CARACTtRISTIOUE5

PERFORMANCES] ýPO ECOIE]

INTtGRABILITt A RAYON DACTION FIABILITE COOT DE
L'AVION AUTONOMIE VULNERABILITE DtVELOPPEMENT

POU55EE PLAFOND SURVIVANC E COOT UNITAIRE
NOMINALE VITES5E MAXI RESISTANCE A COOT DE

P01DS -. TEMPS DE MONTtE L'ENVIRONNEMENT MAINTENANCE
ENCOMBREMENT MARGE DE - ~SIGNATURE I.R. - ~DURtE DE VIE
COMPATIBILIT8 MANOEUVRE CARBURANTS COOT D'INDU5TRI-

AVEC ARM -MENT LONGUEUR DE DIVERS -ALISATION
ET COUIPEMENT DtCOLLAGE 5URPUISSANCE

___________INCIDENCE MAXI REGIMES
0, MANIABILITt D'URGE NCE

TEMPS DE

___________ 
ITESS SE

----------------------I~ -DATTERISSAGE Y I

[~APPtBLES MA1 E!S MAIN
[~~~QUE~JNON MESURABLE5 F INACI RJ

Fig. 5 - Principales qualit6s caroct6ristiques

Naus avons class6 cos caract6ristiquos on trois groupos

Les performances sont physiquement mosurablos ot soexprimont on kiloinbtros, on socondos, on naeuds ou en "~gI.

Los coract6ristiquos 6conomigues s'expriment en unit6s mon6taires bion d6finios mais co no sont quo dos estimations, lo mosuro
no pouvant so faire quo blon plus turd, trap, tard.

Enfin los qual iths d'emplol ne so mesuront pots vraimont; at es peuvent s'appr6cior ou prendro un coract~ro statlstiquo.

D~s Iors le probl~me qui va se poser est celui do l'ornalgame do ces quolit6s, ramenkes si possible a uno soule
unit6 do mosuro, et pond6r6es pour farmer La fonction 6 optimiser. Nous allons voir quo suivant I* type daovian onvisog6, co
probl~me ast plus ou mains difficilo, voiro r6olisto. En effet, lop6rotour principal qulil faut oppliquer aux caroct6ristiques
do performances pour los mesuror est Ia mission oxocto quo dovro tenter d'accomplir I ovlon . Dons Is cadre du pr6sent expas6
it no sara pas possible d'entrer donm los dfitoils et d'ailleurs notro prapac dolt s'arionter vons l'P t do Ia glom6tric variable.

Voyons sur un exemple o Ipplication des concepts oxpos6s pr~c6dernimnt,

Soil le pnabIrne do Ia surveillance des c6tes; 6' Joyient

Mission SurveilIlance des c8tes

*OutilI Avian classique subsonique

-cnitboe Taux do pr6sence on tout point

2 - n~re Til~lo 0* cycle du rmoeur

-contraintos Einpart duj motdrial sp6ciollih

-Calcul Pour divers avions do transpot oxilstnts on pout ditermi to,. to.aa do p.6.ice ceovospondaanI
6 Ia flotte poninso par to budget

Nous voyons ic; qu'intrvient tWk txetmenl luneo do% qualilds, quaon ptvut rept4senter p;W Poutonomle.
Rochorckant eminl lei points Importunts dons un cev lh1 nowbre de ccu. on pout dressr I* tobleau do lo ~iigre 6 dons lequol Ia
luille des roclonglas LaIque approalmoliveawat Plportaince 01100-49 6 chow*e cowgco6nistiqu* pouw 10 Wasson coffepondoe..

:1')1 I-



Examinons quelques Ca) plus an d6toil

PRINCIPALES QUALITtS D'UN AtRONEF O~PENDANT BEAUCOUP DU MOTEUR

PERFORMANCES ECONOMIE E

AAION MA90FU RIGIMI$ Vill$$[ COUT fl ITIL WIAC
0 COO3 AOIIMU PLOIO VRABigT 0 uRGEJICI MAXI MISX RF of Vi 0 SCHAt

TRANSPORT EFi __ 7__ __

SURVEILLANCE 1

INTERCEPTION 11 P A T I!I LI {T jjjJ
PtNt TRATION FEEl]

HI J]

AtRIENNE 0CMAI8LT

APPUI

TACTIQUE I

Fig. 6 - Importance des quollt6s pour lot missions

AVIONS DE TRANSPORT CIVILS SUBSONIQUES

Los profits do missions d'un avion de transport civil dtant assiz peu vori6s et las crittres do choix 6tont des
'A critilires 6conamiques, le problitme do Ioptlmisation d'un projet d'oviorn est assez facile 6 Formuler. On pout le r~tumer do lo

fagoni suivonte

-Minimiser to co~t du transport (co~t du si~tge x kiiombtre ou do Ia tonne x kilom~tro)

-Respecter dos contraintes impos6os par lo raglementation, les infrastructures o6roportuoires, to rdsoau dos compagnios
o6rionnsaos les goiits des possagors, tot los quo

let niveou, do bruit
lo Iaongue-vr do plsto n~cessaireo u d6collage et 6a l'ttorrissago
lat charge niarchando
loI longuour d'6tape
l a vitest* do croisltwe
Vottitude do croisitro
I*t plafarld avoc vn motour an ponno

Dana la pratiquc l'optimisation pout itro d6coupi6o on deux optimisotians sdpor4es du motoulr at do Io cot lulo.
Coci oat dvldoimo~nt sch6motiqu,.'. on riolitd uno collaboration entro ovionnours of motoristes oat n6ceusairie, loraqu'on lance
un projot do motour it oat 6vidommont pr~firoblo do sovoir a quot typo d'ovlon on to destine. Cotte collaboration oat an porti-
cutler indisponsablo pour choisir un point do cfolul;ro of pout chosir lo toiloe du molour. Line fols co cholfaVlt, it s'ogira poutrJ
to mnotoristo do

-Rdduire la coensornematon sp6c~flqueoau point do croisibro retonu .Cccl at imposd par to poids du coat dui cwrbuwct dans
I* coot du transport a6iren

Si lo tongueur d'6tope #falt lmposoo,on pourrait dons lo recherche d'un cyclo optimfum tonir compto des phaotsi do monl4o
ot do doeconto, . En fait uno totito optlmilatlon &woit de pou d'int4rit car I* paids ritspectif des phase% do montdo. do
crolikobr ot do descent.t d~pwWd norm~mont do lo disatnco 6 paircoutlr. 11 soralt dconomiquement absurds do cancovoir

-5 des motours diff4tonts pout long-couwrrics ot court-courriors. Coest pourquoi on pout dir.t qu'lt oxisto un point do calcut
(typiquoment mktou do Mock 0.8 30000 ff) oOi 11 s'agit pour to motoristo do mirlmlsac la consomthiiiain wdciblqo.a

Un optimum dconomiquit *nit* co~t du mottur of conaonvnatlon spoiciflquo exist* tris douto. En offet Io diminution do
la consammution des rnotcurs a pout consdquonce unO sophistication ot done un cao3t occru do coux-ci t. s'ogniontation
du co~t du carburont d6place Ioptlmum vus des motour, moin: gwourmi malt plus chers ?i l'choil ot d'ontfetiors. 11 on
oit ainsi dons lei pays induatriatl,6s (qui fabriquont 1os motouss otf.W avIons) moats an powurrai coneovoir quo dons doe
r~gions du monde oo to caiiburoint oit bon mich4id atol potwnonn qualtifi6 st twoatec ckwc, Popsimum soilt diff4rfts qof
do. m*o~lel pou pedrmornias mais rustkique at bon nbrck6 "*Aou pr4kirabc.

- Roqmotor to edv..u do WrWIt iwpotli par lo rglouwniallon, pout autwit quil *la*.1 uft* paulation m~opilble 4'ik*

-*I-W
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-Veiller au rapport poussde/poids du moteur car ta masse du moteur so r6percute (avec un coefficient multiplicoteur)
sur Ia masse do I 'avion et on o6ronautique Ie poids oat I 'ennomi n* 1 des performances ot des coots.

Les deux contraintes qluo nous venons d'6voquer n'onti en? pas n6cessairoment en conf lit avec Ia rechercho
d'un optimum do consommatian comme I* montro l'volution des cycles des moteurs d'avions clvili. Les moteurs trbs dilu6s,
a fort taux do compression et 6 tompdrature devant turbine 6lev~e pormottont do sotisfaire los trois exigences cit6es plus hout

JT9 , RB 211 , CF 6 , JT 10 , CFM 56)

Los canstructeurs do cellulos proc~dent ensuito b uno optimisatian doe leur projets (flhche, 6paisseur de
voiluro, taillo do voilure, nombre do motours etc .... ) comipte tonu des moteurs disponiblos, de 1'6tat do P'art on motibre
d'adradynamiquo, do structures, do systbmes et des contraintes 6voqu6es plus haut.

La d6composition do l'optimisation des prajeta dauvions civils en vue d'uno optimisation thpar~o des mateurs
et dos collulos traduit assol bion Ia r~alit6 mali ello to sch6matise. Nous ovons parl16 do lintervention des aviannours au
moment du choix du point do croislibre at do Ia tailie du motour mali elle nous sornble souhaitoble 6galement au moment du
choix du cycle. En effet, Ia recherche du taux do dilution, si oel. est favorable au bruit et 6 Ia consonrmction, nui; ou rapport
pouis6e/poids 6 grand. vitesso, 6 Ia rroth6e dos nacelles, 6 l'enconibroment des motours, co qui a des r6porcussions sur los

AVIONS MILITARIES

Le probitme ost do miem assoz facile 6 poser au motoristo lorique los missions sent simplos ot bion d6finies,
Co sera I. cas des avions do transport ou do surveillance maritime dont Io cas diffitro Pau do celul des ovions civiii. It est
significatif quo ces avions emploient los mimes motours quo los ovions clviis, Io ch~x du, turbopropu lieur ou du r6acteur
double flux r6sultont du choix du point do crolsi~to.

PNn6trotion , uppvi tactigue

Ce sera 6galoemnt to cas des avions do reconnaissance, do p~n6tration ou d'appui tan tique. Pour ces ovions
lit s'agira toujours do maxirniser I* rayon d'actlon 6 charge militairo donn~e ou doe maximisor Ia charge militaire 6 rayon d'actian
dann6, cc qul so trocdult pour Io motorist* par La recherche d'une consomm-atian spdcifique minimal. au point do croisit~ro flx6,
I'ovlonnour so chargeant do produiro uno cellule doe masse.?t do train~e minimal.. Pour ces avions le toux de motoriaotion ast
secondlairo, it ost mains important quo I. rayon d'oction ,il foul simploment assuror 6 l'avion des capacit~s d'auto-d6fense
suffisontos at conserver des longuours do pisteo u d6col logo raisonnobles. On pourrait schdmatiquoment poser le probitme do
Io a oan suivante

-Minimiser Ia coniommation sp6cifique on croisitro 6 taux do mator'sotion en crmbot et au d-collago lmpos6s. Cos doux
controinles interviennent non soulomont dons I. choix du cycles mlis oussi dons le dlimensionnomont du moteur.

La soule pvIt d'arbitrairo dons Io formulation pr6c~dente provient du choix du taux do motarisstic-n . Le
respect d'un trjjx do motorisation minimum va ?j 1encontre do to consommation Ia plus faiole. Le meillour ovion du point do
vise rayf -n d'action serail inns douto tr~s peu motoris (a cause do Ito forma des courbas Cs (F) ) misc trts peu apte osis combat 0.
doemandoait beaucoup do pisto pour d6coller. Un probtism. analogue so pose d'ailleurs au constructeur i.Je i;elilue lorsqu'il doit
choisir uno surface do vollure. Le moilleur avians do p4ndtration ou paint do vue rayon d&oction aural? un moteue ot ursa vo$iure
dimensionnds pour to ctoisibrt boss altitude, c'eah o missile do croisibre.

Interceptours

La caroct~ristlque essentielle demondd. 4s Vintarcetour oat to capocit6 d'ucc6l6ra);o et Io Alos scni

Y "ll. qul d6penedot du bilan pouisI@-troais6.

T -X dv CH4 "H '

OYeC T PaUshe

X troifs"o

V ~vitass

Ht N + V2 am twotoioeI

M oAWO d~lo Vion

Lllaasevoflt do temp.6 Mscassalt pow' puass do Pchlt,4td tostal No 1 6 Volttude total. 1t2 W1s dam%"i pos

L 'intatcepteuw doit dome *vale un ap ,o~t pauuik/~poi to pkA* dIsIA possibe. to tapport paoub./ poida d
i1.oa .. to .j.6 6"~ ,Q~w.h

*7



Lao poussdo variant ovoc le Mach at l'altitude do fagons diff6rontos suivawt les cycles, le cycle le moillour
ott colui qui maximise lo probobilit6 d'interception des avions hostiles. En touto rigueur cot optimum ddpend des performances
des radars ot des missiles (portde ot capacit6 d'acchl6rotion ou do denivel6o) ,plus los missiles sont porformants et moins iI stt
n~cessaire quo los avions intorcepteurs soient capable% de trbs grandes vitesses. Coci nest pos sons consdquonces sur I* choix
des cycles des moteurs. Par ccns6quent si on pe'it dire quo I 'augmentation des rapports pouss6e/poids Ott un poramdtre essential
d'optimisation, le choix du moilleur cycle doit r6sulttr d'une optimisotlon des performances du systbem ovion-missilo, compto-
tonvu des hosti les 6 intercepter.

Lo consommotion do carburant nWest pos 6 negligor car lintercepteur dolt poss6der une certaiie copacit6 do
poursulto 6i grand Mach et grands altitude pour contror d'dventuollos 6vasives do I 'ovion 6 interceptor. Or j consomtnotlon
sp6ciflque donnae lo d6bit de carburant est pwoportionneh 6 ha pouss6e.

Cependant I 'augmentation do Io pounsst a Cs constants conduit an g6n6rol 6s dimi nuar lo quantitd do corburont
n6cossalre pour atteindre un niveav d'dnsrgie donn6. Pour maturer h'officac;t6 d'un avian on croisibro an dhfinit lo consomma-
tia.¶ kilorndtrique

C km =Cs T At = ddbit do corburant
V At vitoea

Do mime pour mesurer 1'efficacitd d'un intorceptour sur lo plan do lo consommation do corburant, on pout
rapportar cehll-ci 6 l'accroissement d'altitude totals

CHt _ carburant Cs T dt
alt'tude totolla d~t

CHt Cs Mg T
V T -X

En dlff6renciant

d CHt dCs +dT dT = dcs dT
CHt C' + T-X CS + ~T !-X /

ot 4 Cs constante

dCHt T dl -- X -

La rocherche do ropports pouss6*/poids 6levds conduit done 6i diminuer los temps do montie~ at 6 om41ioror
les tamps do poursulte . On pout done ougmontor la poussdo on d6grodant lo Cs (oar oxemplo par augmontation du taux do
post-combustion) sons powr outont augmenter CHt du moment quo

t! dCz X dT ~0

La flgu'o 7 montr linfluonce d'uno augmentation do 10% do Ia pouss~e dons tout It domain* do vol, sur
lo ddraulaemnt d'uno mission d'intoreption. L'cavlon le plus motori~t monte plus viteoen porcourant une distance plus foible,
III pout offoctuer una poursuito Plus longue mais notons queon rayon d'action its deGuA ovion$ sont 6(PIVQ14nts.

INFLUENCE D'U1E AUGMENTATION DE POUSSEE
MISSION DINTERCEPTION %AC CO TNE

MAC 2 so0 Carbta'ent consomm* '41 Ritoreace AugmojttS Gains
Rossi. Dicollage.Montit

( 2) Ta16 T.O. ClImb 6 ?

2 14 23 .

EFFoc'. DOF 10sive

st do101ufTemp. d m0%

AT SAMW S.F.C_ _ -

R*V a c etion T-
Radius

Rqe. 7 - Eao~pt~e docalcull dPlaluomc*



Supdrloritd o6rienne

Le probthnio deviont plus diffkcilo 6 poser 1lorsque Is inoteur doiF equip.; un avian dif do supdriorit6 o6rienne.
En effet ce terms est wssez vaguc of ii rocouvro des missions extrimement vari~es.

La figure 8 donne des exemptos typiques do missions do sup6rlorit4 o6rie..-ne On pout constaolr quo Vavion
d-t nossddor donotnbroisos qualit6s

Etre apte ou combat tournoyant done avoir une grande mnowcroauvbilit6,

Avoir do bonnes capocit6s doacci'16rotion suporsonique

- ~ktre 6conome en corburont en croisibre subsonique vers Machl 0,6 - 0,8 ot 20 000 - 30 000 ft,

'CROISIERE 3UGSONIQue
COMBAT COPtS A mUOIiT

&VIONPOyALN

MIVION 5 POLY T .

Fig. 8 - Descrip~on do ruissions do sup~iorI16

Do plus au cours do to carribre opdrotionnel Is un tel avian pout so vair confior des missions do pdnhtralion
basso altitude ou d'appui tactique. 11 foudro, donc rec-horcher uai bon rayon d'action a basso altitlude.

En beef, I ovion conqu puur to supdriorit6 odrienno est urs avian polyvalent du felt do lo vori6t6 des missions
quo recouvre Is terms superioeit6 airionno. 11 esit donc difficile do patter d'optimisation dons co cas car on attache outont

dimprtono 8do. xlgecoscontrodlt~olres, comma nous I* vervons plus bat. It saroit plus exact do diro quo Povion ot son
motaur sont lo* rdsultats do compromis plut~l quo d'une optimisation. L'exipgnce do forte, motorization sit cantrodictolre avoe
celto d'unft fibto consomwratior. kitoffitrique 6 bassif altitude ou d'une gran~d* ao'tnomi* on com~bat 6 to pousste maximal..
M~al it fout rnoter quo to taux do molaisaiain 8 uno viteuse at usso altitudo donmie depond oulaiss du chlI' do to fahille du mwoeur

quo du chkIoldU Cycle.

N
GEOMETRIE VARIABLE DES AVtONS ET DES MOTEURS

On domoiado 8 un ovi4on polyVaeont tyjilque

*R -davoit urs rayon Woction dtov# on p4fndttion 6 bass* attitude,
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Quant aux moteurs, quant on patio de g6omn4trie variable on pense souvent cycle variable at al porticulior
taux do dilution voriobl'. 11 no faut pas aublicr quo los mateurs 6quiphs do post-combustion sont rdhjb des motoiurs 6 cycle
variable et quo los portes do d6charge, let aubos 6 calage variable sont de o Iaghom~trio variable.

It y csarolt donc pour los celiules comma pour Ies moteurs uno "grande" g6om6trie variable at uno "mini"
g6om~trio variable.

elue Motur
Grande G.V. -

~ -Nivau llFIbche variable Taux do dilution variable

-Mini G.V. Hypersustentateurs Aubos 6 caloge variable

Noveau 11 Cambrure variable Portes do d~charges (?)

N'iveau I Entr6es d'oir
I _____________________Tuy~res

Essoyons do justifier ce parallble plus en d6tail

-Le cisoix d'une flbche at d'une dpaisseur relative de voi lure ost un choix du nigmo type que le choiy. d'un taux do diiution.

Le constructeur do cel lules dclt faire un compronlis entre des performances basso vitesse et des performances grande vitesse,
le canstructeur de cellules doit faire un comprornis entro Io consommation sp~cifique en subsonique et Ia consommation et
Ia pouss6e sp~cifiques 6 grand nombre de Mach.

-Le choix de Ia surfoce de voilure 'ressernble" a celui d'une tailIle do moteur. Une grande surface permet do diminuor los
vitesses c'approcheot0 d'am~liorer Ia manoeuvrabilit6 mois aupmente Ia train6e Iorsquo le vol se fait 6 grande vitesse et
foible incidence (p~ndtration basse altitude 6 grando vitesse ou interception) . Un taux de motorisation dlev6 donne des
performances brillantes en combat et en acc6l~ration mais est inutile et m~me nuisible en p~n6tration et on appui tactique.

-Les dispositifs hypersustontateurs (bacs de bard d'attaque et valets do bards do fuite) pormettont uno meilleure adaptation
de Ia voilure 6 son point do fonctionnement (vitossoet0 incidence). Its pracuront un domaino do ban rendement plus large
qLc'una voilure do cambrure et de vrilloges fixes, o partir d'une forme on plan et d'une Ioi d'6paisseur donndos. It y a donc
one certaine aonlogie entro cotte mini G.V. at les niveaux I et 11 do GV sur les moteurs.

L'exr~rience acquise dons Ia g~ons~trie variable sur avian pout a~ors nous 6clairer sur l'intdrit do Ia g6oin6-
trio v-ariable oppliquee aux moteurs.

Los essois en vol et los 6tudes ant m~ntr6 quo dons -$oins cos porticuliers Ia fk~che varioble no s'imposait
pas.Les progrbs do l'ypersustentation du point do vue o~rodynamique et r~alis'rtion m4canique permettont do trouver une

V ~combinoison do surface do voilui-e, do fl~che et e'6pr-issour relative qui r~alise un ban campromis entre diversas exigences
contradictoiros et qui r~oond aux bosomns (or par,iculier en matibre 6& vitesso 6'otterrissago )

Cotte conclusion n'a pas do port~e 96n~rale quant 6 I'int6r&* de o Ia flche variable. It ost bien certain quo

si Ion vaulait r6duire to vitosse d'approche sans r~duire los outres demandes, le rocours 6i Ia fl~che variable sorait in~vitable.
Mais dons cer-iins cas on pout ostimor qu'une r~duction suppldmentaire do Ia vitosse d'approche ne vaut pas Ia comploxitd et
le coOt do Ia f I6che variable. 11 y a bien sOr une part d'arbitraire et certains utilisateurs qui ant des bosomns opc-rationnels

particuliers ont pu faire des choix diff6rents (F 14 , MRCA).

Mais comme nous le disions plus haut, ie r6sultat d'un processus d'optimisation dopend des contraintes
impos~es a priori au produit final et il est trt~s important do connaftrc le coOt do cas contraintos ; il est 6vident quo plus on
ast exigeant et plus le produit final sera char.

Dails le cas des avions, los progr~s do Ia g6om4*rie variable au nivoau 11 permettent do se passer dons une
cortoinu mesure le !ct g~cm~trie voriable du niveau III.

CONCLUSION PARTIELLE

Au torme do lexamen quo nous venons do faire do quelques cas particuliers nous pouvons tirer une promi~re

conclusion. Certos cot examen eit tr~s incomplot. Nous n'ovons pas essay6 doexpliciter tautes los missions militairos, cola
nous aurait conduit beaucoup trap lain .Nous novons m~me pos fait appel a taus les parantbtres significatifs d~finissant une
mission. Par exomple naus nous sommes limit6s aux grondos distanres parcourues par I avion ; los petits mouvomoents sont aussi
importants, c'es oi dire los manceuvres indispensables pour !e tir des armes et missiles, les combats tournoyrints etc ... , Le
pilotage classique do l'ovion dons les manoouvros .p*~rationnelles actuelles conduit 6 oxiger du moteur Ia stOL-ilit6 dons un

domaino di;ncidence-d6ropage 6tendu, comme lo montre Ia figure 9

'uVqr6 Ia simplification faite , il est clair quo le probl~me des choix techn'qtc'os a pu Stre raisonnabloment
formkii4 en termeý d'optimisation pour des avions (et des matours) sp6cialis~s , par exemple maximisor lo rayon d'action basso
altitude ?6 Mach 0,8 , 6 masse a', d~col loge elt taux do motorisation impos~s, ou bion inversoment minimiser Ia masse au d6col-
logo 6 rayoii d'actio~n imposd. Le probIbme eý,t alors bien p. s6 at los choix neuvont 6tre 6clair~s par des dtudes poram6triques
significotivos.

Par contre Iorsqu'on vout r6aliser un avior, ou un motour polyvalent et qu'on accorde uno imp>rtanco 6galeoau

rayon d'action, aux capacit~s d'ucc~l~ration, e6 Ia ranosuvrabilit, 6i Ia vitesso d'atter-issage, ilI no s'agit plus do faire uno
optimisation mais dos campromis. Supposons n6nnmoins quo I'nn vf.ullle utiliser uno fonction "co~t" 6 minimiser qui Fosso inter-



venir le rayon d'action, le taux do motorisotion, lo vilesse d'approche etc... le toux d'6chonge entre cot diverise perfor-
mances serolt totaloment orbitraire. Quelle ougmnntotati m do poussho 6 Mach 2 fout-il pour compenser une augmentation
do 1% do Cs 6 Mach 0,9 ? Touto r6ponso contiont unit bonne part d'orbitrairo ot la fonctlon "officacltd global." d'u-- avian
de combat taste encore 6 trouver. Lo recherche d'un meilleur coOt-efflcacitd est un 6tot d'esprit plus qu'un problbme moth6ma-
tiqu ,surtout pour des avions mi~litoires pour lasquals le prablrm. do lo rentobilitd6 conomique no ao pose pas.

C'est pour ceol nous temnble-t-l quo l'optimisotion formello d'-un motour (ou, d'un avion) on fonction do so
mission au tens classique ott un probibme bien difficile h poser. Tout. terxtritve de faire appcarltre let concepts "mission"
"outil","critbre", "parombtres" et "contraintes" ott un 6chec dbs lors qu'ilI no s'agit pat d'un cos trbs sp~ciolis6. Est-ce 6 dire
quo des solutions raisonnables n'exislont pas ? En fait ii y a longtermps quo des solution apptoximati vet assez sotitfaisantes ont

4' 6t6 trouv6es (tableau extrait de AGARD-L.S.72)

MoteurksA_5L~djrs ypes d'ovions

Rappoft do 1t-peso* ~~~Dilution T. E. T. Redmn:u C~"peto
pression chambre . ompresseur scti'fflonto

"Sutentation foible fort null. maxi p r~
important

*Interceptour court^t foible fr ue oipat trhS
Aport6e grand Mach u, important

poasert cor Maoyn fort nulle maxi non dominant

Chasseurgad for, moyan I maxi non dominant forte

Bombardier
suesnqefort .fort friI maxi non dominant forte

Bombardier fort moyen Pnoyonne llmitile important moyenne
subsonique

Appul toctique fort moyen mayenne limit6o imiportant moyanne

Surveillance fort foible to~te limit6o important foible

Transport longue fort foible forte limit~e exrmetont fil
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LA MISSION AU SENS LARGE

Nous avons vu quo l'optimlsatlon formel le se heurtait 6 des difficult6s principalement parce qoe !a mission
effective do certains avions 6talt trap complexe. N6anmoins nous savons assez bion quol modbIe ilI convient de choisir pormi

'7 los typos d6jb existants attoa g6omr~trie variable ne modifierait pos fondamentalement le problbme tout en le cot.-rsliquant par
lo pr6senco de choix suppl6mentaires. Quest-ce qul va donc guider (a d6cision de fixer tel parom~tre (par exemiýe T.E.T maxi)
a tell. ou tell. autre voleur ? Tout d'abord des consid6rations sur lo mission, au sons large cette fois, du moteur

Un premier point est dle savoir si I utilisation du moteur doit 6tre pens6e en fonction d'un contexte do paix ou
do conf lit. En temps dle paix P'un des objectifs de tout systbme de d6fense sera de se procurer des armes d'un haut niveau techno-
logique sinon du plus haut niveau accessible. En cos de conflit il s'agira de produire un maximum daoppareils 6prouv~s . Le
tableau ci-nprts reprend los diff~rences caract6ristiques entre ces doux situations . 11 est clair qu'c) Ia lumibre do telles consid6-
rations des choix trbs diff~rents peuvent fitre faits svivant le point de vue odopt4.

On noteoraen particulior que le choix d'un avian bi-moteur plut6t quo mono-moteur est fortement influenc6
par P aspect s6curit6 des vols pendant [es p6riodes d'entrarnement. 11 en r~su Ito quo Ia toille du moteur et son cycle sont d6ter-
min~s trbs ditffremment, La 96om6trie variable apportera-t-elle une solution nouvelle en offront des cycles et r~gimes d'urgence
augnientasit Io fiabilit4 d'ensemble ?

Paix Conf lit

*Niveau technologique Equipemnent mossif

Effi cacit6

Taux d'accidents foible Grand nombre de sorties avant indisponibi litd

Nonibre 61ev6 d'onndes exploitobles Toux de surviconce 6ievd apr~s bataille

Economie d'emploi Performances dle Pointe

Conditions d 'em (loi

Entrotien r~gulier Envi ronnemont hos,'i le

Apprentissage Service intensif

Entrainement Logistique a[ll6g6e

Service programmA Condluite brutale

Bruit-pollution 6 6vlter comme Nuisances non consid6r6es
nuisi blos

Conditions de production

Production 6tal6e Proauction acc6l~r6e

Modifications possibles Approvisionnernent diffi ci le ou impossible

Produits sp4ciaux disponiblos

'4Photographier Ddtruire

Un pain! important est aussi de savoir si le budget alloud 6 Ia mise au point et 6 la misc en oeuv~e de 'ovion
N(et du moteur) sera effectivement suffisont. Le coOt des syst..mes de d6fensc dtant gdn6ralement considlr6 por beau coup de person-

r nes plut ou mains influentes comme taujours trap dlevA, on pout dire que Ia mission d'un nouveau syst~me comporte urne certaine
reduction des co~ts . Au niveau de lachat et de l'entretien on pout se demander si Ia g95om~trio variable permettrait de ne

r4aliser qu'un soul moteur pour plusiours types d'ovions ce qui aurait des cons6quences industriollos peut-5tre favorables grace
6s des s~ries, allong~es et des pikces de rechange plus stondardis6es. On objectera cependant qu'il s'ogirait vraisftmblablement
d'un appareil plus compliquei, mains Facilement moduloire, d'une mise au paint plus d6licate et par cunsdquent pout 8tre plus

cher.
Au niveau global on chorchero 6 se procurer un materiel capable d'une vie erolong~e . 11 est possible que la

* gdomdtrie variable ait Io capacitd d'assurer, au mains en partie, une compensation de Io cdegradation due b lusure, e' prolonge
[a vie utile des moteurs. On pout surtout imaginer quo Ia 96om~trie variable offre deux modes do travail, gr~ce 6 un's program-
motion de Ia regulation ;un mode "routine" permottrait des performances honn~tes tout en garantissont uno foible c~onsommation
du potentiel, un mode "op~rotionnel" permettrait des performances sup~rieures en cas do ndcessit6.

Enfin, pour des raisans indlustrielles ou politiques, ii pout 4tre int~ressant dexprter le plus possible de materieL
Le nodble rctenu pour un projot doit donc prdsenter le maximum d'attralt pour divers utilisateurs 6trangers.Si la gdorwitrio varia-
ble offre peut 6tre l'occasion do r6pondro nsieux, avec un m~me nioteur, aux diffi~rentes missions auxquelles le, Jchetetrs 6ven-
tuels porteront plus dl'tntr&ft, 0t de mieux s'odaptor aux climats parfois tr63 particuliers correspondants, Hl convient do pensor
aux probk~mes quo pout poser le niveou technologique pour Io maintenance ou mains.



LES CONDITIONS DE L'OPTIMUM

Les chopitres pr~c6dents ont montrd l'impossibilit6 do formuler math~matiquement le problbme do l'optimisation
et quo le choix optimal devro fitre arr8td sur [a base d'un compromis. Quelles sont Ios coanditions 6 r6unir pour que co compro-
mis aboutisse 6 un r6sultat honorable sinon brillant ?

Los niveaux do r6alisotion do ces conditions nous paraissont 8tre [os vWiritables porcinbtres do l'optimis'stion.

Au premier chef ii s'agiro doassigner 6 l'ovion une mission corroctoment d6finie miem si elle ost impr6cise.
Autrement dit, i I faut quo los spi~cifications du syst~me d'arme no pr6sentent pas d'exigences malodroites. Por example il serait
vain do specifier Ie d6col loge court sur terrain non om6ncog4 d'ur' avian par aillours trbs coOteux et vulndrable car on no [e
risquero pas dons de telles conditions. lnvirsement il no lout. pas oublier d'incorporor dons lts sp~cificotions tout ce qui so
montrero utile pendant Ia vie op~rationnelle. Une certaino dose d'imogination ost sOromont n6cessoiro pour ponser 6 I ovonco
b tout ce qu'on pourro demander 6 un m~me avion. D'autant plus quo la miso on service olle-m6me est uno 6tope encore loin-
tamne ou moment do d6cider It lancement du projot.

Cetto projection dons le temps est le propre des 6tudes prospectivos . C'est sur oeur qualit6 ot lour exactitude
quo repose Io d6finition des missions ou plus simplemont do Ia fagon dont on so sorvira do l'avion (ot do son motour) q'ielques
10 ans plus tord. Sur un tel intorvalle do temps Ia politique pout 6voluer largemont et los pilotes pouvont inventor do nouivollos
monceuvros. On voit quo Ia prospective dolt plonger sos rocinos tr~s loin, 6s tous los niveaux do responsabilit6 et no pas so
contontor d'un formalisme th6oriquo.

D'une foqon plus directe, on pourra dire que le moteur optimal est coluiqul satisfait son utilisatour. Pour cpitant
quo celui--,i no so montroro pas d6raisonnable, il sera trbs souvont possible do It satisfairo offoctivement, 6 Ia condition
essentielle do savoir oxictomont ce qu'il d~sire. Une information r~ciproque sur lts exigences ot los possibilit6s doit s'6tablir,
c est e6 dire un dialogue, coop~ratif, entro des interlocuteurs "valbeo rlspolmsd omncto o de osn
pas touf ours fociles 6 r~soudre ; los mimes mots nWont pas partout Ie m~ime sons. Des efforts porticuliers doivont fitre foits pour
s' asurer quo toute l'infarmation est parvenue, intacto, 6 tous lts endroits n6cessoires et qu'ello ost convenablement exploit~e.

La r6ussite dons ce domain. repose en Portia Sur uneorgniato syst~matiquo des services concern6s (d'Etat ou
Industrials) ovoc des sections at des responsables charg6s do voillor 6 l'6 lboration, b lo transmission ot 6 l'exploitation de
l'informatlon. Une m~thode pr6cieuse ost cello des r6unions largement ouvortes. A ce titre il est frappont do voir It nombre
do r~unions orgonis~es par los Soci6t6s savantos am~ricoines, qui provoquont un f lot do communications grace owxquol Its on
pout prondro connaissanco des trovaiux effectu6s dons tout Ie pays. La publication d'index signal6tiques trbs complots y aide
encore.

tCeeetdolst consi u'ltr nott facile d'avoir los noms do plusiours personnes, qul trovaillent sur un sujot auquol on
ds'intrsetdo[scnutr11e nous semble pas qu'une toll. facilit6 so retrouve aillours. Los r4unions do tout typo organi-

s6es par I'AGARD entrant dans It cadro d'un tel effort ot on no pout qu'asp6ror pour olios uno audience toujours plus large.

Un autro focteur est celul des motivations qul animont tous. los dcholons concomn6s. On peut pensor par example
quo dons un contexte do concurrence ot d'6mulation do moilleurs efforts soront foits pour tondro vors uno r6ussito commerciale
ou notionale . Faut-ilI rappolor ici los progr~s tr~s rapides do la technologlo on temps do guerre?

Lo canception, Ia miseoau point, la production d'un motour ropr6sentent uno grosseoaffaire industrielle qui
relbve donc des m6thodos modernos do gostion. Cellos-cl compronnont une fois do, plus uno organisation adopt6e avoc on
particullor des mattros-d'oeuvres munis do mayens cl'action puissants et efficocos. C'est touto [a structure des services concorn6s
qui ost en cause. Au minimum on oxigoro la continuit6 do l'actlon et la d6finition des rosponsabilit6s.

La Pierre d'achoppement des grands projets ost Ie d6passemont des prvsosfinancibres . L'une des conditions
pour quo l'optimum rechorchd puisso itre attoint ost donc quo los pr~vlsions initiales solont rdai istos sinon oxactes. Pour los
6toblir commo pour lts respecter il sera ban do fairo appol oux m6thodes plus ou mains connuos et appliqu6os tolles quo "design-

* to-cost", life-cycle-cast" , "approche-syst~me", "analyside do Iavalour" , etc....

r ~L 'organisation ot los m6thodes qual ifiont la qualltd do I 'effort, mais son lntensit6 ost aussi un pararn~tre important
Cotte intonsitiS ost 6vidomment d6pondonte do lo puissance industriolle mist a contribution. 11 ost clair quo si un Etat est capa-
ble do mettre ou point simulton6inont ou Presque plusiours modbles d'avions diff6rents, chocun d'eux pourra itro sp6cla~lis et

I R donc, cormmo nous lavons vu, blen optlmis6 . C'est io raison pour laquello dos projets sont abord6s en coop6ration internatlo-
nobe. Los assists industriolles sont cilors plus larges ot plus puissantes, mais iI on r~sulte bien sauvont qu'on veut donnor au
produit un coractbre plus polyvalent pour satisfairo It nombro accru do parties prenontes at cola a pour offot do s'Acartor plus
ou mains nottemont do l'opt'tnum.

I I fout prondre garde quo l'intonsWt do l'offort accompl i s'appr6cio sur plusiours Dona$i

-par Io nivoou du financemont octroy6,

-par I. nonibre ot Ia qualit6 des cerveoux employds,

[ - par Its d6lois occord6s pour l'achbvement.

On no saurait trap insster sur la uaiedu travail humoin 11 no s'agit pas seulaemnt des trouvoillos plus ou
mains ponctuellos grace ouxquollos iI seralt possible do pr-)duiro ovoc poui do moyens, on pou do tomps ot pour un foible coot un
moteur morvoilloux. Cola no mrino pas trbs loin. 11 s'agit plut6t d'uno formation do base at d'une politique d'emplol qul condul-
sen~t au travail m~thodiquo ot appliqu6 dos personnels comp6tents . Ccci ost dvidormn'nt un probibme plus g6ndral.



Do em qu I qallh ar a oratin stune affairs pormanonto ot do longue hlaline, I* in veou

tochnologigue disponiblo r6sulto de la politique men6e sur plusiours d6connies. Or ii est indispensablo do rnettro 6 Ia
disposition des concopteurs los moilleures solutions techniques ot tochnologiques . Cest h dire qu'on no saurait pas r6oliser
un moteur optimis6, mime si on pout le concevoir, si pendant do nombrousos ann~es des efforts do rocherchos ot do d6voloppo-
mont exploratoire Wont pas 6t6 men6s syst~matiquemont, miem sans bien sovoir 6 quollo mission porticulibre u s pourrajoint itre
utiles. Un effort parollblo d'6quipement est n6cessoire, pour assurer uno miseoau point rapide dos prototypes; nous pensons en
porticulier aux mo sd'essais, qu'ill s'agisse d'invostigotions ou niveau des mot6riotux Cu des grandes souff lorios capobles do
traitor un ensemble propulsif complot.

Doux oxamplos particuliers, pormi dot sufots r6cemmont discut6s dons los Panols do I'AGARD, illustront lo
n6cessitk absolue d'un effort do recherches et d'4tudes, souvent arides at porfois difficiles b foiro oppr6cior.

a) 11 ost clair quo lo moteur satisfaisont dovra pr6senter un rendoemont d1ov6, au du mains conform. oux pr~vi-
sions si le niveau a 6t6 d6lib,6r6ment choisi en foniction d'autros critbres. L'une des conditions est quo los calculi d'6couloment
intornes dans los turbomachines quo [. cor'Atructeur ost capable do faire pour dessiner los aubogos scient exacts ; moyonnant
quoi ii lui sero possible d'affiner sa conception et la rdolit6 sera a la hauteur do ses espoirs. Mais le chemin est long, des
6quations do [a m6canique 6 un programme op6rationnel

b) Faisant appol oussi 6 des consid6rations parfois trbs th6oriques ot scientifiques, muis encore plus d~pendante
do considdrations pratiquos ost lo technique (prewqu'un art) do l'int6gration d'un moteur 6 un avion . Or il s'agit I~ d'un I16-
mont essential do la r6ussite d'un projet .An e-(ceptianal aircraft requires a superior engine with superior integration into a
superior airframe - A poor engine in a good airfi time yields on inferior aircraft - A good engine in a poor airframe yields a poor
aircraft - A goad engin improperly installed in a good airframe yiolds an inferior aircraft 4 (A.E. Fuhs ref 3).

CONCLUSION

Le tour d'horizon quo nous avons fait est encore bien incomplot . Do nonibreux types d'avions militairos (ADAV,
avions embarqu6s ... )rosteraient 6 examiner en d6tail. Nhinoimoins, los conclusions quant 6 I 'aptimisation des moteurs restent
les mamas.

Dons [a plupart des cas une optimisation formello W'est pas possible ot un compromis est d6tormin6 par los foctours
suivants

- vision claire do la situation prilsente et future ot des objectifs paursuivis,
- moyens disponibles permettont ou non la r6alisation do plusiours modbles diffhrents,
- niveau technologique accessible r6sultant dos rochorches et 6tudes,
- orgonisotion capable do tiror le moiIloeur parti do l'6tat do fait.

Quant 6 Ia g6om6trie variable c'ost d'abord uno 6l6votion au niveau technique qu'il conviendralt do mattriser
avant do pr6tendre I'oxploiter. Le diagrammo do Ia figure 10 r6sume los consid6rations d6veoapp6es

- des mateurs spdcialisds attoignent un hot.- nivoau do rendlement,
- un moteur "tous usages" clcassique roste 6 un niveau plus modesto (ce qui n'empiche d'ailllours pas do faire do

tr6s bans avions)
- un motour dot6 d'une "petite" g6om6trie variable (niveau I at 2) permottrait do faire mieux et sans douto

assez facilement,
-un moteur dot6 do lo "grande" g6orm6trie variabe (niveau 3) devrait permettre un rendement moyen et finale-
mont avantageux donts plusleurs cas d'utilisotion tr6s diffdrents, mats il saogit d'une perspective lointaino.

POLiCE ATTAQUEINTERCEPTiONLNUEA
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__MOTEUR UNIQUE+ GRANDE G.V.
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MOTEUR A G.V

MOTEUR CLASSIOU~E
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Revontant au rapprochement avoc los 6leovurs quo nowu avons asd au dhbut, on pourrait dire approxlmativement
que si la technique actuelle nout pormet de faire des moteurs qui ne sont pas des "veaux", un certain niveau do gh6omtrle
variable permettrait do faire des "pur-songs", mais que nous r.e sommes pas prýs do savoir produire des "moutons 6 cinq pottes".

En conclusion finale, nous recommanderons que s'instourent, 16 oO ils n'existent pas encore, des travoux
offectifs th6oriques et exp6rimentoux sur

1- I'hvaluation, au sens des foncti-mns d'optimisation, des coract6ristiquos de performances, d'emploi et
6conomfquos des systbmes d'armes,

o- a conception et la mise au point de composants do moteurs b g6om6trie variable.
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DISCUSSION

N.F.Rekos
(1) You mentioned reconnaissance and long range subsonic patrols (ASW) as mission requirements using turbofan

engines. Have you given much thought to high speed turboprop engines for thle missions?

(2) You mentioned the need for modern test facilities. What are you doing ab, -tt obtaining the types of facilities
needed to test the variable geom~etry engines discussed at this meeting (SST, VTOL, Prop Fan).

Author's Reply
Les avions do surveillance maritime sont un cas o6i to probit.me d'optimisation Lst soluble car it s'agit do niaxiniser Ic
taux de prdsonce ou Ia durde d'observation d'un point d~tctonind, si vous voulez, et les contraintes sont d'emporter Ic
mat~iol nticcsairc i l'observation, et i partir do cc momnctt-iA, on pouit, en pronant de. mod~lcs do mfotcurs ct
d'avions existants calculer tr~s facilement Ic taux do prm~scncc pour un budget global donn6.

11 y a toujours uine solution si on vout faire un avion qui ait une tr~s grande autonomnic, it y 2 toujours uno solution
avec n 'inmpurtt quel nioteur: mais to cocdt de l'avion pout devenir 6nornno parce que l'avion ost trm~s gros. Jo crois
quo c Iest un cas oui la czract~ristique dominantec e'st l'6conomie de foncitýmnncmcnt, ou tr.~s fuible consommation
specifiquc, ,t c'est telleims.mi dominant quo l'on pout optinmiser sur cc paraintre-14. Jo n'entre t6vidermnent pas dans
los consi61ations techniqut%- sur Ia mt~thode exacto pour obtenir tine tr~'s faible co3nsommation. Jo no dis pas qu'il
faut faire trne turbine variabik, ou prondre une hMiice. Je dis qu'il faut prendro Ic moteur qui donne la plus faible
consonination sp~icifique et t, n nombre d'avions suffisant dans to cadre du budget alloui6.

En cc qui concorne los inoyens d'essai~ je ponse qu'il ya une chose qIui a ddjA ýtd dite cc matin, c'est l'int~gration
totale du problt.me du motour;-vec ceoui de l'avion - et il faut absolumont 6tre en mosure do faire des essais in.
corporant los syst~mcs propulsiil coniplets. L'cntrde d'air, to motour, la tuy&o, et peut-&tre dans certains cas, un
morccau d'aile ou un morcoau dt fuselage suivant l'intdgration du niotcur et do la ccllulo. Alors ccci conduit A do
tri's grandos installations d'ossais. !I y a aussi certainomont bosomn do cortains typeos d'installations d'essais qui
correspondent mioux aux turbines A g,,-multric variable, ou aux compresseurs av,.c des rotors i calago variable.

M.Boutf.gues
Vous avcz montionnld les d~opssoinonts budgdtaires ou Ic manque de previsions financitiros, c0 qui laisserait ponsor
quo lo~s constructeurs, t;-, particulior franquis, no savent pas faire cos pri~visions. Jo vous signale quo nous on avons
toujours faitos, ct rospv';tdos.

D'autro part, jo rogroate quo vous n'ayez pas parld do la difficultd3 qu'il y a pour Ic motoriste A obtenir A la fois un
rentdcincnt thormiquei ot un rend wient propulsif satisaisants.

Author's Reply
Jo dois dire quo. cc n'est pas parco quo je m'exprinle on fran~ais que j'ai pris tous me&es xomples parmi los souls con-
structours fran~als. Au contraire, dt me soluble assez facile de trouver des cas parini nos amis 6trangers. oý lts
prdvision n'ont pas toujours pout-6tre M6A bion rcspectdes. C'est cc quo j'appelle s'dcarter do I'optimuni, parco quo
l'optimurn Cost do fester dans sm propros pnivisions. Je no ponse pas quo mun exposil ait cu l'intention do so baser
uniqueniont sur los oxpdriencts fra&nqaisos qt e 10 suis censi micux connaltro quo los autros, cc qui nWest pas prouvd.
Deuxi~me point on cc qui concornoc to rendemont jo crois quo dans Ic papier prt~c~dont il y avait justenient une figure
o6a l'on voyait qu'A rdgime reduit Ic rondomoent prupulsif crolt ot to rendomont therniique d~croit et il on rdsulte une
d~croissance do performance globale. Done coest exactoment It problkne quo vous venez do soulevor et nous avons

* ossayd do ponsor A qa on disant it y a Ito pfcinir nivoau do gdomdtrie variable qui s'addresso justemnitt au rondoeniot
donc A I'as,.xct thorinique et Ic deuximoni nivcau qui s'adross A I'aspect adaptation au r~gimc do vol. do"~ Ai lI~awct

propulsil'. Ccest uno utoillkurt cXpuossion pcut-.ýtrv do cc quo nows avons voulu dire.



ADVANCED ENGINE DESIGN CONCEPTS AND THEIR INFLUENCE

ON THE PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-ROLE COMBAT AIRCRAFT*
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Summary:

The effectiveness of a multi-role weapon system places new demands not only on the aircraft
but also on the powerplant. When these demands are contrasted with the typical performance
characteriatics of current engines, it is logical to ask for a variable cycle engine.

In this context, therefore, such an engine concept is being oonsidered which combinee

Sh* advantages of the reheated turbojet, i.e.

- favourable ratio of dry thrust to thrust with reheat
- favourable fuel consumption with reheat
- excellent handling characteristics

with the important advantage of the reheated turbofan

- favourable dry fuel consumption.

It is shown to what extent this im can be achieved by a suitable design, including

variable geometry in several components. The performance data of this engine are com-

pared with the data of current engines. The penalty in engine weight and complexity

compared with current engines as well as the development problems expected are discussed.

The results indicate that the performance of multi-role combat aircraft could be im-

proved by the installation of engines of the described concept provided the unavoidable

* weight penalty of such an engine remains within acceptable limits.

* Introduction

* Development work on advanced reheated engines for combat aircraft has not only led to'I enormous technical progress in the last two decades but also to considerable specialisation.
Even if such engines have comparable thrust/weight ratios, turbine entry temperatures and
overall pressure ratios, this specialiaation is characterized bl the wide range of bypass
ratios, which now stretches from 0.25 to about 2.0. The special sation results from the
matching of the engine to various aircraft and missionsfor which engine performance data
and operating characteristics with due regard to installation effects serve as the criteria.

The soaring development and production costs involved in future weapon systems entail a
trend to a diminishing number of available units. It also becomes more compelling to manage
with as few complementary aircraft types as possible, employing them flexibly with high
effectiveness. When modern combat aircraft are used on flexible missions, their effectiveness
has to le compared with that of aircraft designed specially for specific missions. This com-
parison has to be made both airframe-wise and engine-wise. Zngine-wise, it seems logical in
this context to aim at combining the advantages of engines with low and high bypass ratios.
This raises at once the question of e*gines with a variable thermodynamic cycle, i.e., variable
geometry of the components.

Even if, in future, aircraft tailored for special missions are given preference, the require-
ment for engines with greater flexibility than at preseot remains relevant. This is understandable,
as substantial demands have to be made oa the flexibility of engines for combat aircraft, which
operate in the subsonic to the supersonic range without and/or with reheat.

An experimental programme (1, 2 J* being carried out ou behalf of the U.S. Air Force in partly
focused on the Increase in engine flemibility, ase Indicated above, through the introduction
of variable-geometry components.

"It should also be mentioned that considerable eftorts are being made in the U.S.A., with respect
to future supersonic commetcial aircraft as well, in order to comply with requirements on the
powerplant regarding economy in the supersonic and subsonic range and low ecological impact.
Within the framework of the prograume (, 4., 5 ) being carried out by NASA together with the U.S.
aircraft industry for this purpoce, on4gte concepts with pertly aovel flow paths a" layouts of

Sthe cospo#eate, later alie, are beinq 4v.a tiated (6, ?, 8, 9 0 .0

S-r-he-Yn-veatleation waa sponsored by the Ministry of Defeaco of the Federal Republic of

Germany, ZTL No- MTU 1.15-1 and KTU 4.10-1

A muabere ia squar brackete refer to referencee at the ecA of the text



Against this background, an investigation was made, within the framework of the present

study, of the extent to which the called-for flexibility in performance and operating
characteristics of engines for modern combat aircraft can be implemented in a Aingle
engine concept. From the point of view of performance, an endeavour was sade to aoobine
the advantages of the reheated turbojet

- good specific fuel consumption with reheat
- high dry thrust relative to thrust with reheat

with the important advantage of the reheated turbofan

- good dry specific fuel consumption.

Furthermore, an effort was made to implement the well known advantage of the reheated
turbojet compared with the reheated turbofan

- superior operating stability and handling qualities in connection with the
afterburner.

Attention was also paid to

- favourable mass flow characteristic with regard to the intake
- good compatibility with inlet distortions
- optimum flow conditions around the aircraft afterbody to reduce afterbody drag.

Lastly, the aim was to meet the roquiremeni.s while keeping the engine to

* - acceptable weight and
t- manageable complexity, especially of the control system.

Variable cycle engine concepts

The engine concepts initially oonaidered are shown schematically in Fig. Q(D In each
case - as an arbitrary example - the turbomachines are sketched as a three-shaft
arrangement. With this, however, the shaft arrangement to be chosen later on for a
-;t:ific case is not anticipated.

Concept : is a mixed flow turbofan in line with the current engine generation, the
characteristics of which, as a function of the bypass ratio, are known. Owing to the
mixing of the two flows, there is, depending on the flight condition, a specific
relation between mass flow and thrust which can be influenced only slightly by
changing the setting of the nozzle. The compressor stability can be increastd by
opening the bleed off-take downstream of the IP-compreesor, which may be desirable in
critical flight conditions.

This concept was used as a point of departure and basis of comparison for the other
concepts to be discussed.

Concert II differs from I only in the variable LP-turbine. This allows the bypass ratio
to be varied to a limit,. vxtont and consequently a degree of flexibility in the dry
and reheated performancq to be obtained [III . Apart from the increase in the stability
of the IP-compressor possible through the b:Leed off-take as in concept I, in this case
the stability of the IP-Lompressor can be further improved by changing the setting of
the LP-turbine. Re'erenc-, is made also to this point in (12) . The three-shaft arrange-
ment has an advantage over the two-shaft arrangement in this caer, in that the speed
of the HP-system i% virtually unaffected when the setting of the Lil-turbine is ch&nged
(Cf.. 1, 12, 13] ).

Due to the variation of the bypass ratio, problems could arias, on the one hand, with the
flow between fan exit and Ih-compressor entry. It remains an open question whether, on the
other hand, a variable splitter ti sufficiently jtstified, in view of the lirited range
in which the bypass ratio can be varied.

£ 1Concel IN allows, by the use of separate nottles for the primary and duct flown, a
considerable variation of the bypaab ratio when the settings of the IP- and LP-turbines
and of the primary and duct noz:leo are changed. At the same time, much more freedom to
obtained in arranging a deairable relation between thrust and engine mass flow than in
the cae of concept 11. With a view to the stability of the fan and the ZP-eompreosor
behind it, the wide range in variation of the bypass ratio makes a splitter with variable
geometry seem indispensable, at least for the time being.

The aeparation of the prima4ry and dqct flows with no proviaiai for duet burniag eliminates,
on the one hand, the pob~em of fan,,afterburner interaction. This problem is inereaaingly
evidot in mixed flow turbofans with higher bypaaa ratio. On the other hand. it requires
apecial routing of the afterburner cooling air. This portion of the mame flow, which is a
considerable percentage in modern engines, ts taken off subatantially throttled, i.e., in

L 5uh a manner that any immediate afterburner reaction on the compressor cection is definitely
prevented. Without rehiat, the cooling air off-take is shut down. This requtre, an appropriate
change in the settimgz of the I?- and LP-turbines and of th4 primary aid duct &ozzles. What
is importoat ie that the SP-ayste, in taticular the UP-turbine, can be deeigne4 with fixed
4eaetry.
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When there are inlet distortions, the duct nozzle can be opened to increase the stability
• ~of the fan without having unfavourable repercussions on the turbomaohinoa, as would be the

case with concepts I and II.

As the primary nozzle is enveloped by t1te duct flow, the afterbody flow separation which
is virtually inevitable in dry operation in the case of engines based on concepts I and
II can be avoided.

Concept IV makes it possible, through simultaneous changing of the settings of the turbines
and of the nozzle, to change the thrust by varying the turbine entry temperature, while
maintaining high engine mass flow and high overall pressure ratio. As a result, at dry
partload,specific fuel consumptions can be obtained which come close to those of turbofans.
In this case, too, the afterburner cooling air must be taken off and throttled as in concept
III. This concept is extremely advantageous for matching the engine mass flow to the intake
capacity.

The configuration of the aircraft afterbody in just the same as for concepts I and II. At
dry partload, however, the nozzle area ia larger than for the turbofan, which reduces the
tendency to afterbody flow separation at subsonic cruise flight.

This concept is familiar in principle from publications E14, 153

Selection of engines considered

To enable a fair assessment of various engine concepts which are in existence or conceivable
for the future, it is intended, within the framework of this study, to compare thtm on the
basis of the currently available status of component technology. Logically, therefore, the
per se attractive concept IV was not included, as the variable HP-turbine presupposes a very
advanced standard of turbine technology, which surely must be considered as unavailable for
some time to come. Though concept II promises an increase in performance flexibility, it
was also not included in the present study, because it offers no decisive progress in
operating stability and handling qualities.

Thus, the study was restricted to a comparison of concept I, representing the current engine
generation, with the concept III variable cycle engine. Two versions with bypass ratios of
0.25 and 1.3 (current engines C 0.25 and C 1.3) were considered in the process for concept I.
The bypass rat 0.25 corresponds to the minimum duct flow required for afterburner and nozzle
cooling. Fig.r 02) gives the main design parameters of the engines compared. Consistent
assumptions were made about the component efficiencies and pressure losses, etc., taking into
consideration the variable geometry of the turbines.

In the case of the conventional engines, as they are mixed flow engines, the fan pressure
*! ratio is fixed by selection of turbine entry temperature, overall pressure ratio and

bypass rtatio. For the C 0.25 engine, which has a high fan pressure ratio and subsequentlya moderate core pressure ratio, a two-shaft arrangement was chosen. For the C 1.3 engiewith its lower fan pressure ratio, a three-shaft arrangement was selected.

In the case of the VCE, which is an unmixed flow engine, there is a degree of freedom
about the fan pressure ratio. Variatinn of the fan pressure ratio in the range FP = 1 -
3.6 showed that a relatively low pressure ratio FPR = 1.95, which can be managed witn a
two stage fan, gives favourable performance both in dry (especially dry partload) and
reheated operation. The substantial throttling of the afterburner cooling air, introduced
to avoid fan/afterburner interaction, leads to a los3 in thrust of about 1.5 % in operationS~with reheat. In dry operation, dropping the mixing of the primary and duct flown worsensthe specific thrust and specific fuel consumption in the same order of magnitude. In view

of the low fan pressure ratio, a three-shaft arrangement was preferred. At the same time,
' this arrangement leads to an afterburner cooling air off-take at suita).e pressure level

situated between IP- end HP-compreosor.

Fig.a T shows the general arrangements of the VCZ and the C 1.3 engine of eqjuivalent
thr at design point. Whereaa the C 1.3 engine requires only 4 control variables, the
VCF has 8 control variables. The VCL is considerably heavier than the C 1.3 engine. The
excess engine weight of the VCE is partly the result of the concept, i.e., a certain
inevitable extra weight derives from the additional outer engine casings, the variable
splitter with its actuation system, the Actuation system for the variable IP- and LP-
turbinea, the heavier nozzle system atkd the aubatantially more complicated control system.
A further cauaee,4r the excess weight of the VCE is given by the chosen cycle. As can be
seen from Fig. U4), the specific thrust with reheat of the V.E at the selected bypass ratio
of 0.34 is lower than ta the case of the C 0.Z5 and G 1.3 engines, because reheat to
"restricted to the primary flow. A higher specific thrust comparable with the specific trusts
of the C 0.25 and C 1.3 engines can be obtained from the VGS. if the bypass ratio with oeheat
is brought down near to zero. In this way, leading dimensions and weights of the turbo-
machinery and the afterburner coaparable Vith those of the C 0.25 engine are obtained for
the VCX. Froe other considerations it can be expected that, due to the flexibility of the
VC3 concept, the woraening of the cruise specific ftel consumptin originally fe.ed, will
be only slight in the case of this modified destig.

In spite of this possibility of improvement, the VCX was coparoed with the C 0.a2 eaA C 1.3
segines ta the present study on the basie of the 4eLga weaeter.o In rig.

aLter called VC1X for the ske of asiplicity

N . -



Operating characteristics and performance

The same maximum turbine entry temperature and reheat temperature schedules were taken
for all e;;gines, as a function of flight altitude and Mach number, in line with the
state of the art currently feasible with regard to cooling and stressing. For the same
reasons, in spite of the given flexibility, the fan speed and the overall pressure ratio
characteristics of the VCE were limited to those figures which automatically result from
the turbine entry temperature schedule in the case of the C 0.25 and C 1.3 engines.

On this basis, for maximum dry and reheat thrust the other available control variables
of the VCE (mass flow capacities of the IP- and LP-turbines and of the primary and duct
nozzles) were set so that all three compressors are working under all flight conditions
on their optimum running lines. At dry partload, in the case of the VCE, the cycle para-
meters turbine entry temperature, overall preasura ratio, fan pressure ratio and bypass
ratio were fixed by means of appropriate setting of the control variables just mentioned,
so that with optimum working lines in the three compressors minimum specific fuel con-
sumptions are obtained.

Cycle and component data

Fig. ( shows, for dry partload, turbine entry temperature and overall pressure ratio
as a function6. f thrust, the behaviour of the compared engines being practically the
same. Fig. b shows the associated characteristics for engine mass flow, bypass ratio
and nozzle pressure related to engine entry pressure. The relatively high engine mass
flow maintained by the VCE at partload, i.e., particulazy under cruise conditions, is
favourable with respect to engine/intake matching. The cypass-ratio plot shows that the
VCE vomes closer to the C 0.25 engine in the range of high thrust but is more like the
C 1.3 engine at low thrust. This is roughly what was expected. The pressure in the duct
nozzle reflects the fan pressure ratio and thus the fan masa flow characteristic, aa the
fan operates on a specified working line. However, there is a relatively big pressure
drop in the primary nozzlc as thrust decreases, as the fan draw& off more and
more specific work from the primary flow due to the increasing bypass ratio.

Owing to the high pressure level in the afterburner at maximum thrust, a similarly
favourable afterburner blow-out ceiling can be reckoned with for the VCE as in the case
of the C 0.25 engine.

*1 :The optimisation of the cycle parameters shown at dry partload was done first for the
uninstalled engine for a variety of reasons. The selected control characteristic for

0 the LP-turbine is anticipated to have a big influence on the optimum engine mass
flow characteristic. When the installed engine behaviour is optimized, the shifting of
the control characteristic of the LP-turbine makes it possible to obtain an engine mass
flow characteristic which corresponds to an optimum ensgine/intake matching in terms of
minimum installed specific fuel consumption.

The mass flow capacities ok the IP- and LP-turbines required at max. dry and max. reheat
thrust are shown in fig. (6 as a function of the flight altitude and flight Mach number.
The required capacities of-both turbines for the important cruise condition SL/MN = 0.6
are also shown on this figure. The mass flow capacity characteristics for max. dry and
max. reheat thrust can be reduced basically to a pure function of the ratio of turbine
entry temperature to engine entry temperature. However, the changing of the settings of
the turbines for dry partload is more complicated. Initially the turbine flow capacities
tend to increase with decreasing thrust, reaching a maximum and then falling below the
original level when thrust is decreased still further. Admittedly, the settings of both
turbines can presumab!y be changed affinely. In the case of the LP-turbine, the required
range of mass flow capacity is considerable.

In Fig. the required ranges of mass flow capacity for Z9- and LP-turbinei under
various running conditions are contrasted with the change* in the nov.le guide vane
throat areas required and the efficiency characteristic to h, expected according to
available experimental data (Cf. (1, 6, 1.17 ). Tangible losses in efficiency are
inevitable in the case of the L.-turbine at max. reheat thrust, if good UP-ttarhine
efficiency is aimed at for dry partload operation to obtain favourable cruise specific
fuel consumption. It remuins to be mentioned that, owing to the required wide setting
range of the LF-turbine, the change in the flow direction relative to the axial di-
rection at the LP-turbine exit will be in the region of * 10-.

Analogously to the masn flow capacities of the turbinos, Fig. shows the ranges
of primary and duct nozzle throat areas. The arese of both no•zaev muct be variable
roughly in a li) ratio. Similarly to the case of the turbines, the ch•aging Q! the
settings of the nozzles for max. dry and tax. reheat for all flight conditions and
engine running conditions can be managed as a pure function of the ratio of turbine
ertgy temperature to engine entry temperatare. Also at dry partload the situation is
similar to that for the turbines. i.e., as thrust drops the nonule areas first in-
crease and then decrease as thrust drops still turtber. The analysis of these osoale
control characteriatiea shown that the relation between the areas of the two nozzlee

14 can be represented, with good approximation, by a unique function.

The setting of the splitter between fan and I-compressor - see Fig. C - depends
no whatever bypass ratio io obtained from the Other control variables.-le the

splitter noon is in the innermost position at dry partload due to the high bypaes
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ratio, a diffusor is ostablished in this case between the ?%n and the IP-compresor. The
area ratio of the diffusor seems acceptable, especially as the IP-compresaor.counters
tendencies to flow separation at the hub.

On t 0 basis of the control characteristics for the turbines and nozzles shown in Fig.
to QV , the working points obtained Auder all engine running and flight conditions for tQe
three compressors, as shown in Fig. () , are in the region of optimum efficiencies and
desirable surge margins. It should be noted that the three compressors do not reach their
aerodynamic design speeds at the same time.

- At SLS reheat operation, the fan and IP-compressor reach their design apeeds togeth.;,
while the HP-compressor is running at reduced speed. This is necessary in order to
match the mass flows to be swallowed by the IP- and HP-compressor with the bleed off-
"take for the afterburner cooling open and at the same time to keep the overall pressure
"ratio within acceptable limits.

- At max. dry operation, the speed of the IP-oompressor is lower and that of the HP-compressor
high, in order to match the mass flows to be swallowed by the two compressors with the
afterburner cooling air abut down.

At this point, it is emphasized that specifically in the case of the VCE, i.e., going beyond
the possibilities of the C 0.25 and/or C 1.3 engines, the following control measures to improve
the compatibility of the compressor section with inlet distortions are possible:

- The working line of the fan can be shifted away from the surge line without unfavourable
repercussions on the turbomachines by opening the duct nozzle;

* - the working line of the IP-coapreasor can be shifted away from the surge line by closing
the LP-turbine.

In addition, it can be expected that good acceleration times can be obtained from the VCZ

( Cf. [181).

Performance data

Fig. 0 shows the max. reheat thrusts and the associated specific fuel consumptions.
Both the VCE and the C 0.25 engine have a flatter thrust characteristic with
reheat than the C 1.3 engine, due to thsi. low bypass ratio. In addition, at high
Hach numbers the VCE turned out to have a progressively falling-off thrtat characteristic,
which does not appear attractive. In principle, this disadvantage could be largely eliminated
by duct burning with a moderate temperature increase to 1000 K. Leaving aside the con-
siaerable complication involved, however, the deliberately introduced physical separation
of afterburner and compressor section would be lost. For this reason, owing to the demands
made on handling qualities of the engine, this version does not seem attractive.

The design modification of the VCE substantiated earlier to obtain a very low bypass ratio
in reheat operation - which is also attractive from the point of view of engine weight and
leading dimensions - allows a quite satisfactory thrust characteristic similar to that of
the C 0.25 engine to be obtained.

A etxpected, the specific fuel consumptions of the VCX and of the C 0.25 engine with reheat
are much better than that of the C 1.3 engine due to their low bypass ratios.

rig. 1. snows the max. dry thrusts and associated specific fuel consumptions, from which
the familiar relation between performance data and bypass ratio can be seen. As expected,
the VCE comes close to the C 0.25 engine.

Two examples of engine performance at dry and reheated partload are shown in Fig. 12
The transition accomplished by the VCE from the C 0.25 engine characteristic at reheat
and max. dry operation to the C 1.,3 engine characteristic at dry partload is evident.

Development problems

In line with the assumption that available component technology should be the stcrting Toint
wherever possible, no outstanding development problems with the VCr going beyond those of
current engines are to be expected, as for as the basic engine is concerned. 1ic•ever,
the variable nozgle guide vanes of the cooled IP-turbine can certainly be consaiderei tý.e
critical element., whereas the conditions are much better in the cate of the variable
nozzle guide vanes for the LF-turbine. Furthermore, the development problems to be
expected on the control system must not be underestimated. particularly at 8 control
variables have to be castered. A control system managing the called-for flexibility
of the engine In the presenee of iWlet distortions ise also likely to require special.
efforts.

Installation influences

As shown in Fig. * the VCX will awallak- up to 80 % of the smntamn sase flow under
typical cruise coeltioas at nsea level, whereas only 60 - 70 9 can be achieved with
the C 0.25 and C 1.3 engines. A substantially smaller intake spillage dreg ti there-
tore to be exiected from the VCX urdor these conditions. The resultant increase in
specific fuel coasumption due to installatien effects is 1 - 5 % lower tor the VUg
tkaah e f tor e C 0.2• aad C 1.ea)giae CU. ¶6. 9. 203 ).
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Regarding extreme power and bleed off-talc* from the HP-system, for instance, in an
emergency case with onq engine failed, high power can be obtained in the HP-aystem
of the remaining engine by 3otting the 4onfiguration of the VCE - i.e., the geometry
of the variable components - for max. dry thrust. In this way, power and bleed off-
take con be expected to have minisu& offsets on the engine performance.

Owing to the primary nozzle of the VCE being enveloped b the duct flow, the after-
body flow conditions are favourable, as shown in Fig. (143) As a result, the
generally inevitable flow separation and corresponding in ressed drag in subsonic
and transconic flight without reheat associated with afterbodies of conventional
configuration can be avoided. However, a degree of extra friction drag is generated
by the duct flow. Admittedly, the expected drop in the resulting afterbody drag can
only be verified experimentally (Cf. (19, 21, 22.313

N Engine Evaluation

A first rough comparative evaluation of the three engines under consideration was
made on the basis of an imaginary multi-role combat aircraft for the missions
"Interception", "Air Superiority" and "Bat ý..ýfiold Interdiction/Close Air Support".
The mission breakdowns are given in Fig. (1LjJ . For the three alternative engines
compared, the weight of enginte + fuel and thus the take-off groins weight were taken
to bw the same, each mission being a special ou~s As a basis of comparison, which
is in principle ~bitrary, it woo also assumed that the mission phases marked with
arrows in Fig. Q)can be ac~ioived by engine C 1.3 with the called-for ranges.

~" Due to the different thrust characteristics of the three alternaý.ikve engines, their
required sizes are fixed by different mission phases (Cf. Fig. U~4)} Thus, the
aivailabl& reheat thrusts of thes gie at the design point SL/MN *0,8/ISA
dift.r somewhat as shown in F'ig. 51 * Ineorder to emphasize the decisive rcle of
the exceaa weight of the VCE, the thrust/weight ratio of this engine was introduced
paramotric:%117. The C 0.25 and C 1.3 engines were assumed to be specifically equally
heavy in hiue with the current state of the art.

The lower afterbody drag expected from the VCE was not taken into consideratifn, ioe.,
the afterbody drag wa, taken to be tke same for all three alternative engines
installed. Even for the two enginec C 0.25 and C 1.3, this is certainly quite, a
simplification,

Fig. shows the ranges, as defined differently for each of the3 three sissions,
&acMi~vmnl with the alternative engines. If the VCE '.,ould be built to have the sams
&pociftc weight as the conventional C 0.25 and C 1.3 engines, it would be at l4aat
at good as the two latter, or superior to them, depending on the isAsion. However,

X, the *quality or superiority of the VCZ in all missions is queatitoN19le as soon an
it has a alight extrit weight of 10 %

NaturllyFig L15) covers only part of the evaluation which has to be carried out.
eopecially as impfftant evaluation criteria suah as "turn rate" and "specific excesuive
power" muat also be included. Likst not least, aspecta relating to operating stability and
handliag qualitisa should not be uudereati*ated.

Conclusions

The present data are certainly still not adequate for a binding evaluation of the VCZ
concept described. Nevertheless, for a start the following ;rovisional eonclueions can
be drawn.,

-The aimed-at combinat ion of the performance d4vantagta of the turbojet and
of the turbofan with and without reheat seems feasible.

It
-Th4 improvement concerning operating stability and handling qualities in
connection with the atterburner compared with current reheated turbofas, was
onl.y established quali&ttively but is potentially feasible.

-Am a *ide effects progroes in compatibility with iulet distortions can be ex~pected
acopared with current engines..

-The A~omplexttv to bt expected is the VC-Z control system is considerable, but is
likely to .,* sanageoble.

-The WEH described dotes fot yet~ meet weight requirement.. An Improvement can
be oxpected. if the engine to modified to obtai~n a atimniu bypass ratio with
reheat. A positive clsritieatloa of the weight eeot~le is of decieivv importance.

*The 4uthors are particularly ýed*bted to the MT-MUnchem 0mQH unmd to the Federal Gerstan
Ministry of Deftenet for permission to Vu~lish tht present study. The authors also thalk
Herr Vedovaa. "ter ubseee guidance the dasiga work was doe, fet valuable. euggeetsosa
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I Fixed Cycle Mixed Flow Turbofan
< - Fixed Compressors and Turbines
< - IPC Stood Control

<< - Variable Nozzle
-*Compe. Section and AS Connected

I ______________________________________Variable Cycle Mixed Flow Turbofan
4C - As (1) but

- Variable LPT

Variable Cycic Unmixed Flow Turbofan
-Variable Splitter , lIPT, LPT

<- Variable Primary and Duct Nozzle
-. -. -AS- Cooling Air Throttled / Shut Down

-Compr. Section and AS Separated

1Z Variable Cycle Turbo Jet
< - Variable HPT , PT LPT
< ~- ASB-Cooling Air Throttled /Shut Down

- Variable Nozzle
- Cornpr. Section and AS Separated

Fig. I Derivation of VOE-Conoepts

(3-Shaft Arrangements)

Variable Cycle Currmat :3nGines
Engine (Idixed Flow)

SL/121~ 0,8/ISA/Uninstalled Vo.B C 0,25 C 1,3

Max. RH (Max. Dry )F kIl 430 (4ý3,6G) 80 (42,7) 80 (31,8)

Fan Massflow I kg/s 1281 94.

Fa~u.ber of' Shafts 3 2 5
Turbine Entry Temperature TET K 1600
Rehoat Temperature RIIT K 2050

i-ps aio 1.,D/1HP BPIR 0,34 (0,65) 0,25* 1,3

AB-Cooiling Air Ratio IA /N~ 0,25

Overall Pressure Ratio OPR 20

Pan Pressure Ratio FPR 1§9 3,3 2,4

IPO-Pressure Ratio 2,4 (1,9) - 2,4

IIPC-Pressure Ratio HPI? 4,4 (5,4) 6,1 3,5
ýjThrottle Ratio of PR'/PC 0,57 -

Ai3-Ooolipg Air HI

*Duct Flow for Cooling of Afterburner only

Fig. 2 Main Design Parameters of Engines Oompared
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j VCE

/ontro Variable

VC C 1,

.61) Main Fuel Flow 1) Mamr Fuel Flow
2) Rehect Fuel Flow 2) Reheat Fuel Flow

3) EPO-Bleed CAB-Cooling) 3) IPC-Blow Off Cier. Stability)
4) Primary Nozzle 4) Nozzle

5) Duct Nozzle
6) IP-Turbine NGV

7) LP-Turbine NGV
~)Splitter

Fig. 3 General Arrangement of VCE and. E~ngine C 13

Current Engines (Mixed Flow)
SIL MN 0,8/ ISA/IUninstalled

x000 Generol trend
Overall Pressure Ratio OPR z20/19 U D C 1,3 Selected Design Param.

Turbine Entry Temper. TET z 160011565 K A IA C 0,25 JMax. RH/Max. Dry

Reheat Temperature RHT 2050/ -K

VCE (Unmixed without Duct B-.rning

PMNZN General Trend

F 1 Crrnt0/0 Selected Design Parameters
F u r n E ngines

09 -- 70

AkJ SFC
018- VCE------ s0 Current Engines

/IMax. RH VC x.I
____ ~50 MxR

* ~0,7-IVC

Z ;L

4J 0,5-30

Ma. Dry

4,4

0 0, 1

Bypass Ratio BPR MD N INHC Bypass Ratio BPR V

Fig. 4 Selection of Design Cycle Parameters
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SL1 M N :6 QO5 Dy Partt(. lISA/Uninstalled

Overall Pressure Ratio

25 - ___-______

OPRMax. Dry

20 -__

C 1,3/

15 /1

X Cq2S
-; 1~ •~ VICE{

5-L

Turbine Entry Temperaiture

1600.

TET

1200 -

1000'

0 10 20 30 40 50

Thrust F [kNI

Fig. 5a Dry Partload Cycle Data

SL /MN 0 6/ Dry PortLI. ISA /Uninstalled
Massfiow (ete. to Max. Dry)

1,0 Nozzle Pressure /Engine Entry Pressure
M/

j. .C C ,2 NP Primary Nozzle

078
0,C 111

0 10 20 30 40 50

Bypass Ratio Thrust F CkN3

3--

BPR 1 Regioni with Expected Improvement
2 ****~* ~ ~of Installed VCE-Performance

2 .
SMax. Dr Dry * Typical Cruise Condition

C Q25 VC

0 10 20 30 40 50

Thrust F (kN]

Fig. 5b Dry Partload Cycle Data, Continued



LP-Turbinem'

/P Rot. Nozzle Guide Van# Throat Area

(Mý;t, SL 36 ---- O

12 2- e

Meee' X. Dry
20

0Z Ck~~ __ ry Parti o L _____--

- CE I(I)
________Rot. lsentrovi 5 TUrblne Efficiency AI"wmpt 21?

a ~~IP-Turbine1, -I
q99-

* 1,1 rY Patti. at SL. I

F4 3  M X.Dry
4) kN2I 36 I "

1____ q___ MOVE okn7~gE
k__Alt._ \___ CM , t ie]

(Part) I~thwt p~i N

0 Q,5 190 1,5 2.0 2.5 0.7 09 OS9 ip 1. 12 1,31,4

F light Mach Number MNReti TreIutw y

Fig. 6 Relative VCE Turbine Fig. 7 Turbines with Variable

Massflow Capacity First Nozzle Guide Vanes

Primary Nozzle

APN SL 7

q,16 Dry Pal.OS

SL. 30 11I km Alt
0,12 __ F

F 1010

0,00 -

Duct Nozzle

'*120

24.

CM

0 0.5 1,0 1,5 29 20
Flight Mach Number MN

Fig. 8 VCE Nozzle Throat Areas
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Opt. Efficiency Region 0 Max RH MN
+ Max. Dry MN
0' Dry Parti. at MN,0,6 F kNJ

Fan IP - Compressor HP - Compressor

PR-i14- _

1,2 - -

1 MN

'.1019-- _ _

20o0

0180

06.*Fo . i o

F toag 4. 0

}: 0,4 0,6 0.8 1,0 1,2 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 1,2 0,4 0,6 0.8 1,0 1.2

i. ~~ReLative Mossf low Function ot Component Entry ,•TP

".• F~ig. 9 VCE Compressor Characteristics with Worling Po~its

i0i2

I Nj

VCE with
Duct Burning (/000K)

80 .7 Ft13. at Co1oe

,N C0.25 SFC/

/

.: o •-o•---•• "vce . : o. -.," / J,Fig. 60 VC C C e wt W i n
30- with

~~~Dc Burin 0000K)• '(loo

i80 75 s • .

. -.0 U. 5 0  . •

45

"0 0,5 1,o 15 2,o 2,5 0 0,5 19o 15 2,0 2.5

SFlight Mach Number MN Fly, hi M•h Number MN

* P ie. 10 Comparison ot Thru~st an SF at; •,a. 2•H tat~in



Max. Dry ISA/Uninstolled
VCE

"50 40, C 0,25

F SFC

40 3L5 02
AVE k sa! /11km Alt.

30 . 30 7 /
C 1,3 E

SS
- 20 "'g 25 , ,

10 • 11km Alt. u- 20 / ,

00 dI 1 ' 15 15,

0 0,5 10 1.5 2,0 0 0q5 10 1,5 290

Flight Mach Number MN Flight Much Number MN

Fig. 11 Comparison of Thrust and SPF at Max. Dry Rating

ISA /Uninstalied

SL/MN .0,6 11 km AUt./MN Q,9

70 T IWM RH --

SFC'/. 't'

60\ / -11%

S•so " VC ",

Par . IRW Typical Ctust) Condition ý " ý

'7'10 .-A•

WY INW Cl 1  /% I

40 ,,"ot)aF PouIRH Y•yc Cwts

IIA

0 0 2 0 0w x w 5 3
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PuMa Contozi Aia). Fileth" Oucl Flow kWedoo Layer
* WithOout Seosatonoe

VCE o Jet

Mixed Flpw E 9,ý#%A Mixed Me

C 0,2

20-22

Fuselage Bourildo y Layer SeWated Area dependent on
Piano to Sepaw tion Flight Condition I Manotutito

-Engine Peooe Selling I Nozzle 'Soo Area

-Alt. body Coafogwratlon
I 1n4t tags , conte body fete I

Fig. 13 Subsonic Afterbody Flow Pattern (Dry Rating)
Comparison of Mixed Flow Engine and VICE Installation
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DISCUSSION 1
J.F.Chievalier

La conference du DTr (rie' ýtait trt~s precise, et ii est probable qu'il faudrait Otltuier Ai fond la dossier pour savoir si
on arrive aux menics conclusions tite Ilul. mais je pense ijuand tnnnie qu'il peut y avoir des rumarques a faire sur
sa conference.

Personnellement. j'ai tine petite remarque Ai faire. Un pcu die Meails. Vous avez attacl:6 bcaucoup d'importance ~
.... 'ir dic refroidissernent tic la post-coinbust ion 0t sur les differences tie perfoninances que Ion petit attendre suivant ; i

faqon dont onl traitc cet air die refroidissement. PersonnelLenient j'ai 6tt un pull surpris, je ne niattendais pas i cc
tiuc ýa intervienne aulant dans les differences entre mnoteurs.

Author's Reply
We found that thle infltuence of thle throttling of thle afterburner cooling air on performance is very smiall. But front
experience with reheated tuirbofans it is known that the compressor section is very sensitive to the afterbtirner lightI
up and blow toff. This can be preventud by separation of afterburner and duct flow and throttling of thle afterburner
cooling air, i.e. that the engine works like a reheated turbojet.

* P.A.Kramer
Why is it important, as pointed out in the lecture, to have a separation between afterburner and compressor?

Author's Reply
D~uring afterburner light tip and blow off there is no proper combustion in the afterburner and it can well be that for
very short time the efficiency of comibustion is much better or worse than the scheduled efficiency. That meanls,
during this process, the temperature in the afterburner. i.e. the real reduced mass flow function MVf/bP can be very
different fromt the stcheduled one. This mecans a change of thle nozzle throat is necessary, but this is not realized by
the control system. A pressure step either upwards or downwards is encountered which feels the comipresor. In
case uf the turbofan the higher thle bypass ratio the higher is the influence of such a process on tne fan working line.

E.Wllis,
mm To wh~at level Of detail did You estimlate the weight of tlte VCF? i.e., were allowanc-?s made for weight and/or per-
* Iforniance penalitics due to unique components and features such as the variable splitt, I am not sure whether the

* ~ I parameter varitiuon of VCL weightt in Fitgure I5 represents the expected range of the penalties due to unique
P fvetures or merely a range of uncertainty applied on top of your first estimiate of Ithe penalties?

Author's Reply
You have seen the slide No 3 where both general arrangements are shown. Both engiacs were de-igned to the same
thrust atc sea level. Mlach 0.8. Engine C 1.3 has a bypass ratio 1.3 and the VCE has a bypass ratio .34/.65, We
designed both engines properly and estfimated the weigh! of all the components and found that the VCI: is much
hecavier than the turbofan engine. We found also that not only the structure btut also the thermodynamic cycle of
the VCE plays an important role on this high specific weight. WVe mean that the minimumt exece" weight by thle
variable components and mnote complicated arrangement will be at least 10 to 15%.'

Vous avez dlimiiQ he mioteur No 2 du point die vue du fonctionnement dtu fan avec: r~chauffe. Est-cc (tile Ie moreur
No 3, qui finalemnent s'av~re int~ressant avet: chauffe du plus froisi, nec pr~seatc par les mimes ddsavwntages at fintale-
ment, tic rendrailLeil pa% Ic usotcur deux aussi int~ressant?

Authur's Reply
I think, if' only performiance is imlportant, concept 2 and concept 3 should be put into the samec box. But if you
take into account AlSO Stability problems in connection with the afterburner then you have to separate themn. We
defined Our requiremtents With respet to peromicotw and to stablty alsou and this is the reason why we left engine
No .'.
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SUMIMARY

Future airbreathing engines will require lower fuel consumption and greater operational flexibility
than obtained with present engines because of low worldwide fuel reserves and the expanded requirements
"projected for advinced aircraft. Turbofan engines operate efficiently at subsonic Mach numbers and turbo-
jet engines operate efficiently at supersonic Mach numbers, but an aircraft which requires efficient
operation in both speed regimes needs the best of bnth engine types - this is not possible with current
production engines. In addition to diverse flight Hach numbers, V/STOL aircraft require a large variation
in thrust levels. At takeoff and landing, the engine must produce a very high level of thrust and thus,
is oversized for many of the forward flight conditions. Variable Cycle Engines (VCE) offer a potential
approach to the solution of these problems. In the Navy Variable Cycle Engine Selection Program, several
VtCE's were evaluated in a Navy V/STOL fighter aircraft. The results indicate that some VCF concepts offer
cycle flexibility which will greatly benefit the Navy in both reduced fuel consumptAon end lower aircraft
take-of f-gross-weight.

1. INTRODUCTION

Supersonic V/STOL fighters require propulsion systems which produce thrust well in excess of aircraft
weight, for powered lift and control, and which can be integrated into an aerodynamically efficient air-
frame. The powered lift requirements, plus the flight performance requirements of Navy fighter missions,
result Ln extensive compromises in the cycle and scheduling of fixed cycle engines. These compromises
have resulted in high take-off-gross-weight and relatively poor payload and range performance in many
V/STOL aircraft designs. Because of their inherent operational flexibility, variable cycle engines are
being studied fur V/STOL aircraft. Such engines can potentially reduce the compromises necessary with a
fixed cycle engine and, therefore, reduce aircraft size and improve performance.

The "Variable Cycle Engine Selection Program", sponsored by the Naval Air Propulsion Test Center (NAPTC),
seeks to determine the impact of variable cycle engines on advanced V/STOL multi-mission fighters. This
paper presents a program description, a summary of current results, and the conclusicns drawn from the
initial phase of the program.

2. VCE SELECTION PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In June 1975, the .L!vy initiared the "Variable Cycle Engine Selection Program" to assess the potential
benefits from variable cycle engines installed in V/STOL fighters. This program is a complementary effort
to a United States Air Force VCE selection program which will determine VCE impact on the size, operational
flexibility, and cost of supersonic multi-mission CTOL fighters, Reference 1. Figure 1 lists a number of
the critical engine requirements for fighters, including, efficient fuel utilization at both supersonic
and subsonic conditions, high thrust for combat, and good airframe integration characteristics. Navy V/STOL
fighters, however, have additional engine requirements, also listed in Figure 1, which are equally
important in achieving an effective design. A number of payoffs may be derived from the use of variablu
cycle engines in V/STOL fighters. For example, the utilization of variable atrilow features to produce
the high thrust required for take-off and landing could eliminate the need for direct lift engines or lift
fans. As a result, overall propulsion system development and maintainence costs would be sharply reduced.

FIGURE 1
VCE APPLICATION TO V/STOL

*MULTIMISSION AIRCRAFT PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS
0 EFFICIENT SUPERSONIC DASH

"a EFFICIENT SUBSONIC CRUISE

* EFFICIENT LOITER

* HIGH COMBAT THRUST

0 IMPROVED INSTALLED PERFORMANCE

SSUPERSONIC V/STOL
* SHORT TIME HIGH ViSTOL THRUST

0 RAPID THRUST RESPONSE FOR HOVER

* HIGH BLEED RATFS FOR CONTROL

* .0ERATIEFFLUX
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Some VCE designs can also be used to obtain the rapid thrust response required for hover control. Such
engines can eliminate the need for thrust spoiling, and thus, reduce the size of the powered lift system.
Other VCE concepts can produce high bleed rates for attitude control without oversizing the main propulsion
system. The objective of this program is to identify high payoff VCE design concepts and operational
charactecistics for multi-mission Navy V/STOL fighters. The following paragraphs briefly describe mission
requirements used, the evaluation approach and the VCE concepts which have been evaluated.

2.1 Mission Requirements

Meaningful evaluations of en',ine impact on aircraft size, weight, and performance must be conducted
using missions which are representative of future requirements. The two principal missions used for this
"study are shown in Figure 2. The Deck Launched Intercept (DLI) mission emphasizes high power performance

FIGURE 2
DESIGN MISSIONS

DECK LAUNCHED INTERCEPT (DLI) ENERGY MANEUVERABILITY
SUPERSONIC DASH _ REQUIREMENTS

SUBSONIC CRUISE - SUBSONIC
C - SUPERSONIC
CLIMB

S-PERSONIC
COMBATI. I c,:•.VL I T

RADIUSSUBSONIC SURFACE SURVEILLANCE (SSS)
EXTERNAL FUEL (IF REQUIRED)

SUBSONIC CRUISE

SUBSONIC CRUISE LOITER

CLIMB SUBSONIC
VL STO COMBAT

RADIUS

for vertical takeoff, maximum power climb, superst..aic dash, and supersonic combat. The Subsonic Surface
Surveillance (SSS) mission emphasizes low power fuel utilization efficiency in the long range subsonic
cruise out and back, and long loiter on station. The DLI design mission is used to define aircraft
internal fuel volume. The SSS mission is accomplished by adding external fuel and performing a short
takeoff instead of a vertical takeoff. In both cases, aircraft performance requirements such as accel-
eratiunl time, maneuverability, specific excess power, and combat ceiling are quite demanding. Super-
imposing the performance, VTOL, and STOL requirements produces an aircraft with a high thrust to weight
ratio. Thus, the aircraft requires an engine with high thrust capability for performance, good high power
fuel consumption characteristics for supersonic cruise and combat, and good low power fuel c€nsumption and
aircraft installation characteristics for subsonic cruise and loiter conditions.

2.2 Program Approach

The "Variable Cycle Engine Selection Program" is a three-phase effort covering approximately
thirty (30) months as shown in Figure 3. Phase I of the program was six months long and was completed in
December 1975. Phase I was aimed at identifying VCE payoff potential and selecting complementary aircraft
and high payoff VCE concepts for subsequent detailed evaluation" in Phases 11 and Ill.

Phase II includes development of a computerized V/STOL aircraft siting and performance procedure, and
p •detailed definitions of the engines and aircraft selected in Phase I, In Phase I11, the VCR/airf:ame

design and VCR payoffs will be identified and exparimental programs aimed at damoustrating critical VCE
components will be defined and recommended.

The Phase I procedures and results are presented in this paper. As illustrated in Figure 4, sensi-
tivities were used in Phase I to estlmaýe the sircraft rake-off-gross-weight (TOUW) required to achieve
mission and performance objectives for each of six candidate VCR concepts. The sensitivity of TOG1/ to
propulsion system performance fur eaclh key mission segment and to propulsion system physical character-
"istics were included. The performance parameters for which sensitivities were developed included net
thrust, fuel flow, inlet drag. and aft-end drag. The physical characteristics included engine weight and
engine size.

'7he approach to be used for P.iases II and 11 ts outlined in Figure S. Phase II involves rhe modifi-
cation ef the engine/airframe evaluation procedure, developed during the USAF VCE selection program, to
permit analysts of V/STOL aircraft and development of a reference aircraft design with advanced technology
fixed cycle engines. The reference aircraft will be used in Phase III to determine the benefits obtained
by using variable cycle engines in Navy V/STOL fighters. To ensure a valid basis for the evaluations, the
reference aircraft desigu will be siaed to the misimum TOW that ca achieve atmisio and performatce
requireaenuts.
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The engine campany selected for Phase II (General Electric) will provide the fixed cycle engine data
for the development of the reference aircraft and vil investigate the design, operating, performance, and
life cycle cost characteristics of the two most promising ICE conzepts from Phase I.

A's In Phase lit, McDonnell Douglas vii define aircraft for the two selected VCE concepts. Using the
engine/airframe evaluation procedure, the aircraft size, weight, and performance relationship to engine and
airframe design variables will be defined for each VCE concept. The minimum TfX,' aircraft capable of
achieving the design mission and performance will then be identified and compared with the reference
aircraft of Phase II in terms of TOUW, life cycle cost, alternate mission performance, non-standard day
performance, and powered lift system operation.

General Electric will define the size, weight, performance, and cost characteristics of the selected
VCF. concepts. As the vehicle and engine independent design parameter sensitivities become available from
McDonnell Douglas, refinement of the VCE concepts may be po&sible by altering cycle deeign points and
component operating limits. When the refinement is completed and the capabilities of the VCEts established,
the technical feasibility of VCE components viii be determined and developoent recommendations made to the
Navy.

2.3 Phase I 'ICE Concepts

In Phase I, VCE data were provided by Detroit Diesel Allison and General Electric. Pigure 6 is a
partial listing of the characteristics of the -sadidate engines. Detroit Diesel Allisos engines were
designed with %xisymmotrlc V/STOL exhaust nozzles. General Electric defined engines with both axisymmetric
and two-dimensional V/STOL exhaust nozzles. The cwo-dimensional nozzles were designed to permit augmenta-
tion durina both forward and vectored thrust operation and are designated as the Augmented Deflector zxhaust
Nozzles (ADENO.

FIGURE 6
CANDIDATE VCE CONCEPTS
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The four VCE designs provided by Detroit Diesel Allison covered a broad range of design complexity and
performance potential. The first concept was a variable geometry mixed flow afterburning turbofan.
Variable geometry was included in the far. compressor, and both high bnd low pressure turbines. The
variable geometry features were aimed at Improving subsonic fuel consumption characteristics. The Detroit
Diesel Afltson vertical thrust nozzles ware located up4trean of the augmeator thereby precluding augmenta-
tiou during vectored thrust operation.

The second Detroit Diesel Allison conacpL was a dry variable geometry turbojet. Variable geometry was
included in both the comprestsor and turbte to obtain improved subsonic fuel consumption to coemlement the

Sturbojet's inuerestly superior fuel consomption at supersonic conditions.

The third Detroit Diesel Allison concopt was the bIV4op burning parallel turbine turbofan egine. This
engiane incorporated a bypass duct coubuotor and a low pressure turbine which extended into the bypass duct.
The bypass and primary streams were mixed to simplify thrust vectoring for V/STOL operations. Variable
geoVmtry ua itnclued In th•te low preAs e turbine and miser. In this engine, the bypass combuater was
operated At high thrust conditiona 4ad che bypass duct turbine uas used .o maintain high airflowe. The
bypass coabudtor nre~aed engite Opecific khrust and provided good supersonic fuel ceasueption character-

istietas yor subsoani operuatQi. the byTea burner was tugned off. and essenttally no power was dorived
from the bypes.. portion of the turbine.

Tho fourth Daeroit Dietel Allison concept evaluated was a variable geometry turbof&a• tth a revfese
"pitch eter s•dage. rewoely located upatrea= a the primary engine. This concept W4s configured to eixmt-
wpoe Ve need for lift eangiaes, or fe. kor i'ertical takeoff. For the vertical takwoff mode. the revease
pitch taU was used to pump airflow up4teOia of the engine. That flow Was then veWtoregd to obtain lift
tofw4ra of tte irQtraft ceater of ýravity. rho geverse pitch fan Ws drtven by the low predsure turbine
of the turbot~a engine in both the reverse acku (foq lift) end coWeton 0.oe where the rever"e pitch.
fan s4"ercharged the turbofan Ousite.



All the General Electric VCE designs were defined using one basic concept; the modulating bypass turbo-
fan engine. These engines were designed with a modulating fan for airflow characteristics with various
flows and discharge pressuras. Variable geometry was included In the fan, compressor, turbine, and mixer.']
For high specific thrust operating conditions, the fan discharge pressure was maximized. During subsonic

cruise, the fan produced a high operating bypass ratio. At these conditions, fan preasure ratio decreases
and uninstalled fuel consumption Improved, relative to A fixed cycle engine. Inlet flow could be
modulated during subson.i.c flight to reduce installation losses. 4

'No General Electric noncepts used axisymmetric exhaust nozzles. A third concept was the sime engine
Sdesign as the first, but with an ADEN exhaust nozzle. The fourth candidate concept incorporatvd the ADEN
exhaust nozzle and an flow modulating fan which supplied flow to a remote lift system (RLS). The RLS was -t

pt-, used to provide 1T.7O thrust and, tlus, eliminate the need for direct lift engines. This concept has the A

potential to significantly reduce the complexity of the powered lift system of a Vi.TOL fighter.

3. rROGRAm RESULTS

"A systnmatic acreening procedure was used to obtain : preliminary, but consistent, measure of tae
relative payoff for each of the candid-tc: VCE concepts in advanced Navy V/STOL fighters. The following
paragraphs briefly suntarize this proce'ttee and present the results of the engine screening for the DLI
and SSS design missions describcd above. Results are pr'esented for evaluations of VCE concepts with both
axisymmetric and two-oimensional V/STOL uozzle installations.

3.1 Scrce.ins Procedure

Aircraft TOGW sensitivities to engine size, weight and performance parameters were used to evaluate
the candidats VCE concepts. These sensitivities were derived usivg a McDonnell Douglas advanced Navy V/STOL
fighter design. That design, shown in Figure 7, was specifically optimized to achieve the Navy DLI and
SSS missions using a fully integrated direct lift plus lift-cruise propulaion system. The design
characteristics of the advanced technology, fixed cycle direct lift plus lift-cruise engines (FCE) are
also noted in figure 7. This aircraft was in the 30,000 lb TOu•W class when sized to achieve the DLI radius
and performance requirements and Is capable if VIO with full internal fuel and DLI armement. With external
fuel and SSS mission armament, the aircraft TOZW was in the 40,000 lb class, and was cap.ble of achieving
the SSS mission and STO requirements. TOGW sensitivities were determined at each critical mission and
performance segment of the .LI and SSS missions.

FIGURE 7
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used to identity the ,sulsittd TOW redwalfot.
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Maximum engine diameter was used to assess the impact of VCE size on TOGW. Nozzle/aft-end drag incre-

ments were obtained from empirical data correlations by defining maximum engine/fuselage cross-section
area ratio for each VCE candidate. The sensitivities were then used to assess TOGW increments caused by

these geometry dependent drag increments at the thrust and fuel sizing mission segments.

N The propulsion system weight TOGW increment was computed by multiplying the sensitivity times the
change in lift-cruise and direct lift engine weight. This weight increment was determined with the engines
sized to produce the same total lift as in the FCE powered aircraft. The same direct lift engine design
was used in both the VCE and FCE aircraft.

The SSS mission was performed by adding external fuel tanks to the aircraft, which wAR sized to accomp-
lish the DLI mission with internal fuel. Consequently, the difference between SSS and DLI TOGW was equal
to the difference between SSS and DLI armament plus the external fuel and tank weight. There is, then, a
direct relationship between DLI and SSS TOGW. This empirical relationship, ATOcmSSS - 1.6 ATOGDLI, was
used to compute the change in SSS TOGW due to the change in DLI TOGW determined for each VCE. TOGW sensit-
ivities were also used to determine the !SS TOGW changes resulting from VCE SFC and engine geometry dependent
drag at the SSS cruise and loiter mission segments.

FIGURE 8
ENGINE EVALUATION PROCEDURE
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3.2 Evaluation Results for Axisymmetric Nozzle Installations

"Six VCE concepts were evaluated with axisymmetric V/STOL nozzles 'four Detroit Diesel Allison and
two General Electric engines). With the axisymmetric nozzles, it was assumod that the DLI VTO was
accomplished with non-augmented power, as was the case with the FCE aircraft. A summary of the DLI mission
"TOW sensitivity evaluation is presented in Figure 9. Each concept was evaluated to determine the effects
of maieuvering thrust, SFC, geometry dependent drag, and engine weight on TOGW. All six engines achieved
TOGW reductions which were derived from their maneuvering thrust and SFC characteristics. It should be
noted that none of the VCE concepts exhibited reductions in subsonic cruise SFC, but all six achieved
reduced SFC at the supersonic dash and combat flight conditions. Only one VCE, the Detroit Diesel Allison
VGT TF, resulted in an engine weight payoff and two exhibited prohibitive engine weight penalties.

N Finally, only the Detroit Diesel Allison VGT dry TJ produced an engine geometry dependent drag penalty.
The total TOGW increment achieved by the VCE concepts is equal to the sum of the four separate increments
shown in Figure 9. The Detroit Diesel Allison VGT TF clearly produced the largest potential DLI TOGW
reduztion of the six engines evaluated.

The results of the SSS dission TOGW sensitivity evaluation are summarized in Figure 10. As noted above,
three TOGW increments were evaluated for the SSS mission, including those resulting from (1) DLI TOGW
changes, (2) VCE SFC characteristics, and (3) VCE geometry dependent drag. Consequently, engines which _
produced DLI TOGW reductions resulted in a corresponding increment in SSS TOGW, as shown in Figure 10.
Only one VCE, the General Electric 0.95 BPR Modulating Bypass TF, resulted in a TOGW reduction because of
its SFC characteristics at the SSS mission subsonic cruise and loiter flight conditions. Again, the
Detroit Diesel Allison VGT TJ was the only VCE which did not achieve a TOGW reduction due to the geometry
dependent drag. The total SSS TOGW change is equal to the sum of the three increments shown in Figure 10.
Two VCE concepcs significantly reduccd 5SS TOGW.

The results of the DLI and SSS mission TOGW sensitivity evaluations identify the Detroit Diesel Allison
VGT TF and the 0.95 BPR General Electric Modulating Bypass as the most promising of the VCE candidates

. evaluated. Although the 0.5 BPR General Electric Modulating Bypass TF produced greater DLI TON reduction,



FIGURE 9
TOGW SENSITIVITY EVALUATION - DLI MISSION
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FIGURE 10
TOGW SENSITIVITY EVALUATION - SSS MISSION
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than did the 0.95 BPR engine, the S8S evaluation clearly identified the 0.95 BPR as the superior design for
maximum payoff potential with multiple design mission requirements.

3.3 Evaluation Results for Two-Dimensional Nozzle Installations

General Electric provided two VCE concepts with two-dimensional Augmented Deflecting Exhaust
Nozzles (ADEN) for evaluation in this program. Both designs were designed to permit full augmentation with
vectored thrust for the DLI VTO and the SSS STO. The RLS concept uses fan discharge airflow, which is



ducted forward of the aircraft CG to provide a powered lift t-ystem, and thus, eliminate the requirement
for separate direct lift engines.

The installation of such propulsion systems resulhs in a significant departure from the design
integration of the FCE aircraft as shown in Figure 11, Thercfore, the potential payoff for these VCE
concepts was assessed by developing design layouts to determine VCE weight and geometry impact on TOGW and,
then, using the FCE aircraft sensitivities to determine the TOGW impact of VCE thrust and SFC. To obtain
consistent and comparable results, this procedure was also used to reassess the TOGW payoff of the two
most promising VCE concepts (Detroit Diesel Allison VGT TF and 0.95 BPR General Electric Modulating Bypass
,F) with axisymmetr.c nozzle installations.

FIGURE 11
VCE/AIRCRAFT DESIGN INTEGRATION
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Payoff potential was estimated for both the DLI and SSS design missions and the results are shown in
Figure 12 and 13 respectively. All four VCE concepts resulted in TOGW reductions, relative to the FCE
airccaft, due to thrust, SFC and geometry dependent drag, but only the Detroit Diesel Allison VGT TF
u.-hieved a TOGW reduction due to engine weight. The total DLI TOGW change is equal to the sum of the fourI:i increments shown; and all four engines achieved a net DLI TOGW reduction. The linear relations between
DLI TOGW changes and SSS TOGW changes discussed above were again used to assess the impact of VCE weight
and geometry on SSS TOGW as shown in Figure 13. Only the 0.95 BPR General Electric Modulating Bypass VCE
achieved a SSS TOGW reduction due to SFC. Once again, all four VCE concepts indicated potential TOGW
"reductions in the SSS design mission. The results of these evaluations are summarized in Figure 14. TWuo
of the engines, the Detroit Diesel Allison VGT TF and the General Electric Modulating Bypass TF plus RLS,
indicated significant TONW payoff potential in both the DLI and SSS mission applications.

FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 13
INTEGRATED DESIGN TOGW
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FIGURE 14
INTEGRATED DESIGN TOGW SENSITIVITY
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3.4 Evaluations of VCE Operational Flexibility

The fixed cycle engine used to define the aircraft TOGW sensitivities was a conceptual design
incorporating technology projected for 1990 engines. However, due to individual engine company design
techniques and schedule optimizations, this engine could introduce inconsistencies into the sensitivity
evaluations. Thus, it was desired to assess the potential impact of such inconsistencies.

A General Electric modulating Bypass turbofan was evaluated and the results were compared with the VCE
evaluation results. The TOGW sensitivities were used to determine the DLI and SSS TOGW for the General
Electric FCE design.

. ' V,



demonstrates the advantage of variable cycle features. Both engine concepts provided a substantial TOGW
reduction for the DLI mission, which emphasizes good supersonic flight engine performance at dash and
combat. However, the VCE concept provided a substantially higher TOGW payoff for the SSS mission where the
emphasis is on good subsonic cruise and loiter engine performance. On the basis of these results, it appears
that the major payoff for VCE may be achieved in aircraft with multi-mission requirements.

FIGURE 15s"A
DEMONSTRATION OF VCE OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The simplified analysis procedures used in Phase I of this program allowed a rapid and enlightening
evaluation of several VCE concepts. The results, TOGW reductions of approximately 10%, showed sufficient
VCE payoff potential to warrant proceeding to Phases II and III. The most promising VCE concepts were the
Detroit Diesel Allison Variable Geometry Turbofan and the General Electric Modulating Bypass TurbofanIi engines. It was also apparent that an aircraft which is required to perform only one mission will probably
not derive a significant TOGW reduction from the use of a VCE. However, an aircraft that must perform
several missions of diverse nature will benefit from the use of a VCE.
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DISCUSSION

J.Hourmouziadis
Ont of the engine concepts favored is the Detroit Diesel Allison VCE incorporating a variable HP Turbine. When
"does the author expect such a turbine to be available?

Author's Reply
We are presently engaged in advanced programmes with a number of different variable geometry turbines ard Allison
has in fact run one variable turbine, high temperatured and highly cooled, this being a preliminary version after some
improvements. There will be one available for advanced type tests in the next year or so. Also it is to be mentioned
that there is a similar programme on variable low pressure turbines going on.

J.F.Chevalier
Je voudrais faire deux remarques dans la comparaison du rdsultat de donnies par tous le moteurs. !1 me semble que
les bons rdsultats obtenus avec le premier de tous les moteurs, un VGT/TF d'Allison, r6sulte d'un optimiste certain
sur le poids de ce moteur. I1 devrait, certainement, dans les delta, 6tre p~nalisd plus par son poids. Quant aux
derniers moteurs qui donnent des r6sultats assez int6ressants aussi, c'est un retour finalement au Pegasus, i peu de
chose tr~s. C'est une remarque que je fais.

Author's Reply

I should point out that in the fixed and variable cycle engine comparison for the multi-mission flexibility compari-
son very consistent weight analysis procedures were used. And even though we can agree that we may not know in
detail the weight penalties due to the variable components, I think that the use of consistent weight analysis pro-
cedures considering those components and then still indicating a pay-off is a very attractive result.
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CYCLE VARIABLE ET TRANSPORT SUPEqzufJIQUE

C. MENIOUX
Chef du Service *Avant-Projets"

S.N.E .C.M.A.
Centre de Villarocho - 77550 MOISSY-CRAMAYEL -FRANCEJ

INTRODUCTION.

Ce West pas par hasard si 1e concept du moteur A cycle variable ost n6 l'occasion des 6tudes duon
avion de transport supersonique do deuxi~rno g~n~ration.

Le domains de vol d'un avion supersonique 6tant tr~s 6tondu, 1s propulseur no pout pas 9tro optimis6
dans tous les cas do vol ot les qualit6s qui lui sent demanddos pouvent mgem 8tra contradictoiros. En
particulier; le principal obstacle au d6voloppoment du transport suporsonique est le probl~me du bruit au
d~coliage. 11 est imp~ratif quo los avions do transport suporsonique futurs satisfassont aux r~glements

autuels ou on cours d'6laboration, concornarit le bruit au d~collage. Cetto obligation, impliquant uno
vitosso d'6jection mod&6ro. co~ncide avoc les exigences dun bcn rendement auy bassos vitesses, mais ost

"A ~~incompatible avec l'obtention d'un faibile mattre couple et d'un bon rendement aux vitesses supersoniques.

C'est pourquoi l'idi~ du nuteur 6 cycle variable. qui r6duirait cormme par magie cos incompatibilit~s,
apparalt comme particuli~rement s~duisante.

Mais Ie motour 6 cyclo variable, qu'ost-ce quo c'est ? Nous allons tenter de dresser Is portrait
robot du moteur ~, cycle variable id6al adapt6 au transport suporsonique 6 Mach 2, en chorchant quellos
devraient Otre ses caract~ristiques principales du triple point do vue des cycles, do loencombrement et
de la constitution interne.

1. POSSIBILITES ET LIMITES DES MOTEURS CLASSIQUES.

Pour cola, il est tout d'abord n~cessaire d'examiner quellos sont les possibilit~s et lee limites
des nuteurs classiquos.

En croisi~re supersonique. !os principales qualit~s demand~es au propulsour sont d'uno part une
faible consommrratior' sp~cifique, d'autro part une forte pouss~a sp6cifique (pouss~e par unit6 do debit)

et un faiblo maltre couple. afin ý.s r~duire la masse do 1'ensemble propulsif et la train~e uie la nacelle.

1.1. Choix du cycle.

La planche 1 prdsente lei r~isultats d'une 6tude des cvcles monoflux at double flux m~lang~s sanis

Les ous~essp~cifiques et consossnations sp~cifiques sent pr~sent~es par rapport A un propulsour do
r~fdenc de ~mecycle quo L'OLYM1PUS 593. propulsour actual do CONCORDE.

Les cycles double flux n~lang~s d~pendent do trois param~rtres ind~pendants. par example :taux do
dilution, temp~rature antrde turbine et taux do compression primaire. 1e taux do compression de la souf-
flante dtant fix6 par la condition Wd'galitý des pression5 A la conflý-nnce.

Olins 1'6tude pr65entde, 1s taux do dilution est variable do 0 A 2.5 par pas do O.'j. tandis quo Ia
ternip~rature entr~e turbine est augmentdo par pas do 500 jusqu*A 200' du-dessus do la valour actuello do
I'OLYMPUS. Pour chaque valeur du taux do dilution et do la temp~±rature entr~e turbine. il exists one
vdlour do taux do cumpression primairo qui rend la consomrnation spdcifique minimale. Co taos de compres-
sion optimal est tr~s 6lev6r. irrdalisable pratiquomnent, ot conduit A des pouss~es sp~cifiquos tr~s faibles.

r COans la pratique. on rochercherd donc une solution do compromis permettant. moyennant on l1ge
sacrifice sur la consorisation so~cifiquu. J'augmenter la powss~e sp~cifique ot de diminuer le tauý de
compression primrairo. C'est ce qui a 6td fait clans cotte i~tud0e ot). pour chaque valour du taux doe dilution
et de laj termp~rature entr~e turbine, nous dvons dktermin6 la jaleur du taos do compression prisiaire per-
mettanit dottenir Id POussde SP6cifIqUO Ia Plus 6lev~e ,jPrix dun sacrifice doe 2,5 %sur Ia consonsrrtion
sp~cifique par rapport ao nuteur optimal correspondant.

L'axamon dos r~soltats montre quo la tiux die dilution pout Varier dans des proportions ifrportantes
de s Ua- 2.5. saris crnangement significatif do la consummation sp~cifique.

Par- contra, Ia poussee tip~ciique d~crott rapidem~nt qoand le taux de dilution augmonte. De plus,
icans un frsititer double ilix clzissique, ofn W'est pan 4itre doe l*volution dou ta~j do dilution en.zo le
06collage et lai croisi~re. Un motoor dou~la flux, avec un taux de dilution modeste dou D,5 au d~collage.
so rotrouvo en tcroliitre supersunique ivec un taux do dilution voisin de 1. 11 en f~sulte, A la tomp6-
rature antr~a turbine do r~f~rance. une diminution do poussde spdcifique sup~rieure A 40 1, pa.- rapport
au mote~r mnvnflu., do reference.

5i on vout i. .'ter cette porte do POU556e SPec-Ifique A 3D 1. ±1 faut augmenter I'd ten-p~rature entree
turbine do 2000.
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En conclusion, le cycle le mioux adaptd A ia croisi~re supersonique est Is cycle rnonoflux Gans
r~chauffe puisqu'il procure une excelionte conson'mation sp~cifique et uno pouss~e sp6cifique 6iav~e.

L'utilisation do la r~chauffe our les flux primairo at secondaire. ou de la chauffe du flux secondair%
parmottrait d'augmentor la pouss~e np~icifique dos irutours double flux an croisigre supersonique, masin au
prix d'uno augmentation prohibitive de la conscnvnation sp6cifique.

1.2. Contraintes dinstallation.

La pouss~e fournie a la cellule par lo !iroupe propulsif snt In r~sultanto do la pouss6e du ,Njteur at
do la tratn6e de la nacelle, principalament la trafn~o d'onde qui repr~sonte une partia non n6giigeable
(environ 6,5 %) de la train~e totals de lavion.

L'optimisation dcit donc porter sur i'onsemble du groups propulsif ot non Bur 1e motour soul.

La trafn6e do car~ne ant proportionnelle au maitre couple de is nacelle et d~pend do is diff~rence do
section entre iontr~o d'air at 1e maltre couple do is nacelle.

Donsn un mutour clasoique. le compresosur basso prossion ant unique, son d~bit par unit6 de surface
frontals ost maximal au d~collage. En premi~re approximation. on pout dire quo 1e (Maitre couple do is
nacelle ost proportionnel A is section d'entr~e du moteur ot par consdquent au d6bit d'air dans lea condi-
tions d~collage.

Par centre, is section d'entr6e d'air ent dimensionn6e pour is croisibro suporsonique, elle ost
proportionnelie au d~ibit d'air du rrutour en croisibro.

Finalemont, ia traln~e do car~ne est proportionneilo au d~bit du Iruteur au d~collago ot 6 is 10± Cio
variation du dobit oitre 1e d~collaga fit is croisi~re.

La plancho 2 rr~ntre, pour un avion donn6, do m~me conception a~rodynarnique quo CONCORDE, quails
M. serait l'influoncesour la train~e totals do lsavion d'un changement do is conception dosnImuteurs at do

lour loi do ddbit A travers is variation do is trafnde do car~ne. en prenant commas prnpuiseur do r~fdrance
Is rruteur actual.

L'ordonnde repr~sente la variation do la pouss~e spdcifique on croisi~re, l'abscisse le rapport ddbit
ci-nisi~re/ d~bit d~colisgo, !as courtios on trait plain sont las courbes dWfgale traln~e totals do l'avion.
los courbos an pointiliA los courbes d'dgale vitesse d'djection d~collage. don-, do m4Imo nivesu do bruit.

Pour r~duire 1e bruit au d~collage par rapport 6 ia situation actuelis do CONCORDE at atteindre
FAR 36, ii faudrait diminuer is vitesse d'djection d~collage do 30 % minimum i il on r~sulte. &~ mime loi
do dobit. une diminution do ia poussde sp(?cifiquo cro1isire do 30 % et uns augmentation do is trafn~e
totale do i'aion d'environ 3 %. Coci tracuit simpiement le grossi5samemnt relatif des nacelles par rapport

6 iVsvion.

Un motour tel quo 10 point A repr65wneut done une solution ciasoiqus double flux sans r~achauffe. Il
6 permet do r~duire sonsibioment le bruit au ddcoilsge. aisi au prix d'une augmentation de is masse at do

is trafnde des nacelles, car lea possibilitds d'action sur is ioi do debit sont foibies.

2. MOTEURS A CYCLE VATRIADE tDEFINITION DES OBJECTIFS.

2.1. Objectifs relatifs au cycle.

L'optimisation du syst~me pour ia croisi~iro imposo un cycle ou ensemble do cycles monoflux. C'est
cotta configuration, considdr~a commae fondamontals. qua sbus appelierons *rrcteur do base'.

Au d~collage. le moteur do base fournirsit uno poussee insuffisante puisque sur 1OLYII'US un taux do
It rdethauffe do 20 % est n~ceessire. Do plus, is vitesse d'6jection du monoflux sans r-Ochauffe doit encore

Otre r~duite d'au moins 20 % pour atteindro 1e nivesu do bruit flag par is norma FAR 38.

r ~Le cumul do ce5 duuA oxigonces n~cessite une augmentation du ri~bit au d~wilisge d'ou mains 50 % par
*1 rapport au motour do base.

La puiu.sanco 6quivalento du jet est infdrieure do 4 % seulement A cello du moteuir do oase. Le moteur
utilisd en configuration d6collago ayant vraiseomblablement un rendoment thorinique iruins bon. ii eat
ndceasaire qu'il sit un d~bit do carburant su nwins Ogal A celui du ntetur do base.

2.ý-. Objectifs relatif5a A l'ncomrrommnt.

Le motour A cycle variable dolt avoir uno faible vites~a dl~jection, done fonctionnor en double flux
au d~colisge pour diminuor le bruit. On voit ln'ei~diatement sur la planche 2 qu'un tel moteur no pout pas
ovoir un comrossoaur UP unique, car sail on 6tait sinai. on obtiendrait us motour tel quo 1o point U3. En
effot. co moteur davrait avoir -t- diambtre d'antude. done le maitre couple du motau-' double flux A, tadi~s
quo ia section do captation do Vantrda dair serait cello du imoteur do rj~f~renec

II n rdswltersit use augmentation Inaccaptable do la trafnde do croisijro ( 13 %] par suite d&
i'augmentatlon do is traln~e do car~ine dlue, d'une part du groauissoment relatif do is nacelle. dlautre
part A la d6foz'mation des formas extdrioure6.



La n~cassit de disposer tout Io 9yst~me de tells sorte quo le rnaltro couple de la nacelle on
croisibre soit d~termin6 par la section d'entr~e du motour de base, ;mpliquo quo lee comprossours BP
autros quo colui du rmoteur do base scient disposes au niveau d'uno partis 6troite do ce motour s ils

* ~sont logos dana la nacelle, ou oscarTotables dons 10 cas contraire.

Los comprossours BP suppl~montaires log6s dons la nacelle doivent Otre aliment~s par des entr~es
d'air lat~ralos dispos~es en parol ou en "6copes" r~tractables.

3. ENSEMBLE DE PLUSIEURS MOTEURS.

La premi~re id~e qui vio-t A l'esprit oat d'utilisor doux motours

-un moteur double flux Ai grand d~bit at 6 foible vitosse d16jection pour 1e d~collage,
- n nuteur simple flux pour la croisi~re suporsonique.

Un tel syst~me nWest valabl~g. du'point do vue a~rodynamique, que si 10 double flux pout Atre log6
dons la nacelle du simple flux ou escamot6 on croisi~re.

Il est 6vident quo ce riutour no pout pas 6tro logo dons la nacelle puisque son diam~tre est sup~rieur
& celui du rmonoflux. ot quo sos dimensions Ie rendont difficilemont oscomotable. D'autre. part, la masse
d'un tel ensemble seraft inadmissible.

On ost conduit A envisager un ensemble dons lequPl los dimensions du double flux seraient r~duites
grhce A l'utilisatior, simultan~o au d~collage des doux rruteurs. Ie monoflux 6tant assez r~duit pour quo

* son niveau do bruit soit admissible. Los deux moteurs pouvont alors 6tre disposds dons uno mgme nacelle,
convee le montre la plancbe 3.

Le rwnoflux, monocorps ou double corps, pr~sonte un resserromont entro la sortie des compresseurs
ot l'ontrete do la chambre. Le double flux est mont6i autour du monoflux au niveau do cette partie 6troite,
il est aliment6 par des prises d'air latdralos.

Un tel ensemble no pose pas do p,-obl~mes particuliers do fonctionnemont puisqu'il eat constitu6 do
doux nutours clossiquos ind~pendants.

La masse doit §tre 6lov~e ot supdrieure 6 cello do deux ryotours respoctivoment do m~me cycle dispos~s
c6te A c8te.

Le diamAtre 6lev6 des poliors du double flux. on plus du3 prcb1lrmes tachnologiquos qu'il pout poser,
impose une vitosso do rotation mod~r~e at limits Ie taux io rompression primaire, ce qui conduit 6 one
temp~rature entr~e turbine et un taux do dilution insuffisents pour obtonir un bon rondemont.

4 ~Cependont, cot ensemble, constitu6 d'un monoflux A r~gime r~dult et d'un double flux do porfor~nances
rn~diocres. aura une consoriration sp~cifique au d~collage plus foible qu'un monoflux avec r~chauffe.

Los syst~mas compos~s do plusiours motours ind~pendants du point do vue thermodynamique no m~ritent
pas vdritablement 10 nomn de motours 6 cycle variable, puisque chaque moteur r6aiise toutos sea fonctions
(compression. combustion, d~tente. 6jection) avec des organes qui lui sont propres.

Nous devons donc rocherchor des syst~mes plus int~gr~s dons lesquols 10 plus grand nombre do fonc-
tions sorait rdalisd par lea m~mos organos dons toutes lea configurations.

Pour cola, noos allons passer en revue lea proc~dds utilisables pour attoindra les objoctifs fixos.

4. PROCEOES UTILISABLES.

Los doux objoctifs. principaux sont

-uno augmentation du debit au d~collago do 50 %au wrins par rapport au moteur do base monoflux.
-une diminution do la vitosso d'djection au d~collage do 20 % au smois par rapport au motetur do base.

r Pour la clartd do 1'axposd. nous dtudierons 56par~mont les proc~d~s qui permettont d'atteindre chacun
do ces objectifs. Cotta 56paration est artificiollo, car un mamae dispositif entralne simultan~ment une
variation du d~bit et do la vitosse dA6juction.

4.1. Proc~dds d'augmentation du d~ibit (plancho n* 4).

4.1.1. age

Ce proc~ddO qui consiste 6 placer devant Is compressour BP du sutour de bose un cumpressour supple-
mentaire, )out atro dcartd irmrrdiatement. En effet. lo compress.eur do gavage doit 6tre dlmonaionn6 pour-
le d~bit total an configuration d~collage. l'objactif d'oncombrersent no pout donc j..a5 Otro atteint.

4.1.2. Injection.

En configuration d~collago, un a~bit d'air suppl~teentaire Oat inject6 par un ou plusoeurs compres-
sours auxiliaires entrJ las deux parties numdrotdes I at 2 du coreprossour BP. Le taux do compreasiarl du
contpreaseur I eat ralevO at so garde au pooAV4a diminu~e par cotta op~ration. rdcipiroque d'une d.crrorge.



Un tel dispositif pout Otre r~alis6 do faiqon A no pas d~passer le maltre couple A Il'ntr~e du
comproosour I an plaqant les compressours d'injection au niveau d'une partie 6troite du rmoteur do base.

Co proc6d6 employ6 soul no fournit. pas une augmentation do debit suffisanto, ca.r la quantit6 d air
injoct6 est lirfiit~e par la margo au porepago du comprosseur 1.

4.1.3. Syst~me s~rio- parall~lo.

Co proc~d6 est bas6 our lVomplol do comprossours assurant des fonctions diff~rentes suivant la
configuration.

L'augmontation do d~bit au d~collago oat obtonue on disposant en parall~lo doux comprosseours 1 at 2
qui, dons 1a configuration do croisi~re. sont dispos~s on s~rne. Ainsi. le compresseur 1 assure la

t 7compression socondairo au d~collago, at le comprossour 2 assure la fonction do comprossour BP. La commu-
tation d'uno configuration A laut,ý n~rnossito uno vanno avoc croisoment do flux A d~bits 6lov~s sous
foible prossion. dont la r~alisotion est d~licato at loncombremont important, tant en longuour quoan
diom~tre.

4.1.4. Systomes annexes d~brayablos.-

DOns cc proc~d6, lVaccroissement do d~bit ost fourni par un systbmo s~par6, hors service on confi-
guration A faiblo d~bit. qui n'augmonte pas 1e d~bit 6 lontr~e du rionoflux, ot no lui omprunto aucun
organs, mais on ragoit la puissance qui lui est n~cossairo.

Co d~bit suppl~mentairo pout Atre aspir6 par une soufflanto. Los puissancos mises en iou 6tant trop
6lev~os pour' qu'un erebrayago puisso 8tro onvisag6. la transmission m~canique nWest possible quo si la
soutflanto ost accoupl~e A un arbro monoflux qui ost arrWt on configurationi A foible d~bit ou encore.
si la puissance pr~lov6e par Ia soufflante pout 6tre annul~e en croisibre, par un systbmo do g~om~trie
variable sur la soufflante.

Los transmissions 6lectrique ot pnoumatique pouvent 9tro utilis~os.

La soufflante pout 8tro int~gr~o 6 la nacelle (soufflante unique mont~o autour du motour, ou petitos
soufflantos dispos~es on banillot) ou escamotablo.

Enfin, lVaccroissemont do d~bit pout ainsi 8tro obtonu par dos trompes aliment~as par do I'air ou
des gaz fournis par 1e monoflux. Un tel dispositif pr~sonto pou d'int~r~t par suite do son poids, do son
oncombromont, do son niveau do bruit interne 6lev6 ot do sos performances m~diocres.

4.2. Proc~d~s utilisables pour diminuer la vitesso dA6jection.

On pout agir au nivoau du cycle du motour do base ou au nivedu du jet.

4.2.1. Mlodification du cycle du moteur do base.

On pout diminuor l'6nergie disponible aprbs los turbines on diminuant la prossion dans !a chambro
do combustion. Co proc~dd pout rarornont 6tre employd soul, il entrains une d~gradation du rondemont du
cycle. On pout aussi augmenter 10 taux do d~tente des turbines

. e n diminuant la tomp~raturo entrdo turbine,, ce qui entralre uno diminution de la pou~sse.I' - en diminuant Is rapport d~bit des turbines/ d~bit des compresseurs. soit par prdlbvemant d'air, ce qui
diminue dgalement la poussde. soit en augmontant Is d~bit des compresseurs.
o n pr~levant do la puissance Sur l8s arbres par un syst~me d~brayable. Ce prooddA pout s'employor soul.

sans mrodifier la partie amont du cycle.

Los premiers proc~dds. baisse do pression chambre. baisse do temp~raturo, diminution du d~bit
ddtendu. interviannont simuitan~ment sans qu'il soit Possible do les s~parer. sauf si on introduit des
g~om~trie3 variables sur Ion distributeurs deo turbine.

4.2.2. Pr~l~vement do puissance sur le jet.

On pout prdlover cotta puissance soit sous forme do chaleur~. soit sous forme d'onorgio m~canique.

Le pr~l~vement do chaleur no pout so faire quo par un dchangeur. Un tel dispositif oat lourd ot
encombrant, induit des pertes do charge importantos at no permat qu'un pr~l~vement d'6nargia mod~r6
sous uno formna diffici~eieent utilisabla.

* Le pr~l~vereent d'6nargia m~canique pout so faire

-par uno turbine. Cotta turbine dolt pouvoir Atro mise hors service. La solution cansistant a la retirer

do la vaino oct pratiquement irrdalisable. La solution consistent A la rondro transparento est diffi-
cilement r~alisable. car elle iinplique uno g~om~tnia variable non saulaeinot sur lee dietributaurs. mais
aussi s.i los aubas mobiles. Do plus, las pertee do charge soraiant importantes.

-par un systmain magn~tohydrodynamique. Ca syetame serait lourd at d'un randemahnt m~diocre.

-Par Line troave.

L'6nargie oct ainsl coftmuniquda directoinant b un autro flux. male avoc: un mauvale rendemount. Wo

plus. la miasse at Vencon~remant Wun tel %yet~im sant Inaccoptablos.



Nous allons maintenant illustror l'utilisation des proc6d~s qui viennent d18tre d~crita par des
examples do moteurs A cycle variable envisag~a jusqu'a ca jour par nos concurrents. lea avionflaurs, et
par la S.N.E.C.fl.A.

5.1. Applications du proc~d6 s~rie-parallble.

5.1.1. Lg systome propos6 par ROCKWELL (plancho 5) constitue une solution interm(3diaire entre une combi-
naison do moteurs munoflux et double flux totalement ind~pendar'ts at des syst~mes plus int~gr~s.

Ii ost compos6 d'un moteur double flux double corps classique at do plusieurs mnotaurs rmonoflux
rnonocorps idontiques dispos6s autour du double flux.

En croisi~ra supersonique, les inonoflux sent aliment6s par la soufflante. 1e syst~me so comporte
alors comma un ensemble de deux cycles monoflux coupl~s ontre eux par un 6change de puissance.

Au d~collage, las moteurs p6riph~z-iques sent alimentdu par des entr~os d'air lat~rales at la souf-
flanta du double flux d6blte dons une tuy~re s~par~e. La systomel se comporta alors commna laensembla d'un
double flux at d'un simple flux ind~ipandants.

En craisi~re subsonique. ia rmotaur double flux est utilisd soul. ce qui procure une axcellente
consonvsation sp~cifique.

L'augmentation de d~bit obtenue au d6collage est d'autant plus mod~r~e quo la commutation r~rio-
parallels n'ast effectu6e quo sur 10 flux secondaire du double flux. La diminution do la puissance

themiue dansVensble des chambras ost ella aussi assez faibla. puisque le d~gavaga n'affecte quo lea

Le cycle obtenu on croisiEhre correspond A~ uno pouss6e sp~cifique 6lev~o. donc A une train~a do
n.,ceile acceptable si leonsemblo na d~passe pas 10 maltre couple 6 l'antr~e do la soufflante. M~me on
optimisant Ie cycleaon croisi~re, ce qui n'est pas facile puisqu'il d~pend do six paramro~rs inddpondants.
la consoimmation sp6cifique en croisire sast sup~rieura do 2 A 3 % 6~ colla do I'OLYIPVjS.

5.1.2. Sur le mgem principa, la S.N.E.C.M.A. a 6tudi6 la configuration repr~sent~e sur la planche 6. dans
laquallo un moteur simple flux unique antoure Ie rmoteur double flux central.

Los paliers posent leas mmems problbmes qua pour las syst~mene de la planche 4.

5.1.3. La planche 7 rmontra l'application du proc~dd sdrie-parall~le proposd par BOEING sur un inoteur
monof lox.

En croisi~re. Ia rmtour fonctionna an rmonoflux double corps.

Aux basses vitessas. one partia du comprasseur SP est utiliside com,1w soufflante. 1l6jection se faisant
par des tuy~res dispos~e5 autour do la nacelle. La deuxi~me partia du comprassaur BP est alimentde par des
entr~es d'air latdr'ales.

En pius du problbme d'encombrernent posO par croisemant des flux, Is d6gavage do flux primaire diminue
la pouss~e r.~alisable au d~collage.

5.1.4. Four pallier cat inconvdnient, PRATT & WHITNEY applique ce trnme principe au flux sacondaire d'un
rruteur double flux (planche OJ. LadrUre BP Porte deux soufflantes 56par~e5.

Dans la configuration croisibre double flux, Is flux secondaire est comprimc) successivement par
choccun does douA soufflantes.

bonni la configuration 1ýcollage, triple flux, Is flux comprim6 par la prernit)e soufflante ust jaectiý
par des tul~rus ldt~rdlos. la secundo soufflante Oct alima~nt~e par de5 antrLe di suppn46mntaires.

Laugffientdtiun do i~bit no pof to quo 5Xi le flux seconclaire. Le cycle do uroisi~re supersonique Octr1 CYLn ccoJOUble ilU4 il faAt dunC Utiliser 14 rhaiffe diu flux froidl pour r~tablir one pouss4ýe 5pi~cifi-
4UU IelVGU. cOCI OU trnt do la cun5flltifiation sp~cifique.

* s.:.Mutý.:t 3 !tellt ougmnonte p.ir un 5yst,ýsiL 3Oinnux J~bayablo.

.o~1t1.,nte Pat .n pr'ýleVement sr 1. jat.

-1 PI~ftLt- -n .t.-,.~ e-t-ýu .N.i .C.Mi.A. J'..r iftetur de~riv6 3a J'DLYMVý'L'¶ la-5 loquel lObcL.Ioi5
sor~rI" jj.abta.dculilae .5st obtaný Pat J.ý Petltosý rbouF0Ui'J~ldntd9 JJiepesýe* autUf dOw isnal Ce

rr~i~is.! ajetes~ r pelaveiefit -je ga.~ derri~re les turojnes,.

rt~i'rt eF~iblmecti.&uit a limite~r le pr~l,ývomant dl'&,rgle I nul partle duo drOit fourni



lordre do 10A2a dlsrun taux do dltodo05AG6enqui tauxa do do Pas util sion I

5.2.2. Transmission pneumatiguu.

Les soufflantes sont entratn~es par des turbines alimentfles an air comprimd par le rzvteur do base.
* Les turbosoufflantes peuvent fitre indiff6rermwent montdes dans la nacelle (soufflanto unique rmont~o aut-,ur

d'une paz-tie 6troito du g~ndrateuz- ou petites turbosoufflantes dispos6.a en barillet) ou hors do la nacelle
at r~tractables dans une partie do l'avion.

Le principal probl~me resids dams I@ comportement du g~ndrateur hors adaptation at son aptitude A
fonctionnor avec un pr~lbvement d'air important. Do plus; Ie prdlbvement d'air tend A diminuer 1s poussie
r~alisable au d~collage.

La plonche 10 mantra un des syst~mas 6tudi6s, par- la S.N.E.C.M.A. avec prOlivement d'air 6 1a sortie
du comprossour HP.

Sur co g~ndrateuz- ronoflux double corps. pour dviter la ddsadaptation des compreosaurs, 1Q prdlQ-

vement d'air oat permanent.I

En configuration cz-oisi~ro aupersonique. co pril~vement alimente une chambre do combustion secondaire
et une turbine accoupldo A I'arbre OP. puis eat milang* avec le flux principal.

Au dicollago. catte chambre et cette turbine sont misoo hors service et le prdl~vement d'air alimante
*las turbosoufflantes.

Lea performances on croisitz-o sont d~t~riordes par lea pertes$ do charge dans le cycle secondaira.

6. CONCLUSIONS.

Ces quelquas examples constituent des tantativas plus ou mains hourouses en vue do so rapprocher du
moteur A cycla variable iddal. tel qua nous 1 *avona difini.

Nous avons rrontr6 qu'il y avait des exigences d'ancontrement at da performances au dicollage et an
cz-oisi~z-e. qui rendent 1w probl~me trbS difficile A rdsoudra. Toutefois. il convient de signaler quo led
cz-it~z-os qui citez-minant I@ choix d'tn ~motur d~pandent do Is mission do l'appareil, an particuliar do la
vitesse do croisli(re.

*1 Las problames d'a~rodyflamique axterne sont plus difficilas A Mach 2 qu'& Mach 2.7. car Ia section d*
captation de lVentz-ie d'air set plus foible. Do mime. l'utilisation do la richauffa ou de la chauffe duft ~flux froid eat mains p~nalisanto an consorniotion spdcifique quand Is vitosse ds croisi~z-e augmente.

Oans tows lea cos. la contrainto encombrement impose des configurations tres comiplexes avec plu!5euz-s
compressours BP intigrds dans la mime nacelle. fonctionnant simultandment ou non. suivant led conditions
do vol.

En plus des difficultd5 dvidentes d&installation, 11 orn risulte 4galemetit des difficultias do fonc-
tionnernont au niveau de Ia conception mime. car- il faut imaginer un syati~ff procuront uno grende souplease

dens l'wtilisation de la puissance produite par. le roteour do base.

11 est w~uhaitable do z'echer-char des composonts dont les cazractiz-istiques Soient 5atisfaisantws done
un lar-ge dorwine de fonctionnemont. notamftint par l'utilisation do gaoomitries variables Sur led convres-
sours ow lee turbines. ce qui accz-ott encore la comploxit6.

Nows ovens 6galeinont ddftni los principes dougmentation do dftit ou de pr~lbvefbent do puissance

utilisableh dlont nous nsvans pod dpuisd touted led applications. 11 faudra encore d~pleyer beaucoupI
d'imgination at 0'Invantion avant d'aboutir des scul-tions rimlis1aoles prdtiquer"Unt.
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DISCUSSION

E.A.Willis
Have you estimated the weight of these engines and their performance over the full flight spectrum?

Author's Reply
Non. Pour l'instant nous n'avons fait que des 6tudes portant sur les performances. I1 s'agit uniquement d'6tudes
thdoriques et d'6tudes thermodynamiques dans les diff~rents cas de vol.

E.A.Willis
Do the thermodynamics studies include off-design as well as point design considerations?

Author's Reply
Nous cherchons A obtenir des performances A niveau de poussde donn6 en croisi~re, au d~collage, et en transsonique,
et dans chaque cas de vol nous cherchons d optimiser dgalemcnt lcs consommations sp~cifiques, enfin surtout pour
les croisi~res.

J.F.Chevalier
Je prends la parole, II est dommage que Mr Willis n'ait pas pu lire la totalit6 de son texte dans lequel il y avait un
chapitre que expliquait que le moteur, qui doit avoir obligatoirement deux compresseurs BP d'apr~s Mr Menioux, a
dt6 abandonn6 pour diverses considerations. I1 serait apparu qu'une diffdrence essentielle entre les deux 6tudes est la
difference du nombre de Mach de croisi6re. Je crois que si Monsieur Menioux pouvait, pour la Table Ronde par
exemple, refaire approximativement sa planche No 2 qui 6tait la base de sa d6monstration, pour le cas de Mach 3, iB

-il. pourrait peut-dtre faire apparaitre les differences li6es aux deux applications. Croyez-vous, Monsieur Menioux que
c'est possible?

Author's Reply
Non.

J.F.Chevalier* I Dommage!

H.Grieb
In figures 7 and 8 you described engine arrangements with two compressors working both "in series" and "in para-
llel" as well. During the switch from the mode "in series" to the mode "in parallel", the pressure level in the rear
compressors drops, i.e. the fluid within this compressor temporarily tries to flow in forward and rearward directions.
This may cause surge of the rear compressor. Can you give a comment on this matter?

Author's Reply
Effectivement, il s'agit d'un probl~me tr~s d~licat. La configuration reprdsentde sur la page 8 n~cessite effectivement
un systime de croisement des flux avec une vanne permettant de passer d'une configuration A l'autre; mais ce
probl~me a ddjA dt6 r~solu par Boeing.

H.Grieb
Yes, the reason for my question is when you come from operation in series to operation in parallel, you have
changed in the first case HP compressor to a low pressure level and you open an area in front of the HP compressor
to a region where the pressure is lower. This could be a problem.

Author's Reply
Non, nous avons fail des 6tudes purement th~oriques, je ne suis pas en mesure de r~pondre.

ik



VARIABLE-CYCLE ENGINES FOR SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT

Edward Willis
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

SUMMARY

Since 1973, the NASA Lewis Research Center has been conducting studies of advanced
civil supersonic engines, including Variable Cycle Engines or VCE's, as one part of the
Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAR) program. This paper reviews the progress and
current status of the engine study work to date.

VCE rationale is first reviewed. It is pointed out that the VCE is a possible means
of reconciling the necessary but sometimes contradictory performance, economic and en-
vironmental requirements that apply to modern supersonic-cruise aircraft. Early experi-
ences showed, however, that VCE's may be excessively complex, heavy and expensive unless
significant technology advances are accomplished. The S(AR engine studies were, there-
fore, designed to identify the most promising VCE conceps, simplify their designs to a

S...more practical state, and define their advanced technolcgy requirements.

The studies were conducted primarily via contracts, supplemented by a lesser amount
of NASA in-house work. Initial efforts involved analyzing, optimistically but in little
depth, a large variety of VCE concepts. In subsequent phases, a progressively-greaterdepth of analysis was applied to a decreasing number of surviving candidates. The line
of development leading from initial to final concepts is reviewed with emphasis on the
dual impact of technology advancements and design simplification. The presently-favored
VCE's (two P&W concepts derived from a duct-burning turbofan and two GE engines based on
a mixed-flow turbofan) are then reviewed. It is shown that all have benefitted signifi-
cantly from recent SCAR technology advances, such as the "co-annular noise benefit"
effect. The impact of each technology area is discussed. It is also shown that these
simplified VCE cycles and technology advances, taken together, offer major performance,
economic and environmental improvements relative to the 1970 U.S. SST predictions.

It is concluded that final choices among the current VCE candidates will depend onapplication and installation factors as well as further engine study/design and technology
efforts. NASA's tentative plans in these latter respects are reviewed in the final see-
tion of the paper.

INTRODUCTION

Sin.ýe early 1973, the NASA and its Contractors have been conducting studies of ad-
vanced supersonic Variable Cycle Engines (VCE's) as part of the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft
Research (SCAR) program. This paper surveys the progress and current status of recent,
unclassified engine study work.

Technical, economic and environmental problems were sources of major concern which
eventually led to the cancellation of the U.S. SST program in 1970. Major environmental

* concerns were primarily focussed upon the mgine's noise and exhaust emissions, as 11-
lustrated in Fig. 1. Other technical and economic problems were attributable partly to
the propulsion system and partly to the airplane. These resulted in excessive weight
and oost of the airplane, tcg.ther with high fuel consumption and inadequate range.
"Consequently, this airplane would have been unable to serve many of the economically
desirable city pair combinations. These factors would have caused the airplane to be
costly to operate and to offer a relatively poor return on its investment. Inflation
together with recent increases in the price of fuel would have made the situation even
worse today.

The one unmistakable lesson to be learned from this experience is that any future
U.S. civil supersonic airplane must be environmentally acceptable and economically
viable. The sometimes-conflicting requirements of economic viability and environmental
acceptability create major problems for the propulsion system. Their practical engi-
neering solutions entail essentially contradictory design trends, e.g., high bypass vs.
low bypass. Unfortunately we cannot turn to contemporaty engines for relief. The U.S.
J58 and J93, although capable of cruising at Mach 3 or above, are relatively old designs
and are not suitable for an advancel supersonic transport. Modern U.S. military engines
such as the F100, J101, and P101 wure essentially designed for sustained subsonic cruise

Y: efficiency with only a high Mach number dash capability. Their performance and service
life characteristics for sustained supersonic cruise would be unacceptable for the
appli,'ations envisioned now.

There are many ways to build a VCE and, as a matter of historical interest, some of
the early ideas are described in refs. I & 2. For this discussion, however, a VCE is best
defined by what it does rather than how it is built. Functionally, it is an engine which
accommodates at least two distinct modes of operation: (1) a high airflow, low jet-
velocity mode for low noise takeoff and/or efficient subsonic cruise; and (2) a turbojet-
like, higher jet velocity, lower airflow mode for good supersonic cruise.



In more technical terms, the motivation for this "turbofan-convertible- to-turbojet"
definition may be understood by reference to Fig. 2. There, weight and cruise-SFC trends
for conventional supersonic engines are prese. ted in terms of bypass ratio. Clearly,
both weight and subsonic fuel economy favor a fairly high bypass ratio, about 1.5 (turbo-
fan mode). Supersonic cruise on the other hand calls for a low bypass engine, 0.3 or be-
low when fuel economy is considered, but this is tempered somewhat by the adverse weight
trend. With a conventional engine, a compromise bypass ratio (usually in the 0.5 to 1.5
range, depending on the subsonic/supersonic mission mix) must be chosen, which is not
really optimum for either requirement. The rationale for a VCE, then, is its potential
ability to give use a better compromise. For this reason, the SCAR propulsion program
was oriented to include VCE concepts and related technologies in addition to advanced
conventional engines. It consists of studies and related technology subprograms which,
collectively, were designed to identify, develop, and integrate together the technologies
needed for a successful VCE. The study phase of the program is of primary concern in
this paper.

The SCAR Propulsion studies were conducted primarily via contracts to GE and P&W,
with a major subcontract to Boeing. Early phases of the studies involved analyzing, op-
timistically but in little depth; a large variety of VCE concepts. The results showed
that VCE's may be prohibitively complex, heavy and expensive unless significant design
and technology advances are accomplished. The final phases were, therefore, intended to
identify, refine and compare the most promising VCE concepts, simplify their designs to-
ward practicality and define their advanced technology requirements. The presently-
favored and runner-up engines (a P&W advanced duct-burning turbofan, a P&W valved deriva-
tive of the duct-burner and two GE engines based on a mixed-flow turbofan) are first re-
viewed. Their performance in typical advanced supersonic transport airframes is then
compared to that provided by fIrst-generation SST engines. The impact of each major tech-
nology area is discussed and the technology needs of the preferred engines are reviewed.

The final fate of the VCE idea will depend on application and installation factors,
further engine design and technology efforts, and the possible emergence of even more
attractive VCE cycles from continuing studies. Future issues, options, and potential
program plans in these areas are briefly reviewed in the final section of the paper.

THE SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH PROGRAM

The NASA Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAR) program was instituted in early
* 1973 and is expected to continue into the 1980's. In contrast to the earlier SST project,

the SCAR work is not aimed toward a production airplane, but rather, it is intended to
establish a data base of advanced technology to be available for the design of future
supersonic cruise aircraft if and when the U.S. determines it is desirable to build them.
The various elements of the program are relevent in varying degrees to both potential
civil and military applications. Elements of tVe program apply both to the airplane struc-
ture and aerodynamics and to the propulsion system; however, only the propulsion related
aspects will be discussed here. As shown on Fig. 3, the SCAR propulsion program consists
iof two major, interrelated elements; namely, engine studies and technology sub-programs.

These are so structured that one supports the other. The engine studies define the ob-
jectives and directions of research for the technology sub-programs. The results from the
technology sub-programs in turn feed back into the engine studies and regenerate them.
As indicated above, the engine studies have been conducted primarily by means of a con-
tinuing series of contracts to the Pratt & Whitney Co. (refs. 3 and 4) and the General
Electric Co. (refs. 5 and 6), with a major sub-contract between P&W and The Boeing Co.
(described in refs. 4, 7-9). Technology sub-programs involving these contractors as well
as others have been launched in the areas of noise abatement (refs. 10-13), pollution re-
duction (refs. 14-16), inlet stabIlity (ref. 17), and supporting component and material
programs (e.g., ref. 18). Referent.. 19 and 20 survey the SCAR propulsion and airplane
technology programs sponsored by the NASA Lewis and Langley Research Centers.

Before elaborating on these programs, we would like to illustrate the type of ad-
vancements are are considered possible now, based on results to date from the SCAR pro-
gram. In Fig. 4, we have plotted airplane relative gross weight vs. relative noise foot-
print area (a typical measure of noise annoyance) for representative supersonic transport
airplanes with different kinds of engines. These are approximate results taken from
ref. 21 but are illustrative of the major trends. For reference, we have indicated on
the horizontal axis the noise annoyance factors typical of the 1970 U.S. SST (at the
right hand part of the scale) and also of a representative wide body subsonic transport.
The performance of the 1970 technology turbojet powered airplane is illustrated by the
right hand band on the figure. As mentioned previously, this was a heavy airplane and
would have created a severe noise impact. Although the noise impact could bc decreased
by scaling the engine up in size and throttling it back for takeoff, this entails a sub-
stantial weight penalty as indicated. This in turn makes an already dubious economic
payoff entirely unacceptable. But by taking advantage of the technology breakthrough
termed the "co-annular noise reductior benefit" identified during the SCAR propulsion
program, combined with variable cycle engine concepts to be discussed lter, it now ap-
pears that the noise annoyance due to this type of an airplane can be reduced by a large
factor compared to the 1970 U.S. SST. A less dramatic but still significant improvement
in gross weight and airplane economics is also indicated and is due to a combination of

many technology advances, in ooth the propulsion and airframe areas, that are considered
possible.



Because of these promising developments we now feel, for the first time, that the
noise oojections that were leveled against the 1970 SST program can be met without incur-
ring prohibitive economic penalties. An equivalent statement cannot yet be made in the
exhaust emissions area, despite the achievement of significant improvements, because re-
alistic standards applicable to an SST do not exist at present.

Engine Studies

Let us now turn to the SCAR engine studies themselves. Beginning in 1973, the
studies have been divided into 4 distinct phases as indicated in Fig. 5. Phase I was
organized in such a way as to exclude no reasonable candidate enginc from consideration.
Many engines were studied optimistically but in very little depth, see refs. 3 and 5.
Only those engines which were obviously unacceptable under this optimistic approach were
excluded from further consideration. Our deliberate intent was to give 'he Variable
Cycle Engine its day in court. After the unpromising concepts had been screened out, a
smaller number of survivors received a more refined analysis in Phase 2 (refs. 4 and 6).
Four finalists survived into Phase 3 which has j t recently been completed and is as-yet
unpublished. In this phase a greater depth of L ilysis was accomplished and we initiated
preliminary design activities. Based on the results, we have now tentatively identified
two engines which appear to be most promising. (Their margins of superiority, however,
are not overwhelmingly large; the runners-up are being retained as backups and will also
be described.) In Phase 4 we are initiating airframe integration activities, continuing
with preliminary design and developing a series of technology recommendations relative to
the favored engines. These provide the engine manufacturers with an opportunity to de-
fine, for NASA's consideration, what is needed in terms of future technology programs in
order to bring these paper engines into being. As illustrated by the arrow in the upper
right we expect that these activities will eventually result in demonstrator engines
which will prove the concepts that are being contemplated.

Before proceeding to a discussion of the currently-favored engines, it seems appro-
priate to briefly review the evolution of the VCE idea and describe how it may be im-
pacted by two major technology area.

Early VCE Concepts

According to our previous definition, a VCE is an engine that does the right things.
The many attempts that have been made to actually design one may be broadly classified
into two generic approaches. One would rely upon valves or equivalent means to create
two or more discrete flowpatho upon demand within the same engine structure - each flow
path presumably being tailored to the flight condition at hand. The alternative approach
would rely primarily upon component variability and spool speed variations to achieve
equivalent results.

A typical early example (Pratt & Whitney, ref. 3) of the changing-flowpath approach
is shown in Fig. 6. Here a valve is inserted between the fan and compressor of an
otxierwise-conventional 2-shaft machine. In the "turbojet" mode, the valve is set in its
straight-through position. The fan and compressor flow in series, and we have in effect
a two-spool, high overall-pressure-ratio (OPR) turbojet. As such, it can provide very
good supersonic performance. In the "turbofan" mode, the valve mechanism is moved to
the "crossover" position suggested by the lower sketch. Fan air supplied by the normal
inlet is bypassed around the compressor and into an auxiliary bypass duct. Meanwhile,
additional air from an auxiliary inlet is drawn through a second set of channels in the
valve, into the compressor, and hence, through the combustor and turbines. Thus, the
engine is now operating at a much higher (up to 2X) airflow than before and without aug-
mentation its jet velocity is significantly decreased. In this mode, the engine provides
a low-noise takeoff mode and potentially good subsonic SFC.

By the standards of our functional definition, this engine does the right things.
Numerous objections, however, were found upon closer examination. From an engine manu-
facturer's viewpoint, it developed that the weight and pressure-loss penalties associated
with the valve were significantly larger than had been expected. Since the core is de-
supercharged in the turbofan (parallel) mode, the OPR is considerably below the optimum
value for subsonic oruise. For the same reason a variable (and probably multi-stage) low-
pressure turbine would be needed to provide high relative work extraction in the turbofan
mode, and lower extraction in the turbojet mode. From the airframe point of view it was
observed that the requirement for an efficient auxiliary inlet implied a major design and
development task and a significant additional installed-weight penalty (above that re-
quired to enclose the engine's greater length and diameter). The closed-off bypass duct
also would entail a siiable base or boattail drag penalty during supersonic cruise.

Subsequent efforts were aimed at removing or minimizing these complications. As
described in ref. 4, many alternatives involving front valves, rear valves, front and
rear valves, and improved valve concepts were evaluated iteratively by Pratt & Whitney
and Boeing. An historical review of this process is given in ref. 22, where it is shown
that the lessons learned also apply, to some degree, to more conventional engines. The
rear-valved VCE to be described later herein, is the latest and apparently best exawple
of this particular line of VCE evolution, but probably not its end-point.

The variable-component/variable speed approach is most attractively represented by
the Pratt & Whitney Variable Stream Control Engine. Essentially a high-technology duct
burning turbofan incorporating scie of the component and control features discussed in

'U,



Ref. 22, it Is currently the favored P&W VCE and will be more fully described later.

Another historically-significant and perhaps more spectacular example is the General-
Electric 3-Spool Double Bypass or Modulating Airflow Engine (ref. 5) depicted in Fig. 7.
It is a representative sample of the early variable-component approach, although there are
many others. It is of particular interest here because it was not only the best VCE
identified in the initial GE studies (ref. 5), but also because many of its characteristic
features have survived into their currently-favored, much-simplified version of the
Double Bypass VCE.

The design approach for this engine was to incorporate the maximum practicable amount
of turbomachinery variability into a basic duct-burning turbofan. By utilizing differ-
ential speed control among the three rotors, variable stator geometry and properly con-
trolling the three variable nozzle exit areas, it provides (1) a high-airflow, unaugmented
mode for low-noise takeoff; (2) a constant-airflow throttling mode for efficient subsonic
cruise; and (3) a relatively low-bypass augmented mode for good supersonic performance.

At takeoff, the front fan block or group of stages was high flowed by means of vari-
able geometry, speed control (i.e. speeding-up the inner spool) ane opening the outer by-
pass stream's exit area. The duct burner is not lit. Without using either a mechanical
suppressor or the "co-annular benefit" (which was unknown at the time), the Modulating
Airflow engine was capable of meeting FAR 36 when sized to be competitive with a conven-
tional reference engine.

Subsonic cruise throttling is accomplished by running the inner rotor at essentially
constant speed; the front fan block then maintains its constant nominal airflow over a

'A wide range of conditions. The intermediate and high pressure rotor speeds are varied to
modulate the thrust. The excess air provided by the front block (above the intermediate
block's air-swallowing capacity) passes through the outer duct to the third nozzle exit.

f The duct burner is not lit. In this fashion, constant airflow could be maintained down
to approximately 50% of maximum dry LhrudL. 1Tis pro dcd a significant (-15%) improve-
ment in subsonic SFC.

At supersonic cruise, the rotor speeds and variable geometry features are mo ulated
to approach turbojet operation as closely as possible. That is, the high pressure and
intermediate rotors are run at maximum speed to swallow most of the front block's airflow.
The outer nozzle meanwhile is at or near the closed position to minimize the outer bypass
flow. The core is run at maximum speed and is high-flowed to swallow as much as possible

i of the intermediate block's air. This reduces the bypass ratio of the duct-burner portion
of the engine and hence the need for augmentation. When run in this manner, the engine's
supersonic cruise performance was found to be within 1 or 2% of that of the reference
turbojet.

Similar measures applied during the mission's climb/accel segment resulted in a con-

sistently good match to the inlet's flow schedule and hence fuel savings via reduction of
installation drags.

Thus, the 3-Rotor Double Bypass or Modulating Airflow engine a]lo does everything
required of a VCE: low noise takeoff; fuel savings subsonically and durnI-ng the climb/
accel phase; and competitive supersonic performance. Unfortunately, these desirable
features were essentially offset by a major weight penalty (amounting to over 20,000 lbs
per airplane, when installed). Depending upon the flight Mach number, the resulting air-
plane's performance ranged from just competitive to somewhat poorer. Because of the
weight penalty together with very legitimate concerns over the engine's complexity, the
3-rotor approach was not continued pas the Phase I SCAR studies. Instead, an effort wa&
made to incorporate its most desirable features into a lighter, less complex and more
conventional 2-shaft machine. The concept was retained of dividing the fan into two dis-
tinct blocks or groups of stages, with the interblock region ventilated by an auxiliary
bypass duct. As will be seen, this progress in design simplification, coupled with the
technology advances discussed in the next two sections, has finally resulted in a highly
attractive .

The Co-annular Noise Benefit

As previously implied, the "Co-annular Noise Benefit" effect is considered to be the
major "break through" in the SCAR propulsion technology program. Figure 8 illustrates
what is meant. Attention is first directed to the lower right hand corner of the figure.
In brief, it has been found that: (a) if the flow strear.s of a two stream coaxial nozzle
are so arranged that the high velocity stream is one the outside and the low velocity
stream is on the inside; and (b) if in addition the outer nozzle has a high annular
radius ratio; then the noise produced by this arrangement is significantly lower than
wculd be predicted for two conventional conical nozzles which individually have the same
airtious and velocities as in the two coaxial streams. This effect was first noted by

"* Pratt & Whitney during SCAR parametric acoustic testing that commenced in 1974 (refs. 10-

13) and was later confirmed by parallel independent testing at Generel Electric (as-yet
unpublished). It is of the utmost significance for SCAR VCE concepts since these inher-
ently involve (or can be so arranged as to provide) a coaxial, high radius ratio two
stream nozzle flow configuration at takeoff.

It should be noted that both the coaxial flow configuration and the high annular
radius ratio are necessary to ob•tain the maximum benefit. The teF-Wco-annular" is,
therefore, uued as a reminder or this fact.



The rest of the chart illustrates the sideline noise produced by either conventional
or co-annular nozzles as a function of the jet velocity averaged over the two streams.
Two bands are shown, the upper one for conventional nozzles and the lower one for co-
annular nozzles. As indicated by the vertical line, the 1970 turbojet operated at a rela-
tively high jet velocity and created a noise signature 12 to 15 dB above the FAR 36 re-
quirement, This could be reduced to some degree by oversizing the engine and operating
it throttled back to lower jet velocities for takeoff purposes. As previously mentioned,
however, this results in severe airplane weight and econumic performance penaldies; so
severe, in fact, as to be unacceptable. When a co-annular nozzle is used, on the other
hand, it is immediately seen that the noise signature is 8 to 10 dB lower than that of
the conventional model. If in addition, the engine is a variable cycle engine which is
capable of taking-off at reduced jet velocities without otherwise penalizing the airplane,
it may be seen that a noise signature below FAR 36 can be anticipated. The combination
of the two concepts, namely, the co-annular nqzzle and the variable cycle engine, results
in perhaps 10 - 12 dB lower noise than that of the conventional no'z-e combined with the
conventional turbojet engine. This, it is felt, will have a decisi impact on the en-
vironmental acceptability of any future SST.

The application of this revolutionary concept to a duct-burning turbofan engine is
straightforward. The flow stream configuration is already the proper one, it is only
necessary to tailor the cycle to provide the correct velocity and radius ratios. It is
also adaptable to some mixed-flow engines via the use of a ventilated plug nozzle of the
general type discussed in refs. 23-25. In essence, fan air or inlet ram air is ducted
to the plug by some means and exhausted from an annular slot in the afterbody. The above-
mentioned General Electric acoustical research program has shown that, depending on radius
ratio and f'low conditions, most of the benefit illustrated in Fig. 4 may be achieved by
this arrangement.

Pollution - Reduction Technology

Let us now turn to the second area of environmental concern, namely, exhaust emis-
sions. Of the various emission criteria, that of high altitude cruise NOX is of greatest
concern for the supersonic transport. In Fig. 9, we illustrate the comparative perform-
ance of several conbustoi, concepts in terms of its relative NOX emission index at super-
sonic cruise. As indicated by the top bar, a conventional combustor such as was used in
the 1970 SST and is still used today in current airplanes, shows the highest emission
level and is normalized tT 1.0 on this relative scale. (The normalizing factor varies
from about 20 gm/kg to 50 gm/kg depending on cycle conditions.) This may be compared to
a value of 3 gm/kg (0.16 to 0.06 relative) which ref. 26 tentatively suggests may be ap-
propriate for the avoidance of appreciable stratospheric pollution by a future SST fleet.
The clean combustor concepts developed by Pratt & Whitney and General Electric under our
recent SCAR Experimental Clean Combustor Program (refs. 14 & 15) show relative emission

•;., indices of approximately 0.4 to 0.5, on'the same scale, In burner-rig experiments. Thislevel of performance could be incorporated in a new engine program starting now. Further

improvement is predicted for NASA's swirl can combustors and various lean combustor con-
cepts. Probably the most hopeful concepts for the future, howe;er, are in the area of
pre-mix combustors and the catalytic combustor concept (e.g., ref. 16). NOX indices as
low as 1 gm/kg (0.05 to 0.02 relative) have been demonstrated in small scale, idealized
laborator;' experiments. But it is clear that a large, lengthy and pr'obably expensive pro-
gram, including both fundamental research work and applied development, will be required
to translate these promising concepts into reality, Assuming that the necessary programs
will be forthcoming, we anticipate that relative values as low as 0.25 may eventually be
attainable in practical engines. (Absolute levels of course will also depend upon the
specific cycles chosen.) It should be recognized, however, that this Involves our enter-
Ing a new and relatively unknown area of technology, and this has yet to be done in a
serious way. The above estimates are therefore uncertain, as are the projected require-
ments; either or both may change significantly in the future.

Although NOX emissions ari most critical for an SST, it must be recognized that
local (airport-area) emissions must also be environmentally acceptable. It is believed,
however, that all of the advanced technology primary burner concepts would be capable of
meeting the "proposed" standards for future SST's.

This is not necessarily the case for augmentors, however. rhe sea.t.h for a locally-
acceptable augmenter will again require us to enter an uncharted technology area.

CURRENT VCE's

"Having reviewed early VCE concepts and two major impactivg technology area, it is
now appropriate to turn to the currently favored VCE's themselves. These "paper" engines
are the "final product" of the SCPR engine studies. Further, more refined def'.nitions of
these engines must await the outcome of hardware oriented programs.

Pratt & Whitney Concepts

The currently-favored .ratt & Whitney VCE is illustrated in Fig. 10. This Variable
Stream Control Engine (VSCE) has the flow path of a conventional duct burning turbofan.
But it incorporates an unique main combustor power schedule and makes extensive use of
rotor speed control and variable geometry in the fan, compressor, primary nozzle, and
secondary nozzle to control its operating bypass ratio. Because of this capability, the
VSCF qualifies to be termed a variable cycle engine. Yet it is of striking vimplicity in
comparison with the approaches illustrated previously 'n Figs. 6 and 7.



Under subsonic cruise conditions the duct burner is not lit. The engine then is pie-
cisely a conventional separate flow medium bypass turbofan engine (bypass • 1.5) and it
provides relatively good subsonic cruise performance.

For takeoi'f, acceleration and supersonic cruise, however, additional thrust is re-
quired. This is obtained by lighting the duct burner. During takeoff, the additional
energy supplied by the duct burner results in higher velocity in the nozzle's outer annu-
lar stream. But the additional noise implied by this condition is offset by the co-
annular noise reduction benefit that was discussed earlier. Thus, the engine, when taking
off, should sound more like a conventional turbofan engine than like a high-performance
supersonic engine. During supersonic cruise operation the core is speeded up by increas-
ing the temperature in the main combustor and by manipulating variable geometry features.
Thereby, the bypass ratio is decreased and the need for augmentation is decreased, result-
ing in 9pecific fuel consumption approaching that of a well designed turbojet engine.

The second Pratt & Whitney VCE is depicted in Fig. 11. This Rear Valve VCE (VCE-
112C) is derived from the duct burning turbofan through the addition of a mixer/crossover
valve followed by an additional aft turbine stage - both located downstream of the normal
LPT. The VCE-112C has two distinct operating modes depending on the valve position. For
takeoff, acceleration and supersonic cruise, the valve is in the "crossover" position.
I.e., core air bypasses around the aft turbine and exits through the outer annulus of the
nozzle. Thus, the core cycle is that of a turbojet.

The fan air meanwhile passes through the duct burner (which is lit), and is directed
by the crossover valve into the aft turbine, where a significant amount of energy is ex-
tracted to help drive the LP system. The fan air's cycle is also that of a turbojet;
hence, this mode of operation is referred to as the "twin-turbojet mode." Its supersonic
performance, however, is not quite as favorable as this name implies, because neither
"turbojet" cycle is of the optimum pressure ratio and because of pressure losses and
weight/volume penalties due to the valve and aft turbine. Its advantages are relatively
low weight (due to the high "bypass" ratio of about 2.5) and an advantageously-shaped
supersonic throttle curve. I.e., since the duct burner is upstream of a turbine stage,
high augmentations can be accomplished for signiticantly less SFC penalty than in the
VSCE's case. The resulting "flat" throttle curve in turn provides the airplane designer
with additional flexibility in terms of engine sizing.

Subsonically, the valve is in the "mix" position and the duct burner is not lit.
The combined fan and core streams pass through the aft turbine. The corrected flow is
about the same as that provided by the augmented fan stream alone in the supersonic twin-
turbojet mode. The aft turbine, however, extracts relatively little power. The engine
thus behaves as if it were a conventional mixed flow turbofan for subsonic cruise.

A major disadvantage of the VCE-112C is that the earlier-discussed coannular noise
benefit may not apply fully. That is, the nozzle's central stream at takeoff (which

V• originated in the duct burner) is relatively large and of high velocity compared to that
of the VSCE. There is nence a core jet noise "floor" which will probably limit the co-
annular benefit to no more than 50% of that shown in Fig. 5.

A third Pratt & Whitney engine of interest (but not illustrated herein) is a modern-
ized conventional mixed flow turbofan with a relatively low (0.4) bypass ratio known as
LBE-430. Although lacking obvious VCE features such as valves or coaxial flow streams,
it incorporates the identical general technology assumptions (materials, temperatures,
component efficiencies, stresses, cooling techniques, etc.) that were built-into the
Pratt & Whitney VCE's. It also utilizes rotor speed control and variable geometry fea-
tures (to the extent popfibl') as in the VSCE-502B, to maintain a degree of control over
the operating bypass ratio. As will be seen later, it provides excellent performance at
low airflow sizes if noise constraints are ignored. Unfortunately, the coannular benefit
does not apv2v to this engine in its present form. Hence, this engine, alone among those
considered herein, would require either the use of a mechanical nolSe suppressor (with

Xits attendant risks and penalties) or a greatly-oversized engine for throttled-back take-
off. It is a useful yardstick, however, for evaluating the merits of the coaxial-stream

r ,VCE concepts.

General Electric Concepts

2 The other preferred VCE concept is the General Electric Double Bypass Engine (DBE)
shown in Fig. 12. Like the Pratt & Whitney engine, it is designed to take full advantage

Sof the annular/coannular noise benefit, clean primary burners and augmentora, advanced
materials and other SCAR technology developments. But where the Pratt & Whitney engine
originated as a duct burning turbofan, the double bypass engine is derived from a con-
ventional mixed flow turbofan by adding features from the 3-roto:e engine previously
discussed.

"The low bypass mixed flow engine can provide excellent supe:sonic performance, but
is prone to be excessively heavy when its airfl~w is sized for 'ow noise takeo'f. As
with all conventional turbofans, it also suffers from a signiftoant throttle dependent
drag penalty at part power subsonic cruise because airflow decreases along with thrust
when the engine is throttled back. To offset these penalties, the double bypass endine
provides a temporary high airflow mode for low noise takeoff and the capability to
throttle at constant airflow for part power subeonio cruise.



As the figure suggests, this is physically accomplished by dividing the fan into two
distinct blocks or groups of stages, and providing an auxiliary duct leading from the in-
terblock region. The resulting flow path is similar to that of the 3-rctor engine, but
major progress in design simplification has been achieved - as may be inferred by compar-
ing Fig. 12 with Fig. 7. Although not illustrated here, some of the auxiliary flow can
discharge into the plug and exit from the aft surface through an annular slot. This pro-
vides the flow configuration and geometry needed to obtain the coannular noise benefit
discussed earlier.

Three distinct operating modes may be recognized, depending on the fan block flow
settings and whether the auxiliary duct is open or closed.

' In the low noise takeoff mode, the auxiliary duct is open, the front fan block is in
its high flow setting, the core is operated at maximum takeoff power, arid maximum energy
is extracted by the low pressure turbine. The tailpipe heater is not lit. In this mode,
the double bypass engine provides thrust, airflow and jet velocity characteristics that
would be typical of a larger but throttled back conventional engine, or a higher bypass
engine. Note, however, that only the front block is high flowed. Hence, there is sig-
nificant weight savings compared to an equal noise conventional engine. The combination
of lower nean jet velocity with the coannular noise benefit results in an engine that is
remarkably quiet for its power.

For part power subsonic cruise, the auxiliary duct is again open, and passes the ex-
cess airflow provided by the front block. In this fashion, a wide range of throttling
may be accomplished at constant airflow, thereby eliminating cr minimizing spillage, boat-
tail, and other throttle dependent drags.

In the high power mode for climb, acceleration and supersonic cruise, the auxiliary
duct is closed, the core is at or near maximum continuous power, and the tailpipe heater
is used as needed. In this mode, the double oypass cycle is identical to that of the con-
ventional low bypass engine, and offers essentially the same pervormance.

A second General Electric VCE of potential interest is the Dual Cycle Engine or DCE
(not illustrated herein). It is also a derivative of the low-bypass mixed flow turbofan,
but in this case a relatively simple one. As its name implies it has two modes if
operation - mixed flow and separate flow. The conventional mixed flow mode is used for
climb, acceleration and supersonic cruise. For takeoff or subsonic cruise, the bypass
stream is diverted from the normal mixer and instead exits through a separate nozzle open-
ing. This allows the engine to throttle at constant airflow over a range about midway
between the conventional turbofan and the DBE. Since the separated bypass flow could also
be led to the plug as in the DBE, the coannular benefit is believed to be applicable. As
will be seen, this less-complex VCE is fairly attractive at small airflows but is of less
interest in a high-airflow, low noise setting.

ENGINE COMPARISONS

Experience has taught that the engine and airplane cannot be created in a vacuum,
that is, developed separately from each other. The intent of engine and airplane studies
has been to cause innovation by identifying problems in missions, installations, engine
technical constraints, and finally aircraft performance and range. Figure 13 shows the
flow-path of the studies conducted under the SCAR program; ref. 27 elaborates upon the
method of analysis and presents some preliminary NASA results. We have demonstrated sig-
nificant progress by this approach. Subsequent charts will show that both the Pratt &
Whitney and General Electric engines have improved significantly as the SCAR studies pro-
gres'ed. In each case, the engine concepts havv changed significantly, driven at least
in part by the airplane requirements. It will be recalled that at the start of the engine
studies, there were many engine concepts; but in all cases the requirements have tended
towards variable cycle engine concepts as the best overall solution.
Pratt & Whitney Results

The performance of the Pratt & Whitney engines is illustrated in Fig. 14. Here we
have plotted total range as a function of engine corrected airflow. For reference, the
lower curve labelled 'CTJ" shows the performance obtained by a hypothetical current-
technology turbojet engine. The airframe, in this case, is representative of modern NASA
and contractor thinking derivea rrom the SCAR program. It is an arrow-wing configuration
weighing approximately 700,000 pounds at takeoff and would carry 275 to 300 passengers
over ranges up to 4,000 or 4 ,500 nautical miles. The curve labelled "LBE-410S" is for tht
modern Pratt & Whitney conventional low bypass mixed-flow engine which embodies SCAR tech-
"nology advances, but no variable cycle engine features. It represents a major advance
over the early engine. In unsuppressed form (the dashed curve) it would appea- ýo be a
uwinner" at low airflows, but is less attractive at high airflows. Unfortunately, this
engine in its present form would require a mechanical sound svppressor; its suppressed
performance illustrated by the solid curve, is significantly degraded. Illustrated next
is the performance of the variable stream control engine, VSCE-502D. Clearly, it provides
excellent performance even at low engine airflows. Its major advantage, however, occurs
at higher airflow levels that correspond to lower noise performance. Finally, the rear
valve VCE-112C is also fairly competitive at low airflows but less attractive in larger
sizes. As previously mentioned, this engine because of its inherent cycle and nozzle
geometry characteristics does not receive the full coannular nolie benefit. It therefore
Is le0 attractive than the curve might 3uggeat for civil uzes. For other applications,



however, or if a solution to this problem Is found, it could well merit further consid-
eration.

The overall results are summarized in bar chart form on the other part of the figure.
Here we have shown the range obtainable for several different engines as a function of
sideline'noise (estimated by the simplified methods of ref. 27) and takeoff fielJ length
constraints. The results Pre shown for a long and short field length and for noise levels
of FAR 36 and FAR 36 minus 5. For ease of comparison, both the early turbojet and the LBE-
430 have been credited with a mechanical suppressor which confers a 8-dB noise reduction
(about the same level as obtained via the coannular benefit). In both cases it is clear

* that the SCAR conventional engine represents a significant advance over the early turbojet
and that the variable stream control engine, the prefered P&W VCE, represents a further
advance over the modern conventional engine at airflows corresponding to low takeoff noise.

General Electric Results

Similar results for the General Electric engines are illustrated in Fig. 15. Here
are plotted the total range as a function of corrected airflow for the 1970 GE-4 SST
engine, for the UE Dual Cycle Engine (which, but for its presumed ability to use a co-
annular nozzle, is essentially a modernized low bypass mixed flow turbofan engine) and
for the Double Bypass Engine. Again for ease of comparison, the GE-4 is credited with an
8 dB high-performance suppressor, while the two VCE's presumably receive about the same
benefit from the coannular effect. As was the case with Pratt & Whitney engines it is
clear that the modernized turbofan or Dual Cycle engine has achieved a significant im-
provement over the 1970 SST engine, but the Double Bypass engine in turn represents a
major further advance - especially in the high airflow regime which corresponds to low
takeoff noise. The bar chart in this figure illustrates exactly the same trends. Range
again is shown for long and short takeoff field lungtL3 and for FAR 36 sideline noise and

* FAR 16 minus 5Db. Noise is again computed by the aimplified NASA method of ref. 27, in-
dividual contractor's estimates may vary somewhat. It is clearly evident that the Double
Bypass variable cycle engine represents the major advance, although the Dual Cycle is
fairly competitive at the lower airflows that correspond to greater field lengths and
higher noise.

TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS AND PROGRAMS

Mentioned earlier was the fact that one abjective of the SCAR engine studies was to
define the technology requirements for making these paper engines real. Figure 16 is a
summary of the major technology recommendations presented by Pratt & Whitney and General
Electric. Clearly needed are quiet coannular nozzles, underlined on the figure because
they are not only critically needed but are unique comments for these engines and not
likely to be developed under other programs. In the same category is the low emmissions,

" efficient duct burner which is characteristic of the Pratt & Whitney engines alone. Also
needed are variable geometry fans, ilow control valves, advanced low pressure turbines
and advznced inlets. There is a major need for low-emmissions primary burners as well as
for advancement in hot section technology in general. As previously mentioned, the
favored engines obtain improved supersonic performance by increasing the primary burner
temperature and epeeding up the core an the engine accelerates toward supersonic cruise
operation. A consequence of this inverted temperature profile, is an inverted duty cycle
in which the engines must spend perhaps 80% of their life times operating at or near the
maximum possible turbine inlet temperature. By comparison, a conventional subsonic engine
would take off at maximum temperature and then throttle back beveral hundred degrees when
it reaches cruise conditions. Thus, advanced cooling techniques and advanced high temper-
ature materials are of the greatest importance in these engines. Finally, because of the
engines' many adjustable features that must be continuously monitored and controlled in
flight for safe and efficient operation, there is also a need for advanced digital eleo-
tronic controls as indicated.

To address some of these needs, NASA has instituted test bed engine programs with
both Pratt & Whitney and General Electric. The current program is auot.ýre and is rela-
tively slow paced. The basic Pratt & Whitney test item is a rear end assembly comprising
a duct burner and a coannular nozzle. In lieu of a large facility air supply, this as-
sembly will be driven by an F100 engine rematehed to approach the Variable Stream Control
Ei,gine cycle. The duct burner configuration will te selected on the basis of an analytical
screening otudy followed by segment-rig tests of the most promising configurations, before
the boiler-plate burner is assembled. Similarly, the quiet coannular nozzle wtll be eval-
unted by means of aerodynamic performance and acoustic model tests before the boiler-plate
nozzle is constructed.

NASA is also addresling the General Electric technology needs by a test bed engine
program. This is being closely coordinated with military programs involving related con-
cepts. Following parallel logic with the Pratt & Whitney werk, an existing military en-
gine (J-101 derivative) will be uved as an air supply to test a new aft-end assembly in-
corporating a quiet coannular nozzlc. The military demonstrator Includes or can be made
to simulate some but not all of the desirable Double Bypass features identified by the
SCAR studies. It 4an be remtched to provide an excellent simillation of the selected cycle
at takeoff conditions, and a more limited simulation at other conditions. The design of
the quiet nozzle will be established by further analysis and aeroacoustlc model tqets be-
fore the full-sized a3sembly Is constructed. In addition, a new variable geometry front
fan will be rig tested separately from the engine/nozrle test. The fan rig teat assentbly
will be sized to be compa,.ible with a future, more advan-ed teotbed engine embodying ull

ii



significant features of the Double Bypass Engine concept.

In summary, the presently planned testbed programs will accomplish several objectives;
namely, to test for each company - General Electric and Pratt & Whitney - the two most
critical, most unique technology requirements identified by their SCAR engine studies. At
Pratt A Whitney this comprises a clean, efficient duct burner and a quiet coannular nozzle.
For General Electric it includes a variable-flow front fan block and a quiet annular noz-
zle. It is emphasized that these ere critical items, unique to the favored engines, and
not likely to be developed elsewhere. Hopefully, additional needs appearing In Fig. 16
will be at least partially addressed by other NASA or military programs. If not, a size-
able augmentation of the testbed and related SCAR programs may be necessary in the futur'e.

H• CONCLUDING REMARKS

At this point, we have reviewed the evolution of two groups of VCE concepts and shown
hcw they have been favorably impacted by design simplification and by technology advance-
ments in many areas - particularly in the area of acoustics, Parallel advancements have
been achieved in the airframe area by other parts of the SCAR program.

What is the overall payoff from these developments? In Fig. 17 is shown a plot 3f
subsonic mission leg length versus the airplane's total range capability. Soveral city-
pair combinations of economic interest are spotted on the figure. The lilne at the left
indicates the estimated performance of the 1970 United States SST at one point near the
close of that program. The nearly vertical band at the right indicates the performance
now predicted for an advanced supersonic transport Laing variable cycle engine concepts
and taking advantage ef the SCAR technology advancements that have been discuused. As
indicated by the arrows between the lines, these advancements are due to improved engine
technology, aerodynamic and structural technology advances and the variable cycle conrepts.
Clearly, a major Improvement in the airplane'o ability to serve potentially attractivv
markets has been identified on paper.

What can be done to make these paper engines real? By the SCAR studies we believe
that we are identifying what needs to be done to develop a viable option foi some future
date. By the teatbed programs we are addressing the unique and most critical components
for each of tne favored VCEs. Admittedly, there are other needs which are not nou being
addressed. But we believe that if the testbed programs are steadfastly pursued tv their
*uccessful concluaions, the logIcal next steps w1ll be forthcoming.
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DISCUSSION

J.Kuzke
It is known that surrounding a subsonic jet by an about 50 percent slower, cold jet with a bypass ratio of ca 5 will
give a noise reduction of about 5dB. The slower jet is outside. Now, your report quite the opposite, namely a high
speed jet surrounding a slower jet would result in significant noise reduction. Would you explain the different
physical phenomena which seem to be the basis for this fact?

Author's Reply
The physical phenomena are not completely understood at this time. Hopefully we will know more definitely in
1/2 - 3 years as a result of further testing now in progress or planned. Meanwhile, I am convinced the limited
amount of testing done so far has been conducted in a scientific manner. I feel fairly comfortable about using the
data in hand but would caution against extrapolating into new regions.

Apparently, one finds some noise reduction, for both cases, where outer stream is slower or faster than core, but
none when the two streams have equal speeds.

.J.F.Chevalier
Je voudrais poser un question compl6mentaire de la question prdcddente. Dans la planche qui compare Ic bruit des
jets co-annulaires et le bruit des "conventional nozzles" - pour la courbe des "conventional nozzles" s'agit-il d'un
,moteur simple flux qui, pour une vitesse de jet donnde, en abscisse, donne la mame poussde que Ic moteur double-
flux VCE examini? S'agit-il d'un moteur double flux?

Author's Reply
For c~c ::nular nozzles, the abcissa refers to the velocity of the outer stream only. The inner stream is moving

-* slower, h,.-nce, for a given total mass-flow, there is indeed a loss of thrust. To be rigorously fair about it, we should
equalize the thrusts before drawing final conclusions. One way to do this is simply to scale up the coannular system
in mass-flow to the desired thrust level. For the cases of concern here, this doesn't decrease the benefit significantly.
For example, consider the data shown at 3000 ft/sec on the chart (Fig. 8 of the preprint). Then for the coannular

*' system the inner velocity would be about 2000 ft/sec and the mass-flows of the two streams would be about equal.
To give the same thrust as the conventional nozzle does at the original total mass-flow, the coannular nozzle thus has
to be scaled up by 20% - which gives a noise penalty of less than I dB. In this case, which is quite representative of
the comparison between a turbojet and a VCE, the benefit is more realistically 8 rather than 9 drB.

On the other hand, we could also equalize the thrust by reducing the conventional nozzle's jet velocity to about
2500 ft/sec. Comparing this point to the coannular value at 3000 ft/sec on the chart, we stil, ce a benefit of 6 to 7
dB. On either basis of comparison, the reduction of jet noise is significant.

.- J.F.Chevalier
Ce n'est pus une question. J'ai une remarque A faire. Dans les comparaisons de bruits entre moteurs. il faut faire tu's
attention aux chants sonores de ces moteurs - on peot avoir une rdduction de bruit a un certain angle ct ne pas
l'avoir , un autre angle trys important pour le bruit de I'avion et des rdductions peuvent atre diff~rentes en vol de cc
que l'on a au sot. Est-cc quo vous pourriez nous dire si l y a confirmation aujoud'hui quo. en vol, ces rdductions
scront obtenuets.

N Author's Reply

No, we have considerable uncertainty on that point. I mentioned in the prcprint that there are some caveats that
have to be considered in regard to these results. One being the question that still surrounds the issue of forward

I. velocity effects, the other being sinmply the question of scale effect. In conclusion I only can say that nobody kaows
M for muac. but baued on Weorctical considerations we ar optimistic.

S 'DR.Hilglon.
* : .Regarding the VCE schemes that you have presented, and hi .wrticular the GE double by-pass engipe, could you

please comment on what variables could be requited to enable the fan to iwitch troin the "low flow" mode to the
"high 'low" mode?

Author's Reply
All of the VCE's I've discuwssd would require fans beyond the preseqt state-of-the wrt. We would expect to use unc

coumbination of statoergeoanetry and rotor,"cpd control in order ta: Ia) maintain airflow while throttling, and,
maybe (b) to get inceascd airflow at take-off for lower noise. In the ltter case we have to ply a very coumplex
game to trade-off fan variability features vs inlet ewuplicatlons. In th case of tW DIM we aft just Martins to wowk
this problem and I can't pfrcdc now or whou tlh ,anwers will cowe out.



NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF THE UNSTEADY PLOW IN VARIABLE GEOMETRY ENGINES-
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Istituto di Macchine e Motori per Aeromnobili, Politecnico di Torino
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Summary

N, This paper preaents a numerical methodology which enables engineers and designers to
gat a prediction of the unsteady flow, through taurbo.e niedet h aito
in time of the geometry of come engine component. The approach is based on the idi'a
of rep lacing the actual bladings with actuator discs, which deflect the gas otreas
according to the real geometry. Other surfaces of diocontinuity simulate& the in.-:
and the exaust of the engine and the combustion chwnber as regarde the heat input.
Vue computation in carried on by integratinp in time (finite difference method) the
hyperbolic partial differ~ential equations which describe the gao motion~with a second
order of accuracy integration scheme. Nzei'erioal eaarples show the sirmu4ted unsteady
flc!, originated by variation in time of otatori stagger angltes (compressor and ftubi
no) and of exauat nossle area.

INTRODUCTION

Large attention is paid today to the so called "variable geometrj turbojet engines*,
owing to the advantages the variable geometry components offer as regards the flexibility
of the propulsion system to different operating conditions. During the variation in time
of the geometry of some engine element, unsteady flow is originated and pressure waves
travel up and downstream along the engine.

The aim of this paper is the presentation of a computational procedure which enables
engineers and designers to get useful informations on the flow field through the engine
during these transients. It should soon be pointed out that the transients we refer in
this paper, may be ascribed to the class of high frequency transients, in comparison with
those where the low frequency is related to the relativelylarge inertia of the rotating
components. We will then refer here-after to the unsteady flow in the meaning usually ac-
cepted in gasdynamics. the one characterized by pressure wave propagation.

Because of the complexity of the flow field in a tarbomachine (even under the assum-
* ption of steady flow) it is clear that we have toaiake a certain number of hypothesis in

ordezL to create a model of the machine aimple enoughbnd suitable to be studied with reaso
nable computations, as regards computer times. Some of these assumptions nay be probably-
appear questionable. However we are now at the flrst stages of this investigation and we
are gooking for some better ways for modeling the actual complicated phenomena. It should

1: even be kept in mind that too much sophisticated anid accurate mnodels may require a lar-
ge amount of computational points and, therefore, too long computational times.

* The numerical procedure, here presented has been tested with some. numerical examples
describing the unsteady flowe originated by the geometry variation in time of engine compo
nents such as the stagger angles of stators in the mmpressor, the stagger angle of the
turbine nozzle and the exaust nozzle area.

MSIC ASSUMPTIONS

We neglect here the radial gradients of any fluid-dynamic or geometrical parameter.
Aý We assume also axisymetric flow. We neglect the effect IAted to viscosity and seconda

ry flows. we assume t~hen,that each blading (of both at* oTa "the turbomachines) may be
replaced by actuator discs; these are surfaces of discontinuity and the continuous aerody
namic loading along the actual blade, is concentrated outhem. the two basic phenomena (de
fleetion through the ble-.ie and pressure wave propagation along the machine) are iplitte~it
the deflection occurs through the disc,while the wave propagation takes place along the
actual axial length of the blade.

The combusti on chamber (and the af ter-burner also) is concentrated in a surface of di
scontinuity as regards the Reat input.

All these assumptions have been made In order to toop as low as possible the number
of computational points and, theriefore, the computational times. In fac, we did. in the
past, many numerical experiments where we avoided tc$ahio all these ausumptions together.
Ref. I refers to the case where tt~e actual bladings were replaced by a field of for,.*s
such that the flow tangency to the blade was Aposed at any time and at any point, instead
of concentrating the conilnuous blade loading In the !,!tuator disc. The numerical examples
reported there refer to the unsteady flow In arial f...d compresisors. in rot. 2 we took in
to account the rafial gradients In order to extend the methodoloqy to ax$4copo-br,,
th h gh tip to hub ratio bladings. ?Iureove*@i are presently working on the predictt.on OT
the influence of peripherical distorsion at the Inlet of axial compressors and, In this
case, we are considering explicitely peripherical gradients,, avoiding the assumption of
axisymmeetic flow. We are also working an models for simulating combustion chamber and af
terburner, with a continuous heat release along the engine axis, according to the chami-
cal reaction procesa.

(6) This research Mes buem vAprted by the wfswe0 asigoeaiale islie Rcetel&' (Ceastact a. 115.096.
CTis7 00351.07).



. •Of course all these more sophisticated approaches require a relatively large number
of computational pointsand computer times may results unacceptable when the prediction
of long transients through an entire t,*rbojet engine is required. Moreover we point out
that the mentioned hypothesis may fail :.nbscribinq the unsteady flow in the small local
scale, but, we think, it is possible to pt a reasonable good description of the most im-
portant features of transients in the engine.

Under these assumptions we may then consider the turbojet engine as a sequence of
regions with continuous flow, which are separated by discontinuities simulating bladings
or heat inputs. The numerical procedure will be then carried on by integrating in time
the unsteady flow equations and by computing the flow pro.erties on the two side of each
discontinuity,by matching the unsteady flow equations in the neighboring regions with
those describing the physical process at the discontinuity.

ThE EQUATIONS OF THE W ZION

According 'o the "aive r.ntioned assumption, the problem is formulated in terms of
vco e-dime.,sionpi., uitateady, inviscid, corpreshible flow. Because of the tangential compo-

nent of the velocity (v), wr s add, to the usual set of equations, the tangential
s;om~n':um •ne. All tV19 p-rareters aro normalized with respect to reference values.e pressu
re O- .rd temperatare . !, tVie front of te engine, reference velrwity c - rp/7I , ref;
renct length (axian. Len~th o& the engine) 1., reference time t. l./c...

The flow equations ares

P t + uP+ lux - u - ,0 (continuity)

) ut + uU + TPx O ( axial Comentum)

' vt + uvx W 0 (tangential ýomenu."m)1% St + USX = 0

"where: P ln (p/p.); T- exp ( P-2 -p+ + )

S=(duct divergence)

The set of Eq. I reprejents hyperbolic partial differential e,uations. By working on the
first two equations, one may find two characteristic lines wiVA slopes:

(2) x - u a ; (a- /~Y-T

The com•atibility equations along these lines a•re

The third and the fourth equations giv, a third characteristics linej its slope is:

(4) U' - U

Two compatibility equations hold on it:

(S) Vt•' * S SX o 0

&q.1 are 4aed for computing the variation in time of pressure (P), the two components of
the velocity (u.v) and entropy (S) in the con nuous flow regions bounded by the surface*
of discontinuity. Eq. I are treated according .o the finite difference method. The inte-

Vgration follows the two level (predictor - corrvctor) scheme suggested by He Cormack.
This algorithm is 4std at all the interior pointst different procedure are adopted at
those computational points which asa located at the discontinuities.

CQMPUTATIQN AT TUb DSX.OZNT'KWIE

We discern different disontinutity surfaces in relation with the physical ele-ent
replAced by the dtscontinuity:we havithen inlet and emust discontinuities where the un -
4teady flow inaidie the engine is matched with the e uter flOwactUatoc diec3Vepl4ctn9 S
tor5 and rotovts of the turbomachinea and diacontiauity surfaces to simulate the heat In-
patr (c abvetio chamber or afterburner) .

At eaoh discontinuity the algebric q~isasi-5toddy relationship*. whic~h describo the
flow evolution through it, are written audlifferentited atie thoese equations are
then matchel with the flow oqutioag. writt~g. 4n the compatibility forms (E . 3 and 5).
The roasltimn derivativea in timne of the flcw opertie.- at the di5contiauity ar, then
intjrated in time. following th-e ame ttelration acheme at the int.rio. points. We
show hore the detailed procedure at 'each boundary.

4) inlet (fig. 1)

The qpaai ited tela onsahipo i-t the inlet are, providedby



2tl- T1 + U,.-To + U

(6) { Trt~~~..U•i 16 $1 .So

V1 -O

where the subscript Oo " refers t2 the free stream conditions, which may vary in time as
prescribed inputs.

Eq. 6 are differentiated in time and matched with the compatibility equation (3) on
the left running characteristic (u-a). The time derivatives of the velocity (u ) is obta
mned and integrated in time# according to the two-level scheme as well as at i interior
points. The updated value of the preLsure (PI) follows from Eq. Eq. 6.

b) Bladings (Fig. 2)

The quasi-steady relationships at the disc, which replaces the blading, are:

u Pl u 2P 2

T (continuity)
1 2

hT + wr(u + V eT -n (ud + h la de. s(v 2ant)h(work balance)

S2 S 1

V 2  aw 2 tna(geometrical c--nA'ý

The second term, on the right hand sid~bf the second equation, accounts for th'* me -

chanical. work exchanged between the blades and the gas stream. The blade speed .~tepre -
sented by w (for rotor o a 1, and for stator a - O). In the third equation we I-'sume he-
re that no losses occur through the blanding; this is not a very restrictive col.dition
and the procedure may be easily implemented by introducing the relative total pressure
losses, depending on the incidence, once experimental data on cascades are provided. On
the fourth equation, the flow tangency at the trailing edge is imposed. (Fig. 1)1 devia -
tion effects may be taken into account (as for the losses), if, even here, experimental
data are provided.

Eq. 7 may be differentiated in time. On the other hand, four compatibility equations
(Eq. 3.5) (three in the upstream region and one down stream of the disc) are given on the
corresponding characteristic lines (Fig. 2). The set of all these equations enable us to
evaluate the time derivatives ef the flowpropeties in front of the disc (P , ut., vt
s .) which mar be integrated in time as usually. The downstream flow conddions
f~llow from Eq. 7.

This procedu. e holds in case of unchoked flow through the blading.
However if, by computing the upstream flow, the mass flow rate becomes larger than

the critical value (corr-spondine to the area at the trailing edge), the computation at
the point I (Fig. 4) is carried on as it follows. Thecontinuity equation is written by
introducing the critical condition and, therefore, unaffected by the downsaream pressure:

ulpiT1 '(P; rel T; roi-

where p and T; denote the total values of the flow relative to the bladtng. Eq.
rel ad rel

is diffoeentiated in time and the flow at the point I ks computed, by taking into ac -
c unt the compatibility equations upstream of the disc. As regards the point 2,. we wri-
to the continuity equation:

• 'tUZP2 UIP1

We assume hero isentropic process, so tt T2 in easily related to p . This equation is

differentiated with respect to the time,and th•amatched with the comQ tibillty equation
on the downstream region (-0a). Ge may now compute the updated values of P ad U2. The
modulus of the relative velocity w~ at the aili*%g4d follows as.,

W, (T rel

The direction of w will be, in generaldiifereat from the me given by . A siilar no-
del is suigested iR acf. 3.

Finally the down.tream tangential velocity s computed asI

It is clear that t.isor similar procedure, am not be &Wa led io the case of su -
c Persontic axial flow.



c) Combustion Chamber (Fig. 2)

We have here the following quasi-steady relationships:

Ii• 22 (continuity)

2
U

2  U
()) 2 (1+ - (momentum)

Lia y (T2 - T;) = Hi b (energy)

The energy equation takes into account the heat release ("a and rnb represent the air
and fuel mass flows and Hi theuel heatin~value refered to cv T.). As usuAlly, Eq. 9 are
differentiated in time and matched with the four compatibility equations along characteri
stics.

d) Exaust Nozzle (Fig. 4)

The quasi steady relationships are:

u~p u~p1PI u2P2
T n -- (continuity)

1 2

(1)T +1-1u 2 J T + 12
(10)•• 2 T2 *-1 u2 (energy)

SI = S2

Vi = V2 = 0

The constriction factor n of the nozzle may vary in time as prescribed (for example
during the afterburner starting procedure). Even now Eq. 10 are differentiated in tiMn
and matched with the compatibility equations along the right running characteristics
(u + a, u). The value of p2 is kept equal to the external pressure. This procedure in
used for unchoked flow. In case of choking, the pressure level P 2 is imposed as the cri
tical value with respect to the total pressure .at the point 1.

NLMRICAL S'1UIATION OF TANEIElM

We have chosen a simple scheme of turbojet engine: a six stages axial compressor is
driven by a single stage axial turbine.

The distribution of the computational points as well as the location of the discon-
tinuities is shown in Fig. 5. On the base of this scheme of the engine we did, in the
past, some computations related to the starting operation of the engine and to the after
burner ignition; the results of these numerical simulations are reported in Ref. 4.

"In the present paper we report the results of different computations, describing
transients which may occur in variablegeometry engines.

Steady configurations in the engine are assumed as "initial values" at tlue zero.
"The change in geometry of some component is supposed to take place in a given range of
time and this fact originates pressure waves travelling along the engine. As result of
this trantient, all the thermodynamic properties of the flow will vary in time. In parti
cular the air mass flow rates At the inlet and exit of the engine show a difference be -
cause of air mass storage inside the engine; the combustion temperature and the thrust
fluctuate;the instantaneous torques on the compressor and turbine become unbalanced and
the rotor accelerates according to the dynamic law. Once the transient vanishes a newr" steady configuration is acieved. We have simulated three different transients:
- Run n. 1: .he stagger angle (0 ) of the first two tages in the compressor is varied

"by a deflection of 300.

- Run n. 2: the exit angle of the turbine nozzles (e ) is changed by 10',at the same ti-
me the fuel injected in the combustion chamber is reduced by a factor of
20%.

"- Run n. 3: the area of ttha exaust nozzle is reduced from a constriction factor of.70 to
.65.

The are many inte-,sting values, as output of these computations, which may be shown.
We have reported only few of them in Fig. 6 (Run n. 1), 7 (Run n. 2), e (Run n. 3) as fun
ction of the time. It mdy be noted that the neoteady •nfigurations are almost achived
for time nearly equal to 5 or 6.

These figures report:
- the input data whi-h originate the transients:
i) the stagger angles (0 ) in the first two rotoof the compressor (Fig. 6)
ii) the geometrical exit angle of the turbine nozzle (ON) and the fuel mass flow rate (thb)

(Fig. 7)

iii) the constriction factor n of the exaust nozzle (Fig.8).



- the air mass flow rates at the inlet (Oai) and at the exit (ae of the engine.
I - the instantaneous torques required by the compressor (TQ and given by the turbine (TQt)

- the rotor peripherical speed (w)

- the total temperature (Tb) at the turhine inlet.
V, - the thrust computed as all the forces acting, inthe axial direction, on solid walls and

bladings.

It should be mentioned that in the Run N. 2 (Fig. 7) the geometrical angle 8 (trai
ling edge of the turbine nozzles) determines the air angle so far the nozzle operates as
unchoked; in the case of critical flow, however, the effective air angle eN may differ
from 6N, according the physical arguments&nd the procedure reported above (computations
at the bladings).

Finally we make clear that the inertia of the rotors we have assumed in our computa-
tions is order of magnitude lower than theactual ones, but such a low value allowed us to
test the methodology also during accelerating operations~without requiring too long compu
ter times.

CONCLUSION

A method has been presented for the numerical simulation of high frequency transien.
ts, which may occur in variable geometry turbojet engines, due to the change in time of
the geometry of some components. A complete description of the transients may be achieved
from numerical computations and a very large amount of informations are available.

Scme drastic assumptionrhave been made, in modeling the actual complicated flow,and46\ some input numbers (very low inertia of the rotors, few stages in the turbomachines, etc)
may appear unrealistic. However this paper represents just only a preliminary step of the
investigation and we are working on more Sophisticated and reliable models. The final
goal is the computation of transients in comptetengines, including the interference, bet-
ween the engine and the inlet (See Ref. 5) in propulsion systems for supersonic aircrafts.
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DISCUSSION

J.F.Chevalier
Je voudrais faire une remarque. Je trouve que c'est assez sympathique que dans une Universit6 on fasse des calculs
qui ant pour but d'dtre assez simples pour representer approximativement ce qui se passe dans un moteur. Nous
voyons trop souvent des Professeurs parler de choses trop sophistiqu~es pour que nous puissions les utiliser. Ces
calculs que vous avez faits me semblent intiressants. En particulier, par exemple, pour Rtudier les problimes de
"scritch" et de couplages 6ventuels de modification de conditions de scritch dans une vibration de post-combustion,
coupl~e avec la combustion elle-m~me; il me semble que votre calcul peut servir i dtablir de bonnes conditions
limites dans un tel calcul et donc serait trýs utilisable par des chercheurs en turbomachines.

Quel est le temps de calcul et sur quelle machine faites-vous un tel calcul?

Author's Reply
The computer time necessary is depending on the kind of machine you are using. We performed this kind of compu-
tation on a IBM370/ 158 or CDC/6600. The computational time does not mean too much except if you compare the
computational times with real times, that means to compare the computational times with the times related to
physical problems. If I say to you three minutes with CDC/6600, it does not mean too much because we have to
look at what are the physical time we are investigating on. I think that it will be quite good to have a computation
which will be performed in real time. However, we are at the moment quite far from this goal. In fact the compu-
tational times are, on a CDC 6600, about 60 times larger than the real physical times.

R.E.Peacock
In Figure 7 the integration with respect to time between what appear to be two equilibrium conditions (t = 0
t = 5) of the curve of ma and that of ma do not give the same result. Apart from possible changes of fuelling level,
why is this so?

Author's Reply
I think one should not expect equal integrals in both cases. In fact the difference is just the air which has been
stored in the engine from one state to the new state of configuration. In other words, the difference is directly
related to the different distribution of density in the engine, in the two different steady conditions.

M'.

%.1

? I, ....



ASSESSMENT OF VARIABLE-CYCLE ENGINES FOR SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS

E. Boxer, S. J. Morris, and W. E. Foss, Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia 23665
U.*S .A.

SUMMARY

The NASA Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAR) program has spon-
sored extensive work to define technology improvements which could lead to
an economically and environmentally viable advanced supersonic transport.
One element of the program involved the generation of a multitude of
advanced conventional and variable-cycle "paper" engines by the engine
manufacturers and screening them in a typical transport mission to fi,.J the
most promising engine cycles. These latter cycles were evaluated by the
airplane manufacturers in more detailed mission studies with the result that
three promising candidate engine cycles were identified for further study
and refinement. The present paper evaluates each of these three proposed
SCAR propulsion systems in terms of relative aircraft range for a fixed
payload and take-off gross weight with a design cruise Mach number of 2.7.
In order to put the performance of these engines in perspective, a compari-
son of these engines and the former U.S. SST engine (GE4) is made with an
idealized variable-cycle engine whose performance at all operating points
matches that of an optimized point-design cycle within specified limits.
In addition, range comparisons are made with and without noise level con-
straints to determine the influence of noise upon cycle selection. Finally,
the critical areas requiring new or improved technology for each cycle are
delineated.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

With the cancellation of the United States Supersonic Transport (SST) program in 1971, an enormous
concentrated developmental effort for civil supersonic flight technology came to an abrupt halt in the
U.S.A. This did not deter dedicated engineers from examining the problems which led r, thoe demise of the
U.S. SST and prophesying new technology requirements for a second-generation SST which would lead to sub-
stantial improvement in performance, economics, safety, and social acceptability. A pap.r presented by
Nichols later in 1971 (Ref. 1) indicated that substantial range improvements were possible with advances
in aerodynamics, structures, materials, propulsion, and flight control within the restraints imposed by
take-off noise considerations. Although the gains shown were those for an advanced dry turbojet engine
equipped with a noise suppressor, Nichols called for inventiveness to define a variable-cycle engine to
"have the air' jow characteristics at take-off of the turbofan combined with the good cycle efficiency of
the turbojet in supersonic cruise." As a result of studies such as this, NASA in 1972 elected to estab-
lish a low-keyed effort now known as the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research program (SCAR) to define,
foster, and fund research efforts to develop the technology needed to support any future attempt to build
a second-generation SST.

Shortly after the start of the SCAR program, Swan (Ref. 2) indicated that a weight reduction equiva-
lent to that of the entire payload would have been possible for the U.S. SST had a vartable-cycle engine
been available. The implication was that the variable-cycle engine would be capable of generating a large
airflow in a turbofan mode with low specific thrust levels to meet both the take-off field length and
regulated noise level without a suppressor. It would cruise supersonically am a dcy turbojet and would
maintain high inlet flows when operating at part power to eliminate throttle dependent spillage, bypass,
and boattail drag. Swan further made the point that "the propulsive system concept must be treated as an
entity, including inlet and exhaust systems tuch that reduced weight, drag, and complexity of these latter
components may be traded for increased weight and complexity of the variable cycle." At about the time
"Swan presented his paper, the results of Bsoeing's JT8D variable bypass engine test (Ref. 3) were made known
to the staff of NASA. This test demonstrated the ability to increase airflow 70% and vary the bypass ratio
from 1.1 to 3.5 through the use of an air inverter valve. Partly as a result of this iuformatlon, the
on-going SCAR engine studies performed under contract with General Electric and Pratt & Whitney, and
directed by NASA Lewis Research Center, were expanded to include studies of a family of unconventiona
variable-cycle engines. The results of these studies. which awe still underway. are described in
Reference 4.

, The purpoae of this paper is to assess, on an Integrated mission basis, the performance of three"variable-cycle engine concepts resulting from the on-going SCAR program and to delineate thoas areas of
* technology which must be developed to achieve such performance. The engine cycles selected have differing

degrees of variability and complexity as well as differing advantages and disadvantages with rmspect to
each other. The figure of merit employed is the maximum range achieved at a cruise Mach nuaber of 2.62 on
a hot day for a given take-off gross weight and payload. The results are compared with a fantasiaed com'-
pletely variable-cycle engine which represents an upper bound4 of the potential for a variable-cycle engiue.
In addition, comparikons are made with the G4. the engine selected for the U.S. SST, to illustra.e the
Improvements afforded by advanced engane technology. Thete comparisons are iade for optimum periorma•e-
sited engines and for vehicles with engines sieed to mcwt FAR noise regulations both with and VithO.t

4 suppression.

The engine data are as supplied by the engine manufacturers, and an iadepvndent evaluation of the
validity of the data or ability to perform as specified ha" been .ade. Whre op)aioue are expretsed in
the paper,. thy repres-nt thooe of the autbors alo4e.
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2.0 ENGINE SELECTION AND DESCIRIPTION

Many engine cycles of both conventional and unconventional types were generated and examined by the
Pratt & Whitney and General Electric companies under the m.-ipices of the NASA/SCAR program. Each of these
engines was screened in a mission simulation program to pinpoint the more desirable cycles. Mission simu-
lation was a necessary tool since it is well known that comparisons of the usual performance parameters
of thrust-weight ratio, specific fuel consumption, installed thrust level are not necessarily indicative
of the best cyk:le in view of the conflicting requtrements imposed by noise restraints, weight, thrust
margin, and slih"onic versus supersonic cruise fuel consumption rates. The performance data of the higher
ranked engine cycles were provided to the airplane companies to evaluate in their SCAR-sponsored system
studies. Based upon the results of these studies, the most promising cycles were further refined and
analyzed in more detail by the engine manufacturers. The net result of this iterative process was the
definition oi three candidate variable-cycle engines of differing degrees of variability. For each of
these engines, a technology base available for a certificated engine in the late 1980's was assumed. For
conventional engine components, an extrapolation based upon historical data was used by the engine manu-
facturers to predict weight and performance. For nonconventional components, estimates of performance and
"weight were based upon results using small-scalev models wherever possible and in all cases with a degree of
restrained optimism in keeping with an objective of the SCAR to delineate potentially attractite areas for
new technology research.

To establish bench marks aga'nst whiih to assess the performance of these candidate variable-cycle
engines, the aircraft performance with two alternate engines was generared. The first is the engine
selected for the former U.S. SST (the GE4/J5P). It is included to indicate the gains possible due to
technology advances since 1969 in conventional components and due to cycle variability. The second engine
used for reference is in reality not an engine. It represents, within limits, a cycle optimized over the
flight spectrum for best fuel economy without regard to physical restraints. The five engine cycles are
briefly described below. Each of the variable-cycle engines have been optimized in terms of overall pres-

Ssure ratio and a faa pressure ratio for a standard day flight Mach number of 2.7 for direct comparison with
the GE4 which was designed specifically for this flight Mach number. The engine cycle parameters and

performance are listed in Table 1.

2.1 Pratt & Whitney - Variable Stream Control Eingine

The variable stream control engine (VSCt), shown tn Figure 1, Is a two-spool duct-burning turbofan
employing a convergent-divergent ejector nozzle, in essence, it is very similar to the JTFI7, the P&W
entry for the U.S. SST program but differs primarily in employing higher turbine inlet temperature, a
variable area throat for the primary stream, and a greater degree of variable geometry in the fan and
compressor. The use of this variability permits a more complex throttle schedule to be used. This throttle
schedule • .4etially matches the engine and inlet flow schedule at maximum dry and augmented power settings
at all flight Mach numbers to minimize spillage, bypass, and boattail drag. In addition, for take-off, the
primary burner is throttled back with the duct burner lit and full airflow maintained to achieve a tailored
exhaust gas profile. This technique maximizes the coatnular noise relief at the required take-off thrust
level. A detailed description of the engine and explanation of the coannular noise relief are containe; in
Reference 5. The VSCE represents a conservative approach toward achieving the objective of a variable-cycle
engine. Its performance at both supersonic and subsonic cruise conditions is quite similar to that of a
conventional duct-burning turbofan.

2.2 Pratt & Whitney - Rear Valve Variable-Clcle Engine

The rear valve partable-,ycle engine (RVE) has been found to yield the most attractive application of
the air inverter valve concept. It is used as 4 meants of cycle conversion from turbofan to turbojet and
vice versa. A dascription of the air inverter valve and its use in this and other arrangements is given
in Reference 3. The operation of the RVE is described in detail in Reference S and is briefly reviewed
here. The RYE is a two-spool nonafterburniug engine employing a variable geometry fan and a split low-
pressure turbine and incorporates a convergent-divergent ejector nozzle. Tile air inverter valve functious
as a diverter/mixer and is located before the last element of the low-pressure turbine. In the twin turbo-

let mode, the duct burner is lit and the valve is tin the Inverting position such that the core flow is
bypassed around, and the heated duct flow expantded through the rear low-pressure turbine. In the turbofan
mode the valve is used to mix the unheated duet flow with the core flow before expanding through the rear

M turbine element. The Inner stream nozzle throat i:i fixed. In the turbojet mode of operation. variation
of the outer stream nozzle throat area andi fan burner temperature are used to maintain constant corrected
airflow at supersonie cruise part power thrust levels. Airflow regulation in the turbofan mode is uniquely

defined by turbine Inlet temperature since all the flow exits through the fixed area inner stream nozzle
throat. Thus. in the turbofan mode a greater degree .;f spillage tousr exist compared to the turbojet mode.

This is a result of lower fan speed due to the lower flow energy level at the rear turbine because of the
mixing of both streams. The RVE exhibits the greatest varitbilitrv of any variable-cycle eogine in this
group in th4t it operates like a turbofan tlga-e at subsoaic Cruise tnid as a turbojet at KUprsocmi. eruisv

speeds.

.•2.*1 lineral Electri -- Duble RyPass Variable-Cyelo EAeq

* , fhe double byass variable-cycle ongtme (iWtE) is a low bypass-ratio two-=pool txzed-flow aftetrurutne
turbofan engine. The fal tti divided iato two separate elements. These elewents are designed so that
engine 41i can be bypassed dowfstream of each eiemeat. The et•siiguration is shown schematically In

Vtgure I and is described in detail in Iteference 4. The DHE engine used in the prtseat iavestigatia if, a
later vers'oa of the eugina deseribted la eference 4. In this later vegstos, hoth ty aS sed streams are
mixed and a portion of the aixed flow is exhausted through aA autiltary noirle In the take-ofi and low-

dpeed cruise modes. For takeoft. variable t;ubowmAhisery geometry 4e used to ovet-pv.d the fain a•n
inerease the airflow sppouxi*ately 20'o. This oversp~edivg in combiuatiua with the trafslatinag shrou
Scoavergeat-d~verget plug ade~le (get. 6) -ad aunn1,ar noise relict (Refa. sad d). =igmitlcdatly reduces
the Jet noise as vowpared to a _-&WutiOual C-ti toedle equipped low bypass ratio turbotas etngine. T, t
eutie throttle Modulates the v.ri.•hble atmtirs 4a4 bypass flow patths to provide tailt eumgto "-irfil titc•s
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at all flight Mach numbers at both maximum dry and augmented thrust levels and to provide full airflow
down to approximately 50% of dry thrust. The DBE represents a degree of variability midway between the
VSCE and RWE.

2.4 General Electric - GE4

The GE4 engine, which is used to illustrate the technology base available in 1969, is a single spool
afterburning turbojet equipped with a convergent-divergent two-stage ejector nozzle. The engine has a
variable area nozzle and employs a two-position compressor stator schedule. The engine weight and per-
formance parameters were taken from the model specifications for the GE4/JSP for a standard day.

2.5 Reference Variable-Cycle Engine

The reference variable-cycle engine (RE), as stated previously, is not a specific engine. It repre-
sents a series of point-design cycles, each optimized, within limits, to achieve minimum fuel consumption.
Its purpose is to provide a goal for the class of variable-cycle engines to strive for, yet never reach.
Admittedly, the RE presents impossible hardware problems and is intended only to serve as a measure of the
ultimate range obtainable within the restraints imposed as indicated below.

It is assumed that at Mach numbers below 1, the cycle would be that of a simple turbofan with a bypass
ratio of 3 as an upper limit. Above Mach number of 1, it would transform into a dry turbojet. At selected
Mach nusbers and altitudes, the overall pressure ratio and fan pressure ratio were varied at a constant
combustor exit temperature of 1537' C (2800* F) to find the minimum specific fuel consumption through the
use of a design point engine cycle program. If the minimum specific fuel consumption occurred at an over-
all pressure ratio above 45 or compressor discha-, temperature exceeding 727" C (1340" F), the specific
fuel consumption value at these limit points was ,;..med as the minimum value. The component efficiencies
and pressure losses for this engine were those assumed achievable in the mid-1980's. The exhaust nozzle
gross thrust coefficient was held at a value of 0.985 at all flight conditions.

The engine airflow schedule is presumed to vary such that the thrust would match that of the after-
burning GK4 for climb and acceleration. At all other conditions, the airflow varies to produce the thrust
required by tha airplane. At take-off, the engine is high flowed to produce take-off thrust without
eAceeding the FAA noise regulations. It is further postulated that the weight of the engine pod would be
equal to that of the GW4lBoeing installation scaled to 110% of the required airplane cruise airflow rate.

3.0 MODELS AND METHODS

A comparison of the various variable-cycle engines can best be achieved if the airplane-engine charac-
teristics are optimized for each of the individual engines. The maximum performance is then obtained sub-
ject to the operational restraints imposed by such factors as take-off field length, noise, approach, and
take-off velocity. The techniques used in the present paper to obtain this objective are discussed below.

d In all cases, the waximum range achieved for a given take-off gross weight was calculated for a simple
8' C hot day; that is, the temperature at any standard day altitude is increased by 8* C and the speed of
sound is calculated for the increased temperature. All other state variables are assumed to be the same
as fox a standard day. To avoid stagnation temperatures in excess of that of standard day flight Mach
number of 2.7. the maximum flight Mach number for the hot day assumption is limited to a value of 2.62.

The figure of merit used to compare the performance of the various engine cycles is the maximum rela-
tive range achieved for a fixed take-off croas weight and payload. The relative range ti defined as the
range for any given engine normalized by that of the reference easte (•E). It was adopted as a means of
emphasizing the effects of engines cycle upon performance and to avoid comparison with other studies in
terms of absolute range which necessarily is dependent upon the level of structural and other technloguies

assumed.

The airplane configuration choaseu to "fly" with the candidate engines ts shown in Figure 2. It ti
designed for a cruise Hach number of 2.7 standard day. For matmum aerodynamic efficiency, it tncorporateo
an arrow-wing plaaform mountitg four engines in separate pods aft beneath the wing for favorable interier-
"ence effects. It has been sized to have a design do C hot day range of 7348 km (3968 n. mi.) carrying
292 passengers and equipped with an advanced stile-spool uotafterb4rning turbojet engine. It meets the
design range with a take-off gross weight of 325679 ka (718000 Ibm) which ts the value asumWd throughout
Sttis paper.

The airplau. cihaacterititcs for a wing loading of 352 kg/l 2 (72 lbmwft 2 ) are fully descrtbe in
Reference 9. A a result of recent wtid-tunel tests, more efficient flaps were developed which indicated
that the use of a wing loading of 415 kgl/r2 (41 tbm/ft 2 ) would meet the take-off field length criterit And
result in improved range. Therefore, the wiag area was reduced to yield thio value while maintaaiing
the same aspect ratio. The 4erody-tLnc characteristics Vere recalclulatd and the Atrplane rebolanced.
The reaUltiag baseliae airplane maximum lift-dvag ratio as a functiont of Mfch number ti shtaw in Figure 3.
the akrplane drag includes that due to both rAVelle interferened and nacelle skLU ftrcttoQ. Al other
propuldtsoa system drag items are included in the tnstalled eouti performance.

The batieit eooerttiu weight oepty lessa that oi the popf•lato asyoty tom i33.62 of take-aft gro"

The mission, profile flowa ior each eoutie illustrated ti ytgure 4. Fe-l reserve allowance from
F'AR 121.649 SST Fuel Roquireeava (tentative standard proposed by FAA) was mditited for a Chuane in holding
a4titude from 4S7 (1a O it) to 4572 a (ISOO0 ft). The CrUise Portioa of the UISiton was assume to be
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entirely supersonic for the baseline mission. flowever, the necessity of avoiding sonic boom over populated
areas may require a portion of the fligb~t to be conducted at subsonic cruise speeds. This requirement
makes the development of a variable-cycle engine especially attractive for supersonic transports. There-
fore, two alterncte mission profiles were ea•anined which incorporated a 1111-km (600-n.-mi.) subsonic
cruise range at either the departure or arrival portion of the flight. The subsonic cruise leg is assumed
to be at a Mach number of 0.9 at best cruise altitude. The Mach number-altitude climb schedule for the
all-supersonic cruise mission is shown in Figure 5. This qchedule has been used in previous studies and
has been checked to insure that it did not cross any flutter boundaries. Full climb thrust was employed
"during the accelerating climb without any attempL to optimize for any given engine cycle.

3.3 Engine-Airframe Matching

The relationship between engine size and wing area for maximum range can best be determined through
the use of the so-called "thumbprint" or "knothole" diagram. Such a diagram is illustrated in Figure 6
for the RVE engine. Contours of constant relative range are shown as a function of installed thrust load-
ing and wing loading. The contours were developed with the aid of the computer program described in
Reference 10 which generates performance for a matrix of input wing loading and thrust loading values.
Engine weight and dimensions are scaled in accordance with information provided with the engine performance
decks. The airplane operating weight empty is adjusted for wing loading changes by assuming a constant
fuselage and empennage weight and adjusting wing weight as a function: of wing loading and engine -.eight in
accord with previously determined parametric scaling laws. The airplane aerodynamic polar diagrams are
adjusted for the effects of wing area changes and for the effects of both altitude and nacelle size on
skin-friction drag.

Superimposed on the thumbprint diagram are limit lines which represent physical or operational
restraints. Areas on the shaded side of each line represent portions of the diagram that violate the
constraint. Tite balanced take-off field length, excess thrust, approach and take-off speed limits lines
are assigned based on operational consideration at the values shown.

The maximum range of the reference variable-cycle engine (RE) used to normalize all other engine range
performance values was determined for these same operating limits. For the case illustrated in Figure 6,
the maximum relative range for an all-supersonic cruise mission without noise restraint is limited at the

intersection of the take-off field length and transonic •ad supersonic excess thrust limit lines. Only a
small sector of the knothole diagram bounded by the approach speed, take-off field length, and supersonic
excess cruise thrust meet all operational restraints for airplane equipped with the RVE. For all engines.
the maximum unrestrained range at the eye of the "knothole" is indicated.

4.0 ENVIRONONTAi. AND ECONOMIC FACTORS

The ranking of engine cycles in the SCAR program included projections of engine cost, maintainability,
complexity, as well as performance in order to determine the most economically attractive cycle. The
economic factors are ignored in this paper because they represent an area of greatest uncertainty. An
engine cycle with a clear performance superiority should be economically competitive.

4.1 Emissions

The impact of engine emissions upon the design of combustors or duct burners cannot be assessed until
such time as emission regulations are set forth; however, the goal ef achieving low emissiens both in
flight and in the vicinity of the airport is of paramount importance. The development of low emission
combustors is a problem shared to the same degree by all candidate engines. Projections based upon recent
research indicate the possibility that low emission combustors can be developed within the volume Wad length
of current practice. Therefore. the effect on performance of designing low emission combustors for the
candidate variable-cycle engine is ignored in this paper.

The development of a low emission duct burner or afterburner presents a more difficult problem particu-
larly with regard to hydrocarbon levels. burner efficiencies very much higher than those achieved to date
are required without sacrificing low-pressure loss performance. In addition, the current on-going research
in low emission combustors for today's coamercial engines is not directly applicable to burners because the
velocity, pressure, and temperature levels are not comparable. However, it is assumed that the optimism
expressed by the engine manufacturers is justified and that timely research and development will yield a
low emission duct burner or afterburner with no eugine performance or weight penalty.

4.2 Noise

The environmental factor that has the greatest impact upon engine size is the sideline and/or flyover
noise level. To illustrate the effect of noise restratats, the maximus range for each engine has been
determined first by means uf the "thumbpriat" diagram for maximum performance as previously deseribed
without consideration of noise. Secondly, the maximum range with noise restralitd applied was determined
from the "thumbpriat" diagram for an englne sized to meet the maximum allowable noise level of lO EPN4R
E at either the sideline or flyover measuring point. In this exercise, the variable-cycle engines were

,' sized to meet th. ,elsae restratnt both with and without suppression due to annalar/coasnular noiee relief.
for these variable-cycle engines, no consideration was given to any additional relief made possible through
the use of aeoustically treated liners or mechanical strea--iersed suppressors in an effort to demonstrate
the potential benefits due solely to the annular/coanaular effect. The p•raesoion level assumed was pro-
vided by the engine 1anufaeturers and was based upon small-scale StatiC acoustic tests. The noise relief
varied with throttle setting reaching a valwu at wax.aat- throttle of 10 M~tPds for the VScF-. $ EPlW4I for the
KVt. and 9 YOM& for the USE. The UE4. which is used to represent firt-generation 55? technology, was
presumed to be equipped -ith an 8 ENPd# meehanical suppressor that Weighed 11 of bare engine wetgPc and
"created 4 51 "t thrust loss at t4ake-off. This approach was taken presuming the annular nise relief
effect waS unrecognfitZd a the time Of the planned entry into service. The reference variabie-cle engine

' was asumed to bw oWated %wh that no suression was roquired and thus inurred no rang penalty &W to
noise.



5.0 PPCPULSIOD| SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Engine performance data supplied by General Electric and Pratt & Whitney for their engine designs
provided the net internal thrust and specific fuel consumption (uninstalled performance) at key altitudes,
Mach numbers, and power settings. These data reflect only the effects ot inlet pressure recovery, nozzle
gross thrust coefficient, horsepower extraction, and engine bleed. As noted previously, all propulsion
system related drag with the exception of nacelle friction and interference drag are charged to the engine.
The drag due to inlet spillage, boundary-layer bleed, bypass, and boattail as functions of power settings
were treated as thrust decrements in generating installed engine performance data decks for each engine.
The isolated boattail drag as a function of power setting was provided by the engine manufacturers.

Each of the variable-cycle engines was presumed to operate in conjunction with the inlet described
in References 11 and 12. This inlet is of mixed compression axisymmetric type designed for a Mach number
of 2.65 and incorporates a translating center body and bleed ports on both cowl and center body to minimize
shock-boundary-layer interaction. It is operated in an unstarted (external compression) mode up to a Mach
number of 1.6 at which point the shock is swallowed. This inlet is sized to pass 2% greater airflow than
that required by the engine and bleed system at supersonic cruise on a standard day. The total pressure
recovery, bleed flow requirements, and maximum flow schedule as functions of Mach number are presented in
Figure 7.

The GE4 is ptesumed to operate in conjunction with the Boeing-developed inlet whose performance and
drag buildup is essentially as given in Reference 2. The reference variable-cycle engine (RE) is presumed
to be operating with a rubberized infinitely variable inlet such that the only chargeable drag is that due
to the boundary-layer bleed flow.

The performance for each of the considered engines at the subsonic and supersonic cruise Mach numbers
at altitudes above 11 km (36000 ft) are demonstrated in Figure 8. Both installed and uninstalled data are
plotted to indicate the effect of installation drags at these conditions. The ntt thrust has been non-
dimensionalized with respect to each engine's maximum thrust at the given altitude and Mach number to
define a thrust ratio. This technique was used to eliminate engine sizing effects.

The installation penalty at the supersonic cruise Mach number is entirely due to bleed drag except
for the DBE which has a boattail drag approximately equal to a third of the bleed drag caused by a rear-
ward facing faired step just upstream of the translating shroud. Boatta4l drag accounts for approximately
70% of the installation penalty for all engines at subsonic cruise Mach number. At this flight condition,
however, the DBE with its translating shroud-plug nozzle and high airflow at part power exhibits about
half the installation penalty as compared with the VSCE.

At the supersonic cruise Mach number, the minimum installed specific fuel consumption of all engines
shown are quite comparable with a maximum difference of approximately 4%. At the subsonic cruise Mach
number, the spread of the minimum fuel consumption values increases to approximately 50%, with the highest
bypass ratio engine, RVE, exhibiting the lowest value and the turbojet engine, GE4, the highest value.
The true ranking of these engines, in terms of fuel economy, depends upon the thrust ratio requirod to
balance drag and engine size required to meet the operational restraints and not upon the indicated mini-
mum value of SFC.

6.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of the performance of the various engine cycles in terms of maximum relative range arm
presented inFigures 9 and 10 to show directly the effects of cycle, noise, and subsonic cruise requirement
on range. The incremental range, fuel usages, and propulsion system performance for each of the maximuum
range configurations are given in Tables II and III. Al] engines and airframes were sized to meet the
operational limitations imposed by take-off field length, approach velocity, and excess thrust; however,
the limitations imposed by the noise criteria were treated separately. To show the effect of noise, the
engines were first sized for maximum performance without consideration of take-off noise lscel (no noise

restraints). The engines were then resized and matched to the airframe to determine the maximum range
"with a noise limitation of 108 EPNdB without any noise relief due to mechanical or annulartcoannular

'1 suppression (108 EPNdM, no suppression). Finally, the effect of the assumed suppression levels were
included and the engines reatzed, where necessary, to detcrmaie maximum range (108 EPNdB with suppression).

(gThe variable-cycle engines, as a grcup. exhibit subqtantial range improvements as compared to the GE4
(Fig. 9). On the basis of maxim~ performance alone wit'.out consideration of the effects of noise, a
range improvement of 251 is provided by the RVE. This engine has a range of 76% of the ultimate as repre-
sented by the M%. When compared on the basis of engines sized to meet the 108 EM$db noise restriction,
including the effects of noise suppression, the improvement in range of the RVE as compared to the GE.
increases to 401. This is aecomplished with only a 1% penalty in range for the RVE sized to satisfy the
noise restrictions. The UE4 range for these conditions is only S3% of that for the RE. It should be
remembered that the variable-cycle engines were designed with the FAA noise regulations in mind, whereas
the QE4 was selected for the U.S. SST with much leas restrictive noise requirements. Therefore, the
imposition of the 108 EJ'tZ4 limit upon a high specific thrust cycle (high jet velocity) such as the GE4
results in the need for a large oversized engine and % consequent significant range penalty. The variable-
cycle engines, on the other hand. exhibit relatively xmall decreases in range when sized to meet the noise
standards even without the benefit of suppression. It is interesting to note that the range of all the
variable-cycle engines sized to meet the noise restrictions without the effects of suppression exceed that
of the GE4 stied for maximum performance wi.hout noise considerations. An increase in the level of
mechanical suppression beyond the 8 FEPMSd for the (,4 will be of no help because the airplane with the

aJ resulting smaller engine will be incapable of take-off within the full runway length of 3200 m (I0300 ft).

A 1111-km (00-n,-mi.) subsonic cruise to svoid sonic boom at either the departurv or arrival portion
of the flight for *agines sired to satisfy the noise restrictions with the assumed suppression levels
included (Fig. 10) indicate relatively small reductiona of I to 6f in range for the variable-cycle engines.
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The GE4 sustains a 19% loss in range under the same conditions, prinarily as a result of the poor cycle
efficiency for heavily throttled low-pressure ratio turbojets at subsonic speeds and the large installa-
tion penalty due to high spillage and boattail drag.

Insight to the factors which have a bearing upon the overall performance noted above may be obtained
from Figures 11 to 13 as well as from Table II. The DBE uses the greatest amount of fuel and travels
farthest during the climb to supersonic cruise for the case of engines selected with no noise restrictions
(Fig. 11). As can be seen in Figure 12, the range of the DBE is limited by the excess thrust available in
climb. An increase in the afterburner operating temperature could increase its range because the engine
could then be sized to meet the take-off field length and have more fuel onboard for the more efficient
supersonic cruise leg. The RVE, which also exhibits a relatively long climb distance, is limited in engine
size by both field length and climb thrust. It cannot climb more rapidly to the supersonic cruise point
because the presence of the rear valve sets the limit on auxiliary burner temperature. It is interesting
to note that the VSCE which is both slightly lighter and exhibits lower specific fuel consumption at both
supersonic and subsonic cruise points has 3% less range than the RVE. This is a result of accelerating in
the less efficient full augmented power mode at all speeds. Although no attempt was made to optimize the
climb throttle schedule, the range of the VSCE improved 1% by restricting duct bt-ning during climb to
Mach numbers above 0.8.

Both the RVE and DBE engines, as used in this study, are sized by the requirement to meet the noise
limit of 108 EPNdB in the suppressed mode for the given runway length. Increasing the take-off field length
limit for either of these engines would result in an insignificant range improvement because the climb
thrust requirement would then become the engine sizing parameter. The climb thrust limit is not an absolute
operational requirement; however, any reduction in the assumed minimum thrust-to-drag ratio value of 1.2
will adversely affect acceleration capability to start of cruise and increase trip time. The VSCE, on the
other hand, is limited only by take-off fie," "ength and not by noise. The sideline noise which is the
dominant factor for this engine is actually less than 108 EPNdB and an increase in take-off field length
would permit the use of a smaller engine and a consequent improvement in range. Relaxttion of the take-off
field length limit would, therefore, favor the VSCE such that its range would equal or slightly exceed
that of the RVE.

Within the accuracy of defining the performance of the engines based upon projections of future
technology development, the RVE and VSCE can be viewed as having equal potential for use in a second-
generation supersonic cruise airplane having a standard day cruise Mach number of 2.7. The DBE, on the
other hand, although superior to the GE4 in range, has a range 13% less than that of the RVE when compared
for the noise limited suppressed all-supersonic flight condition. The supersonic cruise specific fuel
consumption and fuel reserves of the two engines are not too dissimilar (Table II). As noted earlier, an
increase in afterburner teimperature limits would only slightly improve the range of the DBE. Therefore,
the prime reason for the difference in range is that the installed weight of the DBE propulsion system is
19% greater than that of the RVE and, as a matter of fact, is equal to that of the GE4.

The VSCE and the RVE exhibit approximately equal range potential yet represent widely divergent
variable-cycle concepts. The VSCE is essentially a turbofan engine with controllable primary and secondary
nozzle-throat areas which can be scheduled to provide engine-inlet flow match at maximum nonaugmented power
over most of the flight spectrum. The RVE, on the other hand, employs a unique flow path schedule which
provides a cycle change from what is essentially a relatively high bypass turbofan to a dual turbojet.
Unfortunately, it does not exhibit fully the favorable fuel economy of the conventional turbofan at sub-
sonic cruise nor that of a conventional turbojet at the supersonic cruise Mach number. This is a result
of the com~pr-ý%Ie required in the selection of fan pressure ratio. lu the turbojet mode, the overall
cycle press-rt ratio fir the bypassed flow turbojet is equal to the fan pressure ratio and is too low for
ht fei-l econw-y. In thL turbofan mode, the fan pressure ratio is too high and the overpressurization
aud conse.uent expansion through the rear turbine reduce the thrust potential of the bypass stream due to
the additional rise in entropy through Zhe (ao and •urbine. in addition, the RVE cannot generate suffi-
cient thrust for take-off in the webofan mcie. s h is desired for reasons of noise, because its air
handling capacity is not increased to compensate tor itR low spectfic thr'st. Thus, for these reasons.
the RYE does not meet the full objectives of a variable-cycle euU4- set forth hy Nichols (Ref. 1).

The DOE is the only one of the three considered variable-cycle engines which maintains full engine
airflow at the subsonic cruise power setting. The other two variable-cycle engines must si. I or bypass
from 12 to 21% of full throttle airflow. The fixed airflow of the DBE in combination with the traansati•g
shroud nozzle. provides throttle independent bypass, spillage, and boattail drag down to one-half of the
maximum nonaugmented thrust level. The elimination of throttle dependent drag is one of the go, ls for
variable-cycle engines advocated by Swan (1sf. 2). However, the specific design of the translating shroud
incurs a basic boattail drag which. if it were possible to eliminate by redesign, would yield subsonic as
well as supersonic cruise specific fuel consumption rates equal to the VSCE. Although the range of the
DU would increase as a result of eliminating the boattail drag, it would not equal that of the VSa or
AVE because of its higher propulsion system weight fraction.

It can be concluded that the range increase noted for all engines, as compared to the G94, may not be
,due as much to meeting the goa4. outlined for variable-cycle engines as that due to advanced technology
represented by higher turbine temperature, improved component performance. annular/coannular noise relief.
structural efficiency, and to the selection of cycle parameters and methods of operation to best match the
conflicting performance requirements.

Comparison of the relative range of the th'ee candidate variable-cycle engines to that of thr refer-
Sence engine indicate that further significant improvements are possible. However, theme Iaprovements in

potential fuel savings are contingent upon tdins a means of varying tycle parameters far each flight
condition which sre not too costly in terms of weight. For example. if it were possible to achieve the

ow fuel consumption rates of the refetretee engine, it would be pointless to do so if the iLstalled pro-
pulsion system weight were equal to or greater than 174% of the lougest range variable-cycle engine, for
them there would be no gain in range.

tvo



It should be emphasized that the SCAR engine program was undertaken with the goal of determining the
potential gains possible for supersonic cruise aircraft equipped with advanced technology engines and if
found attractive to foster research on those components critical to achieving that goal. As a group, the
variable-cycle engines were found to be superior to the more conventional cycles. However, the relative
ranking of the three variablc cycles considered in this paper does not necessarily reflect the desirabil-
ity of choosing the highest ranking cycle for development at this time for several reasons. First, the
flight Mach number of 2.7 chosen for the purpose of comparison with the GE4 may not be the most desirable
flight speed. The three airplane companies have performed independent studies which indicate the most
economically desirable flight Hach number varied, depending upon company, from a low of 2.2 to a high of
2.55. Second, the relaxation of the restrictive take-off field length would favor the VSCE which is the
only cycle whose sizing is strictly limited in range by take-off field length and not by noise. Last,
the rankings ignore the complexity, maintainability, and cost factors and are dependent solely upon
achieving the flexibility, performance, and weight assumed for each engine. A case in point is the low
ranking of the DBE due in large measure to its relatively heavy weight. Whether this is caused by a con-
servative weight extrapolation philosophy by one manufacturer or to An optimistic estimate for the other
two engines by the second manufacturer or whether either or both estimates are valid cannot be determined
until a detailed part-by-part engine design is completed. Before initiating any such costly detail design,
the basis for the assumed component performance must be examined. For conventional components such as fans,
compressors, combustors, and turbines, the historical background and on-going research and development pro-
grams applicable to all types of engines provide a firm base from which to project performance and weight
estimates. However, it is necessary to verify the performance of new and advanced technology items which
affect overall engine performance or weight. Somo of the more critical items in this category are reviewed
below.

A new technology item that has an important influence on the selection of engine size and thus range
is the jet noise relief due to the coannular/annular effect. Although this effect was noted many years

lik ago, its potential benefits were not recognized until recently. Small-scale static tests have established
"the suppression level over a range of bypass and velocity ratios for the coannular nozzle and radius ratios
for the annular nozzle and have been used as a base for estimating the relief for the subject engines. The
effects of forward velocity, size, and internal stream mixing upon noise suppression levels are as yet not
well known. Therefore, NASA has established a phased experimental program to determine their influence
upon noise suppression and to provide a firmer base for future noise prediction studies.

The development of a highly efficient secondary burner is a particularly critical item from the s.ar.1-
point of meeting the anticipated hydrocarbon emission standard cas weli as its effect upon fuel consumption.
Of all the variable-cycle engines, the performance of the VSCE is most vulnerable to duct burner design
changeb that may be needed to meet the combustion efficiency levels assumed. The higher pressure and
temperatures associated with the secondary burners of the other two engine cycles makes the problem of
attaining high efficiency only slightly less difficult. To provide insight and guidance, NASA's Experi-
mental Clean Combustor Program was enlarged to include the study of duct burner concepts leading to high
efficiency and low emissions.

The vaviable-cycle engines employ scheduled stator angle settings in both the fan and compressor ele-
ments which in combination with spool speed and exhaust nozzle throat area variation is used to essentially
match the inlet airflow schedule at maximum turbine inlet temperature. In addition, the stator angles ere
scheduled to maintain the engine operating line on the fan and compressor maps near regions of best effi-
ciency. For the DBE, as the cycle changes from double to single bypass operation, the compressor must
accept approximately 25% greater airflow. This produces a difficult design problem of maintaining good
efficiency and sufficient stall margin over a wide pumping range. The assumed performance of the DBE
depend% to a greater degree upon the resolution of this design problem than do the other cycles. Support
for a research program in this area has been funded by NASA.

The use of airflow path control valves for cycle flexibility is uniquely identified with the RVE and
DBE cycles. Estimates of valve pressure loss for these cycles were based upon model tests. however, the
trade off of component performance and weight to achieve maximu averall system Performance need morerefined design and test data. In addition, the losses associated with mixing streams of differing energy

levels, the effect of leakage, and, for the RVE, the effect on turbine efficiency of a periodic circua•er-
eatial temperature variation need to be determined to validate the engine performance estimates.

t•'o •:The SCAR engine studies have resulted in unusual design and control concepts advocated by the engine
manufacturers and verified by the airplane company's systems studies. Although they show cigniftcaut
range improvements as compared to the (W4. further Improvements may be possible if the propulsion system
concept is treated as an entity. To this end, future studies will involve the cooperative effort of the
engine and airplane manufacturers to identify means of modifying the inlet, engine cycle, and nozzle by
"trading component performance and weight to either maxtwiie range or mwainime take-off gross weight.

An eaamina.ian of the 4..ane potential oa three cadtdate variabl¢-eycle engines proposed for a second-
generation supersonic cruise transport was uade?,takeo to determine the possible improvemento in perforfmanc
as compared to that obtainable with 1969 techr, iogy r4,p-esented by the U.S. SST GVE engine. The three
variable-cycle engines are descriptively designated as the Varial•e Stream Control Engine, the Rear Valve
Engine, and the Double bypass Engine. Compari-on of the rage performante of these engines was m"de with
that of a fantasized completely variable pr3pulsion system used to represent the potential upper botun of
such engines. In addition, critical area requiring new or Improved techaology for veah 0i tbw subject
variable-cyce eagines are mated.

The aircraft configuration chosen for the study had an arrow-wing plaafora with ,our enies mounted

in separate pods beneath the wing. The take-off gross Wight and payload were fised and the etine si•ze
and wing area were varied to achieve m&AXimu eaege w'thin certain operational restraints. The primary
mission was a MAeh wember 2.62 hog day all-supersonic cruise; hkVve-. tho effects of a 1111-km (OO-a.-mi.)
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subsonic cruise element at either the departure or arrival portion of the flight was considered. To
determine the ef fects of noise regulations upon range. the maximum range was calculated for engine*
sized; first without any noine restraints, then to satisfy the noise criteria but without the use of
any form of supp)ression. and, last, to satisfy the noise regulations using annwlar/coannular noise
relief or mechanicaA suppression.

The best variable-cycle engine had about 252 greater range than the GE4 when no noise restrictions
were imposed and about 40)2 greater range thtan the GEl, for engines sized to meet the wnoie criteria with
suppression.

For engines sized to meet the noine limit with suppression, the beat variable-cycle engine exhibited
a range of 75Z of that of the fantasized completely variable propulsion system while the GE4 had 53% of
this range.

The subsonic cruise requir~ment reduced the rang. of the variable-cycle engines from 3 to 6% but
Leduced the range of the CE4 by approximately 19%.

The range of the candidate variable-cycle engine is reduced only 2 to 6Z by the necessity to resize
the engines In ?hu event of failure to achieve any of the noise suppression assumed. For the same condi-
tiva, a resized GE4 will lose 24% of Its range.

Although major potential Improvements in range appear possible with increased propulsion system
variability, iL cannot be realized If the system weight must increase significantly to achieve the flexi-
bility required.

The performance of any of the variable-cycle engines depends critically upon the attainment of the
predicted technology levels used in these studies. To provide the needed technology, programs are
reqjaired to develop clean duct/afterburners with efficiencies very much becter than present values;
to develop light. lo% loss valving to divert and mix streams of differing energy levels; to develop
rotating engine components which provide the flexibility to accept wide variations in flow with acceptable
efficiency and surge margin&; and, finally, to verify and understand the mechanism leading to the noise
relief associated with the anaular/coannular jet effect.
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VARIABLE VARIABLE COMPRESSOR

____ ___ ____________VAR IABLE

NOZZL

INVERSE THROTTLE SCHEDULE PRIMARY BURNER
(a) Variable stream control engine (VSCE).

TWIN TURBOJET
DUCT BURNER ON

DUCT BURNER OFF
TURBOFAN

(b) Rear value engine (RyE).

ITAKEOFF AND SUBSONIC OPERATION

CLIMB AND SUPERSONIC CRUISE
(e) Double bypass engine (DBE).

Figure 1. Variable cycle engines.

NOTE. DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN METERS

WIHFE N AETEI

V - 96.012 1315.000)
Figure 2. General arrangement of the airylane.
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Figure 9. M~aximum range comparison for all
supersonic mission.
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DISCUSSION

H.A.Goldsmith
The effect of the co-adnular silencing phenomenon on range at fixed ioise appears to be remarkably small,
particularly for thle VSCL engine (Figures 9 and 12). Is this a correct interpretation?

Author's Reply
Yes. However. this is a result of a rather restrictive assumption of a takeoff field length of 3.200 in (10.500 ft.).
The VSCL engine sized to niect this takeoff field length exhibits a noise level 4 EPNdI! less than the allowable FAR
value of 108 (untraded). Increasing the field length to 3,810 (12,500 ft.) would have pennittvd the co-annular
effect to be more effectively used to meet the noise limit with a consequent increase in range of approximatly five
percent.

J.F.Chevalier
l)ans le niotvur RVE Ces moteurs ont une temperature de rechauffe tie 1311 'C d'aprts votre papier, n'est-cc-pas?
Dans le cas du moteur l)IIE ,a doit correspondre a tne d~vation tic temperature tr~s faible dans le flux secondaire.
On serait tenter, donc. d'essayer un double flux, sans chauffe du flux secondaire, et Idg&emrent plus gros, de mnme
technologic. lst-cc ,lue l'on i'aurait pas un bon risultat 6galemnent?

Author's Reply
In reply to the first question The maximum outlet temperature of the secondary burner is indeed 131 I0C. The
secondary burner is not a reheater but a combustor which is used during the "twin turbojet" mode of operation to
heat the airflow entering the rear turbine element.

To answer the second question The use of an advanced turbofan engine without reheat for propellinb; an aircraft
to a Mach number of 2.7 would lead to a prohibitively large engine. Although the good specific weight (weight per
unit airflow) and specific fuel consumption are attractive, the low specific thrust requires large airflow rates to
achieve the thrust required to accelerate and cruise at the design speed. Relihat applied to the bypassed airflow of
such an engine would result in a cycle basically similar to the VS('E.
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USE OF SINO~E VARIABLES

TO IMPROVE MILITARY PWRORMANCE

by

N.C. HIATTON and B. SWANN

Rolls-Royce (1971) Limited, Derby England

SUMM4ARY

Military aircraft require superior engine performance over a wide range of
flight conditions which in some cases Involve operation far from thc engine
design point. If the cycle can be varied by geometric changes to allow
operation nearer the design point then there is potential for significantly
improving engine performance.

This paper covers several such cases, first examining the cycle changes
-hich could be of value, then the consequent geometric changes that wuuld

be required. The effect of representative losses due to cycle and
geometric changes are illustrated and with the inclusion of these not all
the cases exaivnned indicate success for variable cycles. However, with a
theoretical investigation of this type it is considered to be worth Including
even these.

1. SELECION OF CASES To BE INVESTIGATED

This paper is restricted to conventional aircraft in that it does not Include those with VTOL
capability. The selection of cases worth Investigating therefore resolves Itself into looking
for parts of the flight plan well removed from engine design conditions.

We have considered engines of moderate bypass ratio designed at sea level static conditions, which
again is conventional. Figure 1 shows, typically, how far the airflow and turbine inlet temper-'! ature of these engines fall away together at low corrected W~eeds and relates these to th' flight

Using thts diagram three flight conditions have been selected:-

.1 Low Thrust Requirement. at Low Altitude and Low Mach No.

This condition covers combat aircraft with a long cruise or loiter requirement and maritime
reconnaissance aircraf-.. For the cases in mind altitude would be In the range 0 to 1300 metres
and Mach No. from O.j to 0.5. The thrust requirement could be as low as 12 to 30% ot the mAxi~mu

engne hrit at this condli..in and leads to the lowest corrected speeds at which performance is
of importance. The fuecl used here can be a very significant fraction of the total misoion fuel
requirement ao that the target Iq to attain the lowest possible. secific fuel consumption.

1.2 Maximum Thrust at Sea Level At Forward ftee%!

t Xvsu at maximum v.,rbine Inlet temperature the correetea .jieed of the eugine falls with increase
of forward speed due to increase In Inlet tctperature and by the time the Mach No. range 0.4 to
1.2 is reachedl the. corrected 4irflow has fallen by 10% to 15%. Scope therefore exists for
restoring the cycle to nearer the design point and so Increasing thrust. Restoration by a system
of variables would have the merit of tncreasing thrust without the overstressing and reduction
of engine life involved io merely opouing the throttle and could give lower fuel cooumpjtioo.

I. Maxtftom Thrust at Altitude

At higher altitude- simila cotsitderatitons apply ats at sea level when the mantisj thrust io
roqnired. Nowevr, due to the lower ambient keweraurge the corrected speed of the engIne does
not fall severely witil higher Hach $La. At Ukn the Mach No. r~age t.2 to !. is ewrth exploring
and at t,,Ee higher tlight speeds a roheated engine# is aowt0e4.

1.. Caseh 11nvOlving NiHih Corrected spee~ft

A restrictiob On thrusit Could gedult trom the engine running at higher corrected speeds than
5 ~~dasign, for esample' tit the staopeeat subsOntic speedei where the cuimrerasor flow WAY C"O~i.

However it Jrs dtificult to consi-der Fwans of avoiding this which do hot awiat to desigving the
engine to pas sre airtloi rig" the outset with cofsequen taicreased *it@ anm Weight. This
as#Pet has thereoloei wit been coaoidere4.



2. VNPR NEIENT IN SIC AT LOW THRUST. LOW ALTITUDE AND LOW 14ACH NO.

Figure 2 shows in simple terms what is potentially available. A typical fuel consumtion against
thrust curv is shown with the shape usually observed, mwly an imp~rovement in SIC on throttling
from the maximuim thrust to a mipimu. value followed by a deterioration as thrust is reduced further.

3Military aircraft operating subsonically commonly have to operate on the rising left hand aide of
the curve for long periods, end a savina in fuel Could wedI be worth the cost involved.

The SYC can be expressed in terms of the thermal sand propulsive efficiencies of the cycle.

K Vo
SIC4A x RPUSV

where Vo is the flight speed and K is a constant

The thermal and propulsive efficiencies are also plotted in Figure 2. With reduced thrust,
thermal efficiency falls due to reduction of vemperature and pressure but in principle thermal
efficiency could be kept constant if temparcture and pressure were maintained constant by geometric
variables. Propulsive efficiency on the other hand increases because airflow does not fall so
rapidly as thrust. However, if flow could be maintained constant the propulsive efficiency could

3 be still higher.

it can be shown that if both these aims could be realised the SFC curve would follow a linear re-
lation and would fall to astonishingly low levels at low thrust. offering a prize well worth
Investigating further.

The case which has been taken for further examination, from a number of possibilities, is a
Maritime Reconnaissance mission at sea level with Mach No. 0.3. The operating p".nt is In fact
the point Indicated on figure 2. The thrust Is assumed to be only 131 of the maximum available.
This may seem exceptionally low, but the location on the SIC loop is not untypical of other
military missions.

The design cycle is as followat

Bypass ratio 1.5
Pressure ratio 20
Turbine entry temap. 16000K (at 3030K compresoor entry temp.)

The engine is assugmed to have 2 shafts and to be of simple configuration In which the flows split
downstream of the LP compressor. This means that with a separate jet engine there are four
geomatric variables which can be used activ.-sly to control the engine cycles-

HPI turbine capacity
Li turbine capacity
Primary nozzle area

X 5ypass nozzle area

With a mixed engine there Is only one final nozzle but there ore still four variables as a further
variable is the ratio betweun hot and cold stream, area" io the mixer.

32.1 Effect of Cycle Chanses on Sic (Severely throttled operation)

figure 3 shows the effect of gradually restoring the cycle operating pwamocor. from the low values
at the throttled point to design point valuess while keeping the thrust constant.

Separate jets are assumed and the first Step is LO Correct the Jet velocity balanc. The Primary
velocity to bypass velocity ratio is koo low und is increased by mosale are* changes to the Optimum
value. Thia is worth Zk% of sfc and this optimum io maintained for the remsainder of figure 1.3

Thermal efficiency is 1e"t restored by tnrtuesdpressure increase. Togetbmr these reduce
tW, fuel by no less than 40 sand clearly inproemisat is Obtaine owre rapidly by inccosaatg
towperature before iuncrasiu& pressure ratio.

sestgratigs @1 the deosig Corrected Airflow improves the propulsive efficiency to give the total
savia# of fuel af 47%. D"e to Ovecoday effeets Ilike offtakess and duct losses this to Wot sO
great as predicted fron the simplified traatMen of figur 2 bAt Still wery Well wort further
inveatigattin.

However the cha*4es which age necessary to vfoduc'ý this effect are rather discouraging. #w a
"esasue of cycle c~aagt the bypass ratio increases f ro& Par Z to over 20 iaq full restoration.

the area chaN4es shows is figure 4 are very large. Of haostaimportance, all three area resgtrct-
toion Coutrolling the Core flow have to be decrra~ied very se'Veely 4W4 "or Or less5 in stop. it

R have been hopedVC that thia first step in chAnge of KVometrY Would have give" a dsrtiriat
gatn tn sfic but 04toi iwnt ao. To gatn the first N% improvemet in sic a rediuction in 0?
turbine capacity of over Wt1 (aW4 corresonding change s i the other W84106s) Would be requtrgd.

For wted egin the~uitioais adethat the totAl mIX0r 440A thot * COld 4&U.040) i~ osat
fig.s bOv.i thar tho pictufe to qsuito ott"lr Wo the ftpgarwt Iota case with the- hot ChutV "are

rep~a.L th pimary oa.

tOE!_ii



2.2 Effect of Cý'omotric Changes

The previous section has shown the effect of imposed cycle changes and given some idea of the
geometric changes that would be needed to achieve the cycle. The next step is to take the given
engine design and find the direct, individual, effects on sfc of changes in geometry. A separate
jets conk isuration is considered.

Assumptions must be made about the losses that. are caused by the variability. In the turbines
it is assumed that where losses occur they will be due to change of capacity caused by variatton
of the inlet nozzle guide vanes.

The variation of lost is shown in figure 6 and is taken from early Rolls-Royce tests. The level
of loss no doubt can be improved and the effect of its total elimination is shown later.

Extra indirect loss may also occur in the turbines due to movement away from the normal operating
points. This will also happen in the compressors with the additional problems of movement
of the operating point towards the surge line .)r towards choking with possible structural' hazards.
Variability in the compressor t•erefore may also have to be invoked.

The magnitude of the penalties due to movement of component operating point clearly depend on the
component characteristic assumed. The components used are representative of conventional engines
vithout variables and it is possible that a rematching or re-design of the basic component to cope
with the demands on working point movement would be necessary. The effect of totally eliminating
these lohses is shown later.

2.2.1 Results with Full LoUss in Turbines and No Variability in Compressor

The most pessimistic assumpticns are made iniLially that the full turbine losses discussed above
are present and that the compessors have built in, variability. The results in figure 7
reveal a conspicuous lack of success, as ,mall gains (at best 1%) are only obtained for rcductior
of primary nozzle area and reduction of HP turbine capacity. This is due mainly to component

. deterioration. In the tuirbines it was observed that UP turbine variability caused only HP turbine
loss and LF turbine variability caused only LP turbine loss. There were no significant inter-
action effects. T!e loss of efficlency is plotted in figure 8 and indicat.s apfreciable additional
losses due to working point movement and suggests thaL the turbines could have been better matched
to cope with the variability. On the LP compressor, figure 9 shows that. only the bypass nozzle
caused movement away from the working line, while on the tip compressor (Fig.1O) reduction of HeI
turbine capacity causes severe movement towards the surge line and reduction of LP capacity a
slight movement in that direction. The basic engine is well matched to the highest efficiency
region so that any movement will lead to additional losses.

A sumAary of the effects of the four compoetnt changes is as followss

VARIABLE SFC IMPROVEMENT COMMENT

'Prietry Nozzle Area 1.5% Max. Improvement with Improvement due to reduction in
20. area reduction jet velocity ratio soon overtaken

by reducing UP compressor
eefficiency

bypass Nozzle Area The expected improvement - Improvement due to increased flow
due to increased flow with and reduced jet velocity ratio
increased area does not more tihan offset by reduced LI

m terialte compres-or eftfciency and bypass
duct loss increas

UP Tubine Capacity 1% taxtfflw improvement Vith le4¢ovement in cycle (incteased
5% Cadpatty redutioU temperatures and pressure)

overtaken by rapidly increasitg
biw turbine and 1iW comEpesor
eoffciecy loss

U Tur• b ncapacity No impvovewwut with reduced Small not improv tent in cycle

U tt•rbine (teMPerature Up. pressure down)
~~' mere than offset by LIP wgtu.ie

effictetcy loss

"The cOncluson wst" We that gait in pevftenanc Is bein# ltted ti each case by tho 4dittoaal
losses which are betti introduced.

S.2.2 te-eul with Losses due_ to Wve-ef ot Wrktw Llnes Eltainated buE Wog directly due to
TrieCapacity egankas let a inch

A ffoge optimfistic dhtipWtien to 3ow siade that the tintroduction of variables Qu tho cowproesors
would @limtiate 4uy Uetertoraiton in efficieny (as A.•-l as avoiding ourgo). tstilarly the loss
of efi•c•ency tn the w.urin due to Worktif ltiga mWvemnts is 4atswed eltintated duv to a cofi-.

satio of remarchint MW regdsign. ike dit. et loss due ,o furbtae variability Itself t rfeotat .
T0esultin ,ia tiap'rgli'maace is heWevWr only ,arginlly incgeaied as tiho.s by coetaring

iig~il ~th ig. 7 dad ftquirsat 4 '%rateC rgeolatrie change Ws taha advamaw ot it.

iL 7*
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2.2.3 Results with all Losses in rurbomachinery due to Variability Eliminated

This change can improve only turbine capacity effects. For the first time (as shown by fig.12)
the redu.tion in SFC due to HP turbine capacity is quite large. However this is by far the most
difficult variable to use for both mechanical and aerodynamic reasons.

It is worth stating what would be required to achieve say 514 sfc improvement due to the latter.

(a) No lIP turbine loss with a 22% reduction in turbine capacity

(b) No HP compressor loss with a 15% reduction in flow at a pressure ratio.

This sets the designer a next to impossible target and the effort could be incommensurate with
the possible gains.

2.2.4 CombinatAons of Variables

Particular combinations of variables however could be more successful than the sum of the indiv-
idual effects. From the cycle investigation shown in figures 3 and 4 it appeared that all three
geometric variables controlling core flow should be changed together. Applying this to the engine
design being investigated and the most optimistic component deterioration assumption, all three
capacities were reduced by 50?. The SFC reduction was 201 largely confirming the simple cycle
calculations.

How a variation of this magnitude could be implemented practically is not too clear. One way of
reproducing the cycle effects on a multi-engine situation would be to have the HP compressor of
two engines feeding the combustion and turbine system of only one. This would involve elaborate
ducting and cross shafting but woulc not need actual turbine variation.

However since a multi-engine situation is inherent in this scheme the simpler possibility exists of
merely closing down one engine of a pair and opening the throttle of the other engine to double
its net thrust. This takes advantage of the shape of the SF0 loop and in the case considered
the reduction in fuel can be seen to be about 20? also.

3. INCREASE THRUST AT FORWARD SPEED

To assess what scope exists for increasing thrust at forward speed the first step is to examine.
the operating conditions of a convertional engine against the assumed design point at sea level

'4! static.

The engine cycle considered is as follows at design points-

Bypass Ratio 0.5

A Overall Pressure Ratio 20

Turbine Entry Temperature 16000K (at 3030 K inlet temp.)

Reheat capability is assumed and therefore a mixed stream engine. Fig.13 covers both the 0.9
:ach No. sea level, and 1.6 Mach No, 6 km cases and shows that the corrected flow is well below

design, as is pressure ratio particularly on the LP compressor. Also the actual LP shaft speed
is below design so that the prospects lvok good for appreciable thrust gain by exploiting this
underused capacity.L The simplest way to increase thrust is merely to open the throttle and it is against this action
that all other possibilities have to be judged. It would be possible to open the throttle until
the aerodynamics are restored to the design conditions but by this time the turbine entry temper-
ature, the compressor delivery temperature and the speeds would be excessive.

The aim here is by means of variailes to exploit the full aerodynamic capability of the compressors
(together with LP compressor speed restoration) with minimum increase of operating temperatures.

*fhe variables at our disposal cpn be listed initially ass

(a) Final Nozzle

In a reheated engine this is an inbuilt feature

W() Mixei:

k.-. Within a constant total mixer area the hot area can be increased at the expense of the
cold.

(c) LP turbine capacity

(HP Turbine capacity change has not been considered. It is the most difficult to
achieve and preliminary work showed no merit in its use).

To help in understanding which way the cycle should be changed to give most thrust the results
of simple cycle calculations with constant efficiencies are given in Fig.14. The total corrected
"airflow is assumed to be restored to its design value and the turbine entry temperature (and reheat

_o
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temperature) is held constant. With constant temperature and constant HP nozzle guide vanes it
can be shown that the core flow is directly proportional to the overall pressure ratio. It is
seen that on this simple basis at 0.9 Mach No, 181 thrust increase is predicted (mainly through
increase of core flow) and at 1.6 Mach No, reheated, 41% thrust increase is predicted (mainly
through increase of the total engine flow).

3.1 Application of Variable Geometry

It appears from the foregoing that the key to increaso of thrust is in the LP compressor either
via restoration of airflow or restoration of pressure ratio or both. The working line on the
compressor has therefore been shown in Fig.15.

A working line with throttle opening is shown compared with the effect of increasing the three
selected geometric variables. Two variables produce movement in more or less the right direct-
ion on the LP compressor (while the LP turbine capacity effect is largely confined to increasing
the pressure ot the HP compressor). The diagram suggests that a judicious combination of final
nozzle area and mixer hot area increase would give a large thrust increase and cculd leave the
operating point on the normal working line. This would eliminate the need for any special
variable on the LP compressor.

This diagram also raises the question of limits. How far should one push the flow and speed
increases involved? It is difficult to fix hard and fast limits since one parameter can be traded
against another. However the following tentative list was drawn ups-

(a) LP compressor corrected flow not to exceed design + 5% (with LP pressure fixed as the
corresponding point on the normal working line).

(b) HP compressor corrected flow, not to exceed design +10%.

(c) Shaft speeds. Precise limits are not assigned to these as use of variables in the
compressor could allow the speed at a flow to be decreased somewhat. Cases to be
considered on merits.

(d) Compressor delivery temperature. No limit is set for this, as it must be regarded
as a main parameter in assessing the success of the operation. With sophisticated
turbine cooling systems it is at least as valuable in terms of turbine blade life
to cool the compressor delivery cooling air as it is to cool the turbine entry
temperature by the same amount.

3.2 Thrust Increase at Mach No. 0.9 Sea Level. Dry

In assessing the merits of the alternative ways of thrust increase a target of 10% increase is set.:' Results in Fig.16 are given both with constant component efficiency (the most optimistic) and the

most pessimistic standard with full losses in the turbines and fixed compressor characteristics
(the latter given in parenthesis).

Considering the optimistic standard first the best variation would be a combination of increased
final nozzle and mixer primary chute.With a thrust increase of 10%, the SFC is slightly better and
the compressor delivery temperature is only 70 K in excess of the throttle opening case to set
against savin8 the 53 0 K increase of turbine entry temperature that this would involve. This
would be quite attractive. However with Lhe full loss standard only 5% thrust increase can be
achieved with this combination of variables and the advantage in termes of SFC improvement and engine
operating temperatures relative to throttle opening has been lost.

The thrust gain found here could have been larger if it were not for the penalty carried for the
reheat capability of this engine. The pressure loss is assumed to be 5Y at design but with
opening of the nozzle this increases severely. However if in the context of this paper we can
be allowed the luxury of a variable reheat system with gutters and possibly fuel pipes stowed away
when not in use then the pressure loss can be largely eliminated (to say a nominal 1%). The
performance even without the other variables is improved by nearly 2% of thrust and SFC and this
is included with the gain due to the other variables in Fig.17. The max. gain allowing for a
practical loss standard in the other components is then 87 at which there is a better SFC and
overall lower operating temperature relative to a fixed engine with throttle opening.

3.3 Increase in Thrust at Mach No.1.6, 6 K10u Reheated

At this condition the use of variables is more successful than the non-reheated case just consid.
ered. The competition is not so severe since to get 10% more thrust at a given reheat temper-
"ature by increased turbine temperature now requires 82°C rather than 53°C (Fig.18). A combinat-
ion of final nozzle and mixer chute area is still the most promising and at this flight condition
is much less subject to deterioration by the introduction of a practical loss standard. Even
assuming this, a gain of 10% of thrust is predicted with no increase in compressor delivery
temperature over opening the throttle for an SFC penalty of 3%. However reheat operation could
be rather difficult in practice, because the ratio of total pressure in the mixer (cold to hot)
is high.

!&



4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

One important aspect the uuthors suspected initially and have become increasingly aware of daring
the preparation of this paper is the extent to which assumptions about the cycle, the way tl.-
engine is matched, and how different parts are sized could influence the results, although s
far as possible representative assumptions have been made. In particular it had been i&i:onded
to cover a range of bypass ratios, choice of which may exert a major influence on the conclusions,
but this has proved beyond the scope of the current paper.

"The engine layout too should not be disregarded. For example LP shafts which have some of the
core compressor stages rotating with them have been excluded from this paper but in fact may well
prove to be important in that they allow the introduction of a further active variable changing
the cycle.

Subject to these reservations it is possible to draw the following conclusions for the flight
"conditions considered:-

(a) It is only possible to improve the throttled specific fuel consumption significantly
by variables if the HP turbine capacity, the most difficult, is varied. Even then
the losses introduced must be kept small.

(b) Good prospects exist for increase of thrust at high forward speed of up to 10%
by varying the final nozzle and mixer areas.
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DISCUSSION

J .C.RipolI
Figure 2 shows a liticar decrease of SrC down to zero thrust as a potential possibility. Does not thermnodynamics
impose an increase towards ilfinit values near zero thrust?

Vous avez tnontrý lne figure oil vous indiqucz que IH consonnnation spcifiqun peut etrc ranicnec i zerr, pour des
tr6s faibles pousses. Je me deniandt si les lois tie [a thernodynainique n'imposent pas. au contraire. qu'il y ait
toujours une asymptote vers I'infini pour unc pousste nulle. cc qui impliquerait qu'on ne puiss pas obtenir des
resultats aussi bons que ccux que vous avez indiqu4-s coinme potentiels. Est-ce que vous txourriez comineneter cittc

Author's Reply
"The linear decrease of sfc with reduction of thrust shown in figure 2 is consistent with the assumption that with
variable cycle the thermal efficiency can be maintained constant at reducing thrust. This requires that the
combustion temtperature, the compreusor pressure ratio and all the component efficiencies are maintained constant.
At the same time flow through th, core is reduced. Iin the limiting case to zero at zero thrust) and the compressor
pressure ratio in the bypass stream is also reduced. No losses are assumed other than in the rotating components.
Thus in the limiting casw of zero thrust all losses reduce to zero and this is consistent with the linear relati-n plotted
in figure 2.

Of course this is a quite impractical state of affairs. If the airflow is finite (in fact assumed to be the design value)

then clearly there will be finite parasitic losses, for example in the bypass duct. so that in practice there must be in-
finite sfc at the limiting zero thrust condition.

In fie work following figure 2 therefore more realistic assumptions are made. Figure 3 is a step in this direction, in
that. as the cycle is varied at a thrust, duct losses are maintained as a fixed percentage of pressure. At the secified
thrust 113% of maximum) the potential reduction in fuel consumption is 47% compared with a reduction of
approxinatcly 65% indicated from figure 2.

J.P.Vleghert

You have talked about steady state performance of the engine. Could you say something about acc.!erating per-
forntare from idle as influenced by nozzle variation. Would that be improved with open nozzle e•pciacay when
you have intake distortion in your ceg-ine?

Author's Reply

I think it must be improved. We have not investigated this in the context of this paper but if one has an extra
dgcree of variability then clearly the possibility of controlling the working line of the comprfssor is 4uprovcd.

U.Gumob
In the case of the milxed flow turbofan with variable liP- and LP-turbines ana a variable mixer, you reduce dry thrust
by the reduction of T.T at a high level of mass flow and overall pressure ratio. This results in a higher pressure level
of the duct flow compared with that of the primary flow behind the LP-turbine. the duct flow expands through the

mixer to the prosumu level of the primary flow. From our own studies we expect SF4.-pealtiws at dry putload due

to the energy to"s of the duct fow. Did you invstigate this point?

I Autho Reply

X. ¶*he dry low thrust cases we looked at were applicable to a teparatc jet engine. There i% exactly the same problem
in that the jet velocity ratio may move away fromn the optinumta value. This tends to happen if a single controlling
arm is varied in wtatioa but ca4u usualy N prevented if witaWl metubaiWIS of varible are clusloyd.'
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POSSIBILITIES OF ADAPTING BYPASS-ENGINES
TO THE REQUIREMENIS OF HIGHER SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

by
H. K~nkler

INOUSTRIEANLAGEN-BETRIEBSGESELLSCHAFT mbH
Ottobrunn, West Germany

SUMMARY

This paper investigates same methods of Improving the adaptability of the reheated bypass
engine to supersonic flight missions by varying the thermodynamic cycle. In particular,
the following possibilities have been studied:
- fuel-rich primary-flow hcating during reheat operation
-fuel-rich total-flow reheating during high-thrust mission segments
- precooling of turbine coolant by heat exchange with reheat fuel
- intercooling of primary air flow by heat exchange with reheat fuel.

SYMBOLS

A area
a specific work
AS afterburner
C compressor
"c velocity, specific heat capacity
o drag
OP design point
F thrust
H altitude
HPC high pressure compressor
h specific enthalpy
IPC intermediate pressure compressor
k specific heat ratio
LPC low pressure compressor
M Mach number
MP matching point

mass flow
4 N rotor speed. RPM

p pressure
T temperature* J TF turbo-fan
"TJ turbo-jet

fuel/air ratio
cooling-air/air r:tic

'1 efficiency
bypass ratio

r pressure ratio
V corrected air dlow

SUBSCRIPTS

a air
By bypass

! •C compressor

cG cooling air
SE entrance
f fuel

.MB main burner
8 isentrople
at Gtoichiometric
t total
49 undisturbed flow
0 inlet face
SI compressor inlet
2 compressor ojtlet
3 turbine iniat
4 turbine outlet
•4,1 afterburner Inlet
4b afterburner outlet
S, nozzle outlet
I primary flow
it secordary flow

"Most ivestigatioe of this pSper were performed during the author's affiltatica to til

4Institute Of 36t Propulsion and furbouehines. Technical UlvjejtV Lacken.



1. INTRODUCTION

For a long time, there has been a demand fur aircraft which are supposed to fly missions
both, in the subsonic range and - after passing through the transonic range - for extend-
ed durations in thr supersonic range. This combination of flying missions requires
adaptable engin,• :,stems allowing to accomplish different tasks by applying simple de-
sign principles and within the acceptable limits of fuel consumption.

In order to show some of the problems connected with the development of such dual-purpose
engines, the follcw~ng paragraphs will dicuz hct hr.lg l . nnniainns in engine
construction, and the increased requirements aircraft designers are trying to meet, havc
resulted in the initial development of the reheated turbo-fan. This will be done by com-
paring the suitability of the reheated turbo-jet and that of the reheated turbo-fan for
current requirements.

Subsequently, possibilities will be presented and discussed for improving the thrust and
fuel-flow characteristics of the engine type considered under typical loads. The chance
for increasing the adaptability of the engines so much that it will cover even excessive
Mach numbers will also be discussed.

2. THE CONVENTIONAL REHEATED TURBO-FAN

2.1 THE DEVELOPMENT AND FUNCTIONAL PRINCIPLES OF THE TURBO-FAN

Initially, the turbo-:et fulfilled the dual-mission reouirements of supersonic aircraft.
The lay-out and dimensions of the engine allowed to generate, under only slightly reduced
unaugmrnted power, the thrust the aircraft needed fur flying in the upper subsonic range

... and this with a relatively favorable specific fuel consumptic.i. So, the amount of thrust
produced by this type of engine, using maximum afterburning power, was sufficient for
take-off, rapidly passing through the transonic range, and the compensation of the air-
craft drag for the intended maximum Mach numbers between M. = 1.5 and M. = 2.

!..

the degree of thrust e:ugmentation depends on the degree of possible reheat. However, the
specific fuel consumption normally also increases with increasing reheat (Fig. 1 top).

Th-s achievable temperature ratio of the reheat has gradually decreased in the course of
the development of engine technology. The considerable increase of the permissible tur-
bine inlet temperature has been accompanied by a corresponding increase of temperature
at the afterburner entry. Sime this rendered the cooling of the afterburner more diffi-
cult, the maximum permissible reheat temperature at the afterburner exit could only be
3lightly increased.

For lowering the total temperature at the afterburner entry, the obvious solution seemed
to be to substitute a jet-mixing turbo-fan for the turbo-jet. In this case, the more ex-
panded exhaust gas of the hot primary flow is mixeo with the relatively cold secondary
air flow at the afterburner entry, which results in an additional effective lowering of
the temperature. This allows a more effective cooling of the afterburner and, consequent-
ly, a higher raheat temperature. Thereby a heating temperature ratio can be achieved
which is about twice as high as that of the reheated turbo-jet (Fin. 1 bottom).

Besides this typical reheated turbo-fanengine lay-outs having extremely low byp-ss ratios
have been developed in recent years (e.g. SNECMA - M 531 GE- 3 101). Their small bypass
airflow is primarily used as a cooling layer for the afterburner. This type of engine,
which may be considered a compromise between the turbo-fan and turbo-jet, has been design-
"ed to combine the high reheat temperatures achievable in the turbo-fan with the simple
and less expensive turbo-jet concept. Obviously,the result still remains a compromise.

Cecause of the turbo-fan thrust behavior, the thrust augmentation resulting from the re-
heat grows rapidly with the growth of the Mach number. Whenever, e.g. the afterburner is
ignited before the transonic range, the thrust ratio is between 2 and 3. This high thrust
increase allows to adapt the engine to the varied thrust requirements of a supersonic air-
craft, without the power, i.e. turbine inlet temperature, having to be unduly reduced
(which would adversely affect the specific fuel consumption).

When operated without reheat, the turbo-fan will, of course, have a better specific fuel
consumption anyway than the corresponding turbo-jet. When applying the reheat, however,
the turbo-jet will show a lower fuel consumption since it can always achieve a higher
afterburner pressure ratio tnan a turbo-fan operating in a conventional cycle.

t 2.2 OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA OF DESIGN

The basic objectives of the thermodynamic layout of the engine are: minimum specific fuel
consumption, for operation without reheat, and maximum specific thrust, for operation
with reheat, For the sake of clarity, secondary aspects - although affecting the configu-
ration in many ways - will be neglected in this section.

7,>~i~



.' W VAn essential prerequisite for the optimum thermodynamic layout of the reheated turbo-fan
is the adequate consideration of the'interrelationships among the following pal-ameters:

- Turbine Inlet Temperature Tt 3
- Primary Flow Compression Ratio 17"tCi
- Bypass Ratio
- Secondary Flow Compression Ratio "?tC,II

For high specific thrust and low specific fuel consumption, the turbine inlet temperature
Tt3 snould Ue close to the technological limits, both in reheat and non-re-eat operation.
From a purely thermodynamic point of view, the optimum inlet temperature is limited be-
cause of the growing cooling-air demand.
The corresponding optimum primary flow compression ratiol•tI - for non-reheat operation -

should be chosen - as a first approximation - with respect to ithe maximum internal effi-
ciency of the primay flow cycle. In reheat operation, it should result in a maximum expan-
sion pressure ratio at the afterburner exit. In the latter case, it is lower than the
compression ratio of a corresponding reheated turbo-jet.

The bypass ratiopis bound to be the result of a compromise. In non-reheat operation, a
high value will result in a low specific fuel consumption. For reheat operation, the opti-
mum bypass ratio would be as low as possible, even down to zero (corresponding to the plain
turbo-jet). Moreover, aerodynamic and design restrictions prevent high bypass ratios from
being achieved in a reheated turbo-fan. Last but not least, the choice of the bypass ratio
is determined by the rate of the thrust augmentation-level required by the flight mission
which in turn increases with increasing p.

Based on the foregoing, the final layout parameter, namely corresponding optimum thermody-
namic secondary flow compression ratio, can be found by the following simplified calcula-
tion:

)r' .p I•T -I T5

Figure 2 shows an evaluation of this calculation.

In order to fulfill the optimum conditions, and after meeting the needs of primary flow
compression, only a gradually diminishing portion of the energy flow available for thrust
generation may be extracted, as the Mach number increases, from the hot primary flow and
transferred to the secondary one. Consequently, the optimum bypass pressure ratio will
drop rapidly, if the bypass ratiolwis kept constant.

For a real jet-mixing turbo-fan, the resulting curve is bound to approximately follow the
course shown. Normally however, the bypass ratio. increases with increasing flight Mach
numbers so that the energy-extraction rises far beyond the optimum value. Ideally, the by-
pass ratio should continually decrease down to zero with increasing flight Mach numbers.

4 2.3 ASPECTS OF STEADY-STATE BEHAVIOR

Since an air-breathing turbo-engine can generally not operate continually at its design
point, its steady-state behavior must be already taken into consideration at the design
stage.

The steady-state behavior of a turbo-fan depends largely on the design ncitcept. In a
non-jet-mixing turbo-fan designed for high subsonic missions with a high byFpass ratio,
there are many reasons for a three-spool concept. For the reheated turbo-fan designed for
the flight mission described before, this concept shows only minor advantages over the
twin-spool concept because of the low bypass ratio of the engine. The steady-stato beha-

'e vior of the latter, under changed inlet flow conditions, will be shown in the following
sections, using the comparison of a suggested twin-spool alternative (Ref. 1) with the
three-spool concept of the RB-1ag as an example.

Fix 3 shows the schematics of this type of eniine and the corresponding compressor ohtrac-
"t ••- Ics. The compressor consists of a low-, Intermediate-, and high-pressure part, the
low and intermediate ones being installed in one combined spool. Because the bypass ratio
1A 1.25 is low, this design still allows adequate tip sp~ads in the intermediate pressure
compressor.

For the basic control of the engine, a great variety of control laws are conceivable. The
"'k operating lines for the control with a constant nozzle area A5 , and constant turbine inlet

........
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temperature Tt3, are entered in the three characteristics (the control with constant A5
and constant HP-rotor speed provides similar curves).

The curves shown apply to reheat operation, with the reheat temperature Tt4b kept constant.
Almost the same operating lines result from non-reheat operation.

Fi,. 4 shows how the values for the effective rotor speeds NLP and NHP, and for the b,-
pass ratiot., change as the flight Mach numbers increase.

2.4 NATURAL ADAPTABILITY OF THE CONVENTIONAL REHEATED TURBO-FAN

In this section, the layout of a conventional reheated turbo-fan for a supersonic air-
craft will be used as an example to show the natural adaptability of this turbo-fan to
different thrust requirements. Its performance will be compared with that of a reheated
turbo-jet designed for the same mission. For the sake of simplification, the two parameters
essential for assessing the suitability of the engines were assumed to be as follows:
high supersonic cruise Min-0.85 to 0.95 and acceleration to maximum design Mach number
M• = 2.5.

In order to obtain clear and smooth curves in the following graphs, the demonstration is
based on the altitude /Mach-numler schedule shown in Fig. 5. This sc.hedule, which, for
an optimum three-shock inlet, has a constant value of Ptl/Ttl, allocates a suitable flight
altitude to each flight Mach number so that it leads to more realistic results than an
investigation conducted for a constant flight altitude would.

In F the drag distribution of the aircraft considered (e.g. a supersonic transport)
is en ered over the flight Mach number. In this, each of the values are related to the de-
sign flight Mach number drag. The course of the curve is characterized by the steep rise
of the drag at the beginning of the transonic range.

The twin-spool reheated turbo-fan described before will show the thrust course entered, if
its maximum available thrust is matched to the aircraft drag at thu design Mach number.
Taken into account as an additional 1i3triction for the calculation was the fact that,
for reasons of cooling the turbine and aftebuLvner, the turbine inlet temperature and the
reheat temperature must be reduced starting at M. = 1.75 and M, = 2.2, respectively.

As the curve for the maximum thrust provided by the non-reheated turbo-fan shows, the power
setting need hardly be reduced to adapt the engine thrust to the aircraft drag, even under
stationary subsonic-cruise conditions. For comparison, the thrust curve for a single spool
turbo-jet designed for the same flight mission has been entered for both, reheat and non
-reheat operation (dashed curves). Because this type of engine allows much less thrust
augmentation, the turbo-jet has to be run at greatly reduced and uneconomical partial-power
for stationary subsonic cruise.

g F 7 shows for both engine concepts the specific fuel consumptions, and reciprocal values
Ph Ffwhich result from maximum power operation. While the turbo-fan markedly
surpasses the turbo-jet engine in non-reheat operation, it shows a high specific fuel con-
sumption when used in reheat operation. Yet this can only be pertly attributed to the rea-
sons mentioned before. Besides, the high nozzle pressure ratio the turbo-jet engine has
the "Thermodynamic advantage" of a lower possible reheat temperature which, with
Tt4b = 1800 K, is about 300 degrees below the value for the turbo-fan engine.

) 3. POSSIBLE TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE REHEATED TURBO-FAN

In the following sections possibilities for further increasing the adaptability of the re-

4, heated turbo-fan engine will be investigated.

3.1 LIMITS AND OBJECTIVES IN DEVELOPING CONVENTIONAL REHEATED TURBO-FAN ENGINES

Before settii.g the objectives for desired improvements, it seems practicable to consider
the essential limits to improving the adaptability of the conventional reheated turbo-fan
engine. These Tlims are found in the heating temperatures achievable in the main combu-
stor and afterburner.

The limitations of the turbine inlet temperature and, consequently, the compression ratio
"and airflow resulting from admissible limits of the main combustor pressure in ground-level
high-speed flight are irrelevant for civil air traffic. This also applies to the tempera-

' ,ture limit resulting from the compressor aerodynamica in high-altitude low-speed flight.

The reduction of the turbine inlet temperature necessary in the upper flight-Mach-number
', ~range, however, results in a marked thrust restriction. The reduction of the rotor speeds

- especially those of the fan - not only reduces the inlet airflow but also leads to an
undesired rise of the bypass ratio. As mentioned before, the latter increases anyway with
increased flight Mach numbers,an increase that defies the objective of optimum adaptability.

The reduction of the turbine inlet temperature becomes necessary as the efficiency of tur-
bins cooling decreases with the increasing flight Mach number. This is related to the tempe-
rature rise of the cooling air extracted at the compressor exit.

...



The thrust is further rsetricted because the reheat temperature in the afterburner must
also be reduced in the high flight-Mach-number range. The temperatures of the secondary
ond outer bypass airflows in the engine tunnel, which cool the inside and outside of the
afterburner, also increase with increasing flight Mach numbers. Relatively irrelevant,
however, is the limitation of the reheat temperature Tt4b for extremely low combustor entry
temperatures (high-altitude low-speed flight). It is caused by the thermodynamic blockage
of the afterburner with its negative effects on the turbo engine.

Based on the foregoing, the following objectives can be formulated for the improvementof the adaptability of the turbo-fan enpine:

Increase of the thrust augmentation by reheating (for both, the entire reheat-thrust

phase and short term operation)

Improvement of the thrust decline gradient with increasing flight Mach number M .

- Achieving a high bypass ratiop in unreheated operation and a lower ' with increasing
M and increasing reheat.

- Achieving a general improvement of the specific fuel consumption and thrust/weight
ratio of the engine.

The following sections will critically investigate a number of unconventional approaches
to, and the feasibility of, influencing the aerothermodynamic cycle of the type of engine
considered, and whether they offer a chance of improvement in the des'ned direction.

3.2 FUEL-RICH COMBUSTION

Fuel-rich reheating is a fairly simple method tu achieve an effective augmentation of the
afterburner thrust. With unchanged reheat temperature and, depending on the flight Mach
number, fuel-rich combustion will increase the tU;rust by about lo to 2o per cent (Fig. 8;
one-dimensional calculation). The specific fuel coisumption which simultaneously increases
by about 5o per cent, makes this method of thrust augmentation only suitable for short
-time operation. In other words it is an interesting concept for fighter aircraft only. It
would require the installation of additional burner manifolds and the modification of the
cooling air distribution at the afterburner heat shield, as well as the re-adaptation of
the thrust nozzle :aid afterburner controls.

Another way to increase the afterburner thrust, and simultaneously improve the specific
fuel consumption, would be to use fuel-rich combustion in the main combustor:
It has been shown that, for reasons of thermodynamics and reliability (LPC-surge), a by-
pass ratio exceeding values of A = 1.5 -1-2 is unsuitable for conventional afterburner
operation. On the other hand, higher bypass ratios would allow the entire fuel flow needed
for reheating to be fed already into the primary cycle air flow in the main combustor be-
fore the turbine. Thus, fuel-rich combustion can be used to limit the turbine inlet tempe-
rature to its technologicallyamissible maximum value. The fuel flow required for this
purpose will be available from bypass ratios of /. 2 on, if present-day values are
assumed for the turbine inlet and reheat temperatures.

The supply of the additional fuel, compressed in its liquid state, upstream of the turb-ine
causes more than 15 per cent of increase ( F = 3) in mass flow. This has the effect that
the specific enthalpy difference in the turbine can decrease while the compression effort
remains the same. Since in addition, in fuel-rich combustion, the specific heat of the

combustion gas shows markedly higher values than normally, the temperature and pressure in
the turbine will drop much less.

This allows to take a greater share of energy from the hot primary flow: The bypass ratio
can be increased if the compression ratio in the secondary air flow is increased simulta-
neously. The higher secondary flow compression ratio will result in a higher expansion
pressure ratio in the thrust nozzle and, consequently, in an increase of both, the speci-
fic and actual thrusts, as well as in an improved specific fuel consumption. The higher
bypass ratio allows an increased thrust augmentation by reheating.

F 9 shows the schematics of this engine modification and its corresponding compressor
characteristics. The intermediate-pressure compressor attached to the LP-spool had to be
omitted in this case. Steady-state behavior greatly changes in transition from fuel-rich
combustion in the main combustor to the usual under-stoichiometrich combustion which con-
tinues being required in the non-reheated case. For this reason, it is of importance to
separate the aerodynamic connection - existing via the attached IPC - between the high
-pressure compressor and the low-pressure rotor.

If the fact that, in this engine concept the optimum compression ratio for the primary
flow is much higher than usual, were taken into account, this would consequently result in
a three-spool design with separate spools for the LPC and the IPC. To allow a comparison,
however, the results for the twin-spool design were &lso determined. For this simple an-
gine concept, the compression ratio in the primary flow had to be limited to low design
values (p=• 3 ) ftC,II ' 3.B8 ltqc,I - 23s Tt3 ' 165o K). A comparison with Fig. 3 will indi-
cate the weight advantage of this concept which, because of its higher bypass ratio, has
a comparatively small core engine. Since the fan-pressure ratio is higher, the afterburner
will also have smaller dimensions.
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Again it is assumed that the engine is controlled in accordance with the "A5-constant
and Tt3-constant*-control law. As the flight Mach number range covered by this engine
concept is very large, its operating lines extend far down into the intermediate
RPM-range. The maximum flight Mach number has been set at M., 3.5.

The short operating lines have been entered for non-reheat operation as required for sub-
* sonic flight.

Fig. 10 shows versus flight Mach number the aircraft-drag, the turbo-fan thrust characte-
risEtic and, for comparison, those of the turbo-jet. Each of the values entered is rela-
ted to the value at the matching-point Mach number M.0 3.5. Also indicated for compari-
son is the thrust curve for the conventional reheated turbo-fan that will result if both

oi turbo-fans receive the same total air flow in their' design points (dot-dash curve).

Although the reheat temperatures for both, the turbo-jet and turbo-fan, are equal at the
matching-point Mach number M,0 -3.5, the turbo-jet engine had to be dimensioned with

A ̀4ýa frontal area about 25% larger than that of the turbo-fan in order to provide the re-
quired thrust at this flight Mach number. This requires accepting a further considerable
weight increase in excess of a normal turbo-jet weight over that of a turbo-fan engine
at the same airflow. In stationary subsonic flight, the turbo-jet engine has to be run
at low and uneconomical partial power.

Fig 11 finally, shows the fuel consumption behavior of the engines versus the flight
MalT nmber. Despite its higher bypass ratio, the fuel consumption of the reheated
turbo-fan with fuel-rich combustion in the main combustor approaches the more favorable
values of the turbo-jet. The curves of the two turbo-fan engines would match that of the
turbo-jet even better, if their reheat temperatures remained limited to the lower ad-
missible value of that of the turbo-jet.

3.3 UNCONVENTIONAL TURBINE COOLING

If the chemical reaction in the main combustor is achieved by fuel-rich combustion and if
the turbine blading is conventionally cooled with compressor air, this will have a favor-
able thermodynamic effect: After the cooling air has flowed out from the blading, e.g.
through the trailing edge of the guide vane, the oxygen contained in it will rRact with
the fuel-rich combustion gas. The heat freed by this reaction increases the flow energy
of the fluid with a better thermodynamic efficiency than the later reaction occurring in
the afterburner at a lower pressure level.

The expansion-plus-heat-supply in the turbine decisively influences the steady-state be-ii havior of the turbo engine. New technological and design problems also have to be faced.
Since, for all practical purposes, fuel-rich combustion is only practiced at the high
temperature level of maximum power operation, it ought indeed to be possible to stabilize
a relatively uniform combustion within the turbine.

The following considerations indicate that the effectiveness of the turbine cooling may
be fairly easily improved with a simultaneous saving of cooling air:
As the temperature Tti rises at the compressor inlet, e.g. with an increasing flight Mach
number, the temperature at the compressor exit (Tt2) also rises and with it that of the
cooling air (Fi. 12). On the other hand, the cooling air ratio r= k~ah~a,I -most Of
which is extr~ffidat the compressor exit - retains an approximately constant value. The
cooling effectiveness is reduced. If the turbine inlet temperature remains constant, the
material temperatures of the turbine blading and discs will increase. For this reason,
the cooling air ratio must be designed for the maximum cooling air temperature occurring,
or the heating temperature Tt3 before the turbine must be reduced starting ate selected
value Tt2. The latter is the accepted practice.

In Fig. 13 the cooling air requirements have been entered over the respective flight Mach
numbes he dash~d line shows a cooling air ratio established as a compromise. At all low
cooling air temperatures, and for the low heating temperature Tt3 of partial power opera-
tion, this cooling air ratio is too high. This unnecessarily burdens the thermodynamic
cycle and rzzLricts the possible energy supply in non-reheat operation.

It is conceivable to adapt the cooling air ratio to the amount of air required during the
main flight mode within the planned mixed mission. At all higher heating temperatures
Tt3 or compressor exit temperatures Tt-2, amuhwtris inj ected into the cooling air
flow as is needed for the desired cooling effect in each particular case. The high air
temperature Tt2, which amounts to about 800 K in modern turbo-fan engines, causes the wa-
ter to evaporate immediately after injection so that the cooling air flow loses heat.
At the same time, the heat transfer on the cooling side is improved by the higher humi-
dity of the air.

By adequately optimizing the cooling air ratio, the total quantity of water needed for a
miLion can be so defined that it is compensated by the fuel savings achieved. The advan-
tags of this cooling method is that it allows to operate the engine even at high flight

v Mach numbers with full power RPM (HP rotor), as far as the compressor and main combustor$ permit this. The increased air flow and afterburner pressure ratio, which results from
the decreasing bypass ratio jA ,provide an increased afterburner thrust and improved
specific fuel consumption.
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The concept of direct cooling - corresponding to a kind of water cooling - of the turbine
blading by the fuel flow or by a very rich fuel-air mixture (as may result, e.g. from
"the vaporization of the afterburner fuel in a small carrier air flow) must be abandoned
because of the danger of explosion involved. Yet it would be consequent to transfer the
cooling capacity of the fuel flow to the cooling air flow indirectly and without any
mixing of the flows:
In a high-pressure heat exchanger, the turbine cooling air extracted at the compressor
exit is intercooled, by exchange, with the reheat fuel flow. Within the fuel cycle,
the heat exchanger (who_., dimensions have been kept small because of a deliberately low
exchange effectiveness) is installed only beyond the afterburner controls. The latter is
practically not affected at all,because it is unnecessary to evaporate the fuel in the
heat exchanger. If such cooling-air intercooling is applied to a reheated turbo-fan en-
gine with a medium bypass ratio, e.g. RB-199, the cooling and leakage air flow needed
for the turbine may be reduced by some 35 + 40 per cent. At the same time, it will be no
longer necessary to reduce the turbine inlet temperature in the higher flight-Mach-number
range. The consequences of such a modification for the entire engine will be:

- In non-reheat operation both, the turbine inlet temperature and - to a lower degree -
the rotor speeds will have to be reduced. This will also reduce the maximum dry thrust
depending on the compressor inlet temperature - by about 5 per cent on the average,
while the specific fuel consumption will increase but little.

- Despite the higher turbine inlet temperatures in reheat operation, the blading tempera-
tures in the lower and intermediate Ttl range will remain below the wall temperatures
of the corresponding maximum unaugmented power operation. In the upper flight-Mach
-number range, Tt3 need no longer be reduced, or may be reduced much less, depending on
the engine layout.

V -'• Whereas for the RB-199, the bypass ratios M are the same for unaugmented power and af-

terburner operation, JM is reduced as the afterburner is ignited (higher rotor speeds re-
sulting from higher turbine inlet temperatures). This effect is desirable in principle
for the reasons mentioned in Section 2.2.

- The marked increase of p. , resulting from Tt3 reduction in the upper fiight-Mach-number
"range and involving thermodynamic disadvantages and fluidmechanical problems (splitter
flow, increased diffusion in the hubregion before the intermediate pressure compressor)
will be effectively reduced. Since the superimposed reductimnof the fan speed connected
with the Tt3 reduction no longer exists, an increased inlet air flow is caused in many
important flight modes, which increases the maximum thrust. Beyond M" = 2, the thrust
increase climbs to considerable values (:20%).

"- The higher temperature of the fuel injected and the somewhat lower Mach number level in
the afterburner assures reliable afterburner operation at a higher altitude limit.
(The areas in the afterburner are the same as in the RB-199.)

- Over the entire flight Mach number range a slight improvement of the specific fuel con-
sumption is achieved. This is due to a higher afterburner pressure ratio and an im-
proved combustion chamber efficiency.

3.4 INTERCOOLING BEFORE ENTRY INTO THE INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE COMPRESSOR

Another practicable way to make use of the cooling capacity of the afterburner fuel flow
in pursuit of the objectives defined under 3.1, would be the intercooling of the primary
air flow before it enters the intermediate pressure compressor. The effects achieved re-
semble those described for turbine-cooling-air intercooling. They increase with increas-
ing flight Mach numbers.

Fig. 14 shows the construction schematics of the three-spool RB-199 with its generalized
compressor characteristics. Inbetween the low- and intermediate pressure compressors, a

Ui heat exchanger has been installed, It has deliberately low exchanger effectiveness to keep"its dimensions and pressure losses small. In order to generate a temperature distortion,
the afterburner fuel flows through the exchanger in a cross stream radially from inside
to outside. The major direct conseq.iences of this engine modification are:

-The non-reheat operation of the engine is adversely affected by the pressure loss of the
heat exchanger. Some of the resulting thrust reduction might be compensated, if the fuel
flow to the main combuster were conducted through the heat exchanger. However, this
would cause problems in controlling the engine and heat exchanger.

- As the afterburner is ignited, fuel flows through the heat exchanger. The temperature
in front of the intermediate-pressure compressor drops (Fig. 15) which results in an
increase of the reduced RPM's, the mass flows, and the pressure ratios at the IPC and
HPC. The bypass ratio decreases significantly while the fan speed and pressure ratio in-
crease. In order not to exceed the design value of reduced RPM for the IPC the heat ex-
changer will be fed only with a partial fuel flow in the range of lowest flight Mach
numbers. The growth of the air flow supplied to the engine (Fi_ 16). and of the turbo-
engine pressure ratio, increase the thrust while the specific fu consumption is improv-
ed (Fig. 17).



- Since the compressor exit temperature and, consequently, that of the cooling air drops,
a greater cooling effect is achieved in the turbine by the same cooling air flow. In
the upper flighu Mach number range the turbine inlet temperature and rotor speeds will
have to be reduced less. For this reason, too, the bypass ratio increases less in this
case, and the thrust droo is considerably modified. Another effect of the temperature
reduction at the compressor exit - worth mentioning - is the extension of the flight
Mach number range covered by the engine.

-,The higher mass flow density at the afterburner entry pushes the afterburning limit to
higher flight altitudes and improves the combustion chamber efficiency.

- The insertion of the heat exchanger makes the intermediate pressure compressor less
sensitive to distortion. Pressure distortion, locally limited and/or dynamic coming
from the inlet, or directly from the low-pressure compressor to the heat exchanger re-
sult in a locally limited or temporary increase of the exchanger intercooling. Super-
imposed on the pressure distortions are "temperature distortions", represented by grea-
ter than average temperature drops, which support the reduction of the pressure distor-
tions in the intermediate pressure compressor. In a similar way, the deliberate radial
temperature distortion takes into account the greater sensitivity against distortion
of the hubregion air flow.

In the Figures 14 to 17 the example of the basically unmodified RB-199 was used to demon-
strate, quantitatively, how steady-state behavior and performance parameters were in-
fluenced by the intercooling. The possible combination of turbine-cooling-air intercooling
as mentioned before, was emitted. It goes without saying that an engine redesigned to in
corporate these modifications would promise added advantages.

3.5 UNCONVENTIONAL FUELS

Because of their higher calorific values the use of liquid methane or hydrogen instead
of the usual hydrocarbons Would result in a considerable reduction of the specific fuel
consumption. Additionally, their use could essentially contribute toward increasing the
positive effects of the pop9ibJ.e improvements mentioned before or toward facilitating
their implementation. For fuel-rich combustion, the following specific properties of
these fuels are of major importance:

- wider ignition limits,
-faster chemical reactions,
- lower molecular masses.

For cycles with intercooling, they decisively surpass the conventional hydrocarbons (Ref.2)
especially because of their high usable heat capacity.

Despite their difficult handling, their use as aircraft fuels seems an extremely promising
idea.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has been shown for what reasons and within what scope the reheated turbo-fan engine is
suitable, in principle, to be closely adapted to the vrrious requirements of supersonic
aircraft.

After establishing the functional limits and development objectives of the engine, a number
V4 of possibilities have been discussed to give the reheateu turbo-fan engine the added flexi-

bility that would adapt it even to the demands of future high supersonic flight:

"1) Fuel-rich Combustion
- in the afterburner (short-time oporation)
- in the main-combustor

2) Unconventional Turbine Cooling
- water injection into cooling air flow (short-time operation)
- intercooling of turbine cooling air

3) Intercooling in the Primary Air Flow

4) Unconventional Fuels.
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DISCUSSION

J.J.Kurzak
What reheat fuel temperature did you assume for the inter-cooling arld what was the heat up of this fuel during
cooling?

Author's Reply
The fuel temperature at the heat exchanger exit depends on the flight Mach number. In this case it will be about
100 0 C at Mach one and about 145'C at Mach two.

J.J.Kurzak
So you assumed somewhat like 60-70° fuel temperature supply?

Author's Reply
The fuel temperature at the heat exchange.. Atrance was assumed to be about 50'C.

J.J.Kurzak
Do you think that is realistic in view of the MRCA?

Author's Reply
The temperature of the main combustor fuel will be somewhat higher because this has been used previously for
inter-cooling of the oil, etc. But it is not necessary to use the reheat fuel for this purpose too.

H.Ahrendt
Can you comment how the fuel rich reheat works when the after burner fuel is introduced in the main combustor,
Have you a practical solution in mind?

Author's Reply

In the main combustor there is usually a nearly stoichimetric mixture ratio in the primary combustion zone.
Normally you supply surplus air to lower the turbine inlet temperature. In the case of fuel rich combustion how-
ever you must add supplementary fuel for the same purpose, thus reaching mixture ratios well beyond the stoichio-
metric

J.Dunham
In your performance calculations, did you account for the spillage drag of the supersonic intake, and the ba;e drag
of the supersonic nozzles, under conditions of reduced engine airflow? So is your "thrust" F installed thrust or
engine thrust?

Author's Reply
All thrust curves are computed with respect to the spillage drag, not with respect to the exhaust system drag.

t2
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AUGMENTED DEFLECTOR EXHAUST NOZZLE (ADEN) DESIGN FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE FIGHTERS

by

J. Lawrence Palcza, Program Manager
Advanced Development Division

Naval Air Propulsion Test Center
Trenton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

A two-dimensional Augmented Deflector Exhaust Nozzle (ADEN) has been designed, fabricated and tested
for use on future advanced multimission V/STOL aircraft. The ADEN program was part of a Navy Advanced
V/STOL Propulsion Component Development Program. This program included a comprehensive series of aero-
dynamic and mechanical design studies, aircraft system studies, scale model experimental test programs,
and a full size ADEN demonstration test on a General Electric YjlOl engine. This paper presents the
aerodynamic and mechanical features of the ADEN and describes the full scale demonstrator program.

1. INTRODUCTION

The United States Navy, recognizing the advanced technology requirements to develop a superior multi-
mission V/STOL fighter aircraft, initiated an Advanced V/STOL Propulsion Component Development Program.

_,A In mid-1972 the General Electric Company was awarded the exhaust nozzle/deflector portion of the program.

The Nozzle/Deflector Component Development Program consisted of three parts: (1) was a comprehensive
evaluation of the pe:formance, design and installation parameters required for the identification of a
nozzle/deflector system having the greatest potential for application to a Navy V/STOL fighter; (2) in-
cluded the detail design and component testing of the selected nozzle/deflector; (3) was the design fab-
rication and test of the full size engine demonstrator assembly of the ADEN.

2. V/STOL PROPULSION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Future V/STOL fighters require high specific thrust (afterburning)engines to best achieve multimission
objectives. Results of aircraft system studies conducted in Part (1) indicate that the combat and PS
mission points size the main propulsion system such that all the required vertical thrust is potentially
available from the cruise engines. From a total system weight standpoint, it is desirable to maximize
the amount of onboard cruise engine thrust and minimize direct lift engine/devices size and thrust re-
quirements during vertical operation. The capability to operate the cruise engine at afterburning power
settings in the vertical and cruise mode is therefore a desirable feature of an advanced nozzle/deflector
system.

Advanced V/STOL aircraft configured to utilize the maximum amount of cruise engine thrust during
vertical operation tend towards mid-fuselage propulsion system installation to meet pitch balance con-
straints. Studies have indicated that two-dimensional exhaust systems generally have superior cruise
installation characteristics relative to conventional axisymmetric exhaust systems in this type aircraft
configuration.

Advanced V/STOL fighter aircraft normally include multimission objectives for transonic/supersonic
cruise and combat and subsonic loiter. The nozzle/deflector exhaust system internal fl.,wpath design is
critically important to a multimission V/STOL fighter because of dual requirements for both low speed and
high Mach capabilities with high installed performance. As subsonic and supersonic combat specific power
(excess thrust) levels increase, variable geometry exhaust systems are required to provide nozzle throat
area modulation and expansion area control to provide high nozzle thrust coefficients for a wide range of
cruise/acceleration and maneuverability points. It is therefore a critical requirement that the thrust
vectoring device does not compromise the exhaust system aerodynamic flowpath during forward mode operation.

3. AUGMENTED DEFLECTOR EXHAUST NOZZLE (ADEN)

Exhaust systems capable of deflecting or turning the exhaust gas of jet engines to achieve vertical
and short take off and landing have been considered for many years. A wide variety of thrust vectoring
nozzles has evolved. Iu general these nozzles have had one or more of the following limitations.

o Low internal performance due to internal flowpath compromises required to accommodate the de-
flector system.

o Limited to non-augmented temperatures in the vectored mode of operation.

* o Excessive downward projection of the nozzle/deflector in the lift mode resulting in ground
clearance problems.

o Slow vector angle and nozzle area rate of variation.

o Discontinuous vectoring performance between cruise mode And lift mode.

t o Airframe doors required to accommodate the nozzle in the vectored mode.

' ...



o Installed performance problems due to excessive base area or nozzle boattail angles.

o Low lift thrust available when compared to the required weight agiitior to the basic cruise engine.

o Excessive complexity with consequent reliability limitations.

The Augmented Deflector Exhaust Nozzle (ADEN) is a simple, reliable, compact, high performance V/STOL
nozzle which resolves all of the above listed limitations.

The ADEN (Figure 1) is a two-dimensional, variable area external expansion exhaust system. Basic
components consist of: (1) a transition casing from a round cross section at the tail pipe connect
flange to a two-dimensional cross section at the nozzle throat station; (2) a two-dimensional variable
geometry convergent-divergent flap assembly; (3) a two-dimensional variable ventral flap; (4) a two-
dimensional external expansion ramp which can be fixed or variable depending on specific installation re-
quirements and; (5) a rotating deflector for thrust vectoring. In the stowed (cruise mode) position the
deflector is located outside the casing so that it does not compromise the required internal flowpath
contours.

CONVERGENT DIVERGENT
SFLAP FLAP,. E XPANflIN

h .. ,

CASING FLAP

W.L

Fig. 1 ADEN Flowpath

ADEN operation is illustrated by a variable geometry model in Figure 2. In the cruise mode, nozzle
area control is achieved by the variable convergent-divergent flap assembly. The variable ventral flap
located downstream of the throat controls the nozzle expansion area ratio as required over the range of
operating pressure ratios. (Figures 2a and 2b). Note that the throat is forward of the ventral flap
such that nozzle area is independent of the ventral flap position.

For V/STOL operation, the rotating deflector diverts the jet downward (Figure 2c). The nozzle flap
assembly is rotated to the maximum open position to substantially reduce the flow Mach number approaching
the turn. The throat is established between the tip of the ventral flap and the deflector bonnet and
rotates with the deflector such that flow turning is accomplished subsonically at all deflector settings.
The low pressure region at the inside of the turn is freely vented to ambient air to: (i) minimize the
secondary flowfield from the outside (high pressure) to the inside of the turn, and (2) provide a free
jet expansion supersonically. These features; low velocity approaching the turn, subsonic turning and
free jet expansion combine to provide a maximum efficiency thrust vectoring system.

An additional feature nf the ADEN design is the capability to provide inflight thrust vector contz.l
by utilizing a variable aft expansion ramp (Figure 2d). Rotation of the expansion ramp will provide an
upward or downward vertical thrust component as desired.

T, Thrust vector control can be achieved without increasing the propulsion system frontal projected
area or requiring external bomb bay doors, etc. to accommodate thrust vectoring such that benefits of
inflight thrust vectoring can be realized without increasing aircraft drag.

The impact of the ADEN inflight thrust vectoring capability on aircraft system performance is strong-
ly configuration dependent. For example, in aft fuselage installations, small variations in the ADEN re-
sultant thrust vector can significantly contribute to the aircraft pitch control authority resulting in
downsizing the horizontal control surfaces and minimizing trim drag. On wing pod mounted installations,
the aircraft can be designed such that the nozzle exit coincides with the wing trailing edge. In this
type installation the nozzle expansion ramp can be integrated with the wing flap system and the
ADEN inflight thrust vectoring capability can be utilized to produce wing lift enhancement/supercircula-

'4 tion effects. Figure 3 is a photograph of a twin engine/ADEN VTOL aircraft during testing in the NASA
Langley low speed wind tunnel. A schematic of the ADEN installation in both cruise and lift mode is
shown in Figure 4. Note that the ADEN aspect ratio (dry cruise throat width/height ratio) and the
arrangement of the nozzle flaps, deflector, expansion flap, actuators and structural elements have been
"carefully selected to allow high performance afterbody contours. The two-dimensional nozzle shape
blends well with airframe contours without drag producing base regions. The selected aspect ratio
allows the ADEN to be installed without increasing frontal projected area.

3.1 Performance

Exhaust system installed performance during forward mode operation is highly dependent on the
particular aircraft/engine installation. Studies of both twin and wing pod mounted installations show
that ADEN installation characteristics can provide a significant reduction of exhaust system base area,
especially at dry power operation. ADEN installed drag reductions of 20 to 30% relative to conventional
exhaust systems can be achieved. Wind tunnel test programs to investigate ADEN installed performance
characteristics and inflight vectoring performance on an advanced multimission V/STOL aircraft were con-
ducted at the NASA Langleylow speer VISTOL and 16-foot, high speed, windtunnels.

-•'-., ~.'U~
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The cruise and vectored mode performance characteristics were verified through a series of cold flow
static internal performance tests. Tests simulated forward and vectored modes over the range of operating
pressure ratios and nozzle deflection angles. A comparison of the static internal performance character-
istics of the ADEN is presented in Figure 5.

DEFLECTED MODE DEFLECTED THRUST
UNDEFLECTED THRUST

.95 .96 .97 .98 .99 1.00 1.01 0

0

600

110 go

Fig. 5 Nozzle/Deflector Internal Performance Comparison

3.2 Nozzle/Deflector Installation Tests

Hover and low speed wind tunnel testing of two-dimensional and axisymetric lift/cruise nozzle/

deflectors installed in a 1/10 scale V/STOL fighter were conducted in the NASA Langley V/STOL tunnel
(Figure 3). Variables tested included nozzle exit shape (round and 2-D), lift/cruise and direct lift
engine jet deflection angle, ground proximity and lift/cruise engine spacing. The effects of these
variables on aircraft performance (lift, drag, and pitching moment) were determined over a range of free
stream to jet effective velocity ratios and angle of attack to simulate hover through transition flight
conditions. The test results provided a data base to estimate in ground effect (IGE) and out of ground
effect (OGE) installation characteristics of the various nozzle/deflector designs. The test program con-
cluded that:

(1) Installation characteristics of the two-dimensional nozzle/deflector design is superior to
the axisymmetric nozzle at transition flight conditions.

a - (2) Two-dimensional aft deflector outboard installation (approximately one nozzle diameter) is
superior to the inboard installation. The pod position effect was evident both in simulated transition
flight conditions and during hover. In hover, interference lift is the net result of suckdown due to jet
entrainment of ambient air around the aircraft and jet/ground plane interaction producing jet fountain
lift. Reduced interference lift loss at landing gear height directly impacts (reduces) the direct lift
engine sizing requirements.

Diagnostic flow visualization tests were also conducted to provide a qualitative internal flow field
description at various operating conditions.

3.3 Design Criteria and Requirements
The ADEN demonstrator was designed with life objectives and strength criteria similar to recent

production exhaust system components. Such important considerations as thermal cyclic fatigue, acoustic
fatigue, stress concentration effects, thermal stress and distortion and plastic creep were included in
the analytical design along with stress and deflection analysis.

The materials and processes usud are much the same as those used on current exhaust nozzles and aug-
mentors, Figure 6. As an example, chemical milling is used to provide weight effective material dis-
tribution throughout the structure. This method of varying thickness in sheet metal structures is pre-
ferable to t11- use of doublers since stress concentrations at doubler attachment welds can lead to
fatigue cracking. Conservative design criteria have been chosen to ensure realistic ADEN design life and
weight objectives.

ALM VSIO. MAUST W=
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Fig. 6 ADEN V/STOL EXHAUST NOZZLE
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The ADEN was designed for a low cycle fatigue life of twice the cycles anticipated based on the duty
cycle. Elevated temperature parts are designed based on creep distortion limits and the objective rupture
life values.

Wea:" and fatigue life is based on the duty cycle which includes 2667 missions of 1.5 hours each in
4000 operating hours. The vectoring actuation and augmentor ignition cycles given correspond to an aver-
age of 2.7 cycles per mission. Three nozzle actuation cycles per mission are assumed.

Maneuver load capability of lOg (downward in VTOL operation) was specified. Acoustic fatigue life
analysis is based on excitation data from production engine augmentor testing.

3.4 Structural Considerations

One of the major concerns relative to two-dimensional nozzle designs has been the potential de-
flections due to the effects of pressure loading and thermal gradients in the flat casing and deflector
sidewalls. ADEN deflections were carefully considered relative to sealing and leakage as well as general
fit up and operating clearance variation of the flaps, deflector and casing. The ADEN demonstrator
design has been tailored to minimize deflection without exceeding practical weight considerations. A
safe level of operating clearances is maintained under all conditions.

A specialized structural analysis procedure was developed for non-axisyimetric nozzle structures.
This procedure is based upon MASS (Mechanical Analysis of Space Structures) which is a three-dimensional
finite element computer program.

The flat internal surfaces of a two-dimensional exhaust nozzle are subject to acoustic excitation.
The ADEN design makes use of contoured and corrugated panels wherever possible to provide local stiffness

* and resistance to panel vibration. The root mean square alternating stress was calculated based on
recent augmentor acoustic excitation test data.

The ADEN system is primarily fabricated from sheet material with formed ribs and stiffeners. Re-
sistance welding, rivets and bolts are used for joining the sheet and ribs. This construction was se-
"lected over sandwich construction for three reasons:

(1) The sheet and rib construction is utilized extensively to distribute cooling air.

(2) Tests have shown this construction to be more thermal fatigue resistant than sandwich construction.

(3) Lower cost.

3.5 Control and Actuation

Simplicity and reliability have been emphasized throughout the ADEN control system design. The
motion of the three nozzle flaps is scheduled by cam and liik mechanisms such that they are operated by
a single nozzle area control system. The deflector, used during V/STOL only, requires a second control
system.

Highly reliable digital electronic controls will be used to control the nozzle functions. The con-
trol components, such as a hydraulic pump and actuators, are of proven design with conventional 3000 to
4000 psi hydraulic pressures.

Nozzle area control in the cruise mode is provided by varying the convergent and divergent (upper)

flaps by means of hydraulic actuators.

The ventral flap positioned by a dual cam mechanism has two functions:

o Expansion area control in the cruise mode.

o Nozzle throat area control in the V/STOL mode.

The ventral flap must be varied during cruise mode operation to provide efficient expansion of the
nozzle flow. This variation is accomplished by a single cam drive mechanism.

The ventral flap must also be varied with the deflector angle. This is necessary to control nozzle
throat area as the deflector is rotated through the thrust vectoring range. A second cam mechanism pro-
vides this motion. Inflight thrust vector control is provided by a movable external expansion flap. This
flap is best suited to integration with the aircraft control surface actuation system, but can be engine
controlled if required,

3.6 Seals

Sealing is a critical area in a high performance exhaust nozzle. The seals must be conformable
and capable of accomodating load deflections, thermal expansion and manufacturing tolerances. Experience
gained with effective sealing techniques in previous exhaust nozzles and thrust reversers has been
factored into the ADEN design. High excursion seals -re used on the flap edges and deflector to accommo-
date the flap panel deflections. In areas where gap variation is small, such as at the ventral flap
hinge, simple elastic leaf seals are used. The reduced number of moving parts in the ADEN relative to a
conventional flap and seal nozzle results in a 30 to 50% reduction in thn gap length to be sealed.



3.7 Cooling

& <, To achieve high lift thrust levels, high temperature augmentation is required and the key to
success with such a V/STOL exhaust system is the cooling scheme. Particularly difficult cooling problems
are characteristic of V/STOL exhaust systems for augmented operati:ýn.

A conventional augmented exhaust system has only minor changes in pressure and velocity along the
flowpath. This means that efficient film cooling can be achieved bv use of constant area slots or holes
for injecting the cooling film with only minor changes in coolar' w resulting as the operating con-
ditions are varied. By comparison, the cooling system of ADE4 xhaust systems are subject to large
gas stream pressure gradients during transit on from cruise to Id mode. This could disturb or re-
verse the normal flow of cooling air provided by a conventional ag system design.

The ADEN cooling system provides effective, reliable cooling of the hot exhaust system parts with the

cooling flow available from the fan air stream. The flow is ducted around the augmentor liner, distri-
buted through structural ribs, and metered to provide the varying amounts of cooling flow as required
during cruise and vectored mode operation.

During vectored operation the nozzle throat is rotated with the deflector so that the gas flow is
turned upstream of the throat at velocities substantially lower than sonic velocity. Pressure losses
minimized and efficient performance achieved. This feature, while benefitting performance, results in
difficult coolant flow control since the changes in flowpath geometry result in wide variation of vel-
ocity and pressure of the hot gas along the flowpath.

A variable valving system is used to regulate the ADEN cooling flow under the varying pressure con-
ditions. Adequate cooling flow in the lift mode is provided when flowpath cross section areas are large,
velocities low and main stream static pressure high. Adequate but not excessive coolant flow is also pro-
vided when operating in the cruise mode with smaller flowpath cross section areas, high velocities and
correspondingly low stream pressures. In the cruise mode, the coolant flow to the stowed deflector is
shut off.

Cooling of the deflector surface is difficult since, due to the centrifugal forces which result from
turning the flow, the gas stream static pressure is as great or greater than the fan air pressure which
is the only available source of coolant. This condition precludes use of film cooling and in general
prevents coolant from flowing from the cool side of the deflector liner to the hot side. An impingement/

*: convection system i., utilized for cooling the critical flow deflecting surface. Figures 7 and 8 show
the coolant flow distribution in the forward and V/STOL modes respectively.

COO TFLOW PLENUM r-COOLANT TUBES

* I

"C'OOOLACT TUNS

SFig. 7 ADEN Forward Mode Cooling Arrangement Fig. 8 ADEN Vectored Mode Cooling Arrangement

S3.8 Reliability Considerations

• Reliability considerations in a V/STOL exhaust system are more critical than in a conventional
•.• cruise exhaust nozzle, especially during take off and landing. Reliability has been emphasized in the

design of the ADEN exhaust system. Proven reliable components are used wherever possible and in general,
• • .risk is held to a minimum consistent with a light weight high performance exhaust nozzle.

S~Loss of hydraulic pressure is a serious concern. The ADEN control system makes use of a proven.
•, reliable hydraulic pump. In addition, a fail-fix servo valve feature is incorporated which, in event of
•. loss of hydraulic pressure, will lock the actuator piston into the position at the time of failu-e.

S~In the event of an electrical control failure, either "bard over" or "loss of power", the controlled
* variable is maintained in the last comand position by the action of the fail-fix servo valve. This

S~valve is designed to block flow to and from the actuators at either end of the valve stroke or at mid-
• stroke. The ADEN makes uae of the most reliable sensors and feedback devices availjhle.

• (Quarter Scale Teat

!: • Since cooling of tha ADEN was a more complex problem than cooling of conventional exhau&st sysetms.
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a one-quarter scale ADEN (relative to YJ1O1 size) component test was conducted to substantiate the cooling
design and provide data in support of the design effort.

The cooling test set-up (see Figure 9) consisted of an existing jet fuel burner facility modified by
adding cooling air lines and flow metering sections to simulate the quantity, temperature and pressure
level of cooling air supplied by the YJlOI engine. The design also simulated the cooling distribution
design of the ADEN.

DdLIERE COOLING
AIR LINES

AIR SUPPLY

. ADEN

' " DEFUCTOR .

•All COOLING AIR

EATER MA

PRE HEATER

Fig. 9 ADEN Cooling Test Set Up

Since the augmentor burning length could not be scaled down with diameter, the forward position was
water-cooled and only the geometrically scaled ADEN section was cooled by the metered air supply. Por-
tions of the ADEN model not critical to the cooling system evaluation were of boiler plate design for
ease and economy of hardware fabrication. However, all hot parts simulated the flight weight design
relative to material, thickness, construction and cooling design.

4. Full Scale ADEN Demonstrator Test

f The ADEN was statically tested during August 1976 on a YJI01 engine. Total test time was 40.8
hours of which 13.8 hours were conducted at augmented power settings. Jet deflection angles tested in-
cluded 0 (Cruise), 45, 60, 70 and 90 degree vectoring. All mechanical systems performed as designed
and no structural problems were encountered during the test. Figure 10 presents the nozzle installation
during the test. Data analysis is presently in progress and preliminary results indicate conformance
with the model test data shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 10
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DISCUSSION

E.Hlenz
What temperature was the deflector run at and what weight penalty must be considered for such a nozzle?

Author's Reply
The temperatures were in the range of 1600 to 27000 F. There is a weight penalty - it is heavy -- but I do not know
exactly the numbers, it may be 15 to 20%.

J.M.Hardt
Qu le masse d'air utilisez-vous pour le refroidissement de la tuy~re?

Author's Reply
Fan discharged air was used for cooling the nozzle.

i"M.Hardy
Oui, mais quel est son pourcentage par rapport A un debit de masse/moteur?

Author's Reply
I don't know the exact answer to that question. Not included in the paper was how the air flows are distributed in
different flight regimes. During the vector mode the deflector is cool but during the horizontal mode it is not. So
a different amount of cooling air is used in different parts of the flight regime.

N.G.Hatton
Is the performance loss relative to a normal axisymmetric convergent nozzle acceptable in the normal cruise mode?

Author's Reply
To date we haven't shown off the performance loss. It is very little, if any.

The data on the full scale test have not been reduced completely. It's very recent, but it looks very good. The paper
shows that the deflected mode is much better than any other vectoring nozzle we have seen so far.

J.Kurzak
What thrust loss is expected for vertical as compared to horizontal thrust? (Pressure loss due to turn plus exhaust
coefficients).

Author's Reply
There is 100% thrust available when the afterburner is used in both cases. The nozzle thrust coefficients are about
the same in horizontal and vertical.

I
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VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE APPLICATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

ROBERT J. PAYZER
"MANAGER - PRELIMINARY DESIGN-EVENDALE

AIRCRAFT ENGINE GROUP
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

CINCINI'ATI, OHIO 45215

ABSTRACT

This paper will discuss the potential applications for Variable Cycle Engines. It will also discuss
the payoff a for variable cycle engines and the constraints on these engines both from a totally installed
aspect, as well as the internal engine restrictions.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES

There are several potential applications of Variable Cycle Engines in military and commercial
missions. We will discuss the Military applications first.' VCE's will show an advantage for appli-
cations which have some of the following characteristics.

o The basic design mission will have engine requirements at both supersonic and
subsonic flight conditions.

o A requirement for operation flexibility by variation of the flight speed in the
design mission.

o Alternative, non-design mission with emphasis on fuel savings.

There are always alternate non-design missions for any military aircraft. With the current
emphasis on the reduction of fuel usage and the military logistics problem of fuel availability, greater
emphasis is expected to occur on the fuel used in the prime and alternate mission of future aircraft.
Four possible applications of VCE's are discussed for the following aircraft types:

o Air to ground penetration with supersonic and subsonic missions.
o Supersonic air-to-air combat fighter.
o Ground Support/Attack Fighter/Bombers
o VTOL Fighter applications.

The best design mission for a military air-to-ground penetration will include significant supersonic
and subsonic mission legs. This type of aircraft should have extreme flexibility in the penetration mode
in order to give the battlefield commander the operational flexibility to vary his penetration mode and
increase the survivability of his force. To the engine designer this will place a premium on variable
cycle features during the design mission. The Alternate missions for such a vehicle will contain many
subsonic flight conditions and will, consequently, show additional payoff for VCE's.

Air-to-air combat fighters with supersonic capability have been .n the inventory for the last twenty

years, but these designs are not capable of efficient supersonic operation resulting in the fact that they
are not utilized in the supersonic arena. It is possible to design an aircraft with high superso,'ic cruise
efficiency which would then permit improved combat persistence in the supersonic mode. Such a
fighter would, of necessity, also have requirements for efficient supersonic and subsonic engine operation
in terms of maneuverability and persistence. Against these requirements the variable cycle engine
could show an advantage.

There is always an ideal requirement to have an aircraft loiter on station near the area of action
1h from which it could be called for combat. This type of aircraft places a large emphasis on low power

fuel consumption and engines optimized for that condition do not have good combat performance. A
variable cycle engine might have a strong payoff in such type mission and aircraft.

The design of a VTOL fighter is of necessity a significant compromise procedure. The powered
"lifting requirements and resulting configuration, in general, conflict with the requirements for a fighter
orattack aircraft. The flow modulation and vtrsatility inherent in possible VCE designs could have
significant payoffs in improved performance and simplifying the overall design.

In conmercial applications the best candidate is the supersonic transport which has mixed mission
requirements. It is desirable to fly supersonically as much as possible, but due to the multitide of
route segments much or all of the flight could be subsonic. The take.off and approach noise also plays
a factor in the SST system design, and this requirement plus the supersonic/subsonic flight require-
ments would be a natural application for a variable cycle engine.

- .- * j



It is obvious that there are many possible applications for variable cycle engines, however, there
are also many constraints in which the variable cycle engine must fit. Although ideally it would be nice
to have wide swings in engine characteristics in the practical case, this is not possible. The instal-
lation effects, sizing effects and weight and complexity all will limit the arena of the variable cycle
engine.

INSTALLATION EFFECTS

The cycle characteristics of the mixed flow bypass engine are strongly influenced by the require.
ment that the static pressures be balanced at the point of confluency between the two streams. A low
design fan pressure ratio (FPR) demands a low turbine exit pressure with a large amount of energy
available to the turbine. Concurrently, the energy per unit fan flow is lower for the low FPR design.
These two phenomena work together to drive the bypass ratio (BPR) up for a low tan pressure ratio
design and down for a high FPR design. Figure I illustrates this characteristic for a range of des.gns
consistent in overall cycle pressure ratio, turbine temperature, and component performance charac-
teristic s.

BYPASS RATIO VARIATION WiTH FAN PRESSURE RATIO
FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY TURBOFAN ENGINES

6
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1.5 2.5 35 453
Fan Pressw, Ral~o

F r ur. I

In the supersonic flight regime, bypass cycles having high fan pressure ratio tend to have lower
values of specific fuel consumption (SFC) both in the unaugmented and in the augmented modes when
compared with lower FPR cycles, and in the unaugmented mode, significantly more thrust. Although
augmentation will tend to bring th., thrust levels of the low and high FPR designs more closely together,
the low FPR engine falls short of catching up (for engines having equal overall engine airflow). Figure
Z illustrates this characteristic for augmented engines designed for the Mach Z speed range. The FPR
4. S design not only has a larger maximum thrust per unit airflow but also displays a substantially
lower SFC level over the full thrust range. For the levels of turbine inlet temperature and component
performance levels used a 4. 5 FPR design will be limited in BPR to a value less than 0. S giving this
engine cycle characteristics similar to a typical augmented turbojet cycle.

COMPARISON OF SPWCFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION VARIATION
.ITH THRUST FOR VARIOUS FAN PfRESSURE RATIO

TURBOFANS
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In the subsonic flight regime the low FPR design has substaotially lower minimum SFC levels
but still falls short of the specific thrust capabilities of the high FPR designs. These chareritoics
are illustrated on Figure 3. crcr i

COMPARISON OF SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
VARIATION WITH THRUST FOR VARIOUS FAN

PRESSURE RATIO TURBOFANS
submicMIA qndiflon

sPit..0

SFC 101
L)

4M0 Thrust

Dry Thrust

Figurs 3

When designing a powerplant for a mission application having substantial flight time in both the
subsonic and the supersonic regimes, it would be desirable to display the characteristics of the low
FPR design subsonically and those of the high FPR design in the supersonic conditions. The desire
to develop engines having such flexibility has led to substantial effort directed toward variable cycle
engine (VCE) configuration*.

The configurations currently under study do have the ability to adjust their basic cycles in this
manner but mechanical constraints tend to limit the range of FPR variation to a much lower degree
thin that illustrated in the previous charts. With some of the designs the range of effective FPII
could be extended to the levels illustrated: however, such a cycle would tend to display thrust mis-
match in a real aircraft due to the large changes of specific thrust levels associated with this range
of FPI.

A less apparent problem which limits the useful rangle of FPR values in spcific applications
stems from the conservation laws governing the creation of propulsion force by reaction. The echn
ical energy required to accelerate the working fluid increases as the square of the velocity while the
thrust produced Increases directly with velocity. Thus the energy required to produce a given level
of thrust tends to be proportional to the velocity of the exit jet and consequently tend* to increase with
FF5. Thus, in the ideal (no loss) case, the optimum cycle would tend to have a very low FJ'R with
large flow rates flow specific thrust) and low energy addition. This can be clearly illustrated by
inspection of the algebraic equations describing the laws of kinetic energy VAd wmomenum:

Thrust 2~Vjo O

Flow

Thrust/Fto*
Jet Power/Flow v,,* V

Obviously, the m-ost thrust yer unit jet kinatie power io achieved when the jet velocity. Vje dpproches
the flight velocity, V j.

When the effects of tho various loss mechanisxns at *ark in an engine are accounted for, a new
dimension is added to thvoe equations. The utch~attical power (Shaft Power) mnust equal the jet paowr
plus the power dissipated by internal losses. IDe~nig Ah loss in the usiual manner as a toso in
thermoynamic enthalpy ,wr massf unit, with J7 converting thro~nmcunite of won' to ftechantieal
units. as used in the above equations-
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Installation drag. associated with the notate and inlet of a propulsion system must be deducted
from the momentumn thrust. The remaining installed net thrust is then:

¶Installed Thrust ~Jet - - o Drag
F'ow g Flow

It is convenient to describe this installation drag in terms of a conventional aerodynamic drag coeffi-
cent referenced to the free stream capture area.

__ CD A3Dra *, o So

Flow Flow

il ut iZ 0 V0  by definition of q,

and Flow O0 gA V from c.-ntinuity
0 00

and flrag
Flow

Dividing the installed thrust by the ahaft power:

C V
Do0

Installed Thrust/FlowJe o
Shaft Power/Flow (V + V)+ WSg 4hLos

Jet 0 V. - vjet 0

Inspection of this equation reveals that the beneficial effects of reducing the jet velocity are still
at work in the first term of the denominator. However, the two major loss phenomena accounted for

each contributes a counter effect which, as jet velocity is reduced toward the flight velocity, will, in

of oses ndflihtvelocity there will be an optimumn jet velocity (and FPA).

Thi aalyisisquite cossetwith the characteristics of real hardware because power dissi-
patlon due to cycle loss phenomena doies tend to be proportional to the flow rate (for example, a given
pressure loss ratio will dissipate twice the power for twice the flow), and installation drags are
closely related to the *siz of the propulsion systeal, in turn closely related to the free stream capture
area.

It is thus clear why an engine flying at high flight speeds demands higher FMt values. At fined
loss levels a higher V, demiands an equivalent increase in Viet andi FPRt: further, the toss levels
asocaiated with supersonic propulsion tend to be atuch higher than those encountered in propulsion
sYset@ designed low subsonic propulsion.

in looking at actual engiwe design. this phenomena is obviously a predomihant fact~v in the overall
design concept.. Thre high UPR, to* FPR cycles lit use in subsonic transport aircraft are characterized

r b~~ty a careful avoidance of lse:Well rounded lip inets With alinest no ramn total pressure loss and
11 icomplete recovery of spifa.1go drag; deoan inernal ductiag WWand nooze designed for very low interna

and dragloes

For hhpelnncsurs eairrcraft. on tbo0 other hand, a ec*rtple sharp lipp4ed iatet is
* reuird hainglowe susoni ran toal ressaut recovery, large spilag dra ptential, and sub.

stantiat P4parastic flws. l4vttiVelY large0 pressure drops Are t4n4Vqivoia' with reheat augmenOrsUV sad
the iarlone tend to ho temptjes with internal losses. eVtkagaý flues, and drat lovels. The Overall result
is that these, eng't.tzn Mnr10 operate at relatively high ?Pi level even in the subsoniAc flight regtime 0o

produce thoaefficiently.

* These e4ffects ave illustrated on4 Vgure' 4. The subsonic transport design level of losses gives the
best port(rmawe ekA a FPF rang&. of ab~ut I.$. A proput.ion systema tp&Ica of a supersonic sitrategic

* ~bowffbe! cdl best ut~iic a TPR Of awatt 1. S. Far a tylical mixed missOnA figlhter, where soew aVOid.
able osses@ are a'- cepted in the i1T~erest of keePig the prQVopuli system weight and eosaletytVt at a
ftauisnuua a FPO .# about I.$ is Raed"4.
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typical fighter (installed) can be in excess of 50% at a subsonic flight condition.

COMPARISON OF INSTALLED SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
VARIATION WITH FAN PRESSURE RATIO

FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF INSTALLATIONS
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Low FPR designs can also present size probleins for an augmecnted supersonic engine as shown
on Figure 5.

AUGMENTOR SIZE VARIATIONS WITH FAN PRESSURE
RATIO FOR ADVANCED TURBOFAN ENGINES

Augmentot
Arad

LI

The VCE conceptii currently being otti~die4 have a capability to accommodate largo changest in
effective flow vine to going frott the aubsonic to supersonic flight coatditions. This ts accomptished.
for oxagnple. by daiaing the fan for exceoll flow capability and atlcewing the excess flow to bypass the
eiagiae with &an effective low FPR and relatively tl*w Ioe,. at oishaonic crui~se coaditions. In the super-
sonmc fightQ conditions the tan speed to reduced, aftd variable aveometry to used to low flt" theni. allowisng
the maiu vaatac, to owalluw feoo of the flow, with an effective high lVRIP"l BPS cycle,

Otte installatiua problem resulting from this capability is a subsonic flu* dettavd in execes of that
4available from an iftlet properly iiised for the suporsonic conditions, illustratedl on Vigurv 6. AN ehowft
..n Fig44r0ea 7 41id 1OW thei seof auiiki&Y inltets to aconoaethis unusual flow demiand will result in

either high drag or law tinlet Patt total pressaurv ratio recovery. ur hoth. These losses can cormpletely
4oVerl-orrne any cycle beneflit fronit WWch cycle flexibility if it to p~ah*4d too far. Thus the fund&aa.ntal

etaftervatiiia law# wkon ptreperiv appilied tlovd to U"imit e rafte aver which FPR and bVX can be



effectively varied.
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It can be concluded that studies of VGE concepts should concentrate on using this flexibility over
a limited range of effective FPR values working toward good engine matching to the supersonic inlet
characteristics while minimizing subsonic conditions installation losses.

SIZING EFFECTS

Another very important consideration in the variable cycle selection is the effect of the mission
sizing requirements on the engine type. For the supersoiic transport mission, the ratio of fuel weight
to aircraft gross weight is very high and therefore any improvement to supersonic fuel consumption is
extremely important. In thisi case, the engine type would favor the higher fan pressure ratios for good
supersonic performance. However, the SST has another requirement which is acceptable noise levels
at takeoff and approach. During this operation the most desired cycle is one that has low specific
thrust and high airflow. At this flight condition from 0 to . 3 Mach number, auxiliary inlets have good
ram recovery so therefore higher bypass ratios which require high ail flows at thir condition pay off
and the engine would revert to its normal supersonic cruise cycle. Similarly for VTOL applications.
maximum thrust is required at take off. Like the SST this high flow is only reconired at conditions
where auxiliary inlets are good. Therefore, high flowing or high flow conditions at takeoff would be
beneficial for VTOL since in this case auxiliary inlets are possible.

Now for the normal type of combined supersonic/ subsonic military mission requirements, the
engine sizing can take on different aspects. The maneuverability, acceleration thrust, and combat
ability all will influence the cycle selection and tend to drive it away from its cruise only optimum.
Missions which )- -ye very little or virtually no maneuver requirements will tend toward the lower fan
pressure ratiot .ýnd higher bypass ratio when a significant amount of the mission is subsonic, This
is shown in Figure 9. As the maneuver requirements increase in both subsonic and supersonic arenas,
the engine cycles will optimize to higher fan pressure ratios and lower bypass ratios to give good
combat ability. For the normal type mission, how ever, the major portions of it are subsonic where
the higher bypass ratio is desirable. So in this case the variable cycle could have a significant payoff
in allowing the high fan pressure ratio cycle with good combat ability to also have good subsonic per-
formance.

COMPARISON OF AIRCRAFT GROSS WEIGHT VARIATION
WITH FAN PRESSURE RATIO FOR DIFFERENT
MANEUVE_ EQUIREMENTS
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Figure 9

The final selection, of course, will depend upon the mission requirements, However, it is obvious that
a possible attribute of the variable cycle engine would be onc which could swing the bypass ratio to
give good maneuverability during combat and improved subsonic fuel consumptions during other
conditions.

COMPLEXITY AND WEIGHT

Many variable cycle englines have been studied and even tested in the past 10- 15 years at the
General Electric Company.

Let us now examine some of 0,3 early VCE types that were basically attempts at combining the
desirable features of the turbojet and turbofan cycles in one package, but at that time were not com-
pletely satisfactory because of unacceptable weight and complexity or excessive losses due to unusual
engine component requirements. Some of the e;4rly concepts and all of the ones evolved during the
last few years work on the potentially large installation losses.



EARLY VCE CONCEPTS

VARIABLE PUMPING COMPRESSOR (yI PCOM)
R.

This concept was conceived by several engineers at the Aero Propulsion Lab at Wright Field around
1960. It was the first approach ar trying to combine the best %atures of the turbojet and turbofan into
one system. The concept, shown schematically in Figure 10 works in the following manner. During
maximum power and supersonic cruise operation, the engine is run as a dual rotor turbojet engine with
almost all of the front compressor flow being passed through the core compressor. The outer bypass
duct is closed with only a small leakage flow allowed to pass through the duct and outer nuzzle. For
subsonic flight the outer duct and nozzle are opened and the core compressor is low flowed by closing

1, all the compressor stators. This effectively increases the bypass ratio from 0 to 1. 0 and converts
the cycle from a turbojet to a separated flow turbofan. Variable turbine geometry is required on both

the high and low preisure turbines.

While in theory the engine approaches an optimum mixed mission propulsion system, in practice the
losses associated with the core flow modulation negated much of the higher operating bypass benefits.
Also weight and complexity factors detracted from the overall value of the concept. Table I summarizes
the operating principles and problems associated with the concept.

VARIABLE PUMPING COMPRESSOR (VAPCOM)
ENGINE SCHEMATIC

TOP VIEW - TURBOFAN MODE ( LOW FLOWED CORE MAX DUCT FLOW

Z BOTTOM VIEW - TURBOJET MODE ( HIGH FLOWED CORE o MINIMUM DUCT FLOW

Figure 10

TABLE I

VAPCOM

VARIABLE PUMPING COMPRESSOR

. Vary Bypass from 0- I by Compressor Stator Closure

- Variable Turbines Required

a Variable Stator Fan Also Used for Bypass Control and Flow-Speed Optimizatlon

# Prcblems

- Core Compressor Performance with Wide Flow S' lngs

- Overall PIP Drqo with Bypass Increase Mnlmized SJbsonic Improvement

Relatively Complex, Heavy (Core Sized for Full Fai, Flow)
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This engine concept was developed in thp 1960 time period by the General Electric Company.
,ii It too was conceived as a system that combined the turbojet-turbofan features in one package but in an

entirely different manner than the VAPCOM. Figure 11 illustrates the concentric turbojet principal
of the Flex Cycle engine. The basic flowpath illustrated shows a front fan followed by a conventional
core engine. A second burner is located in the bypass duct. The unusual aspect of the engine lies in

"the turbines that power the front fan. As can be seen, two separate turbine systems are located on
the fan shaft. The first fan turbine located behind the core turbine supplies part of the energy needed
to drive the fan. The large aft turbine - the critical component of the engine - supplies the remaining
fan energy. The energy split is a function of the cycle parameters and operating flight condition.

The engine is run in the turbojet mode with the outer duct burner turned on. For low flight Mach
numbers both the outer and inner burners are on for maximum performance. As flight Mach number
increases the core engine can be effectively slowed down to minimize compressor discharge temperature,
while the front fan is run at full speed to maximize supersonic flow. The duct burner and aft turbine
"supply most of the energy for supersonic flight. The ability to keep the fan at full speed while the
core is slowed down permits the cycle to have a very high overall pressure ratio for subsonic flight
while not incurring high compressor discharge temperatures during supersonic flight.

The turbofan mode of the engine results when the duct burner is shut off and the main burner alone
produces energy for the entire compression system. A static pressure balance occurs in front of the

4,aft turbine and basically mixed flow exhaust properties result.

Even with the duct burner off, the basic cycle operation requires the aft turbine to still supply a

r"'. relatively high percentage of the horsepower needed to drive the fan. It is this dry mode of operation
where radical swings in turbine energy, corrected speed and turbine flow function occur. In past
studies, the large changes in turbine energy and their accompanying exit swirl swings and losses have
proven to overcome all the apparent subsonic advantages of the system resulting in no net system payoff.
Also, the engine is relatively low in supersonic specific thrust unless configured with an afterburner.
The two burner configuration shown is already complex and heavy and the addition of another burner
system would only add more complexity. Table 2 summarizes the operating characteristics and
problems associated with this concept. This type of concept would be applicable to higher cruise Mach
numbers.

FLEX ý,YCLE SCHEMATIC

. OUTER BURNER ON -CONCENTRIC TJ MODE-MAX POWER

. OUTER BURNER OFF- MIXED FLOW TF MODE

Figure 11

TABLE?2
FLEX CYCLE

o Originally Studied In Early M3. 0 SST Work (Called Composite Cyclel

0 Two Modes of Operation
. ,Concentric Turbojets with Outer Burner - On
-,Mixed Flow Turbofan with Outer Burner - Off

o This VCE Overall PR Trends in Right Direction
* l-iqh for Subsonic
- Reduced for Supersonic (Core Slows Downt

o Problems

- Aft Turbine Aerodynamics
- Low Specific Thrust Unless A/B is Added
- Complex, Heay iWeight Increase Offset Cycle Improvements)



TURBO AUGMENTED CYCLE ENGINE (TACE)

A true marriage of the turbofan and turbojet occurs with the Turbo Augmented Cycle Engine. As
shown in Figure 12 this engine is composed of two engines in series, a turbofan and a turbojet. A com-
plete turbofan engine is available for use during subsonic flight. In this mode the bypass and core
streams of the turbofan mix together and exhaust through a common nozzle. The aft turbojet is not
in operation for normal subsonic cruise and the pressure loss in the fan stream should be lower than
with augmented flamehulders. For maximum power and supersonic flight the turbofan bypass flow is
diverted into a duct that feeds the aft turbojet engine. This supercharged mode of operation results in
the turbojet becoming a very efficient augmentor for the fan duct flow.

While the system is derived from two well proven engine concepts it does have several drawbacks.
One is the overall weight of the total propulsion system. Another is the lack of specific thrust potential
for non-augmented versions of the engine. Addition of an afterburner to the turbojet and possibly a
duct burner to the mixed exhaust of the front turbofan would make the system competitive on a thrust
basis but would magnify the overall maintenance and servicing problems. Table 3 summarizes the
characteristics of the TACE concept.

1URBO AUGMENTED CYCLF ENGINE
(TACE) SCHEMA"IC

4,. TOP VIEW - TURBOFAN ONLY MODE (AFT TJ OFF) - SUBSONIC

I BOTTOM VIEW - COMBINED MODE (AFT TJ ON) - MAX POWER/SUPERSONIC

* Figure 12

TABLE 3

. TURBO AUGMENTED CYCLE ENGINE (TACE)

o Basically?2 Engines
S- Turboan for Subsonic - TJ Shut Off

Turbofan Used as an Augmentor for Bypass Flow
Supercharged by Fan

r o Problems
- Primarily Weight and Configuration

-- Low Specific Thrust at High T2 Levels Unless A/B Is Added

-- Core Flow from TF Might Need an Augmentor Also

.P"

The preceding three concepts were all attempts at trying to combine the turbojet and turbofan In
one acceptable package. Either some component proved to have extreme aerodynamic or mechanical
problems or the weight and complexity of the system overcame whatever cycle advantag .,s was initially
present. While a true turbojet/turbofan mode change is probably not achievable in a viable system,

Ipresent VCE studies are indicating that advancements can be made over todays existing engines.prsn C tde r niaigta dacmet a emd vrtdy xsigegns
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MODULATING BYPASS VCE CONCEPT

3 The Modulating Rypass (MOBY) cycle was developed in the 1973 time period in response to the U. S.
Air Force'-s request for engine concepts that addressed the problems of throttle dependent installation
losses. Figure 13 illustrates the initial cycle concept which is fundamentally a separated flow duct
burning turbofan cycle configured as a three spool engine. The unique aspect of the configuration is
found in the fan system. As can be seen, the fan is divided into two sections, each being on a separate
shaft. with a bypass duct located between them. Downstream of the second fan section is a conventional
core engine and second bypass duct. A duct burner is located in this duct to provide thrust for

acceleration and supersonic flight.

For maximum power and supersonic flight the engine runs as a standard duct burning turbofan.
Almost all the front fan section flow is passed through the second fan section and then divided between
the second bypass duct and core. A small leakage flow goes into the outer bypass duct and out the

4 outer nozzle.

For part power subsonic conditions the front fan operating mode is set to perfectly match the inlet
requirement. This airflow match is held while thrust is varied by reducing the second and third spool
speeds. Turbine temperature is reduced at an optimum rate by utilizing the variable turbine systems.
With this mode of operation overall bypass ratio increases markedly since flow rejected by the second
fan section now goes into the bypass duct located between the fan sections. Also, overall fan pressure
ratio reduces to more optimum levels for subsonic flight. Matched inlet flow can be maintained down
to 50% dry thrust without any sacrifice in uninstalled SFC. Additional installed advantages occur since
constant airflow thrust modulation results in more open nozzle settings that reduce aft end closure drag.

While this concept did effectively work on installation losses its overall complexity (three rotors,
three nozzles, three variable turbines and two bypass ducts) was too great for serious consideration as
a practical propulsion system. Also, since the basic concept was that of a separated flow turbofan,
the resultant specific thrust potential wass not as high as competitive mixed flow fan systems. Table 4
summarizes the MOBY concept.

MODULATING BYPASS (MOBY)
ENGINE SCHEMATIC

3 Spool Double Bypass

TOP VIEW-SUBSONIC-PART POWER (MAX OITER DUCT FLOW)

f!i

BOTTOM VIEW-MAX POW '1ODE (MIN OUTER DUCT FLOW)

Figure 13

TABLE 4

MODULATING BYPASS VCE CONCEPT

o Conceived as Inlet Matching Concept to Minimize Installation Losses

o Concept Operation

Max Power Mode - Runs as a Standard Duct Burning Turbolan

Part Power Subsonic 2nd Spool & Core RPM's Reduced. T4 Drops

Overall Bypass Increases, Fan PR & Overall PR Drop

Basically Thrust Is Varied with P&T. Not WA

Inlet Stays Matched, Afterbody Losses Reduced

o Problems - Weight & Complexity (3 Nozzles. 3 Spools)

- Relatively Low Specific Thrust Levels



SYSTEM PAYOFF FOR VCE'S
It is possible that the improved performance over the complete flight map may be more than offset by

the additional weight and cost of the system. Figure 14 shows where a system payoff can be obtained by

an improvement in subsonic fuel consumption versus an increase in engine weight. The fighter bomber
with a fuel usage assumption of 50/50 subsonic supersonic used mixed mission allows the largest engine
weight increase of all types mission. It shows that past variable cycle concepts weight increases were
more than offset by the fuel consumption improvements. We can conclude, therefore, that the variable
cycle engines to pay off must be relatively light or simple. Such types of engines have been identified

S and are currently being studied.

BREAK EVEN RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ENGINE WEIGHT
INCREASE AND FUEL WEIGHT DECREASE FOR

VARIOUS AIRCF' FTS
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TACE Flex Cycle

30 "
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Engine Typical Break Even Lines
Weight
increase Increased Fighter/BomberOver 20 TO
Fixed Advanced TGW

Simple VCE educed

TOG Fighter
10 VAPCmO SST Without Noise Constraint

.-. :. .. ,Advanced VCE

0
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Percent Subsonic SFC Reduction Uver Fixed Cycle

Figure 14

ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES OF VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES

For conventional turbofan engines compromises must be made in the selection of engine control
areas (low pressure turbine, bypass duct areas, etc. ) to allow engine operation over a wide range of
flight Mach numbers. Normally, these areas are set to give near maximum performance at an

expected key flight condition with operation at other flight points being somewhat poorer than a re-
Iptimized engine could produce. These performance losses become more pronounced as the engine
flight envelope is extended to higher Mach, higher altitude conditions.

Variable cycle engines that can adjust the engine control areas to suit each flight: condition can show
performance gains over conventional engines during off desig., conditions. Better inlet airflow matching
at higher flight Mach numbers is one result of this. Also, the effect of engine bleed and horsepower
extraction can be minimized by rescheduling duct and turbine areas. This becomes especially important
at high altitude conditions. The effect of off-standard day operation can be be~ter accommodated by
using these variable area devices to keep spool speeds and operating lines at more optimum settings.
Of equal importance will be the ability to recoup some of the performance losses that result from com-
ponent deterioration. Original spool speed matches can be maintained by rescheduling turbine and

duct areas.

A unique feature of the VCE's currently under study it their abilit; to supply large amounts of
pressurized air for special purpose such as quiet, short take-off and landing and lift enhancement. Also,

ri the great degree of flow control offered by the variable geometry engine features can lead to more
simplified inlet and exhaust systems.

It is quite probable therefore that once payoff has been established in the basic mission variable
cycles tan have even additional payoffs some of which are not now identified. Jus. as variable compressor
stators were used to extend enginc operation in rather specialized cases, such as hot gas re-ingestion
during thrust reverser oi gun gas ingestion during gun fire on fighters, the variable cycle features will

extend thu capabilities of the system.

I,.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we find that although it is theoretically desirable to have an engine system that can
operate in substantially wide variations of cycle conditions, there are practical limitations to what
extent this can be accomplished. We find that installation effects, mission sizing effects, component
complexity and off design operation, as well as weight, all place limitations there-on to the degree
of flexibility that can be achieved in an installed engine. We find that practical attractive variable
cycle engines may now be possible and the secret to this practical variable cycle engine is simplicity.
Simple variable cycle engines have been identified and are currently under study and development.
The next generation of engines for multi-mission use could very well be variable cycle engines if
their increased weight, complexity and cost are more than offset by reduced airplane size, cost,
more flexible practical operation and greatly reduced fuel usage.

DISCUSSION

.J.F.Chevalier
Dans vos trois moteurs, vous avez en supersonique le diamýtre du moteur find par le ddbit masse au ddcollage, donc
un grande trainee. Avez-vous des projets oCt l'encombrement est rdduit en supersonique?

Author's Reply
I'm not sure I'm going to answer your question directly. But I did not mention one of the advantages of the
variable cycle engines that are under study now, that allows you to make maximum use of the components: in other
words, with the fixed cycle engines we will compromise all of the areas to give us a rather average performance over
the flight map. By putting in these variabilities we now can improve even the supersonic perfcrmance. In my paper
I really concentrated on subsonic because we do compromise the high supersonic by matching our engine at a lower
Mach number, but indeed there are pays-off in supersonic performance too.

You mentioned that we do penalise the engine, I believe, because it may have a larger diameter. Yes, we try to do a
very honest evaluation. We do not want to change technologies when going from a conventional engine to a variable
cycle engine. And I have to admit that in our studies by everything we have learned on variable cycle engines, we
found we have also been able to improve conventional engines. So they are catching up.

J.F.Chevalier
Je suit out-•i-fait d'accord avec votre derni•re phrase: il faut chaque fois que l'on a fait un progrds dans les moteurs
• cycle variable, introduire ce progrds technologique dans un moteur classique pour voir si l'on 'await pas le m~me
rdsultat.

Author's Reply
However, I would like to say,just in terms of amusement, I find now that my cycle designers tell me that it is more
difficult for them to design a fixed cycle engine because they now have to figure out where to fix it. It is much
easier with a variable cycle engine.

AI. t•
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SUMMARY

Economic and environmental incentives imposed by future fuel conservation needs have created a resurgence of interest in the
study of very high efficiency aircraft engine cycles. The effects of projected gas turbine technological progress, unconventional thermo-
dynamic processes and advanced propulsion devices are assessed in terms of their fuel savings potential. The operating characteristics of
two selected propulsion systems - an advanced turbofan and a turboprop engine - are projected and compared at points along a trans-
port flight profile. The applicability of engine component geometry variation to improve propulsion system efficiency is also reviewed.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The aircraft industry has always strived to provide the airlines with high efficiency. economical transport aircraft. Following the
introduction of the first turbojet engines into commercial service, fuel consumption has been reduced by 30 percent as the result of the
normal evolution of technology. However, with the advent of the energy crisis earlier in this decade, industry emphasis to further re-
duce fuel consumption and lower operating costs was increased,

Under NASA sponsorship, studies have been conducted to find ways of reducing fuel consumption in both current and future air-
"craft engines. This paper summarizes a propulsion feasibility study aimed at evaluating fuel conservative concepts that might be appli-
cable to future commercial air transport engines.

As a result of these studies, it is apparent that substantial reductions in gas turbine fuel consumption can be realized through the
development of turbofan technology. The technology necessary to achieve these reductions was identified under NASA Contract
NAS3-19132. This technology was then used as the baseline for the study of unconventional propulsion systems to achieve further fuel
savings. This study, in turn, resulted in the identification of a turboprop utilizing an advanced, highly efficient propeller as a possible
future contender to the conventional turbofan.

In the following sections of this paper the turbofan engine and the unconventional engine possibilities are reviewed. The advanced
turbofan and turboprop cycles are compared with the current turbofan in both domestic and international flight service to assess the
fuel conservation possibilities with the two systems.

Because of the continuing and wide industry and Government interest in this subject, much of the material contained in this paper
has been disseminated to the technical community via several technical papers and formal reports (1-5)*.

2.0 ADVANCED FUEL CONSERVATIVE CONVENTIONAL TURBOFAN

TM.e major factor that influences the fuel savings potential of aircraft gas turbine engines is installd cruise TSFC. A reduction in
TSFC produces a direct reduction in aircraft fuel load for a given flight time as well as an indirect reduction ivalized by the lower engine
"thrust required to propel the lighter airplane. From the time the first Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT3 turbojet powered Boeing 707 was
introduced, engine cruise TSFC has been reduced by over 30 percent to present day JT91) turbofan levels. This reduction has come

* about mainly by cycle improvements permitted by advances in component aerodynamics, materials, cooling, and structure-mechanics
technology. These improvements have given the engine designer significantly greater freedom in wlecting the best engine cycle based on
TSFC considerations.

, TSFC can be reduced by as much as 7-10% in the future by utilizing increased core engine cycle capability which is projected for
the 1990's. Core cycle pressure ritius 50%e higher than present and II 1-220 0C (200-4000F) higher maximum cycle temperature levels
may be possible before material, gas path sealing, or hot parts cooling bleed air limits are reached. A further means of reducing future en-
gine TFC lies in inrreasing the efficiency of converting the core engine power output to useful thrust by utilizing the bypass fan .'rinciple.
The turbofans of today represent the practical application of the principle. Rather than converting the available energy directly to thrust
in an exhaust nozzle as in a turbojet, the bypass fan is used to accelerate an Increased volume of air to a slower exhaust speed. In combi-nation with the core engine advancements, the improved propulsion oriented components could result in turbofan engine cruise TSFC 10

Ito I percent lower than current turbofans by the 1990's (See Figure 1).

* . Slight additional cruise TSFC reductions are theoretically possible by altering turblne and primary exhaust nozzle flow capacities
to increase engine efficiency. During typical cruise (75 percent of climb thrust rating) and in the absence of any penalties associated

k •with the variable geometry, it is ev*-ated that a theoretical reduction of slightly over I percent in TSFC can be obtained by reducing
the flow capacity of the high pressure turbine and increasing the flow capacity of the low pressure turbine, rhese theoretical improve-
"nIeots are insufficient to justify tic added complexity of the variable geometry features in the engine. For example, with variable stagger

•Numbers in parentheses designate References at end of paper.
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turbine vanes, leakage is inevitable around the movable vanes. If even a one percentage point efficiency penalty is assumed in each tur-
bine, all of the theoretical TSFC benefit is lost. Based on testing to date, this efficiency penalty is believed to be extremely optimistic.
Therefore, the addition of variable turbines to improve the cruise performance of future subsonic transport turbofam would appear to be
unwarranted.

3.0 ALTERNATE FUEL CONSERVATIVE PROPULSION SYSTEM POSSIBILITIES

Numerous variants of the conventional turbofan cycle have been studied in the past in an effort to maximize efficiency within the
state-of-the-art. As part of the present studies, the technology of these variants was projected to the 1990's, consistent with the base-
line turbofan, to examine the possibility of exploiting tltir energy-saving*features. For the r;Arposeso dicusoanevltith
propulsion systems are separated into two subsystems, the primary cycle and the propulser. To provide a common basis for under-
standing, Figure 2 shows schematically the components which are included in each subsystem.

3.1 Advanced Alternate Primary Cycles

Numerous alternatives to the Brayton cyAle have been studied in the past in an attempt to improve thermal efficiency. Principal
concepts include use of internal cycle heat exchange, non-steady flow primary combustion, and cycle compounding. Engines have been
build and successfully run utilizing these concepts. The possibility of exploiting unconventional cycles to conserve energy in the future
was reviewed as part of this evaluation. Results are summarized in the following paragraphs.

internal Cyle Heat Exchange - Thermal efficiency of the primary cycle can be increased by rising the average temperature of
external heat addition or by reducing the average temperature of heat rejection. A practical method of internal cycle heat exchange
which accomplishes both of these is regeneration. Waste heat is extracted from the turbine exhaust gases and transferred to air entering
the combustor which reduces the amount of fuel needed to achieve a given combustor exit temperature level. This concept is shown

S ... schematically together with a temperature - entropy Brayton cycle diagram in Figure 3. Heat extracted from the turbine discharge
(Station 4) reduces the exhaust temperature to the level of Station 2, if complete heat transfer is accomplished, and preheats the com-
bustor air to the Station 4 level. Fuel is then burned to further increase the temperature from the station 2a level rather than the custo-
mary station 2 value to the desired Station 3 level. Regeneration is useful up to the threshold cycle pressure ratio corresponding to
equal compressor discharge and turbine discharge temperatures where the thermal efficiency equals that of the simple Brayton cycle.

Ideal regenerative gas turbine cycle performance was estimated and is compared with advanced technology simple Brayton cycles
in Figure 4. As cycle pressure ratio is reduced below the threshold, at the example cruise condition, regenerative cycle thermal effi-
ciency anproves steadily until tie cycle pressure ratio approaches a value of 5 or 10 where the thermal efficienc) peaks out and then
rapidly drops.

Regeneration is more effective in improving thermal efficiency at high combustor exit temperature levels and correspondingly
higher turbine discharge gas temperatures. The average temperature of external heat addition incre:-ises as the threshold pressure ratio
increases. Therefore, the regenerative cycle can be expected to require a higher combustor exit temperature than the corresponding
simple Brayton cycle to maximize thermal efficiency.

The discussion so far has been based on ideal reversible heat exchange processes. Irreversibilities affect both the cycle choice and
the benefit of regeneration. If less than complete heat transfer is achieved, for example, thermal efficiency trends change as shown on
Figure 5. For the 1760'C (32000 F) temperature level example, a regenerator effectiveness of roughly 70 percent would appear necessary
in a 1990's gas turbine, with a cycle pressure ratio of 20:1. to match the performance of the simple Brayton cycle with a 45:1 pressure ratio.

In arriving at a definition of a technologically possible future regenerator, several regenerative techniques were explored. In each

-ase, an air-to-gas heat exchanger located behind the turbine last stage was selected as the most practical arrangement. The location of the
regenerator was based on ducting requirements. A simpler system resulted by ducting the higher density compressor air rearward to the
heat exchanger and forward to the burner, than by ducting the hot, lowel density turbine gases in a reverse fashion. Other intermediary
working fluids - such as liquid metal - to transfer heat from the turbine to the combustion region were considered and discarded because
of 'large weight penalties.

Seve-al air-to-gas heat exchangers were analyzed leading to the selection of a stationary, plate-fin coi.mterfiow matrix arrangement.
Rotary regenerators, with wire screens or ceramic matrices, were also considered together with 2 pass, cross-counterflow tubular station-
ary recuperators. Although the recuperators were heavier than the rotory devices, they were inore compact, presented fewer leakage
paths, required no carryover of trapped gas flow between the two stremns, and were simpler in construction. Of the two rccupvratoes
evaluated, the platc-fin solution was selected because of a significantly lower matrix and total re-uperator weight requirement based oilequal overall perforn'ance.

Evaluation of the plate-fin recuperalor in context with nae,:elle geometry envelope coustrainsts resulted in the modular concept with
eight identical heat exchangvrs as shown in Figure 6. A hot gas approach Mach number of 0.2 provided a heat exchanger frontal area
"which required a heat exchanger height less thwn that of the rear turbine flange diameter and tWme width exceeded tWe turbine rear flange
"diameter by 55.9 cm (22 inches). The additional nacelle interior volume was used to advantage in providing regions for ducting the com-
pressor air to and fromn the recuperator. A frictional pressure loss of 14.6 percent was estimated in turning the hot-gases into the heat
exchanger core, proceeding through the core, and turning axially out the exhaust nozzle. A total pressure loss of 4.9 percent was esti-
mated for the cold air in flowing ýhrough the headers and core. These high pressure losses were conterbalanccd by a high effectiveness
level of 0.90. Lower effectiveness level designs were evaluated which, in spite of lower pressure losses, provided equal thernmal effici-
ency when considering the combined effects of pressure losses and regenerator etfectiv'ness. With thesw designs, thle deuret engine
fnacelle allowances were greatly exceeded. Thus, only tle 0.90 effectiveness regenerator was retained for further evaluation.

Thcoretical evaluations, such as in reference b, have shown a th.r-nal efficiency advantage by combining other heat cxchangC
tiproesses with regeneration. Compressor intercooting, i.e., extracting heat from mid-conipressor air, can theoretically %uppiesnent
regeneration to provide up to an additional 3 percentage points in thermal effic•ency in the abence of additional frictiomal losses or



..... ......... .. .... ... .......... .ul u l wiernaic concept was evaluated. raras•lt pressure
losses in the intercooler ducting and heat exchanger negated theoretical thermodynamic gains. Therefore, the simpler system of in-
ternal heat exchange, regeneration, was found to have the greater potential for conserving fuel in aircraft engines.

Nun-Steady Flow Primary Combustion - In addition to heat exchange within the gas turbine, direct substitution of alter-
nate processes has been considered in the past. Of particular noiý 13 L.ýe substitution of an internittunt-flow, constant volume pro-
cess combustion in place of the standard steady-flow, nearly constant pressure process. Temperature - entropy diagrams are com-
pared for the two cycles on Figure 7. The thermal efficiency advantage of constant volume combustion lies in the smaller entropy
change during combustion (heat addition) and heat rejection which results in a lower average temperature of external heat rejection.
A comprehensive study of the constant volume combustion process (7) analytically examined several combustion processes as re-
lated to feasible concepts involving constant cross-sectional area combustion tubes with valves at each end. As airflow proceeds through
the tube, the outlet valve closes first, creating a hammer shock which propogates upstream to the tube inlet. The inlet valve is timed
to close as the shock reaches its location reflecting the shock wave and causing a substantial increase in pressure level. Based on this
evaluation, a 2 to 4 percent improvement in engine performance may be possible relative to a constant pressure combustor assuming a
20 percent pressure increase during combustion. In several independent test attempts to demonstrate constant volume combustion, the
net pressure rise was limited to a few percent by valving dynamics. Mechanically, the non-steady combustor would substantially in-
crease the engine complexity. Special ignition and fuel injection systems would be required together with the possible addition of
extra bearings and a gmar drive system. The application of constant volume combustion to future powerplants awaits an inventive con-
cept which can demonstrate the performance potential with reliability and economy in the restrictive influence of the surrounding turbo-
machinery.

Cycle Compounding - The examination of the substitution of individual new processes within the general Brayton cycle concept
leads naturally to the possibility of combining the Brayton cycle with other non-steady cyclic en',mnes (8). For example, the use of an
intermittent combustion cycle in place of the gas turbine burner can provide the efficiency benefits of the very high pressure and tem-
perature levels achievable in this cycle with the large power output capability of the gas turbine. A notable example of this cycle is the
Napier Nomad Compound Diesel Engine. To date, this engine, shown in Figure 8, has demonstrated a higher level of thermal efficiency
than any other aircraft powerplant. This is remarkable considering tha, this engine was flight tested in 1954. On an equal output power
basis, the Napier Nomad weighed approximately 2 to 3 times more than smaller first generation turboshaft engines while providing one
third higher thermal efficiency. Recent studies indicate that this weight difference could not be significantly narrowed by proper selec-

-"I tion of the pressure ratio of an advanced technology compressor and a modern rotary emrgine (9). Improvements in thermal efficiency
could also be obtained by utilizing advanced technology turbomiachincry and by insulating the rotary engine to limit the heat loss to 10
or 15 percent of the external heat input. By the 1990's, it is possible that the rotary engine, compressor, and turbine techno)hgies will
advance to the point where a compound cycle thermal efficiency 10 or 15 percent greater than the Napier Nomad level would be
possible.

A composite thermal efficiency comparison of the Brayton, regenerative. v.,J compound cycles is presented on Figure 9. Regenera-
tive gas turbines and advanced compound gas turbines with projected 1985 technology levels can provide thermal efficiency levels similar
to the simplu gas turbine cycle. The regenerative gas turbine, efficient at low cycle pressure ratios, requires up to a 2220C (4000F) higher
combustor exit temperature capability along with the added major engine clement of a heat exchanger to equal the performance of a
higher pressure ratio simple gas turbine. The very high pressure ratio compound cycle requires the complexity of the nun-steady flow
engine cycle. O1f the three concepts, the advanced simple gas turbine cycle has the greatest potential for increasing thermal efficiency
with low weight, low cost, and high reliability needed for air transport applications.

3.2 Advanced Fuel Conservative Propulsor Possibilities

Efficient conversion of available power into useful thrust shares equal importance with efficient power generation in conserving
fuel. Thrust output theoretically can be increased by minimizing the air velocity increase induced by a propulsor disk for a given
amount of available power. Since thrust output is proportional to the product of the air mass flow rate and the velocity increase through
the propulsor. propulsor diameter must be increased proportionally with the square root of the mass flow rate to produce the &igher
thrust.

Trends of propulsor diameter and ideal thrust capability, shown as propulsive efficiency, were derived for a series of possible pro-
pulsors as shown in Figure 10. The calculatiois assume isentropic thrust conversion processes and no viscous losses. Turbofan dant-
eters include an allowance for the fan cowl. Propeller diameteis are based on information contaWed in references 10 and 1I. A large
gap exists between the two conventional propulsor diameters in which a major propulsive effici-eny improvement potential exists.
Two possible unconventional ptopulsocu in this region were eonmtideed - a shrouded fan and an advanced propeller.

The selection of these concepts for evaluation was based on examination of the effects of irrevenibilities on the pemformance
potential of two conventional propulsors at the Mach 0.8 flight apeed. Internal engine and external loss effects are illustrated in
Figure I. The propulsive efficiency of the advanced turbofan is 20 to 30 percentage points below the ideal over a fan pressure ratio
range of 1.7 to 1.3. An additional 2 percentage pount rWeucttion could be evpected with 1975 technology.

Rapidly increasing installation losses with fan pressure ratio reduction offset the ideal propulsive efficiency inceeds for the con-
ventionaJ turbofans. Turboprop propulsive efficiency with 1950's technology prooellers is lower than the turbofan levels principally
Lmbecauix of low propeller efficiency associated with blading compressibility losses. In an attempt to uli•e a larger percentage of the
ideal propulsion efficiency in the slmall diameter ran., the benefits of reducing low plessure ratio fan Installation ltosse, and %iapov-
ing propelilr te-hnalogy relative to the pleselt optraling levels wvee addressed.

Shrouded Fan Concept - The three major factors affecting low pressure ratio fan propulsive efficiency potential ar inturia
ducting pressure lows, nozzle toaks, and fan cowl drag. Sensitivity of propulsive efficiency to the tWree factors was calculated aod is
shown in Figtue 12. The propulsive efficiency sensitivity to ductig aed notikl lows increAses by a factor of five or greater between
the selected pressure ratios of 1.7 and 1.1. Fan cowl drag could easily increase by a factor of 4.0 between thew fan presure ratios an
for conventional nacelle geo•telry because of the progressively larger wetted area associated with the larger fan diameter. Therefore,
a short thin nacelle, or shroud, would appear advantageout in utilizing the %heoretical fuel savings potential of low pressure ratio fans.
A 1. 1 pressure ratio fan was selected to investigte the fuel viAgs potential relative to a 1.7 pressure ratio coavemital fan. Adiabatic



stage efficiency of the 1.1I pressure ratio, 12 bladed fan was estimated to be within 0.5 percent of lthe 1.7 pressure ratio, 42 bladed fan.
A cowl, or static shroud, with a length-to-miaximumn diameter ratio of 0.5, tess than one-third the ratio of the conventional fans, was
needed with the 1. 1 pressure ratio fan with minimum desirable inlet length, blasle-to-stator acoustic spacing, and nozzle ducting allowances.
The resulting fan configuration, shown in IFigure 13. Includes variable pitch fan blades which are -edcd for thrust reverse during landing
and whtich can improve the fan stability margin during take-off operation where the sharp lip inlet imposes a highly distorted fan face
flow field. Relative to the 1, 7 pressure ratio fan installation, the shrouded fan is estimated to have an 80 percent lower internal parasitic
pressure loss in the combined inlet and duct, a 0.2 percent higher nozzle velocity coefficient, and equal external fan cowl drag. With
these differences, lthe 1. 1 pressure ratio fait is estimated to offer up to a 9 percentage point highter propulsive efficiency titn lthe I.7
pressum ratio, convec~tional fant installation.

Advncd ropcler Concept - The primary indicator oflithe usefulness of an unshroudcd propeller is propeller efficiency which
direci~tly rlates ~the thrst outputtin the shaft power input. ibe achievement of high efficiency at contemporary flight speeds andi alti-
tudes is the critical factor in assessing the value of this propulso.

Current operational propellers exhibit very high efficiency levels up to a flight cruise speed Of Macli 0.65. At higher flight speeds,
blading compressibility losWse infcrSe sharply to cause lthe performance downturn indicated on Figure 14. Thin cross-section, lightly
cambered two bladed reswrich propellers,' isted in 1950, demonstrated high efficiency at the higher flight speeds (10). The thinnest
model had an 80 percent mneasured efficiency at Mach 0.8. However, these models were structurally inadequate. Their demonstrated
efficiency combined with composite structural technology form the basis for advanced propeller characteristic projections taken from
ruferenace 10.

The two blade efficiency data were converted to an eight blade configuration by established techniques which halved propeller
diameter. Cruise efficiency was estimated to be 73 percent for lthe smaller diameter eight bladed propeller using ideal effwicincy trends
with diameter and blade number. 'The application of s~tpcrcritical bladisig sections. a contoured nacelle shape, and blade tip sweep were
each calculated to improve efficiency by over two percentage points. Supereritical airfoil improvements were extracted fromn limited
published data of Whitcomob airfoils. Wind tunnel tests of several propeller-nacelle model ccrnfigurations have shown substantial reduc-
tions -44nl section compressibility tosses through blade root flow retardation by increasing nacelle diameter. The high solidity root
sections of an eight blade design could be expected to be especially sensitive to this effect. In accomplishing the improvement, care
would have to be taken to avoid high nacelle drags. Limited aerodynamic theory indicates that sweep should be useful at the blade tips
where the relative velocity is slightly supersonic. If all the indicated aerodynamic advances were achieved at the Mach 0.8 cruise speed,
the projected eighit bladed propeller efficiency would be 80 percent. The achievement of this propeller efficiency Zranslates into a cruise
propulsive effic-ency level 14 percentage points higher than a 1.7 pressure ratio conventionld fan taking into account the propulsor of-

ficencies. internal ducting losses. mid fart cowl drag.

* In reference 11, moderm spar and shell blade construction consisting of a flattened metal tube spar, ai composite airfoil shell and
* a titanium leading edge sheath for foreign object damage and erosion protection, is projected to meet the aerodynamic requirements

with structural adequacy. Uncontained blade fragmentatton. of obvious concern to the operator, is not considered to be a major
problem, according to the manufacturer, based on the fifty million hours of turboprop operation without a single in-flight blade frag-
ment separation.

* An advanced propeller was selected for consideration with major characteristics as shown in Figurr IS. The combination of multi-
bWading and small diameter should ease the mount stiffmeU aWd nacelle l04gth requIreMnts 4nd prvide0 Tmor freedo in e91gine position-
lag within fuselage and ground to blade tip clearance constraintts.

3.3 lzmtalld Advanced Propidvion Sysleist

Installation studies were carried out for the turbofan, shrouded fan, and turboprop ptopulsion systems to determine the relative
installed cruise propulsive efficiency. Advanced gas generators with high cycle pressure ratios and high maxinsuto Qotbuswo exit
temperature levels were selected to pcwd near maximsaus thermal efficiency.

The turbofan gas generator muaximum combustor exit temperature was set Il I C (QU~fl) tower than the turbovimaft engine cycle ubed
to drive the advanc4d propeller or the shrouded fan. The lower temperature, 5 stage fan drive turbine provided sufficient work output at
high efficiency to avoid the need for reduction gearing between fth fan and turbine. The turboshaft engine cycle presisure ratio was
reduced somewhat fromt the turbofan value to produce a comparable gas path height in the critical comupressior exit region for equal
Tuacs thrust capabilities. In this rutnner, comparable compr~msor ad turbine blade ti clearances and losses could be assumed. The

somenwhat different turbotan core 4ad turboahaft c~ycles provided rxarly equlW thermal effwciecy levels as shown un Figure 16.

Offset compound idler gea drive systems Were selCted0 for th shoded fNO aMd turbopro fiystes with espedsv1. gea ratsA
of 9 : 1 and .g:1. Agear syemfflielmy of 99 percen wasiass ued usthe ov tluionftotboth casei.

t installation arrangements were worked out for the three tystems vA shown in Figure 17. The tubofan wats assuned to be a coft-
wverional undcr-the-wing. pylon mounted arrangement. The fan cowl length is 1.55 tunes the xsaxinsuns cowl dc~uuter to provide
adequote length for efficient inlet diffusiion and sufficient coustically treated wall area to atteuate fan wuxrc' nou.e to FAR hart A6
minus 10 LI5NdH levels at take-off, "idLine, and apptoach coaditioni. Rtevers thustit is Providd by a cascade thust reverser in the,
fan stream only. The shrouded fan and turboprop s~ystems were treate as under-the-wing gp% gessrt-or arraWngtefiets which 4re gloved
to the wing. Compke-te justificatio for thi slection WOul requift further study. flowerer, it appears that thit arrangemtent call pro-
'4l0 adequate propulsiol tip to ground culmearne dra$ and imtemrna "-lt pressurfe recovery cunpuambl to saver-the-winge installations, iand
readily accesible engine modules Thrus reverse is accompih~ed by 11ltcrnn the pitch of the two peoputaces., badinig bAllrce reten-
tioss and hydro-niechanica ImeWChacal1) Pitch change iystWem ~vc hA.Vn asawed for t"n purposie. Integrated propulsoio and gas pen.
erator coutiols represen an ideal a &U- pi atsno advanced divAt4 ekect"Wic whi'A can provide mssti~vaziaNW coatrul within A small



The axial distance between the wing qLarter choro and propeller planes was set at a value of approximately 1.0 to minimize the
tendenicy for nalcelle whirl flutter and vibration transmission to the cabin. Ohin inlets were placed well out in diameter front the blade
roots in the turboprop to benefit from the pressure rise through that section of the propeller. A total pressure recovery to the gas
generator face of 1.0 is possible by carefully contouring the spinner and Inlet for minimum loss. The maximun nacelle diameter on
the turboprop was set equal to 35 percent of the propeller diamecter to provide sufficient back-pressure and avoid blade root choking.
While an attempt has been made to account for all of these phenomena, it is recognized that much additional analyses and testing is

Al•. required to wei-h tle many factors involved in selecting a final installation arrangement.

Installation losses were estimated for each of the systems in order to compare installed propulsive efficlency pojen:ial (Figure 18).
Blading efficiency levels, internal ducting losses, and fan cowl drags were taken from evaluations described earlier in this paper. (ear
system losses. propulsor-drive turbine losses and the remainder of the installation drag were calculated for the selected installations. The
large gains calculated for tihe advanced propeller. although preliminary, indicate that installation loss effects are small in relation to the

5i•' improved propulsor performance (Figure 18). "T1he shrouded fan is shown to be a third less effective in increasing propulsive efficiency
than 6 the advanced propeller.

Thec advanced propeller shows adequate promise to suggest further detailed analytical and mnpirical evaluation. The shrouded fan
is viewed as a posible contingent y propulsor pending the outcome of advanced propeller testing planned in 1976. Although the

- •shrouded fan has the potential for relatively large fuel savings relative to the conventional turbofan,, the potential is highly sensitive to
* system parasitic losses associated with ducting the air through the propulsor. Major aerodynamic and structural questions related to

the large diameter shroud also remain unanswered at this time. The remainder of this paper is therefore devoted to evaluation of the
turboprop and conventional turbofan systems.

4.' POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS

Advanced study aircraft were taken from reference 4 to determine the fuel savings and direct operating cost reductions possible
with advanced turbofans and turboprops. Domestic and intercontinental 200 passenger transport aircraft, with respective design ranges
of 5,556 kin (3000 n.mi) and 10. 186 kin (5500 n.mi), were evaluated. Airca-ft characteristics in both cases include high aspect
ratio wings, supercritical aerodynamics, and advanced lightweight composite structural technology. The turbofan powered domestic
transport was studied as a three engine configuration; the domestic turboprop and both intercontinenrta aircraft were studied with four
engines. The trijet consisted of two under-the-wing pylon mounted engines and a tail mounted engine. The four engine aircraft con-
sisted of wing mounted arrangements with na'ellc placements based on engine-to-engine interference and cabin comfort considcra-
tions.

Inboard turboprops were placed to provide 0.8 of the propeller diameter cearance between the fuselage and the blade tips In
reference 10. this placement was indicated to provide cabin noise levels comparable to turbofan aircraft by adding fuselage wall treat-

" A l enrit equal t-i 0.25 percent of the aircraft gross weight. A blade tip clearance between inboard and outboard propeller of 0.33 pro-
peller diameter was assumed. The aircraft wing weight, tail size and weight, and landig gear weight calculations were al based on
thews engine placemnent criteria.

Propulsion system weight calculations were also carried out for the selected engine installations resulting in the comparison shown

in Figure I Y. "Thei weights were taken from several sources. Gas generator weights are based on detailed analysis of the two cycles.
Propeller and gearbox weights were taken froni reference 12. Turbofan nacelle and pylon weights were based oms unpublished
correlations and assume the use of cotmposites. Turboprop nacelle weight estinsates were taken from conrlatioin of cuf'ent systenis;
results were found to agree well with several other inidopeadent studlis.

With the definition of primary cycle tharmal efficiency, installed propulsive efficiency, and the weight of the engcne installation
and aircraft, it was possible to calculate fuel requirements. Fuel consumnption was calculated for the domestic and intercontinental
aircraft oil respective average flight Stage lengths of 1296 kin (700 n.mi. ad 3,704 kin (2000 n.mi) and compard with preet

nkodenm turbofan technology to assess the long term fuel savings potential by conducting umission profile ataiyses of "rubber aircraft.
The results of this assessment. Figure !0. indicate inprovements ranging frotm approximately I0 to 3$ "ercent to be possible with ad-
.aacedi propuhls- qion SystmsI b~i cruise; hruwt qwv~ifw fue cre)npo tTY tO tPCovtmej Whtich is. rtnwrWly Proportional to thle

A product of thermal and propulsivt efficiencies, is the predondstent factor iii the resultant fuel savings with weight savings accounting
for less than I percentage point of the benefit. The trbopcrop is more effectiv• lit aving fuel at shorter flight lengths where a large

Sportion of fuel is consumed during climb. The intherently greater take-off to crttui thrust capability ot the tow presstur ratio propulsor
plrovides both fat and efficienlt climb owpcratn to switagicantly incrase the fuel savings diffetential over that intioated durtin cruise.

ibe higher turboprop take-off thrust potential can also reduce noise, level perceived at the measuting pownt. Th,, turboprop air-

craft were calculated to be approximately I tin (600 feet) higher than the turbofan aircraft at the 5.63 kit (3.5 mile) measuremeat
"point. T.e propeller noise levec wvre estimated to be at a FAR Part 36 tulmin 12 IPNd8 level with projcted acoutic technhology
"amtounting to a S ElNdB notse reduction relative to present technology. The awhievement" of comparable levels us gas geneator low
frcquentcy noise and 1.7 pressare ratio fan noase would require apwpoxinately a 4 PNJdl reduction below cufrret levels. These re-
duetiost. which are possibtl in the future, can ao provide approach and siud-4ia- comnditon noise klvh below FAR-tO EP'MD. With
advanced enin acousticsA. tlhefotr, sh turbofwa and tle tulborotp swyste Could bl achive anoiWse 1 Evel1 tPd belw;tow tfneat
FAR tegulaton•.

-h oriter to compare the economites of thle two propu.lsiion siystems. aqmussn an matHntenanlce4 coath were estuiated usig %oth
published and unpublisAhed data. Similar costs were obtained f•o the turboFpop system igas getnefate. gearbox, propetler-, prh con-

trol, an oeigrne control. and the turboian system igas generator, fat, and enine comutrol Nacevle and turFbofan eveot"i eo:tl wefr

"addcd in swpfately to arrive at totsi) utalle-'. ;ots|', 1he wider b•nd of m"aintealcel. coltst for the turboprop acount fot the added
uncer4taities in the free turbtse, gea et. and ptrioellr. Aircraft d•irct opteratig coits er%. calculated bas-d of th• o ufo..tatwm and
the fuel costs %hown in Ftglur 21 fur compartn. with p•rest turbofan techoHogy. The advanced Propulsion iysttetnms e likely) to
be more -Ustly to acquitre and maintait. Ihgher ntastenance i os ts, in paticular, can ero0e the direct operating cost beamfiet with
to*er fuel constumptiao. The tre"d ,will deed On thde rctivue cosit etalativos of fuel, lbor. and teria ls'n . Noeertthleus. it either
future turbofa or turboprop sytetms, maifantenanc "11 Muus rectve ate11titn equal to fue a POteUR"a to asure te econonuc
incenttv meceary wfr s awputaly.



5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

0 Projected advances in gas turbine component technology can produce " 10 percent or greater energy savings potential relative
to present turbofan technology without resorting to unconventional o mponents such as heat exchangers or intermittent
combustion processes. Thse benefits of these technological advancements apply equally to turbofan or turboprop systems.

- The advanced turboprop system presently shows the greatest potential for fuel conservation. This pv-ntia] is tied to the
capabilities of an advanced propeller at contemporary flight speeds. Aerodynamic. acoustic, and structural wrification is
critical to the further pursuance of the advanced propeller system.

* Numerous asswmptions were made in the turboprop system integration evaluation which require additional mubstantiation.
Propulsion system integration studies by airplane manufacturers are recommended together with a propeller tecimology develop-
twit progran| to establish a finn technical base on which to assess the concept further.

* Future transport aircraft engine fuel savings ca produ"e operatkig economic benefits with careful design control over
engine mant •nane requirements.
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DISCUSSION

D.R.Higton
In our studies of the advanced propeller at NGTE we have had difficulty in estimating the impact on wing aero-
dynamics of placing such a propeller ahead of a modem wing section. Would you please comment on how signifi-
cant you would expect the interaction to be'?

Author's Reply
Yes, I have a few comments. V." have had the same difficulty, frankly, but we have asked various aerodynamicists
about their thoughts in terms of swirl effects on super critical airfoils. And we got some very interesting responses,
both for and against. There is actually one school of thought that believes swirl effects do not need to be a problem
but could induct positive interference. There is another school of thought which says that the propeller slipstream is
going (o be a tremendous problem and will possibly negate a good portion of the potential turboprop cycle benefits.
In the evaluation reported in my paper, the increased dynamic pressure in the propeller slipstream was taken into
"account i. bookkeeping the drag. No attempt was made to account of the effects of slipstream swirl on drag.

J.P.Vleghert
Have you investigated noise production of the turboprop?

Author's Reply
There is some work going on looking at both near field noise and also far field noise. What is your concern'?

J.P.Vleghert
The question is concerned with far field noise.

Author's Reply
We have made noise estimates both for the advanced turbofan -nd the advanced turboprop. Presently, we are
working towards a FAR-36 minus 10 EPN dB level as a future noise goal. Based on initial study results we are pre-
dicting essentially equivalent noise output for the turbofan and turboprop systems. In order to achieve the FAR-36
minus 10 EPN dB level, advancements in acoustics amounting to 4 or 5 dB noise reduction is required in either
propulsion system.

J.F.Chevalier
Est-ce que cette difference n'a pas favorisd le turboprop et est-ce qu'elle n'aurait pas favoris6 6galement le fan
carrind?

Author's Reply
Yes, that's right. The combustfr exit temperature of the turboprop cycle was set higher than that of the turbofan
based on mechanical conside:ations. A speed reduction gear is required between the low speed propeller and high
speed drive turbine on the turboprop. In the case of the turbofan, the need for a reduction gear is marginal.
Therefore, we elected to reduce the turbofan cycle combustor exit temperature by 200'F relative to the turboprop
to eliminate the need for the complex gear with its unknown reliability and maintainability. Th.i resulted in an
estimated I or 2 percent SFC penalty with the more conservative thermodynamic cycle, however.

J.F.Chevalher
.Mais il est probable que vous aviez igalentent mis dans la comparaison le "shrouded fan" ', un grand taux de dilution,

V il aurait 6W meillcur que le turbofan, sans doute.

Author's Reply
* Yes, that's correct.



MULTI-MISSION USES FOR PROP-FAN PROPULSION

A. H. JACKSON JR. AND B.S. GATZEN
HAMILTON STANDARD, DIVISION OF UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

SUMMARY

The severe impact of escalating fuel prices on aircraft operating costs has accelerated serious study -f• 'd,'nced
propulsion systems with potential for major reductions in fuel consumption. The potential of the advance rop
has emerged as particularly attractive. Using recent technical advancements in aerodynamics and structui- .-A con-
figured to very high power loadings, advanced turboprops or Prop-Fans should achieve marked fuel savings when com-
pared to the turbofan, even at the high subsonic cruise speeds that have become traditional in recent years. The Prop-
Fan will display considerable operational versatility over a wide spectrum of potential subsonic missions, both mill-
tary and commercial. Its ability to maintaln excellent performance levels with large variations in aircraft speeds and
altitudes results from the high rotor efficiencies gained with the use of variable fan blade angle. The use ofProp-Fan
powered aircraft with their large fuel savings also should be accompanied by favorable environmental characteristics,
comfort levels, and high levels of reliability and safety.

INTRODUCTION

Few recent events have attracted such worldwide attention as the 1973-1974 Arab oil embargo. Among its effects
were the sudden ialization of the coming permanent scarcity of petroleum resources and the inexorable escalation of oil
prices that this shortage portends. Of the major energy users most susceptible to the effects of oil shortages, avia-
tion stands out as particularly vulnerable, since nowhere on the horizon does there appear the prospect of alternative
energy sources that have a reasunable potential for future economic viability. To maintain its prosperity, therefore,
this industry must focus attention of both its private and public sectors on finding step Improvements In fuel efficiency
over that typical of today's turbojet/turboftin powered aircraft.

Responding to requests from the U.S. Congress in early 1975, the National Aeronautics & Sice Administration
(NASA) greatly broadened its studies to assess the potential Impact of a number of advanced technologies on the fuel
consumption of a future generation of commercial passenger traLspokts. It concltided that six areas display consid-
erable promise for significant improvements and should receive Government support for both research and follow-on
advanced development, the latter provided their early promise continues to be sustained. Among the six, advanced
turboprop propulsion displays perhaps the greatest potential for major fuel savings.,

The general adoption of the turbojet/turbofan equipped aircraft by the world's major airlines in the lpte 1950's and
early 1960's was made at a considerable sacrifice in fuel productivity (fuel used per seat mile). The simultaneous
realization of higher flight speeds up to 0. 8 Mach number (MN), however, and the introduction of aircraft larger
than was then thought commercially practical with turboprop designs, proved so productive in terms of specific oper-
ating costs that an explosive growth in the aircraft Industry resulted. Fuel costs fifteen years ago were only one-
third cf what they are today and since they were a much lower percentage of the overall coats of airline operation, did
dittle to Inhibit this revolutionary development in air transportation.

The recent reawakened Interest In the turboprop has called forth the vision of the lower cruise speeds which char-

acterized past designs and has stimulated concern that the process by which all parties benefitted during the 190's
could be reversed. It has been speculated that a decrease In flight 3peed would adversely affect passenger load fac-
tors, particularly for those operators using slower turboprops In competition with turbofan equipment. The validity
of this concern has been sustained by the recent NASA-sponsored United Airlines passenger survey, which concludes
that lower speeds woidd not be tolerated by the general passenger without an associated fare benefit. 2 Additionally.

§ the modern air traffic control system Is largely based on the operating speeds of today's airline fleet. Introduction
4i of a mixed speed fleet Including significant numbers oi relatively low speed aircraft would likely result In added oper-

ating costs of a magnitude felt by some to be prol•,41 •-•• hI;h This concern is frequently expressed by potential
military as well as airline users of turboprop eqkupms• . ai.ouh, as far as ea be determimd, the sublet hu
been studied in great detail.

Based on such considerations. it has been conclu.ed generally that even with signaficant future escalation in fuel
costs, new passenger transport type aittrcA designed to operate at cruise apeed sitgn antly less than 0. 8 MN pr y
would suffer adversely from higher direct and/or indirect operating costs. This assessment applies to both military
and civil aircraft, except for those that have dedicited m'ssions at significantly lower cruise speeds and/or operate
U outside the heavily travelle air traffic controlled airways. a or near 0. 8 MNcruis s Aed is now Con-

ceded to be essential for any future advanced tu•rtjr pweo_• quin__.twieh I eitlned to have a e..nliteane
. u r o syrtem. To realize such performance, however, propulsion system I chnology ad-

S I, vancenteat will be required as, with the possible exception of certal lRussian deslgns, even the most advanced of
4 past propeller configurations habve not provided kwn levels of installed propulsive efficiencies necessary for these high

cruise speeds. f the envisioned technology development is achieved. Ut Is wsbl that advanced turboprop propuli
will be mdweed for a wide range of subsoni aircraft em issios.



ESTAB3LISHING THE PROP-FAN CONCEPT

To meet the demands of 0. 8 MN cruise speeds, an advanced turboprop propulsion concept called the Prop-Fan
has been established. While the aerodynamic details which support the projected Prop-Fan performance have been
described in some depth in Reference 3, it would be useful to trace the steps by which the Prop-Fan configuration has
evolved.

It is first Important to note that the thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) of the free-air turboprop prop ilsion
system can be compared directly to that of the ducted, high bypass turbofan engine producing equal cruise thrust by
ratioing the energy being introduced at the power turbine of each. This energy can be considered all shaft power,
assuming a negligible impact of different energy splits between the turbine and nozzle. The shaft horsepower (SHP)
is related to installed propulsive efficiency (17 I) for either powerplant by the relationship SHP = TVo/! 1 I. 17 1 is equal
to the uninstalled propulsive efficiency (17 NET) minus the installation losses due to encasing the engine and mounting
it to the aircraft. 17 NET is equal to the ideal momentum efficiency (17 m) minus the uninstalled losses which include
such items as blade tip losses and airfoil drag, unrecovered swirl energy, internal duct drag, etc. Finally, the ideal
momentum efficiency accounts for the losses resulting from mixing the air exiting from the rotor with the free stream
air.

To sum up, for either the Prop-Fan or high bypass turbofan, the TSFC ~ 7 1 7 I NET - installed losses = m m
installed and uninstalled losses. Since it Is generally agreed that the installed losses for either the high bypass ratio
turbofan or the Prop-Fan probably can be controlled to rough equivalency, an accurate view of the relative fuel con-
sumption potential can be garnered from examination of the untnstalled propulsive efficiencies, 17 NET, which in the
case of the turboprop is sometimes labelled propeller efficiency, n p.

Figure I summa.fzes the effects of advances in propeller aerodynamic technology which evolved in the post-war
period. Almost without exception propellers designed for reciprocating engine powered aircraft in this era suffered
from severe losses in propeller efficiency at flight speeds much over 0.5 MN. This was largely due to poor perfor-
mance at high subsonic rotor tip speeds of airfoil sections highly cambered for peak takeoff thrust and thickened sub-
stantially to contend with the very high vibratory loadings )riginating within the engine and transmitted to the propeller
thrcugh the prop shaft. As air transportation expanded and runways were lengthened, the need for highly cambered
airfoils was sharply reduced. Also, and perhaps more Importantly, the adoption of the turbine engine completely
eliminated the etigine induced vibratory loads, making it possible with the introduction of the Lockheed Electra to re-
duce typical section thickness ratios tt the blade tip from 6% oi 7% down to 2-1/2%, with comparable thickness re-
ductions along the entire blade span.

I'. The design of the Lockheed Electra/P3 propeller, which was subsequently to be produced in considerable volume
il' and is still in production today, was laid down in 1955. At that time, wind tunnel research was under way on even.4 more advanced blade designs incorporating still thinner, more lightly cambered airfoils which avoided severe effi-

clency degradation to beyond 0.8 MN. The last of these tests was completed in 1958, at a time when interest in turbo-
prop equipment was waning while industry chose the path of jet propulsion for most of Its subsequent needs. The
proven potential for a major improvement in turboprop propulsion efficiency went largely unrecognized.

With the stimulation of the NASA interest during the studies it sponsored in 1975, the old high speed propeller
wind tunnel data was disinterred and re-,xamined. This review revealed uninstalled propulsive efficiencies to be
quite attractive compared to that characterizing c-urrent turbofan equipment. It was suspected, however, that full-
scale versions of the test models, designed for conventional power loadings, could have a number of structural and
installation problems in the areas of weights, clearances, vibrations, etc. To overcome these, a serious attempt
to reduce the size and mass of the rotor appeared necessary. Studies followed examining the feasibility of increasing
propeller pressure ratio by reducing diameter, but only to that point (55 to 60% of turboprop diameter) where serious
penalties in ideal efficilncles ( ?m) would be avoided (see Figure 2) and the large performance n rgin o-rer the turbo-
fan, even after absorption of installed and uninstalled losses, still would be maintained. 4 The resultant design was
characterized by much higher power loading (37-1/2 SliP/D2 vs 12 SHP/D2 PA cruise speed conditions); higher fan

I •.rotor solldIties (1600 TAF va 600 TAF); 8 blades va 4 blades; thin, very low cambered airfoils along the Wadeduplicating the high speed model blades tested in the 1I 50's; and substantially reduced rotor and gealbox weights.
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Extrapolated performance from the baseline high speed wind tunnel data suggested that, largely because of in-
creased rotor slipstream swirl losses, the propeller net efficiency (Q NET) of a highly loaded Prop-Fan design would
fall substantially below the 80% peak efficiency obtained with the earlier conventionally loadcd designs. The 73%
calculated net efficiency (see Figure 3) at the desired point design power loading would erode approximately 50% of
the propulsive efficiency advantage forecast for the advanced turboprop over the turbofan, and was judged unsatisfac-
tory. To counterbalance the increased swirl losses without resorting to the increased complexity of counterrotating
rotors required an attack on compressinility losses, the other major area of efficiency degradation. A number of
configuration changes were postulated to address this problem and an analytical/experimental program was initiated
to provide the means of incorporating these modifications into hardware design. Major variables to be Investigated
included blade sweep, advanced airfoils, and various centerbody shapes. It was projected that as a result of the
series of experimental wind tunnel tests planned by NASA, it should be possible to restore the performance to 805
efficiency, while maintaining tihe other advantages of the desired cruise power loading. Using the projected 80% Prop-
Fan efficiency as the base point, efficiency characteristics across the operating envelopes of typical 0. 8
MN transports were derived by Hamilton Standard and furnished to the engine and airframe manufacturers for their
studies comparing aircraft powered by equivalent technology level turbofan and Prop-Fan propulsion. Additionally,
Prop-Fan weights, noise characteristics, and economic data were made available for study purposes.

An ultimate comparison of fuel consumption for Prop-Fan vs turbofan powered aircraft is dependent upon the
final installed efficiencies of the two propulsion systems which include the losses not encompassed in the isolated,
uninstalled propulsive efficiency characterizations. The prime airframe manufacturers posaess the best capability
for determining the effect of these losses, which include not only the scrubbing drag on the nacelle and interference
drag with the wing, but in the case of the Prop-Fan, the added wing drag resulting from the rotor wash and the off-
setting, possibly beneficial swirl energy recovery realized by the wing's inherent flow straightening capability. It is
likely, too, that to obtain optimum results, special design techniques to integrate the Prop-Fan with the wing will
prove attractive. Studies made to date suggest that the propulsion system installation performance losses ultimately
should be no greater than those assessed against the high bypass turbofan. On this basis, Figure 4 is considered a
fair representation of the comparative installed efficiencies of the turboprop, Prop-Fan, and the conventional high
bypass turbofan. 5 For any given Mach number, the differences in installed efficiencies represent the approximate
differences in fuel consumption of comparably sized powerplants.

FUEL EFFICIENCY STUDIES

The baseline Prop-Fan and its associated characteristics including performance, acoustic signature, etc., were

employed first in the NASA-Lewis sponsored unconventional engine studies as reported in References 4 and 6, and

subsequently in the NASA-Ames sponsored IECAT aircraft studies which were reported in References 7 and 8. More
recently Boeing has b-ýen conducting a two-engine commercial medium haul aircraft study but results were not official-
ly available at the time this paper was being prepared.

A photograph of the Lockheed Prop-Fan powered RECAT aircraft model is shown in Figure 5. This aircraft
was designed to carry 200 passengers, employed a design range of 1500 nautical miles (am) and displayed fuel savings
greater than 20% at block distances of approximately 600 am (typical of 727 domestic U.S. operation today). Figure 6
shows a comparison of projected fuel savings for this alrcraft alongside fuel savings projected by Pratt & Whitney
(PWA) and General Electric AGE) for comparable payload aircraft operating over similar stage lengths. These savings
are referenced to baseline, comparably technology turbofan powered aircraft. Savings in direct operating costs shown
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are for a fuel price of 30W per gallon in the case of the PWA and GE studies and 60ý per gallon in the Lockheed study.
Sensitivity of DOC to fuel price is indicated for the PWA results. Also, the design range of the PWA and GE study
aircraft was 3,000 nm versus Lockheed's 1500 nm. The results of these studies are remarkable for the magnitude
and consistency of the benefits shown. To date, studies of other projected ad ancements in the propulsion area, in-
eluding the very high bypass, short ducted type turbofan suggested by Denning, Miller & Wright, have failed to show
anything approaching these payoffs. 9

MODEiL TESTS

To establish the ultimate performance potential of the Prop-Fan, a series of model tests are planned by NASA in
a program that is to extend over several years. Testing of the first model, shown in Figure 7 installed on the tunnel
test rig, was completed in late May. This model was designed to attack the compressibility losses in two areas.
Aerodynamic sweep up to 30' at the blade tip was incorporated in the design and the nacelle centerbody was somewhat
expanded aft of the rotor to provide a retardation of airflow through the inboard cascade (fan) portion of the rotor.
Measured performance was better than anticipated for this first model, with 77% propeller (net) efficiency being ob-
tained at the design point, and approximately 80%7c peak efficiency at a somewhat lower power loading. Diagnostic
evaluation of the results indicated several areas where performance of this particular model can be improved, and .4
retest with the blade spanwise loading reoptimized is planned for this fall. The test results along with more detail on
the design of the model are reported in Reference 5.

Based on the remarkably good results from the first model, it is anticipated that the 80'T design point efficiency
goal will be reached much more quickly than indicated in earlier program plans. The model program is proceeding,
however, as originally conceived. A second model is currently undergoing test evaluation and results should be
available by early fall. Design of a third model will start in October and plans are well advanced for a fourth model
which is to include the first evaluation of thin, supercritical airfoils.

THE ACOUSTIC QUESTION

bince the Prop-Fan will operate with conventional low propeller like tip speeds, it is anticipated that aircraft so
powered will have no difficulty meeting existing FAR Part 36 far-field noise constraints, or for that matter, reductions
in noise regulations as might result from the implementation of NPRM 75-37. However, there is some concern over
potential difficulties in realizing a quiet passenger cabin, one that meets the acoustic criteria generally adopted by
the industry for now aircraft designs. These acoustic criteria mandate significantly less cabin noise than was typical
of past propeller aircraft. The substance of this concern is illustrated by Figure 8. The path to achieving acceptable
interior noise levels is composed of two logs, one of increasing noise level and one of decreasing noise level. Using
the noise levels of typical propeller-driven aircraft with their subsonic blade tip speeds and relatively lightly loaded
rotors as a basis for comparison, an increase may be anticipated at 0. 8 MN due to higher Prop-Fan source noise.
The heli-ml blade tip Mach numbers of the Prop-Fan wll be in the transonic speed range, how far Into it being depen-
dent on the rotational speed selected for cruise at 0. 8 MIN, 35,000 feet altitude. The higher power loading employed

by the Prop-Fan will also Increase the source noise level. Several circumstances and d, gn improvements, how-
ever, are acting to counteract these effects. The Prop-Fan aircraft will cruise at higher altitudes than the old pro-
poller-driven equipment and greater noise attenuation will be realized. Also, the greater number of blades will
raise tone frequency beneficially, and the smaller diameter will allow greater noise reduction due to increased rotor
tip to fuselage clearance. Increasing the clearance historically has proven a powerful tool for reducing cabin noise,
as shown in Figure 9 which plots measured cabin noise data for a number of aircraft vs their prxeoller tip clearances.
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Further noise reductions to obtain the levels of today's jet equipment will have to be accomplished through a com-
bination of quieter rotor design and/o, additional cabin wall treatment. The weight penalties to the aircraft and the
associated penalties to fuel consumption can range from negligible to significant, dependent to a large degree on the
success obtained in realizing such a quiet design. Limited full-scale propeller acoustic tests performed in the 1950's
have 8uggested that delaying the onset of section critical Mach number can have a very beneficial effect on propeller
noise generation. As shown in F'igure 10, the incorporation cf advanced thin airfoils along with blade sweep should
result in a marked noise benefit, and if predictions prove correct, little penalty in the way of added cabin acoustic
treatment may be necessary.

Adequate test data to analyze thoroughly the cruise near-field noise character of the Prop-I .,n is simply not
-o • available. The NASA program therefore envisions the conduct of a series of airoustic model tests to provide sub-

stantiation and enhancement of currently available data, and hence permit the development of improved analytical
models for the study of noise reduction. Acoustic testing of the swept blade wind tunnel modcl is expected to be con-
ducted late this year and will be followed soon thereafter by tests of other configurations, includin, models specifi-
cally tailored for acoustic purposes.

STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

rhe requirements foreseen for the design of an 0. 8 MN Prop-Fan will demand little in areas of state-of-
the-art structural advancement. The sciences of flow field analysis and rotor vibratory behavior have been sub-
stantially rofincd since the days of reciprocating engine propellers and ever, the early turboprops. The propeller
safety record of the whole turboprop family results in part from some of the early advancements made in these analyt-
ical techniques, Lnd represents a dramatic improvement over that compiled on the post-war family of reciprocating
engine transports. In over fifty million flight hours of turboprop operation, Hlamilton Standard propellers, most of
them solid aluminum bladed, have experienced no in-flight structural failures, nor fractures of any type during the
critical takeoff mode. 10 This is a remarkable achievement, reflecting both the fact that with the introduction of tur-
bine power, engine excited propeller blade stresses, which were associated with the lion's share of reciprocating
engine propeller failures, completely disappeared; and the additional fact that the susceptibility of the propeller blade
to substantial stiangth degradation from operational damage, which accounted for the remaining problems, was
eliminated.

Effective means for isolating propeller induced shaft vibration from trzusmiesion by the wing structure to the
cabin while simultaneously maintaining adequate propulsion system mounting stiffness for purposes of nacelle/wing
stability, have been evolved since the lockheed Electra whs designed. These techniques, currently bW1.4g demon-

istrated on the deliavilland DIIC-7 aircraft, promise low levels of cabin vibration previously unobtainable with propel-
*• ;•lers. Considerable engineering effort was directed during the design of the I)IC-7 to optimize the nacelle mount sys-

tern to minimize structure born vibrations. Success can be measured by the almost total lack of propeller Induaced
vibrations detected in the cabin during the flight test program at Downsview, Ontario. Even more favorable vibra-
tion levels have been calculated for a large Prop-Fan powered alreraft as shown on Figure 11.
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It is likely that a modest advancement in W~ade structural design will be required, although the technology stop
involved is less ambitious than if the r-elevant design improvements made over the last fifteen ycars were yet to be
realized. In order to minimize p~ropeller effich :y los~ses duo to compressibility, the Prop-Fan will require use of
thin airfoils. The comparison of blade spanwise thickness rati') distribution of the Prop-Fan versus the earlier
Electra propeller is shown in Figure 12. From this It is readily apparent that Prop-Van blade thickness ratios will
most likely run between 65"( and .40"t of the earlier turboprop blade with the greatest reduction being in the mid-span
region where the vibratory stresses are expected to peak. Although the individual Prolt4'ari blades are anticipated
to be wide'r than the turboprop's, It Is expected that the section properties still will be somnewhat less substantial andi
will require the use of a fundamenitally stronger blade construction.

tarting in the early 1960os, Hamilton Standard, undler Navy sponsorship, Initiated the development of a high
strength, spar/shell, composite blade. This blade in its Prop-Fan configt ration is shown in Figure 13. 10 In its cur-
rent production propetler ' .,nfigurations, it Is %ýomposed of at high strungth. metal apar "backbone" surrounded by a
non-structural fiber,Aasas shell, whicii fills the dual role of forming the blade airfoil and completely protecting and

isn hin ~iipa from environm~ntirLo zIam~age. Tho first version of this blade was dievelopedi for the U.S. Navy re-
viprku-';1rg cvgine powiered 0.'V wa-nnufaictured in substantial piouto quniis n as operated for many
y'!jlai by tfe NavY verv twuve-ssfi Aty througi out the world. More recently' , following the use of other (lesign versions4
on a '7.ictyv of experm -A pr 1eP'ýr-,riven !r.ircraft, the fiberglass blade was Introduced andi is being used exten-
Mwv' y by th~e Navy on its -.,cuimnaut r. early warning aircraft and its C-2 COD) transport. It is now in production for
the commerciial dellavilland DIIC- 7, and will 6b1 placed in production shortly for the Navy's latest, high powered1 ver-
sion of th, OV-10, the OV-101). Severn! ~.( the above listed propellers were designed to handle aubstantially higher
vibratory loads than were typi.~al of theý earher turboprops. The blades have performed flawlessly and have displayed
and conflirmed unsurpassed :4erance to extrome environmenital d1,1A9ag.

Front analysis of the predicted 16 dings anticipa"-ed for the, (). 8 MNN aircraft, It Is projected that the thin P'rop-Van
blade will not demand any higher componeont strengths %tjan have already been proven anl employed in the design of
spar/shell bladed propellers that have experienced substantial successful service operation. Because of the wide,
thin airfoil, however, use of high mrodulus composite materials replacing the fiberglass may be necessary to obtain
satisfactory torsional stiffness. While it is certain this change will maintain the essential structural isolation of the
spar, the blade's total structural behavior needs comprehensive substantiation which can be best accomplished by

* actual operational evaluation. A progrum to accomplish this Is in the p 6anlng, stage.
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The fuel savings associated with P~rop-Fan Operation Is further enhavnced compared to the turbofan as power level Is
reduced from full cruise rating. This Improvement is noted In Figure 14 which shows the Prop-Fan and turbof'an
TSFC's s a fi-inction of power level. 4 The delta .ISFC improves 13% as power In decreased from maximum cruise to
707%. The key to this advantage Is the Pirop-Fan's ability to optimize operative TSFC throughout a mission. Unlike a
turbofan with Its fixed (an blade angle, the Prop-Fan can either maintain 100% speed or reduce rpm with power varia-
tions. This is attributable to Its varih.blo pitch feature. Frigine studies conducted by PWA show that maintaining 100%
rpm with power reductions resulted in the largest fuel savings. This Is achieved because both Prop-Fan and turbine
st~ages are operating at high efficiency when the rpm is maintained at or near 100%.4

Similarly, the Prop-Fan's advantage over the turbofan improves as MN drops from design cruise speed. Trhe
lProp-Fan's uninstalled efficiency optimized for various MN is compared In Figure 15 tona Prop-Fan designed for 0. 8
MN and operated at the lower speeds. It can be seen that the efficiency differences betweer an optimum and non-
optimum Prop-Fan are small although there would be a comparable impact on fuel reonsumption. This Is - a important
consideration because as fuel prices continue to become a larger percentage of operating costs, it may be desirable
to effect a further modest rediuction of aircraft cruise speed*. The increase in fuel pricus in the 1974-75 time period
resulted In commercial tiransports, with design crui~se at 0. 82 - 0.84 MN. lowering their cruise speed to 0. 80 -~ 1) 8
MN. Further speed reductions were not instituted because of an adverse Impact on direct operating cost with the!
existing aircraft designs. A recent study conducted by lMuglas Aircraft showed that as fuel prices approached s). 45
per gallon, the optimum cruise speed for new turbofan aircraft desigrs would drop to 0. 8 MIN and lower for mli:,tium
P0(7. 8 In the event of another oil shortage, fuel allocations, and/or dirastic fuel price escalations, cruise Spet. of
a Prop-Fan powered air transport fleet could be reduced substantially with major fuel savings and without eataopb-

- . ic economic results.

Studies conducted to (late have Indicated that the Prop-Fan, unlike the turbofan, is not sized by fth t, thrust
arequirement for conventional transports. The thrust per horsepower developed by the, Prop-Faa under forward

sped oeraionis reaer hantht of the high bypass turbofan engine. This low speed specific thrust characteristic

resul,1, in a steeper thrust lapse rate (thrust vs velocity)kand If both Prop-Fan and turbofan propuls.- ... system~s are
* ~sizedl to e Ia cruise thrust. the thrust generated by the Prop4Xtn on takeoff will be greater than it. of the turbo-

fan. Figure 16 compares low speed thritst c ha.racte ris ties for the high bypass turbofan and the l1'op4'an (sized at
317.5 5111)11)2 at 35s,0o0 ft.). Below 0. 05 MIN the Plrop-Fan's thrust is less than thait of q turbof;,~ &irt the thrust advan-
tage above 0. 05 MN still results in a significantly shorter field length (20-30",,) for the Prop-ltan atreraft. 7 Figure 16
also shows the low speed thrust chaLracteristic with varying design cruise Silll'/1)2. Lower SiI1'for constant design
cruise thruLst results In a larger low speed thrust. a lower slipstream velocity, and a larger slipstream area. Trhe
slipstreatm veocity in this low speed regime is about '200 ft/sec. for the conventional propeller (12 SliP/i) 2 ) and 350

* ft/suec. for the Prop-Fan (37. 5 SHIP/l) 2 ). The turbofan velocity is above 1000 ft/see. , dropping to 600 ft/sec. for the
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optimum externally blown flap STOL. The propeller's thrust and slipstream characteristics are desirable for slow
STOL aircraft designs but conventional propellers have not proved particularly attractive for high speed STOL. Prop-

Fan propulsion, however, should prove more suitable in a blown flap, high speed configuration. The wing and flap
span length washed bv the Prop-Fan slipstream is about 2 to 2 1/2 times that of the turbofan. As it should provide
very effective wing/flap blowing, quite possibly superior to the very high bypass (QCSEE type) tur'bofan° the Prop-Fan
should be studied in detail for high performance STOL applications.

The superior low speed performance of Prop-Fan propulsion man be used to benefit engine ratings. Lockheed
capitalized on this advantage for RECAT by using less than maximum available low speed thrust and derating the
Prop-Fan engines slightly. Even with the derating, the Prop-Fan aircraft had a 17-% shorter takeoff field length and
reached its cruise altitude in about 407o less climb distance than the turbofan. 7 It can be seen from Figure 16 that as
SHP/D 2 decreases, further derating may be possible. If the Prop -Fan aircraft is designed for conventional takeoff
and standard climb routines similar to that of today's turbofan aircraft, significant derating could be accomplished.
Derating may allow reductions in either high pressure turbine rpm or maximum engine pressure or temperature levels
during takeoff. Engine life may increase and maintenance costs may decrease insofar as they are affected by the take-
off rpm, pressure, and temperature parameters.

It is anticipated that the Prop-Fan's fuel savings over a comparable technology turbofan wil vary as a function of
range and cruise MN as shown in Figure 17. For short range (under 500 a'n) the fuel savings is anticipated to be 25-
30% since this mission is dominated by climb and descent operation where the Prop-Fan's TSFC advantage is higher
than in cruise. it had always been anticipated that benefits for such missions would be substantial since little if any
time is spent at maximum cruise speed. Because of a lack of sufficient advantage, most short range turbofan aircraft
today cruise between 0. 76 to 0. 78 MN. The curves bottom out in the medium range category (1500-2500 am) where
the NASA funded studies so far have concentrated. As the range increases to the long range category (above 3,000
nm), the fuel savings with the Prop-Fan increases again due to the larger fuel fraction of this category aircraft.

Where there is a significant amount of fuel used, improved fuel savings results in a lower gross weight aircraft and
hence an additional fuel reduction associated with the lighter vehicle. This suggests a major Prop-Fan payoff for
long range aircraft. Here commercial freighters and military logistic transports are attractive candidates as there
is no need to deal with the passenger sensitivity to block time.

It is the Prop-Fan's variable pitch feature that results in three more identifiable attributes. First, it allows for
immediate thrust response upon power application. This can be achieved by maintaining power turbine speed near or
at 100% and letting the variable blade angle control thrust. This is especially beneficial on approach where thrust
response and the accompanying immediate gain in wing lift could be, in an emergency, the cru( ial safety margin.
Second, reversing is accomplished without any increase in mechanical complexity such as is Pequired with ÷urbofans.
The available reverse thrust level during landing coupled with pitch control for taxiing significantly reduces the use

' iof aircraft wheel brakes. Not only Is there the elimination of the complicated thrust reversers, there is also a
significant increase in brake life and decrease in brake maintenance cost. Third, the Prop-Fan can operate either
rotating (windmilling) or not rotating (feather) during engine out. The object of engine out operation is drag ininimiza-
tion. As can be seen from Figure 18, the minimum drag is with the Prop-Fan in a controlled windmilling mode.

Windmilllng was, of course, not desirable on the old reciprocating engines due to the high drags which resulted
with non-feathering propellers of that era. But today, windmilling rotors are commonplace on turbofan engines where
the fan blade position is fixed and there is no pitch control. Since the idea of engines rotating while shut down is now
accepted, it seems reasonable that an advanced turboprop system should operate in a similar manner if it enhances
"engine-out operation. With the advent of significantly improved pitch control concepts, operation of the Prop-Fan In
a controlled windmill condition is worthy of pursuit. The pitch control would lock the rotor blade angle in a favorable
position such that the drag with the Prop-Fan would be lower than past transport propellers which were feathered.

The functional features of variable pitch discussed above are coi.-.lemented by the relative mechanical and hy-
draulic simplicity of modern pitch change mechanisms. As discussed in reference 10, variable pitch mechanisms
and controls for Prop-Fan will exhibit the technological advancements brought to the industry over the last twenty

- •years. New variable pitch mechanisms will have about half the parts of those in existing production turboprops and
the controls will be even more simplified through the use of digital electronics.
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Since the Prop-Fan is a variable pitch, free-air device, it has certain advantages over fixed pitch, ducted devices
in terms of growth (higher thrust) potential. Typically propellers have been able to provide mor-e thrust, when the
gas generator grows, without any configuration changes. This has been accomplished merely by adopting an available
higher operating blade angle. Although higher power with the same blade is slightly less than optimum from fn aero-
dynamic efficiency standpoint, this is usually a small price to pay for increased thrust capacity. Additionally, more
thrust is achieved by the Prop-Fan for a fixed power change in the engine than with a turbofan. This is because of its
higher propulsive efficiency and hence higher thrust per available horsepower. If either improved efficiency or
greater structural capacity is desired, blade configuration changes can be accomplished without having to reconfigure
a duct. Blade tailoring can be accomplished in a free-air rotor rather easily and probably without any major changes
to either the disc or the pitch change module. Historically, this has been the case with propellers. Table 1 presents
data on Hpmilton Standard's production turboprops with regard to increases in thrust. In all four cases, significant

' :, thrust increases were achieved both without hardware changes and with minor hardware changes. Thrust increases
over that of service introduction ranged from 30% to 60%. The ability to increase thrust on a high bypass turbofan is
rather limited. Thrust increases without redesigning the entire fan stage are usually limited to minor increases in
either the turbine temperature or compressor supercharge. Engine redesign and improvements, without a new fan,
have traditionally resulted in about a 15% thrust increase over that of service introduction as evidenced by the PWA
JT8D-l to - 17 history where maximum static thrust Increased from 14,000 to 16, 000 pounds.

ENGINE TECHNOLOGY

In preparation for production starts, the technology level of candidate core engines must be upgraded. Shaft
engine performance levels have lagged behind their turbofan cousins simply because of a lack of a need. Moreover,
the major engine manufacturers have indicated that either existing or advanced turbofan core engine technology can
be transferred to shaft engines -nd made fully effective in either existing engine derivatives or new designs. The
importance of taking action in this regard is illustrated by Figure 19. Here the turbofan TSFC levels shown are
based on published high bypass turbofan data. The widening band indicates the variations in technology level pre-
dicted for the future. The comparable technology Prop-Fan TSFC and BSFC lines were established using a 15% TSFC
advantage for the Prop-Fan and an 80% net efficiency to calculate BSFC. The 15% TSFC advantage is based on the NASA
funded studies and the 80% efficiency is that projected by Hamilton Standard for 0. 8 MN, 35, 000 foot altitude operation.
The lower dashed line represents actual shaft engine BSFC's and these are projected back to Prop-Fan TSFC's, again
assuming 80% efficiency. It can be seen that today's shaft engines, typically represented by the GE T64 and DDA 501,
do not exhibit the core technology of today's turbofans. Comparable technology levels will be approached if the develop-
ment of derivative shaft engines such as the DDA PD370-22 and the PWA STS 476 is pursued. The PD370-23 engine,
initially developed for the Army's Heavy Lift Helicopter, exhibits an 18% improvement in BSFC over the 501-D22A
and this increases to 27% with the PD370-22 or STS 476. The "New" engines are those which resulted from the PWA
and GE eng: wc studies mentioned earlier.

It is anticipated that with the renewed interest In the turboprop and the Navy's interest in a 100% V/STOL carrier
based fleet, there will be more attention devoted to new shalt engines exhibiting the technology levels projected for
turbofan engines. Table 2 is a listing of potential shaft engines using near-term advanced cores. This list is no' all
inclusive and it is expected that more new shaft engine configurations such as the PWA STS 487 will appear in the next
several years.

Table 1. Growth in Turboprop Thrusts
Thrst ThuThrLvest 0 .7 Prop-Fan TSFC's base d on

Thrut* htus' 0velLevel Levels With Minor shaft BSFC's & 80% np

Propeller At lntro Without Hardware % Change* _ ...... Z.
Model Into Service Changes Changes Final/Initial 0.6 as ..FC:s

33F 19 1802 230 6

53C51 2273 3181 3750 65

63E60 6339 7577 8510 34 0.5 Shaft engine BSFC's

64H60 6815 8234 8985 32 0 based on published data

a %' Prop-Fan TSFCs with
* Thrust levels are at 100 knots (185.2 kin). sea level. %cthanges for cruise c 0.4 P0 .w
"awe cw• •pnaiul. Pounds thrust x 4.448 - Newtons ;* cores comparable to

Turbofan

* ~~Table 2. Potential Prop-Fan Core Engines = Cd
Take-off Thrust Class

(Pounds x 4448 -Newtons) Core Engine • Existing Prop-Fan SSFC's
S"" k~~~4 Derivative xrpFnBF'

-, 0.2 b New"7 - 12,000 pounds AVCO ALF.502 Newbas on 80% np
GE TF.34
RR RB401 1975 1980 1985 1990

10,18.000 DDA (P03701 Timeframe

20,30,000 PWA JT100 (STS 476) TSFC = Lb/Hr/Lb x 0. 1 z Kg/Hr/N• • •GE CFM56
BSFC = Lb/Hr/HP x 0.608 KglHrlKW

S30.40.000 PWA F100/GE F101

60, 80,000 PWA JYT9IGE CF-6RR R1211 Figure 19. Enogie SFC Technology Comparison



MISSIONS

There are many potential missions which the Prp-Fan propulsion system would Rnhance. Table 3 is a listing of
the potential new aircraft programs for which the Prop-a.-. L: ..vii suited. These missions all involve 0. ý MN oper.i-
'.ton or less. Specifically, those which demandi operation at or near 0.8 MN are all commercial requirements, L.e.,
short, medium, and long haul with the higher speed more critical with increasing range. Other potential missions are
those which do not particularly benefit from speeds as high as 0. 8 MN. These include military transports of all sizes
and commercial freighters. Of particular interest are the first two listed, the relationship of which will now be dis-
cussed.

In the military long endurance mission, an aircraft cruises to a point of operation, stays "On Station" for as long
as possible, and finally cruises back to base. The objective of this mission is to maximize time on station within rea-
sonable limits of crew endurance. Transit time to station may become important with regard crew fatigue depending
on the distance to station. The P3 aircraft is an example of a long endurance patrol aircraft. It cruises at speeds up

4 :to about 0. 6 MN and while on station As airspeed is much less than its crise speed. The Prop-Far. is ideally suited
,. .for long endurance patrol missions since a large percentage of time is spent at low flight speeds. The Navy is pre-

sently studying a long endurance/patrol aircraft. This new vehicle is likely to have a higher cruise speed than the
P3, but its loiter speeds will still be lower than its cruise speed. It can be seen from Figure 20 that the Prop-Fan's
efficiency improves for a loiter situation (on station) compared to a cruise to station condition for which Its propulsion
system is designed. This is opposite from the turbofan efficiency Jharacteristic which deteriorates rather than im-
proves at loiter speeds. For instance, a Prop-Fan designed at 36.4 SH-P/D 2 for 35,000 foot, 0.75 MN cruise vwuld
have a net efficiency of about 85. 5% when it is operated at the two off-design loiter conditions shown. The optimuum tip
speed is still 800 ft/sec. for 0.45 MN operation but at 0. 25 MN, sea level, the optimum tip speed is less than 800 ft/
sec. Unpublished Navy aircraft studies show significant benefits with the Prop-Fan over the turbofan and these have,
in general, confirmed the potential indicated by a recent in-house Hamilton Standard study, which was based on the
following ground rules:

* 4 hours time on station (TOS) * 7000 foot maximum takeoff field length

e 2000 nm radius of action (ROA) 0 180, 000 pound airframe takeoff gross weight (TOGW)

m 0.7 MN cruise speed and 0. 8 MN dash speed 9 40% useable fuel/TOGW ratio

• Comparable airframe aerodynamics and
engine technology as turbofan powered aircraft

For the in-house study, four-engine turbofan and Prop-Fan powered aircraft were configured to comply with the
above ground rules. Takeoff field length sized the turbofan while the Prop-Fan was sized by dash speed. This re-
suited in a Prop-Fan engine core power level significantly less than the turbofan core size. The aircraft operational
results are shown in F-gure 21. The Prop-Fan aircraft at 180,000 pounds TOGW is more than adequate in meeting
the TOS and ROA ground rules. Figure 21 also shows a reduced gross weight Prop-Fan aircraft which more than
meets the groun•d rules. This final Prop-Fan aircraft has a 28% lower TOGW and 30% lower fuel usage for a 39% in-
crease in range, compa:ed to the turbofan powered aircraft. A further reduction In range would result in further
gross weight reductions and fuel savings improvements, however, this patrol mission requires a specific payload
and attendant fuselage size, indicating a floor on TOGW. The 130,000 pound Prop-Fan aircraft is about the same
weight as the Lockheed P3. Compared to the PS, the Prop-Fan aircraft carries about 20% mcre payload, has a range
more than double, uses less fuel, and has higher cruise and dash speed capability.

Tdbe 3. Potential Now Aircraft Programs ( Blades)

90 0.45 MN @ 20,000 ft (6096M) Optimum tip speed
//

ProductioN S.L. Optimum tip eed
Azrcraft Stat User

as- . Operation Off
Military long mnduranc./patrol Mid 80's U.S. Navy Uninstalled design at loiter

Medium haul Mid SO'% Commercial efficiency

Military airlift/tr-tical Mid 80's U.S. Air Force 80 .75 MN

- ,gilitary airlift/strategic/tanker Mid 80"S U.S. Air Force 800 5 ./ . t specd

Military carier baed patrol Late S0', U.S. Navy (250 MPS)

Short haul Late st Commercial 5 10668 M

Military atwift/large liog rap•_i
strategic/tanker Late 00's EalIy 90's U.S. Air Force 25 30 35 40

Long haul Early 90's Commercial Desin SWIP/D
2 

(WNP/0
2 

X 8.026 kW/M
2

)

Figu•e 20. Prop-Fan Efficiency Characteristics for
Long Endurance Mmons



Development of a new Navy long endurance aircraft should produce a propulsion system compatible, with only
minor modifications, to the needs of a new commercial medium haul transport in the mid-1980's. This would be a
1500-2000 nm design range, 0. 8 MN aircraft slated as a possible 727 replacement. As mentioned earlier, Lockheed
sadied such a Prop-Fan powered aircraft under NASA contract and reported on its work in Reference 7. Table 4
presents data for the Lockheed aircraft and for a new patrol aircraft (P3 replacement) typical of those being studied
by the Navy. It appears quite reasonable to project a course by which Prop-Fan propulsion designed and developed
for Navy requirements could also be used with minimum changes for a new commercial medium haul aircraft. Based
oti the historic growth potential with propellers (Table 1), making the transition from military patrol to commercial
medium haul requirements should be routine. The Navy aircraft would use a smaller diameter Prop-Fan whose blad-
lng might have aerodynamic characteristics which are slightly different from the 0. 8 MN commercial requirements.

-V• Thc increase in thrust required for the commercial transport would probably require a blading change but it is likely
that the disc, pitch change and control hardware would be only slightly affected. The growth in horsepower is well
within the capacity of the DDA T701 family. The horsepower range between the PD370-23 and -22 is projected to be
from about 8000 to 12000. An alternative, perhaps more attractive, path to the derivative medium haul commercial
aircraft would call for the Navy to employ a propulsion system designed for 0. 8 MN from the start. As indicated
earlier, very little efficiency degradation over an optimum design would be encountered for the long endurance/patrol
operation (see Figure 15). The potential of this approach for reducing the combined start-up costs for these two air-
craft should be studied carefully.

It is anticipated th•_t the Prop-Fan's versatility may permit use of the developed Navy long endurance aircraft
propulsion syste'.n for a military tactical type transport and military carrier based patrol aircraft as well. Such
general utility is typical of exIsting turboprop equipment where similar propulsion systems are used on the existing
Lockheed P3 Fnd C130 aircraft !.nd Grumman E2 and C2 aircraft. The precedent, therefore, has been set for the suc-
cessful adaption of a basic Prop-Fan propulsion system to these various missions. Such missions require good, low
speed thrust and low speed aircraft control and have been effectively served by propeller type equipment for many
years.

Prop-FanI F Prop-Fan -- Table 4. Aircraft Requirements
130,000 Pound\I 180.000 Pound

12 6 -TGWTOGW -

(578.2 :-N) (800.6 kN) Lon.,Endurance Commercial
5 -- Patrol Medium Haul

--'mission Mach number 0.75 0.8

! N Cruise altitude (ft.) 35.000 (10668 M) 35,000
3 180,000 Pound m_ • _ Gross weight (lbs.) 175,000 (778.4 kNS 220,000 (978.6 kN)

" "- TOGW 
No. of engines 4 4

2 (800.6 kS) _.____________ Cruise thrust required
1800 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600 per engine (lbs.) 2750 (12.23 kN) 3350 (14.9 kN)

Radius Of Action (nm, nm x 1.862 = km) Maximum horsepower

per engine 9000 (6710.4 kW) 11000 (8201.6 kW)

Prop-fan diameter (ft.) 11.6 (3.54 M) 12.6 (3.84 M)

Figure 21. Long Endurance M-ision Comparison No. of blades 8 8

CONCLUSIONS

Recently completed aerodvnamic model testing has confirmed initially expressed confidence in the projected high
levels of Prop-Fan performance at 0.8 MN. There is little doubt that the required 80% net propulsive efficiency at
the selected cruise design point will be achieved in the near future Based on such performance, NASA funded engine

L• and airframe studies have confirmed very attractive fuel savings and operating cost reduction potential for Prop-Fan
powered aircraft designed for 0. 8 MN. The United Airline study indieatea passenger acceptance of such aircraft
provided these cruise speeds along with today's traditional passenger comfort levels are maintained.

The off-design capability of the Prop-Fli has been examined and found to be excellent from the standpoints of low
speed performance and near 0. 8 MN crule SFC optimization. Fuel savingi of the Prop-Fan, over the turbofan,

should grow from 15-25% for 0. 8 MN operation to 30% or more at less than 0.8 MN. Accordingly, the Prop-Fan'sSoperatioal versatiity is well suitet: for a wide range of potential subsonic missions, beto military and commercial.

In particular, initial studies show that an advanced Prop-Fan powered long endurance pats-ol aircraft would benefit
Ž '~ greatly from this propulsion system. A derivative of the powerplant for such an aircraft should also prove ideal for

an adwcted commercial medium haul transport, :tnd should find uses, perhaps in slightly modified form, in aircraft
designs for other spoeiallzed missions.

To prepare for production development. Government support ot technology research and advanced development
is essential. The pLmned NASA program, it fully implemonted, will accomplish much in this regard. Supplementary
support from other Government agencies as well as private industry will also be necessary if the full potential of til
Prop-Fan is to be real.ed.
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DISCUSSION

A.C.Willmer
Does the type of propeller described in this paper have any significant performance loss for take-off and low speed
flight?

Author's Reply
I did not have time obviously to cover this particular area. We have given off a significant amount of the thrust aug-
nmentation which the conventional propeller provides at very low speed however the laps rate compared to the 1.5

1.6 pressure ratio turbofan is still favorable. So far providing the same cruise thrust, we are still providing 20';,
higher thrust at the lift-off and higher thrust throughout the climb regime. So this aircraft will be quite different
from the conventional turbojet. Once it gets off the ground the climb rate of the turbojet will deteriorate very
rapidly because of its laps rate.

I would also mention that at static conditions there will be a modest fall off of thrust because of a fairly significant
spanwise stall. This washes out by about 20 -- 30 knots. forward speed.

M.Dabbadie
Pouvz-vous nous dire quelle est la vitesse p6riph~rique au point d'adaptation de votre prop-fan?

Author's Reply
The rotational tip speed is 800 ft/sec. The helicap tip speed is in the nature of I. 1 Mach.

R.M.Denning
I would like to ask Mr Jackson when he talks about a reference turbofan engine from which hie gets his improve-
ments in efficiency. Is he talking about the standard formula for todays turbofans which have a fan pressure ratio
about 1.7? Because it seems to me that if we are looking for the estimate efficiency all the turbofan designers will
say you have to go to a lower specific thrust. I am rather anticipating my paper but in all the design studies we
have done there is another 15% of performance to come just by optimnising the turbofan qyciv, probably which is at
0.8 Mach just about to cat up the differences.

Author's Reply
I guess we would really have to ge* into detail. I am just dealing with the propulsion efficiency and of the unit ob-
*'iously. What we have seen from the studies conducted in the States the potential for advanceffients is not anything
iue the numbers that you are stating. I guess I am really not in the position to comment on that very forceful. I
can't take a very strong position on the potential for propulsive cfficiency of this kind of device anti where it can
g.,, to compared to fan cngines of today.

I
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SYNOPSIS

High Bypass Fan Engines offer advantages for wide speed-range subsonic aircraft and
those requiring high relative take-off thrust and low noise. The addition of variable
pitch adds a steep approach path control facility plus a reverse thrust capability and
allows optimisation of performance, ratings and noise but imposes certain limitations on
fan design. The results of work leading up to a demonstration of the M45SD-02 variable
pitch engine are discussed.

"I INTRODUCTION

A variable cycle engine must have the ability to make significant changes to its
thermodynamic cycle at a particular thrust and flight condition without incurring a per-
formance and weight penalty which would cancel the value of variability. The geared
Variable Pitch Fan can claim to belong to this class of engines as can the propeller tur-
bine and the variable final nozzle Olympus engine on the Concorde.

A number of experimental variable pitch single-stage fan engines have now reached
the test bench development stage and one, the Turbomeca 'Astafan' has been flying for some
years in an experimental aircraft.

As with many innovations, the reasons behind the use of variable pitch are diverse
and complex. In the various applications proposed there is not universal acceptance of
the need for such a facility although many believe that the benefits would be of consid-

71 erable value and a pattern of controversy, of some similarity to that of the late 1920s
around the virtues of variable pitch propellers, is taking place. The technical issues
are somewhat different. In the case of the propeller, the single very clear need was to
have variability in order to be able to exploit the full power of the piston engine at all

V aircraft speeds. With a ducted fan this need, while desirable, is not so marked since
the mis-match in fan operation that occurs across the aircraft speed range is small by
comparison. This is because control of the air velocity at the fan face is largely domi-
nated by the fan propelling nozzle and therefore does not experience much effect of the
aircraft speed. There are however many additional advantages which collectively make
the case for the VP fan engine.

A specific example of a variable pitch engine, the M45SD-02, built by Rolls-Royce and
Dowty Rotol with the assistance of SNECMA and the financial support of the British Govern-
meat, is examined and soe of its characteristics described.

Other possible uses for the principle are discussed and in the final part of the paper
consideration is given to the advantages and disadvantages stemming from the use of such
engines in aircraft.

SDESCWIPTION OF A TYPICAL VP FAN ENGINE

Designs so far have been confined to single-stage units driven through a reduction
gear.Figure 1, and have followed generally the practice for propellers with respect to
"stressing and integrity. They have been based on the use of a mechanism within the hub
which rotates the circular roots of the blades by either mechanical or hydraulic power.
The fan aerodynamic loading and vibrational stress eonstraints on blade design rather than
the accommodation of this mechanism and the blade root bearings, which have to restrain
the eentrifugal loads of blades, have dictated a high hub to blade tip diameter ratio -
typically 0.5. Further the a•comtodation of the root bearings teads to limit the number
of blades tiigure 2).

At its design blade angle, the aerodynamic or blade profile standard, performance and
noise can be generally as for a conventional fised pitch design though the following fac-
tors may result in departures:

a) The blending of the profiles into a circular root.

E0) The mode of achieving reverse pitch if thrust reverse io a requirement. To
achieve'reverse pitch'from forward pitch via the fine condition requirew a
blade-chord-to-spaec ratio of less than unity in order that the blades will pass
one another. This ean produce a progressive modulation of ttrust through Into

f' •rverse pitch whereas the alternative method of moving to reverse through eoarse
pitch and stall is not cowtiauos and may intro4uee handling probl•em.



c) Necessity for a cylindrical fan casing in order that the blades can turn and
this results in a shallow hub angle tending to give high rotor loading.

d) Restriction on the number of blades imposed by the mechanical arrangements for
accommodation of root bearings etc.

Reference 1 details these mechanical and aerodynamic points.

The operating characteristics that have been shown to be possible from estimation and
demonstration are as follows:

a) Pressure ratios of up to about 1.45. The limit is imposed by tip speed (blade
root bearing stressing) and blade chord in the case of the'reverse through fine'
mode.

b) Etficiencies of better than 85% depending on pressure ratio and blade design
(Figure 3),

c) Reverse thrust levels of 35-50% depending on direction of blade rotation to
achieve the'reverse pitch' condition - the'reverse through fine'results in an ad-
verse camber of the blade with respect to the reverse air flow while the'reverse
through feather'has a favourable camber condition but in both cases the blade
twist is in the wrong sense. Reverse thrust levels may also be affected by the
design pressure ratio of the fan. This is because at high values the de-super-
charging of the core of the engine resulting from the reverse of the fan blades
may not leave enough shaft power available within the top temperature of the
engine to drive the revers-d and now relatively inefficient fan up to maximum
rpm.

d) Response time from full coarse forward pitch to full reverse pitch of the order
of one second.

&
While in the light of current views on applicability to various aircraft these charac-

teristics appear to be well matched and in no way restricting it can be foreseen that, if
required, designs having for example higher pressure ratio and a faster response could be
possible.

3 ENGINE DESIGN AND VARIABLE PITCH

A number of different layouts of VP fan are possible.

The following examples can be listed:

A Single-shaft. eg Astafan.
B 7IAiu-shaft with both the fan and an intermediate compressor driven by a power

turbine.

C Twin-shafts with the fan alone driven by a power turbine.

D Blow fan or multistream engine specially designed for Augmentor Wing or similar
aircraft.

Th-ese are illustrated in Figure 4.

Experimental versions of A, B and C are now in existence while D has been projected.

A The Single-shaft Engine - By attaching a variable pitch unit to the gas gene-
rator via a gearboxi -and linking the LP turbines to the same shaft it is possible
to simplify the engine layout and control the gae generator speed by pitch angle
up to a governor limit, Such an engine is only practicable because of variable
pitch which makes starting possible by unloading the gas generator with the fan
in fine pitch during the starting cycle.

N This system has a progressive disadvantage as the gas generator pressure ratio
is increased. The higher compression and expansion ratios of the system pro-
duce an increasing annulus area change across the engine which leads to the
blade stress in the final stage of the turbine dictating the shaft speed for
the rest of the engine. Figure 5 shows that this leads to a rapid increase inA; the numeber of compressor stages in the gas generator portion of the engine par-
ticularly when the pressure ratio rises above 20:1.
The LP turbine profile stress parameter chosen for these particular studies ti
typical of the limits set on today's current rules for large turbine designs.
Itt ight be argued that such stresses are by no wans upper limits and with the
necessary incentives could be increased. A 33% increase in stress would reduce
the number of bitage* indicated by 25%.
Starting powers may becoer a probltm with larger high pressure ratio engines.

Fur a small thrust siee of engine such as the Astafan where a high pressure
ratio is not justified this is probably the optimum layout.

0 The Twin'.shaft with Linked Fan and Intermediate Compressor System
Fo I~ eswn~ ijr res reatios a re Ue o bn the

highest thermal and propulsion eoficiencies then Type 0 is probably the bes
comtpromise, The centre portion of the engine which in A would otherwise run
at unrealistic low stresses is now placed ba a separate shaft and run at per-
,tapia twice the ipqt4 of the L.•/I wystem.



By this means the fan is speed stabilised by thifs IP compressor system particu-
larly in fine pitch and in turn the fan exerts a positive control over the com-
pressor speed and hence the core flow. Much of the advantage of the single
shaft concept is then retained. A consequence of this system creates a mis-
match of the IP and HP compressor exit and entry flows - a situation which can
be corrected by blow-off between the compressors in extreme situations.

C The Free-shaft Variable-pitch Fan - In this case the fan is completely inde-
pendent of the gas generator, Tt being driven by a separate LP turbine system.
Because the fan in fine pitch has little power absorption the steady state pitch
setting has specific limits outside which it cannot go without danger of fan
overspeed. Its operation becomes similar to that of a free-power-turbine turbo-
prop. The scope for varying the cycle is very limited compared with A or B.

D The Blow Fan or Multi-stream Engine - This type of engine is a logi.cal exten-
sion of layout B in that the incidental blow-off is built up into a permanent
bleed capability which can be varied in size to suit an aircraft requirement
for large amounts of bleed air at take-off and landing. In conventional flight
the bleed must be efficiently exhausted through a propulsion nozzle.
The fraction of bleed thrust which is provided determines the bypass ratio as
shown in Figure 6. When 80% of the thrust is in the bleed flow, the VP fan has
ceased to have any relevance since the flow bypassing the IP compressor has fal-
len to zero, ic the fan is now the first stage of the IP compressor.

• • A good compromise layout which provides the right amount of thrust modulation
by the VP unit would haver 40% thrust in the VP fan bypass, 40% bleed thrust and
20% residual hot thrust.

. 4 DEMONSTRATOR ENGI NES
Engines of three of the above types have been built and run to demonstrate the geared

VP fan principle, viz the Astafan, the UK demonstrator, and Hamilton Standard units. The
US QCSEE programme is also underway.

The UK demonstrator constructed by Rolls-Royce/Dowty Rotol is designated M45SD-02
and was created by conversion of the standard M4511-01 (currently in service on the VFW
Fokker 614 aircraft) by replacing the direct drive fixed pitch fan with a geared VP fan
of a lower pressure ratio and adding a 4th stage to the LP turbine. The layout is shown
on Figure 7.

Apart from the fan, major difference. from the M4511-01 are as follows:

I Addition of 4th stage LP turbine with increased area exhaust unit.f 2 Bleed duct and valve at IP compressor outlet to cope with changes in IP compres-
sor running line caused by altering fan pitch and hence shaft power.

3 Swan ceck duct between fan and IP compressor due to greater hub/tip ratio and
flow of VP fan.

4 Epicyclic reduction gear of 2.38:1 ratio capable of transmitting 14000 slip.
(Note: This gear ratio is much lower than for a conventional turbo-prop and
is near the limit for epicyclic gearing. Hence it was necessary to prove the
design.)

5 Translatable reverse-flow intake in fan outlet duct.

6 Noise absorption linings in fan intake cowl, inner and outer surfaces of both
the fan outlet duct and the hot jet nozzle. (Note: A very large area of
acoustic lining was employed to meet a severe STOL noise target.)

The cycle was based on a full power hot core velocity of 900 ft/see aimed at achiev-
tag a peak noise level of 95 PNdO at 500 ft. The engine is currently on test with the
following objectives:

(i) To demonstrate the practicability of:
Sa) An engine of low specific thrust and high efficiency giving a high take-

off/cruise thrust ratio appropriate to the steep climb angles of STOL aircraft.

b) A low tip speed fan made possible bu use of a light-weight epicyclic reduc-
tion gear.

c) An engine having the flexibility of control and rapid response eharacteris-
tics achieved by the use of a variable pitch fan which are feature* necessary
for the steep approach and landing.

d) An engine designed to have ourcoe notre not greater than 915 Pbk at 500 ft
under forward speed conditimos.

e) The ability to achieve reverse thrust levels stiilar to those ol a coovea-
tional reverser by mwits of the variable pitch fan.
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(it) To explore and investigate the char'cteristics of: F

a) The engine for the purpose of defining and exploiting the use of a control
system to link the variable pitch, fuelling and spool matching facility.

b) The noise of a variable pitch fan.

* c) The core engine exhaust noise. This will be aided by the ability to vary
turbine loading by changing fan pitch setting.

5 CYCLE VARIABILITY

To be able to control the engine cycle to a significant extent with this type of
engine it is necessary for the fan to be linked to the gas generator as in types A, B and
D; otherwise the gas generator is a semi-independent unit which can only be mildly affec-
ted by the variation in fan supercharge brought about by VP (Type C).

The cycle variability arising from the use of types A and B VP engines is:

(i) Independent control of cycle pressure ratio and thrust for a significant part
of the thrust range.

(ii) Adjustment of specific thrust by selection of an appropriate pitch.

(iii) Matching of fan and nozzle characteristics for efficiency and handling purposes.
(iv) Matching nf gas generator flow and turbine temperature to maximise thrust at

non-standard temperature conditions.
(v) Selection of fan operating condition for optimum total engine noise.

(vi) Selection of fan/IP and HP compressor speeds to provide optimum accelera.ion
characteristics.

(vii) Reversing thrust with depressurised gas generator.

All thece features stem from the fact that on these engines the fan pitch uniquely
controls the gas generator flow while the fuel flow controls the HP spool speed.

The range of variability open is illustrated in Figure 8 which shows the comparative
performance of the M45SD-02 model fan at both design blade angle varying speed and design
speed varying blade angle.

A typical map of an engine operation is given on Figure 9 which shows the massive
control of the thermodynamic cycle exercised by the fan pitch. This can be interpreted
as allowing an independent selection of fan/IP speed at take-off at varying intake tem-
perature while TET is maintained constant at a limit value leading to a result such as
in Figure 10 (Reference 2).

Alternatively the VP facility can be used to select the optimum conjunction of fan
pressure ratio, compressor and fan efficiencies at low thrust as shown in Figure 11
(Reference 2). This can lead to sfc changes of the order of 5% but which depey.' .-
particular combinations of component characteristics of the engine.

Acceleration from low thrust levels depends on the matching of the compress6, i4. -
tion relative to its surge line and the level of pressures in the core engine. The
acceleration torques are a simple function of the inlet pressure to the spool to be accele-
rated. Hence if the fan/IP compressor -.ycle is maintained at high speed at low thrust,
the HP compressor spool will accelerate far more rapidly than if the whole of the gas gene-
rator is rotating at low speed. In addition the engine has only tG increase fan pitch to
absorb the power in the LP/IP spool.

The single-shaft engine is the extreme case where the engine can rotate at constant
speed and almost instantaneously vary thrust by changing fuel flow and blade angle.

On the Type 9 engine the result is almost as good as with Type A as shown in Figure
12. An acceleration time of I second d ctated by the physical limit on fuel flow change
has been calculated on a dynamic model compared with about 4 seconda for an equivalent
fixed pitch engine limited by surge.

6 AIRCRAFT APPLICATION

Tor various reasons it can be seen that the VP fan can best exploit its advantages
* in engines of relatively low fan pressure ratio and specific thrust. A good compromise
,* probably lies in the range 1.3 - 1.4 pressure ratio. To go too high invites excessive fan

""nit stress and to go too low. exceessive powerplant diameter.

The potential applications for such a lower *pecific thrust engine are:

I Short-haul regional airliners

- (fuel efficiency and correct thrust aatch).
S2 Lang-range anti-submarine patrol aircraft

- (good low speed sfe and ability to lift off high take-off weights).
W 3 Military tactical STOL transports

••00



- (high take-off cruise thrust, good sfc, superior thrust control).

The results of an extensive parametric aircraft/engine study are shown on Figure 13
which indicates that a 4000 ft field twin-engined aircraft has its performance charac-
teristic correctly matched with a 1.35 fan pressure ratio engine. A four-engined tacti-
cal transport design for STOL (2500 ft field) would be Just matched at 1.32.

Many of the merits of fan/cycle variability In such aircraft are clearly evident but
difficult to quantify. The tables in Figures 14, 15 and 16 summarise the results of
various studies to evaluate qualities where possible.

One particular quality of note Is the precise thrust control at near-zero or negative
thrust without acceleration problems. This can be of use on approach to land to reduce
flap settings and noise, on descent from altitude to avoid use of dive brakes and to main-
tain high rpm values in icing conditions. Accessory drives and cabin conditioning may
also be made simpler.

7 PROGRESS WITH TIlE M45SD-02 DEMONSTRATOR

Completion of the build of the engine was achieved in early 1975 and it has since
been undergoing tests as planned for the early stages of the programme for demonstration
of the objectives referred to above. At this time of writing (June 1976) the testing has
yielded the following:

a) Demonstration of easy and reliable starting.

b) Proof of the design concept of the reduction gear by running at maximum speed
over the full range of "awer of the engine.(ie fan blades fully coarse pitch to
fully fine pitch).

c) Achievement of maximum design static thrust of 10000 lb.

d) Assessment of performance over a wide range of speeds and -an blade angles.

e) A good indication that the full power noise target of 95 PNdB at 500 ft has been
achieved,

In addition the variable pitch mechanism has been extensively tested at all speeds on
an electric drive and has been shown to have all the intended charncteristics of response
etc.

This situation has given high confidence that all of the objectives of the programme

will be achieved.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Variable Pitch Fan can claim to produce a variable cycle engine. The benefits
of this variability, while not in any one case overwhelming, are numerous and in some
cas':s difficult to quantify without designing a complete system and checking its operation.

There are certain specific applications where such an engine could show to advantage.

Doeonstrator programmes are in hand to study the feasibility of the new features such
a% vari4'tle mechanisms, fan aerodynamics, gear boxes, noise and reverse thrust.
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Figure 1 The M45S variable pitch geared fan engine
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DISCUSSION

A.HlJackson
Of course we are great proponents of the variable pitch fan ourselves and we are continuing to work on it very
actively. We have had a great deal of difficulties over the years showing a performance advantage at 8/10 Mach
number and we pushed this very very hard. We would really like to do this and the only way we have been able to
make it show any improvement over the conventional turbofan and propuilsive efficiency at all is to (10 exactly the
same what you have been implying and what Mr Gray was covering this morning: a greatly shrunkened or shortened
shroud down to length/diameter ratio probably tunder I. Is that in the major gains you are talking about which are
in the range of 10 to 15%? Is that all coming from that or are there other areas in as well?

Author's Reply
Well, a few years ago when we were involved in tl01:, STOL studies everybody was comparing engines with very long
cowls which had a large amount of acoustic tratment and I think that the results of these studies showed that you
very rapidly lost the thrust SFC advantage of this ,ort of engine at high Mach numbers, because of the installation
penalties. The weights of those engines were certainly not very competitive. I think you can still come down to a
quite low fan pressure ratio anti maintain a reasonable thrust to weight ratio but the difference is that we have now
discarded those objectives of ultra-low noise without discarding the idea of meeting new FAR 36 reducel require-
nmeats. With minimum length fan cowls, our estimates indicate that the penalty for installing a high bypass engine is

V• very flat. Therefore any gain that you get in the propulsion cycle or the thermodynamic cycle is a direct gain
relative to the conventional lower bypass turbofan engine.

I



L'ASTAFAN

D~ouble-flux Ai pas variable et vitess constante

par

Joseph Szydlowski
Socidtd, TURBOMECA, Bordes, 64320, Ilizanos, France

pn~sent' par
Henri Dabbadie

TURBOMECA presents here the historical background of the different variable geometry turbo-fan engines which have been
$ experimented for the past twenty years and whose main charactcristic is a constant spced operation. The present formula -which is

the most sophisticated - is more specially dealt with in this document: it includes a FAN whose rotating blades have a variable pitch,
thus permitting a correct adaptation to the different flight configurations.

Le premier "ASTAPAN" a tourni au banc d'essai A ia veille du Salon de l'Aronautique de 1969 et a
vol6 pour la premiare fois A la veille du Salon 71.

Depuis ces deox date&, des centaines d'essais au sol et en vol ont 6tii effectu~s et, aujourd'hui,
cette expdrience unique permet d'y voir plus clair dana le doniaine de la propulsion 6concxnique entre
mach 0,4 at 0,8.

Depuis una d~centsie, nous aommes habitugs, sur lea gros transports, A la formule Double Flux qui a
apport:6 un gain substantiel en conso~ation, mais ce SYstame de propulsion 6tait r~serv6 A l'aviation
coammerciale.

Pour l'aviation d'affaires, lea exigences demandies au moteur 6tant diffdrentes, il 6tait n~cessaire
de recharcher on nouveau compromis coflt-efficaciti.

Si, dana le passi, las moteors civils poovaient itre d~rivfis facilenentdes moteurs militaires, it
nWan n'est plus de raeme actuellement du fait en particulier des contraintes nouvalles relatives A l'&cono-
mie de carburant et I la pollution.

Le probl~me se complique encore pour leas avions d'affairaa 16gers iui damandant des nglutions origi-
nales A leura exigences particuli~res. On ne pouvait done pas reprendre pour lea moteurs de cette cat~gorie
le mame desain d~sormais classique, en double flux, double corps a viteasa variable.

L' "ASTAPAN" eat ni pour catte raison.

C'est en fait one familla de moteura dont lea caract~ristique3 communes sont vitease de rotation
constante at "FAN" a pas variable entratnd par l'interaddiaire d'un rdducteur, car la g~om~trie variable
eat n~cessaire non seulement puur le d~marrage mais aussi pour l'adaptation optimale aux diffdrentes ca-
ract6ristiques de vol.

11 eat bon de rappeler qua leas premiers assais au aol. et en vol d'un moteur A giow~trie variable ont
ftd effectuila A TURBUMECA au de~but des amnims 50 avec l'ASPIN montid sur la FOUGA GEZ4EAUX.

Dix aua plus tard, au dkbut des ann~aea 60, 'L'Aubisque construit an adrie pour l'avion SAAB 105 Atait
aussi on monocorps dont le "FAN" 6tait Zquipd de voleta d'entrde variables comne aur 1 ASPIN.

Catte technique~ de Ia circulation variable raprenait lea principes 6tablia avant la guerro par lNr.
Szydlowtski pour lea compraassura de suralimantation, des moteura alternatifs.

-* Lea progris de l'adro-dynamiqua des compreasaura transsoniquesdtudi~s depuis leas ann~es 50, conjugu~s
A ceux do la m6tallurgie. out permis de franchir le pas 44cisif couduisant a la pale actuelle a pas vari-

4 ble.

Des easais ayst~matiquea tant au aol qu'en vol ainsl qu'au Centre Official Franijais (CEP), ont dtd
conduits pour d6torminer l'lnfluvace des noumbraux param~tres influant our le nendamant at le bruit tels
qua:I

- des napports do moyau coxupris antre 0.4 at 0,55.

- des vitassas pdniph~riques comprises entre 250 et 175 m/seeonde puisque. grace A pludieuea rapport$
de reduction on a la possibilit6 de balayer un &rand domalne an utilisant le m~me gdn6rateur do
puissance,

- daes profils diff~rents pour lea pales mobiles at to diffusaur,

- on nombre da pales variables pour ces mamas 616meueits

- lea sections de s*artio des flux chaud at froid.

Aitisi. a l'heure asctuelle. plus de 300 configurations diff~reates ont 6t6 ossaydes.

L'utlllsation dPon rdductaur lnteru~diaire permat d'avoir A %a disposition on parandtre supp1~men-
taire at d'autra part. pour lea dilutions dleveas envlsag6es dana catte taille do motaur. s4 prhsence
deviant indtspensable pour avoli' ladaptation voulue aux canactaristiques do decollage ot do vol de crol-

De plus, ce sch~ma pormet la mise au point sdpar6e des deox constituatits principaux -le "FAN" et to
gdn0rateur do poissanco. le .ý=e &ýndrateur pouvant eutratner, nous venons de le voir, des "VAN" A diifU-
rants diamEatvs at a des vitassas diffdrontits. do manl~ra A optimiser 'eiisemble poor la miutiion domaud6e



A ce propos, il eat pout-6tre ndceasaire de revonir aur quolquoa notions simple# loraqu'on compare
lea "FAN" de diff(!rentes dilutions.

Le choix de Ia dilution n'est en fait que la consiquence du choix du rapport do preasion du "FAN"
qui lui,eat d~termin6 par le compromis ddsirg entre lea performances au dficollage at en vol do croisiire.

La Fig. I montre lea variations de Ia poussfie apdcifique c'est-a-dire do la pouss6e du flux froid
par K1W fourni en fonction du rapport de pression du "FAN" pour diffirenta Mach de vol.

Dana la phase d~collage, cette poussde spdcifique diminue forteiuent lorsque le rapport de pression
"FAN" augmentne, mais, pour le vol de croisi~re, lea courbes sont beaucoup plus plates et l'influence du
rapport de presslon eat beaucoup momns sensible. Ainsi l'optimum th6orique eat do 1,35 pour mach 0,6 at
1,42 pour mach 0,8.

3(ais on volt qu'on peut amdliorer, si c'est ndcessaire, do 10 2 Ia pousase au dvcollage, en diminuant
le rapport de pression en no perdant quo I X en vol do croisi~re.

On volt ici comfent optimiser le rapport de pression du "FAN" en fonction de la mission, l'augmenta-
tion do la dilution entrainant un diamatre et un poids plus grandapour la partie "F C" Ctt, dilution
sera ensuite donnia par la puissance sp~cifique du ginfirateur, coome le montre I& Fig. 2.

En dehors do toute considdration de dimarrage, le calage variable des pales du "FAN" est une nice.-
sit6 pour s'adapter aux lignes de fonctionnoment correspondant au d~collage et au vol, puisque 1. rapport
de pression du "FAN" n'Citant pas sonique, c'eat le moyen d'avoir l'&quilibre des puissances et des debits.

LA Fig. 3 reprdaente lea variations do dibit pour un "FAN" do rapport de pression do 1.5 nominal do
dilution de 5 A 7 suivant la puissance sp~ciiique du gin6rateur.

En vol et a mach 0,7 par example, le debit r~duit augmente do 30 2 et le rapport de pression pass"
ZL 1,56, point so situant encore dana une zone do bon rendenent. Una giomitrie variable n'est done pas
nicesaaire.

Par contre (Fig. 4), si le rapport do preasion nominal choisi pour Is "FAN" eat plus foible, 3,3 par
exemple, s'Oloignant done de la valour sonique, le point de tonctionnmeent se situerait sans pales varia-
bles au point C, en vol de croisii~re.

Grace au pas variable, le diagramme comprecseur so diplace ainsi quo lea iso-rendements vera lea
grands ddbits et le nouveau point do fonctionnemont pourra so situor en C' avec un bon rendement.

Pour des points do croisiare a mach plus faible, le rapport .1. pression du FAN" pourra itre choisi
infdrieur A 1.3 pour avoir 1e rapport poussie dicollage desire.

poussfe croisiire

Le "FAN",kdant donc A pas variable, pout itro entratni par une turbine 41 un soul arbre, t. diiarrate
s'offectuant facilement on position "petit pas".

Co schihna, comparible au turbo-propuiscur A un soul arbre. en poisded toutes lea earactoristiques do
simplicitS, do rigulation et do facilit6 do pilotage.

1a rdgulation do Ia turbine maintient Ia vitesse do rotation constants A to valour choisie pour lea
conditions opt imales de d~collage. de montie ou de croslaire.

IA nanette do puissance &&it directement sur It pas du "FAN", lea variations do poussie demandles

pouvant o'effectuer ainai on une fraction do seconde, poiaque I& vitesse do rotation oat maintonue cocs-

decete abnsncosie

sion du compresbour, I vitesse constante. te chute quo faiblement, 20 2 environ, eatro 1n pas do crolslaee
at 1. pas do desconte du "PAN".11 Ccci eat un avantago important car avoc lea motours double corps on oat oblige, en descents. do "ain-
tenir une, viteass do rotatiou ileve pour assurer une combustion corrocte, le conditionnament at eventual-
lament le d~givrage, ce qui entralne une poussog risiduollo Important* Micessiteat llutilisatiock 4'airo-
froina puisauats at une consommation Inutile do carburant.

I ~Avec lea double corps 4 vitesse variable. on eat conduit pour le@a&@*me raison. A un cycle thermo-
dynamique A fort taux do compression pour quo, on descent. at A poustie risiduelle admissible, to priession
de aortie comproassur soit suffisanto. Coci entratne, pour une mAine rtiimoance nominate. une au~pontation
du nombre d'dagea du compreassur ot donc des turbine*, ce qui augmente 14 complexitd do Is turbine at son
prix. male aussi son poids spdcifique, d'autant plus quo Is puissance opkitiique par Kg d'aar primaire eat
mstximale pour uu rapport do prossion voisin do 32 414I pour lea readomentsaet tempiratures actuaes.

Tenant compte do cei considdrations, nourn &von* ontropris, depuls 19i71. une expdrimantation en Vol
our un, puis rdconfeL, un deuxi~so AER COKWO~~~ER sut looquels dob "ASTAIAN do diffdrents types oat
remplac4 lea turbo-propulseurs d'origine.



Los premiers "ASTAYAN" utilisaiant come giniratour de puissance 1'ASTAZOIJ 16 do 1000 ch, Actual-
laeant, I'oxpirimentation so pourault avoc 1'ASTAZOU 20 do 1400 chi, qul, en turbine do bast, a uno
conSOMa~tion apicifique do 210 g/cb.b (.47 Lb/HW/h) bian quo Is rapport do pression nominal no soit quo
do 9,6.

Entratnant un "FAN" donnant 1,25 do proasion, avec: une dilution do 11, Is poussfe au point Lixe cot
supdrieure a 1000 Kg pour une consomation spicifique do 0,31.

Comparf A un double flux A giom~tri* fix. dont 1t "FAN" a un rapport de prausion do 1,5/1,6 ot une
dilution do 3 do mine compression total, at do m8.. poussfie an croiia~ro (par example a1 30 000 pied* at
mach O,65ý on obtient 35 Z do plus do j.vusfeo au point fixe. 25 Z I mach 0.2, 10 a is Z en mantle pour un
poids do 1021 supdriour.

La desconto pout so faire avee uno pont. augmenti. grice A I& possibilitt do freinago, tout en disi-
nuant l& consommat ion.

Quant au niveau du br4it, les vitessos pfriphiriques d'un "FAN" donnast 1,25 do prossion sont voisines
do 280 rn/sec. (Fig. 5) contre 450 m/soc. pour 1.55. lts conditions des normes acoustiques officiellos sont
plus facilement rospecttes.

Pour toutos cot raisons. cotta formulo do "FAN" A pas variable et vitaes.e constants nous paratt un
bon compromis on co qui concerns lo bruit, 1t poids splcifique, Is consommation ot lea performances rela-
tives do dfcollage et do croiuiiar. Lo pilotage oat faciliti par Ia possibilitt do varier rapidenont 1.
niveau do pousslo, augmontant 10 facteur do sicuriti pareicularomont A 1'attorrissagt (Fig. 6).

Cos consid~rations sont Ia synthAs. do 7 out d'essais et do plus do 10.000 hour.. do mist au point
et d'endurance dont 2.500 en vol.

J,~

Pour terminer, nous Svoquerons une utilisation non encore explrimantlie, mais qui pourrait itro trds
important. pour los avions STOL utilisant l'hypersustentation par soufflago.

Le Double Flux nonocorps I vitosso constante of fre la possibilit& de prilivement d'air important au
dicollago mais aussi A latterrissage at I poussle riduite, car Ia vitoss. do rotation 6tant naintenue
constants, cot air eat senaiblement au make niveau 4e proasion dons los deux configurations at lt dibit
do soufflago oat donc figalement le mime dons les deux cas, e,. pourrait,.ke, Stro superiour A Vatterissa-
go, puisque la niveau thermique du noteur cot plus foible.

Codi no pout Stre obtenu quo grice A la poasibilitCe do naintenir, A poussfo riduito, la vitesse maxi-
nale do rotation du noteur.

CVest pour toutes ces raisous quo Mr. Szydloiwski eat particuliaroment attachd a cotte formule.

A

N
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LE PULSO-REACTEUR POUR REGIME SUBSONIQUE ELEVE
AVEC PASSAGE AU FONCTIONNEMENT EN STATO-REACTEUR

-UN 140TEUR DE FAIBLE PRIX DE REVIENT-

W.X. EICK
MESSERSCHMITT-BOLKOW-BLOHM GMBHI

Aircraft Division
MUnchen

Allemagne Fbdbrale

RESUM4E

L'auteur expose bridvement lea rbsultats d~btudes prbliminaires menbes sur un rbacteur
sans soupape, A combustion puisbe influenc~e par la fr~quence de l'onde de chec frontale,
avec passage au rbgime continu, dont la gamme de vitesses atteint Mach 0,9.

A divers stades des essah.~ fondamentaux, on a 6tudi6 en dbtail los paramdtres essen-
tiels et dbtermin6 leur influence s'.r les caract~ristiques de pouss6e et la consoinmation
de carburant. On a pris soin de congerver la si~mplicitb do conception du moteur d'essai
af in d'obtenir un systdme propulsif peu coflteux pour missiles quid~s. Les recherches ont
ýi menbes sur des montages dlessais avec jet libre et vitesse r6duite 5 l'arridre du
motour du fait de 1&6oulement linitb. Lea essais ont dbnontrJb quo lea moteurs do ce type
prbsontent des caract~ristiques fonctionnelles stables.

Il rapsort des rbsultats d'essais que l'on pout utiliser ce moteur dans deux versions:
soit cosine noteur consoinmablo, soit cosine moteur rb-utilisable de faible prix de revient.
Au cours des essais fondamentaux, on a 6galement rbalis6 le passage aux conditions du
statorbactour. En outre, l'une des versions de ce inoteur pout 9tre conque cosine un g6n6-
rateur de gaz intermittent pour turbines S gaz do potites dimensions dont lea gaz d'6chappe-
mont actionnent un rotor de turbine.

LISTE DE SYM4BOLES

A - Section

F (kp) = Pouss~e brut
Brut
F N (kp) Poussee nette

F abis it Rbsistance interne

N = Nombre de Mach d'6coulement

n/in Rapport do masses correspondant aux dbbits

P (ata) Pression

P cab. (atm rel.) - Pression d'injection do carburant
P/P u Rapport do press ions

sFC (kg/xph) = Consomnation spbcifique do carburantt

t (OC) Tempbrature

T ('K) a Tempbrature

t (ins) Temps

V (mis) vitesso

1. HISTORIQUE
Riauec~bi onpla

L~a premiý-re m~thode pour la q~neration do gaz has icyennant ncobsinpla
toire fut document~e dana us brevet do Esnault-Pelterie, il y a environ 70 anss et c'est
en 1909 qua Marconnot a d~veloppb lo premier pulso-rbacteur pour la q~n~ration d'une
pousa~e directe. Plua tard, on 1930. SCHMIDT obtint us brevet coneornant des 'r~acetur's
foactionnement pbriodique" et sea btudes forinaient la base du pulso-r~acetur qul. devait
ýtre r~aliab plus tard soup le nom de *type A5-014" do la maison ARGUS, A fonvtiosnenenet
salon 1e prinelpe do clapets (1/2). En France, la Sci~tý SNFCHA consnenqa le d~veloppement
do pulso-r~actours sans hibments m~eaniqueo (clapeta) on 1942, 6tudes qui furent inten-
sifi iea dopuig 1447. Des rbalisations bprouvbea tellos quo les pulpo-r~aoetura 3340
Eacopotto. terovisae at US I dnot~rent do nouvellos n~thodog do d~voloppement.
En 1962. la nouvelle r~pandue, coneernant dos ossais avoc un pulao-r~acetur dent 1'eatr~e
btait d'une confiquration apbeiale. fut accuoillie avoc grand iatbr~t.

Grceo a cotte nouvelle configuration aý_rodynamique, il 6tait possible d'obtenir un
fonetionnostont deo r~aceture avec des vitoaaos d'&waulomnt tgalea A M 0.@%, avee use
pousaae sette croisoanto. (3/4).

Vans lea ann;)e do 195S ot 1956, des t.tudea A l'Instituto Aorot~vnieo d", Cbdobd en
Argentina avaiant pour but de* abries do meaurew our los deux uyutdines, ceost-a-dire
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des r~acteurs A et sans clapets, sur des r~acteurs d'essai, s6ries dont les r~sultats
furent compares les uns aux autres, pour autant que c~ftait possible, tout en gagnant de
nouvelles expfiriences. Cepondant, par manque d'une soufflerie, lea recherches durent se
limiter au point fixe (5)

En Aznbrique du Nord et en Angleterre, des btudeg. technico-scientifiques ant 6t6
r~alis~es aussi dans ce domaine au cours des annbes passfies.

A2. OBJET DES RECHERCHES SUR DES PULSO-REACTEURS DANS LA RFA, A PARTIR DE 1945

Apr~ss des travaux pr~paratoires concernant des recherches sur des pulso-r~acteurs,
des essais furent entambs en 1970 dans la RFA, avec le but d'fitudier des pulan-rbacteurs
sans clapets, 6tudes qui se basaient sur des brevets acc.-ird~as en connexion avec des
travaux r~alisbs et licencibs en Argentine.

II. sagissait 1A d'un programme dlexp~rimentation qui devait Stre rfialisfi en colla-
boration avec la DFVLR A Braunschweig. L'object des recherches btait intitulfi "Recherches
sur des composants d'un stato-r~acteur A plusiours phases de combustion*. 11 f&tait clair
quo lVair d'6coulement dont on pouvait disposer auprds du Luftzentrale (Centralo d Air) A
Trauon devait servir exciusivement pour l'alimentation d'air du rfiacteur d'ossai.
Pour la pleine alimentation du tuyau d'admission, cette quantitfi d'air 6tait suffisante
jusqu'A un mombre de Mach M 1,5. Tout d'abord lea 6coulomonts d'air sur le r~acteur et
surtout sur la partie arril-re do celui-ci no furent pas Fris en considbration. Conform6-
mont A ces conditions, le bane d'essai Atait donc dispose de la sorte A of frir lea con-
ditions d'un banc pour r~acteurs A tratnbe libro.

Le programme dlessai projet6 devait d~montrer les ph~norndnes gazodynamiques alirgis-
santa dana le tuyau pendant lea essais du rtacteur et en plus, ii fallait traiter des
problimes do combustion tels quo stabilisation de flamme et changement du fonctionnemont
intermittent em fonctionnement comtinu, pour surmonter de cette maniire la limite do
vitesse qui so trouvait, pour des mod~les de sbrie, aux environs d'un nombre de Mach M
0,5 (2). tout on transposant cette limite au voisinage de la vitesse du son. A c8t6 do ce
programme, Von menait dans la RFA des recherches simultan~es sur un pulso-i-6acteur 4

* - composants mobiles, recherchos qui devaient attoindre un but pareil. (6).

3. BUTS DU PROGRAMME D'EXPERIMENTATION

Af in do saisir lo changemont d'&tat thermodynamique ou bien de d~terminer un fitat
gazodynamique d'un 6coulement constant, it suff it d'avoir uno notion d'uno part des
grandours de la vitesse, de la pression statique, de la tempcrature stcatique respectivenentII do la pression totale, do la tempbrature totale et du nombro do Mach dans une section
dl~coulement d~termin~e.
Pour des propulseurs & combustion pulsatoire, un autre param~tre est requis. c est- -dire
un changement dletat gazodynamique h tout tezas a t partout. En plus, lea sections do
116coulement a lVintbrieur du r~actour sont en partie trds difficiles a d*terminer en vue
de l'existence simultan~e d'bcoulements partiols qui sont contraires ttmun A l'autre. Le
procbdb de prise do la moyenne ou d'approximation no pout Otre utilis6 quo sous certaines
conditions pour dOterminer cea 6coulemonts instationnaires. 11 West done pas possible de
r~alisor un calcul exact do tous lea processus qui so dbroulent. Par des conditions d'uno

I I interaction rapide ot successive des ecoulements taint pour des tuyaux ouverts dans un
sons ot tout particulidrement pour ceux ouvorts dans lea doux sons (mod~les sans clapets).
lea diff~rents composants d'un r~acteur cam ares A un milieu A 6coulement unilatbral prO-
sentent, en partio, un double mode do fonct tonnement.
Ain~si, Ilntr~e eat non seulement & concovoir pour uno admission maxima- dair fraia. Maio
aussi d'une mani~re eonvenable pour lea gat d'*?,,:Iappement sortant en amont. Le jet du Car-

4 burant introduit a Ventrbe doit avoir Cma quaiites d'uno diffusion favorable a l'6qard do
la formation momentan~e du mblange, tout en produisant un offer froinant. commo colui d'un
olapet d'btranglement, pour des gat d'&chappement en amoint. La partie arridre do Ia crhain-
bra do combustion pr~sento. ello aussi. un. fonetionnoment multiple pour autant qu~elle est
d'une certaine robustesse. ainsi quo la partie d'kbappoinont arri~ro, dos caract~ristiquoa
gui sont duOs a Vinfluenc.. do Vair ot des gat r~siduels en aval. Mao co sao IA. salon
to p~incipo do44centro-courant. do Vair ot des gas r~siduois ot p~riph~riquoa Peuvont
ontror dana llentrte d*ja pendant la sortie des gar chauds. Ve diff~roates m~tho~des

darproximation at des btudes concernant des projets do pulso-r~actoura furent r~anisas
pendant lernanno rcdn on so ',aaant sur les c~raqt~ristique.6 ot lea peformancoa
do coo rtetouira# * thoeds d~an lesquollto lea phbaomnOse dl~coulemont or do i;ombustion
de amne qu'une 6valuation dos autros poowibilitt~ de dOveloppement furont plut%%t nagliq4%s.
Cat 6tat do, chosos 6tait la raison propromeat dite pourquoi 14 t~ceo eit~o en haut fut
dbroul!W de, la sorte quo son objet printcipal consistait on un nroqrainme doexpbrimentation.

La coasommation spocifique de c~~'burant fvorabl~e Juwqu'alors. pandant le fonction-
neinont au point fixe doe r&ateturs sans clapota via-A-via do coux aveecelapets indiquait.
pour uno- conception do missiles. ixao certaineo up~rioritl% des r~aseours cit,.s en preminer
lieu. pourvu qu'il 4tait possible d'obtoair dvs valours I PeU pr~o pareliloes avoc Pcuo

14 meat.

En oh-ne tompa it fallait limiter 14 combustion A la chambro do combustion otto-5mne,
tout ea 6vitant un *piaeeinont do 1a flaiew dana to -eins d~krhappeownt. Ce phenmoffif
*%tait produit sur to r~a~tour AS-014, dvoc extinction COins0autiveo du r~aeteue.



Los cosmaions spkj ques do earburant atteintes pendant le fonctionniament au point
fixe btaient lea suivantos pour des rhacteurs sane clapets (4) (5)s

SNE..!1A 3340 Escopette b 1,80 1(q/1ph

SNECMA~ UtS 1 -1,45

Hiller Aircraft 1,0

IAME Escopeta 1,62

pour des rbacteurs 5 clapots selon (2/5/7);

Argue As-014 b = 3,0 Kg/Kph

Pulso-rfiacteur Arsbnal =2,34

I A ME (Fa-240 kp) =2,5

Une comparaison do ces consommations sp~cifiques de carburant prouvait quo lea valeurs de
consommation des r~acteurs sans clapats so montaient jusqu'A la moiti& environ de cellos
do r~actaurs A clapets.

4.* PROGRAMME 0 ESSAIS REALISE AVEC DES VITESSES MOYENNES (RECHERCHES DE COMPOSANTS)

4.1 Fonctionnements-r~acteurs S des vitesses d'ficoulement A l'entrbe correspondantes
A M - 0.57

Les prezeidres s~ries de rncsures exkcut~cs sur le terrain d'essal le la, DFVLR S
Trauen furent rbalisl~s avec un rbacteur doesrai dent la configuration 6tait cello du
I A M E Escopeta, & 1'±ý!xception de quelques divergences insignifiantes (Planche de
f.igL.1). Pour lea essais V'on pouvait slappuyer sur des recherches partiolles marlb;
A Cbrdoba. Le developpenont du syat~me d'injection du carburant sous. pression
blev~e comporta des resultats favorables.

En connexion avec la section type uBordau, 1e jat do combustible hchdppant qui
sc d~plagait S la fagon d'un jet oscillant d~un c8ne croux, servait d'un vrai clapet
d'btranglemornt vis-A-via des gaz soztant vera l'aznont. Par le positionnoment do ce
braleur et gr~ce A uno augmentation de la pression du carburant jusqu'A une valour
do 30 atm rol. pour des vitesses d'6coulement &lev~es, cet of fet d'6tranglement put
8tre conserv6, do mani~re quo lea s~rios do mesuros pouvai.ent Itre ex~cut~es jusqu'a
une valour do M 0.57. La planche de figure I montre aussi los consommations
specifiques de carburant pendant la pbriode en question en fonction do la pression
d'injection du carburant et los pouss~es atatiques ainei quo l~examen conduit Moyen-
nant une barre d'essai pendant le foncti.onnoment du r~acteur au point fixe. af in
d'obtenir des rbsultats zoncernant le d~ploiement du c8ne de carburant, la formation
du melange et la combustion do mame quo l~a r~qirculation. ph~nomane: v~sibles par
les traces d'oxydation survonuos apr~s un foactionnement du r~acteur pend.nt t-ne
dur~e do 5 minutes.

4.2 FonctiQnnements-r~acteurs A des vitesses 416coul~ement a l'ontr~e correspondantes
N =0.7-et lýus-,aute$

11 s'avL~raitt utile do monter un braleuw supp lbmentaire et axialomont orientable
(voir sch~ma 'P1anche de Fig. 2).. En vue de facil iter too conditions dleasai, lo tube

;t Wdadmission tele'sco-pique ainsi quo le deuxi~zee br~leur furent fix~s (voir scheima en
dessous, Plarnche de fig. 2). Pendant d'4utre5 essais Wxc-oulement Von a pu atteindre
MN 0.72. Apr65 montaqe de stabilisateurs rigides do flammo dans la chambre de con-
bustion, des essial-rbacteurs furent ri~alivi~a avoc des vite'ases dl&coul~etw'nt jusqu'a
M I . eesai4 au vourg desquels 14 vonaowa~tion do earburant augmonta sensiblement
A cause du type d'accroche-flanmf. choisi (Planceh do fig. 3, diagramme A gaucho).
Par contre, ce montaqe peem~t un pret nnztde cNbode combustion quant
a une variation de son voume ot de sa configuration (des configurations 61anceae ou
convexea). L4 stabiliaatioa deg flammea *s~ir~ge fut obtenue 4 touo los 69drds dvec
doer vitessos VA-Couloewt juaqt~a N4 1. eiti~os on hau.t.

4.3 lnjn~ont du earburant

Cos eats 4taient pr%ýcidt~o par uzee autre 6tude partiello. gui Avast pour but
le choix opti-mum des br ).eurs A employei. LA it ktait possible do se sorvir des btudou
de Kling (8) pour obtenir dos larsmot ur I'angle de diffusion du Crbnrant.
la grandeur dog qouttea. to diametro O~auter". des diffueeurs on et sants 4irat~ioa
aingi qqe EAdfuu~ rda4 ~ partle, ce itw~i &ent eoftýuti et farq0

14 pour tos 0554ig delcm tlancahe do fia. 4.



4.4 Angle d'inclinaison A l~a partie AR de la chambre de combustion

Au cours do cOB skries do mosures, des essais permirent de dfiterminer l'anglo
d'lnclinaison (demi-anglo do c8ne) sur '.a partie arridre de la chambre de combustion.
Lo diagramme sur le c8tt- drait do la Pl.3nche de fig. 3 montre 6 configurations de
tuy~res, parmi lesquelles se trouvo aussi celle du rfiacteur As-014 A clapets. Les
rbsultats des essais d6montrdront que pour des pulso-rfiacteurs fonctionnant au
voisinage do la vitesse du son I'anglo d~inclinaison dovait Otre au moins 20*.

4.5 Accroche-flamzno. tuyau perforb

Bien quo lo rbacteur pOt Otre exptariment6 3 des vitesses d'L6coulemont trds 6le-
vOes et la combustion e~t lieu dans la chambro do combustion proproment dito, Co
qui 6tait verifi6 par des mosures do tempbrAture, lea rfisultats n'6taiont pas satis-
faisants. Les consornmatians do carburant 6taient trop blev~es (ani dessus de 5 Kg/Kph).
L'on so dbcida done A entamer uno autre rocherche partiolle qui avait pour but de
concevoir un accroche-flamme approprib pour une combustion pulsatoire. Des accrochu-
flammes du type "V* qulils sont omploybs pour des stato-rhacteurs restaient inoffica-
ces pour uno combustion pulsatoiro. La solution fut apparomment trouv6e sous forme
d'un accroche-flamme car~nb qui est illustrb dans la Planche de fig. S.

Au cours des essais ii s'av~rait que 1e ph~nom~ne d'une coucho limite d'une
grando intensitb do chalour so manifesta entre 1e tuyau perfori et la paroi do la
chambre do combustion, couche limite dont leffet fitait favorable pour l'allumage et
la combustion intermittents du m~lange frais pendant toutes les phases de combustion
d'un cycle. Los consommations sp~citiques do carburant ainsi nesurfios so trouvaient,
A vitosso dlacoulement blevbe, en dessous de b a 3 kg/kph (par rapport A la poussfie
brute, mains la rbsistance intbrieure du rbactgur). Co type d'accrache-flamme 6tait un
616nent stabilisateur do flamme aussi pour des fonctionnements de r~actour A des
vitesses d'bcoulement supersoniques 1 lentr~e.

4.6 Camportement do l~a recirculation

En connexion avec lea recherches sur 1e type d'accroche-tlamme une nesure d'6eou-
lement d'air au dbbit constant fut fait on vue do d~terminer le conportemont du flux
do r~circulation en fonction do la grandeur do 1l6coulement primaire.

L'inten~it6 do la rbcirculation fut obtenue par un 6largissenent subite do la
section de tuyau et par la d*pression carrespondante, ce qui no survenait cependant
qu'avec des vitesses do jet au dessus de 150 m/seac. (Planche do fig. 6)

Troia a cinq pour-cent des masses circ-uldrent autononement sous Ileffet de la
d*pression comme il a bt constate par los rapports des masses relev~es. En vue do
1'allumage p&riodique dams los pulso-r#bacteurs, ce rbsultat 6tait tr~s intbressant.
Le report do ces r~sultats sum combustion conduisit i une conception dans laquello
l'accroche-f law.e btait montb avec des espaces intorm~diaires permanents dans l~a
chambre do combustion entre l~a face avant et I*a partie arrii~re de ctAle-ci.

4.7 Ef tot do contraction A des vitessis &l.&vfes

En vue do dOtomminer le comportemont du m~lanqo lore do son admission dans la
chambro de combustion pendant l~a phase do d~pression d'un cycle on connexion avec
l.&l~argissement subite do l~a section do tuyau V~on so servit do mosuros do courant
froid rb~laboa~e on Argentine qui avaient abouti & d*tertniner 1'intluene 1 o la vn
traction au plan d~blarqiasomont pendant des vitessew d'*coulement 61ev~es ot con-
stantes dams lo tuyau d'admisaion, (S). Tandis quo des 6tttde* am~rieaines (9) so
bommaient a des vitosses inf~rieures iusqu'4 .0 r/soc. environ, les sbrios do mesuros
pr~citbos eoncomnaient des vitesses qui survionnent pendant l~a pbase d'admission
do 1*4ir frais our dos pulso-rtactours sand olapets.

wo diagmammo (Pancho defia.7) montrait les distributions do pression au plan
total d'0lamqiosome ouuo r ai'sp tot do w4eetions do 3,76 ot 5,67 en fonction du

rap dol~a prossion totale dans lo tuyau d'admission (ýoints do mesure Jusqua
2. oMontage d'opsai ?iUt Otre motimb du schtma, des points do wosure conteau darns

eotte na~t. l1a configuration do la tuy4ro (crw) avant 1'61larqiasemont COvitait ust
reolulomont do l~a d~poogion locale. (somblable A l~a configuration do l1a partio
d'ontxt~ arri~ro avec br~low. sur le riacetur-ossai). Le haut deq'gm do coceontrA-
ties du let permit uno p~nbtmation profondo do ce jot froii 44"n l~a chwabre do Corn-
bustion 6larqio. (La figsure moatre la seetiorn 041 du tuyau on coditiarn barr~e)

t4i Enin des rechercehs partiolloo our l.'optimalioatiorn do l~a cheambm de cornbi.ation Ot
our stabiligatioa do l1a fl~awo danes 1a chawrnem do combustion on Cag do# h-autos vitesse*
d'Lcouleornent. ledo mampes d'4tranjloMont Sont i~k dbmoates des 'oeor 5 aaudou afifa de ornsri
l~a caasaoatioa do carburant dun valours basses.



5.1. Optimisation do 1'entrhe du rbactour

Uno vOrification et rbarrangement do l'entr6e 4taiont n~cessaires. L~e dispi.sitif
dlessai reprbsent.6 dans la partie haute de la PacedFi.8cont irwat 'a va±idit6
do ce mesurei cc dispositif qui n'&tait pas favorble aupo nt-de vue d'a~rodynamiqun
btait utiliab pour des ossais de fonctionnement. qui fitaient exbcutbs jusqulaux nov'bres
do Mach blov~u (M 5 1) et qui, en name temps, consommaiont peu do carburant. Dana
cetto phase d'ossais, le c8ne reprfisenth dans la partie basso de la pl. 8 btait montb
avant l~entrbe d'air ot ajustb tel qu'il 6talt poux'vu dana des prajetn- prfichdents.
Des c~nes au diam~tre de 80 A 140 mm, qui, partie d'eux, 6taient apl.,,ia en avant et
qui Etaient des longueurs diEffbrentes, ainsi quo des c~nes done 1lie angles 6taient
constant A 30% ant bt expbrimentbs. En utilisant cette famille de c~nes, des essais
pouvaient acre exiU':7tbes et mesurf~s jusqu'A la linite de la capacitb du compresseur de
la soufflerie, do manl~re simple, ei3 l~entrbe d'air btait d'une part pratiqueirtent axi-
ale et d'autre part variable ot oblique. La distance entro le c~ne et lentr~e 6tait
optimalisbe pour chaque essai. Ce dispositif doassai n'6tait done pas axialemont vari-
able pendant qu'un ossai btait en cours.

5.2. Intervalles commandbes Par abrodynamicgue S 1'entr~e du riacteur

En somne, 1e principe do procbd6 achevb pour le clapot d~intorvalle a~rodynami-
quo pout Otre d~crit canine suit. Le dispositif consist. d~une entr~e sans pificos
m~caniques et d'une chambro de combustion dont l~entrbe eat une scupape r~elle. Dana
l'entrbe d'air qui eat d'une longueur constante ou tblescopique sent nonte&e on 00
plusiours injectours do combustible fixes %u variables et en ou sans giration. Apris
allumage du carburant bjectb do ces injecteurs qui en partie eat d'une pression forte
(bprouvfie jusqu'a 100 ata), les gaz br~lbs pbriodiquement do Is chambre de combvstion,
J lVentr~e some concentr~s A un jet do flammes d'intervalle Cf lasmo pilatc!) qui a
pour but do rogler la quantitb d'air subs~qoonte et intermittente. En ndme temps, le
c8ne fixe 00 axialenent variable avant le collet dlentr~he assiste en outro l'action
do soupape dana lea deuxi sons des couranta alternants.

La limite abrupt. de la chambre do combustion i on angle d'environ 45ý farme tlle
ramp. pour 1e courant d'air partial qui ontre dana la chambro do combustion ainsi quo
pour le mblango inflammable dana la phase do dbpression nendant un cycle.

La pression d'arr~t (pression dynamique) du nblange frinas conjointenent avoc los
gaz rbsiduels de la phase do combustion pr~c~dente ainsi que la temp~ratore da 'a
paroi qui correspond A la tenporature d'allumago co qoi eat plus haute quo cello-cl
cause on allumage instantanb.

L~e nombre des aliumages par second. dbptnd do la vitesse d'6coulemont ut do la
distance du collet d'entrbe I la ramp. d'btranglement. Do cette manidre, la rampeest utilisbe canine soupape do reglago. at la flamme pilate blastique dans toute %alongueur a Vet tot d'un organe, do reglage pour le procids d'entr~e intermittent.

5.3 Allumage par 2ression 4'airrt et des cia: rbaiduols

Pour des r4acteurs a c3.apet. do diff~rentes 6tu4%-es ant traitaes entro iutres
(10/7/6) Iloffet d'une ondo do choc re,:irculant do 1a sortie du r~aoteur, onde qui
entar.-a Vlsllmage on cainbinaison avee des particules de carbone rest~s actifs
provenants do la phase- de combustion pr~i~dente. at a laquelle a 6t6 conf~r6 la
d~s,.gnation 'aluiage des g4z r~siduels avoc Veffot d'une ande do choc". L'otecillo-
grammne eonten4 dnan 1'6tude do Schmitdt (10). !%age 196, confirme cc$ constatations.
c'ast-a-dire qua 1641ta;o dams los palso-r~actcurs eat fortoinont influenuiý par
des ptubnomdrnos de ees andes. Los ttidoe.- frangaises do 5toctin et $almon (11). page
120. cantiemnnnt un oscilloqramme earegi~stcr pendant de%~ ;Pgais s5±r on tayao sans
clapotg (voir auasi (12) dont an n's pas pu rotirer los etffts d'ondo do qhocd~critsaon haot. Le diagramine du rapport prosse ons(orPaead zg 9) gui
fot btabli dans le eadte du pzocqraaume dlexv~rimeittation effoetu.'F eake ui car~ummua-

14- tion do earbur'ant diminu~e no priDente. dans la rý,qion de la chainbr' do Coatbusto,
rzfL~rence Q at 4a at trwio do ligne 31, avu Ph~n~r.0OR d'oodo do la

sorti; du rb~ateur s i t 4;v~igif pour Vl'lloiage.

Wes valeora cofttenuoe damn le dixgrsrnto ne pouvsiont pas Otre eftregistr~ei en
mr~ae L-~mp5. L'&tat do foutin ~oaftemt fu'ý maintenu contant pendant toute la s l
des tsestrep. Deeet anloe. l Ionomuk~att que, atir des tuysox ouverts d~a leg
deux seag, 1'afiet do Var-do do choe West pas roquim on ce qui comeetno e Ic ~lea-Ohaeftet do a'llUfago. POor Une sultfe naujtOn. il k~araiggsit opportun de n~guiqor "ot
of fet. A deg vitoones dlcouloinetc t .evos. los vitosneo du jet danu Io ~' atyuAUIfetztft to'4t an diminuant lee viteaao do preqaqatiean des emrln 'to *t-og q(oi
POUV--ieftt C4~ef =n retard do VsL4lomage. La e-onfiicrjrt1on do la toovallo rainpod'btrartilernet on eombinaison avee o lgas4 rtmiduele da 0 lea nicha do uo '-lV t
d~am la ri~qioa deg prati4 de Is ehaabre de cMla'4gtioft agaore on Alloinago not et
direet pow cb4s4e caycI on oses'-t vitouaos maximales dco'Qdeftnt.
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5.4. Fonctionnenents des r~zcteurs au poin~t f ixo et s~ries de mesuros sur doux r6actours
dressaa des Miosses'i~~ N 09 ( ito des compresseurs dui banc d'essaT)

Les rF~siltats obtenus et dbcrits clans los btudes partiollos aboutalont A la
fabrication do doux rbacteurs d'ossai dont la section lonqitudinalo est montrbo
dams la Plancho do fig. 10.

Les dimensions choisies corresponda tent aux dimensions favorables en cc qui
concorne le nombro do Hach intbriour, la vitesse do flanmm ot la longuour nficessaire
4u mblange air-combustible, btant donn6 quo ces qrandours no pouvent pas bitre convor-
ties A cause dos phbnoin~nes d'6coulemont instatioi.paires. JP4, on qualit6 de carbu-
rant liquide, so pr~tait pour cetto raison A 1'u~aaq tandis quo pour dos r6actours
aux dimensions inf~riouros i! faut se servir dui gaz d'&clairage ou gaz propane cant.
lea. caractbriatiquos d'allumage sor~t meillouros. La longueur hors tout et la fr~quonce
des r~iacteu-s pourraient Atre consorvbes pour des ensembles rbacteurs do dimensions
plus grandos. Une augmentation doe -iorformancos paurrait Atro obteonue par l~accroisso-
ment des diame'tres.

Vis-A-vis des rbacteurs d'essai prbcedenta, le noddle montrb on haut do la
P3.anche do fig. 10 pr eencaft un accroissement considbrable do la section derridre
la chjmbre do c'ombustion, le c8no sur !a partic arri~ro do la chambre do combustion
ayant 6t raccourci a un minimum. Cetto conception avait --ur but dlobtonir, v 9- -vis
do I& combustion atteinte iis~ulalors, uno pbn~tration plus profondo do l'air frais
dans le tuyau, de mani~re quo. pendant l'allumagc, mine partie du mblange frais admis
circulait d&JA iwmmIiatoment dans le to'arbillon derribro los gaz tichappant du cycle
pr&&~dent.

. ...... . . . ......

L.e douxi~me dispositif d'osaai so diatinguait par un ac-croissement do la partie
centrale du roaetour et avait pour rtý3ultat in moddle qui avait dj&a 6tC% essaye par

A l'auteur au point fixe A C6rdoba (5). Pour le dim~irrage des r~actomrs d'asaai Von
se aervit ae lVair comprimt et des bougies d'allumage mont~es dans une distance
d'enviran 200 mi de la paroi 4vaut de la chambre do combustion. Les essais fournissai-
ent des valours qui peuvont Otre r~produites. La, force diff~rentielle entro le r~acteur
& froid ot le r~acetur en fonctionnement 6tait mesur~e. Dana lea diff~rentes sbries
do mesures en foneitAon du mombre do Mach d'ficottlement lea valeurs mesur&es btaient 10
comeortemaont de 1a pousshe, la consommation, de carburant, ainsi quo lea temporatures
statiqmes moyennea our touto Ia longuour du r~acteur. Los rbacteura nloffraiemt pas
do p.:obldmes au point de vue do fonctionnemont. La frhquence mosur~e au point f ixe
iktait de 83 1/*. Surtout le r&act;.,ur d'essai $ chambre do combustion unique prL.en-
tait un fonctionneaiont settniblement abtabiliab, on tonction d'6coulement. Le fonction-
noment dui doux~ime r~acteur Alossai &tait moins stabilisO. ' a pousaae Maximalo 6tait
poiirta!.t do 15% plus belv~e. et lea valours de consommation 6taient tr~o favorablos.
Dams la 014ache dý,p ii 1 lee pwiss~ea brut ce~rrig~oa de, m~mo quo lea valeurs de

0 lu cortbost.ibi e: par rar."ort %ux valeurs corrigtw , pot..r des
configurations dui eair d'un diamubtre do !O00m et do 140 mp. ant 60 rolovoes our 1Q
noinbre do Mach d~ccoulement. La correction des velours de pouas~e brut fut r~alia~b
on tenant compto do la r~sstance intertwe. Dana urn6 recherche partiollo s~par~o.A loa distribut ions do pression Unas to tuyau ourest &t ruosqr~ev em fonction do 14
vitoae" dlbcoigoant. sur deuA sectioas at A 4 points do mesureo uppl~mentaires.

f~our gacleor 405 viteeses, lea velours mosur~es furent prii. aomm valours de
bae.R so sorveat do la tol d~norgio do Sernouilli powr des courants compiresoibles,

~'d e 2

on OutieMt pour to 048 eA quoton 1 &quatia.l wulcantol
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En outre(3

Lorsque I'6quation (3) est aubstitube dams l'equation (,Wa eat form6 comme suit:

W 2z 2 P n(4i)

En outre,

et

P0  PO-P +1 q
P P P

de maniare que l'6quation s'exprime rnaintenant comme suit:

Etant donnb que lea grandeura P 0 et P furent mesurfies pendant Ilessai, M et W peuvent
Otre d~terminbs par respectivement lea equations (5) et (6)

w +( 1l)C¶ (6)

Par le calcul du dbbit d'air dans 2'antrbe pendant des 6coulements continus et par une
poursuite diu calcul sur la base d'une rbpartition en 50% pour des 6coulements pulsatoires
dans un premier calcul approximatif, la courbe de correction qui ieat requis pour d~ter-
miner les poussbes brut fut relevbe tenant compte des vitesses diff~rentielles respec-
tives (Planche de fig. 12).

Af in de permettre une comparaiaon, lea valeurs des consonunationa sp~cifiques du
r~acteur As-014 out bt relevbes dana le diagranime ý c~tfi des valeurs obtenues. Ces
valeurs furent enregistrbes en son temps dana la soufflerie. Ce diagrainme d~montrait

F'qu'il y avait un d~placement des valeurs obtenues dan une plage plus 6levfie de Mach.
Un autre relev& montrait lea densit~s des pouasses (N+) pour des poussbes brut, tou-
jours en fonction des diam~trea de la chaznbre de comýustion des rbacteurs d'essai. Ce
relev& dbmontrait que, grace au nouveau d~veloppement, il 6tait possible de surmonter
la vitesse-limite Jusqu'A M = 0.94. De cette fagon, une densit6 naximale de la pous-
abe pourrait 6tre obtenue avec des valeurs d'6nviron 1900 kplm 2 et des consommations
spbcif-iques d l'oidre de 2 kg/kph.

En supposant qu'avec des3 configurations favorables de l'entr~e et de la nacelle
du r6acteur au point de vue a~rodynamique, des r~aistances pourraient 6tre obtenues
gui correspondraient a un coefficient de r~sistance de 0,2 environ, la portion re-
stante de la densitb de pouasse d'environ 1000 kp/n2 suffirait dtabord pour la propul-

. A sion d'un missile. Il eat i supposer que le coefficient de rfiaistance du r~acteur
AS-014 mesurb en son temps de l'ordre de 0,4 - suivant Staab (2) - W'est pas compati-
ble avec lea viteases d'6coulement de M - 0.9 employbes d prbsent.

La configuration optimale d'un capot d'entrbe d'air et du contour de nacelle ne fit
aucune partie du programme en cours.

A cet hgard, il eat inthressant de signaler que Gosslau (1) eut en son temps, de
tr~s grandes diffucultbs en projetant Iltabrodynamiqua du capot dlentrbe d'air at de lar nacelle du rbacteur As-014 (1, p. 415-418, discussion Gosslau, Blank, E. Schmidt).

Lea r~sultats indiqubs plus haut, ont dbrnontr6 qu'en principe la conception de
base qui n~eut pas pourvu des clapets at gui fut r~ali s~e en son temps en France,
pouvait 9tre rnonservb jusqu'A un nombre de Mach dt6coulement de M = 0,94. A cet
egard, le rbacteur d'esaai 016-132 fut soumis i des assais de fonctionnement avec
des bcoulernents correspondant i M =0.9, sur le banc dlasaai. de V'ILA A Stuttgart
avac des rbsultats satisfaisants.



Le rbacteur dlessai fmis au point fournit la preuve qulil pourra 6tre pris en
considbration pour des missions A vitossos de lordre de M = 0,85 S M 0,95, pour-
vue que laccblbration du missile sera r~alisbe A l'aide des fustes dlaccb6lration.
Au cours des essais, on a trouvb que, sous l'effet de l'bcoulement, le rFbacteur
fonctionne avec un surplus d'iiir, environ jusqu'A A =3,5; par ailleurs, un calcul
pour lo rbacteur As-014 a donn, le mgne r~sultat.

Pendant 1e fonctionnement au sol, clast-A-diro sur 1e banc d'essai, la com-
bustion htait quasi-stoechiomf-trique. En outre, on a constatfi quli des vitesses
d'bcoulement 6levbos, il n'y avait pas de coussin d'air et. do gaz r~siduels dans
la partie arridre de la sortie tandis que, sur le point fixe et S des vitesses
d'6coulement momns 6levbes, le coussin d'air fournit. une partie do la poussbo A
froid.

Pendant des essais sur los rbacteurs, on a toujours trouv6 qu a partir do Mach
=0.85 il y a une fr~quence d'admission d'air plus blev6e, causfie par los vitesses

croissantes. La conclusion en fut qu'il y a plusiours allumages qui, en combinai-
son avec la flamnxe-pilote, produirent un effet froinant aux masses d'air d'admis-
sion, tout en bvitant une extinction du r~actour.

C16tait aussi la ronfirmation quo la rampe htait bien dimensionbe en ce qui
concerne sa position, son angle do c8ce (demi-angle), sa longuour et sa seu.tion do
passage. Un chargement des conditions dlessai n~cessite l'aJustage de la gbo-
m~trie do l'CltrOee,ei-iflclus des dimensions do la ranpe. Une exp~rience analogue so
fit d~ji, en son temps, par un groupe doexports dans le domaino du r6acteur AS-O14
(1, pages 415-418).

* Le programme d'expbrimentation conprit une pfiriode de 5 ans qui &tait inter-
ronpue par des intervalles diffbrentes.

Un autre diagramme do la Planche do fig. 12 d~montre, pour des fonctionnements
du rf~acteur i M =0.88, los of fets provoqu~s par une admission d~air oblique; au cours
des essais, quatre c8nes do diamdtres difff~rents ont &tfb mesurbs. La Planche do fig. 13
donne une vuo du r~acteur d~assai, montb sur son berceau de support; la figure au
centre donne uno vue ý!clatbe do celui-ci. En outre, cette planceo montre Un fonction-
nenent d,- rbacteur sous 1'6coulement, sur le terrain d'essai do la DFVLR ATrauen
(Luftzentrale - Centrale d'Air).

6. ESSAIS REALISES SUR UN PULSO-REACTEUR AVEC PASSAGE AU FONCTIONNE14ENT EN STATO-REACTEUR

La r~alisation d'un passage du fonctionnement intermittent en fonctionnemect continu
fut obtenue par los essais do r~acteur, af in do d~terminer los of fets do stabilisation des
flammos pendant los deux nodes do combustion. LS ii. s'agis~ait d'essais pr6liminaires.

Le passage so pr~senta a un nombre de Mach d'environ M = 0.7, avec une temp~rature
moyenne dans la chambre do combustion do 1300*C (la courbe sup~rioure repr~sente los temp6-
ratures mesurbos immbdiatement apr~s l'accroche-flamme).

Aprbs 1e passage du mode pulsatoire au fonctionnement on stato-r~acteur, le procossus
d'uno combustion continu put fitre observ6 m8mo sous l'offet d'une variation graduelle de la
quantitb du carburant injecth. Le passage d'un mode do combustion i l~autre put Atre
observ6 sur 10 rbacteur non-carbnb par le d~placement do l'aspect des couleurs provoqubes
par los tempf~ratures (chaleur au rouge) dans le sens do la partie arriAre do la chambre do

combustion. Le passage ayant bt accompli, coest A ce point la oil so stabilisa la flameo.
Par aillours, le passage do combustion put aussi 6tre observd par l'effet acoustique et le
changement do la pouss~e 6tait visible sur lloscilloscope au moment du passage. Le montage
d'essai ost nontre en Planche do fig. 14. Los valeurs mesurfies, talles quo lea temperatures
moyennes, comportemont do poussbe et prssion d'injection do carburant, out 6t relevbes
sur la vitesso d'bcoulement. Pour des d~tails, voir le diagranmme gauche do cette planche.

Loexpbrience gagn~e par coo essais d~montre qu'il serait avantaqeux, du point do vue

d'un rendonent plus grand do poussbe, do r~aliser le passage A des vitosses d16coulement
plus blevbes. Puisque le r~acteur d'essai W'est qu'uc prototype do d6finition, d~autres
essais des composants devraient 6tre r~alisbs on connexion avec un r6acteur A doux phases
do combustion pour pouvoir arriver A dos conclusions d~finitives. En fin do compto, les
r~sultats do ces ossais prblininaires A doux phases do combustion oct d~mnnotr~s quo le
passage d'un mode do combustion A l'autre oct rbalisable avec lea m~ines composacts du
reacteur. Pour donner une idbe claire du processus, cett- planche pr~sente un sch~ma du
passage d'une phase a l'autro.

Canine suite a cos essais, la mise au paint d'un accroche-flamme A section variable et a
d~placement axial sous farme d'un dispositif polygonal constitua la solution du problame

t (voir Planche do fig. 16). Il btait clair quo, pour des inoddles future do coo rbacteurs,
l'accroche-flamme devra avoir une section variable A la partie arridre do la chambre do
combustion af in do forcer le passage par une pressioc dynarnique accrue. Los conditions
survenuos au cours des fonctionnemonts du rbacteur furent examintes A l'aide do calculs.



Les r~sultats de ces calculs relevbs en Planche de fig. 15 permettent de voir, a
l'aide de courbes, les gam~nes accomplia. 11 a Tjtre relevb le rapport critique des surfa..es
en fonction des tempfiratures d'6chappement de la chambre de combustion pour de diff6rents
nombres de Mach pendant une combustion stoechiombtrique. Pour les trois sections criti-
ques examinbes et les valeura de tempbrature T , correspondant aux diamdtres de 70 i90 mm, meaurbes au cours des essais, l~e comporiement du nombre de Mach M 2 fut constat6
dans la chambre de combustion. Par le relev6 du rapport du chauffage Bur M ,il 6tait
possible de d~terminer les nombres de Mach 7'antrbe M Ces valeurs rangeaie~nt entre
35 et 50 rn/sec. Il slen suit que l'air froid s'&coula t dana la chambre de combustion de-
vait avoir cette vitesse. Ce rbaultat btait tout d~abord auffisant pour lea essais Bur un
prototype de d~finition.

7. EIMPLOI DES PULSO-REACTEtIRS

En raison de leur construction simple et de leur co~t de revient r6duit, lea pulso-r~acteurs peuvent Otte pris en consid~ration comme des propulseurs (de bon march6) pour
des missiles guidbs. Ce sont, en particulier, lea frais de fabrication bas de m~me quelea frais d'exploitation modbrbs qui justifient leur emploi pour des vitesses de voljusqu'au M = 0.9; pour cet emploi, l~e rayon d~action eat limits car la consommation Be
trouve au-dessua des valeurs de consommation des turborfiacteurs. De point de vue V'entre-tien, d'uaure et de la d~formation, ces rbacteurs n'offrent que d'avantages. En outre,
leur puissance masaique eat favorable; la plupart des composants du r~acteur peut Atre
r~alisbe en t8les d'une bpaisseur de 0,5 juaquIA 0,7 milimdtre. Le programume dlexp~rimen-
tation a d~montrb qu'il faut des "boosters" (fusbes dlacc&16ration) pour le lancement
des engins munis de tels r~acteurs. Quand, pour certain raisons, il faut renoncer icette acc~l~ration, la sortie a grande volume doit Otre t~lescopique ou fijectable, comme
montre la figure haute de Planche de fig. 17.

En se basant sur le programme d'expbrimentation r~alisb, on a consid~r& de s'appuyer,
entre autres chases, sur lea r~sultats de mesures faites pour le projet de turborgacteurs.
Pour cela, ii. semble d'abord important de projeter une soupape pour une admission d'airapproprib. Le but en eat de permettre une alimentation en air intermittente qui eatsuffisante pour des chambres do combustion courtes. Le moddle de r~acteur, r~present6 en

4 I coup longitudinal dams la figure basse de la planche de fig. 17 eat dot6 d'une soupaperotative i vitesse de rotation variable dana la chambre de combustion. Cette soupape corn-prend un stator et un rotor qui s'allongent sur toute la chambre de combustion. En rotation,
le rotor couvre et affranchit lea fentes du stator. En pr~voyant un certain nombre de fentes,on cherche, en combustion pulsatoire, S assurer la formation impeccable du m~lange pendantla phase d'admisaion trds courte. Comme constat6 dana une note pr~c~dente (13), il eat in-
portant de prbvoir une chambre de stabilisation entre la chambre de combustion et la tur-bine. Du cote de compresseur, de l'air additionnel eat admia j la chambre de stabilisationafin de provoquer le refroidissement appropri6 des gaz et leur melange avec de Vair corn-prim&e et d'affaiblie lea oscillations de pression avant l'entr~e des gaz dana la turbine(Aune ou plusieures L-tages). De cette mani~re, la combustion pulsatoire dana la chambrede combustion peut s'effectuer sur des tempbratures trds 6lev~es ce qui n'~tait pas possibleauparavant. La proposition envisage un proceasus de combustion a pulsation command6e; ilny en a pas encore des rbsultata d'esaais.
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PERFOhWANCE CHAACT•ERISTICS OF TURBO-ROCKETS

AND TURBD-UAAETS USING HIGH EKERGY FUEL

by
Dine' Dini

Istituto di Macchine, UniversitA di Pisa
56100 Pisa, ITALY

SUIOIAY

"Aerodynamic and thermodynamic behaviour of turbo-rockets and turbo-ramjets is considered. By means of var

iable engine geometry, multi-cycle engines meet aircraft requirements for take off, climb, cruise, maneu-

ver, loiter and landing.
In these conditions, performance characteristics are carried out, taking into account variable geometry,
in some intake and exhaust configurations.
Problems arising from future high energy fuels, particularly hydrogen, impose changes in interface compo-

nents, geometry and control.
Preliminary designs of turbo-rockets and turbo-ramjets are conducted, both for military and civil applica-
tions.

k
LIST OF SYMOLS

q - specific fuel consumption w - angular velocity

M - flight Mach number X - compression ratio

M/q - propulsion efficiency e - temperature ratio
L/D - aircraft lift-to-drag (aerodynamic efficiency) u - peripheral velocity

M/q.L/D - flight efficiency k - specific heat ratio

C - aircraft drag coefficient Ac - peripheral gas velocity variation
DC - engine thrust coefficient P - power

aerodynamic drag f - fuel-air ratio
•; F -thrust

"W a weight SUS=IPTS
W. - all-up weight
F I - sea level static thrust t - stagnation
V0  - flight and gas speed & - gas

a - range a - air

A a engine exhaust cross sectional area o - ambient condition
e

C - aircraft lift coefficient 1 - post-skock
L - density 2 - compressor face and by-pass valve

p - static pressure 3 - compressor exit

T a static temperature 4 w turbine face

m - mass flow 5 a turbine exit

R - entalpy 5' - ramjet combustion
h - altitude 6 - after-burning

9 gravity acceleration 7 a turbojet exhaustSC 7' - ramjet exhaust
p . specific heat 8 - gas mixture

N - revolution per minute

INTUODUCTION

The prospects for advanced low and high supersonic airplanes suggest configurations ineorporating advanced
materials and control concepts and utilizing variable-cycle engines, as turbofan-turbojets. turbo-rockets
and turbo-ranJet*. 4ydrogen fuel offers great promise, even though formidable problems associated with

the use of such fuel probably precludes its use on any near term secoud-generation supersonic airplane.

SThe f1U&ht efficienc LID involves the aerodynamic efficiency, as expreased by the airt-raft lift-to-drag
L/D ratio, and the propulsive efficiency, as determined by t~ie flight speed M to the engine specific fuel

consumption q ratio. Variable-sweep designs. which utilize full-time stability augmenration systems.
offer sow interesting possibilities for aerodynamic efficiency. Variable-cycle engines. which try to

meet the requirements of given flight programs, offer high propulsion system efficiency.

The propulsion system requirements of the long range low supersonic airplane dictate the use of an engine
which operates as a turbojet tot supersonic 1j& and as a turbofan for take-off and subsonic flight. go

such engine exists at the present time. The hypothetical variable-cycle engine, for wieh tho specitic

fuel consumption (lb-fuel/lb thrust/he) may gradually rise from 0.6 to 1.2 as the flight speed is increas

4tall from rest to Mach 3.0. operates as a bypass ratio engine at subsonic speeds and as a turbojet in the

supessonic speed range., The concept involves an engine in which the front-mounted fan utilired in sub-
sonic operation becomes the first stage of compression in the turbojet. There are a nu.mker of compon et

t matching probluem, however. which lii. the wvaiible bypass ratio concept.

b~



The propulsion system requirements of the long range high supersonic airplane bring out the interest and

the potentialities of compouite airbreathing engines, as the combination of Laje and turbine engines, on
which some practical experience has been gained. Thc first example was the turbo-ramjet of the well-known

Griffon, the only turbo-ranjet-powered aircraft that has ever flown supersonically, figure 24.

A difficult requirement facing turbo-ramijet designers is that of matching the operation of individual en-
gine components to provide the proper amount of thrust to meet aircraft requirements for takeoff, climb,
cruise, maneuver, loiter, approach and landing, at minimum cost.

The turbojet (or turbofan) has to incorporate variable fan vanes, variable compressor vanes, variable high
and low spool turbine nozzie areas, and variable primary and fan duct exhaust configuration. The amount

of variable geometry utilized in this engine provides improved flexibility in controlling engine operating
pressures, thrust-turbine temperature-airflow relationships, entjine bypass ratio. and transient response.

The ramjet needs variable geometry, from the external compression intake to the exhaust nozzle. In select

ing a shock geometry, a choice has to be made between all eniternal compression and combined external/inter

nal compression designs, both permitting incorporation of the throat area variation necessary for engine
matching over a range of flight speeds and engine flow requirements. Tuo major intake geometry components

are incorporated to obtain the necessary geometry variations, needed for engine airflow matching at tran-
sonic speeds and for the proper flow area contraction at supersonic speeds. In choosing variable intakes
and nozzles it is often found that the separate development of these components has led to the ultimate
in individual performance but, in combination, it is by no means -sasured that these items will maintain
that high performance, even with the aid of a complex control system.
The development of transient schedules for a turbo-ramjet usually involves a compromise between the need

for both rapid thrust response and adequate comprcssion system stability, especially at the change inter-
face from an engine to the other. The variable primary stream nozzle of the engine my be used to control

airflow including adjustment for cycle variation due to altitude, bleed or horsepower extraction, and
flight speed.
The turbo-ramjet is operating as a bypass turbojet when the flight speed is low, primary and secondary
airflow going, respectively, through the low and high pressure compressors and through the low pressure
compressor and the bypass duct. As the flight speed has reached Mach 3.0, the intake compression is suf-
ficient for an adequate propulsion cycle without mechanically driven compressor, the flap bypass is closed
to eliminate the turbomachine. and ramjet combustion is operating by means of afterburners. Variable
ramps and shock system at the intske, and variable exhaust nozzle, may help the composite engine to solve
matching problems during the whole flight program, as the air intake supplies either the turbo or the ramt-
jet. Its high specific impulse makes possible to increase the range of the turbojet, but technology for a
boost plus cruise engine is complicated.

The propulsion system requirements of the medium range supersonic boost airpl.4LC bring out the interest
for the combination of turbo and rocket !2:nwith its average specific impulse. high thrust but compli-
cated technology, and possibility as a heavy missile launcher. Variable geometry is necessary for match-
ing operating conditions over the required performance range. through adjustable intake ramps and variable
exhaust nozzle.
combustion gases for the turbojet come out from the rocket, to drive the turbine connected to the compres-
sor through reduction gear. Cruise, full power with afterburining. acceleration and deceleration phases need
rocket as prime mover. Turbine exhaust gases mix %;ith hot (at high Mach number) ai7 flowing from the coa-

4 ~pressor. go through after combustion and expansion to exhaust. Rtich mixture in the rocket chamber avoids
high temperature on the turbine blades. Even if propellant consumption may be 50Z more than the equiva-

lent turbojet with afterburniag (because of the oxygen aboard). the turbo-rocket may spend three times

On airbreathing engines it is important to have maximum thrust when the vehicle has going through found
speed. This usually happens at 33,000 feet attitude and Mach - 0.9, with T0*F air intake temperature.
reaching a 1650*f possible maximum temperature on the duct precediag the exhaust nozzle.
The tuirbo-rocket should be essentially reserved to missile laugtch aeroplanes. On4- of these could be for
iustance equipped with two turbo-rocket engines, weighing 100.000 lb at take-off. including a two state
25.000 lb solid rocket. The mtissile should be launched at Mach 4.5 and 65.000 feet of altitude. putting
on terrestrial orbit a $00 lb, satellite.

The propulsion system requirements of the low range boost vehicle bring out the interest for the air aug-
mented rocket. Suitable for high thrust and average specific impulse. such engine could be used &t flight
speed less than Hach 4.0. with Variable geometry.
The air augmented roc~ket. for the propulsion of boost vehicles. is known as an engine which $*proved on
the propulsion efficiency of the rocket at low flight spee@s. ad which requires 4 smaller weight of manu-
factured structure than other airbreathin engines.
Particular attention is paid to features affecting installation and use in an aircraft designed as the
first stage booster for a manned spacecraft. simple engtines. with fixed geometry and variable airflow ha"e
realized at best about one third of the potential gain in specific impulse due to air augmentation. The
failure to gain moire is very largely due to the difficulty of arrangting a fixed geometry which allows, for
expansion of the exhaust stream. 4ftor iasiag is completed. W~ith a fixed outer cowl, the specific impulse can
be Improi.ed by arranging for the air intake diffuser to vary internally. A beneficial variation in air

4 duct area could be arranged with comparatively simple moving parts operating in the cooler part of the vfi-
* gleeO. This has a double effect in improving performance; reduction in diffuser outlet area at high flight

Mach ambe assisuts in intake matching.

~~~~ pool ~*



Ducted turbulent mixing o'f coaxial streams occurs in the composite propulsion systems such as the above
mentioned engines. Quite difficult it is to develop an adequate engineering theory to describe the ducted
mixing process, including chemical reactions. It is & strong viscous interaction problem in which the mix
ing layer may extend over most or all of the duct cross section at the exii plane. The variable-area, var
iable pressure ejector can be used to augment the net thrust.

It is purpose of the present paper to make approximate comparisons of the performances characterizing such
airbreathing, composite aid combined cycle, engines, considering hydrogen as fuel.

An.VAWFTMM AND PI3O111MS WITH YiDRO(ZN FUEL

Another approach for achieving improved flit efficiency is provided by the use of fuel having a heating
value greater than that of current hydrocarbon fuels. Table 1 lists properties of some candidates for re-
placing petroleum products, with JP (Jet A-i) shown for comparison, Ref. 1.

Many factors condition a choice among them. The use of liquid methane as a fuel for the supersonic trans-
port has been studied in some detail. The he-iting value of this cryogenic fuel is only about 151 greater
than that of conventional fuel. Liquid hydrogen, however, has a heating value about 2.8 time that of hy-

drocarbon fuel. The higher heating value of hydrogen results in a flight efficiency factor which is near-
ly three times greater than that for an aircraft utilizing conventional fuel. Spectacular reduction in
the fuel weight required for a given range would therefore appear to be potentially possible. In addition,
higher turbine inlet temperatures and thus more efficient engines would be possible through the use of the
very rold hydrogen fuel for turbine blade cooling. Finally, the product of combustion of hydrogen and oxy
gen is water vapor. Thus, a hydrogen burning engina would have a clean exhaust except, when using air,

Infor the NO compounds.
Hydrogen can significantly improve aircraft

JP Fuel Methane Ethyl Methyl Ammonia Hydrogen
JP Fuel Methane Alcohol Alcohol

Nominal composition CH 1 94 CH4 C2 H5 O01 CH 3 O NH3  112

Molecular weight -120 16.04 46.06 32.04 17.03 2.016

Heat of combustion BTU/pound 18,400 21,120 12,800 8,600 8,000 51,590

Liquid density Lb/ft 3 at 50"F 47 26.5* 51 49.7 42.6 4.43V

Boiling point (F) at 1 atmosphere 400 to 500 -258 174 148 -28 -423

Freezing point ('F) -58 -296 -175 -144 -108 -434

Specific heat BTU/Lb 'F 0.48 0,822 0.618 0.61 1.047 2.22

Heat of vaporization BTU/Lb 105-110 250 367 474 589 193

At boiling point

performance. Onlyweight-sensitive applications such as aircraft would benefit so much Irm theveryhigh
heat of combustion available with hydrogen.

For use in aircraft, hydrogen would be tanked in liquid form. considerably affecting airplane design be-
cause.

- hydrogen weight for given mission is less than comparable J? design by a factor of 2.8;
- high specific heat affects airplane design because hydrogen can be used to cool engine hot parts and pro

vide heat sink for aircraft cooling requirement.
lesser weight of fuel required leads to low wing loading, high cruise altitude. higher power loading;

- low density affects airplane design because even though fuel weight is less. volume required is greater
by a factor of about 3.78. resulting in lower aerodyeamic efficiency, i.e. lower LID.

The torage of hydrogen in cryogenic tanks is under consideration. Xydrogen is cooled to -422.9'? to reach
a state of liquefaction, and stored in that form by well insulated tanks and tank pressure scheduling to
minimize boil-off losses. The insulation is sufficient to maintain the liquid temperatures for several
days. When small anowts of hydrogen are vaporized by hea0 that does enter the tank. the $as is vented
through a catalytic exhaust tube where the escaping hydrogen is fl4melessy converted to water vapor.
"Several aluminium alloys and stainless steels are applied in lightweight structures for cryogenic liquids
at extremely low temperatures. Improked materials with higher specific streaghts and increased toughness
"will be required in the future: weldable aluminium alloys. titanium alloys ad fibre reinforced composite
materials.
The main requirements to be fullfilled should be: high ratio of strength/density. resistance to stress
corrosion cracking especially in the region of welds. fatigue life at high stress levels and compatibili-
ty with the cryogenic liquid. adequate toughness, weldable and easily formed. Materials in sheot and plate
form. to reduce the mass of the propellant tank. need to have a notched tensile stress/ultimate tensile
stress ratio (NIS/UTS) greater than 0.9 for adequate totaess in structure applications. Ref. 2.

All cryogenic ptopell@nt tlak structuces that have been uapreesurized n islf-s porting have bee con-
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structed from aluminium alloys. There has been A granual improvement in the proof stress/density ratio of

materials from O.22x10 6 in for the aluminium-magnesium alloy 5052-H32, which was selected in 1951 for the

liquid oxygen tank of the Redstone missile, to O.56xlO in for the aluminiumrcopper alloy 2014-T6, which

was chosen in 1962 for both the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen tanks for the S-11 and S-IV 3 stages of

the Saturn V rocket. The more recently developed aluminiursinc- agesium alloys lave specific strengths

of approximately O.71x1O6 in with NTS/UTS ratio 0.98i1.07.

Austenitic stainless steels of 181 chronium, 81 nickel content, in the annealedcondition have low specific

strengths of approximately O.3xlO6 in. Improvements .in this value can be achieved by cold working the ma-

terial. AISI Type 301 cold -illed 601 to a minimum tensile strength of 200,000 lb/in2 is used in the liq-

uid oxygen tanks for Atlas and the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen tanks of Centaur. The liquid oxygen

tanks of stainless steel, FSMI, which is cold rolled to a minimum tensile strenghtof 170,000 lb/in2 .

The manufacturing processes used in all the above tank structures are similar. The wall thicknasses vary

from 0.01 in to 0.04 in, and the tanks are fabricated by butt welding cylindrical segments.

For the future, the object is to find materials that have improved specific strength aluminium alloys with
an ultimate strength of 75xlO lb/in2 at 68"F, a NTS/UTS ratio of 1.0 at 68*F and 0.9 at 422,O°F, an
welded" NTS/UTS ratio of 0.85 at-422,97F. Some of the aluminium-zinc-magnesium alloys already fullfill

certain of the above conditions, and in addition have the following characteristics: insensitive to quench

ing rates, resistance to hot cracking if correct welding procedures are employed, and age hardened natural

ly or artificially after welding to yield high joint efficiences.

A more intensive effort on the properties of fibre reinforced composities is necessary before they can be

applied with confidence in light weight cryogenic structures.

Liquid-hydrogen production is nowadays based, in the main, on natural-gas feed-stock. On the other hand,

water electrolysis for hydrogen (and oxygen) production is well developed for specialized applications.
However, it uses expensive electrical energy. So the price of hydrogen principally reflects power costs.
But future developments in water-splitting systems will make hydrogen cost competitive. Over the longhaul,

water may be our only large-quantity source of hydrogen.
At the moment, the only vell-developed water-splitting process we have is electrolysis. Solar energy may
some day power hydrogen generation: And hydrogen may prove a better medium than electricity.
Projecting to the last decade of this century and beyond hydrogen may be, as a consequence of recent events

on the energy front, the "economy fuel" of the future.
However, the required growth of the liquid hydrogen industry to support a fleet of hydrogen-fueled super-
sonic transports will be tremendous, Ref. 3. The fact that the single largest liquid hydrogen plant,
placed into operation in support of the U.S. Space Program at about 60 ton/day, would support about one

flight per day by a single supersonic transport (range mile 4,200 n.mi, cruiae speed Mach 2.7, payload

250 passengers) places this fact in striking perspective.
Ref. 4 examines a production rate of 2500 tonlday of liquid hydrogen using nuclear-electrolysis. This

equates to an electrical output requirement of 6,200 MW, or about six 1.0O MW nuclear units of the size-
class currently being installed into US electrical utility system. This would service about 50 aircraft

flights dayly on the same basis as described above. A production level of 2,500 ton/day by an ocean-based
solar-to-hydrogen facility would require a collector area of 14x•4 Km array, corresponding to 0.00316
watt/cm2.

Hydrogen-fueled aircraft offer worthwhile environmental gains: emissions of carbon mooxide, carbon diox-I ide, hydrocarbons, and smoke are virtually eliminated.
Hydrogen provides for a much wider fuel/air ratio operating range than conventional jet-fuel. because of

this, hydrogen fuel brings with it the potential for theoretical reductions in nitric oxide formation of

about 2 orders of magnitude for the same primar7 zone dwell time. Dwell time is a measure of the time the
combustion products remain at full temperature prior to air dilution and/or expansion in the turbine. usu-

ally the order of millisecond or so. A second significant route to lowet oxides of nitrogen production is
much higher "space heating rates" of the hydrogen; this giving the possibility to considerably shorten en-
gine combustor length and associated dwell times.

The relative impact of oxides of nitrogen and water vapor on the stratosphere by a hydrogen airplane is
not yet known. The effect of nominal increase in water vapor exhausted at high altitude may be too high
with supersouc flight; subsonic aircraft are limited to the upper atmosphere with its much more active
circulation aud "turnover tiews". Weatht and eliidte modifications, as a oesult of injection of water

and nitric oxide, should derive from the possible reduction of the naturally occurring osoae in the lowr

"stratosphere with the result that atmospheric ozone in the lower atmosphere is turned to ovigen. thus redue
ins the shielding capability of the oaone layer and increasing the amount of ultraviolet ra•diatioa reoahia

the eafth's Surface.

MIWOROM VIMUD SUI OWC-SIU5OIC AIIKAFT

The convenience of hydrogen as fuel for commercial aviation aPPears 1rom the flight efficieney values

?4.q'L/D. figure 1.

SSpecific fuel consumption q with It fueled variable cycle engines is increasiag with flight speed from
f 0.65 lb fuel/lb thruat/hr (low speed) to 0.9 (M * 0.9) and to 1.6 (N 3 3.0). Aerodynamic efficiency L/D

with JP fueled aircraft hbas a value of 12 v 16 for soubhoic transport aad of 9 for sup-evouic tranuvwt
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like Concorde and Boeing 2707.
Therefore, maximum flight efficien6y is 12 1 16 for subsonic transport and may be so high for supersonic
transport at the highest speed, both with JP fuel.

Specific fuel consumption q with hydrogen fueled engines my be about 0.21 t 0.30 Ln subsonic flight and
0.45 t 0.60 at M - 2.7 1 3.0. Aerodynamic efficiency L/D with hydrogen fueled aircraft has A value of
12 i J5 for subsonic transport and 7.5 t 10 for supersoniL transport.
Therefore, maximum flight efficiency may be more than three time using hydrogen ittel instead of JP ?uol,
both for subsonic and supersonic transport, considering t.- .--. ibility to adequ°.e aerodynamic configure
tion and propulsion to the hydrogen higher specific volume and heating value.

Now, in terms of rAnge/payload related to subsonic and supersonic transport using JP fuel. it is known
that: a subsonic aircraft carries a passenger payload of about 10 of its Satos weight (or a distance of
5600 n. miles, an amount corresponding to 452 of the gross weight being reserved to the fuel; in a super-
sonic aircraft similar to the loeing 2707, for the same gross weight and structural weight a range of ap-
proximately 3500 n. miles, the payload fraction is reduced tn 6.52 of the gross weight. This percencage
increases to 12.52 if the lift-to-drag ratio increases from 7.5 to 10, assuming that the off-loaded fuel
weight could be directly replaced by payload weight (fuel percentage from b55 to 492 oi the &rose weight).

As numerical example about the feasibility of using liquid hydrogen for both subsonic and supersonic trans
ports, we refer to the study performed by Lockheed-California tor NASA-Ames. Ref. 1.

Ik The subsonic study analyzed the potential of a hydrogen-fuelei equivalent of an L-1011 Tristar. The .112
version was required to match the mission capability of the original: payload 5,6,000 lb, ranSe 3,400 n.

miles, cruise speed H - 0.82, enginesof equal thrust.
Performance characteristics resulted, for the JP fueled version and (the LU2 fueled version):

-gross weight 430,000 lb (318,000 lb)
- payload/grose weight 132 (17.62)
- fuel weight 137,000 lb (46,650 lb)
- fuel/grose weight 31.85Z (14.652)
- fuel volume 2,920 cu ft (11,050 cu ft)
- aerodynamic efficiency LID - 15.5 (12.6)
- specific fuel consumption q - 0.677 lb/lb/hr (0.216 lb/lb/hr)

The LH2 version showed an increase of 2782 of fuel volume, requiring two tanks mounted on the wing to carry
the hydrogen. A reduction in L/D of over 182 for the wing tanks introduced a penalty in terodynamic per-
formance. Engine performance with hydrogen vas ascumed to be only 122 lower in specific fuel consumption.
Such subsonic study showed: a flight efficiency Q l/D 3 7 15.5 a 18.8 for the 3P fueled original ver-

sion, and RL 12.6 a 47.8 for the LH2 fueled version; a potential savina in gross wright of 26Z. in fuel
weight of il, 6 and in wing area of 18.2%.
The Lockheed supersonic study analyzed a hydrogen-fueled arrow-wing supersonic transport design, in compar

ison with an equivalent JP-fueled design. BoOh vehicles were designed to the same ground rules: 1981 state
of the art; the same FAA standard for noise, for takeoff and landing, and for reserve fuel. The L42 ver-
sIon was required to match the mission capability of the J? version: payload 49.000 lb (2•4 passengers).
range 4,200 n. miles. cruise speed X - 2.7.

Performance characteristics resulted, for the JT fueled SST and (the L12 fueled SST):

g- ross weight 750.O00 lb (379.000 lb)
S- paylo•d/ross weight 6.52 (132)

- fuel weight 391.300 lb (98.000 Ib)
- fuel/gross weight 521 (25.852)
- fuel volume .290 cu ft (22.100 cu ft)

- aerodynamic efficiency L/D - 7,S (8.0)
- specific fue consum•tion q - 1.51 lb/lb/hr (0.541 lb/lb/hr)
- thrust per each of the 4 e@gines 89.500 lb (47.350 lb)
- energy per seat mile 6102 5W/seat n. mi. (4375 STUIseat a. ml.)

The L% version showed an increase of 267t of fuel volume. equiring two large fuel coateinement areas on
the fuselge in front and bhak of the passener Cain (with upper sad loMer seatie0 . area), 35 ft longer
then the J version. uch supersonic study showed: a flight efficiency • L/D ' 7.5 13.4 for the JX
fueled version, ad -0- •- U - 54. for the lH fueled vaersio. a potential savB4go gross weight o 50W,
iu fuel weight of 752. sad in ving area of 302.
It is clear there are iqwrtaat gains by using hydrogen for fuel in comrcial traenport aireraft. This
because it leeds to lower operating cost for the airlines: maintenance items de to low Sri@" weight,

enaller enielower sirE rams weight. A"d energy expended Fer aV641lable seat mIle.

The relatively large fuel fraction for the LUZ fueled supersoic transport is primaril ea•po"Ible for

the poor payload fraction. The fuel is utilised as it followt tabm-off, climb MW acceleration about 2M.
cruising phase of flight 60M. descending Md lending 1.U, reserve fuel 13.5%.
The v~rieble-cycle engine. f•r which the speific fuel cousumtion incresees gradually free subsonic flietM

5 to low suersofic Mach, oeraes88 AS a bas ratio engine At s*ubsic spee4s a6d as a trbojet in the suen
sfnic epeed raw. The large potent i befits of the vWariable ycle "Sias mae it m attractive sudi-
date for istemaiwe future g0eaxeh aid development.



the flight efficiency If LID, for .JP and U12 faeled coimercial aircraft, is shown in figure 1 as a function
of Hacb number for a present-generation supersonic trausport,and for advanced arrov wing and variable-
sweep concepts equipped with both dry turbojets 3nd variable bypass ratio engines.
The following points are Immediately apparent f rom an examination of the LcurveoR presented in figure 1 for
both JP and LHu2 fueied transport aircraft:

-large Improvements in the range/payload characteristics of future supersonic transport aircraft are male
possible by the higher flight efficiency of the arrow wing aircraft employing a non-afterburning engivie,
in the range of Mach numbers corresponding to climb and acceleration and to cruise flight Mach number of
2.7, especially using liquid hydrogen;

-the use of a variable cycle engine results in a higher flight efficiency at subsonic and supersonic

Wie have seen that, referring to subsonic and supersoric commercial transport aircraft, potential gains in
performaaice are Ossociated WiLh the use of advanced arrow wing and variable-sweep concepts (for subsonic
speeds) together with light variabl&-cyicle engines. The use of hydrogen fuel provides another approach
for achieving Improved flight efficiency.
For other applications and for higher cruise supersooic Hach number, hydrogen fuel and variable-cycle en-
gines may be a good way to improve perfor~ance characteristics.

VA5.IA=L Ga.TUT COflQ TIONS MO TUNO-RANJZT AIRR3AFT

The high specific impulse of the turbo-raajet, ai variable geometry and multicycle engine as in the sketck
of figure 2, makes possible to increase range and cruise speed of the turbojet, maintaining high perform-
Sac*$ with the aid of a complex control system.
For low flight speed, the engine is operating as a normal turbojet, vith the primary airflow going through
both compressors of low and high pressure, and the secondary airflow going through the low, pressure comn
pressor and the bypass duct. Wihen the flight speed hac reached Mach 3, the intake compression is suf-
ficiently high for a propulsion cycle and tVe mechanical driven compressor is no more necessary. The flap
bypass (3) is thus closed to e...t the t%.rbomachiue, and the plant is starting to operate as a ramjet,
using existing afterburners for combustion. The air intake cross section is adjusted through a variable
collar (A) actuator; the exhaust nozzle throat and exit areas are adjusted through two retractable coaxial
ducts 10,. (D). The flap bypass (B) in front of the second compressor closes the high pressure section of
the engine.

Eagin4e operation phases are as it follows:

-ta-keoff: intake collar (A) fully open; flap bjpass (3) open and high pressure section operating; exter-
nal nozzle duct (L)) retracted and internal nozzle duct MC partially extended to give nozzle cross see-
tion area sufficient for a low heating degree through afterburners (E). After takeoff and during sub-
sonic climb, flaps (A) and (3) remain unchanged, as well as the maximum power rating of the high pres-
sure section. The nozzle exit crosa section area is gradually increased. retracting the internal duct
(c) to adequate the rising gas flow temperature;

-transonic acceleration: as at takeoff; buz the ramjet aft'~rburners are completely operating. and the in-
ternal and external nozzle ducts (C). (0), are fully rettacted to give maximum nozzle exit area3;
s upersonic cruise for 14 - 5: during supersonji climb, the intake air cross section area is gradually
reduced through flap (A) and variahle rams (F). At about Mt v 3. the high pressure section it excluded.
for higher Math. the low pressure compressor is freely rotating. and the whole airflow has going to the
ramjet heating system. Both the nogsle ducts (C). (0). are extended to reduce the thsoat area and to
increase the exit area for full ramjet heating.

-subsonic Cruise. air Intake artea fully uopn for Subsonic Operation. flap bypass (a) open amd fuel flow
in the combustion chamber for turb~ojet operation; external nozzle duct (0) retracted and internal auct

It (C) adjusted f-., the required moszle exit area.

These operation phases require a lot of Control end wartable geometry.

To' design a cowaoite engine like the 0"e in figure 2. suitable for a speed field from low subsonie to high
supersonic. we have to r-osdrthe variable geometry inlets and nozzles, their interfaces with the ram
jet and turbojet engintes, and the flow separation aMd mixing conditions.
The main function of Che intlake consists of picking up efficiently the atmospheric air reqestd by the eft
ginse and delivering it as a high quality flow. to meet the very stringent spcfctosImposed on the
Initake becau.se of its interferenCe with the propulsion units. several Controlled elements, movable or ea-
pan#Ible, are necessary.
Figures 3 A m4a show sketches of two tpes of variable geometry sutwrsonic inlets, two-diwensionAl 4an
Aaisyetorie retpeetiwely. both tw-teso~land ansiymeaetrip designs are used for aixed compression
ialet, figures 4 dad S. SoMW of the different mixed comr9e1ssiont inlet desitin types are itllustrated in Ii
uze 6. Is, orderf to produce high therwmo64Vftdic Perftorance, a mixed eompresSiod Ile Io% et aPprfmr
critical opesaioa (terminal shock just aft of the threat) requiring Precise, rapid response control of
throat Itow Coaidltiods; as the inet Wn figure 1. Corresponding to the rabjet litartifa eondition or thei
tutuh-rmijetoi figure 2.
to the ogheaatic view 6f the taa. .6hown in figure 0. gof. i. two major geometry compononts ate iieorvo-
rated to ohesiak the secoooaak get.wwry variations ne#1ed for enineko airflow matching at tranaannic spece~
dad fae proper flow #1ee caunteatisa 44 supoeesafic a#e"&. The flow area requiced foe trans-oflc cosine



airflow matching is shown as the minimum flow area just aft of the intake cowl lip station. This area
allows a flow Mach number of 0.85 at full engine power and includes allowance to pass the engine secondary
air cooling flow. To obtain the flow area variation required between the curves labeled "takeoff" and
"transonic", a set of four cowl throat doors is used. These are 90* segments of the inner cowl, hinged at
the forward end and rotated cutward between parallel-sided (90*) structural beams in the intake. For super
sonic airflow matching, the centerbody retracts from its fully extended position. The intake internal flow
area variation provided by this translation is shown in the area progression curves of figuire 8 as the ar-
ea decreases between the curves labeled "takeoff" and cruise".
A schematic of the secondary air valves and overboard bypass and takeoff doors is shown in figure 9. There
are eight butterfly-type secondary air valves, two per 90" segment in the intake secondary flow channel.
They are used to regulate cooling air to the engine secondary nozzle, to serve as a fine control for posi-
tioning the normal shock during started intake operation. There are four overboard by-pass doors, one per
900 segment. These doors perform the well known function of spilling the large amounts of intake excess
airflow that occur during airplane descent and inoperative engine conditions.
The intake/landing (H t 0.5) configuration is shown in figure 9 b, where, the centerbody is extended, the
throat and overboard bypass doors are closed, and the secondary air valves are open. The minimum duct
flow area now occurs well aft in the intake as shown in figure 8. With the throat doors in the closed go-
sition, the auxiliary takeoff doors are allowed to float free of the overboard bypass door framea. On fig
ure 1o it is shown a generalized schematic view of the buzr suppression mode, w.th the centerbody fixed at
an extended position of 902 of full travel and the throat doors are placed at 90% of the full open posi-
tion. The buzz suppression control mode is Wa~tually initiatLd during climb at approximately Mach 1.2 (to
Mach 2.9 in the figure).

For higher Mach number, from 3 to 5, the starting conditions of the mixed supersonic compression inlet of
the turbo-ramet of figure 2 are theoretically to be found in a configuration such that a normal shock
occurs right at the entrance of the internal convergent section,because of variable geometry. The air
intake needs a centerbody retracting and extending to obtain a minimum flow area variAtion. A sketch of a
propulsive assembly is showt, in figure It, where ii; is also indicated a possible supersonic chamber of corn
bustion. The air intake, destined to feed a chamber of combusti.)n operating on supersonic airflow at maxi
mum flight Mach number, comports a conical rose and an ai,'iular supersonic convergent nozzle, figure 12 a).
The only adjustment of this air intake is the displace.nrts ;f the centerbody to modify the variable geom-
etry as function of the flight speed. When the annultr nozzle bncomes convergent-divergent with a throat

area, as in figures 12 b) and 12 c), the airflow ut the exit and in the chamber goes through subsonic
mixing and combustion. In the case of supersonic turbulent stream, the important factor is the time need
ed to mix and burn the fuel/air. The enormous velocities involved require extremely short overall times
in order that combustion chamber lenghts will not be excessive. The longest process is generally the mix-
ing and hence the combustion must take place in a much shorter time to minimize the overall time. The

combustion chamber length would then correspond closely to the length required for mixing only.

The air intake of a turbo-rsmjet like the one in figure 2 is largely designed to decelerate the air flow

approaching at the flight Mach number, with the low - sible loss, to the subsonic velocity which is
determined by the requirements of the subsequent compressor or combustion chamber. This decel-
eration is carried out in a wholly or partly closea 3r or partly variable geometry, but usually with
out using rotating parts.
The pre-entry flow of the air intake is characterized sharp rise in pressure. At supersonic speed.
the pressure rise corresponds to the deevleration of ai through a shock wave system, which may or may not
be followed by a further subsonic deceleration before the entry.
For subsonic and possibly low supersonic speeds, the pre-entry pressure rise poses no particular problem
!n relation to design for good pressure recovery and ilow distribution. For supersonic speed, the pre-
entry pressure rise has an important influence on the design, on account of its interaction with boundary-
layers in the flow field approaching the entry plane (figure 13). The pre-entry pressure ris causes dit-

it tortion of the bouadary-layer profile and, in many cases, flow separation. It is accepted pratice to mini

Smize the interaction effect by use of a boundary-layer bleed or diverter. To the extent to which the bound
a-ry-layer is thereby by-passed from the main intake, the viscous interaction eftcets are aliminated and de
sign values of pressure recovery and flow uniformity are achieved.
"In fact, intakes designed for efficient operation at Mach number above 2 have at least a emall amount of
boundary layer bleed extraetcd in the regio oaf the terminal shock wave of the aupersonic eompression syt

Si teom. Vur exmplte, in the two-dimensional shock oystem show, in figure 14. the bleed mass flow is kortr'
Led by an orifiet at the esit to the bleed chamber asctadintg through the endikle bay with the cntrollipg
orifice foered by the exppansion boundary of the pritiary jet and the nauzzle divvrgen.ie wall in the notle
secoadary systiem, tn figure IS the ewo-d4imenional -,-e-tternal ?ompreecion design wdith three exteral
-ompression surfaces has_ the initial eqpreeosiot .uriaec atd the inlet cowling fixed. yielding a eonvetion
a coaisteat capture area Induction systex tet0#n. The seeo•d and the third external comCpeston auftaces

toghether with the subsonie difuaeer ramp may be rotated indipeedeatly about their reap.-tive hinge axes.
Inboard and outboald side walls ace provided ina control later,? flow spillage from the inlet. ViatlIy,

the d4tign eClbodid a bleCd/bypass slot located just dow.,tfe-m •eom the cowl closure station, for the
purt~pos of betidary "ayer and excess flow L Aaage•.nt. The throat lot fl•o•w it coaseted with a pleenum e-

Jg ioa to a fully artieulated coan•vgent exit dwo l4csted at the aircraft Ving top eurface.
"For inatetne, the optim efficiency of the propustion sytem throughout the entire flight envelope of a
fighter 4irer4ft with high supcrisoie siped capability requires a Varilable greelety air intake, as in fig-
u. e lt, The Ictak is of the two-diwanional,. hWfidoatal. double wd#*. external 41comwesia type. imith
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an approximate square cross-section at the intake lip plane and is comprised of a fixed first ramp, a sec-
cond ramp hinged at its front edge and a third ramp hinged at its rear edge forming the upper surface of
the intake. Variation: of the intake geometry is accomplished by the movement of the second and third
ramps by means of a hydraulic actuation system through a linkage. Between.the two movable ramps a wide
slot is provided by which bleed air is exhausted overboard through fixed bleed exits on t.p of the intake.
It is purpose of the air intake control system to position the variable surfaces of the intake in order to
match intake airflow to engine demand at acceptable distortion levels to provide the maximum possible in-
stalled thrust of the powerplant system under steady state and transient operating conditions over the
whole flight envelope.
The basic choice for inlet placement may be guided by several operational factors of aircraft utilization
such as missile and weapon placement, and foreign object ingestion from unprepared runways. A common de-
sign feature of recent 'actical aircraft is the placemenr of the inlet on the side of the fuselage where
each inlet is supplying air to one engine, as in figure 17. In such a way, the fuselage cross-sectional
shape effects the performance and operational stability.
In the Concorde powerplant, figure 18, the intake is mounted off the wing with a vertical separation calcu
lated to eliminate wing boundary layer ingestion at I g' conditions at 2.0 M. The intake compression geom
etry is predaminantly externa, compression, designed for first shock on lip at a local Mach number of 2.1
M. Intake geometry is varied by mear- if the movable front compression surface (front ramp) and a spill
door mounted in the floor of the main diffuser (dump door). The bleed air is used to ventilate the engine
bay before being exhausted via the dua, stream secondary nozzle.

The intake of the turbo-ramjet of figure 2 is of axisymetric design as in figure 19. This may be fol-
lowed by a multistage split flow fan, freely or power rotating, in conjunction with an indipendent multi-
stage core compression, as in figure 20. The modern conventional engine technology put at disposal for

J this, the duct-burning turbofan, as the SCAR engine shown in figure 21, associated with variable stator
vanes operated by individual stage support rings and vane actuating levers. The pin in each lever engages
in its respective slot in one of the actuating rings which fit around che compressor casing and move cir-
cumferentially on bearings located in the support rings. The actuating rings are positioned by the actua-
tor assembly which pivots the vanes to the desired angle.

The structural assembly of the ramjet, following in figure 2 the split fan, may consist of a Hastelloy skin
backed by an integral offset-fin ring-stiffened heat exchanger through which the hydrogen fuel is circu-
lated to provide cooling of the structure before injection in the combustor. From Mach 3 to Mach 5 the
performance is considered for subsonic operation; at Mach 6 it should be possible subsonic and supersonic
combustion operation, and at Mach 7 supersonic combustion.

The variable geometry nozzle can only be chosen in the light of its combined effect with the intake on the
overall aircraft affected. The throat bleed flow from the intake may be taken, figure 22, to the exterior

and exhausted separately. From practical c.nsiderations it is found to be essential to supply the nozzle
with an amount of air extra to the primary system in order to give good performance and flexibility. How-
ever, as the bleed air passes from the intake throat to the secondary system of the nozzle it will incur
losses which, if large, will seriously affect the balance of the system, resulting in losses in overall
performance. The position and size of the annulus through which the secondary air flow, figure 22, is in-
troduced into the divergence of the nozzle has a profound effect on the quantity and quality of the flow
that the nozzle will accept.
A large variety of nozzle systems exists nowadays, Ref. 6, each having its particular features. Figure
23 gives a survey of various designs. The fixed convergent nozzle is uped with airplanes for subsonic
"flight, only without thrust augmentation by afterburning, such as wi~h civil transports. Early jet fighter
aircraft used ejector nozzles. Turbojets needed a flow of secondary c'oling air which could be obtained
from the ejector action of the primary jet. This it is still true for turbojet engines for supersonic
transports. A later development was the introduction of extra tertiary air intakes at the nozzle loca-
tion. These blow-in-door ejector nozzle gave performance gaines at transonic flight.
A good intake/nozzle matching may be reached in the case of the turbo-ramjet engine, as in figure 2 where
it is possible to vary both the nozzle throat and exit areas.

' ,,The first airframe/turbo-ramjet integration was realized with the Griffon, figure 24, a delta-winged air-
craft designed in 1953 to meet the requirements of a light interceptor program. It carried out 300 experi
mental flights, reaching a Mach number of 2.2. Only structural limitations on the airframe prevented it
from flying at even higher Mach numbers.
It consistcd essentially of a coaxial arrangement of ramjet and turbojet with conmon air inlet and exit
nozzle. Part of the captured air was spilled around the turbojet to feed the ramjet combustion chamber
which surrounded the turbojet. This was a SN0CMA Atar 101 E3 dry turbojet with 7,700 lb static thrust, Mach
limited to 1.85. No need for variable geometry, either for the inlet or the nozzle, arose. In fact, the
inlet efficiency resulting from the combination of the oblique shock from the fuselage spike and the normal
shock at the inlet face was quite acceptable. Also along the climb path, air inlet and exit nozzle re-
mained well matched. The ramjet was ignited at about Mach 0.5. Considerable acceleration resulted, per-
mitting rapid passage through the transonic range and supersonic climb.
Satisfactory resalts are made clear by looking at figure 25, Ref. 7. It shows the drag of the Griffon
along a typical climb acceleration profile. The lowest curve gives the thrust coefficient of the turbojet
and the upper curve the thrust coefficient of the turbo-ramjet. It shows that considerable excess thrust
was available. As a reference is a.so plotted the thrust coefficient of the ATAR G, which was the after-
burning version of the ATAR 101 E3, ased on the Griffon.
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Interference between the turbojet exit and the ramjet was negligible in flight.

Some aerodynamical aircraft configurations may be chosen to incorporate hydrogen fueled turbo-ranjets. For

example, to meet the re.ldrements of a high supersonic military interceptor of fighter airplane, a mod-

ified shape of the original Griffon may be a good solution, as in figure 26. The axisymmetric inlet and

the composi-e engine must be selected to be compatible with each other and with the mission and to achieve

improved performances during nsneuvers, thrust changes, and atmospheric disturbances. An electronic con-

trol must be designed to ensure efficiency and tolerate the transients. The importance of the inlet design

may be understood considering that, for example at Mach 2.5, the inlet generates half of the thrust, the en

. •gine supplying the remainder.

The three inlet performance characteristics which have the largest effect on aircraft range are total pres

sure recovery, boundary layer bleed, and cowl drag. Fighter-type aircraft use, at supersonic speed, all-
external compression inlet (area change that occurs in front of the cowl lip). Long range cruise vehicles
use a mixed-comprersion inlet, figure 27. The cowl sngl' determines the strength of the shock generated

by turning suddenly the supersonic flow. Since diag and pressure recovery both affect aircraft range, it

is necessary to select an optimum cowl angle.

Boundary layer bleed flow is needed to avoid separation and to provide good performance. The reason for
that is because, at a flight Mach number of 2.5, the static pressure ratio across the rupersonic section

of an inlet is about 11, pressure gradient that acts against the flow and causing it to separate from the
walls. This problem is controlled by removing some of the low energy air (boundary layer bleed) noar the

walls at the points where the shock waves reflect. Facing the flow an additional pressure rise in the sub

sonic section of the inlet, enough low-energy air is removed to help the flow through this sectic-, too.

The inlet control is realized with bypass doors. A signal that represents measured shock position is fed

to the control for comparison with requested shock position. The difference causes the control action,
3.• positioning the bypass door to maintain a nearly constant-airfl-w.

The controllability of a mixed-compression inlet can be improved by integration of the inlet and engine
control systems; this provides an alternate approach for handling the turbojet light-nff aad the ramjet

light-in and viceversa.

In the turbo-ramjet propulsion system, the control inputs include inlet shock position, engine rotor speeds,

ramjet operation, and other appropriate propulsion system pressures and temperatures. The control outputs

are inlet bypass door position, spike position, fuel flows (both turbojet combustion chamber and ramjet

burners), compressor stator vanes or bleeds, and exhaust nozzle area. In the alutomatic integrated control,

each of these control inputs directly affects each of the control outputs, for their best use.

The inlet's role is extremely important with high supersonic cruise transport aircraft. At Mach 3, the

inlet generates about 70 percent of the thrust. If the inlet unstarts, its pressure recovery drops drasti

cally, which can upset the flight stability. To solve this problem, bleed happens from the inlet throat,

where a porous skin is installed.

For supersonic transport aircraft, the location of the turbo-ramjet engines is important to the performance
and safety. Problems regarding various arrangemen-s of the propulsion packages relative to one another

arise from the fact that unstarts of mixed compression inlets cannot presently be completely eliminated,

and that tee unstart of one inlet must not initiate the unstart of an adjacent one, since the two unstarted
adjacsnt inlets would precipitate extreme rolling and yawing moments. For that, it was proposed the twin

inlet'design, as in figure 28. This arrangemert places two propulsion packages :n a single nacelle and at
tempts to insure independent operation by employing a splitter plate which divides the nacelle and extends

forward, isolating two inlets. This arrangement allows placement of the engines more nearly on the center

line of the transport aircraft, which is desiderable for structural and aerodynamic reasons.

Other possible arrangements of turbo-ramjet engines with two-dimensional inlets and variable centerbodies
C• to change the geometry for off-design operation, usually for flight Mach number no more than 3, are shown

in figures 29, 30, 31 and 32.

HYDROGEN FUELED TURBO-RARJET/AIRCRAFT BASELINE DESIGN

To assure realistic frameworks for baseline designs, representative advanced supersonic strike and trans-

port configurations were established, figures 33 and 34, to meet the requirements of typical mission scene

rios.

t. •The define, missions and their ranges, figures 35 and 36, served as references for the inductioa system/'
mission effectiveness analyses and the preliminary propulsion system development, while the aircraft confil

urations theirselves provided the basic geometries for overall designs.

The multi mission combat aircraft of figure 33 is a twin-turbo/ramjet engined configuration, rated at

24,000 lb sea level static thrust for each engine. Basic operating weight and maximum takeoff weight arc
respectively 40,000 and 63,575 lb. Maximum level qpeed at height is Mach 3.5. Additional liquid hydrogen
for first climbing and cruising to the combat area is contained in tanks mounted on the wing. The baseline

mission, figure 35, comprises: take off and climb to best cruise altitude; cruise out at subsonic speed to

the forward edge of the battle area; penetration at sea level altitude and transonic speed; "pop-up" in

0 target area, followed by interception engagement; climb and acceleration to supersonic speed and return
dash; lapse to subsonic cruise, followed by loiter and landing.

The engine inlet is a rectangular, two-dimensional design three external compression surfaces.
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The arrow-wing supersonic transport aircraft of figure 34 is a twin-axisymmotrical inlet configuration with
four turbo-ramjet engines, for a maximum speed at height of Mach 4.5. The design departs from previously
shown configurations by electing all-fuselage storage of the liquid hydrogen. The double-deek arrangement
shown in the figure was adopted for the passenger cabin, in conjunction with full cross-section cryogenic
fuel tanks fore and aft, in order to provide: fuel tanks with high structural and vc-lutetric efficiency;
mitlimum c.g. travel as fuel is consumed; and maximum separation of passengers from fuel. Gross takeoff
weight, total fuel weight, and payload weight are respectively 432,390 ib, 194,577 and 54,050 lb. The
baseline mission, figure 36, comprises: takeoff and subsonic climb; transonic acceleration; supersonic
climb; supersonic cruise; deceleration to descent speed; transonic deceleration; initial and final descent;
ground approach and landing.
Thrust per engine is 73,230 lb.

Multimission combat aitcraft - The schematic outline of the turbo-ramjet chosen for the present computa-
tion is shown in iigure 37. The air intake is designed to decelerate the air flow approaching at the
flight Mach number, with the lowest possible loss, to the subsonic velocity which is determined by the
requirements of the subsequent component: turbojet compressor, ramjet combustion chamber or both. The
necessary performance is well proviaed by external and internal compression, designed in order to avoid
the unstart problem characterizing a mixed-compression inlet. (With internal compression, the normal
shock is located inside the inlet and is stable if located downstream of the throat, where the walls di-
verge. However, the highest total pressure recovery occurs when the shock is at the throat. If the shock
is moved ahead of the throat, perhaps by some disturbance, it becomes unstable and pops out ahead of the
cowl lip, i.e. unstart condition as in figure 38. When unstart happens, the pressure recovery drops and
flow is spilled over the cowl, producing high drag and aircraft control problems, expecially with high in
ternal compression).

The diverse capabilities of the multi-mission military fighter require a wide range of propulsion system
thrust levels to provide excess energy needed for combat maneuvers, in addition to low fuel consumption
at reduced thrust levels for cruise operation. As a consequence of the broad flight scenario, including
loiter, transonic combat and supersonic intercept, the design of the propulsion system has to be highly
integrated into the total system. Operational requiremf:nts define several thrust sizing points in addi-
tion to more mission profiles, determining the basic engine characteristics.
Now, a multi-cycle engine like the turbo-ramjet may have the combined requirement of high performance and
mission flexibility. At high Mach number, the turbo-ramjet may deliver about three times the internal (fil
ure 37) afterburning turbojet. Ramjet combustion chamber is generally less sensitive to flow distortion.
At take-off, an engine like the one in figure 2 is operated as a turbofan, with possible reheat on both
flows. At supersonic or subsonic Mach number, depending on the altitude, the engine may go in the mixed
flow mode, by that gaining in thrust. When approaching the Mach limit, the progressively closing of the
external flow determines the r.p.m. slowing down to idle, starting the pure ramjet operation.
Of course, trade-off studies have been performed on an overall propulsion system basis with proper consider
ation of inlet/engine airflow matching, afterbody/exhaust nozzle interactions, environmental conditions,
bleed and power extraction, and design parameters (such as bypass ratio, turbine temperature and pressure
ratio) effecting the overall performance.
Since inlet capture area was sized at the maximum turbojet flight, speed (M = 2.5), the inlet flow is in
excess of engine requirements for all lower speeds and low altitudes. Combining engine and inlet charac-
teristics for maximum installed thrust results in significant losses on net thrust and specific fuel con-
sumption. The thrust-to-weight ratio is approaching 1.0. Subsonic cruise occurs at low levels of drag,
due to improved aerodynamic efficiency L/D. These two characteristics require the engines to operate at
low thrust settings and low airflows, resulting in high spillage drag due to the mismatch of engine/inlet
flow.

4 In this combining the thrust sizing and range requirement, for the purpose of high levels of performance,
thq aircraft has engines c-,ersized for optimum range.

The tactical mission defined in figure 39, showing the flight Mach number as function of the altitude ac-
cording the baseline scenario in figure 35, was chosen as basic for computation of the engine/aircraft
performances summarized on figure 40.

:N In figure 39, the descent with transonic acceleration occurs between the subsonic cruise (out) and the low
supersonic dash, not regarding to limitations imposed by sonic boom overpressures reaching the ground.
Another descent with transonic deceleration occurs between the dash (return) and the cruise (return)
phases, before loiter.
Specific fuel consumption q and hrust F values aloi• such typical flight profile were established through
appropriate flight efficiencies L/D, aircraft drag and thrust coefficients CD, Cr, figure 41, altitude,
amount of reheat, and previous considerations.

Considering the aerodynamic drag expressed as

D V2 S CD2 D -

where S is the wing plan form ar-a, tle aircraft maximum level speeds (at sea lhvel and at height) and ceil

ing are obtained when specific excess power (S.E.P.)

V
S.E.P. *(F -D) (1
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is equal zero (V and W corresponding, respectively, to flight speed and weight).
This means that, imposing F - D, for instance to the fighter Dassault Mirage III-S, we have for the max-
imum level speed at S/L (Mach 1.14)

1 0.07651
F O 13,670 lb = D = (1266.4)2 375 CDoi 2 32.2D

i.e C 0.02
D

and, for the maximum level speed M = 2.0 at 39,375 ft, where C= 0.015
D

1 0.019
D •- - (2,130)2 375 0.015 = F = 7,529 lb•.2 32.2

S.E.P. is therefore regarded as one misure of combat capability, i.e. an excess of thrust for maneuvering.
One value of it is also specified for steady rate of climb. In both cases, the aircraft i3 accelerating,
as in general in figure 25. In other equilibrium (F = D) flight conditions, as at cruising speed, thrust
is reduced through variable geometry of inlet, nozzle or compressor vanes. Thrust may be then expressed
as

F =-p V2 .A "C (2)
2 e F

being A and C (figures 25 and 41) the engine exhaust cross &sctional area and thrust coefficient.
From the values of the maximum level speeds at S/L, we carry out, respectively for the fighters F-lIA,
F-14A, Mig 21, Mig 23, aicraft drag coefficients 0.035, 0.03, 0.035, 0.02.

In our case, with a wing gross area of 576 ft 2 and a drag coefficient C = 0.025, we have a maximum level
speed at S/L dash of 1,675 ft/sec (M = 1.5), a maximum level speed at 65,000 ft dash of 3,388 ft/sec
(M = 3.5), respectively ramjet, and the other cruise level speeds considered in the mission of figure 35,
"as shown in Table 2. The values of C are connected to the drag polars kCL, C ) and the aerodynamic effi-
ciencies for operation at subsonic and supersonic speeds, figures 42 and 43.

Altitude, ft S/L 65,000 36,000 12,000

Maximum level speed, ft/sec 1,675 3,388

Level speed, ft/sec . 871 906

Mach number (maximum) 1.5 3.5 ..

Mach number .... 0.9 0.85

. D 0.025 0.02 0.03 0.028

Max. Thrust (2 engines), lb 48,000 11,648 -- --

Reduced Thrust (2 eng.), lb .... 4,610 10,900

These cruise and dash phases are governed by the Breguet range equation, approximated in the form

• .... W2
VL

R 1n (3)S•q D W1

expressing range R as function of weight W.

Climb acceleration, dive transonic acceleration and deceleratiun, and combat sorties are made up from indi-
vidual elements of specific excess power (1) and corresponding range, according to

• - (- ±-I-g dV) q (4)
W V g

"•" ~ ~~q' q(l-sc/A F (5)
qt q1 -SC DIA C

Equation (4) gives the fraction of weight decreasing due to fuel consumption for uniform climbing, in the
hypothesis of F/W 1, and for acceleration ýn the same trajectory; climb should prferably :.ake place atA' the highest velocity at a given altitude. Specific fuel consumption q' in eq. 6 refers to the excess
thrust, compared to q as carried out from local engine operation, aerodynamic efficiency, figure 42, and
flight efficiency, figure I.



Ramjet - The capture area is sized for a flight Mach number of 2.5, at which the inlet is yet correctly
operating. To provide an uniform intake flow field at high angles of attack and supersonic speed, the in-
let was selected with horizontal ramps (three compression rawps and a diffuser ramp, with the first ramp
rotating), to have three oblique and one normal shocks ahead of the cowl. (Mixed-compression is occurring,
through variable geometry, at higher Mach numbers).
In two-dimensional oblique and normal shock approximation for perfect gas, starting from ambient condi-

tions M = 2.5, h = 45,000 ft, p = 2.141 psia, T = 392.7*R, V = 2,420 ft/sec, p , 0.01474 lb/ft 3 , we
00 0obtain,°after shock and dynamic compression, respectively,M1  0 0.963, pl/p - 5.8?. p1 /P = 3.04, T1 /T =

.1.916, V, = 1,297 ft/sec, and p 2 = 15.35 psia, V2 - 328 ft/sec, T2 - 797.9 R, 2 0.057 lb/ft 3 . Now,0

free turbulent mixing (between hydrogen jets and air stream) and combustion occur in the chamber, insofar
that a prefixed maximum temperature of 4,500'R is reached. The stoichiometric reaction for combustion of
air with hydrogen fuel is

1/2 02 + H2 - H2 0

This gives a stoichiometric fuel/air ratio by weight of fst 0.029156.
Using an equivalent ratio 1.0, such that f fst' we have as consequence of combustion, a temperature rise

AT = f/(f + 1) EQ/C = 3,705.5 (6)
p

where Q 51,590 BTU/lb, e 0.96 and C = 0.378 BTU/lb°R are hydrogen heat of combustion, combustion effi

ciency and specific heat at constant pressure. The Cp value is carried out by interpolation from the ta-

bles of Ref. 8, assuming that gas composition remains constant within the combustion chamber (frozen flow);
where density and temperature result p5, - 0.00727 lb/ft 3 and T5 , = T2 + AT - 4,500R. Assuming chemical

equilibrium at very point of the expansion, as an upper limit to the obtainable performance, and with K =
1.269, the theoretical nozzle exhaust velocity and density become, figure 44,

V, /2g 5 ,( - (p0/P2)- ) = 6,157 ft/sec (7)

and P7, = 0.00154 lb/ft
3

, (H = entalpy).

A thrust F = D = 1/2 "p V2 S C = 21,618 lb is necessary to obtain a maximum level flight Vo = 2,420 ft/sec
0 Dl

at h = 45,000 ft.

"The corresponding gas and air mass flows (with a correction factor 0.9), exhaust and capture cross section-

al areas, specific fuel consumption, and overall propulsion efficiency (propulsive and thermal) are:

= F/I(l + f) V7 , - V0 10.9 = 6,133 lb sec/ft (8)a

in = i (1 + f) = 6.312 lb sec/ft (9)
g a

A a g/p 7 1 V71 21.43 ft 2  (10)
g g

A = ma g/p 0 V0 = 5.53 ft
2  

(11)
a a

q (m - m ) g 3600/F = 0.959 lb/lb/hr (12)
g a

IV7 (I + f)/f - V0 /fI V0 /g
-0.251 (13)

778 Q + VJ/2g

For a flight Mach number of 3.5 (maximum) at h 65,000 ft, we get a thrust F = 11,648 lb, through small
area changes. Specific fuel consumption results still too high; even though a compression ratio pl/p 0 =

11.573 is obtained behind inclined mixed shock taves, and a further dynamic compression happens in a dif
fuser behind throat area. A comparison with performances obtainable using JP fuel is shown in Table 3.

JP fuel becomes probably unpracticable from the point of view of weight increase in a ramjet engine for a
fighter aircraft, and hydrogen probably requires too much volume in the aircraft.

Cross thrust F, specific fuel consumption q and fuel-air ratio f, are largely changing with flight Mach mum

ber and altitude, in a ramjet engine designed for h = 45,000 ft, Mo . 2.5, and T5 f - 4,500R. So, in our

S4study, where gas mixtures in chemical equilibrium and unvariable temperature T5 , are considered, gross

thrust at h - 45,000 ft is reduced about 50% at h = 65,000 ft and M = 3.5. while specific fuel consumption
is practically unchanged. A proficuous extention of flight speed field is made possible by the variable

geometry inlet and exhaust nozzle, imposed by a fixed capture area. At given altitude and Mach number, a

.0



RAMJET H2 JP fuel H2 JP fuel

MO 2.5 2.5 3.5 3.5

F (lb) 21,618 21,618 11,648 11,648

h (ft) 45,000 45,000 65,000 65,000

p 2 (psia) 15.35 15.35 12.756 12.756

T2 (OR) 797.5 797.5 935 935

Equiv. ratio 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.08

f 0.02916 0.07439 0.02916 0.073

T5, (*R) max 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500

V71 (ft/sec) 6,157 5,760 7,023 5,998

U (lb sec/ft) 6.133 6.373 3.370 4.246
a

in (lb sec/ft) 6.312 6.847 3.469 4.556

A (ft 2 ) 21.43 21.56 23.68 36.04
9g

A (ft 2 ) 5.53 5.73 5.65 7.12

q (lb/lb/hr) 0.959 2.54 0.978 3.08

n 0.251 0.261 0.344 0.303

desired thrust value would require an optimum temperature T5t without geometry changing. Hydrogen/air mix
tures give about 20% less thrust than JP fuel/air, using tha same engine size and combustion temperature.
However, it is possible to think about a future employment of hydrogen in ramjet powered fighters as a re-
sult of a still acceptable specific fuel consumption, whereas JP fuel may be prohibitive because of high
initial fuel weight.

Turbojet - Approaching the mach limit 2.5, the turbojet r.p.m. is slowing down to start the pure ramjet
operation. In such matching condition, it is necessary to increase, by afterburning, the dry turbojet
thrust. Thus, performance characteristics at M = 2.5 are carried out, as maximum level speed limit at
h = 45,000 ft made possible by turbojet with afterburning, figure 45.
Airflow is entering an axial compressor after inlet shock and dynamic compression, throughwhich:p 2  15.35
psia, P2 = 0.057 lb/ft 3 , T2 = 797.50R and V2 = 328 fr/sec. It is necessary a compression ratio p 3 /P 2 = 7
to obtain, with an hydrogen equivalence ratio 0.2 (i.e. leanest fuel/air mixture ft - 0.005832), a maximum

temperature T4=2,500'R in combustion chamber. In fact, (with T ,T 2 (7) K-1/K = 1,390'R, p3  7 7 P2 =1 0 7 .45
psia, T3 = (T3 , - Tl)/nc + T2 =697 + T2 = 1,495*R, P3 = P2 (7)l/K 0.229 ib/ft 3 , p 4 = 0.95 P3  102.08psia),
Eq. (6) gives, with C = 0.285

p

AT= 1,005 TT 2 + AT =2,500*R

"Moreover, from the work balance

C (T3  T = C (I + f') Ar' (14)

pa 2)/nc pg g

(C 0.24, C - 0.30, n= 0.85, n 0.9)
pa pg c g

we obtain

K-l/K
AT' - 342, T5 = T4 - AT' - 1,881'R, P5 P4 /(T4/Ts) - 31.15 psia

Through afterburning, we get the maximum temperature T6 - 4,5000 R. In fact, with f" V fst" 0.45- 0.013122,
Eq. (6) gives (C - 0.318)

AT" - 2,000 , T6 = T4 + AT" - 4,5000 R

Eq. (7) gives the exhaust velocity V7- 6,330 ft/sec, and Eqs. (8) to (13) provide, with f V f ' -

= 5.981 lb sec/ft, m - 6.097 lb sec/ft, A - 16.58 ft 2 , A - 5.4 ft 2 , q - 0.626 lb/lb/hr, i - 0.412. a
Without afterburning! figure 46, the expanlion in the ehaust nozzle should start from the condition p5

31.15 psia, T5 - 1,881*R, p 5 - 0.0385 lb/ft 3 , to reach an exhaust velocity V7 = 4,206 ft/sec, from which

specific fuel consumption and total propulsion efficiency becowe q - 0.415 lb/lb/hr and n = 0.58. Engine
airflow and inlet cross-sectiona, area require to be, however, tw, times more than the one with afterburn-
ing. In Table 4, performances of dry turbojet and turbojet with afterburning are compared, taking into
account hydrogen and JP-fuel.

Dry turbojet operation during subsonic cruise speed (M - 0.85) at h - 36,000 ft altitude is shown in Table

7r.N



4, both for hydrogen and JP-fuel. A compression ratio of 20 : 1 is made possible by an eight stage axial

compressor (stage pressure ratio from 1.82 to 1.24, and blade tip 4elocity of 1,500 ft/sec); temperature
in the combustion chamber is considered to be 1,935*K. High compression ratio and temperature allow quite

low specific fuel consumption, 0.345 lb/lb/hr with hydrogen and 1.192 lb/lb/hr with JP-fuel.
It is however possible to obtain a better specific fuel consumption. For instance: the Rolls-Royce RB.211

turbofan, 3-shaft, by-pass ratio 5.04 : 1, has an overall pr-*-ure ratio of 26 : 1, a turbine inlet temper
ature of 1,535*K and a specific fuel consumption of 0.6.' hr; the General Electric CF.6 turbofan, two-

TURBOJET DRY DRY
AFTERBURNING TURBOJET TURBOJET

H2  JP fuel H2  JP fuel H2  JP fuel

HM 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.85 0.85

F (lb) 21,618 21,618 21,618 21,618 3,842 3,842

h (ft) 45,000 45,000 45,000 45,000 36,000 36,000

P2 (psia) 15.35 15.35 15.35 15.35 5.105 5.105

T2 (*R) 797.5 797.5 797.5 797.5 445 445

p3 (psia) 107.45 107.45 107.45 107.45 102.1 102.1

T3 (*R) 1,495 1,495 1,495 1,495 1,153 1,153

Equiv. ratio 0.2 0.25 0.2 0.25 0.4 0.6
ft0.00583 0.0169 0.00583 0.0169 0.0117 0.0406

T4 (*R) max 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 3,485 3,411

p4 (psia) 102.08 102.08 102.08 102.08 97.00 97.00

T5 (*R) 1,881 1,881 1,881 1,881 2,863 2,717

,* p. (psia) 31.15 31,15 31,15 31,15 41.27 34.74

SEquiv, ratio 0.45 0.53 .. .... ..

W
t  0.01312 0.0358- ---- --

T6 ('R) max 4,500 4,500 .. .... ..

P6 (psia) 31.15 31,15 .. .... ..

V7 (ft/sec) 6,330 5,276 4,206 4,055 4,912 4,811

f 0.01895 0.0527 0.00583 0.0169 0.0117 0.0406

m(lb sec/ft) 5.981 7.666 13.271 14.102 0.982 0.974
a

m(lb sec/ft) 6.097 8.070 13.348 14.340 0.994 1.013

A (ft 2 ) 16.58 26.33 20.07 20.87 1.39 1.13

A (ft2) 5.40 6.92 11.91 12.71 2.24 2.22

q (lb/lb/hr) 0.626 2.147 0.415 1.278 0.345 I.152

n ' 0.412 0.31 0.580 0.526 0.18 0T146

shaft, has an overall pressure ratio of 30 : 1, and an estimated specific fuel consumption of 0.6 lb/lb/hr.

"Turbojet - ramjet matching - The take-off program of the aircraft corresponding to the mission scenario in
figure 35 requires uniform acceleration to M0 = 0.85 during climb from sea level to 16,000 ft, followed by
a constant M climb to 36,000 ft, where a subsonic cruising capability is prescribed. After a dive transo-
nic acceleration to low altitude, followed by low supersonic flight and maneuvers, it is prevised a fast
acceleration, by turbojets with afterburnling, to an high supersonic dash at M - 3.5 by ramjets.
Now, from the compressor performance map of a typical turbojet engine, figure 47, it is possible to under-
stand the main reason for chosing a turbo-ramjet combination also for the present application. The map
"shows the dependence of compressor total pressure ratio p~t/P2t on the referred air mass flow d /T2t/P2t

for constant values of the referred rotational speed N//T 2 t. At subsonic cruise conditions (M ! 0.85,
h = 36,000 ft) the compressor operates near peak pressure ratio and maximum rotational speed N. In the
figure, this operating point is indicated by A. As the ram effect at the air intake increases in magnitude
with increasing flight speeds, the referred rotational speed diminishes, reducing thereby the compressor

pressure ratio as illustrated by point B which represents supersonic dash (M - 3.5, h - 65,000 ft). From
the point of view of the maximum cycle temperature, the decrease in compressor pressure ratio is desider-

able because of the large temperature increase occurring in the inlet diffuser. But, due to the decrease
of the referred speed, there is a simultaneous reduction in the rate air flow that the compressor can

swallow compared to supersonic conditions. On the other hand, the inlet is capable of handling at B an

IA:



air flow which exceeds the mass flow at A. This higher rate of flow is desiderable for high thrust. It
can be realized with the engine operating in the ramjet mode with the flow-by-pausing the turbojet section
of the engine.
A matching device between the free stream upstream of the engine and the flow entering the engine is the
inlet tube, in as much as it channels the proper amount of air to the entrance of the engine entrance sec-
tion. The quality of an inlet is measured at a given rate of flow and free stream Mach number by the in-

7• ternal energy losses encountered by the flow passing through it and by the external drag force due to the
intake. Expecially at high supersonic flight speeds, inlets of variable geometry are required to handle
the air needed by the engine with acceptable efficiency.

The design of the inlet to the airframe-engine combination consists of selecting the inlet configuration
required by the mission profile, figure 35, and of equipping it with variable geometry and other features
that are required to make it operate with acceptable efficiencies over the entire range of flight condi-
tions. Slight deviations from the optimum shock configuration can result in a significant increase in in
ternal pressure losses due to shock-boundary layer interactions and separations and in an appreciable in-
crease in inlet pre-entry drag due to spillage. At Mo - 3.5, even the optimum shock configuration produces
usually a total pressure ratio of less than 0.80. Modification and separation of the shock pattern can be
minimized with the aid of boundary layer bleed-off through flush scoops, figures 15 and 16, preventing the
low energy boundary layer air from entering the inlet. With the aid of a series of vortex generators, it
may be alleviated separation of the flow in the subsonic diffuser (with geometry limited by weight and
length considerations) downstream of the inlet passage throat. By-pass doors prevents the inlet shock sys
tem from being expelled when the inlet idles.
Along the operating line of the compressor, largely effected by the inlet characteristics, matched condi-
tions exits at the interfaces of all engine components. An operating line may be dangerously close to
stall during transonic flight speeds. This would require an appropriate modification of the inlet throat
area. For multiple engine installations, the articulated, two-dimensional inlet geometry, figure 15, us-
ing a movable ramp to vary the throat area, may be more suitable than axisymmetric inlet, aside from higher
aerodynamic losses, Ref. (9).

The inlet of a turbo-ramjet must satisfy a great variety of requirements, through a sophisticated variable
geometry involving complicated assemblies of winged ramps, bleed slots, dump doors, actuators, etc.. The
increasing to M = 2.5 for the Mach number limit at the compressor face represents the way of easing the
inlet problems of the turbo ramjet, in as much as, at higher Mach number, the amount of deceleration in
the diffuser would be reduced, limiting the rise in static pressure, temperature and losses.
As flight conditions change from sea level static to Mo - 3.5 in the stratosphere, the referred r.p.m.
N.r 2T is quite decreased, point B in figure 47. This change in operating conditions presents difficulties
in matching of the stages of the compressor tending to force the low pressure stages toward stall and the
high pressure stages toward choking. Thus, the equilibrium operating line should be located in the region
of highest compressor efficiency, as possible near the surge line with a minimum stall margin.

Variable stator vanes in the front and rear of the compressor are effective measures to meet the extreme
demands of low and high Mach number flights, particularly to tune the compressor to the inlet conditions,
and to move the operating points of individual compressor stages away from the surge line. The problem is
much less complicated by the use of a compressor having two or three mechanically independent rotors.
Matching of the combustion system with the rest of the engine is very complicated in the case of an engine
designed for high speed flight with its variable geometry and wide range of operating conditions, involv-
ing a wide field of temperature. Severe spatial limitations are particularly imposel when hydrogen is
used instead of JP-fuel.
The matching of the turbine to the combustion chamber is required to maintain an optimum radial temperature
distribution of the gas, over the broad entire operating range of this 1,ind of engine.
The largest effect on turbo-ramjet performance is due to the jet nozzle. In fact, at subsonic flight speed,
the nozzle exhaust pressure ratio lies in the range of 7 : 1, increasing 4 t 5 times with flight Mach num-
ber when the engine operates in tht ramjet mode, and the discharge to throat area ratios vary many times.

Preliminary design data - According to the turbo-ramjet engine design data contained in the Tables 3 and
4 and the mission scenario of figure 35, we carry out the total fuel weight needed for the entire mission

r of the twin-engined long range attack fighter.
As a maximum thrust at disposal for S/L emergency and low altitude combat maneuvers, it is considered that
one equivalent to the aircraft sea level drag for an uniform flight speed corresponding to Ho - 1.5, well

over the need for climb and transonic acceleration (Eq. 4), i.e. F - D - 0.07651 (1,673)2.576-0.025/2.32.2-
- 48,000 lb. However, the dash phase at M, - 1.5 during the mission occurs at higher altitude with a
thrust F - 26,000 lb (corresponding to M, - 1.5 at h - 36.000 ft).
With a maximum thrust (at disposal)/maximum take-off weight ratio equal to 0.755, as the Mikoyan MiG 25
fighter (0.52 the Dassault Mirage 11, 0.5 the F-14 A. 0.58 the F-4D, 0.4 the F-SA, 0.62 the MiG 23), the
maximum take-off weight results 63,575 lb (maximum operating take-off weight 40,000 lb).
Take-off, with an average acceleration to h w 16,000 ft. and climb, without acceleration to h - 36,000 ft,
"require 802 see (65 nm) with an average thrust of 18,093 lb. Considering average thrust and specific fuel
consumptions during all the mission phases (climb 65 nm, 802 see; cruise (out) 300 nm, 2222 sec; dash at
low altitude 135 nm, 490 see; climb 50 nm, 132 eec; dash (return) "00 nm, 359 sec; cruise (retura) 150 nms
1048 see; loiter 110 nm, 1200 see), the total fuel weight at take-off should result 5,440 lb - ',227 ft0,
using hydrogen, and 19,120 lb - 405 ft 3 with JP-fuel. obtained by adding together the phase fuel weights
q.F'sec/3600.

The fuel weight for such long range fighter should be prohibitive for both hydrogen and JP-fuel. Taking



into account the fact that specific fuel consumptions as previously computed, Table 3 and 4, are largely
-4• in excess to the ones corresponding to engines with higher compression ratio, it should be possible to car

ry the fuel weights and volumes.

As comparison term we take Phantom 11-4 N twin-engined long range attack fighter, quoted for the following
characteristics: power plant 34,000 lb (two turbojets with afterburning), maximum take-off weight 54,600
lb, maximum take-off weight (clean) 46,000 lb, maximum level speed with external stores M - 2.0, combat
radius 781 nm (interceptor) and 868 nm (ground attack), wing gross area 530 ft 2 , maximum wing loading 103
lb/ft 2 (max T.O. weight) and 87 lb/ft 2 (max T.O. weight, clean), total fuel capacity (tankage in wings and

-I fuselage) 267 ft 3 plus eventual (one external tank under fuselage and two underwing tanks) 130 ft 3 capaci-
ty corresponding to 18,735 lb (12,600 + 6,135).

In our design, we get a maximum wing loading of 63,575/576 - 110 lb/ft 2 (normal for fighter aircraft) and a
fuel weight (volume) of 19,120 lb (405 ft 3 ) for JP-fuel and of 5,440 lb (1,227 ft 3 ) for hydrogen. This is
acceptable for JP-fuel, in consideration of the possibility to use engines with less specific fuel consump
tion and of the heavier and more powerful aircraft. From the other hand, the hydrogen fueled aircraft may
use supplementary external wing tanks, figure 33, to take hydrogen needed to reach the combat area, corre-
sponding to climb and cruise (out), i.e. 2,292 lb - 517 ftl. It is possible to carry in normal tankage
the remaining hydrogen volume 1,227 - 517 - 710 ft 3 ; actually reducible with specific fuel consumptions
better than those in Tables 3 and 4.

High supersonic transport aircraft - The schematic outline of the turbo-ramjet chosen for the present com
putation is shown schematically in figure 48. The complex propulsion cycle has several more independent
variables than have faced the control system even before. The number of variables which the control sys-
tem must coordinate is up to eleven for the engine and another five for the inlet. For maximum perform-
ance it is imperative that all of these variables be coordinated to maintain engine performance for steady-
state operation, stable and safe operation for transient, as well a&, to provide the fastest possible en-
gine response to power change commands. The variables which must je coordinated include fan geometry, com
pressor geometry, gas generator and ramjet fuel flows, turbine geometry, core-stream exhaust nozzle, and a
variable divergent nozzle behind the convergent nozzle. Going back up front to the inlet, one sees a sys-
tem of three ramps and bypassing door arrangements.
As in the previous computations, the total fuel weight needed for the mission scenario in figure 36 is

p carried out on the basis of specific fuel consumptions, average thrusts and flight times, relative to each
phase, taking into account only hydrogen as fuel of an improved and uptodate turbo-ramjet.
After take-off, the aircraft accelerates and reaches transonic and supersonic speeds at altitudes higher
than those corresponding to minimum specific fuel consumptions. Climb and acceleration schedule takes

* into account limitations imposed from sonic boom, reaching the prescribed distance of 385 nm with 20% and
42% more fuel consumption and climb time, in respect to the military aircraft, in order to reduce sonic
boom ground overpressure to a value between 1.25 and 1.55 lb/ft 2 . Following a supersonic climb, at the
end of which operation is changing from turbojet to ramjet engine, supersonic cruise at M. - 4.5 and h -

= 70,000 ft covers the most part of the 4,200 nm range. ascent and transonic deceleration, before ap-
proach and landing, follow a schedule imposed by sonic boom limitations and structural resistance. In
the mission profile of figure 36, the transitory climb and descent phases to/from h - 50,000 ft (sonic
boom altitude) require, respectively, 17 and 23 minutes over an horizontal distance of 160 and 135 cnm.
Cruising speed at 70,000 ft altitude is covering a range of 3,700 nm, Speed and time for such cruise
range are V - 4,357 fc/sec and t - 22,481,627 ft/4,357 - 5,160 sec.

To a supersonic transport, in uniform flight at M - 4.5 and h = 70,000 ft, with a wing area S - 7,580 ft 2.
it corresponds an overall air drag D p V2 .S.C D - 195,285 lb. This value is also that one of the required
thrust F. Therefore, fuel consumption for the cruise range results q*D-5,160/3,600 - 125,960 lb. As spe
cific fuel (hydrogen) consumption, it has been carried out, following the previous method of coc,'uting, a
value q - 0.45 lb/lb/hr.
Similary, taking into account all the climb, descent, acceleration and deceleration, phases with their a.

propriate average specific fuel consumption, we need at most another hydrogen charge of 37,117 lb. towhich
we add a fuel reserve of 31,5OO lb.

Total fuel weight and volume for the entire mission should be 194.577 lb and 43,903 lb. The largest a-
mount of hydrogen, 64.82 is utilized in the cruising phase of flight which is conducted at a Mach number
of 4.5 in this case. Take-off, climb, acceleration, descend and land, account for 192, and fuel reserves
are 16.22 of the total fuel load. The fuel required for cruise and for take-off, climb, and acceleration,
is a function of the flight efficiency M/q.L/D of the aircraft. Also the reserve fuel is governed by the
flight efficiency and by rules concerning aircraft holding in bad weather and diversion to an alternate
airport. It is. however, still possible to improve the flight efficiency for reducing the fuel required.

Takeoff gross weight and payload weight result (with a fuel percentage 452 arid a payload percentage 12.52)
432,390 lb and 54,050 lb (258 passengers), respectively. Aerodynamic efficiency and maximum wing loading
are L/D - 8.5 and 432,390/7,580 - 57 lb/ft2.

Engine thrust, required for an overall design theust SO more than that oue corresponding to cruise speed
at h - 70,000 ft, becomes 1.5.195,285 - 292,928 lb. i.e 73,230 lb thrust per engine (SLS), with a thrust-
to- weight ratio equal to 0.68.

The major problem to solve for an actual design of hydrogen fueled high supersonic aircraft remains that



one of the excessive fuel volume, to be reduced through improvement of specific fuel consumption. A solu-
tion like the one indicated in figure 34 (tankage in fuselage) should be possible reducing about 25Z the
fuel weight needed for such mission range.

HYDROGEN FUELED TURBO-ROCKETS/AIRCRAFT

The mission of a turbo-rocket, figure 49, engined aircraft, figure 50, could be the one in which the pay-
load is a sounding rocket, a ballistic missile, or a satellite launcher. Such composite launch system
makes possible satellite or rocket programs directly from normal airports, without necessity of complex
ground facilities but with choice of initial launch positions and orbit slopes.

A satisfactory launch speed could be reached by a turbo-rocket propelled aircraft, for instance at an alti
tude h - 70,000 ft. Such kind of engine is enough flexible to meet a large variety of initial conditions
with speed around M. * 4.5. Like turbo-ramjet, this multi-cycle engine is arranged with a lot of inlet
and exhaust variable geometries, with hydrogen-oxygen rocket combustion chamber both for acceleration/de-
celeration phases and cruise, and with hydrogen afterburning system for thrust increasing. Interfaces

between various engine components are combined in a specific turbo-rocket, introducing complex matching
problems.
It is possible to power, with an acceptable oxygen and hydrogen tankage, both for rocket and afterburning
combustions, an aircraft able to follow a high altitude laungh mission with very high payload and gross
weight.

It has been here chosen, as an example, a high speed transport plane with range corresponding to a flight
of 20 minute at M= - 4 .5 and altitude h = 70,OOft. Thepower plant is a combination of a fanjet and a rocket.
High supersonic flight speeds greatly accentuate the structural and gas dynamics problems encountered by
the fan and its rocket propelled turbine. Inlet and engine are assembled conveniently in an airframe and
subjected to maneuvers, thrust changes, and atmospheric disturbances.

A thrust F - 36,500 lb for each turbo-rocket, figure 49, has been chosen, largely depending on matching
of the air intake performance to engine requirements and on total pressure recovery, bleed boundary layer,
and cowl drag delivered by the air intake system.
The aerodynamic thrust against the fan is given by, figure 51

P2 A2 (l + KWI2) - po e Al(l + KK2/2) + l/2.K Po MJ A, C 1/2 p0 A2 Cy

where, the first term represents the force due to the compressed air at the end of the diffuser (being

p(l + KM•2) the stagnation pressure), the second and third terms the capture and external drag. Mass
flow and internal/external capture coefficients are indicated, respectively, with e - A0/Al, Cx and C.
Mass flow is equal to

S= o V0 A,/g& - K P0 A1 /a 0  (16)

with a0 - 1K g p0 /p 0 corresponding to sound velocity.
We define an inlet efficiency (as pressure recovery coefficiet.t)

no P2t/Pot (17)

to be intended as ratio between itoentropic stagnation pressures, corresponding, Ref. 10, to 0.20 t 0.25
Sfor M0 - 4.5 and fixed geometry cone wedge angle of 25' - 30' with all external compression. Better pres-

sure recovery coefficivnts may be obtained with variable geometry inlet during flight, to change the area
contraction ratio with flight Mach number and airplane angle of attack. Inlet compresses supersonic flow

•' •. by changing its direction. The centerbody turns the flow outward, and then the cowl catches it and turns
suddenly it back toward the .ýngine, generating a shock wave. The cowl angle determines the strength of
this shock, which affects the total preesure that is recovered from the free stream.

Considering in our case three oblique and one normal shock, with a small percentage of internal compres-
sion, it is possible to attain in practice for N0 - 4.5 an actual value P2t 90 Po p (with negligible
air speed in froot of the fan). This means

!:• + (- 1)(. , K/k-2I. .•

0o 9 0 /pot 90lpo(l (K 1) 142)K t (K 1,4) 90/289 0.31

Ambient conditions at an altitude h 70,000 ft correspond t.o o - 0.0041 lb/Wt*. p0 o C.660 psid, TO
t-•-- - 392.7 OR. Now. because p~t , 90 pO , no POt p1 (l * 0.65(K - I) Ma/ 2 )KIKl1 po(: i (n - 2)n/l.

(with n * 1.56) a p2 .we obtain, as an approximation. for the air conditions in front of thw tan

TZ • T2t- To(l * 0.65(K - ) M4/2) -1443 OR

02 o(p/pn) - 0,073 lb/ft1  
, p2459.4 psia

• .•;• ,



A two-stage high pressure ratio fan is chosen to increase appropriately (during acceleration phases) air
pressure and temperature behind the diffuser. A tip speed of 1,450 feet/sec is selected for the fan and
the overall pressure rate set at 2.8, with individual stage pressure ratios of 1.74 and 1.61. Peak effi-

ciency at design speed is 85.5%. High compression ratio and efficiency are obtainable through appropriate
rotor speed and blade loading, with blade profiles and flow path geometries to minimize shock losses and

flow separation in mixed supersonic/subsonic flow.
Pressure, temperature and density behind the fan become

p3 - 2.8 P2 - 166.32 psia , T5 , - 1,936.5 "R

T3- 2020 *R , p3  - 0.152 lb/ft 5

q The powers needed from the turbine and absorbed from the fan are the same, according to the following ther
mal balance

Cpa(T3 T2 )/n -• *C 'AT *n (18)
m g pg g t

where ig, AT, Cpg ATg, nt and nm' are, respectively: hydrogen oxygen mass flow, ideal temperature decrease,
average specific heat, of the hydrogen/oxygen gas mixture Qperating in the turbine; turbine efficiency, and
compressor mechanical efficiency.

SThe air from the compressor has going through an expansion in order to mix conveniently with the gas flow-
ing from the rocket power turbine. Correspondent air temperature and pressure are

T~a 5 - Via paK/K-I
TS, TS - (VI- V2)/2g.C 778 , PS P3 (TS"/T3) Psg (19)

being V3 , Vsa and PSg, air velocity downstream the compressor and after the expansion, and pressure at the
turbine exit.

The gas flow ;8 has undergoing an expansion in the turbine, from which we carry out

T4g- TSg + a Cpa(TS - Ta)/I C n n (20)
g pg t m

P~g Pg 7 78  .Ca (T 3 -T 2 ) 4/ 4 n 1 (21)
P4& P,. 778 a -Cpa (TSsmg ) M

P49g PSg (T,"g/T5g) 04& PSS (PIg/PSg) (22)

where Pmg. T5, n and subscript 4, mean average density of the gas through the turbine, temperature at the
turbine exit, polytrophic exponent during the real expansion, and gas condition upstream of the turbine

(downstream the rocket nozzle).

The rocket exhaust velocity

C_ C T - (23)

is also the inlet velocity (with appropriate angle) in the turbine. This velocity has to match conditions
imposed from the turbine and the rocket combustion chamber. We take, from Eq. (23), th temperature T*g

and

P g TSgpeg)ei,- , (peag/P4) ln

from the noxale throat conditions (tb)

a - g• pth'itb P~P gg(2 Ie 1• a u oth P& g( 21 e l)

1'th t ht

(where a indicates souad speed' we get the woale throat and exit (A) areas

Ah ags/ath Oth a Le &hca theS •S ($))

The multistage turbine has to be of reactioa type to give am axial thrust equal snd contrary to the aerodz
RnUe thrust (Eq. 15) plus the fan amial differental force.

The constant pressure wising of th two treasa. Sas flow ia wth speed V55 aW t"ueratura TM. MW Sa

- 9j['.W ~~~Uv-



flow it with speed V5s and temperature TS, is a quite complex problem to be solved experimentally, be-
"cause chemical reactions are involved. Hass' flows are three-dimensional and a lot of heat is transferred
to the duct wall. According a constant-pressure mixing design Method, we have to make use, step by step
in various constant-area flow channels, of the equation of state and the conservation of mass, energy and
momentum at constant state pressure.
Here we assume, as a first approximation, a simple mixing in which the resultant stream is one-dimensionl,
approaching the hydrogen injection zone without any intermediate combustion before the one at the hydrogen
afterburners. In so doing, the main stream procmed practically at the same initial velocity VSa - V586
considering a coaxial mixing in which the gas speed is in advance reversed in the sense of the air speed.

Now, for getting an approximate value of the entalpy H6 after constant pressure combustion, we consider
completely daveloped the previous combustion in the rocket. In this way, acceptable for an overall approx
imate design, the gas entalpy after the"cmjet" combustion is, according Eq. (6)

H a H * c Q.f/(f * 1) w N6  (26)a g

where the fuel-air ratio f depends upon the maximim acceptable temperature T6 .

The theoretical nozsle exhaust velocity, Eq. (7), and the real density (as weight average) become

V7  */2S U6 (1 - (pO/p') 778 (27)

0 7av =OSav (Ps/Po)I/n (28)

Finally, we have Eqs. from (8) to (13) in the following modified forms

ma "(F I- g.V7 )/I(l f) V7 - Vo 0.9 (29)

A7 " i7.g/P., V7 (31)

As - 'ý4 po Vo A, (32)

q i i)a3600/F (33)

*lV 7(l f)/f a * V7 (I * f')/f - Vo/fJ V0 /g

whr (f * a( f*)//fo778 Q Vi/2 41

where

f w hydrogen-oxygen ratio

a ' oxygen-air ratio

* oxygea

Now. from the air eo tiona behind the faa (pag. 18). with V1  6 555 ft/aec and V54 1312 it/see. we get:
T * 2.127 '1. p5, ý p g * 149.25 p4i4. T, * 3.887 '1. p% 1 75 psal. VI, - 3.000 ft/ace 7 * 3,0 1,

To,! 4 %X 55f i, t * a, S
,2" -"1t. * -,303 paia. V7  12,510 ft/ve .

for tthie, we have eholen it /I/a* is ý 0.26S. t 0 fli 0.U0292.
a g

"F'inally. for a thruit F 35.S0 lb at h * 70.000 it. we obtaif ifgr Kqa. 29. 30. 32 31 and U4. being fJ
* " 0.26S and a - 0.14-.

i c3.%4 lb "Ocft. ii7 4.)l lb see/it. Aa* Ae A1, 6.42 LI.q*255 lb/lb/hr. t~*0.53,

fuel cuasumptio. got, as 20 taiuto cwuiae *t K~*4.S dad h - 70,000 it. %hauld reault. with two eugiaco

q.;V, •OOl•}k * 446.050 lb,

14 Additional fuel %co astatiuo for tako-oft. Clitab. ceeain ea, and land. U.J tI.&e reservee. Mbta-Uld
reoult t;o high :'te •a entire talil firo take-off to 10.0W it height 4ad l:.iag.

* - Ther•fore. for haviag re~aoftAble payload and take-oif aireraft groes weight. t.eb-rovkckt ,•y b* enp1oft
4b auxiliary eaglc# itglereaaia Comaiderably th6 veloity of A o atal turjot poAWered 4ireatt~.
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when .his has already reached an appropriate flight altitude, or as rocket air augmented second stage.

CONCLUSION

This papet !tas described a method of approximate overall design of turbo-ramjet and turbo-rocket/'aircraft.
Only as a role of example, numerical computations are carried out. In particular, the author notes that

the values of the shock compression ratios applied to flight Mach numbers M0 - 2.5 and H0 - .o Table 3
are practically too low. In fact, for example at a flight Mach number of 2.5, the static pressure ratio

across the supersonic section of an inlet is practically about II.
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SUMMARY

Military missions which require long ranges and high speed terminal flight cannot be powered by a single convention-
al powerplant; instead a combination of two engines or a multicycle engine is neceisary.

Preliminary calculations are presented for a combined ramjet-turbofan engine where the long range, low speed, low
altitude flight is powered by the turbofan, and the final supersonic approach at low altitude is powered by the ramjet after
the turbofon has been jettisoned.

An evaluation of the system is made together with a comparison with psible competitive solutions, the design criteria
ore discussed, and an applicative example is presented.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area
.Aii Ai/Ai
,A,, capture area

CD drag coefficient

CT thrust coefficient

. D drag

I'm midbody fineness ratio

I' s stoichiometric fuel/air

-' g gravity acceleration
Is specific impulse

L lift
M Mach number
p pressure

R range
T thrust
To recovery; temperature

V speed
,W air mass flow rate

S. 7ij recovery pressure between I and I
equivalence ratio (fuel/stoichiometric fuel)

* Subscripts

1, 2,..7 numbers defining characteristics area (see fig. 3)
R ramjet or ram-phase
T turbo or turbo-phase

free stream.

I . INTRODUCTION

S.In a number of military applications of unmanned vehicles there may be several conflicting flight requirfements such as
long range, high speed, low altitude, which cannot be satisfied by a single cycle or by oe type of engine.

In particular, a typical situation arises when a long range weapon must reach the target at high speed and at low flight
altitude.

$ Specifications which ore typical for a number of missions of interest are : overall range 500-700 Km.; terminal speed
an the target : M m 2 - 3 ; high speed terminal range 50 - 150 Km. at sea level.

"Some of these applications are dictated to ensure a low vulnerability and low cost/effectiveness (the system can be
launched ver) far from the target at a safe distance).

The lone range, subsonic low altitude flight calls for a low specific fuel conumption engine . the obvious solution
wvould be a turbo engine.

The comparativeiy short range, low altitude, high speed terminal part of the mission calls for ramjet or rocket engines.
The second solution could be feasible obviously only when the second part of the trajectory is very short. In this case,

however, the system appears to be too vulnerable.
It appears Pherefoe that, in terms of performances, the best combination for relatively long range missions is a turbo

A engine (as the sustainer for the long range, low altitude high subsonic initial part of the mission) plus a ramjet (for the high
speed, low altitude, medium range, terminal part of the mission).

'i t'



In this paper an integration is sought between a turbo engine and a ramjet with the aim of defining a propulsion system
which allows a small all-up weight (A.U.W.) of the vehicle.

In particular, the air Intakes and the air ducts, and possibly some part of *he fuel system, of the turbo engine and of the
ramjet are the same so that a weight saving is obtoined.

The adoption of a turbofan as sustainer appears to be suitable for the two following reasons t a) the SFC is better than
the SFC of a pure turbojet (even at a high subsonic Mach number) and b) the by pass ratio of the turbofan is a convenient design
parameter which can be used to match the geometrical requirements of the two engines and to minimize the launch weight of
the system.

The proposed propulsion system is analyzed and preliminary calculations are presented which shows its feasibility and
the advantages over other possible solutions.

2. VEHICLE ENGINE LAYOUT AND TRADE-OFF WITH OTHER POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

A possible vehicle layout, which will be analyzed in the next sections, is shown in fig. 1.
The turbofan and the ramjet are in tandem configuration (fig. 2).
A sketch of a ramjet is represented in fig. 3.
The former is the "1st stage " of the vehicle.
The fuel tanks necessary for the turbofan phase are "wrap around" in the aft end of the vehicle.
The ramjet is located between the main body and the turbo engine and air is supplied by four side inlets.
SP rocket boosters to provide acceleration from subsonic speed to supersonic cruise speed for the ramjet are also in the

"wrap-around" configuration, e.g. right behind the inlets.
The fuel tank for the ramjet phase is in the midhody, while the payload is in the foribody.
The layout of the combination ramjet -turbofan is shown in fig. 2.
Under the assumption that the system is feasible (i.e. that a satisfactory matching between the turbo and the ramjet

is possible), then one may expect a specific impulse for the turbofan operation (at MI-0.8) of approximately 3600 (s) and
a specific impulse for the ramjet of about 1600 (s) ; these values, together with the weight reduction obtained by integration
of the two engines, lead to a propulsion system weight (engines + fuel + tanks), substantially smaller than the weight of
other solutions.

If a supersonic ramjet is chosen for the entire mission, then one would hove the advantage of reducing the time of flight;
however, one would probably face complications in the guidance system and a very high all-up weight, due to the comparati-
vety high SFC.

A single turbofan engine used for both flight phases (subsu-.ic and supersonic) would be rather complex, heavy and ex-
penswve.

In this case prabobly a turbojet with afterburner should be utilized and variable geometry inlets and nozzles should be provid-
ed to modulate the airflow according to the engine requirements.

The possibility of using solid propellant rocket motors far the cruise phase has not been considered due to the very low
specifkc impulse (250 sec or less), which rules out such motors for the missions considered.

An other turbo-ramjet combination considered (ref. 1, turbojet in front of the ramjet) does not appear feasible for the
specified missions, because this tandem solution does not allow for turbojet jettisoning and would result in a higher A.U.W.,
because of the SFC penalization in both phases.

The cost/effectiveness of the proposed solution is very low also when compared to the solu'lin of launching a ramjet
powered payload from an aircraft. In this case the launch platform (which substitutes for the "first stage" of the system), has
to fly close to the target, with a consequent penalization of cost and an increase of vulnerability.

3. PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS AND DESIGN CRITERIA

In this section the performance of the turbofan and ramjer are presented separately. Turbofan performance is based on
the specialized literature, see for instance ref. 2, and ramjet performance is icased an the rtumerical program of ref. 3.

An integration of the two engines is made in terms of the by -puss ratio of the turbofan necessary to mach the oidfow
requirements in the two phases.
3.1 Turbofan performances

The specific fuel consumption (SFC) of a typical turbofan, os a function of the by -.pass ratio (BPR), is shown in fig. 4.
The SFC, at M - 0.8 decreases while Increasing the BPR, ranging from 1.25 to 1 .0 Kg/h/dN, with BPR ranging from 0 (turbo-
jet enVine), to 3.

Fig. 5 shows the thrust/airflow ratio as a function of BPR, for the some Mach numbers. The curves were computed assum-
Ing a constant turbine inlet temperature.

High SPR lead to low volu-s of SFC, but has a negative effect on engine size due to the higher airflow eqvltreIwmnts

for a given thrust.
Fig. 6 shows a typical thrust/weight trend as function of 9PR. The plots ore necessary in choosing the turbofan etnine for

the application in our system.

Once the thrust level has been chosen for a fixed outer diameter engine, the engine weight and SFC dictate the propul-
sian system weight (engine * tank + fuel) for the turbo-stare, and for the given mission.

At the design point, the air mass flow rate, We, must be supplied to the turbo engine by the common air intake I this
Smeans that the air intake area (Al) must be properly siaed. and that choking must be Iwevented at oil the stations downstream

of the inlet area.
The final chol.e, however, cannot be done Independently of the second stage, besuae the common parts of the engines



require a proper design to match both the ram and t0e turbo operations.

3.2 Ram jet performances

Figg. 7, 8 and 9 (taken from ref. 3) show the maximum specific impulse trend as a function of equivalence ratio (0)
J and as a function of the engine thrust coefficient CT, based an the ram jet combustion chamber cross sectional area (A3) (see

fig. 3), and of flight Mach number (Mco).
The camp~itations have been performed numerically with the following assumptions

a) One -dimensional flow
b) Subsonuic combustion (M3 Z 0.2)
c) Equilibrium chemistr',
d) Combustion eff icioncy 0.95

e)In let recovery accord Ing to M IL Standard Spec if izot ions
f) No air spillage and no o~r bleed.

The possibility of obtaining the maximum specific impulse, for a given thrust level and flight Mach number, is dependent
an a proper sizing of the vom jet i.st. geomiitrlc capture 3reo (AI), diffuser throat area (A2), nozzle, throat (06) and exit area
(A7), referred to the combustor area (A3).

Geometric capturit area Al

The area ratio A13 -A1 /A 3 , which depends an the flight Mach number, on the equivalence ratio, and an the thrust co-
efficietnt, is one of the most important design parameters because it prescribes the geometric air intake capture area, for a
given corribustor oreo (which coincides with the missile main-body cross sectional area).

The value of Al must be the same far both the turbo and the ram jet engine. In figgs. 7, 8. 9 t* ratio A13 verus 0 is
pr.--*-d ; the values ofrA 13 which optimize the Is, for Mc- 2.5 range between .25 - .5.

Diffuser throet area A~

The diffuser throat area A2, des'gnedJ for thle proper ram jet operations, is dictated by the starting of the diffuser (if a
partially internal coiepression is required) and is given by (ret. 4).

where F(M) is the moss function (ref. 5) and 7 2is the total pressure recovery between stationts I and 2.

Nozzle throat area A

The ratio A63 has been calculated to ensure* the prescribed ram jet operations (M6 1). A check should be made to advoid
choking at A6 during the turbofan operation. This will be shown in the following sections.

Exit area A7

The exit area (A7) is calculated to give full expansi~nnonunesA7 -A7/A 3 > 1. In these coases I hasbeen assumed
ollowirg for an undwrxpanded nozzlet.

Supercritical operation of the Inlet has bean assumed.

3.3 Ram jet -turbofan matching

The combination of the engines, followi% the sketch of fig. 2, require that the air duct be able to supply the necessary
air to the engines during bath flight phases.

Hence the matching of the two engines consists iet : a) designing the inlet area (Al) so that the turbo and the ramjet engi-
nos provide I*h necessary thrust at neaw opimfumn secific Impulse conditions;, b) providing a satisfactory diffuser area d4!iiWi-
tion for both operations ; c) checking that there is no choking at the ram jet nozzl, throae during turba operation ;d) checing
that Mach numbers In th4 combustion chm-aber andl at the compression face during turbo poperain a-* appropiriate.

a) The thrustrot ic (both flights at sea level) is given by:

where the drag coefficients are rela1ted 1o the Sam cWas sec141tiol are0 (A3 ).
The ratio of the required air mass flow roate are:

On the other hand.

We' r/waf /%.mr #Q.,r/Afm . .. (4)

where AasT and AMi 'w the capture areas far the two I-light conditions.
The thrust/airflow ratio of thw tu.boo isaWWsino h b psrto(M n Mach number (Mf&T) (fig. 5):

& ~Lv(, /7 ta'i Me/r) (5)

Jho value a#Pitcm be fwounfrom oq. (5). by means of ". (3.,4):
A/s~ AW, -CA &6e AWL

4(zet ýole ?.*(A)



Once* the 1`496.t Mach n mimbrs have been chosen and the drag coefficients eivalunted, sq. (6) gives a first estimate of
thle SPR as a function of the specific Impulse and of the equivalence ratio of the ramnjet and of the ratio A.T/Aea =

AWT/Al (as we always assume AeA = All duri-g tans jet operations).
Supposing that no spilling of air occors, during both p~oses, a lower I'mit of BPR may exist. In fact, low values of BPR
V-11l for small intake rapure arena, which could not ensure the retnuirled airf low to the ramlitt, andl thus the required
thr,,st level.
This limit con be found from the following equittion

/(a~~c 2'4(s-/VCstr(7)
and from the plots of ramjet A13 of figs. 7 ,~,

5) The d~ffuser throat area, dinijld for proper ramjet operation (see sub-sect. 3.2), may choke the flow during turbo
operat ion resuIt Ing in a stro.rg spi Ilk~g of' ui f lcw.
In order to ovoid the spilling, a torioblc jeowktry inlet has to be provided:
During turbo operation the throat area must be large onought (A12 " 1) to prevent spilling while during romjet operation

the hrot ara i dirotcd by thle starting and swallowing (A 12 2).
A rather simple dif1ljser has to be designed which allows a "switch " from one condition to another.
The other possibility (fixed geametry inl..tt colls for spilling during the turbo phase, as the air mass flow is dictated by
the inlet throat.

b. 1) In the first cas (vanalcle geometry, no spilling), AWT ADR Al, then the BPIR is given by

.. LA. '~(8)

and the optimum ramtjet equivalence ratio can be selected as a design paint. Then the BPR is found, and the other turbo-
fan parameters can be calculated.
For example, assuming (see also example shown in sec. 4):

- MasT = 0.8
"MR=2.5

CDT -0.6
CDR ="0.4

and (fig. 8):
PO 0.4

we obtain
TAWVO 'n dN/'Kg/ft BPR *r 2.5
SFC ar I Kg/li/dN

b.2) In the second case (a fixed geometry inlet), the diffuser throat size necessary for starting is qivers by eq. (1).
Hence equation (6) becomes:

.. ~ u' t(9)

This equation sets a limit to the 81 acin ewe the two engines may be possible, provkied that an adequately
low Pit is chosw, accooding to eq. (9). For example, with the assumpos male, we obtain

A21 V'0.45
and, then

A.1J/A 3 14O.47(AIZI)t
MFrom fig. S and eq. M9. the turbo porometer become:

I/Wea 42.5
XkSi IV0.4

SFC V 1.2
OWd therefore a Pune turbojet may be Choswn.

a) Depending mainly ca the ram jet design Mach number, a condition may be reached where the nozalet 'hroat area (A6 )
necessary for rmlet operation, becomes too smeil for turbo operatnios thus leoding to chkingq and spolik of air.
'hls may set a Wlmi to the amin~um SM of the* turbofon.
I*h condition at "no chiskin" mi the noule* throat may be represete by means a# the following telotlor.:

Which implicotly represents the ConditionI

(A6) necessary tuibs 4 (A6) neCessY ayre

Fig. lOws Ousn Ox"104O muln l*ethroat Woo tfendwith JD ior M=A w 2-S nd CT 0.4. 11 con boenatheotby
decreasihng Pthe ratio 6 decreases.

d) As for a the Mach numbe In the combustIon chamWe during the, turbo ohase Is concerned. it renpea Irom 0. 1 up to 0. 3
depending on the design conditions, thus assuring smell pressure losse.
A mawe ioppusrlese criserium of dssiptLng the eaginas must be Woed on m~them~a'mlzilon of the over.11 propulsiion system



weight for a given mission, taking into account SFC, drag and engine *eight variations with BPR still checking that no
choking occurs during turbo operations.
Obviously the mission ranges influence the choice of turboft i BPR. In fact, in the limiting case of RR/RT - 0 it
would not pay to optimize the ramjet performances ; viceverso if the ramlet range is long (as compared to the turbo range)
the overall propulsion system weight optimization calls for an optimum ramjet design.

4. SAMPLE MISSION AND ENGINE DESIGN

Let us show how to size a complete system for the following mission
Ramjet operation:

Range: 100 Km
Mach 2.5
Altitude : seo-skimming.

TXjrbofan operation

Range: 500 Km
Mach : 0.8
Altitude ; low alt;ivde (sea-level)

A payload of 230 Kg. and an airframe weight of 90 kg. ore assumed. The ýehicle is to be propelled by the engine combi-
Snation discussed in sect. 3 and whose configuration schematically appears in fig. 1. We will examine and condurt a prelimi-

nary design for each of the engines separatey, i.e. the turbofan, the boaster rockets and the ramjet.
Matching the turbofan and the ramiet will be performed by the criteria outlined in sect. 3.3.

4.1 Romjet phase

The overall "second stage" weight and dimensions ore determined according to figs. 11, 12, 13. In these figures the
range, the weight, the length and the diameter are related in a parametric form. The curves were prepared by a computer
program (ref. 8) with the following assumptions:

Launch Mach number 0.8
Cruise Mach number 2.5

The cruise drag coefficient has been assumed as a function of the mkibody fineness ratio
D. C 0.35 + 0.005 (frn)

A '*land the specific impulse of the ramjet as a function of CD, according t3 figs. 7, 8, 9.
The boost phase accelerates the vehicle from M z 0.8 to M - 2.5 . A booster structural factor 0.3 has been assumed.

"w ith Is= 250 s.
The curves of figs. 11, 12, 13 show the variation of range, dart weight and A.U.W. as a function of missile diameter

and missile fineness ratio.
The mission defined above Is satisfied by the missile having the following choracteristics:

Diameter 0.4 nm

Length 5.0 m
Payload 230 Kg
Propulsion system (ramjet) 200 Kg
Airframe 90 Kg

Dart 600 K9
Boositer. 280 Kg

A.U.W. 880 Kg.

Drag coefficient of this mtiile is about CD 0.4.

4.2 BMWte Pkase

The boostae Oft@ provide acciiierion Fram the turbo cruise Mach numbe: (M 0.A) up to the maw cruise Mach
nmjber (M r- .5). It was detemlned (sec. 4.!1) that t6e ow*roil booste. weight is

Sw6 -280 Kg
w4s "h relative ptopellarit welihtt

Wbo ;;20K
We mss. W WOW w -4.<V., 4ofifefn. lOCOtd l,,thef $Ad Of 0140 11s1i3. (s" fi. I) k ,,,a ,6oVh,, Mte tk o,.wiev

dlameter: 0.17 m
lgisgth 1 .$ a

4.3 Turbedei phas

NL the tgboeF, ph€e tke ,•, sile defied In sect. 4. 1 1s tae pirleod. The main peremes F tof- ph amre:
C (,AIN Mci me 0.8
tingy t . 500 Ka
N& tnme t - 0.51 h

Furhenee th folowla6 ooke we. w lor the system:i

kv
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Lift/Drag LID = 3.5
FueI/A.U.W. FR = 0.15

The SF. of the engine mustpot be greater than

SFC= - _--X Kg/h/dN
Hence a double flux engine seems appropriate for this application (fig. 4).
It is supposed, in this and the following subsection that a variable geometry inlet is used, hence allowing AOoT = A1 ,

unless spilling due to nozzle throat occurs.
Tab. 1 summarized the main parameters as a function of by -pass ratio, for the mission defined before. A drag coeffici-

ent slightly increasing with BPR has been assumed. In a detailed analysis a careful study of this point has to be made also tak-
ing into account the available engines.

"The capture area (equal to the geometric capture area if there is no spilling), referred to SR = A3 is given by

or by' Z

and is shown in fig. 14 as a function of BPR.

4.4 Matching of turbofan and ramjet. BPR choice

A variable geometry inlet, according to sec. 3.2, is assumed.
In the table I, the ramjet equivalence ratio P, as a function of A1 3 calculated in the previous section, is presented. The

equivalence ratio is found from fig. 8 (or fig. 10). In the next column of table I, the maximum specific impulse of ramjet is
presented, as found from fig. 8 (or fig. 10).

Drag during the ram phase, is about 22000 N and the fuel weight will be given by

TW~A =DQRa/,gISR V
&- Low values of BPR (less than about 0.6) call for small air intakes capture area, which does not ensure the required thrust

level during the ram phase (see sect. 3.3, point a), as it is seen from jab. 1 ore fij. 8.
On the other hand, increasing values of BPR lead to values of the ramjet Is, first increasing and then decreasing (tab. 1).

In addition the condition is reached in which the nozzle throat dictated by ramjet chokes the flow during the turbo phase (sect.
3.3, point c). This condition corresponds to a BPR 2 (,R 0.435, A1 3 = 0.32).

Fig. 15 shows the plots of the fuel weight required during the two phases and the weight of the turbofan. The two limits
discussed above are also shown.

Fig. 16 shows the overall weight of propulsion system (engines + fuel + tank) as a funcP:n of BPR. For the sample mission
considered the curve is quite flat, and the minimum is very near to the limit BPR =2.

If a BPR = 2 is selected, the following weight breakdown is obtained for the entire vehicle
Payload weight 230 Kg
Airframe weight 90
Fuel weight (ram) 160
Fuel tank (ram) 25
Ramjet engine 95

Dart second stage 600

Boosters 280

A.U.W. second stage 880

Fuel weight (turbo) 167
Fuel tanks (turbo) 25
Turbofan engine 65
Fittings -fins 30

A.U.W. first stage 1167

Overall length will be about 6 m. with a body diameter d =0.4 m.

: 5. CONCLUSION

Preliminary calculations have been presented for a combined turbofan -ramjet engine where the turbofan is the sustainer
motor for a long range, low altitude, subsonic flight and the ramjet powers a medium range, low altitude, supersonic flight,

after the turbofan has been jettisoned.
The engine investigated may be of interest in the applications to the "cruise missiles" (ref. 7, 8), for which a final super-

sonic approach may be requested.
The vehicle configuration is also interesting as it increases penetration, and reduces the effectiveness of the defences.
The proposal combination appears, fo, these classes of missions, the most promising one. It has been shown that the turbo-

fan BPR is a good parameter to match the engines and the design criteria have been illustrated. The relative values of ranges,
as well as the Mach numbers have a direct influence on the engines design.

<I~i
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CONVERTIBLE FAN SHAFT ENGINE

(FOR ROTARY VING AIRCRAFT)

BY

JOHN W. WHITE
CHIEF, TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS DIVISION

EUSTIS DIRECTORATE
US ARMY AIR MOBILITY R&D LABORATORY

FORT ZUSTIS, VIRGINIA

INTRODUCTION

For years, the helicopter has been the only practical vertical takeoff and landinc-
(VTOL) aircraft configuration. Even experimental high-disc-loading VTOL aircraft were
not possible until development in propulsion technology permitted acceptable thrust-to-
weight ratios. The increased horsepower to weight and the lower specific fuel consump-
tion of the current generation of turboshaft engines have made significant improvements
in helicopter performance and operating envelope.

The convertible fan shaft (CFS) engine, utilizing lightweight-fan and advanced tur-
boshaft-engine technology, is proposed as a propulsion system for a compound helicopter
that can potentially double the operating envelope of present rotary wing aircraft. Sig-
nificant improvements in future VTOL aircraft depend upon propulsion technology and the

* proper tradeoffs between the hover and cruise requirements.
The compound helicopter's preformance capabilities and propulsion requirements are

briefly reviewed here. The AH-56 Cheyenne aircraft has been used as a baselin' to oval-
uate the CFS engine (Figure 1).

The views expressed are those of the author and not the US Army.

CONVERTIBLE FAN SHAFT ENGINE

The CFS engine is a combination of a high-bypass fan coupled with a turboshaft engine
to provide auxiliary thrust capability for a rotary wing aircraft. As with all VTOL pro-
pulsion systems, the CFS engine must be designed to satisfy the hover horsepower require-
ment for the hover condition, while at the same time, providing adequate thrust and shaft
power for the cruise or maximum speed requirement at the spcci:ied altitude and tempera-

* iture. The sketch of the CFS engine shown in Figure 2 highlights the significant compo-
"nents: the high bypass fan, the gearbox with a shaft output to the main rotor gearbox,
the turboshaft engine, and the integrated control system.

The Army conducted a number of CFS engine studies in the late 1960's. These studies
were based on utilizing turbofan bypass ratios of approximately 3 to 12. These CFS engine
investigations were based primarily on a stopped, stowed-rotor aircraft configuration and
included the engine complexity to accomplish the transition to the stopped-rotor mode.
Subsequently, prop-fan studies and hardware investigations have developed data for higher
bypass ratios, which are more efficient for the 200-to-350 knot speed range. The CFS
engine design goals for this investigation are based on the prop fan performance found in
Reference I and the engine configuration defined in Reference 2.

The prop fan for the 220-knot maximum speed compound helicopter will have design
pressure ratios in the 1.06 to 1.10 range with a total activity factor of 1000-1200 (solid-
ity approximately .3). The 300-knot maximum speed aircraft will utilize pressure ratios
on the order of 1.15. The fan configuration will be designed by cruise and high-speed
requirements; the lower pressure ratio and solidity (less than 1.0) should permit reverse
thrust, with blade pitch change in a conventional propeller mode :decreasing blade angles
or through the low-pitch mode). The compound aircraft would require the capability of
operating with varying inflight negative-net-thrust demands to control dive angle and
rapid deceleration. The QFT-55 performance under reverse thrust conditions (Reference 3)
has demonstrated acceptable inlet performance and fan-blade stresses with increasing blade
angles through the feather mode, which is more severe. The root of the blade must be com-

It promised for supercharging, partic:le separation and reverse operation. Erosion protection
will be required for the nacelle lip, blades and stators, particularly in a rotary-wing
hover environment.

During take-off or the hover mode, the fan will be at a low pitch setting to minimize
the power absorption, which is estimated to not exceed 10-15% of take-off power. During
transition flight, 60 to 80 knots, thrust will be provided by increasing the fan pitch,
and the power to the main rotor will be decreased. For cruise and high-speed fl•tht. the
rotor horsepower will be held approximately constant: the fan shaft spool will operate at
a constant speed. Higher-speed compoun,: aircraft will require 10-20% reduced fan spool
rpm to provide reduced rotor tip speeds for non-stowed rotor aircraft.

The CFS engine can provide inherent inlet particle separation. IPS. with the large
swirl imparted at ý.he low blade angles in the shaft mode of operation. A prelimintary IPS
assessment conducted during the CFS engine design of Reference 2 confirmed the poteo'ial.
The accessory gearbox drive arrangement can be extended to the fan shroud/cowling L,
jack shaft or engine mounted in a conventional turboshaft configuraition.

The performance of the CTS engine used for the AH-S6 comparison is based on the
prop-fan performance given in Reference I and the engine cycle parameters of approximately
13•l pressure ratio with a 2000*F turbine Inlet temperature. The turboshaft engi'te "on-
figuration utilized in Reference 2 has been used for dimensional scalingi a five-at44e
axial and a one-stage centrifugal compressor. an annular combustor. a two-stage gas-pro-
ducer turbine and a two-stage power turbine. The MS engine characteristice for the
three faa diam-tters considered for the comparionA re shown in Table I.

---------------------------------------



The CFS engine control system must provide constant-speed fan spool operation during
hover and cruise flight. A cockpit control it ,ut device to change fan blade angle can
be utilized to establish the desired cruise speed, simil~or to the AlI-56 collective twist
grip. The control system must include an automatic input into the pitch-change mechanism
to minimize fan power absorption for autorotation or an inflight power loss condition.
Power management, or the proper use of rotor and propeller capabilities, was cited as the
biggest challenge for the pilot in transitioning into the All-56 aircraft; indepnndent lift
"and drag capabilities provide a wide range of flight possibilities. An electronic engine-
control system will provide an effective interface with an automatic rotor-control system,
if desired, to minimize the pilot's workload.

COMPOUND HELICOPTER CHARACTERISTICS

In order to understand t'e compound helicopter auxiliary thrtt. requirements, a brief
review of exoerlmental atrcraft studies is in order. Rotary-wing aircraft may be limited
by power s'g.ss, or v~vration; howeer, Reference 4 makes a strong point that the crew's
concern for vlbvation !evils is tno usual practical limiting condition. The experimental
compound heX.co1.cr fliqht test datA dem..A.trates a significant improvement in the vibra-
tion levels zs ,hown in iigtre a. The compound helicopter mode allows speed increases of
60 to 100 kAts over the e-",'.ent ,c---' 'tary-wing mode for the same level of vibration.
The governme.,t test pilot's evaluaticn of the NH-3A concluded that "the aircraft was
unusually srnooth throughout the flight envelape flown, including high speed and approach
to hover" (Reference 5). In addition to the increased speed capability, there is a sig-
nificant increase in the load-faztcr capability, which is essential for the use of higher
sLpeed capability in maneuvers r.5d terra'in avoidance. Figure 4, which ii from Refere. 7c 6,
shows the XU-51 compound- and pure-helicopter flight test results. The AH-56 envelope was

&. expanded to 2.6g positive and .2g negative in the 160 to 180 knot range; there were no
limiting characteristics.

The compound rotocraft experimental air-raft investigations reflected that auxiliary
propulsion, with or without wings, can improve the vibration levels and relieve control-
sytem vibratory-stress conditions. The NH-3A flight test results shown in Figure 5 reveal
a more acceptable rate of control loads build-up with high speeds with auxiliary thrust
or with auxiliary thrust plus wing than with a pure helicopter thrust alone. The rotor
loads at advance ratios above .40 were strongly dependent on the rotor propulsive forces
required for the UH-1 compound.

The wing and the increased power available for the higher-speed rotary wing aircraft
increases the altitude-velocity envelope until the wing-induced drag becomes dominant.
The compound helicopter has a significant increase in operating envelope, as shown in
Figure 6 (from Reference 11), over the standard helicopter. The performance shown is for
a compound helicopter that was designed for a 10,000-foot-altitude, 250-knot cruise con-
dition.

The addition of an auxiliary thrust device on a nelicopter also permit., a significant
improvement in its capability as a weapons platform: a stable hover can be maintained
through a 22-degree range of pitch attitude. In maneuvering in close quarters in the NOE
environment, the auxiliary thrust allows acceleration and deceleration without severe
pitching attitudes and rates.

The AH-56 performance data will be reviewed to gain an insight into the power and
thrust requirements for a 220-knot compound helicopter. The All-56A rotor and propeller
performances are shown in Figure 7 for a fixed collective position above approximately 80
knots. Figure 8 shows the horsepower required by the main rotor and propeller as a func-
tion of airspeed. Note that the horsepower required by the main rotor is approximately
750 horsepower and remains constant with speed. The propeller power continues to increase
to offset the drag of the vehicle. The forward-flig.'t performance for rotor thrust and
the propeller thrust is shown in Figure 9. The 4irc. ft is flown with a constant col-
lectivo pitch as a fixed wing aircraft above 60 to 80 knots. The lift-to-drag ratios are
shown for the NH-3A and AH-56A in Figure 10. The NW-MA data includes two aircraft con-
tigurations, with wings and without wings, and two different rotor collective pitch set-
tingi (i.e., rotor horsepower levels) are shown for the winged configuration. The rotor
hub/fuselage interference drag is a significant drag area that can be im rovedl the main
rotor head drag was the largest single item for the HH-]A estimate (9 ft• out of 35 ft 2 ).
An Army research and development proq:am is underway to improve the main rotor hub drag
for future installations.

The flight speed for v*r•us rotary wing 4ircraft configurations is shown in Figure
I1. The bell UU-1 UVII compound helicopter speed of 274 knots established the speed record
for the Army compound helicopter experimental work in the mid to late l"0's. T-e U4-1
Hptt tail rotor loads were critical at high speedst excitations from the main rotor vor-
tices and the hub and rotatinq-control wakes wert the probable eause§. The tail rotor
problem would strongly suggest the use of the ducted fan d ecti l control approach.
The NU-3A and AM-54A fliht test mximum speeds aere in the 200 to 220 knot range. The
practtcal limit for an unloadeO rigid rotor has been estimated at approximately 400 knots
Nu of 1.6 coambned with a tip speed of .$I Mach) (Referecea 4). kithouqh a mXItma
'light speed of approximately 400 knots Qould theoretically be ýnaeved for a slowed rotor
compound, the stowed rote • configuration would otfer a more pr4actical alternative at
speeds approaching 400 knots (See Table 2).

The AN-56A flight capabilities ased the prooeller for a speed brake, peE.nattig steep
approaches and dives. Reference 7 describes an entry tito a )S-d•eqree dtve at 1500 teet

at 20 k~t~ wit th ftllj ust-d 4ai a 'bfrtke to ta to- Ito xflots. a teauvtry
jW4s made 4t to0 feet. fllo-e.d by a -omtAl full un li fing. Trls. 4 CompO.LM4 helkýpte

ptpulsin system must p4Etmt the 4*e o' the thrust dsete it a leq4rtvc thtudr M4e to
provide the asxifftm %rsaitilIty rut tile aiercirt.

* .The W-:t reeent parastevtrlo Aes4ijq ifivedt Iqatituft o eufil r h) j ct*4V4taotiOa
Uoftidcrvd the %Lte of a vsal-imr rotor systemk M(he ra~" U) Ie copter .



compound, slowed-rotor compound, variable-diameter rotor aircraft, and stowed-rotor con-
figurations were assessed for the following mission? 5000-pound payload with a 4000-ft,
95'F hover and a 350-nautical mile range. A summary of the vehicle characteristics are
shown in Table 2. The rotor systems were designed to minimize the rotor system weight
fraction and utilized the horsepower installed for the design cruise condition for hover.
The higher-speed aircraft generally had increased productivity, which offset their higher
gross weights. The advancing blade concept (ABC) preliminary design data from Reference
9 is tabulated for a sea-level 300-knot maximum speed design requirement. The ABC con-
figuration utilizes two convertible fan shaft engines that have an integral 1.15 pressure
ratio 3.98-ft-diameter fan and are rated at 2790 horsepower at sea level static conditions.
The breakdown of the total CFS engine weight of 813 lb was estimated to be: 430 lb for
the engine, 195 lb for the fan, 86 lb for the fan shroud, and 102 lb for the fan gearbox.

The data establishes a general trend of poaer loading versus speed for compound heli-
copters. The All-56A is the only aircraft for which data is available; its parasite dra•
characteristics are over 40S higher than the parametric aircraft. CPS engines are used
for all the akrcraft except the AH-56A and the compound, which both use an aft-mounted
pusher propeller.

AH-56A PROPELLER CONVERTIBLE FAN SHAFT ENGINE COMPARISON

"It is obvious that the efficiency of the high bypass ratio fan cannot compete directl)
with the propeller. The propeller is more efficient than the fan over the speed range
that could normally be expected from a rotary-wing aircraft. The weight and/or installa-
tion advantages of the fan have to off-set the higher efficiency propeller. A twin CPS
engine installation was compared with the AH-56A propeller installation and the results
are shown in Figure 12. It is recognized that the speed range of this comparison pr-s&n
a difficult challenge for the CPS engine.The AH-56A parasite drag was reduced from 22.5 ft to 16.5 it 2 . The auxiliary t•t
required for a sea-level 220-knot maximum speed condition was used to estaolish three !;to-
peller and three cruise-fan configurations. The Hamilton Standard Generalized Met;.,d of
Propeller Performance Estimation was used to calculate propeller perforgmnce. The :-om-
puter performance program from Reference 1 was utilized for fan performarce estimavion.

The propulsive efficiencies of the propellers and fans are shown in Figure 12. Con-
stant speed operation was assumed for the propellers and fans; the propeller tip speed was
899 feet per second, and the fan tip speed was 700 feet per second. The maximum engine
horsepowers required are inversely proportional to the efficiencies shown at 220 knots.
Note the significant improvement in cruise efficiency for the 10-ft-diameter propeller at
lower speeds, although the engine size must be 6% larger. The fan efficiencies improve with
reducing airspeeds, and the maximum values occur near the speed for best range.

The T64 engine data was scaled to the 220-knot airspeed requirement, and specific
range performance data was calculated. The engine size was based on having two CPS engines
to provide auxiliary thrust and additional 757 horsepower for the main rotor, 35 horsepower
for the tail rotor, and 88 horsepower for accessories. The specific range performance is
shown in Figure 13; the actual AH-56A aircraft performance is almost identical to the
3.5-ft-diameter tan performance. Thus, the propeller's specific range is estimated to be
13% higher chan that for the fan installation. Supercharging, although practical, was not
included in the CFS engine performance. Based on a review of past CPS engine design inves-
tigations, the maximum drag estimate for the CFS engine installation was estimated tbe
two percent up to a Mach Number of .3 (Reference 10). The fan shroud drag was included in
the prop fan performance analysist no additional drag was added for the engine cowling.

The weight data shown in Table 3 summarizes the AH-56A aircraft installation. The
CFS engine installation is shown in Table 4. The CFS installation is believed to be -on-
servative based on the review of a number of CFS engine preliminary design installat.ins.

Thus the comparative engine and fuel weight summary for the AU-56A based on a 300-
nautical-mile mission is as follows;

CCFS MCGINE STUDY

""Q AH-56A 10-ft Propeller 3.$-ft Fan 4.25-ft Fsn

Installation 1512 lb 1512 lb 1752 it 1548 lb
ftel 2307 lb 1467 lb 2116 lb 222Z lb

3I1 lb 3479 lb 4068 lb 4070 1b

The ]00-nautical-mile range or approximately 2-hour mi*ion represents an almost
even trade between the 3.5- and 4.25-ft-diameter fans. The CSS enuine ingtallation with
fuel is approxtntatoly 17% heavier than a puaher-propoller installation. The CPS engine
estimates do not include a weight redaction for the potential integiation into the fuse-
lage winy goot structure.

The sketch shown in figure 14 depicts a J.$-ft-dimeter ftan and a 7-ft-diameter pro-
peller installed on an AN-56A. The pusher-propaller installation is iWeal for the AH-S6A
atretaftz a larger aircraft, a cargo transport of higher-speed capability (fdn-in-fin) may
tend to ofet the aft in-tallation. A wing-mounted propeller would eonc#unter wake inter-
action effects, and clearance problems, and would limit the launseing of stores. i(jue
14 also ahowsa f an-in-fin directional Control force aystem that would eliminate the
aforementio-ed tail rotor problema.

t.

The compo4ufd he~licopter "eir..mental aircraft hawe dewaastratod a wlgalificat iacrease
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in the practical operating envelope for the rotary wing aircraft in airspeed, altitude,
and load factor capability. The AH-56A aircraft configuration integrated a propeller
auxiliary thrust system into an excellent installation for its gross weight and mission.
A convertible fan shaft engine can offer significant potential for a larger aircraft of

k a higher-speed design.
The CFS engine technology base has been developed to a large degree by the prop fan

work accomplished by damilton Standard and the NASA Lewis Research Center. Advanced tur-
boshaft engine technology is available to minimize the power plant package.

The CFS engine configuration permits installation versatility in the potential com-
bination of propulsion requirements: Inlet particle separatr, auxiliary thrust (for
hover-attitude control, low-speed maneuvering, flight-path control and high-cruise speed),

4 shaft power for the rotor and directional control system, and integrated infrared sup-
pression. The practical requirements for icing provisions, thrust reversing, horsepower-
versus-thrust modulation, and CFS engine control will present a challenge, but there are
rational engineering solutions available.

The CFS engine is an engine concept that provides an integrated thrust/shaft-horsepower
propulsion system that has the potential of enhancing the operating capabilities of rotary-
wing aircraft. One can predict a demand for efficient hover with increased flight envelope
abilities: the CFS engine can meet the versatile compound helicopter requirements.
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TABLE I

Convertible Fan Shaft Engine Characteristics

FAN 220-KNOT SEA-LEVEL DESIGN POINT S
ACTIVITY TIP SPEED WEIGHT

DIAMETERFA FN SE
FACTOR FT/SEC THRUST FAN FAN SEAFB SHP PRESSURE BYPASS LEVEL LB

__ _ _ _ _ RATIO RATIO STATIC

3.50 1200 700 1758 440 1.09 27.5 1980 701

4.25 1000 700 1758 440 1.06 39.4 1830 741

5.00 1000 700 1758 440 1.045 53.3 1770 826

TABLE 2

Parametric Mission Analysis Comparison

CRUISE GROSS THRUST DEVICE

ALTITUDE HOVER INSTALLED DISK WEIGHT

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION GROSS SPEED SHP SHP LOADING
,TEHTL FEET SIS SLS LBS/FT2  DIA HP SLS

LB KNOTS RTNL/SP FT (DlA)2

HELICOPTER 19223 5000 3617 3817 6 5.31 0 0
175 KNOTS

COMPOUND 21066 5000' 5929 5929 10 3.65 11.0 49.0
200 KNOTS

SLOWED ROTOR COMPOUND 24654 10000' 6821 6821 9 3.61 4.24 189.7
250 KNOTS

VARIABLE DIA ROTOR COMPOUND 25469 20000' 91s0 9110 13 2.80 4.22 255.6
300 KNOTS

VARIABLE DIA ROTOR SLOWED 28718 20000' 11308 12792 15 2.25 4.27 350.9
350 KNOTS

VARIABLE DIA ROTOR STOWED 26562 20000 W317 10145 13 2.63 3.46 423.8

400 KNOTS

AH-56A 16300 SL 3925 3925 1.67 4.68 10.0 39.3
I183 MAI

- ABC 16000 SL 4490 5560 12.7 2.67 3.96 176.1
277 VAX
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TABLE 3

AH-56A Engine and Propeller Weight Summary

ENGINE SECTION 181.0 lb

ENGINE 892.0

AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM 184.7

ENGINE OIL 44.1

ENGINE CONTROLS 12.1

STARTING 31.0

PROPELLER 333.7

DRIVE SHAFT WEIGHT REDUCTION 53.0

1511.8 lb

TABLE 4

CFS Engine Weight Summary

DIAMETER 3.5 ft 4.25 It 5.0 It

ENGINE 440 407 394

FAN 192 258 348

bGEARBOX s9 13 as

CFS ENGINE 701 741 128

INSTALLATION 140 141 165

STARTING 25 25 25

CONTROLS to 10 10

oi751lb 324 lb 1026 lb1

1752 1145 2052
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* MAIN ROTOR

DIAMETER 51.2 FT
CHNORD AT TIP 27.9 INCHES
CIS AREA 2062 SQ FT

TIP SPEED 660 FT/SEC

TAIL ROTOR

DIAMETER 10 FT
CHORD 1.2 FT
TIP SPEED 644 FT/SEC

PUSHER PROPELLER

DIAMETER 10 FT
Rpm 1717 RPM
TIP SPEED 09" FT/SEC

AREA 105 S0FT
ASPECT RATIO 3.66

HORIZONTAL TAIL

AREA 31.11 SQ FT

VERTICAL TAIL

AREA 24.6 SQ FT

Fig.I All-56A Bseline compound helicopter

OUTPUT POWER SHAFT STATOR & COWL SUPPORT

ACCESSORY DRIVE SYSTEM

TURIOSNAFT CORE ENGINE
INTERGRATED ELECTRONIC CONTROL

(FAN I YUSIIOSIIAF OWES)

REDUCTION G0110X ANGLE DRIVWE

VARIABLE PITCH INLET PARTICLE SEPARATOR CONTOUR
FAN STAGE
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DISCUJSSION

A.Hiackson
liws is more a comment than a 4uestion. The prop fail we talked about yesterday with very high solidity highly
power loaded five prop would match very well with what you are des,.-ribing here. The diameter would not be ally
significantly bigger than the variable pitch fanl you arc showing at that pressure ratio you have there. The prop fill
does not do too well at static b~ecause it stalls butl when you get uip to the 200) knots range its efficiency ought to get
well uip and it still maintains a very compact installation because: the blades would include ver low camber. I'his is
typical to the prop-t an.

(1) Vo~kld the author explain the power plant configuration of the proposed CFS aircraft: in particular. is the
main rotor driveni by the forward propulsion engines or is it separately powered?

(2) Is it envisage~d that the propose~i (FS aircraft will be capable of hovering with one main enigine inoperative.

Author's Reply
()The power plant configuration f.or the convertible fanl shaft engined aircraft utiliz.es a cormvetional free power

turbirw- gas generator with the power turbine output shaft directly coupled to a variable pitch prop fanl and
directly coupled to the tmiin rotor gear box through anl overrunning clutch. Thus, the sam.: gas gencrAtor is
used, to drive the mnain rotor in hover and the prop fanl for cruise and high speed. ib*is shaft arrangement per-
Illits a variable power Split between thle main rotor and propeller such as is shown in Figure 8 of the paper.

12) Thew propose-d convertible fan shaft aircraft would not be capable of htoverin it n nieioeaiea
tile de~sign gross weight: however. after partial u-xpenditurc of the mission fiuel anld the payload, the aircraft
could hover in groutsd effect on onie enigine and/or perform a .oil tAeo.
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AN APPLICATION FOR VARIABLE INLET GUIDE VANES IN DISTORTION SUPPRESSION

by

R.E. Peacock
5enior Lecturer, School of Mechanical tngineering

M.A.R.A. El-Attar
Research Student, School of Mechanical Engineering

Cranfield Institute of Technology,

Bedford, Great Britain.

SUMMARY

* •The Paper conaiders the effects of a distortion upon compressor performanre and discusses a design
technique for inlet guide vanes to decrease the effect of any circumferential pressure distortion. In
the instance of a predicted circumferential distortion, a method of selectivel.- varying the stagger of
a sector of the guide vane row to minimise the effect of change of rotor incidence created by this class
of distortion is investigated analytically. Design charts for both cases are included in the text.

SYMBOLS

A1  - Elemental nerodynamic inlet area % - Guide vane exit air angle
A - Cascade channel areodynamic throat area - Rotor inlet air angle
th 0 -RtriltarageJ

c Blade chord y - Ratio of specific heats
Cax - Axial velocity component - Vorticity
CL Lift coefficient v Frequency 0f distortion
E C - Generalised fluctuating lift function X Stagger angle
G - Kass flow rate p - Density of air

g - Gravitational constant m - Inlet pre-rotation
i - Rotor incidence 0 - Axial velocity ratio
t - Lift 40 - Distortion level

- Width of a prescribed disturbance - Fourier coefficient
N - Mach number based upos blade speed - Reduced frequency

U
m - Mean value

n - Integer - I, 2. 3. SUFFC$ 1 n tt
P - Inlet stagnation pressure

SP - Inlet static pressure dI - in the distorted flow region

R• - Universal gas constant t - trtnsverse component

S(-) - The Sears funtion c - 'airwise cowpOnent
S- Inlet stagntion t~ ature R integer 1 . 3.....

T() Function Qbt~inied by wNack Q.5 Quasi-stqdy
t iTf 6. - ao-Stet4y
U -bade spe.d
u * kotar inlet relative air velocity

y - Tanotial linedr co-Orditnte

Tra#sverw& c w t of ieretnl vel~ity

PV
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The overall effects on the performance of gas turbines of distorting the inlet flow to the
compressor is well known. In general, a reduction in performance is accompanied by reduced surge margin

which can, in certain circumstances, lead to a surge condition. The distortion also creates unsteady

cyclic loading on rotor- blades which cen accelerate fatigue, leading to mechanical failure. Further, the

cyclic loading may act as a noise generator.

Of the various classc.s of distortion that contribute to the complex distortion patterns experienced

in compressors that which is normally reckoned to make the major contribution to reduced performance is
the circumferential distortion. The circumferential pressure distortion in compressors has been the

subject of much modelling and experimental observation. Typically, it may be encountered within intakes

downstream of struts, or may be the major component in a distortion created by a separated flow due to a

high angle of yaw or incidence to the intake. For the installation of ducted fans or propulsors in light
aircraft, pusher configurations are frequently used and a circumferential inlet pressure distortion is

"inherent in the design.

Based upon two-dimensional modelling of the rotor incident flow by velocity triangles, the purpose

of this Paper is to examine, firstly, the effects of both a distortion and the associated time rdte of
change of rotor incidence upon a compressor stage with a prescribed inlet guide vane geometry. Secondly

there is an examination of a method by which inlet guide vanes may be selectively re-staggered around the

compressor circumference to reduce or eliminate the change of rotor lift due to a circumferential
distortion which is steady in nature.

2.0 EFFECTS OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION

2.1 Alteration of Incidence

Aisuming that, in passing through a row of inlet vanes a circumferential distortion is sensed as a

deficit in axial velocity and there is no change in deviation of the inlet guide vane flow, there is from

the velocity triangle, (fig 1).

tana . . at the design condition (1)
1-T

td 0 A0

.tand -M ) -- which accounts for distortion (2)

and Ž--- -= - tana frr no change of deviation at the guide vanes (3)
A-r

Substituting etsbation (3) into (21

tand - A0 (4)

The change of rotor incidence due to the distortion yields

tan Ai tan8 tantdrd ta (8I*tanatan;d

By use of equtiors (1) and (4) the change if incidence may now be resolved in terms of the axial velo ity
ratio, guide vane exit whirl velocity and distorti• change of axial velocity,

Aid = tan' __ ( .I A )',i-•.•@) ( 1-t |.)2 } oI-)
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For a range of values of axial velocity ratio, the change of incidence due to a distortion is plotted
in fig. (5) as a function of the distortion intensity parameter .- , and the pre-rotation T.

Reduced distortion sensitivity may, in general, be associated with low rotor incidence change and
it is seen that, at reduced levels of axial velocity ratio, the incidence change is at its lowest.
Unfortunately, this does not, in general, help the compressor designer because a reduced axial velocity
ratio implies a low mass flow per unit frontal area for the compressor. It may however be concluded that,
becaus-. of the higher blade speed, tip sections of rotors are likely to be less sensitive to distortion

than hub sections.
It is further observed that, at all levels of axial velocity ratio, reduced pre-rotation leads to

reduced incidence change due to distortion and preferred geometries would have negative pre-rotation at
the rotor. Negative pre-rotation types of design tend however to have a high degree of reaction. This
may not be a design disadvantage since experiments (Ref. 1) have indicated that, due to a combination
"of rotational and viscous effects upon rotor rows, reactions significantly greater than 50% could be
advantageous. A further result of negative pre-rotation is that rotor inlet velocities are high and in
a highly loaded compressor, transonic flows, with their associated problems, would be inevitable. Such
a type of design would however demand a close investigation of rotor choking behaviour.

2.2 Mass Flow Criterion
It is often convenient to determine the design mass flow of a compressor by choking the first stage

rotor. The choking mass flow through a rotor element is given (Ref; 2) by:

f 2 - 2 " (6)SLP*J MAX Ath I+ Y +T •* (1u 2

where M - a=,. -- -end is a Mach number based upon blade speed and stagnation inlet temperature.U1 ý9gy R T*

Equation (6) holds for any geometry of rotor blade. Consideripg for example a rotor cascade of
, infinitely thin, flat plate aerofoils, the throat area Ath is related to the elemental inlet area A1

through the stagger angle X by the equation:

Ath = AI Cos A (7)
For this cascade geometry the choking mass flow per unit frontal area of the flow is given (from

equation (6)) by:
SY+l l

21 1 YY1MA 2 u I"

The relationship is plotted in fig. 6 for a range of blade speed mach numbers and stagger angles.

As the blade speed is increased, it is seen that there is a general increase in the level of the
choking mass flow, the effect being most pronounced at low or negative levels of pre-rotation with which
it also increases. As the stagger angle increases however the choking mass flow is progressively
suppressed. The norial rules of compressor design lead for optimku incidence to increased stagger with
reduced or negative pre-rotation and, slnc,) the choking mass flow parameter LK1T1 is normally stipulated
in a design, this fixes the lower limit to which pre-rotation mway bedecreasdi

P0 2 •.3 Time Rate of Irwidence Che.qe
It has been observed cAperirneretally (Rief; 3) that the reaction of rotor blades to circumferential

1, d'i Co ion is dependent upon the time rate of change of incidence as the rotor blade enters a distorted
frey 1 i'. Higher ttme ra'•.s of incidenIe change teed to have a more powerfully de-stabilizing effect upon
t he rotoe areodyiamics (ief; 3) and have led (Ref; 4) to a distOctiOn criterion di similar to the

u F-- Zreduced frequency parameter.

J

*1l7
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The effect o' time rate of change of incidence may be examined mathematically by differentiating

equation (5) with respect to t

d d an 1- (8)
t dttL(0 - AO) ({ 2 +{1-T} 2 } + A (1-T)

Now U is the blade speed
'2d_

and ... , the time dependent effect of a rotor blade through the shear flow at the
dt dt

entry to a circumferential distortion. We may, from equation (8) obtain

did aA . 2 + (l-T) 2  (9)
dt dy A@2 + f02 + (IT) 2 -A (02 -T(l-T)) }2

0

Where = - - =a , the vorticity in the inlet flow.
dy ay

The parameter L. iLd is plotted as a function of the distortion intensity factor .it
; dt

and the pre-rotation level T over a range of axial velocity ratios o in fig. 7.

It is observed that at higher levels of axial velocity ratio this parameter is reduced, suggesting
a better stability at high mass flow levels. In general, this term is also reduced both with reduction

of distortion intensity and pre-rotation. For any distortion intensity encountered then an improved

stab'.Ity might be found with designs of low or negative pre-rotaticn. The inversion noted at low values

of axial velocity ratio and positive pre-rotation is a consequence of the form that the parameter
I... did takes. In physical terms it may be understood that increased vc.,ticity r in a flow is likely

to add to increased time rate of change of inciden.e d-
ait

2.4 Application

Should a compressor installation have the potential for provoking a circumferential distortion, figs:

5,6, and 7 may be used to establish design criteria whereby the effects of the distortion on performance

may be reduced.

Fig 5 may be used as a feature in a comapresser design method and fig. 6 would, in conjunction,

indicate the minimum level of pre-rotation permissible. With appropriate modification of equation (7) a

modified form of fig. 6 would yield limiting data for any geometry of blade. From fig. 5 low values of

axial velocity ratio and low or negative values of pre-rotation are found to be desirable characteristics

in designing for low distortion sensitivity.r
The conclusions gained from the data of fig. 7 are, to some extent, at variance with those of fiq. 5.

In order to reduce L did . a high axial velocity ratio is desirable whereas reduced Mi calls for a low

value of axial velocity ratio. It is seen however that negative pre-rotation reduces the levei e?

4L .qd . re-inforcing thu criterion established in section 2.1 where negative pre-rotatlon reduce- t!=)
Change Of incidence Ai

The comparative importance of the •id term and the 1 did term is not yet quantifiable since little
is known of the effects upon cascade performance of time'rate of change of incidence. Certainly, although

the effects of circumferential distortion may be reduced by including this feature in a design method,

they cantot be eTiminated entirely.

.V4
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For a known compressor grometry, assuming quasi-steady response of the rotor, fig.5 may be used to

assess the effect of distortion on compressor performance. With an eventual knowledge of unsteady response

characteristics of rotors, the method may be used with more confidence. Fig. 5 may also be used to assess

the relative sensitivities of different compressors to distortion.

3.0 VARIABLE GEOMETRY CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Transverse Gust Elimination

One component of the change of rotor incident velocity due to a circumferential distortion is the

transverse gust analysed by Sears (Ref: 5) ind this may be related to a change of lift. It is an

"elimination of the transverse gust, and hence the associated change of lift, that is proposed here. This

involves selective re-staggering of the inlet guide-vanes in the region of the known circumferential

distortion in order that the rotor inlet flow angle 3 remains constant (fig. 2)

S Considering the velocity triangle in fig 2.

tana = the design condition, holds. (10)

When subjected to a disturbance of magnitude A0 however, maintenance of constant B is obtained by

a new guide vane exit angle given by:

&,,tanad = ~(1+ Ati:' ... d T + AT I )

ani a change of pre-rotation given by:
AT (1T (12)

The change of guide vatne exit angle A, is obtained from

tntan a - tanad (13)'-i1 tar~tan = tan (01 - d) -= an a~

I1 tana tanad

Substituting from equations (I0), (11) and (12) into (13) the change of guide vane exit angle is

resolved in terms of the mass flow coefficient, the pre-rotation and the distortion intensity factorAi

I Act . tan"

: (I- A• (02+ T' +TA•

This relationship is plotted in fig. 8.

As may be anticipated, small disturbances need only small corrective angles to the inlet guide vanes

though this increases with reducing level of irass flow coefficient. The maximum correction is needed for
designs in the range of pre-rotation from 0 > i > -0.2 depending upon the distortion intensity encountered.

It may be noted that the inlet guide vane reset is alwayi to increase the pre-rotation, so that the

reset of individual guide vanes by this method is akin to the operation of a row of variable inlet guide
vanes under part speed performance. It may also be noted that this correction calls for guide vane

rotation to reduce distortion effect opposite in sense to that proposed in the design method (section
., 2.)).

In particularly adverse conditions of low axial velocity ratio and high distortion intensity.

correction angles are peohibitively high and are not likely to be obtained in practice.

A
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3.2 Longitudinal Gust Elimination

A second effect of the change of incident flow that results from a distortion is a change in the level

of the chordwise component of incident velocity. Horlock (Ref:6) has investigated this theoretically and
shown that under certain circumstances, the change of lift on an aerofoil due to a chordwise gust may be

of the same order as that due to a transverse gust.

The elimination of the chordwise gust component in a distortion may be achieved by a selective
restaggering of the inlet guide vanes in the region of a distortion to maintain the chordwise component

of velocity constant. From fig. 3 it is seen that this involves a change of guide vane exit

angle (ad-a) to produce a change of blade inlet angle (a -ad). The resulting change of pre-rotation

becomes:

yielding a guide vane re-staggering of

11 A. -1 an -T
"Aad tan (0 - O)W,2 + 12) - A

The required change of angle Au is plotted for various axial velocity ratios 4 in terms of the
pre-rotation T and distortion intensity factor q.in fig. 9.

At low values of axial velocity ratio, fig. 9 indicates a design geometry for which no correction of

stagger angle is needed virtually irrespective of the distortion intensity factor £.L. This occurs when
the guide vane exit flow and the rotor relative velocity are perpendicular so that the Au effect is

minimal.

3.3 Suppresion of Both Compoents of Distortion

When a rotor is subjected to a circumferential pressure distortion there are two effects upon the
lift; that (ALt) due to increase of incidence, the transverse gust, and that (ALL) due to the reduction

in the chordwise component of velocity, the chordwise gust.

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present criteria by which the transverse gust effect ALt may be eliminated
through preferential re-staggering of the guide vanes in the region of a known. steady and quantifiable
distortion. In each case however, the elimination of one component of incremental lift enchances the

other. In this section, based on the unsteady thin aerofoil theories of Sears (Ref; 5) and Horlock
(Ref; 6) a design criterionis presented by which the resultant component of the fluctuating lift may be

minimised. When quasi-steady flow is assumed, a simple practical design criterionis obtained.

The disturbance in the inlet flow ahead of the guide vanes may be expressed by the Fourier series:-

AO 40on Sin (2ff ny/I) (4

Where Z is the width of the disturbance measured in the circumferential direction y.

Assuming no change in the deviation from the inlet guide vanes, the inlet disturbance Aý results in
a chordwlse and transverse components of disturbance given from fig. (4) by:-

Auc -. cos(C, a m)

sin %~
SAvt sin(
II
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th
Considering the n- term of the Fourier series, the disturbance components are given by:-

"Acn on cos~m (cot - tan~m) eJVt (15)

AVtn- A~on Cosom (1 + cot cotom) eJVt (16)

The non-dimensional inlet relative velocity is obtained from fig (4) as:-

.Lu _ l _(17)
sinBm (cotcx + cotom )

Taking equations (16) and (17) into consideration, the transverse component of the lift

fluctuation is given by:-

2 1 + cota tanom Jvt
2TUAon m ea S(.)tn 2TUA ~~

cota + cotom

which reduces to

AL tn 2TPU AOon e S(w)

where S(w) is Sears function (Ref. 5)

v 21rUn/t is the frequency
2•rn

and w -s- inam (cota + cotom) is the reduced frequency.

The chordwise component of lift fluctuation is obtained from Ref. (6) and equations (15) and (17)
V.: giving:-

AL 27rpU 2 AO cotfm cota - cot(om eJVt i T(w)cn on cot" + cotBm

Which reduces to:-

ALcn 2rpU2 A4 on ejvt i - - T(w) (19)

Where T(w) is a function defineJ by Horlock (Ref. 6)

Since Sears end Horlock's solutions are linearisd. the resultant fluctuating lift component is

obtained by superimposing equations (18) and (19) yielding

An (20)
S2i7pU 2 A~on eJvt

Where
•'~ S t,.¢, .s() -i A T(ý) (21)

and A (o.i) p 0l- (22)

The fu-etion E ( reduces to Morlock function 4 (,•,J€) of Ref. (6) when , 0 . This funtion
is plotted in fig. (10) for various values of iA and a range of reduced frequencies fr () to S.m . The
function A is plotted in fig. (11) versus t for different levels of mass flow ratio @.

&
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If quasi-steady flow is assumed, w = 0. then S(w) I 1 and T(u,) 2 2. The fluctuating lift can be

eliminated by setting E 0, yielding

iA -0.5 (23)

In this instance the incidence (angle of attack) is given by:-

0.5 0
iqs " (24)

where q.s. stands for quasi-steady case.

For all 0 4 0.5, when ,2 = T(l-t), infinite incidence is required to eliminate lift fluctuations.

Since there is practical upper limit to the design incidence and the mathematical derivations are only

rigoruus for small values of i, high values of A are required to satisfy equation (23) in the practical

range. Fig. (12) shows a plot of equation (24) for various values of €. It can be seen that for all €,

values of negative pre-rotation r yield practical values of i. Only for high values of 0>1 that values

of i<400 can be obtained over the whole range of t. It is, therefore, recommended that designs with
negative pre-rotation shall be less sensitive to lift fluctuation and noise. This is again in

agreement with the results of section 2 which were obtained by a different approach.

Equation (23) was derived on a quasi-steady basis. However from fig (10) it can be seen that the

function E, and hence •*Ln, is minimised when iA 0.3-0.5, which gives

* ~0.6i i1n 41(5qs ns qs (25)

where ns stands for the non-steady case.

Equation (25) validates the above analysis for the un-steady case as well, as far as the design

*4 trend is concerned.

For accurate quantitative estimates, further theoretical and experimental investigations are

required.

3.4 Application

Fig. 13 indicates a steady circiferential distortion measured in the intake annulus of the fan for

the R.F.B. Fanliner. This aircraft uses a pusher fan situated immediately downstream of the wing and

fuselage intersection.

In such circumstances it becomes possible to calculate the circumferential variation in stagger of
inlet guide vanes in order to reduce or eliminate the fluctuating incremental lift of the passing rotor

blades. Where a fan is not normally fitted with inlet guide vanes, as with the R.F.B. Fanliner, they

could be fitted locally in the region of the measured wakes (fig. 13).

N The technique involves the use of the fan or compressor design parameters. pre-rotation Y. and axial
velocity ratio .ý. The solution, a prediction of the inlet guide vane reset A&, depends upon the

distortion intensity factor F•. fig. 8 gives directly the value of &s to eliminate the chorise gust

effect and fig. 9 gives the value to eliminate the transverse gust effect. Fig. 10. 11 and 12 may be

used to obtain the guide vane setting to give a nett minimum incrwntal lift.

3.5 Limitations of the Method

It is assumed that the flow deviation at the inlet guide vane exit remains constant under all

conditions. In some cases large changes in stagger are needed, with associated chanse of incidence

so in these cases this assumption may not be valid.

In calcula. 'ng lift variation AL with incidence it is assumed that the rotor respoose is linear.
The model is the'efore limited to unstalled flow.

ii



Although the method allows for the transverse and chor~dmse gust effects in the flow, no account

is taken of the effect of vorticity that will also be encountered. In section 2.3 an indication is given

of how a design may accomodate to some extent this effect, but the relative importance of the shear flow

term is not yet understood. It is known that a shear flow term ) has a marked effect upon an

isolated stationary areofoil (Ref; 7).

For a rotor this term is closely related to the term W (equation 9) and is likely to affect the lift

finally developed. This is the subject of theoretical and experimental research programmes in progress

at Cranfield.

The method as proposed takes no account of unsteady flow effects and it has been observed that,

particularl-y in the presence of large scale disturbances, these can be significant (Ref. 3).

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Two methods are presented in which an account may be taken of a quantifiable pressure distortion in

a known location. In both methods, the design parameters, pre-rotation F. axial velocity 0 and the

off-design parameter, the distortion intensity factor , are needed.

Using the first method, a reduction in distortion sensitivity can be accomplished by an appropriate

choice of pre-rotation (or inlet guide vane stagger) and axial velocity ratio. These data may also be

used to assess performance change of a rotor row of known geomtry and response.

The second method involves selective re-staggering of inlet guide vanes in the annulus sector

affected by a distortion. The transverse gust effect, or the longitudinal gust effect, or the combined

effect of both can be reduced depending upon the degree of re-staggering employed. '.;e method does not

however account for the vorticity effects present in the flow.
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FIG. 1 PERTURBATION OF A ROTOR INLET VELOCITY

TRIANGLE WITH A DISTORTED FLOW

FIG. 2 EFFECT OF RESTAGGERING INLET GUIDE VANE

TO ELIMINATE TRANSVERSE GUST EFFECT

•L'd II

FIG. 3 EFFECT OF RESTAGGERING INLET GUIDE VANE

TO ELIMINATE CI.ORDWISE GUST EFFECT

J'

FIG. 4 ROTOR Of FLAT PLATES MOVING THROUGM

DISTURBAK•E IN INLET FLOW A&•,A OF

INLET GUIDE VANEI•
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DISCUSSION

H.LGreb
"In yoi. paper the local flow distortion is defined as the local tha'ige of the flow coefficient. There are two types of
flow distortions

distortions due to local stagnation pressure losses ahead of the compressor

distortion due to curved duct walls ahead of the compressor.

Does the theory presented hold for both types of distortions?

Author's Reply
It will hold for both types of distortion providing they are sensed purely in the circumferential direction. If there-
fore one had a non-axisymmetric intake for a gas turbine engine which gave a distortion around the annulus one
could design for that feature. If one had a stagnation pressure deficit which could have been introduced by an up-
Atream strut or perhaps by a high turning manoeuvre creating distortion in the inlet, one can design for that as well.
The main restriction however is that we are speaking of distortions which will vary only slowly with time, and per-
haps I should have mentioned this because I may have inadvertently mislead you. When I speak of the uns'eady in-
cidence as quasi steady, I am not suggesting that the blades are actually moving in an angular manner. The blades are
set at that incidence to take account of unsteady flow at entry.

J.Kurzak
Do you need a variable guide vane for all stages of the compressor if you get a multistage compressor? If we do
have, say, a two-compressor engine, and you say that you keep the lift coefficient constant over the compressor you
probably do not attenuate the distortion. You are carrying it through the first compressor and give it ;o the next
one and have the problem there.

Author's Reply
The type of solution I have been speaking of is probably best applying to a single stage fan. In the case of the multi-
stage compressor one could in fact seek for two types of solution. The one that we proposed here which will then
maintain the distortion through the machine and would need to have variable stages down through the machine to
accommodate this. Alternatively, one could carry out a slightly different type of analysis, where instead of mini-
mizing on the fluctuating lift, one in fact would maximize on the fluctuating lift to attenuate the distortion by the
second stage of the machine. If one goes for that type of solution one has the problem both of the fatigue life of the
blade which is involved in the large perturbation and of the noise which is provoked. I am afraid that in the multi-

A" stage application we are in a cleft stick and we can either go to the type of solution which we propose and which as 1
said is mainly applicable to the single stage or the latter solution which calls for very robust blades.

74I
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THE PREDICTION AN4D OPTIMISATION OF VARIABLE
GEOMTRY STATORS FROM COMPRESSOR BASIC DATA

by
P.A. Whiteman M.Sc.

Rolls-Royce (1971) Limited
Aero-Division - Bristol

P.O. Box 3
Filton

Bristol BS12 7QB

SUMMARY

With high perfortaance axial flow compressors of the type being developed today,
there is a positive requirement 7or variable geometry. The amount of variable geometry
required in terms of the number of variable stators rows, the stator travel and rate of
travel are all important parameters. The effects of these parameters on compressor
performance can be predicted and optimised using the "stage stacking" method of analysis.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Alf • change of blade stagger angle
"R gas constant

3 Joules equivalentA- C Specific heat at constant pressure
Ratio of specific heats

/0 air density
M Mach number
T total temperature
t static temperature
P total pressure
p static pressure
Va axial velocity
W air mass flow

gas angles
Kb annulus boundary layer blockac , factor

blade angles
'" blade deflection4i 6 blade deviation
U blade rotational speed
FD stage static pressure rise function

adiabatic efficiencl

Suffixes

0 stage entry
1 rotor entry
2 rotor exit
3 stator entry
4 stator exit
al alignment point
r rotor
s stator
st stage

*i •INTRODUCT ION

r The type of compressor being developed today for the high bypass ratio low specific
fuel consumption engine calle for a high degree of technology.

The implications of achieving a low weight, low fuel consumption and high thrust on

the high pressure compressor is to increase the aerodynamic loading, i~e. maximum
pressure ratio with the minimum number of stages. This cannot be achieved without a
"penalty. If we examine Fig. 1, which is a typical overall characteristic obtained from
a high pressure ritio, high loading axial flow compressor, we can see that off design
performance is severely restricted.

The part speed performance of the compressor is degraded by the effect of rotating
stall and thus, the restaggering of stator blades to reduce the stall region will improve
"the performance. Having defined a requirement for variable geometry stators, we now
need a method to predict their effect on the compresso.r performance map. The problem
arises now of what variable geometry to incorporate into the compressor since there are
several parameters which have to be decided. These area-

1) The number of variable stator rows.

2) The angular movement of each variable stator row and the
Srelation to the movement of other variable stators.
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3) The rate of blade movement, i.e. the compressor speed
range over which movement of the stator blades is
required.

Initially, we need a method to accurately simulate the part speed performance of
the compressor. Then we need to determine the effects of variable geometry stators and
to optimise the variable geometry to give the best possible starting characteristics
and an adequate surge margin to cater for engine acceleration conditions.

In recent studies by Rolls-Royce (1971) Ltd., it has been found possible to satisfy
these requirements by adopting a method of compressor analysis based on stage stacking,
i.e. a method whereby individual stage performance is derived and then all the stages
"stacked" together to give an overall performance.

Details of the work carried out at Rolls-Royce and the main points of the stage
stacking program used are included in the following text. Basic equations are included
in Appendix 1.

BACKGROUND

These problems became evident at Rolls-Royce several years ago. A programme had been
set up to develop a high pressure ratio, high loading axial flow compressor. A rig had
been built with a design target of achieving a 16:1 pressure ratio in 9 stages. To
reduce costs, the rig utilised adjustable vanes for each stator row as opposed to variable
vanes. With the vanes set at their nominal design angles, a characteristic as shown in
Fig. 1 was achieved.

The need for variable geometry was evident, and in an attempt to determine the best
variable geometry system, a tstage stackingt computer simulation of the compressor was
attempted.

A successful simulation of the compressor was obtained in as much as a reproduction
of the test characteristic was achieved.

The stage stacking program was then used to determine the schedule for the variable
geometry stators which solved the part speed performance problems and eliminated the

\ ~' rotating stall. It was found that increasing the number of variable stages improved the
il part speed performance. The final number of variable stages was decided by offsetting
i. the effectiveness of additional stages against the increased manufacturing costs.

The scheduling finally selected is shown in Fig. 2 and the characteristic determined
by this schedule is shown in Fig. 3. The rig compressor was later modified to include
variable geometry to this standard and the test results achieved are shown compared to
the prediction in Fig. 3.

Since this work was started, it was decided to use this compressor with the first
stage removed as the core compressor for the RB.401 engine. A characteristic for this
compressor was predicted using the stage stacking analysis and the variable geometry
optimised.

Modifications to the compressor to achieve the required sirge margins were recommended
based on the stage stacking analysis. These modifications have recently been incorporated
into the rig compressor. Rig results and engine running to date indicates that the
compressor behaviour is as prediction.

Recently, stage stacking predictions have been made which show a potential use fur
M this compressor in other engine cycles. Modifications of the variable geometry schedulecan be used to alter the speed/flow relationship at high compressor speeds.

The stage stacking program utilises the compressor geometric parameters from the
design data, and blade row loss coefficients determined from test data.

A The use of the program is divided into two phases:-

1) Achieving a satisfactory simulation of the compressor test characteristic.

2) The use of this simulation to predict the effect of mechanical changes.

The program calculates overall compressor performance for various air mass flow and
compressor speed relationships. Individual stage performance is also calculated. The
modifications which can be made to the compressor are:-

1) The effect of variable geometiy stators on any stage can be determined.

2) The effect of recambering or restaggering of blades can be determined.

3) The centrifugal twist on rotor blades can be simulated.

4) The effect of air bleeds on compressor performance can be simulated. Bleed off-takes
at rotor or stator exits can be accommodated.

-:



UTILISATION OF PROGRAM

The program input consists of the compressor geometry, i.e. annulus dimensions, mean
diameter blade data, design air angles and efficiencies and blade row loss/incidence
curves obtained from compressor test.

The calculation of the loss incidence values is detailed in Appendix 1. As can be
seen from t is, the calculation of these parameters from test data is dependant on the
values of 0Z0 and 0(2. Standard practice is to use design values for the reduction of
the loss incidence relationship.

Thus, unless the compressor operates in the exact manner in which it was designed,
these values are incorrect. Certainly in off design cases, where there will be changes
in blade deviation thus causing changes in 0( 0 and 0(2, these values are incorrect.

As a result, it has been found impossible to utilise the loss incidence curvesdirectly since the measured loss curves are misaligned with regard to both loss and

incidence. Hence, be.ore an accurate simulation of the compressor characteristic
can be obtained, the loss curves have to be aligned correctly.

Initially, a point is chosen from the t'est characteristic on which the loss curves
are to be aligned. This point is best chosen as close to the design point as is possible,
preferably a point on a constant speed line where the efficiency is at a peak. This is
"designated the 'alignment point'. The alignment mass flow, pressure ratio and speed are
used as inputs to the program.

The point corresponding to this alignment point on each of the loss/incidence curves
is noted and an a3ignment incidence is determined for rotors and stators as shown in
Fig. 4. This alignment incidence is determined for all stages through the compressor
and is used a! an input to the program.

K. All program calculations are performed at passage mid height.

A continuity calculation into the first rotor yields an incidence at the alignment
point (using the flow and speed from the alignment). This incidence should equal the
incidence specified on the first rotor loss curve, but is not generally the case due
to the misalignment of these curves.

The program now modifies the loss/incidence curve for the first rotor. The loss
curve is moved with respect to incidence such that the loss specified by the alignment
point incidence lies over the incidence calculated from the continuity equation.

The continuity calculation at the inlet to the first stator yields stator incidence.
The first rotor loss curve is now moved vertically to achieve the rotor efficiency and
the stator loss curve moved horizontally to align with the incidence calculated.

A continuity calculation at the second rotor inlet plane yields the second rotor
incidence. Using the stage efficiency, the stator loss curve is aligned vertically.
The second rotor loss curve can now be aligned horizontally.

This process is repeated until all the loss curves have been aligned. The gas angles,
0a0 and 0(2, used in the alignment process are those input which are usually design values.

As we have already noted, these angles may not be those at which the compressor operates.
Thus a further operation is necessary. The pressure ratio calculated by this process is
now compared to that specified in the input data ard if there is a discrepancy, the O0(
and O( 2 values are modified by a fixed increment urtil the correct alignment pressure ratio
is achieved.

SPROGRAM FEATURES

The program contains the following features:-

1) Variable geometry may be specified. This is achieved by specifying a constant for
each variable blade row and a graph of variable geometry.

"A constant is input for each blade row. If this constant is zero there is no variable
geometry for that blade row. The alternative to zero is a number corresponding to the
angular ijoveme t in degrees required for that blade row. A graph is specified of

Sagainst compressor speed where

is the constant input for each blade row

is the required restagger.

The value of A(V /A(-4) interpolated at the compressor speed specified is multiplied
by the constant o achieve the required restagger.

For example, if the following constants are input to the program:-

)for inlet guide vane 40
• for the first stator 30

for the second stator 10

J V
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and the following graph used,

A

RPM 8*000
the implied schedule will be:-

40INLET CUoD VAIJE.

40
I- 1£SET STATOR.

°o PPM. o oo
2) Bleeds taken from the compressor are allowed for by including a flow factor in the

input data for each stage, where

FF = Mass flow entering rotor

Mass fl'ia entering compressor

for FF positive. If FF negative then

S-FF = Mass flow entering stator
Mass flow entering compressor

3) Splitting of the loss coefficient curves can be simulated by means of a graph of
icor/~w versus blade inlet Mach number for each loss curve. Input to the program

for each blade row is a Mach number graph indicator, this being 1 or 0. 1 indicated
that a Mach number/loss correction graph is required for that blade row.

&2•o is the corrected loss coefficient.

C1  is the loss coefficient interpolated from the
aligned loss curves.

Thus to achieve a split characteristic, the loss coefficient interpolated from the
aligned loss curve is multiplied by W4.,/ w., interpolated from the specified curve
using inlet Mach number.

N 4) At points other than the alignment point the blade outlet air angles are modified by
using a graph which modifies the blade deviation. This graph is of the form

• versus
i Eat Eel

This correlation is derived from data presented by Howell, ref. 1. Modification of
this curve is possible. It has been found from analysis on several compressors that
different curves for off design deviation are required to achieve an accurate

*"alignment. Typical curves are shown in fig. 5.

5) For all points calculated in the program, a function FD is determined for each stale,
where FD is a stage pressure rise coefficient parameter. See Appendix I.

For a given compressor stage at a given compressor rpm the peak value of t:qe pressure
rise coefficient is designated the point at which *he stage stalls. By overlaying
stage stall lines on the compressor characteristic, a prediction of the surge line can

* be made. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6.

6) A plotting routine is available to plot the aligned loss coefficients, pressure rise
coefficients and the overall characteristics.

C-.
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APPENDIX 1

BASIC UWQATIONS:- I

GuessMt * V ,

V4L W 1V .t 0.•. A.I o
Ma Vo(0. I

iterate on MO

Guess V(

i:;., d• : Tan- Us/v,,- a •)

P3  - .C

TO
'•.• T0  *AT.

T3 Tc, ATo
* Guess N3

ir3/(, M 0")

iterate onM3; iterate on

PA. . ~ ~ c
m~

W Repeat for each stage

Pressure Ratio PA(at tce

Check: Pressure Ratio eomýared to Alignment Pressure Ratio
O( 0 Can 0(2 Eodi1'%dl to give Al. Pres-ure Ratio.

?The following caleulations are then performed for eafh stage&-

S~~~~~~P,- .(• - ''
.4

aM.) Cos 0(. II
k~-J



Thus rotor loss curve aligned

*Allowing stator loss curve to be aligned

0( used to determine off designfdeviation correction

where-±

and U,4 ?

After alignment, for other points, the calculations are repeated with (4and

(Lis derived fr~om loss curves Input.-



DISCUSSION I
IH.Ahrendt

Referring to figure 3 your plotted predicted surge line is identical with the rig characteristic. Did you actually
measure the compressor surge line? For me, there is a surprisLitg good correspondence between predicted and
measured data.

4
Author's Reply

Yes, we did. At each speed we neasured the flow and the pressure ratio and took that out to the surge point. We
measured that on test.

II.Grkb
In the performance map on figure 3 the line of optimum efficiencies lies rather close to the surge line. My questions

Would you fear engine stability problems in •he case of a turbofan due to the moderate level of surge margin, if

you set the working line close to optimum efficiencies?

Did you make an attempt to increase the distance between surge line and optimum efficiency line, for example,
by the introduction of a further row of variable stators?

Author's Reply
I don't really think it is necessary for engine stability to have a large separation between ",uarge line and optimum

efficiences. But having said that we did in fact do some work orn the compressor and attempted to move the surge
line further away from the peak efficiency. In doing this work we utiliscd this programme to try to determine what
blades changes were needed in the compressor to achieve this end. Later test results have shown that this was
successul.u

II.Grieb

Could you imagine that you would have a good chance for a progress in achieving more distance between optimum
efficiencies and surge linc when applying more variable stators?

Authors Reply ~
SNo, I don't think you would have needed more variable stators. If you took at the way we put the variable stators

in (%ee Fig.2) you will scc that at the 100% point we have no variable geometry. They are all at their design con-
ditio" Thli variablc geometry we hive put is not goin to affect the "~ita=: of peak efflvicacic-i and surge tine.

M.Ginaud
Dans votre expose it est fait mention d'un %;ompresseur i trois grilles d'aubes variables. La premiere grille (I.G.V.) a
un calage de 60' (voir Fig.2). Ne pensez-vous pas qu, cefte valeur est cxcessive et p'ut entralner des decollements
sur I'aubagc I G V qui peuvent annuler l'cffct dc psý'rotatioa do t'ecouleitut. Quelle est. i volre avis, Ua liaite Iipratique de ct anl dv giratiou?

4Author's Reply
Well, this is true. By adaptitng very high changes of twirl, that is very high movemeni.s of the inlet guide vane, we
did in fact create probenis for ouwrslvcs because ohf itidcacc range and such like. We, hi fact, ,resianed this blded
row to have its optitiutn ittnidenc at a ooint below the ILM) desiut conditions for tce compressor. By this, we
prescrved reasouable workuig down to a fairly tow rpm and did not uifi:aatly comtproulise the bad load at the

S~auce your progranun is able to p'cdict the surge tine vey e.xctly t have¢ the question. I it poe.x.ble to pedc~t

'urge tot distoetwd tI" cudtion d also ttOw htali4 bl row when n thi plugtaun ?

I doat featlty knOwA. WV have tWever attCpttm~td to took at diltorte'd tIOW cOrdfidriOris. Wet have On!) use~d siteady %titc
not defote.-d distrubutionsk 4t the inlet. It may be siomewhat difficult to deal with that a tt it vety tamplified
prouVARAmiv 4ad W tfa used to a Mu0 414aw c;akultit ottnly. out basic dait we usI as the input to the progrtamm
4r: min radius values. theref•r4e W tuiOt only uie a %AircuMf tteal dvitorti.a or eOvn a radial Ltsttm but it
*il ptobably bv very diticult tu do to. Althu•oh I iadmt wi- tave uoked in fact to tip twist due to centrifuiw
efoecs. But I Waink iwle dilatWOti. Would be out oa dtwe sope o whata basacally a vcey kunpLe ptftamine.

1I:1
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PREDICTION DE PERFORMANCES D'UN COMPRESSEUR A GEOMtTRIE VARIABLE 1

PAR UN CALCUL. DE SIMULATION

par Pierre BRY ot Yves LE BOT

C ~~~Off"c Uaio#Wa d'Etue,% it do RedIWehos Adrospotao (ONIERA)
.2 ~92320 C04101on IWtasnce

L'offet do la gdoadtrie variable *at 4tuAlid rnumriquament. !n
approximation dana 104criturs dos ddriv4es dons lo sons axial pormot do
caloulor l'dcoulocent inoyen (uniform., t igontiolloment) en rdgims aubsoniqtin,
tranasonique ot suporsoniquO r4yersible, en tenart comptoa des portes dues aux
frottements, dissipation dos aillagos, non adaptation dos bords d'attaque,
variations do soctionsi. les prdvisions du calcul sont compardos aus r~suitate

expdimetau otns ur un Oompzrooaour I aubos calage rdglable k l'rrilt

PREDICTION OF VARIABLE GEOMETRY COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCES (1OFF DESIGN)

SUNZ4&R

Effect of variable geometry is investigated with a numerical method.
This approach, bazed on a simplified way of writing derivatives with respect to
the axial direction, allows to calculate the troughi flow (uniform tanqentially)
in subsonic, tramssonio and supersonic rogimaso provided no shock waves eccur in

the alclaton pane. Te oeral flw " si3takes into account 1osses caused
by fluid friction, wake mixing, angle of attack, oroas section variation. 1f.3u~lts

ofcomputation amcmae oeprmna aaobtained on a low speed compressor

C; Coefficient do porto-s a condaires, foaotior& A Ayon du moyeu.
du reyon.

RAY04 du Carter extarn*.
Otaleur maazique b, prossion cutatant..

?oPnto do 14 ligt do orw diw=

fsate diu cart-or taterne. wcxnd ofrceoeteofui.

~eao ~ cateroxtrne7' Tempdrtuxr. dlari4l an axes abaolua.

IR V~ents do la tangenlt. au eqaloltto doune, &Ube S osenaia.dL vts.
dapa Is plaA tangent 4 ume aurface to Coumet. Composante 4aea'dAJ1e do 1a vitesso ea axc

uatlolua.
it bitt 0

~ Coposnteaxial. 4. la vtteaoa.

etat~u. - Viteaso alitale zoye!r.ce 6 14 traveft4o d'ua

1rvaoft 414nte . grile ta~ue uW urwodeCart. t

Akimym. *Angle V40l do sattle.



Port de harg, iPfw~t- jD P.malarwe des sillages daie; lea espacea inter-roues ou
Pert de harg. W t? .I~ F:aux ph6nombnes secondaires pr~s des parois, pour no

,~w. citer quo lea principalos causes d'irrgversibilit~s,
0 it Coeficint d pore doont assimildes S des gdndrations d'entropie entre plans discrets.

"j" 2 Xi ljo P/ 145 1 1 est alors ais, par compaiaisen des relev6s expdrimentaux aux
Acoroaaaement rdaultata du calcul num4rique, do corriger .ldi

Acrismrtd'entropie. et notainaent si lion dispose do relev~s locaux
1t2 * de dbit,(rdpartition radiale de pression d'arrt~t, de tempd-Coefficient d-dbt rature d'arr~t ou. de toute autre grandeur) de

corrigor aucou..iiveraeft lt Iv a tio lsd
Y; Coefficient dlac-croissement do pression en pour la description de l'4coulement dana chaque roue

fluids incompressible, et obtenir ainsi un ensemble de donnndes num~riques
(.P- P.)qui sont parfois plus cohdrentes m~me que lea

Coefficient do pression statique, raitt ~di~naxpormn is

Zu Vitesse nulie pour uno grille fixe (&).:
2 - FWHULATION QEMEAIE DES EQUAIONS DlU SIL4LUTEUR

NUMEIQUE

INDICES 2.1 - Evooth~ses fondamentales

n. Rang d'une roe Le simulateur numdrique utilise l'hypo-
th~se de l'dcouleinent axisym4trique moyen (5] avec

4 it - Plan d'entr~e h l'extdrieur de Is roue. is restriction suppl~wntaire dtatfoes h ligne
mco'enne radiale, ce qui 4lisine, comm on Ie verra

4'. Plan d'entrde hk l'intgriaur do Is roue. plus loin, l'introduction do forces volumiques dans

441 +1 Plan do section do passage minimale. la&utos[]
Nous aous limitons ici au cas d'un

4,n + Plan de sortie. compresseur axial comprenant In 6tsges compoass
chacun d~ufle roue mobile et dtun redrosseur fire.
Four chacuine do ces roues nous nous bornorons h

- INTODUCTON l'tude du plan d'entr~e, du plan do section do
passage minimale et du plan de sortie. Entre. chacun

Leaburauxd' tuds ds cnstucturz do do ces; plans, une 96n~rtion d'entropie reprdsentera les diveises
moteurs d' aviation diaposent actuellement de irr~vesibilit~s.
not~breuses mdthodes pour ls calcul. do ltdooulement
h travors los comprosseura et lea turbines. bMais
comae i'am ontr6 rdcesmmnt is journ~e do confron- Duefgngnrl osspoosqal
tation des m~thodes d'6valuation do performances Duef~ngnrl osspoosqol
organis~e par l'AGARD f1], cei. calculs no permettont iluide remplit complatement is veins quiluii est

pinsdo r~vor moc ue pdcison uffiant leofferte, le d~crochage du compressour correspondent
foncionenint ors dapatin d coomacine et justoment hL l'impoaaibilit6 dtobtention d'une tells

notanaent leur limits do dacrochage. La principales ouinpu n aordnd udbt aal
diffculd poviet duneconnissnceinsufisnt~ plan do la section do passage minimale nous tiendrons

dos pertes, mais aussi de ce que lea divers compto do l'dpaissour des aubes au moyen d'un facteur
programmes do calcul sont mal adapt~s par leur d'obatruction g6omdtrique.
structure m~ine h Ilasidlioration des ach~mas prenantEniiscpabitdaiaodsivr
on compto loa irrdversibillitds. ni acmaiiidrdaedsdvr

filets do courant eat assurdo par ia condition
Crs oruiu rgam oclu d'4quilibre radial, dont l'4criture constitue Ia

simplifid a At6 6tabli bh 1'ONERA on vue surtout do souls hypothbso siaplificatrice do ce calcul.
permattre la pr6vision do l'offet dos modifications

-4g~om~triques apportde3 hk un coapresseur ou h uiO 2.2 - Equation de continuit4. DWfinition des
61turbine lorsque los performasncos mu point dtadap- rayons homoloniues

tation sont connues. Un tol programme, ddaignd sous
1e nom de 'simulateur nuindrique des turbomachines" Si nous d4signons par t la fraction de
ase trouvo sp6cialement bien adapt6 h ltdtudo des circonfdrenco offert6amu fluide L. chaque rayon
performances des compresseurs h calage variable,
clest pourquoi am prdaentation a 6t inoluse dana - t=. dona lea plans 4 -4-4 f 4 'n et 4 'n+iJ
ce cycle do ccrnl'rencea sur lea "Turbomachinos h
gdomdtrie variable et bL cycles multiples".-da lapas4t4,ouaet

Limi6 hl~mproxmaton 1l'paiaaeur des mubes et ? lur nombre.

moyan comme la mdthode mater(ielle [2] et la m~thode Ltdquation de oontinuit6 qui, dana l'hypo-
des courburos (3], le aisulateur num~rique pr4sc ite thbiae d'un ddoulo9ment axisym6trique s'~crit
llavantage sur le schdaa plus ancien do l'actuateur
(4] do considdrer auccessivemont lee p.iFns d'entr,5e, Ai '.u.) ( tr -t)
do section do passage minimale et do soi'tie de +
chaque grille, fixo ou mobile, dtun compresseur ou
d 'ure turbine. Ltl'ypoth~'se fondamentale du progranne otintriisdolviseet -
eat quo le3 perturbations induites par chaque grille Uddfirlaontn

sont convoctdes par he fluide mai3 qu'ellea n'influ- acopsns xalprt
oncent pas les sections so trouvant on anont doeecuat# ol u
celleo4ni silos prennent nairsance. Dans ce cadre, t
lea irr6versibilitds qui peuvent 6tra duos soit ht (2)- -

l'altmque non idapt~e des aubagea, h in diffusion do
116ooulement danj ins canaux interaubos divarpents,
au frottement sum les parois fixes ou mobiles, mu

'T7;



Noun ddsignerons par rayons homologues dana deux:4+
plans d indices It et wm diffdrents, deux rayons -n14+

-~et 4. corrospondant h la nome vaelur de 6n781n0 V

d4±finie par Pas3
4n+6

(3) 9~J PtU, =/ pzPt /

2.3 - Equation d'6ouilibre radial

les aube.5 6tant suppoades radiales, laAx
projection sur un rayon de l'4quation dui mouvement - -
s'dcrit done I 'bypothbse d'un 6ooulement axisym6-

triqueFig. I - Sc/idma d'un compresseur multidtage, d~finition des plans de
ca/cut de la boue d'ordre n.

2 4 n - 1 plan situd immddiatement en amont des bards d'attaque
(4) AL ).U ~ +f 'r2' 0 4 n plan situ6 irnmddiatement en aval des bards d'attaque

J~T~I'7 ~ ,~ ~4 n. 1 plan de section de passage minimale
£7 4 n - 2 plan des bards de fuite.

ots it- eat la composante azimutale de l~a vitesse en il exists un 6cart flux-profil fonction dui pas relatif
axes absolusnf la aasse volumiquo et IDla pression. des aubes, dui calage do Ia grille at de l'angle

d'inoidence. L'estimatian do cet 6cart flux-profil
L'hypoth~ae simplificatrice quo noun ferona eat r~ahis~e suivant lea r~gles olassiquea expos6ea

1-est d'admettre que Ia trace m~ridienne des surfacea dons le rapport NASA SP36 17].
de courant axisymdtriques s'interpolent A partir de colles des
carters externe et interne ce qui permet d'expliciter les deux
prenikres ddrivdes partiellos do I'6quation (4) et donne Ie 2.5 -Temad~rature d'arrdt dui fluide

gradentradal e pesson:Tous lea calculs s'offectuent en axes
absolus et la tomp4rature dtarr~t doit Atre calculde
doen ce mgine systbme do rdfdrence, m~ne Jlorsque

(~) ~AA4A) physiquoment ce calcul n's. pas do signification.

t F 7'r .4. Dana tous les can elle so calcule par r~f-
rence au plan d'entrdo

ozz est la pente des m6ridiennes, les indices 0
et 1 so rapportant respectivement au carter internse-
ot externo. (8V .

2.4 - Composente anlisutale de la vitesse + (W.'e4 I*.+4 .M4-1J?44-

Dana le plan d'entrde do chaque grille 0' 0 t.2
(indice 4,&-l pour ls grille d'ordre n ) la compo-
santo animutale do ls vitesse au rayon -1 0-ldryns ~ eA~.~dathmoous
eat lide par la condition do conservation do la tempgrature atatique s'en ddduit imandiatement.
c: roulation A la composanto azimutalo tr,_ b la
sortie do 1. grille prdcdden+g au rayon homologue 2.6 - Pression d'arr~t et pression statipue

A4z du rayon &4 considdr6.
En l'absence do pertes la pression dtarr~t

A. en un point pourrait 8tre directement ddduite de ls
(6) 44-4 4.,,.j "-ztempdrsture d'arr~t par Ia relation do tranaformation
(6) ~ 1 1 t'~~= A~,t. 7 4e-2isentropique t

Notamment dens 1e plan d'entrde dv, la premi~re grille
la. vitesse animutals trq eat nulle. (9) (f )

Dana lea autres plans, la composante suimu-
tale do le vitesee tr eat lido h la comp1osanto exialoEn at ot aerPl

Ea relatio cet aerp Ji doit 6tre corrigdeUrW par la eainpoui* tenir compte des irrdversibilitds. Malheureu-
sement ii n'exiato pas encore do oorrdlationa

(7) w- &)4 A + /Kn 'Ur prdcisos entre lea grandeura gdomdtriques do itaubage,
los grandours adrothonsodynamiques do 1 'dooulement e1

oisi W4.. pour los grilles fixes et lea fsote,.ra do corrections donnant lea velours
rdelles do la preasion d'arr~t. Cleat pourquoi nous

e =27TAI 6  pour lea grilles mobiles ; N eat utilisons dens le simulateur nuindrique une relation
la vitesse do rotation dui compresseur en tours pa:" eauiriquo pour S~e~o ltoo9eeemntdonr
minute et mn le pente de la vitosse absolue dens 1l e ucis do Ie transformation ~AS ,lqo

plan tangent h la surface do courant, mesurde par etreiaugrduacnmtfuadolcoem t
rpothla direction susiae.

rpot Nous admattrons quo dana lea plans d'indico ae
4

4t et 44t+l , situds h ltintdriour do la grille (10) f___
(fig. 1) cot to penito ft eat ddfinio par is gdomdtrie TO(7 ~
do is grills, mais quo dane 1e plan do sortie 4n#20

M M
N --- -----



ci~ at a cnstnte assquedu as.d~bit et un retour au fonctionnement normal
h d4bit fanotion de la contrepression

lea carr4lations empiriques de portos qui
nosotdon lea cnfrnattions los meilleures ~ J aux faibles ddbits, la oompatibilit6 radialse

m~ur antarm omades divers filets de courant gouvernde par
entre th6orie et exp6rienco consistent h d~composer l6uto 5 otcse 'tepsil

l'aoroisemet d'ntrpie anaohaqe gilleen t la veine offerte au fluide ne peut plus

accrissene~td'enrope dd~ la~ ~dP- tre cocclatement resplie avec le ddbit
)L acoseen 'n p et 4i h mannadp-;sse doonn ; le d4bit maximal pour lequel

tatin enre ~apparait une telle impossibilitd pout Atre

L )accroissoment d'entropie par diffusion, eUMr considrdr comme lo ddbit do ddcrochagc du
plan 4A1-1 e 4 .. +2campresseur, los configurations do l'dcou-

lement obtenues pour des ddbits plus foibles

i L ocrisoeontd'etrope pr adang docoMportant alars des zones do fluide mart
sillage entre plans 4,.2et 4n-x+ stationna~ires (ddcollement psridtal) ou

instationnaires (ddcollement tournant)
L 4)acoaissmon d'ntroie ~ au potessuivant la g4om6trie du compresseur, comae

secondaires. nous Ie verrons plus loin sur un example
e xpdrimental

Connaissant enfin la pression. d'arrit, lesa L. ii pout 4galement arriver quo la pression
tempdratures statique at d'arr~t, on obtiont sans statique ýL la sortie du compressour passe
difficultds Ia preosion locale ot la masse volum.Lque par un maximum lorsquo le ddbit du compres-
du gas, ndcessairo pour le calcul du ddbit masse. seur ddcrott sans quo se pose le probl~he

do la difficultd do rempJlissage do la veins
un tel fonctiannement conduit ndcessairement
& des instabilitds longitudinales do omasse

3 -TnIIJSATrION PRATIQUE DU SIMU1LA2fTEUR frdquence (pompage) et limito 6galement le
domains do variation do Ia pression.

La mise en oeuvre du simulateur num~rique
ndcessite Is. connaisssnce

-do la g4om~trie du compresseur (lois do variation 4 -ETUDE THEORIQUE ET EXPERINEN'PAIE D'UN LETAGE DE
des carters externe et interne, 6quations des COI'WRhESSEUR AXIAL A CALAGE VUWLABE
squolettes des aubes fixes et mobiles, repartitions
des dpaisseurs des aubes) A titre d'oxernpio nous prdsentons los donndos

expdrimontales et I'interprdtation thdorique du fonctionnemont
-do la vitesse do rotation ;d'un %L'mpresseur axial subsonique 6 faible vitesso do rotation,

Is fluide pouvant 6tre slors considdr6 comma incompressible, dont
-des conditions de tempdrature et do prossion h [a roue mobile, trds dloignde du redresseur aval, comporte des
l'infini amont. aubes dont le calage pout Wte modif i6 A l'arrdt. Sur les huit

calages 6tudids, nous en analyserons trois correspondant au
calage de base (no 2), h us calage plus ferm6 (no 5)

Comae nous Ilavona indiqu6, la ddflexion et hi us calage plus ouvert (no 0). Une coupe du
donnde par chaque grille slobtievnt h partir do sam compresseur dlessai ost donnde sur la figure 2. la
ddfinition gdomdtrique par la prise on compto do figure 3, qui. reprdsente l'dvolution en fonction du
l'6cart flux-profil, masi l'mccroisaemont do pression
dtarr4t correspondant h ltmccraissoment do tempdra-
tuze quo l'on pout ensuite calculer doit encore 8ti'e Redresseur dloignd
corrig6 pour tenir compte dos irrdversibilit da. Roue mobile de la rout. mobile

aubes 4 calage-, 0,292 m
Pour us ddbit masse fix4 4t , le calcul variable -

s'effectue do l'amont Vera l'aval, la conservation
globale du ddbit devant 6tre assurde dana chaque
section. R022

Paroi mobile -

2 T o Ur 'i 'i 10,15- srvant de
. - -vannageM t Axe de rotation

Fig. 2 - Coupe du compressur dlessai. Vitessu de rotation N.- 3000 trr/mn.
Le domaine le variation de ce ddbit pour

use vitesse do rotation donn~e eat limit6 par deux
des ondtias su~vatearayon rdduit des angles en sortie de roue mobile

en axes relatifs, montre qulils se ddduisent aim-
mux ddbits dlevdo par us mocroissement inuf plement des angles du calaee de base par addition
fisant do Is. pression no permottant plus du nl osat
l'4vacuatian du flux aspir4 par le compres-
sour dans l'encointe avale ;.La figure 4 reprdsente pour ces trois

camlges le coefficient do perte de charge, rapport
i9aux vitesses do rotation 4levdes, Ia section h la pression dynainique au rayon t do la vitesse

do passage minimale lksection 4-.n..1 ) pout dlentrainement, do Ia diff6rence ontre llmccrois-
Stre trap petite pour permettre le passage sement thdorique de pression d'arr~t fOJA~tr at
du ddbit impos6 (gd6nralisation mu cas dtun Ilaocroissement rdel SP
6Q*oulemont stratifi4 du blocagii sanique des
tuybres), le d4bit du compresseur oat alars
ind6pendant do la contrepression pour us (12) 0
certain domaine do variation do celle-ci, 60 A.
limitd 4 ux foibles valeurs do la contrepres-
sian par l'impossibilitd d'4vacuer le d6bit
(cf. (L)ci-dessus) at aux plus fartea Des points expdrimentaux nous avona d~ddu.t
vmleurs do celle-ci par use rdduct ion du 31ordaio haiu



+ +4~~/a' CC Calagto

eta : "'/wA eat le coefficient de ddbit moyen au

rayon A (ir eat la demi-somme des vitesses ddbi- 0
tantes amont et aval),

2
C f est un coefficient, i'oncti en du rayon, carac-

P ~40-
tdrisant lea pertes aecondaires et dent nous avena 0
reprdaent6 l'dvolution sin' la figure 5,

'~30-

/3 eat l'angle d'attaque nominal, et

P langle de sortie de l'6coulement compte tenu20

de l1 6cart flux-profi1.l

10Utilisant avec c.sa donndes le simulateur I

numdrique, nous evens Pu comparer lea valeurs calcu-
idea du coefficient local de ddbit aux valeurs
meaurdes au cours des easais (fig. 6). Ona notera une ~ ,0 L-.

bonne concordance entre calcuJ. et esaisa sauf aux0. 08 09

plus grands ddbits pour lesquels d'a~iileura leaRan dit/r
essais deviennent imprdcis du fait du fa~ible accrois-
aement de la pression d'arrdt.

En rvanhe e clcu motrequ'l ei~e Fig. 3 - Variation do l'angle do sortie avec /a rayon at I'angle de calage..
dans cha ue cas dtudi4 un coefficient de ddbit aoyen

limis r3jpour lequel Ia courbq ý(}) ,oomporte
une angntevericae. e ddit orrs~odan liite externe et qua le fonctionnement global du coapres-

vera lea faibles valeura des ddbits le domaine de sour reatait apparemment sai~n pour des ddbits
fonctionnement pour lequel le fluide remplit compl4- nettement plus petits qua ce ddbit limite, malgrd
tement la veins. l'importante bulle de ddcollement paridtal.

L'expdrimentation du compresseur a montr6 En revanche pour les calages 21 t15
que pour lea calages infdrieurs mu calage 11211 il un pb.4nombne de ddoollemenl. tournant apparaissait
apparaissait alora un ddcoilement sin' le carter pour des ddbit8 infdrieurs h cette valeur limite.

Ca/age 0 Caae2Ca/ag. 5

___- ,5 350,96 a

0,92 %e
0,86 y

'- 0, 4, 0__ 0 0084
0 80

06 0,76 x

0,72 v

0,3 -4-- o -- --- ,.3 0,68 o

'0 I

,~0,2 x~0, 2 ~ 0,2 -

OX 01 0

Y0 0 ci

-- ~~X v/-,0a, -. "

0.1 0, 0,1

O'0s 0,7 0,9 0.5 0,7 09 0,20? ,

Con fticietit de dihit local #= W Coefficient de dihii local pi. Coefficient dt dibii local 9- W

Fig. 4 - Influence du coefficient do diblt local at du calag des subes stir /a coefficient de perte do charge A divers rayons rMduits rir,.
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Fi.6- Comiparaison des coefficients de ddbit calcu1~s au mnoien du simuletetir (traits contirtos) et des points ejcpdrinventaux.

5 -PREVISION DE~ LA IJNITE DE DECROCEAGE Er, DES datsainar na on npit...... REGIMES INSTATIONNAIRES ti ttnnieoaum sunpn.

Pormettant d~obtenir l~a rdpartition rumoilcraqu let led csducmresseur etdindtudo lN ~~~~~~radialso do l~a vitesse h l~a sortie de Is ae oie roue mobile, o u s ~ a ucmrserdxdi
Ise simulateur ntsm~rique pout 6galement d41'inir l~e ci-dessus, on montre facilement que cotte conditiou
ddbut do ddorochage oomme limite infreure du d6bit de stationnaritd est satisfaite en tout point o6 a valour do Os
pour lequel lIa voine eat cospibtement romplie. s'expnime par:

Se r~fdrant alors h des travaux antdrieurs (i) ' ( ) 2
-_____

(9] o4s le planombne do ddoollement tournant dtait 6A P WI.4 014
d~arit conane un rdgime o4s une zane de fluide mart

anjide dunevitone n~ul~reconsant dev~itet n' en dift'bre quo peu dans l~e oas o4u 116quilibre
trouver usi 6quilibre radial et azimutal, on a Puraild aviedoten asp odplcet
montrer que ce r~gimne no pouvait Wte stable en veine cylindrique desrae ocuot
quo si, A des ddbits supbriours ou au moins 6gaux au, dbbit limito, Lafgr u aulonu vn ot
11 existait un fonctionnoeont pour loquol Io coefficient de les courbes thdoriques de YS montrie qu'offeoti-
prossion statique: voment au calage "5" Isa condition (i5) dtait d4jh

(14) ' i p P)satisfaito pour un d~4bit net tement supdriour au
Y ______ ddbit do docroahage. qulau omlago w2w co nloat qlk'al
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RESU14E
L,1volution dos cycles des moteurs do TSS conduirait, avec do. chaubres do combustion

fonctionnant do fagon identique au d~collage et en crololire A une 4l6vation des Amission. d oxydes

La !;N2CMA a d~fini dons dos 4tudem A long term* une chazibro A "A6coulement a~rodynaaique variable'
qui traite sApar~ment la croisi~ro at to docollage.
Cotto chambro dito "Al deux moduleast comprond un module do ralonti ot un module do croisikro A bas
niveau d'oxydes d'azote, utilisant Ia technique do combustion d'un primelange pr~tvaporimAt.
Un module bi-dimensionnol conqu pour fonctionnor sousn haute proomion a 4t4 oxp~riment&.
Dos modifications do Is g4omktri* do l'ensembl. ont pormis d*2 surmonter I. problimo, dos remontA..
do fla~me et do fonctionner jusqu'A uno proosion de J,.10 N/in et une texp~rature dlentrh. do 7730K.
Leo r~sultats obtonus sont oncouragoants, m&is des problimes ardus roatent A r~soudr* at il no pout
Wtro nvisagk 8 'appliquor I& technologic propo*4* avant uno dizaino da~nn&*s dens 1. meillour do.
cas.

PLAN
1. Introduction
2. Problimom do I& pollution des moteurm dlaviono
3. Programme do travail SNECHA
4. Conception do to chambro A deux modules
5. R4&ultats esp~rimentaux
6. Probl~ams A rosoudre
7. Conclusion

1. INTRODUCTION

La technique de I& chambre do combustion dos turbor~actourm a boaucoup &volu& dans 1cms der-
ni~rom anniom. Cotto 4volution a d'abord 4t4 due A l'Avolution du cycle thormodynamique, dos
nouveaux moteurs civil. oubmoniques, du type 3? 9D$ CF 6, RB 211, c4 Ilutilisation do grand.
rapport, do dilution ( ~-5) iupliquo mioultaniment do. rapport. do preomion et do. tespiratur*mjentrie turbine itevik.. (wi -25 ou 30, Tt - 14000K).
Los moteurm militairos et lea motouru d'Zvions civil. supersoniques suivent I& *$ne, tendance.
Cc typo do cycle thormodynamiqu* a fort rapport do pression ot tomp~rature ontrie turbine i1ev..e
dont I& richemme nominal* (rapport du dibit masse carburant mur d~bit masset dot l'air) eot 4gale-
mont augment~e, car I& temperature sortie compremmeur crott momns vito quo I* tomp~rature entrie
turbine, entrain. une modification sensible dos performance. requises do to chambre do combustion.

Du point do via. tonue o4canique ot fiabilit. do Is, machinetlbu conditions *out naturolloment
beaucoup plus sivkreo pour I& chambre ot pour I& turbine. Pour Is chambrosceei r6oulto de. aiveaux
6lovem do proomion absolue ot do tomp~raturo sortie comproornour, puisque cleat I& tempirature do
llair qui #or& utilio6e on refroidisosment. Pour Ia turbine, niveau 4lov6 do tempirature sortie
compremmeur ot ontrge turbine sont simultanemnont A llorigino du -'roblkoo. C'eat pourquol to quell..* '1 t6 do I& repartition, do tempbratures sortie chambre jou. un r~le essentiel daons ces nouvollos
machines..
Parallileouet, un effort a iti fait dons 1. domaino do Il'ncombroment. Leo chambroo do combustion
actuollos soot plus poussies en rapport 1/h Uaongoour our hauteur du tube &fla~me), co qui cot
favorable du point de vue do rofroidiosomont. wiais defavorable du point do viac qualit6 do I*
repartition do temperatures entree turbine.
La islo au point di tellos chambros do combustion n'est pa. allie *ans prablimos. Encore aujaur-
d'hui, on constato our coo motours, quo I& tenuo do la chambro eat ia raison Ia plus frequent.
des tau~x d'arr~t on vol ou do diposc primaturie des motours. Cleat poiarquot. cotto teckniquo doit
etro eousid~rie avec uno certain@ prudence.
Enf in too probliwmo dlenvironnoemnt. dlabord apparus avec too 6missions do fumiew ot do bruit,
sont maintonant plus largement pris en compto, pulaqu'on 4asgito A l'apparition de rigloeseto
limitant les imissiono do* motetars a'avions A "asod attitude. Des riglements limitant led 6mis-
sions A haute altitude want probable. dans un avenir a maoen terme. Leos nouvellos contraintos
qui on risultent ou en risultoront pour toos hambres do combuttiou. rioquout d'avoir des
consiquoncoo protondop our I& conception do ces derai~ros.

2. LLE NOULENM 01 LA POLUTIONI MS MOTEURS IAVUIOiS

Loo, gas d'iehappeouot des, motours d'avions *out compoois ent majoritA do produits .:ofosid4r4s
comme non poliuants (0 X R, M0. CO., ot en faiblo quaatitO do pro4ulta' 'pal puvont Stre nocifs
alit* aout prisents en qu*Aititg ouftdoant. Ce @oat CO. los hydtrocavburo* imbralds, to* oxydos
dlatote, lea aldhydoa. SO0, A colA, -'ajoutont too, particulos, do carb~o.. qui, parcequ'olloo
apparaissont sous forma doe tum~o "oire, turout too premli~rs A attiror l'atteattan du public.

* bie~~Wn quo ulitaat pas aeolr..tooe plus danger~ous..
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Lem r6gloments actuols ou future portent mur des limitations d'6missions do particuloc do
carbon@, CO, hydrocarburom ot NO~ Los aldkhydos et go. no sant pan prim on compto, lam promiorm
p~arce qu'on tr~a faible quantit6 ot diffici les A memurer, le 8O parce qto d(~pentdant uniquoment do
Ia tontur en soufre du carburant, n'Atent done pan dc ce fait ui probl~mo do combustion.
Los particulom do carbone so torment done lea zones riches do as zone prinaireo4n
rignont uno tomp~raturo at un. prommion 6eov6oc. Pour iviter ou r~duire lour formation, it faut
obtonir un nklange air carburant 1@ plus homogkno possible done Is r~glan o4a r~gnont lam temp6-
rotur** do flaimes los plus 6olv~sm.
La figure I roprmeonte uno courbe d'&valution typiquo du nivoau d'Olmissions do fun~o d'un moteur
on fonction du rigimo. IA niveau maxieum sot genkralemont atteint vors In rigime on plain gaz,
co qui nlest pac 6tonnant puisquo Is tomp~rature sortie comprosmour, Ia riches**, done In temp6-
roturo do flea..e mont *lore I** plum forts..
1l oat 6vidont, compto tents do co qui viont d'Str& dit, quo I& solution optimale eat cello do
pr~milango total air carburset on proportions plut~t pauvres, on awont do Is combustion.

Los &missions do CO ot hydrocarburom, mont lij6oa aso nveau do rendement de combustion, car
co* produita sent des composis intermedisirec qui apparasiamnt dencto1 procossus complexv, do
reactions chiniqtuom do combustion.
Los parsantroc qui influencont 1. rondomont, done I** Amissions do CO at hydrocarbures imbral~a
sont do deux natures difffirontom
- Los conditions sero-thormodynsaiquom dans loaquellos m'offoctue I^ combustion, c'emt-A-diro,
prommion, temperature, Mach moyon d16coulement ot richoamo du molango.

- La technique do combustion
structure do Il'srodynamiqu* do I& zone do stabilimation do f1a~m.e ot dos conditions do mi~lang@
air carburant.

Los conditions thormo-dynsaiquos sont d'autant plus dwfsvorables qulollos sa6cartont do r~gian
maximum.
Prousion ot tempkraturo ant uno influence directs sur I& vitoame do riaction, do ma.. quo I&
richosse qui donne los vitossos do riaction 1os plum grandos quand las proportions do m~lange Mont
stoochion~triques. Co sera I& cas, mi Is chambre oat adapt&* o a dficollage. Aux r~gimes partials,
los proportions soront dsautant plum mous-mto~chioa~triquos qu'on approchera du ralonti.
Quant su second paramitro, Iloptiousmeot roprisont4 par un primilango total du carburant, dana
bas proportions stoochiom~triquoc pour los conditions les pluv dJiftiorables, c'.st-A-dire, vera
1o rabenti.

11 exist* doux procoamus do formation du NOt
- Voun dit 4u NO xprococs (prompt NO )
- Ilautre dit do NO thormiqu*. x
Le premier do cosn doux procomaus oat dlautant moins important par rapport aso second que to niveau
do tompiraturo ot do preamion oat iowAi. Lo second, coarno son nom Ilindique, d~pend do niveau do
tompiratur* do flammo et du tomps do sijour dana lea zones chaudes. Lae nivoau do tompirature itant

4 1I* parsmltr* 1* plus important, it eat neoaairo, pour riduire sonsiblomornt lea 6mismions de NO
dabsaissor I* nivoau do tompiraturo maximum attoint dans I^ zone do combustion. Dana one cthauhro x

ii claamlque, Iladaptation oat fait* do manitre A c* quo Is richesse dans cotte zone p. iire soit
atoochiemetrique pour de* rigiwea prochos du regime maximum, ml co nleat au rigime maximum lui-
almo. Coci dana 1. but dlavoir I* m*ilbeur rondomont do combustion grace alux viteasss do rzeaction
los plum 4lev6es.
Dec.e fait, il exist., toujours queique part des zones locales & richeaso atoechiomett'ique, dlone
des zones o4s I& temperature eat tr~m 6levie,bien quo I* richomsa noyenne puisse 4tre diff6rente.
Pour lea 6vitor, i1 taut cr~or un melange homogine, dons on rapport largoment sous-atoechlow.'tri-
quo, do saniAre A ce quo nuill. part te niveau de temp~rature puisae approcher la temperature
stoochloo&trique. La r~duction on NO Xsera dlautant plus importante que ka stabiliLsation do la
flaume so toer A richease plus basso, ct-4-4iro, aussi pr~ls quo possible do la limito d'estine-
tion paovro. Toutefois, cec-i noe doit pas se faire ao prix Wun Fendement exaqAr~ment bau.
On volt done* quo pour r~daire 1. nlveau de fumes's, do CO, d'hydrocarbures Imbral~s, no do NOx

it taut tendre vorm to premelange carburant air do combustion. Pour CO et lea lhydrocorbares.I' it taut quo to rapport do mglango suit satochtowAtrique dana la tone de eombustion poor lea
conditions pour lesquellesi on cherche A obtenir, le rett4omeut optimum. Par control pour lea NO
it dolt Str. &"#Il loin quo possible du stooohloet6trique.

3. PSOURAMM O9 ?RAVAIL SUM.fl
N iLe probl~mo, do la r64uction dos No eat bless ontetidu to probl~me pollution te plus difri-

ciue A rsaoudre. 1i peut btre albOVd& WOU44troie 4apocta diff~reuto
- Par Il'njeetion doeau dana I& sone primairo do I* chAwbre,
- Par I& riduction du teavo do mijour do* gas dame too, rAsioav ettaudem do tube A f%4mo. clowt-A-

w ~dire. *a amoat d 4. :a noe do dilution.
- Par Ilutlliostlen do In tombustle. oa pr"61~ange psuvre camie cola a 444 oxpliqu6 pr~cedemmout.

3.1. In4wetion dloau

Co proc&di a'**% v~lable quo pour doe phase* trio Imtattae dane te tempo do la mission do
&'avian. d~collapo par wsavplo Pour un avian aubsoalitue. St encore oat-ce Nu pu'in do blocn
dos laconavinonts (lartallatlon do* riservolro, powpoa. circuit* ap~cjaum A bovd des 4vince.
etc... ). It oat totaleeoat eselsa pour I^ crolel~mo dua avian acoonqe ar la quafttitA
d194u A eaorter soralt du abs ardr* do granideur quo I& qua~lttA do coarbureant.
V14taat pas diroctoment cosstrent6e au preablie. do Ia palluttio A baaoe Altitude -des avion,
eubeeniquesm mema AV"a* d~oida do no pas approfatimtv Cott* technique qul 4'ailleurw,. do
potat do v"a combustiou, me sombl p"s pee., 4c prbI~ao~o ma~wotr.

. ... ..
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3-2- R~duct ion du temps de s~jour dams Ion zones chaudon du tube A flomom

Cleat une technique applicable Sur Ien chambros do combustion Iclassiquos".o Sur to figure 2
noun avons schAmatiquement repr6i'eantt, I& coupe d'un tube A tiaanam standard A cfit6 do I&
coupe d'un tube A tin... taisant appel i cette technique.
On pout voir qulolle s'accompogne dlun raccourciasnemnt Sensible du tube i flammo, ca qul
correspond A un 6tat plus avancb do Is technique, Ion autres performances (r.~partitiono do
tomp6ratures, rendemonts, allunage ot stabilitO on altitude, etc..) no devant pas Otre
sonsiblelment alt6r~ax. La r~duction possible do Ilindico dl6minsion do No me situe entre
10% at 30% aux r6gimes maxi. Noun pournuivons le d6veloppement de cc type xde nolutior,.
Uina autra fae~on dlappliquer cette technique est, pour lax chambren do sutfinamment grande
tatile Ao dedoubler Is zo-- primaire en deux partien .uperpoa~e=, iutrrc~nt dit, dr. fairv
une chambro A double tfite (voir fig. 3). Len proportions g4-om6triquon restant homoth~tiques,
i1 s'ensuit une divinion par environ daux do I& longuour do lsaonon primaire, donc du temps
do n~jour dan. catte zone.
Co type do chambro, nettomont plus comploxe quo le pr6c6dent, pose an plun den probl~mes de
r~partitions do temp~ratures, d'allumage at do stabilit(6 en altitude, pour des gains an NO
corrospondant A uno division par daux onviron. Nayont pas d'application direct. an vuo
pour cotta technique (typo JT 90, CF 6 par example) noun n'avons pan ontamfi pour 1s moment
do ptrogramme do recherche dan. cotto voie, qul no noun paratt vraiment rentable quo ni I&
technique du pr6mklange pouvre ant appliqu6o pour un. do con deux tbtos.

3-3- Technique du prJ~m~lange pauvre

Son int(~r~t a 46t4 oxpliqu6 dans un paragraph. pr6ci.dont.Etant donn6 sen limit.. do fonction-
noemnt rostrointos par rapport A unan chambre clannique, it cant n~connaire dladjoindro, A tan.
tolle t'hambro adapt6e Aux r6gimes ilevJfis, une autro chambre adaptiie pour Ien autro.4 condi-
tions do tonctionneoent (ralonti, r~gimos partiols). It s'agit donc dlý fair. uno chaobra do
combustion A adaptation variablo, cc qui pourrait Stre r~alinie par tan. g~omt-tria variable
qui modulorait len d~bits d'Air ontre lo& diff~renten zones du tube A flam a Solon Ionr6gimes. main qui dans cc caa pout *tro r~alisne, dana uno 94om~trit tixe an jouant nur len
adaptations diff~rontos do daux modules ditt~renta. Los problimens quo pose taco toll. techni-
quo Sent analogues A coux do I& chambre A double tate 6voqu&. dans IQ paragraphe pr~c~dent,
avoc on plus, les probl~mos propros hiis A Ilutilisation du pr~mlklango provaporination
total. on amont do la zone do stabilisation do flammoe.
Cc sent con dorniers problimes auxquels noun avons d~cidi do noun attaquor dlabord, *f in do
situor lea limitos do r~duction do NO xpossibles avoc cotta technique, A priori, Ia plus
prornottouso do toutos cellos qui vionnont d'altre &voquitos, at aussi to.' limites dues At des
problimon qui luk sent prepren, comme I& s~curiti, I& fiabilitkoI lacomplosit4i tochnologi-
quo, etc".,

Ai. CONCEPTION DE LA CHAMIR~E A DEUX MODULES

Los cons id~rat Loin pr~ct-dntox ont montr6 ýl-int~rfft d'une combustion en wllango patavre dlun
pr~m~langa d'air et do carburant, avoc un temps do s~jour modorii ofin do r~duiro loa imisvions
d'oxydos dlazoto.
La figure 4 illustre co Principe I oel.e montre Ia variation de Ilindice d'6imission d'oxyde
dlazote r~sultant do I& combust~on d'un pr~mlilango Air k~ros~ne stabilisal. par uno grille perfo-
r~e en fonction du rapport 416oquivalance du wilango.
De plu-, au cours du proce~sus de combustion do gouttvlettos do combustible, il exists toujours
une zone do r~action stoochiom~trique au voisinago 4. con gouttolettem.Il ne suffit donc pas do
r~alinor un m~lange A richosse uniferm* d'air ot do gouttelettes do carburant, encore taut-il
pr~vaporiser le carburant.
11 taut donc r~aliver, en anont du dispositif do stabilisation do In combustion un primalanvo
uniformo d'air et de carburant provapori*6.
Par aillours, comm.e noum Ilavons vuj plus hautv 11 taut roduire les 6mlas~ions desxydo dlazote,
r~duire le temps deo sjour A haute temp~rature. done concovoir us foyer A faiblo tempo! do
recirculation et faible tomps do sojour global.

UJne chambre de combustion d'architecture clanaique r~alialleosuivant cos Principe* oat conve-
nable, mats e11. pr~sontereit lea laconv~nienta suivanta

- die ne pourrait pan fonctionner 4e masl~re satisfaisante dans tout. lot gamm.. de riciaesses
impoutees par lea varlations 4. r~gine dlun turboroactour. du falit do sea u~in~ocres limit*#

d'eslncionpauvre..
-elle no pourralt satlafaire Aux Imperatifs do r~duction do Iloxyde de carbon. at de* hydrocar-
bures imbr4les Pour lonquels it oat n~cessairo, AU contrairo, do roehercher do* tempo do s4jour
61oY4An at uno riches.. do combustion asses voisiat. du otoechioa~triquo.

rn conm~queace, noun Avon* pe"s4,
A eoncovoir une chainbro dano laquelle 116coulew-vt dlair out divioli ou deus parties, A Ia Sortie
du eomp. esseur fil
Une partie 1imotent on. module rolenti (module A) do typo clasolque daft* tactual Ia. combu*%tioo

* s'ffecue voc n tmp. o sjour long at A une rietkosoo 6levAo am rale ti,
llautre partie allinonto un module do eroisiere (module 11) du typhe A pr~amlange dane 1equel I&

- , ~~~combustion dluar pr~m~lauge air combustible prv rol effectue dame uu %*Apo do *6jota bwot
at A Vicko0*0 faibe..

14 -~- a.- -
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lUna tell. chambre so presontersit comm o I. n.ntre Is figure 5
On distingur s lo module A, muni d~un myst~uo d'injection do type classique, dont Is zone
prinairo *at odaptA. A un. riches*e procho du stoochionktrique &u ralanti, I* compl6sent d'air
ktant introduit par do* orifices do dilution.
L~e module 0 dana lequel In combustion pauvre eat xtabilim"~ par un oo plusiours ntabilisatoura
on V et alimentk an carburant par des rampox do type do cellos utllia6ios on rachauffe. IAe melange
den daux 6coolements ast r~aiiak par m~lange des jets ioncs do module A avoc l'Acoule.ent du
module 0.
Lon modules A at I) fonctionnoraiont alors par example dana le* phases suivantest

Phase do Vol Ralent Dicloge Montlie Croisiclre Approche

Module A X Xx

Module B X XX

Dv* conditions do fonctionnoment typique do module 0, corrospondant is on cam 4. Vol on
croilikro souprsonique A haute altitude sont *gs suivantaos

T . 8000K P u10.20'm/.2 0 ,ontree * rt'4e

5. RESULTATS EXPEIUIMENTAUX

Doan to but d'Jitudier lea niveaux d'Omissionsaen NO et 1o rondemont do combustion quo pout
pemttre dlattoindro on tel module A pr~im~ila~ie air com~al il rvpraianiqalapo

bl~mes lii. A son fonctionnowont, Ia SNECHA a entropris Is fabrication et I*s essain d~un 6l1imont
do module B.

5-1- Montage, d'essai.

La matkriel osp~rimontS eat conatitui d1ut ensemble bi-dimenoionnel comprenantt
- net *ntr4e 4dair de section rectan'iulair* )20 x 33 mm dana la~quelle la, nombre, do Mach out
voinin do 0.24 at o4 a snt ploc~ac las raupt.. dinjection do carborant.

- n dirfuseur ralentiasant Il'coulement jusqu 'A on nombre 4. Mach d'environ 0,08 on aval
doqual sont places lea stabilisateurs de f lume r(.alisant on blocage do 0,3.

- n tube A fluame refroidi pat, film cooling.
Compto tenu des probl~mas rencontrais, train configurations principales ant 6t6 expirimen-
tZos qui sont priaent6es figure 6.
L'Injec'don do carttuoant so fait A environ 180 mm en amont des accroche-flammes par one ou
plosiours rampes A section droite circula~ire ouoelliptique.
Divor**s configurations 4 injection, 4qui-courant, contre--couraut ot injection perpondico-
laire A li6couleient 'Aair ont pu *tre testaes.

5-2- Oiopc.;tifs do manure

Los prhtlivesonto do gas a Ia sortie do tube A flaume sent offectoes par one sonde refroidie
par *au comportant quinze orifices do prilavemeat moyennis ; to sonde pivote autoor d'un axe
aitoi A 380 mm ao-doseu. do centre do Is veiue et le balayago augulairo pout sleffectuar saltt
on continu &oit taus las W~.
La zone ouplor~o par rapport A 14 surface total. do sortie, do tube A flame. @ct repr6sentie
figure 7
Las ge* #ant aspires par one poapo A weabrane qui refoulo dams teo analyseors on contino.
pormettant to dosage 4. CU ot CO par absorption infrarooage, do* hyttracarboros 4"br4168 par
tooisation do flaswe et do# anydes 4*asate parchitnnecce

5-3- Misuoltat Woo..ais

Loin des prabliaes lea plus dilicat* rsoultant 4e I'atilisation dluf Jicoulomont Vremilanfgo
41air at do ca~rburaxt privaporA*4o* est dittfficult4~ P46viter tout, 4uto-taflamatioa on

remant~o do flamw. on "amnt des stambllisatours 4. flea.. I
Do. fait, avec Is configuration A *yant w%~ diffuseur A fort angle am 06awmt, "Qon avona
obaorv6 A pression 4tmeopwrique pwwuftoe towp~ratot'. deafttr do 7730K. 4es rom~tateo do
flaame. qui so wotbihoent A to parai dtu diffoseor dana teo# tones- dcolliev.
La configuration 0 daams laquello to stabilioa~teur a it4 44plaeg Vern tlanant, a permia

divt~ c~p6na~aeA vrossiof tmepit~e Sals it est apparo A one pressiet. 4.

a 7.l0 S/S4. 300166 cer~ttain. Coiifi4UrattQ1W iaetor dominant Par aille0Ordo m4. dioc.'es
*Jiauitaits on oxydec d1awate. .tonc r4alicant sane daute on wauvai,* pr6Ieilag out per'.io doI
fongtiomnor dane ceo Condition*.
tA coafiguratio" C. coanqe 44*0 1* ksut do autprieo too gone* 4440114606. #o0 rctrs par,
deux Atffosoura do tait4o ansle au anemet superpo*0 et sipal'As par on gotp** central. Cotte

e'f1Au.&JAa of"l~~ deai %eut# "%&Sefattle% A I" a 77) jusjui one proeieatit
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Indices d'6miasion et rendements de la configuration B -

Les indices d'6aiaaion d'oxyde d'azote obtenus d6pendent dans une large meaure du syat~me
d'injection utilis6.
La. figure 8 montre les r~sultats obtenus sour Irnis types dlinjection dans les cot.ditions
de fonctionnetnent Te = 7731K, Pe =2,7.10 N/rn
En abscisae eat port6 le rapport d'6quivalon-e ocol calcul6 en rapportant Is d~bit do
carburant inject6 au d~bit d'air entrant dana le conduit de m~lange ; ean ordonnný'e sont
port~s lea indices d'6miasion d~oxyde d'azote mesur~s en int~grant lea valeurs de concen-
trations gazeuses mesur~ea par l'exploration on continu offectu~e a la sortie du tube a

) flamme.
Lea types do rampes exp~riment~es sont los suivants

Courbe 1 1 rampe d~injection injoctant A contre-courant et comportant 15 orifices
do 0,45 mm de diam~tre.
Courbe 2 :2 rampes d'injection A contre-courant et comportant chacune 15 orifices de
0,8 mm do diam~tre
Courbe 3 :2 rampos d'injection injectant porpondiculairomont a 1'Acouleinont ot comportant
chacune 15 orifices do 0,4 mm do diam~tre.

On constato sur cotto planche -,1o po-ir un mlrno stabilisateur ot un m~me temps do s~jour
(2,3 ma environ A 0 = 0,5) l'indice dl6'nission d'oxyde d'azote vanie do 1,4 A 6 a ia
richesse nomrinale 0 = 0,5 suivant 1e type d'injoction, donc suivant la qualit6 du pr6-
m~lange.
Lea inefficacitý-s enthalpiquos obtenues avec la configura~ion ý et lea dispositifa

k~d~injection d~crits ci-dossus A To = 773*K et Po = 2,7.10 N/in sont pr~sont~s figur-i 9.
On constatp quo los rendomonta do combustion des configurations 2 ot 3 sont tr'is voisli.o
pour 0 variant entro 0,4 et 0,6.
Lea rondaments do combustion sont calcul~s suivant la f~rmation classique

11 =I- (0,24 EXCO + 1,16 EICH 4 + 0,047 EINOx ). 10-

qui so rapporte A une combustion id~ale no produisant quo du CO2 ot do loeau. En fait,
pour un degr6 d'avanceaont de Ia r~action do 1 qui ropr~sonte Ia limito accessible, clost
,'6tat d'6quilibre qui eat atteint, 10 rondement oa et alors loin d'Atre 6gal A 1 lorsque
40 tend Vera la. valour unit6.
Ceci pourrait oxpliquor la romont~o des rondomonts lorsqueO~crolt au-dela do 0,6.
D'autro part, lea valours rolativomont faibles de rondomont obtonus no doivont pas surpron-
dro, compte tonu do la faible longuour du tube A flamme (distance ontre bord do fuite des
stabilisatours et plan do mosuro voisine do 280 mm).
Nous avons chorch6 A am~lioror lea rondements obtenus ot dana ce but, oxp~rimont6 un stabi-

q lisatour de m~me blocago mais muni do bras radiaux. Les r~sultats obtenus sont represe~t~s
par la courbe 4 at une valour do 97,5 % a 6t6 mesur~o A To = 7730 K ot Pe . 2,7.10V N/rn
ce qui doit pormettre d'obtonir un rendement satisfaisant dana los conditions nominalos do
fonctionnemont.

Indices d'6mission ot rendomon. obtonu ave, la configuration C

La configuration quia rormia do r~soudro 1e probl~me des remont~es do flammo a 6t6 tost~e
jusqu'A Pe 4.10 N/in2 A To ý.7730K at a dornA iss r~sultats suivants.
Au point do fonctionnomont r~alis6 P0 = 4 .10 N/rn , To = 7730K ot 0 = 0,53 un indico
d16mission d'oxyde d'azote do 2 a 6t6 obtonu avoc un rondeaaont onthalpique do 96,5 % coci
avec deux stabilisataurs sans bras radiaux at deux rampes d'injection injectant perper.di-
culairemont A l'Acoulement ot comportant chacuno 30 or~fices do 0,4 mm do diam~tre.

Si P'on so rof~re A la courbo do la figure 4 trac~o A pýrtir do r4ýsultats oxp~rimantaux
d'un foyei: A pr~m~lango ot stabilisatour par grille perfor~e extrapolAp A la prossion do

/l2 xJ 00 To Po
4.1 0

5 N/n ot A To = 7731K (par EINO (T P )=EINO (T P ) x o y-T3o .P1
on consta.te qulil aerait th~oriquemont possible d'attoindro dana c.ts conditions un indice
d'6mission d'oxyde d'azote d'anviron 0,8. II eat vraisemblable qu'un meillaur m~lango

4 permettrait sans douto dt approchor co r~sultat.
Les esases r~alis~s ont d'aillours r~v6lA l'existenco d'un gradient do richesse non n~gli-
goable d'un bord A l'autro du tube A flammo on raison do la variation do la preasion
d'injectiun depuis l'entr~e de la. rampe d'injection jusqu'A son extr~mit6, compto tonu do
la faible section droite des rampes utilis~es.

r L'exploration tous los 10 de~r~s du plan do sortie du tube i flammo a permia do d~celer
ce ph~nom~ne ot nous a permis do tracer l'Avolution do l'indice d'oxyda d'azoto en fonction
do la richesse locale mesur~e. La figure 9 montro lea r~sultats obtenus. Sur cotta figure
sont pr~sent~os d'une part, lea valours locales pour lesquollos 10 rapport d'6quivalonco
mosur6 vanie do 0,5) A 0,62 ot l'indico d'oxyde d'azote do 1 A 4,5 et la valour mayonno
d~duite do l'analyso or, continu 4' meaur6 0,575 EINO =2,1, Ia valour du 0 col mesur~e
6tant do 4' = 0,535, 1'Acart do 7% entro cos doux dernieres valeurs do 4' provenant vraisem-
blabloment do l'oxploration incompl~te do Ia section do sortie, compte tonu do la g~om~trie
te la sonde. (fig. 7
On pout donc osp~ror avoc uno homog~n~it6 plus grande atteindre un indice d'oxyde d'azote
voisin do 1 pour 4' . 0,5 soit uno valour tr~s proche do la. valour th~orique eatim~e.
N~anmoins, 1e r~sultat acquis A l'heuro actoelle sur le module A bna niveau d'oxyde d'azote
oat tr~s oncourageant, puisqu'il pormot d'osp~ror atteindre un indice d'6mission d'onviron
3,2 A 4 dana lea conditions nominales repr~sentativos dana 1s cas do la croisi~ro auporso-
nique d'uza avion TSS.
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6. PROBLEMES A RESOUDRE

Hormis les probl~mes de remont6e de flamme dont nous avons djA jAparlA et qui ont 6t6
r6solus, du mains jusqu'A une prossion do fonctionnement do 4.10 5N/mn ot le probl~me de I'homo-
g6n~it6 de la richesse du m~lange 6voqu6 plus haut, les probl~mes A r~soudre sont nombroux
Probl~mes li~s au soul module do croisi~re
-Risques rt'auto-inflammation du m~lango air carburant en amont des stabilisateurs
-Tenue thermique des stabilisateurs
Probl~mes li~s A l'association du module de ralenti et du module de crois-i~re.
-Repartition de temnorature A Ilentr~e du distributour turbine ot variations en fonction des
r~gimos moteur.

-R~gulation do l'injoction do' carburant entre los deux modules
-Performances do r~allumage en altitude

Il eat certain quo ces probl~mes vont so poser au fur et i mesure do l'avancement des travaux
et ce d'autant plus quo l'utilisation d~un, telle chambre do combustion sorait envisag~o pour
des moteurs A taux de compression 6elv6.
Uno premi~re approche du probl~me du m~lange par jets des 6couloments issus des doux chambres
a 6t6 r~alis~e avec la collaboration do 11ONERA. Los r~sultats obtonus ont montr6 ha difficult6
de -6Aaliser une r~partition do temp~rature satisfaisante en amont du distributeur turbine.
L'6tude do 11inflammation spontan~e d'tun m~lange air carburant entreprise par l'ONERA A notre
demande dans le cadre d'un autre programme, a permis dtobtenir des indications pri~cieuses sur
le comportement A pression et tomp~rature 6lov~es d'un pr~m~lange pr~vaporis6 au k~ros~ne.
11 est vraisemblable qu'ur. zcrnpromis sera n~cessairo aux pressions elv~es entre le temps
necessaire pour r~ahiser un m~lango aussi parfait quo possible et he temps do s~jour limite
admissible, compte tenu des ph~nom~nes d'r.uto-inflammation.

7. CONCLUSION

Nous venons d'exposer ha mani~re dont a AcC, abord6 A ha SNEGMA he probl~me de la r~duction
des 6missions do NO par les chambros do combustio.. do turbor~actours.
Nous avons montr6 quo des possibilit~s potontiolles do r~dtictian de ces 6missions pouvant aller
jusqu'A des divisions par 4 existent, gr~ce A la technique du pr~m~lange pr~vaporis6.
Les travaux ne sant pas actuellomont dans uti Atat suffisamment avanca pour permettre de situor
los himites exactos d'utilisation do cetto technique. Il est possible qu'ollo no puisso pas Atre
envisag~e sur des motours A taux do compression tr~s 61evAý. Le temps n~cessaire pour quo son uti-
!isation sur motour d'avion do transport civil, avec los conditions de s~curitA et do fiabilit6
roquises ost difficile A 6valuer aujourd'hui.
N~anmoins, nous no pensons pas qu'ohle puisse Atro onvisag~e avant une dizaine ct'ann~es. D'ici 1A,
bien des travaux do recherche et do d~voloppement soront n~cessaires.

aN



DISCUSSION

G.Whiterfeld
Since the coinbusion efficiency of your two-module combustor is very high, being well above 99% in a wide range of
mixture ratios, there arises the question of measuring or calculating the combustion efficiency. Could you please
comment on how the figures have been obtained?

Author's Reply
En fait 11ous utiliSon1s une forr iule de calcul du rendement onthalpique qui se rdf~re A une combustion Wdale ne pro-
duisant que du C0 2 et de l'eati; de ce fait pour des richesses de l'ordre de 1, 1'dtat d'6quilibre est tel que le
rendement calcul6 de cette miani~re n'est pas proche de I mais infdrieur i I. Ceci explique, d'ailleurs, que sur la vue
que je vous ai montr~e les inief--icacitds remontent pour des richesses de 0,8 A I compte tenu de la m6thode de calcul
du rendement bast~e sur les indices d'6niission de CO, C Hy et de NOx. Nous sommes conscienits qu'il y a U~ un
problnme de calcul du rendement dans les conditions de richesse elevee.

D.Kretscliier
1I) Pourriez-vous me donner des details suppldmentaires sur la distance entre les injecteurs et les stabilisateurs ainsi

que le temps de rdsidence et le temps ndcessaire pour l'dvaporation des gouttelettes?

(2) Est-ce que le carburant est pr~chauffd?

Author's Reply
(I) La distance entre le nez des stabilisateurs et l'injection est d'environ 180 mm. Le temps de vaporisation et de

m6lange disponible doit 6tre de l'ordre de la milliseconde, le xn~lange air-carburant ayant une vitesse d'environ
1 50mis dans Ia veine d'entrt~e.

(2) Non, le carburant n'est pas pr~chauff6. 11 est chauff6 et vaporis6 par l'air. D'apr~s un calcul approchid nous
estimons qu'un pourcentage d'environ 70% A 80% du carburant inject6 est pr~vaporis6.

D.R.Hounslow
You appear on the second cycle chamber to have a relatively narrow band of efficient operation with respect to
changes in second cycle mixture strength. In view of this, how do you see the problems of fuel staging -- over the
flight envelope between primary cycle only operating at idle through off-design points before the second stage
operation has been fully developed'?

Author's Reply
Nous n'avons pas fait d'6tudes completes du fonctionnement des deux modules. A priori, la repartition du carburant
doit se faire de Ia faqon suivante: au ralenti, seul le module de ralenti fonictionne. Au d~collage et en mont~e,
compte tenu de la richiesse ndcessaire les deux modules, de ralenti et de croisi~re, sont en fonctionnement simultan6;
en croisi~re le module de ralenti est dteint et le module de croisi~re anti NOx est seul en fonctionement A une
richesse d'environ 0,5 de telle sorte que Ia richesse moyenne i Ia sortie soit la richesse requise pour les conditions de

vol en croisiere.
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DESIGN FEATURES FOR A PRE-MIXED VARIABLE AREA COMBUSTOR.

J. Odgers & D. Kretschmer

A Ddpartement de ginie mkcanique, Universit6 Laval, Quebec, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION

The feasibility of a pre-mixed, variable area combustor has been justified by previous work [1 & 2]

both in terms of construction and its effectiveness for pollution control. The theoretical aspects were

discussed in (1], whereas the second paper [2] dealt with some more practical aspects and also, some of

the design considerations.

It is the objective of the present work to Justify some of the design features by presenting them

in more detail, especially with respect to the construction of the pimary zone and its ancilliary parts.

In addition, a short section has been included to emphasize the practicability of the control of the

three major pollutants, oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide and unburnt hydrocarbcns.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMBUSTOR

The combustor has been designed to meet the requirements of a small, single-can engine having a re-

verse flow, tubular combustor. The size and general geometry are indicated in Fig. 1. From both manufac-
turing and performance view-
points, the entry section of the

0 7,3 0 26,0 Filmcooling Slots chamber demands very careful

20 Holes-- 6 Holes Gapwidth 2,5 attention. The following features
. are the most critical ones -

", a) The air entry requires a
smooth aerodynamic profile.

b) Until it spills over the
15 baffle, it is essential that

. .. ~..... •--10 the airflow should always be
575 accelerating. This will mini-

mise the possibility of flash-
back of the flame from the

. Iprimary zone to the fuel in-
.. jectors.

c) In order to meter accurately
Se0I 10 the flow of air over the

.Dimensions in m baffle, the conical profile
will require an accurate
finish (±0,025 mm).

Fig. 1 Layout of the Selected Combustor d) To ensure a good strong re-

circulation downstream of the
baffle,the latter must be finished with a sharp edge.

e) The combustion performance of a chamber is very dependent upon the pressure drop available to
create a stable aerodynamic flow pattern. A minimum such value is about 2,5 % of the inlet pressure.
For the purpose of this design, a 3,0 % pressure drop has been selected.

f) To facilitate a smooth light-up, a centrally positioned pilot fuel atomiser will be located within
the downstream face of the baffle.

g) The materials of construction will be those used for existing conventional combustion systems (e.g.
stainless steels, nickel-base alloys etc.).

The air admitted to the primary zone is controlled solely by the movement of the baffle; the remai-
ning air ports (secondary holes, dilution holes, film cooling devices) have constant cross-sectional
areas. Thus the overall pressure drop through the system is not independent of operating conditions.
Hence, the 3 % presb,,re drop committment can only be met at a single design condition ( No. 4 in Table I).
The full range of engine operating points selected for design consideration is given in Table I, condition
No. 8 being representative of the ground idling case.

A wide-cut kerosene has been selected as the fuel and its relevant properties are listed in Table II.
For calculation pur?oses, the air has been taken as being dry, free from CO2 , and having a molecular
weight of 29. The ratio inerts/oxygen has been assumed to be 3,76.

3. DESIGN FEATURES OF THE COMBUSTOR

In a similar manner to conventional ones, the combustor may be considered as comprising three zones,
"primary, secondary, and dilution. The preliminary sizing of the chamber was described in [2], as was the
assessment of the air distribution,

3.1 Primary Zone Considerations

W The size and critical dimensions of the primary region were established in the former work; relevant
data are listed in Table III. The zone is designed to operate at a near-constant equivalence ratio of 0,8,
and stops are placed so as to restrict the baffle movement such that the primary zone mixture will main-
tain combustion at all conditions, even if the movement mechanism fails.

S.... .•.•1• ,i "" ,,. , ,;:.!• •.• . .. ,-.•-•L••• .. ... ••.•.i ... , '. ..'-' -" - " - . .. , , .. .. • .:- "•" •V



TABLE I

OVERALL OPERATING CONDITIONS OF COMBUSTOR

Cond. Chamber Chamber Fuel Equiv. Air/Fuel Chamber Ph IT
a 2?SNo. Inlet Inlet Flow Ratio Ratio Air Mass

Press, Temp. Flow 2

P2  T2  f *o a/

bar K gmol/s (mass) gmol/s•..= •. s oba r

•; • 1 6,68 735 0.247 0,234 62.86 75,05 304

2 7,88 779 0,326 0,274 53,62 84,49 299

3 9,00 815 0,407 0,311 47,33 93,12 295

4* 9,60 810 0,437 0,313 47,02 99,32 294

5 10,68 803 0,508 0.323 45,55 111,85 296

6 12.99 789 0,611 0,323 45.56 134,55 291

7 14.99 787 0,709 0.324 45.36 155,44 291

8 1,24 294 0,026 0,176 83,63 10,51 1145

* Note: This condition has been arbitrarily chosen as the Design Condition

TABLE II

FUEL PROPERTIES

Composition C1H Molecular Weight 140 S.G. @ 289 K 0,762

Aniline Gravity Constant 7030 OF Calorific Value (nett) 43210 J/g

Distillation IBP 330 K Average B.P. (volume) 446 K

10% 389 K (molal) 439 K

50% 441 K Normal Bubble Point 389 K

;'A 90% 487 K Normal Dew Point 470 K

FBP 510 K Stoichiometric A/F 14,71 by mass

Critical Temperature 625 K Kinematic Viscosity

Critical Pressure 34,5 bar 311 K 1,00 m=
2

/s

Surface Tension @ 298 K 2,30 J 298 K 1,16

Latent Heat (Vap.) @ 1,0 bar 37660 J/gmol 263 K 1,q7

Smoke Point 26 ma 240 K 2,97

Specific Heat Vapour Liquid

273 K 206 J/gmol 270 J/gmol

373 K 260 323

473 K 312 377

TABLE III
PRIMARY ZONE COMBUSTOR DATA

Cond. % of A raha,pZ T x,pz Air injection Area Duct Dia. AP/P2

No. for Total Baffle at Baffle

* 0,8 0 0,8 __-- 0,8

Sgmol/s K Mm
2  =

2  m % ,

A' 1 29,38 22,06 2415 7243 2128 112,74 4.34

.1 2 34,50 29,13 2449 7809 2694 115,89 3,61

3 39,00 36,31 2465 8385 3270 119,01 3,04

4 39,25 38.98 2460 8419 3304 119,19 3.00

5 40,36 45,14 2452 8576 314r1 120.03 2,94

6 40,36 54,62 2450 8576 3461 120.03 2,82

7 40,70 63,30 2447 8626 3511 12',.29 2,79

8 22,00 2,31 2094 6558 1443 108,80 .,21
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Fig. 2 Combustor Head

Figure 2 indicates the general arrangement of the combustor head, and includes the modifications steming
from the present work. These latter have been necessitated by the requirement for adequate performance and
response at the various operating conditions.

Discussions following publication of the earlier work, indicated concerr about the fut.ctioning of
the fuel heater, and also the response characteristics of the baffle to throttle changes. Consideration of
such discussions has resulted in the removal of the fuel heater from the outer annulus of the primaury zone
and the use of cold fuel within the baffle operating mechanism. The justification of the heat exchanger
removal will be given in a later section.

The objections to the use of hot fuel within the baffle mechanism are two-fold. At decelcratinn con-
ditions there is a large quantity of fuel within the mechanism at temperatures and pressures above the new
operating condition. During the course of deceleration the fuel pressure is reduced, and there is the
grave risk of boiling within the pressure chamber which is situated behind the piston. The implications
of such boiling require no further comment. Secondly, a considerable amount of fuel still requires to be
exited from the system in order to permit the return of the piston. As originally conceived, this could
only exit via the fuel nozzles, and at whatever rate they dictated. This rate might, or might not, be
sufficient to cater for the required deceleration. In the new scheme (Fig. 2) the fuel injectors are fed
independently of the pressure sensing mechanism, and hence the fuel within the pressure chamber can be
removed through a spill device in the control system. Such a device can be of any size, and the baffle
movement would then only be limited by the natural frequency of the sys'em. Consideration of the present
mechanism suggests that this frequency is of the order of 150 Hz. As a design 'bonus', the removal of the
hot fuel from the baffle mechanism also results in a simplification of the sealing problems, and the
spring mechanisms.

As in the previous design, the linear movement of the baffle (with a complex wall profile) has been
retained in preference to a simple wall and a complex baffle movemer.t. The baffle profile dimensions are
listed in Table IV.

TABLE IV

BAFFLE PROFILE DIMENSIONS

Distance 0 1,31 2.90 5.02 5,94 7,78 12.63 17.37 m"• ~from Stop I

I Duct
Diameter 108.80 112.74 115,89 119.01 119.19 120.03 120.03 120.29 mm

Gap Width 4,40 6.37 7,95 9.51 9.60 10,02 10,02 10.15 mm

3.2 Intermediate and Dilution Zones

4 Even though the fuel and air are premised, it is still considered that an intermediate zone is
desirable. This is to provide a 'burn-out' zone within a region which will always operate at a sufficient-
ly weak condition so as to ensure that equilibrium conditions will not give rise to sensible amounts of
pollutantsand also to prevent abrupt quenching of any partially completed rýctions of the gases

_____
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emerging from the primary zone. The only urfique feature of the proposed system (Fig. 1) is that the
intermediate air is introduced through the secondary baffle. The height of the secondary baffle has been
chosen as sufficient to stabilise the reciculation behind the primary baffle. However, the theory of
design, with respect to baffle position and size, is so sketchy, that optimisation could on1l be achieved
by a short developement programme.

The dilution zone is entirely conventional and requires no further comment. At the design point
(Cond. 4, Table I) the air distribution is that given in Table V. For comparison, the estimated air dis-
tribution for a conventional combustor has been included (operating at the same condition).

TABLE V

- TAIR DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS AT DESIGN POINT

Premixed Combustor Conventional Combustor

Condition No. 4

Primary Zone Air 39,12 16,19 2

Secondary Zone Air 10,0 6.52 %

Dilution Air 35,89 40,34 3

Film Cooling Air 14,99 36.95 %

One of the noticeable features is the reduction in the required amount of film cooling air. The
major reasons for this are (a) the optration of the primary at a weak premixed condition ( i.e. lower
peak flame temperature ) and (b) the fact that premixed flames are nun-luminous.

It might be anticipated that this saving would be reflected in an increased availability of dilution
air, but this is not so, largely because most of the air thus saved is required to ensure weak mixture
operation within the primary zone, and' to a lesser extent, the secondary zone. Due to the premixed state
of the gases, it is anticipated that the exit temperature distribution will be better than that of a con-
ventional chamber. This my be attributed to the reduction in peak temperatures of the gases leaving the
primary zone, and by the further pro-dilution within the secondary zone. Because of these characteristics,
the concept of a pre-mixed system should be a good design for combustors operating with a very high
turbine inlet temperature, a feature which may become more important in the near future.

3.3 Fuel Sstem Considerations

The changes in the proposed fuel system have been occasioned to facilitate the control of the bafile
4; movement and also to improve the control of the heat transferred to the fuel, whilat at the same time

giving better response characteristics to changes in engine conditions.

In the former work (2], it was demonstrated that there was a need to have flash vapourlsatiou of
the fuel, since the times required for the complete evapouration of the droplets at inlet conditions were
about an order of magnitude greater than the mean residence time between the commencement of injection and
the entry to the combustion zone. If the injectors were to be spaced sufficiently far upstream to ensure

A• evapouration, then the dwell times would be of the same order as the estimated spontaneous ignition
delays.

An alternative system was devised which preheated the fuel (under pressure) such that immediately
upon escape from the nozzle, vapourisation occurred. In order to obtain a reasonable fuel/air dristribution
in the shortest possible distance, a conical pintle would be inserted into the nozzle to direct the fuel
with a cone angle which might range from 60" to 110'. A somewhat similar distributor has beer used success-
fully in other pre-mixed studies (3].

There are possible problems which might occur due to such heating. The major ones are
a) the possibility of lacquer deposition due to thermally unstable substances within the fuel. Such

deposits could bring about blockage of small apertures and/or decrease the efficiency of the heat
exchanger due to 'scaling',

b) the possibility of true thermal decomp"sition (cracking) caused by overheating at the walls,
c) the possibility of vapour-lock,
d) the possibility of corrosion due to the hot fuel.

Of these four factors, that of lacquering is the most difficult, due to the uncertainty of predicting
Swhich fuel will lacquer, and at what conditions. The mechanism of lacquering is generally accepted aa

being the result of some form of oxidation polymerisation of the imp!rities within the fuel, the oxidation
being brought about by diiolved oxygen. Some metals accelerate the process (e.g. copper), others do not
(e.g. stainless steel). Of some sigificance is the fact that deposits of this type can be reduced by
appropriate treatment at the refinery, although the latter could increase the cost of the fuel br about
20 %. Over the years there has a.ccumulated a fair amount of experimental evidence, but unfiortunately much
of it is apparently contradictory. Szetela [51 has recently published a good review of the problem, which
also demonstrates some of the contradictions. For instance, a substantial reduction in deposits can occur
if the fuel is deoxygenated. For the range of wall temperatures anticipated for the present work (320 to
600 K). a potential reduction of the rate of deposition of about two orders of magnitude seems possible.
On the other hand, it is also claimed that substantial trducttans in deposits can result from aerating
the fuel. As would be anticipated. increased fuel velocities (i.e. low residence times) lessen the fuel
deposits. Currently, there are insuffici,nt data to be able to predict the rate of deposition for any fiel
at any operating condition; one may only attempt to incorporate design features within the fuel heater
which will minimise the possible effects.

/rThe lowest temperature at which the fuel commeeces to crack is about 630 K. which is sufficiently

4 above the schlduled bulk fuel temperature so as to preclude the possibility of cracaing other than
(po'isibly) at the walls. Since the air temperature never exceeds 815 K. it seems unlikely that (gas side
coutrolling) the wall temperatures will be excessive. Calculattons indicate that the maximum inside wa11
temperature would be of the order of 600 K.

p,-.
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Vapour lock may be suppressed providing that the fuel pressure is kept above the bubble point
pressure corresponding to the fuel temperature.

Corrosion by the fuel can be eliminated by selecting the appropriate stainless steels for construc-
tion of the fuel system.

3.3.1 Desian Features

The fuel system will be sited in the annular section connecting the compressor discharge and the
combustor. For the engine application here, this annulus has the following dimensions -

O.D. 340 mm, I.D. 230 mm. To facilitate control of the air passing over the heat exchanger, this annulus
will be subdivided into two concentric annuli having the following gap widths - inner annulus 12 mm,
outer annulus 43 mm. Air flow to the two annuli would be controlled by an iris-diaphragm type of valve.

The heat exchanger will be fitted inside the outer annulus and will take the form of a stainless
steel coil, bearing fins. For this example, the coil will be considered to be a tube (15,9 mm O.D., 12,5
ma I.D.), having circular fins of diameter 41 mm and spaced at 2,5 ma intervals. This heater will be used
to preheat the fuel to temperatures corresponding to the dew point temperaturE.. at the operating pressures
within the combustor. The calculations indicate that a tube length of 3100 mm s,.ould be appropriate (i.e.
approx. 3 1/3 coils). The equations used to estimate the bubble and dew points are -

1 PB 4 ,0726 - 1584,251T (1)

l PD 6,2008 - 2914,41;T (2)

These equations have been derived by consideration of the critical data and the normal bubble and dew
points reported in Table II. The estimated performance of the fuel heater is listed in Table VI.

TABLE VI

PERFORMANCE OF THE FUEL HEAT EXCHANGER

Cond. Air Press. Dew Point .ibble Pt. Actual Fuel Air TempeToture Total % of amf
No. Temp. at Pressure Pressure Prehezter amf to Heat

2 = D 2 f) at Tf B Pf Inlet Outlet Exchanger

bar K bar bar K K gmol/s

1 6.88 542 14,11 10,62 735 689 75,05 20,6

2 7.88 549 15,38 18,62 779 724 84,49 21,1

3 9,00 555 16,52 28,96 815 755 93.12 22,3

4 9.60 558 17,12 33,44 810 758 99.32 26,1

5 10.68 563 18,14 42.33 803 764 111,85 36,4

6 12.99 570 20.31 65,50 789 767 134,55 65,7

7 14,99 580 21,93 87,97 787 772 155.44 100

If the results given above are reviewed in the light of the pre'ýious discussion, one may deduce -

a) the final fuel temperatures have values corresponding to the region where substantial lacquering may
be experienced. However, the tube diameter is comparitively large, and blockage may not be a problem.
Loss of heat transfer efficiency may necessitate a somewhat larger heater than that given above.
Since there is no means of predicting the behaviour of any given fuel, it is anticipated that some
separate developement work will be required in this area. Previous test rig experience with a
similar heater gave no indication of problems, although he operating time was only a total of about
fifty hours.

b) Fuel cracking should be insignificant, since the highest predicted wall temperature was estimatedat 590 K.

c€) There is a possibility of vapour lock at Condition 1. but this eould be overcome by a small reduc-
tion of flow number of the main fuel atomisers. However, the uncertainty of the bubble and dew point
data suggests that such a change should not be introduced prior to the preliminary testing of the
unit.

It may thus be concluded that a heat exchanger of the above type is feasible from every aspect,
except possibly, that of thermal instability of the fuel. Even with respect to this latter, the chances of
successful developement must be rated as fairly high.

As before, the light-up and idling condition would be met by means of a Simplex pilot atomiser. The
advantages and disadvantages of such a system have been discussed elsewhere 121. The use of such a pilot
mintmises the possibility of flashback over the baffle to the main fuel injectors. The experience of Roy
et a1 (3) confirms the suitability of the use of a pilot.

4 . CONBUSTOR YElROR C

The methods used to predict the combustor performance were discussed in the formaer paper 12). and
need not be repeated here. However, a further review of the available data (3.61 has shed a little more
light on the performance of premised systems. The chamber used for the reported work. was a 90 sector of
a small annular chamber (radii 163 and 101 m) fabricated with ceramic walls, so as to minimise heat
losses and prevent quenching at the walls. Gas samples may be taken at several planes spaced from the con-

! •bustor exit (corresponding to the normal primary zone exit) to a plane Immediately downstream of the re-
circularion zone associated with the primary baffle. This chamber operates with a nominal inlet Mach No.
of 0,04 And with an overall pressure loss of 4 2.

The combustion efficiency data from I3l (combustion in air. unadultered by steam) may be represented

So



by an equation of the Odgers-Carrier type 7, and for weak mixtures this is-

ig Ig 1~n = 1,699 lg(?h /V' P 2 ) 1 ,191 * + 0,9022 (3)

Units :ibis, ft3, atm

Using Eqn. (3) to predict the end eff~ciencies for the present combustor yields for all conditions
(except idling No. 8, not applicable) an end efficiency of 99,9+ %.. On the basis of this, it would seem
that the combustor would exhibit no pollutant problems due to incomplete combustion products (CO & UHC).

Recently, measurements have been mide of NOx, using the premixed sector of Roy et al, [61. The new
data are plotted against the simple correlation curve proposed by Kretschmer et al. (81. Thle data show
sensible agreement with the scattet band (Fig. 3) and lend a measure of confidence to the predictions made
in (2].TALV1

100TALVI
NOx PREDICTIONS FROM [21

Cond. NOic
/ No. Premix Conventional

NOx /1 3,0 20

9/k9 fuel /2 4,2 30
/ /3 4,9 47

/ /4 4,8 45
10- - 5 4,7 42

V/6 4,5 40

/ /7 4,5 40

a 2,1 2,1

/ y in glkg fuel

4.1 Performance at idling

I There has been no change in the

0 OD concept of the design for the id-
*1 ling condition, and the pilot sys-

~temn will be used. Since there is
no easy means of preheating and

le0 1 0 a Rf combustor performance at this con-
A.' If dition will be similar to that of

11R9f. 9 a convention~il chamber. However,"400AI , the injector has only to cater forJ j 1 njIa sing]-' operating condit~on, and
0,11- thus it shouli be possible to kle-

1800 2200 21600 velope the sy:atem to yield an
acceptable coetbustion efficiency.

Theoretical maximum temperature K This was indicated in (2].

Fig. 3 NOx Found in Gas Turbine Exhaust (as NOD)

S. WALL COOLING

None of the modifications proposed ill the present chamber will alter the air distribution from that
given previously 121. Hience the wall temperatures will remain as they were (Table VlII)ý

TABLE VIII

PREDICTED WA.L TEWZMRTURES

Condition No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 W

Primary Zone 1:ý79 1225 1266 1258 1256 1250 1263 1116K

_________x ___ __ __
MiW5 Secondary Zone 1025 1110 1195 1202 1198 1203 1202 630K

Temperatures Dilution Zone 10.13 1092 1173 1176 1198 1188 1193 634 K

- ~~, 6. TRAVFRSE Q3IALITY AT THE COMJSTOR OUJTLET'

The dilution system used is quite convencional and one might, therefore. empect a slinlar tempera-
ture distributt.ti to a nonte-premixed chamber operated at the same conditions. Due to the ptemixed entry
conditions to the primary zone, and to the lean mixture operation,, the gasies leaving a premixed primary
zone will be much more homogeneous than thowe within a standard ehamber. for this reason, t'ke duty of the
secondary and dilution mixing devices are ukot so dif fieult. and one might confidently expec : a better
traverse for the premtxed chamber. In the conventional chamber. a big proportion of the air is used for
the purpose of film cooling and this also detracts from the mixing quality. The piremixed ehaiber only
requires about half the air for film cooling. and should couasequetly be better amied.



7. CONCLUSIONS

The present results confirm the previously reported study [21 as to the viability of a premixed com-
bustor with variable area control of air distribution.

The predicted performance, based upon experimental data from a premixed (but not variable area) com-
bustor, suggests that all pollutants may be controlled to meet environmental restrictions, except possibly
at idling, where the combustor functions in a conventional manner.

By using a moveable baffle, actuated by the fuel pressure, the air distribution must follow the
engine response to changes of operating conditions. The inclusion of stops limits the baffle movement, and
provide a fail-safe action by ensuring combustion at all operating conditions.

The need to vapourise the fuel imediately upon injection (to ensure adequate mixing) necessitates
the use of a flash vapourising system.

In order to ensure adequate response of the baffle movement to changes of engine conditions, it is
desirable that the fuel which operates the piston, (which governs the baffle movement), be both cold and
independent of the injectors. This has resulted in the fuel heating system being placed in the annular
section between the compressor discharge and the combustoz. To facilitate control of fuel temperature,
this annulus will be needed to be sub-divided, and the air flow into each annulus will be metered by means
af a single iris-diaphragm valve,

The fuel heater can be designed to eliminate cracking, vapour lock and fuel corrosion, but there is
no guarantee that thermal instability will not result in lacquering. An attempt has been made to minimise
this latter by (a) using a wide bore tube and (b) inserting a filter after the heat exchanger. However,
it is anticipated that some developement might be needed to meet this problem.
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NOMENCLATURE

A/F Air/fuel ratio by mass

P Pressure (Eqn. 3: atm) bar

T Temperature K

P Combustion volume (Eqn. 3: ft 3 ) n.a.

o Equivalence ratio

Combustion efficiency

" Mass flow (Eqn. 3: lb/s) gmol/s

Indices:

a Air

B Bubble point

D Dew point

f Fuel

0 Overall

2 Inlet
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DISCUSSION

H.Alirendt
Do you think that in further development you can reduce pressure losses to those of conventional combustors?

Author's Reply
The value of 3% pressure loss is that of a conventional combustor, although it rises to 4% at one operating condition.
This is because with variable area baffle, the pressure loss must change with conditions due to the change in restric-
tions. Many conventional comnbustors still operate with 5% loss, so I don't think we arc excessive in accepting 4% at
a single condition.

G.Winterfeld
In the conclusion in your paper it is stated that the fuel for operation of the baffle will be cold. Could you please
specify what temperature range has to be used?

Author's Reply
Approximately 300 K was assumed to be the delivery from the fuel pump though it would pick up a small amount
of heat from the inlet air steam.

G.Winterfeld
Then, if the figure is 300 K, how would you sustain this figure in operational environment" The engine heats up if
it runs for several hours and the temperature of the fuel may well come above 300 K.

Author's Reply
I think that it still would be acceptable with any normal engine pump or any wing temperature rise. What I anm
implying is that it cannot be permitted to approach the flash vaporisation temperature.

* I D.R.Hounslow
Do you feel that at the relatively low design air casing Mach number you have chosen M 0.03 1 believe, that the
simple baffle/secondary baffle configuration is the optimnwn flame stabilisation device to chose?

Author's Reply
I agree that a Mach No. of 0.03 is not the best operating numbe, necessarily. This was selected because this gave us
approximately the 3% pressure loss we wanted. Personally, I would prefer to see a somewhat htigher Mach number
(about 0.05). but this would have to pay the penalty of an increased pressure luws. It is a matter of wcighing the
balance between pressure loss anti what you would like in terms of combustor velocity. In fact, gencrally speaking
a somewhat higher Mach nwubcr would be d&sirable, at least fron the conbustion viewpoint.

R.M.Denmh;g
Have you considered that the pressure drop in the combustion clhamber may bW defined 4y the requiremnct to cool
the HP turbine stator and tlat the figure of 3 4% loss may be as high as 5S -- %?

Author's Reply
Obviously, if such an event happened, one would require a design modification but in fact tas I have indicI'ted in the
p¢evious discussion) I would be prepared to accept the higher prcs-urm koss because it has a lhighr tainting Potcnt W.
etc. and it would be bWacticii- with egfad the coanbustiou peocesses.
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SUMMARY

An attempt is made to review both the concept of variable geometry as it
applies to the control of emissions from gas turbine combustors, and also
to the potential of a novel fluidic device to put the concept into practice.
This method is based upon the use of a bled-vortex generated to control
ind vary the air distribution characteristics within the combustor liner,
and experimental data are given from the first *cold' tests carried out
with the device.

The conclusions made in the report are that

e although significant emissions reductions can be achieved by the use
of variable geometry, it is unlikely that the level of reduction
attained will be sufficient to exceed the appropriate
US Federal Standards for civil aircraft engines.

t the vortex-controlled, variable geometry combustor has potential for
further development.

1. INTRODUCTION

The pollutant emissions levels from aircraft gas turbine engines must be significantly reduced
in the future if they are to satisfy the currtnt United States Federal Standards'. The 1981 Standaý,ds
require that the oxides of nitrogen be reduced to approximately one-third, and the carbon monoxide to
below one-twentieth of the levels which are exhausted from today's engines. Efforts to produce such
low-emission combustors have taken many different paths in recent years and the subject of this report

V is that path which has become referred to as variable geometry. The term 'variable geometry' implies
that the air distribution characteristics within the gas turbine combustor liner can be made to vary
with changes in engine power level, and its name has been derived due to the fact that these changes
were first effected by making modifications to the liner geometry by, for exmple, mechanical variation
of the size of the liner holes.

This report atteNpts to present the basic reasons for the effectiveness of variable geometry, to
describe the limitations of the method and also to present the first 'cold' results obtained from an
experimental programme aimed at producing a system which employs a special fluidic device to control and
vary the air distribution characteristics in the liner.

2. POLLUTANT EMISSIONS AND THE VARIABLE GEONEMrY CONBUSTOR

2.1 Formation of Pollutatit Spec•ies

The sources of the pollutonts of interest ýn an aircraft gas-turbine combustor are reasonably well
understood, and are directly related to the temperature-time-composition histories of all the fluid
elements in the combustor. Carbon monoxide. CO. is an incomplete product of 'rombustion, formed in
substantial quantities In the primary zone. It undergoes oxidation to C04 in the primary and inter-
mediate zones, and this rate-limited step greatly influences the concentration of CO in the exhaust
gases. CO emissions are at their malxim"m at low-power conditions when the tomhustor is operating
close to the wek-extinction limit. the bulk temperatures are low. and the otidation rates ore slow.
the presence af hydrocarbons (4C) In the exhaust is due largely to unburrt- fuel and parotally exidised
products which find their way into the cooling fil4s within the combustor liner. and like CO. these
emissions are also highest at low-power conditlein.

Engqife smoke, mostly carbon. is formed in the priary zone in fluid elements with rich fuvl-air ratios,
and aonsequeatly art at a Wmaium at high-power conditions. The ox0ide of nitrwjen. which comprise
mostly nitri(t• ixide (NO). are formed in the migh temperature rtgtolt of the primary and intermediate
4oriel, ar4 in fluid elements with equiv•lRce ratios Fe*& .saity; .•tir !ormation rate is characterized
by a very strong dtvendence upon teaperature. uv •o the relatively slow reconviteiion process of NO
to N, and O.. *iie forftd, it remains In the exhaust gases PA is east ptevatet at hi•p-{pw coa-
dittom where the bulk tew .atufts are maximu.
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Accurate predictiens of the emission levels of all the species considered above cannot be made, but
an indication of the dependance of the species of primary concern, namely NO and CO, upon the
combustor operating conditions can be obtained from the data in Tables 1 and 2 below.

TABLE 1

NO FORMATION CIARACTERISTICS

AT FULL-POWER CONDITION4

Equivalence Ratio Flame Temp. Concentration In g/kg Fuel
(Typical) N

0 OK Equil. Formed

0.4 1610 90 0.0

0.6 !989 180 0.1

0.8 2310 200 16

1.0 2500 110 40

1.2 2470 20 6

TABLE 2

CO FORMATION CHARACTERISTICS

AT IDLE CONDITION

Equivalence Ratio Flame Temp. Concentration in g/kg Fuel
(Typical) CO

0 OK Equil. Formed

0.4 1380 0 2000

0.6 1750 2 1726
0.8 2080 21 29

1.0 2300 197 197

1 1 1.2 225O 784 942

In both tables, a comparison is made between the concentration levels that are formed at the exit of the
primary zone of the combustor with those that would exist if equilibrium conditions were to be chtevei
ThIUtA T-'Table 1, calculated by the method given in Reference 2. clearly indicates two important
factors in NO fomation. firstly that the concentration levels formed are well below equilibrium
conditions, and secordly that there are two orders of magnitude increase in NO formed as the fuel-air
equivalence ratio changes ?om 0.6 to 0.0(or as the temperature changes from 20(10 to 23000K). The
CO formation data in Table 2 was calculated on the assumotion that the fuel is instantly oxidised to

SCO and that the CO is further oxidised by reactie, with the ON specie. The results indicote that low
CO levels can only be achieved in a Narrow ranep of equivalence ratios from aprxmattely 0.7 to 0.9

. (i.e. for temperatures from 1900 to 210001). It is important to note that at ratios below 0.7 the CD
levels are high due to the slow rate of oxidation whereas at ratios above 0.7 they afe high because
they reach equilibria conditions. These CO equilibrium values take w account of the oxidation
reattions that occur beyond the primary zone of the combustor so they must be used with care.
Experimental evidente shows for example. that CO levels from coMustors operating at high-power
levels where the mass-men primary zoe equivalteoce ratio is near unity, are usually less than I0g/kg
fuel rPther then at the 200 equilibriam value wich correspos to the primary con condition. ence
the oxidation reactions must play a very significant role at this comition. perhaps the west

mtWertant conclusion tat can be made from these approximate calculations are that emission levels of
both WX and CO are extremely sensitive to the toeeatwe histories wi••in the cmustor. A low
emission comustor can oaly be developed, therefore, if the design pemits close control of the
amperature histories within th mbustor at all wemie operating conditios.

L



2.2 Variable Geometry Combustion

The practical difficulties in developing the low-emission combustor are substantial, both in

achieving the homogeneous, or near-,omogeneous fuoiditiont implied by the results gven,, above, and
also in maintaining a limit to the equivalence ratio(s) withii the combustor over the wide range of
operating conditions through which the aircraft gas turbine must operate. The homogeneous state
can only be approached if complete pro-mixing of the fuel with primary zone air takes place beWore
combustion, and the full potential of the variable geometry concept is only realised if this is
carried out.

Present-day combustors, however, operate with fuel injection directly into the combustor which
results in combustion taking place in numerous fluid elem.nts over a wide range of equivalence
ratios. A combustor, or combustion region, can be characterised by the mass-mean equivalence
ratio, •, (or $p for the primary zone) but it is clear from the discussion above that the distri-
bution of equivalence ratios about this mean are as important as the mean itself in influencing
emission levels. As a result of this factor, the rate of change of NO and CO with OV for such
systems cannot be expected to b2 nearly so rapiJ as the data in the two tables would imply, and in
addition neither specie can be expected to go to the zero concentration level as there will always
tend to be some hot regions to generate NO, and cold regions to produce CO. A basic feature of gas
turbine combustors is that if they are operated with conventional fuel systems, they then exhibit a
characteristic CO-NOx relationship similar to that shown in Figure 1 (see reference 3), and even if
variable geometry is employed with these system. then relatively little departure from this character-
istic curve can be anticipated. Consequently the potent*Il of this approach to pollution control
relates to the position of this characteristic relative to the emission standards required. For
aircraft engines the present standards correspond to emission indices of approximately 8g/kg fuel for
both pollutant species. These criteria tend to fall close to the characteristic of most aircraft gas
turbines, as is shown in Figure 1, which would indicate that they may be achieved by the use of
variable geometry providing very close control is maintained on the combustion zone conditions. In
practice this is not feasible because although the high :±nd medium power levels may be operated near
to the 8:8 point, it is not possible to reach this point during the idle c':--dition due to the limit in
flame temperatures imposed by the low combustor inlet temperature. If the limitations imposed by the
CO-NO• characteristic are accepted, therefore, it must be considered necessary to incorporate an
additional control technique such as fuel-air premixing, if the emission levels are to be comfortably
below the 1981 Aircraft Standards.

Despite these limitations, it is clear, however, that substantial reductions in NOx and CO emissions
can be achieved by the application of the variable geometry concept. Its potential has been fully
confirmed experimentally by many workers" in the last few years but more ingenuity and development
is required in the design and Lontrol s:'s'mR necessary for the concept before it can find wide
application in practical gas turbine engines.

3. THE APPLICATION OF VORTEX FLOW CONTROL

Many techniques have been proposed and developed for varying an' controlling the air tlow
distribution characteristics in combustors but nearly all have involved the use of moving parts
either adjacent to the hot walls of the combustor, or in the air inlet stream.

One novel approach that has recently been studied at Cranfield involves the use c(F the vortex flow
control principle which was pioneered by Adkins'. A simple piece of hardware has been built involving
this principle with the objective of producing a system with a range of primary zone air flows from
28 to 38 percent. This range was selected on th3 basis that it represented the minimum range to
produce the lowest emissions from a specific comhustor with known CO-NO characteristics*. The study
was the subject of the student dissertation project$ and will be descriged together with a brief
explanation of the principle of vortex flow control.

3.1 Vortex Flow Control

Over the past few years the principle of vortex flow control has been applied to a range of short
diffusers (with an included angle of 30 ) each with a differing area ratio and geometric configuration.
In all cases, the problems of su'bstantial pressure loss and flow instability that normally results
due to such short lengths have been avoided by the presence of the vortex, and the measured static
pressure recoveries have been higher than those which may be obtained using conventional aerodynamic
designs. The application of the principle does, however, require a small fraction of the mainstream-
air to be bled from the vortex chamber to maintain stability and further research is in progress to

SThe data given in Section 2.1 indicates that homogeneous combustion
99 systems require a wider range of air distribution characteristics. To

achieve a fixed * of 0.7, for example, would require a range between
20 percent PZ air at idle to 40 percent PZ air at full power according
to the schedule given in Figure 2.
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minimise the level of air bleeding required. The results obtained to date clearly show the bleed
levels to be well below that required by the more conventional diffusers which operate with boundary
layer suction to reduce diffuser lenqth.

The simplicity of construction required to produce a tubular vortex controlled diffuser is demon-
strated by the design shown in Figure 3. The amount of bleed required from this method of approach
has been found to be very sensitive to the position and size of the vortex fence located just down-
stream of the diffuser throat. A full description of the flow structure postulated to occur at the
vortex is given in Reference 5, where the case is also made that the structure is inherently stable.
A typical performance characteristic of a VFC diffuser is shown in Figure 4, which relates the static

N• pressure effectiveness n (defined in the figure), to the quantity of bleed air taken from the vortex
chamber. The characteristic is almost step-shape, with the big improvement in performance occuring
from points (b) to (c) in the figure, and the quantity of bleed at the point (c) has been defined as
the "minimum bleed requirement, Bc". Correlations have been obtained from these research studies
which permit values of Bc and n to be estimated for any new applications. These correlations indicate
that both quantities are dependant primarily upon diffuser configuration and the flow distcrtion
characteristics at the inlet, and that the application of the technique in a typical gas turbine
engine will require less than three (3) percent bleed in order to achieve an effectiveness of
approximately 85 percent.

It is the ability of this small quantity of bleed air to effect a significant variation in the flow
behaviour in the diffuser which may possibly be used, with careful design, to control the air
distribution characteristics in a variable geometry combustor.

3.2 Design Details of .est Equipment

The vortex flow control device can be used in a number of different ways to produce the desired
flow control. The configuration used for this study, shown in Figures 5 and 6, was chosen because
the required variation in primary zone flow was modest, namely from 28% at Idle to 38% at Full-power,
and also to ensure that the rate of bleed-off would be a maximum at the Idle condition where its
effect on engine performance is less critical. Since an appreciable amount of the primary zone air
is obtained by re-circulation from the secondary holes, it was decided to separate them from the
dilution air by means of a shield. A vortex flow device had therefore to control the distribution
of flow between the shielded and dilution-air passageways. The purpose of the model was to determine
the vortex fence position and size, and the position of the primary zone splitter shield to achieve
the required range in flow distribution.

The model, fabricated out of 1.6mn, -et metal, was tested at near ambient pressure. The air was
supplied from a small fan capable of developing a diffuser inlet Mach number of 0.22. The combustor

:Vj was operated at pressures in excess of atmospheric so that the bleed gases needed no suction, and the
bleed flow was controlled by a valve. Orifice plates, installed according to B.S.1042, were used to
measure the flow rates at the model inlet and at the bleed pipe exit. A lD-point rake, designed to
give *inal area weightings across tne diameter, was used in conjunction with wall static tappings to
measure the mass flow entering the shielded primary zone area. The testing procedure consisted of a
systematic variation of the variables, X, Y, Z (see Figure 7), and each configuration was subjected to
a range of bleed rates from zero up to the maximum attainable. The ranges of variables investigated
were as follows:-

Fence axial gap, X from 2.74 to 6.2mm
Fence radial gap, Y from 2.03 to 3.81mm

Distance from throat to shield, Z from 15.24 to 43.2mm

The bleed flow rates were limited to a maximum of approximately 3.5 percent in most cases due to the
pressure limitations of the fan used to supply the test air.

3.3 Discussion of Experimental Results

The results obtained from a systematic variation of the three main design variables, X and Y for
the control fence, and Z for the position of the primary zone splitter relative to the diffuser throat,
are shown in Figures 8, 9 and lO respectively. All show the change in PZ, the percentage of air that
enters the primary zone, versus the percentage of air bled from the diffuser exit. The general shape
of these graphs can be anticipated from the discussion given above, and in particular from the typical
characteristic of vortex controlled diffusers given in Figure 4. It is to be expected that at low
bleed values, a to b in the figure, there will be little change in the airflowdistribution until at
the critical point b, a decrease in the primary zone airflow will occur and continue to occur until the
critical point C is reached. After this point, further increases in bleed flow rate will only have a
marginal effect upon the airflow distribution.

A The important criteria for 'he application under study are the rate of change of PZ with bleed as it
must be sufficiently seusitive to permit ease of control, and ti,e range in airflow distribution i,,at
can be achieved with any one geometry. Unfortunately, the lower limit of the range was not determined
in all cases due to the economies imposed in operation of the equipment, as it was not possible to apply
suction to the bleed tube. The lower limit was controlled, in most cases, therefore, by the level of
the pressure drop between the bleed chaner and the atmosphere.

1$'



Figure 8 shows the influence that the position of the fence has upon the operation of the combustor.
The value of PZ is shown to decrease from 36 to 30 as the bleed increases from zero to 3.5 percent,
but it is clear that a wider range could be obtained with additional bleed. The optimum position
of X, in ttrms of the sensit:vity of PZ with bleed, appears to be within the range of 3.66 to 4.37mm
but, in general, the influence of fence position is not shown to be of great significance.

The other critical dimension for the fence is the value of the radial gap, Y, between the diffuser
throat and the top of the fence. This parameter is shown in Figure 9 to exert a significantly
greater effect upon the performance characteristics. The best performance in terms of both range
and sensitivity is that obtained at a value of Y = 2.5mm.

Finally the results in Figure 10 show the influence that the position of the primary zone splitter
shield has upon the performance when the fence position and size are at the optimum values of
X = 3.66 and Y = 2.54mm respectively. As the distance from the diffuser throat reduces from 43.2mm
to 15.2mm the' characteristics change very little; the maximum value of PZ increases from 35 to 36
and its minimum value from 29 to 30. Clearly, this range could be increased by reducing the distance
below 15.2mmn, and ty increasirg the bleed flow rate either by applying suction or by operating the
combustor at higher pressure levels.

In general, these results are considered to be encouraging and the concept worthy of further pursuit
particularly as it involves no moving parts and, with development, it is anticipated that the range in
P7 values can be extended significantly. It shoulo also be stressed that the concept in its present
form c~n operate without blead at the high power level conditions, and thus will have a very limited
effect upon the overall engine performance.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The following main conclusions can be made:-

1. Significant reductions in the levels of all emissions species can be achieved by the
use of variable geometry.

2. The absolute level to which emissions can be reduced from gas turbines by the use of
variable geometry alone is probably not sufficient to meet the 1981 U.S. Federal
Aircraft Gas Turbine Standards.

3. The application of the principle of vortex flow control to achieve changes in air
distribution characteristics with engine operating conditions, appear feasible and
worthy of further pursuit.
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"DISCUSSION

U _G.Winterfeld
The concept of varying the combustion air distribution by a bleed-air stabilized diffuser seems to be very en-
couraging. However, bleed is a penalty with respect to s.f.c. Can you give some indication about the increase of
s.f.c. to be expected?

Author-s Reply
We have done sums on this matter although not for the variable-geomnetry combustor considered in this paper, but for
the case in which the bleed vortex is used solely to control the flow in precconbustor diffusers. Tile results show tile
con,.ept to be advantageous if:

(I) we use the 3% bleed air for turbine cooling, or

(2) we can reduce the rate of bleed to lower levels.

I know I am not answering your question in a satisfactory manner, but I have no numbers at hand. I am just giving
you an indication of the conclusions that we have come to. You will note that in the concept in this pal.er the
3% bleed is required .jnly at idle and not at full power, so the s.f.c. penalty is really very modest indeed.

M.Pianko
On figure 2, the objective shown is to vary tile percentage of the p.-im~uy air from 20 to 40%. However, on the last
figures 8, 9 and 10, it appears that by modifying the parameters x, y. z, you obtain a variation of the primary air
only from 25 to 35%. Is it possible with this concept of variable combustor to achieve the goal of variation from
20 to 40%'?

Author's Reply
At the moment we do not know but may I make three quick comments:

Figure 2 is meant to represent the extreme limit to tile design goal and is beyond the goal we would need to
"attain the current emission standards.

We really do not know the limnit to which this concept can be pursued. There are many variables, not only the
x, y, z that we showed, but also in the basic geometry that we have employed.

Finally, as I understand it, emission standards that are currently in force for I081 are going to be substantially
relaxed and, in particular, for the oxides of nitrogen. The problem then reduces to one of CO control at idle
and I amn confident that the range required for such control could be achieved by this sort ot approach. Of
course the difficulty today is that in designing for a low emission aircraft gas turbine combustor we are
shooting at a moving target. Until the standards are firmly set it is very difficult to say which is the optimum
method of approach to reach the standards.

D.Kretschmer
Have you ever experienced aerod n,anic instabilities'!

' •Author's Reply (R.S.Fletcher)
The answer is yes if wye do not design it correctly, but perhaps I can refer you to Mr Adkins on this one as lie has a
history of some eight years in duration which lie can use to reply to that question.

Author's Reply (R.C.Adkins)
We have found that there is a limiting area ratio for stable diffusion which is set by the degree of non uniformity
of the flow at the diffuser inlet. We are able to predict this limit, and by selecting an area ratio of just less than this
value, we can ensure that our diffuser will run within the stable flow regime.

Author's Reply (R.3.Fletcher)
Or alternatively, we may say, as the inlet flow distortion increases, the maximum area ratio of the diffutser which
can be achieved with this concept is red'ced. Ibis is particularly important, of course, as the \clocit, promiles just
upstreani of the combustor are never flat as the combustor designer always assumles in tile design proces.

J.Odgers
%%'fhat precautions have you taken it) "sure a hail-safe mechianisil?

Author's Reply
Well it is onl the grounds of safety. I thtink. that thle proposed approach has. 1munch appeal because it is omi this criteria
that moving valves or other mechanical controls gi\ e cause for concern. Our design approach is such that it would

only requime significant bleed at idtle It an emergency case, if" the bleed valve failed to opemn, cýces, air \lould be fed

A-•
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itthprmy neand blow-out may occur. At tI.e opposite end of the spectrunm, if the bleed valvv leaked at

full power there would be less air in the primary zone than we designed for. Having chosen a burner of say 0.70

tody'scomustrs.Thi is ofcousesimlifingthtisse smewat s tereareother problems such as wall

colin.B kin!a 'ctosint cont ett nkihcapoc a otnta o icatgstubns

lilt
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THE PROS AND CONS OF VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBINES

Prof. Dr.-Ing. H.G. MUnzberA: Dr.-Ing. J. Kurzke

Aerospace Institute, Technical University of Munich, Germany

Definition of variable geometry

The concept of "variable geometry" (v.g.) may have an extensive as well as a restric-
tive signification. We must therefore first suitably define this concept. "An (airborne)
gasturbine engine is said to have variable geometry if the off design behaviour can be
influenced to a degree exceeding the limit set by the RPMs of the controlled rotor." This
lecture will cover the jet engine, i.e. the airborne gasturbine engine.

Twospool and multispool units without mechanical coupling of the rotors, which are
nearly exclusively used today, belong then to the type of engine with variable geometry
even though they possess no regulatory devices. Due to the fact that the rotors are free
rotating, which leads to a variable speed ratio (n /n 0 const) through the whole range
of operation, an "elasticity" in the mode of ope gtifh (partial load, acceleration etc.)
is achieved which can normally only be attained through variable geometry (for example
adjustable compressor guide vanes). The comparison of the two turbojet engines RR-Olympus
and GE J-79 can be cited as an example. For the engines the total pressure ratio is about
15 respectively 12. The Olympus engine achieves the compressor adaption at partial load
through free rotating of both rotors. With the single rotor concept of the J-79 (two
mechanically coupled rotors would here be equivalent) this was achieved through the
arrangement of 7 adjustable stators.

The above definition emphasizes the o f f d e s i g n p o i n t o p e r a -
t i o n of the propulsion system which should be improved through the use of variable
geometry. The improvement could pertain to the efficienc) of a component and thereby
reduce the specific fuel consumption at a definite load condition of the engine. It could
also mean that two or more components attain a higher degree of compatibility. In this
case the result can also be an improvement in fuel consumption or an increase in thrust
of the whole propulsion system. Improvements can furthermore have an influence on perfor-
mance alternation through the acceleration time; excessive RPMs and excessive temperatures
can be avoided and so on. Improvements in noise and exhaust emission can likewise be
attained through variable geometry. In summary, the mode of operation is implicated
here in its most vast sense.

Occassionally it is said that the so called adaptive adjustable geometry (fort example
adjustable guide vanes in the compressor) is in principle something different than the
type of geometry that affects the range of operation depicted in performance maps for
turbo engines, and which thereby influence the thermodynamic cycle (example: change in
area of the exhaust nozzle). This differentiation can ultimately only point out gradualI differences and offers no fundamental supplement. The purpose of the variable guide vane
adjustment in the compressor of most of the engines built today is to adapt the charac-
teristics of the compressor stages at partial load. On the otaer hand, stator adjustment
(of course with different angle changes) allows also the variation of flowrate and pressure
at a given compressor speed. In this case the thermodynamic cycle is also influenced.

E Employment of variable geometry

Fig. I a depicts a visi nary engine. The purpose of the disclosed difference between
the upper and lower engine halves is to point out possible localities for variable geometry.
In spite of the monstrous construction, there is no claim of completeness. The numbers are
"so arranged that they give the chronological order of the engine sections passed by the
gasilow. in other words, the lowest numbers represent the inlet diffusor. whereas the
highest numbers represent re-heating and the outlet section.

The left side of the table in fig. I b shows those sections (localities) with variable
geometry that are todays practice, whereas the right side shows those that have been teýted
in prototypes, discussed in technical bureaus and have been applied for patent. Even after
considering the diverse alternative solutions that are shown on the left side, still about
"10 adjusting devices exist which are functionally distinguishable.

Fig. 2 shows the 3 propulsion categories that hove had a marked influence on the
development of aeronautical and space engineering from its very beginnings until today.
The time span ranges from 30 to 40 years respectively. Th4 s time span cove-s the beginning
and endphase of the piston-powered engines, whereas the development of the turbojet engines



and chemical rockets will hopefully continue in an unrestrainable pace.N rs The trend towards complexity in propulsion systems is obvious. If one also takes into
account all of the regulatory devices (not all pictured in the figures), it is easy to
see the risk involved for the reliability of the propulsion system, for example due to
the possible disorderly movement by quick throttle action (danger of oscillations or even
inadvertent effects arising from the variable qeometry).

This remark is not to document a negative attitude towards variable geometry, but to
point out the necessity of considering the system as a whole. In order to reach an
evaluation within the scope of the program (flight missions) in question, the advantages
of the theoretical thermodynamic gain (for example improvement of fuel consumption at
certain load conditions) must be compared with the disadvantages such as complexity,
reduction of safety and increase in cost.

From the just mentioned we can draw three conclusions:

1) The chosen system in which the pros and cons of a turbine with adjustable guide vanes
is to be investigated should be relatively simple; we chose a twospool turbojet
engine. Strictly speaking, with exception of an adjustable thrust nozzle, there is
no variable geometry. We should make as I i t t 1 e u s e a s p o s s i b I e
of those v a r i a n t s listed in fig. 1. The safety risk with respect to control-
oscillations or similar phenomena, even with an additional section with variable
geometry, is in this case acceptable.

2) If adjustable guide vanes are being employed in the hot section of the engine, then

those h-.ld be chosen which incorporate the m i n i m u m of t e c h n o -
I o g i c a I r i s k . The guide vanes should be adjusted and not the rotor blades,
and tnis should not occur in the hot high pressure turbine, but in the low pressure
turbine which operates at a lower temperature. Besides this, only a single stage
should be considered.

3) Lastly, a sophisticated engine with many f r e e p a r a m e t e r s was not
chosen, because with the numerous functional factors e v e r y t h i n g could
be proven. With bypass or three-stream engines with variable thrust nozzles in the
bypass, variable load distribution in primary and bypass flow, duct burners, variable
thermodynamic process through mixed or direct jet propulsion, jet-interpenetration
through special valves etc. it is possible, solely through adequate selection of the
efficiencies in compressors (and/or turbines) to have, for example, the economy of

- 'I the turbo engine improved or impaired when adjusting the turbine stator.

Example for the utilization of an adjustable turbine

Probl em

After these more or less general remarks concerning the pros and cons of an adjustable
turbine, we want to discuss now a specific case of utilization. We have given the following
hypothetical flight mission:

A military aircraft with a single engine must be able to reach Mach 0.8S at an altitude
Sof 11 k- ( - 36.000 ft) without the use of the possibly existent afterburner. This condition
represei.ts the optimum lift-drag-coefficient. On the other hand, the aircraft should be
able to fly for a long time at sea level. This would for example be the case when the 4ir-
craft has to stay in a holding pattern outside the range of enemy radar.

t
The engine is a twospool turbojet with an adjustable stator in the low pressure tur-

bine (fig. 3). For the design condition N . 11 km. No ý 0.85. a total pressure ratio of
IT - 4s.6 a. 15.75 si given.

The lo, pressure turbine entry temperature was given to 1250 S. from which a combustion
chakober temperature of 1450 K results.

Fig. 4 depicts a schematic view of an adjustable turbine stator. An (additional)
radia' gap has to be considered, which is dependent on the hub-tip-ratio and the adjust-

o ment rwnge AA/A. This causes a drop in efficienty of AlLPT 1.5 - 2.5 in the low
pressure turbine.



Results for fixed v

"Fig. 5 shows the results for flight time ano range during holding with a given
constant fuel mass for an engine without varlaoie geometry. The Mach numbers and tne lift
coefficients are given for the individual points. The optimum lift coefficient is
CL,opt 0.347, which gives a flight time at minimum drag of 1.37 hours.

Results for ad~Justableturybine stator

Fig. 6 displays the same rcsults as in fig. 5; the dashed line pictures additionally
those for an adjustable low pressure turbine. The additional losses due to radial gap were
accounted for by a 2 T diminuatlon in efficiency. The curve shows the results for the best
adjustment of the turbine stator. It may seem surprising at first that this adjustment is
the same as at the design condition. The diminuated efficiency of the low pressure turbine
results in an insignificantly shorter flight duration when compared with the non-variable
turbine.

What is the reason for the best adjustment of the turbine stator being the same as
its position at the design condition? Regarding this question, fig. 7 displays a few para-
meters of the engine at Mach 0.35 during holding. The flight duration is a maximum at this
flight speed (see also fig. 5).

One noticas at first that the flight time varies by only 1/2 % when the stator area
varies by about 13 1. The reason for this is that the high pressure turbine entry tempe-
rature, the pressure ratio and the "mean" effiency level of turbo components remains
practically constant. The result is merely a redistribution of the pressure ratio between
"the low pressure and high pressure compressor. When opening the stator, there is a decrease
in the RPMs of the low pressure shaft and an increase in the high pressure rotor. The same
tendency is reflected by the pressure ratios. The final result is that it is best not to
adjust the low pressure turbine due to the fact that the loss tendencies, i.e. the partial
efficiencies, compensate each other.

The change in the mode of operation in relation to the stator adjustment is also
depicted in those performance mnaps, which were the basis of the calculation (fig. 8 and
9). The scales in these diagrams were modified with the aid of correction factors, so
that they correspond with the investigated engine.

Results foraduablthstnze

As can be seen in fig. 6, the adjustment of the turbine stator, as well as that of
the thrust nozzle were investigated. When the thrust nozzle was opened 20 - 30 %, an
increase in flight duration in the whole field was the result. The corresponding values
for pressure, temperature and RPM are shown in fig. 10.

The total pressure ratio and the entry temperature in the high pressure turbine
change greatly. Even the compressor massflow, which was constant over the adjustable
range in fig. 7, is now variable.

The change in the specific fuel consumption can actually be derived from the -urve

for the flight duration, which, by the way, has a much more coarse scale than in fig. 7.
Thrust and Mach number are constant. and the fuel mass is 3000 kg in all cases.

The corresponding operation conditions are plotted again in the performance maps of
fig. 8 and 9, and thereby round up the data given by hig. 10.

It was also investigated what advantages an adjustable turbine stator would have
with An open nozzle. for the flight duration, the result was the same as the before
discussed: !t is best not to adjust the stator.

As can be seen from fig. 8, opening the stator results in a greater safety span witi.
oespect to the surge line of the low p~eesure compressor. Though this effect is of actual
advantage, the expense of an adjustable stator in the turbine for this reason is not
justified.

4C



N Summary

An adjustable stator in the low pressure turbine of a twospool turbujet is of no
explicit advantage with regard to the discussel problem.

As was mentioned above, the shape of the compressor performance map cculd be soaltered (manipulated), that, even in our very simple example, a stator adjustment wouldresult in an improvement of the fuel consumption. In other words there can be engines
having such a concept, that stator adjustments prove to be of advantage. Such a result
cannot be considered as generally valid, because only the characteristic of one specificengine can be altered, and then only in the form of a remedial measure. Variable geometrycan be of advantage for those flight missions in which long periods of time are run atvery low partial liad. This may be comparable to the situation of aft automobile in inner
city traffic. The advantage with respect to an automotive gas turbine engine is quite
considerable. But flight mirsions with comparable conditions are very seldom.
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Fig.lo: Visionary jet engine with possible localities for variable geometry

Explanations to variable geometry

prototype test / proposal /
realized in production engines

patent pending etc.

I Inlet ione displacement in direction of 5 Inflatable inlet lip
engine main axis

8 Retractable 5hj.ter in front of first com-
2 Inlet cone adjustment perpendicular to pressor blade

engine main axis
12 Pneumatic or mechanic fit adjustment of

A 3 Angle chanqe of inlet lips labyrinth seals

4 Displacement of inlet lips 14 Splitter adjustment on bypass engine

6 Adjustable auxiliary inlet 16 Combustion chamber with 2 or more primary
zones and variable mixture

7 Blow-off bqtween supersonic inlet and
engine 17 Turbine with adjustable guide vanes

9 Compressor with adjustable stator 18 Turbine with adjustable rotor blades

10 Compressor with adjustable rotor 19 Throttling or shut-off cooling air channel
for hollow blades

11 Controlable blow-off orifices between
compressor stages 20 Fit adjustment of labyrinth seals

13 (Free rotating) multispooI engine 25 Pneumatic thrust reversal

15 Combustion chamber with switchable 27 Shift blade row for thrust reversal
: "injection nozzles (main nozzles -

auxiliary nozzles) 30 Re-heat with extendible flame holder
(mechanically or pneumatic)

21 Adjustmhnt of minimal thrust nozzle
cross-section through shifting of axial
core

22 Adjustment of minimal thrust nozzle
cross-section with flaps

23 Angle change in thrust 1. ýille expansion

section

24 Rear-end ventilation of expansion section

25 Mechanical thrust reversal

26 Shutting and opening the relief channel

"for thrust reversal

28 Tunable nozzles for thrust vector control

29 Dual thrust Systems with variable exhaust
deflection

Figilb: Explanations to variable geometry
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Fig. 2: Devetopment of propulsion systems
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DISCUSSION

H.GRIEII
In the written paper is mentioned a LP turbine efficiency penalty of 2% at design point due to the variable geometry.
In our studies we found a strong influence of turbine off-design pe.rformance (off-design efficiency) not only or, SFC,
but also onl the ratnge of engine purformance flexibility achieved. Did you introduce turbine off-design performance
characteristics in your study'!

Author's Reply
I did not show the performance maps of the variable turbine. Thle calcuflations were based on five different low
pressure turbine maps for five different angles of the stator adjustment. These performance maps were not measured
but computed. In the different performance maps the efficiency level is also different.

S.Boudigues
Je .uis d'accord avec les conclusions des auteurs sur l'efficacit( relativement mediocre du distributeur de turbines
BP. mais malgrý les difficult~s technologiques que cela pr~sente it serait bon de regarder l'effet de la variation de la
section du distributeur lHP. En effet. iX cc moment-li on dispose de trois param~tes qui permettent de situer Ic point
de fonctionnement au point optimumI, aussi bien dans le champs de compresseurs basse pression que dans Ie champs
de compresseurs haute piession, et i cc moment-l1i, au prix d'unc complication technologique certaine et de
difficult6 de manipulation (Ie section dans unc region tr~s chaudc, on obtient quand mn~me des gains de con-
sommation sp~cifiques ou de pouss~es qui sont tr6s sup~ricures ~i celles qui sont affich~cs par la seule variation de la
turbine basse pression.

Author's Reply
Nous sonmnws d'accord avec vous Monsieur Iloudigues, et, il a d'ailleurs W~t dcmontriý, lundi ou mardi. quitle change-
ment de la section de la turbine haute pression rendait davantage. Le but de notre etudc dtait simplement de prouver
que, in~mc avec des hypotht.ses tr~s simplificatrices telies que changer uniquernent la tuyt~rc d'unc part. et Ie distri-
buteur de turbine BP d'autre part, on pouvait obtenir le r~sultat que nous venons de d~montrer. Mais nous 2vons
ýgalcmcnt dit, et ccci est indiqu6 dans notre conf~rence, qui si l'on avait par exemple change la position des courbes

.4 de rendement dans Ics compresseurs basse pression et haute pression. on aurait pu obtenir, m~nc pour cette 6tude
41 46 simplifide, une amdilioration de Ia consommation sp~cifique. niais si le d~placeinent de ces courbes de rendement

ýtait faii d unc fa~on diffdrente. on aurait m~ne pu obtenir une ultdration. Donc notre but 6tait plut~t de montrer,
qu un changement de la section de Ia tuy~re apporte de toute faqon qucique chose de positif (fait, g~n~ralcment
admis aujourd'hui), tandis qu'un changement de Ia section des distributeurs n'est pas forciment aussi efticace. En
outre on devrait 6puiser toutes les possibaiit~s d'influencer Ie coniportement de la machine avant .mitroduire un
distributeur orientable d'une turbine HP, dont la technologic cst particulimrment di~Iicatc en cas d'un Ydacteur
nioderne i tempdruture MIevde.



DY~~IA I OVNENDTS M ENGINE PERFORMANCE
USING A VARIABLE GEOMET'rRY TURBINE

by

Robert J. May Jr., Wayne A. Tall, H. Ivan Bush
Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AMS, Ohio USA

SUMMARY

A trend in military aircraft is toward increasing thrust loading for improved
maneuverability coupled with a requirement for extended subsonic cruise range at
low power settings. Conventional turbine engines designed to meet these requirements
must operate over large ranges of &irflow between maximum power and cruiae. As a
result, the inlets and nozzles designed for these engines cannot perform efficiently
with the low engine airflow rates typical of subsonic cruise operation. Variable
turbine geometry offers a promising approach for obtaining both high thrust loading
and efficient cruise performance by permitting large amounts of thrust modulation
at constaint airflow rates. Installed performance comparisons between a fixed geometry
turbofan, a fixed geometry turbojet, and a variable geometry turbojet are made at
typical subsonic cruise, supersonic cruise and combat flight conditions. This study
indicates that for applications where both subsonic and supersonic fuel consumptions
are important, a variable geometry turbine turbojet can offer substantial reductions
in fuel usage.

NOMNCLATURE

A turbine inlet area

A inlet capture areac

ALT flight altitude

AMIN minimum turbine inlet area

A8  exhaust nozzle throat area

A9  exhaust nozzle exit area

A-1 0  maximum fuselage cross-seettoral area par engine

All fusel6ge cross-aectional area at airplane connection point per engine

CV exhaust nozzle velocity coefficient

)FG ideal gross thrust

FU installed net thrust

FNID ideal net thrust

FNID, ideal net thrust for the turefan eadine at ma4imum afterburuing power

MN flight Maeh Number

ItPA" azwbient pressure

pe•o exhaust ftiole exit satte presiure

i exhahwt aoaale threat totaýl proasaur

free stream 4yrfiie pressue

SSFc installed speetfie fuel ' ieaas ttioa (paubda or Mle pere baur per pound of aet thrust)

Sideal apeietfte ifuel umioII

.C4T" ideal avveeifie fuel eaetwuptizon for tte turbofftn ine ft*t ftuifu ý g power
MAX

ideal s"ecific fuel eonaumptien for the turbofan eadine at flight vach number 2

W eniedenafn atirflew

W.%le at&"lt4 4irflow

tlCl 'tevdlnt aft-evAd ra.d eeeffiezefit



', I INthrottle dependent inlet drag coefficient•. •CINLET

AD. throttle dependent aft-etd drag

AD r throttle dependent inlet drag

A•Nr thrust loss due to inlet pressure lossesnile

inlet pressure recovery

I. irrODUCTION

Fighter aircraft of today end the future muzt be flexible. That is, 'hky must operate effectively over
an extremely vide range .f diverse misalon requirements. This emphasis on versatility has a tremendous
impan-t on the *nrcpuls.on system for inth an aircraft. It must be capable of efficient low power operation
fcr loiter -P utptd'.d rubsonli- cli.ice range. It mu.4st deliver very high thrust for transonic combat
maneuvera:l1.y •d f a'soper-onic c 4ise s. dmsh requirzments. In addition to the thrust level, the fuel
burned at th•e. conditi. .s e,, i.. ortant consideration since it alms will signific.antly affect the
cnpabil't,' .nd size of tU.- cv-alI •- n.ste.

From ar. engine thermodynamic cyc'.e standpoint alone, meeting this variety of demands is a difficult
undertaking. The problem is even *orther <sovounded by the propulsion system installation losser due

-iprimarily to the changes in enin. airflow dem.&nd between cruise and maximum power conditions. 11" inlet
and nozzle must be designed to iccommodate the maximum airflow rLte to be encountered anywhere iL the flight
envelope. This results in high inlet zp'llage dra. due to reduced airflow and high aft-end drag due to a
closed down nozzle at the low power anettings associated with cubsonic cruise. As the trend toward increas-
ing disparity between the maximum thrust and cruise thi st contit.ues, t~..s installation problem will become
even more severe. One possible solution is to eevelop an engine cycle that will provide a range of thrustlevels at a constant airflow rate. This can be achieved through the useeof variable turbine geometry.

The propulsion system most often selected for missions with diverse requirements is a mixed flow after-
burning turbofan. The. afterburner provides the required maneuvering thrust while the inherently high
propulsive efficiency of the fan proviles good uninstalled performance at low power settings. Two drawbacks
to this type of cycle are its high specific fuel consumption at high power conditionz, and Its susceptibility
to high installation losses at low power conditions.

0. On the other hand, a turbo.!et cycle generally provides good performance at high thrust levels but has". I bor ::erformance (inutalled and uinzta.llced "t luw a"e. vozauitions. A variable geometry tu~rbine could
be used to significtntly improve the turbo,'et's part power fuel consumption and installation charaeteristies.

To illustrate the effectiveness of this design anmrnae, •Otoh untnstalled and installed engine perfor-
mance have been ctaculateid for a variable turbine geometry turbojet, and the results have been compared with
simile..' estimates for a fixed turbine geometry turbojet and a fixed turbine geometry turbofan at several
important operating points in a typical fighter mission. All three cycle4 were sized such that the", hal
approximately the same instulled maximum thrust at Mfch number .9, and an altitude of 30.000 feet, 'a typi-Cal
transonic combat sizing point. The design characteristics of these eagines r-e summarized in Table I.

TABLE I

VAM.IL FIXED FIXED

OVERALL _dn RATIO 15 52
LYPASS RATIO .1* .1e 1.0
T. (M7) 3000 3000

The turbofaa desiga prmeters Are typleft of those •aLluee v'_tet several recent prelimina." deeign dtu•ies
have ,hown to be meee optimýum foe. am a&denseed fidhter applieftion. The bypaas ratio repreoeato a cofmrrose
"between 4ubsonie erqsse tal aaxteum power speeitfe Nel. •onsai ptiom, Of eMrse, chages in aftrer An iýji •slSdedig variables will alter the ehotee or e-igie eyele Vwaiables. The turbojet deoigaPkpMeter* were. re"We4
to ntest tu t tais wtUj4 be a reratwely aiple. single spool rinea.-e.

itho thaflysis of tbese eyeles. it Will be Wuhcel that the varikble derAsetry turbinJe in f turbojet Ob•ine
will tapove thd -ubsonie ifstalled e.cruie fuel eawapiv tioa %.e t"e point Were i• is lower thae thftf Jf thc

* '" ~turfbofan Wt4le retainingd the gOOd autpersOQUe tadM ~1h tklr.ust ptseme tbAt ist.9 ie~ieO troeSeyyele.

This altysis 41ei Po* r resent a !omplete q.Lle selectoin rueea. To do tbat job ýPoverly. mea~ss~m ~r~abes *alr ramevaribles and ginle va-piableo suet beeeieedsmlaecs.&ivr
the fesul1ts du ifndieate tea-t thisý ejeett ispeta n as teaeryee furtber dattaled4 otudy row-%le.
ticaffs where both subdotal ead s uer'-ist ftel sti sarita.

*Air' is- remve4 from t~o fo~e soran u.-;0 to ewl ttw attarbuft4r It&,-s &.4daa



11. FN?;1?4E OPERATING0 CITARATFlRUIiM1 AND 1n~~T1.nPC~AC

This section of the paper deals with the part powtir operating characteristics of a variable geometry
turbine turbojet. As was previously mentioned, the variable geometry is being used to improve the fuel
consumption at subsonic cruise. In order to Illustrate this; concept, the reduced power operating charactwris-
tics of the variable turbine tiurbojet are 7ompared with those of a fixed turbine geometry turbojet at
.9 ftch number and an altitude of 30,000 f7?t.

For both cycles, the initial decrease in thrust Is achieved by reducing the augmentor fuel flow. There
is no change in the rot atinb components. Further (lecrew~es ii thrust below intermediate power are accomplished
by reducing mAin burner fuel flow with a resulting decrease in turbine inlet temperature. This results in a
rematching of the turbomachinery for a conventional engine.

The operating characteristics for the fixe-d and varimble geometry turbojets are shown in figure I..
Compressor pressure ratio, percent -)f design airflov, and t~urbine Inlet temprature are plotted as a flu..tion
of peroent of ma~imum thrust. Turbine work requirements dictsitr that engines operate over most of their thrust

7 ~range with the turbinc nozzle "choked. Is a result, for a fixed turbine no%7le, as turbine Inlet tempuratLro
in reduced, both compressor pressure ratio and m~ as flow must decrease. This is shown by the solid line In
figure 1. The compressor is simply movini along an opierattr~g line on its perforounce map.

The behavior of the veriable turbine engir! Is distinctly different. As turbine inlet temperature Is
reduced, the turbine nozzle area can be changed to mllow the cempren,-or to remain at itt design ý.oint. Thi-.
constaint compizt.sAor match point operation can be maintaiined until limit loading iný reachied on the turbine.
Io an effort to postpone this limit ioading to a3~ low a power setting an, possible, the %fterburner linci
cooling flow was turned off durinkg non-atu~ented operation and consequently this atir was: no longer lort
to the cycle. When con-tant match can no longer be sustained, the engine is operated in a conventionral
manner with only sight variations in. area to maintain adequate ,lurga ascgin. The dmahed line of figur,-

* I shows that in this instance the design compreasor c~orr--:ted flow and piressure rarl~o were heldl conata'"
down 'W a thrust of approximately 35% of the mA~imum avuilable at this flight corndition. This corret-.s-,!s
to a turbine inlet temperuturt of 20O0*IR.

Varimble turbine geometry alsýo provideti an additional. benefit ii, the trur.aonic rtrg~ms,. At. the.-
f. ~~flight c-)nditions,. the engine with fixe-d ti4rbine geometry cannot be operated at V, ma~xmum iur. in;

inle~t temperature v~ithout exceeding compiress-or ae~odyrit~mic limit3. IAgit., the varla~ble g t'..hn
can tie uaed to &llow operat~oo 4t tk.P oomprea~ot design Výoiit and a~t the maximum tu~'bine inltt ýeo4a~.
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III. INSTALLATION CHARACTERISTICS

Several recent fighter aircraft have suffered performance penalties due to high inlet and aft-end

losses associated with operating the propulsion system off design at subsonic cruise. At these low power

settings, a conventional engine's airflow demand is much less than the ir'.et can supply. Some of this
air must be spilled or bypassed incurring a drag penalty. Also, at reduced power, the nozzle F.ýit area must

be closed down, to avoid large internal overexpansion losses. With the nozzle closed down, there is more

aft facing area and also an increased probability that flow separation will occur on the external nozzle

surfaces. These factors can and frequently do result in a drag penalty.

In contrast, figures 1 and 2 show that the variable geometry turbine turbojet exhibits quite different

characteristics. This engine operates at design airflow as thrust is reduced below intermediate power. In

addition, the full expansion nozzle area remains essentially constant rather than closing down. At a typical
subsonic cruise power setting the variable turbine geometry turboj,!t will have lower inlet and aft-end
installation losses than a fixed turbine cycle. This is shown schematically in ligure h.

It is extremely important that engine cycle studies be done on an installed basis, as these losses may
substantially impact the final outcome. The inlet and aft-end drags can be divided into a reference drag
component that is independent of power setting and the remaining throttle dependent component. The reference
drag is included in the airplane drag polar. Any drag change caused by operating away from the reference
conditions is charged to the propulsion system. Inlet pressure recovery effects and interna. nozzle per-
formance must also be included when calculating installed performance. The net installed propulsive force
can then be defined as:

FN = FNID ADINLE - ADAFTEND - AFNnR - FGID (l- CV)

where FN = installed net thrust

FNID = ideal net thrust

ADINLET = the throttle dependent portion of the inlet drag

DAD = the throttle dependent portion of the aft-end drag
AFT-END

AFN = the thrust loss due to inlet pressure losses

"FG ideal gross thrust
ID

CV = nozzle velocity coefficient

Inlet Performance

"A two dimensional, triple ramp, external compression, Mach 2.5 inlet was used for this study. This type
of inlet is typically used for tactical fighters with high maneuverability requirements. Inlet performance
consists of inlet pressure recovery and throttle dependent inlet drag.

Inlet pressure recovery trends aro shown in figure 5 as a function of flight Mach number. The pressure
recovery is a function of shock system losses and subsonic diffuser efficiency. Generally, pressure recovery

,* is considered to be a function of inlet mass flow ratio as well as flight Mach number. However, in order to

simplify calculation procedures, the variation with mass flow ratio was neglected since differences between
the three engines in pressure recovery due to this variable should be small, and therefore not alter the
results of this study.

In this Atudy, the reference inlet drag has been defined as the inlet drag occurring at maximum allowable

inlet airflow at each flight condition. This drag is included in the airplane drag polar. The throttle
dependent inlet drag coefficient for two Mach numbers is shown in firure 6 as a function of the ratio of
eihgine demand airflow to inlet supply airflow. Each engine had an inivt sized to meet the maximum airflow• ;![demanded by that cycle thr,-;ughout the entire flight envelope. Figure 6 shows the characteristic throttle

dependent drag coefficient increase with decreasing mass flow (engine demand). Knowing the engine operating
corrected airflow and the inlet capture area, the throttle dependent inlet drag, chargeable to the propulsion
system :an be simnly calculated by the following equation:

~INLT ACINLETr q-A

Several typical operating points are plotted on Figure 6 for the three different engines at .9 Mach
number. Thc solid symbols are representative of operation at intermediate power and above. At this eon-
dition, all three cycles are clustered close together at relatively high mass flow and low drag level
H-,wever, noticeab,.e differences appear as the engines are throttled back to cruise power settings, as
show- by the open sy,•bo]s. Both fixed turbine geometry cycles show reductions in mass flow and sharp
increases in th'.ottle dependent inlet drag. However, the capability of the variable geometry turbine tur-
bojet engine to maintain near maximum airflow at cruise conditions results in substantially less drag.
In fact, there is neaurly a 83% drag reduction relative to the fixed turbine turbojet and a 79% reduction
relative to the fixed turbine turbofan.

Aft-End Drag

*" • A variable convergent-divergent nozzle was selected for all three engines used In this study. In this
type of nozzle, the throat area, A8 (see figure 7), can be varied to provide the desired engine matching.
"The nozzle exit area, 49, can also be vaNried to obtain the maximum thrust minus external drag for the ex-
haust system. A close spaced twin engine installation was assumed.
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The internal nozzle performance was calculated in terms of a nozzle velocity coefficient, CV, which is ths
ratio of actual gross thrust to ideal gross thrust. The internal nozzle losses include leakage, flow separation
on internal nozzle surfaces, shocks, internal wall divergeuce, and frictional losses along the internal
nozzle walls. These losses are calculated using an empirical correlation which is a function of nozzle
area ratio (Ag/A 8 ) and nozzle divergence angle. Nozzle losses associated with either overexpansion or
underexpansion of the flow were also included. These were calc.ulated assuming isentropic, one-dimensional
flow. The overall nozzle velocity coefficient is displsyed in figure 8 as a function of nozzle pressure
ratio and nozzle area ratio. The peaks in the curves represent fully expanded flow conditions.

A •I £he external aft-end drag is made up of the pressure drag ard frictional drag over the entire aft-end
of the airplane excluding control surfaces. Because of the interactions of the airframe and nozzle flow
fields, it is important to include the drag of the complete fuselage structure from the maximum fuselage
cross-sectional area, A1 0 , rearward. This ensures a complete accounting of the engine installation effects.
The reference drag level is defined as the drag resulting when the nozzle external flaps were open to produce
a cylindrical contour (A9 = All), with fully expanded internal flow. This drag is included in the airplane
drag polar. The remaining drag is charged to the propulsion system and is the drag resulting from changes
in the nozzle exit area from the cylindrical position and changes in the internal flow from fully expanued
conditions. The throttle dependent aft-end drag can be calculated by the following equation:

•=DAFT-END =CDAE q. A10

Figure 9 represents a typical throttle dependent aft-end drag map for .9 Mach number. Throttle
dependent drag coefficient is plotted as a function of the ratio of nozzle exit static pressure to ambient
pressure for lines of constant nozzle exit area divided by maximum fuselage cross-sectional area. The
static to ambient pressure ratio takes into account the effects of the exhaust plume on afterbody drag. The
area ratio takes into account fuselage closure effects on the drag. In order to use this throttle dependent
nozzle performance map, estimates of maximum fuselage cross-sectional area for an airplane using each cycle
were made. These estimates reflected both engine size and shape.

Several interesting trends are apparent from the data in figure 9. First, the larger the nozzle exit
V,- area relative to the fuselage maximum cross-section area, the lower the drag. This is pr-Imarily due to less

aft facing projected area and reduced separated flow areas. Secondly, as the nozzle operates more and more
underexpanded (higher exit static pressure) the drag is reduced. Increased recompression due to the increased
turning of the external flow to follow the unde-expanded exhaust plume could cause this effect. The charac-
teristics depicted by figure 9 are considered typical and were used for this study. However, exhaust system
performance characteristics are sensitive to specific configurations and operating conditions and should not
be generalized for use in other than trend studies such as this.

"Several typical nozzle operating points lor tne three cycles studied are plotted on figures 8 and 9.
The solid symbol- represent a maximum afterburning power setting while the open symbols show operation.at
a typical subsai cruise power setting. At maximum afterburning all the engines onerate with the nozzle
In a wide oden -ti. ! and at low drag levels. However, at cruise, the fixed turbine geometry cycles operate
with the -'ozzle .Losed down and suffer a large increase in drag. Figure 8 shows that these cycles must also
trade awn, internal performance in order to maximize thrust minus drag. On the other hand, the variable

•: turbine geometry turbojet operates at cruise with a larger nozzle exit area which results in nearly a 40%
throttle dependent drag reduction, relative to the other cycles. Note also that this was accomplished withoutpaying as much of an internal nozzle performance penalty.

To give a butter idea of the magnitude of the throttle dependent installation losses, figure 10 shows
them as a prevent of aircraft drag at a typical subsonic cruise flight condition. Throttle dependent installation
effects make up nearly 20% of total aircraft cruise drag for both fixed geometry turbine engines. The variable
geometry turbine turbojet, by better natching the inlet and aft-end has reduced these losses to only 10% of
total aircraft drag. This will translate to cruise fuel consumption payoff, relative to the fixed cycles.

Historically, the magnitude and impact of high performance aircraft engine installation losses are under-
* estimated at the beginning of aircraft development. The magnitude of the losses resulting from airframe/engine

interaction are not known w~th certainty until flight test. At this time it is too late to change to an engine
cycle which is less sensitive to installation losses. Because the variable geometry turbine turbojet willbetter match the inlet and nozzle it is less sensitive to these losses and therefore, the risk and impact of4 installation losses on system performance will be minimized.

IV . INSTALLED PERFORMANCE

Combining the inlet and nozzle performance with the uninstalled engine performance characteristics per-
mits calculation of the overall installed performance for each of the three engine cycles. Installed performance
comparisons are presented at several important mission flight conditions. Installed specific fuel consumption
relative to the turbofan ideal specific fuel consumption at maximum afterburning power is plotted versus installed
net thrust nondimensionalized by the turbofan ideal maximum afterburning thrust at that condition.

Figure 11 presents the installed performance comparisons at a subsonic cruise flight condition. The
improvement in uninstalled performance due to the audition of the variable geometry turbine coupled with
the reduced installation losses result in a cruise fuel consumption for the variable geometry turbine
turbojet which is about 22% less than that of the fixed turbine turbojet and 5% less than the turbofan.

Figure 12 displays installed performance at a subsonic combat flight condition, figure 13 at a supersonic
cruise flight condition; and figure 14 for an aircraft acceleration. The fuel consumption at these flightconditions relative to the fixed turbine turbofan are summarized in table II.

I7
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TABLE II

RELATIVE FUEL CONSUMPTIONS AT CRITICAl. MISSION POINTS

CONDITION MN/ALT/POWER SETTING FGT/TF FGT/TJ VGT/TJ

SUBSONIC CRUISE .9/30K/PART POWER 1.0 1.22 .95
SUBSONIC COMBAT .9/30K/MAX A/B 1.0 .94 .91
SUPERSONIC CRUISE 1.6/50K/PART A/B 1.0 .85 .85
ACCELERATION .6-*2.5/36089/MAX A/B 1.0 .96 .92

The data in this table show that the variable turbine significantly improves the subsonic part power
fuel consumption of the turbojet without sacrif. cing the turbojet's high power and supersonic advantage.
It shows that this type of cycle has the potential for significantly reducing fuel consumption in a mission
where both high power and low power fuel usage are important.

V. VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBINE DESIGN

One of the most critical aspects of this variable geometry turbine turbojet is the design of the turbine
N:. itself which must operate efficie-tly over a wider range of conditions than a conventional turbine is re-

quired to operate. Any undue turbine performance penalty can quickly wipe out the potential gains in cycle
efficien-.y and installation effects.

As the variable geometry turbine turbojet is throttlea below intermediate power, airflow and compressor
pressure ratio remain constant while turbine inlet temperature is reduced. In order to maintain this con-
stant compressor match to thrust levels aear cruise power, the turbine must be able to produce sufficient

.I power to drive the compresuor at its design point over a range of turbine inlet temperatures of' nearly
l1400

0
R. Turbine exit conditions, such as swirl and Mach number and turbine stresses generated while main-

taining the compressor design point over this wide range of temperatures -equired that the turbine have two
stages. In this aesign, both the first and secona stage turbine vanes are mechanically variable: about
a 40% area variation from minimum area In the first stage and 15% in the second stage. The turbine exit
guide vanes are not variable. At the maximum turbi.e inlet temperatures assumed for this study both the
first stage and second stage vanes and rotor must be cooled.

The major point of the variable turbine concept is to improve the turbojet's part power subsonic cruise
performance. The turbine should operate as close as possible to peak turbine efficiency at tins condition.
This is difficult since the cruise operatin0 4 oint oecc.1 &t Low turbine inlet temperature where the stage
loading and exit s.. :rl Mach number and angle will be highest. Particular emphasis should be given to
maximizing turbine efficiency level at this extreme operating condition.

Figure 15 shows the variable geometry turbine performance for the operating conditions where both turbine
inlet temperature and turbine area are controlled to produce constant power to maintain the design compressor
opera, tng point unitl limit loading is reached. Percent of maximum turbine flow function is plotted as a
function of percent of maximum work and percent of minimum flow area. The second part of the figure presents
turbine efficiency relative to design versus relative velocity ratio, again for lines of constant percent of
minimum flow area. Notice that as the vane area is reduced, (reducing turbine inlet temperature) the turbine
efficiency increases.

Two engine operatiiZ ponnts are plotted on this turbine performance map. The open symbol represents
intermediate power and so!"'i symbol is a typical cruise condition. The cruise operating point falls at the
maximum turbij- efficiency while the intert..Ždiate power point is at a significantly lower performance level.
In otherwords, tiure is a penalty at high power settings for designing the turbine for the minimum temperature
case. However, in this study the cruise condition was considered to be most important.

VI. SUMNIARY AND CONCLUSIONS

4• The performance of a variable geometry turbine turbojet was compared with that of a fixed geometry turbine
turbojet and a fixed geometry turbine turbofan at several different flight condition,. The variable turbine
was used to waintain desigr compressor operating point as the engine was throttled back to a cruise powerr' setting. This resulted in improved thermal and propulsive efficiencies. Equally important was the reduction
in inlet and nozzle losses achieved by maintaining the engine airflow at the design level over a wide range

S of power settings. The overall result is a cycle which exhibits the good part power installed performance ofa turbofan and still retains the goc high power and supersonic performance of a turbojet. As a consequence,

airplanes incorporating variable turbine geometry turbojets will have the flexibility to provide good per-
formance for a wide variety of missions,

The design of the variable area turbine was shown to be very important. For this study a two stage
turbine was chosen in order to increa-e the range of turbine inlet temperatures over which constant compressor
match can be maintained. The turbine was designed to give peak efficiency at the minimum temperature,
highest stage loading conditions. This resulted in the best turbine performace at cruise and a penalty at
higher power settings.

The study also indicates that the variable geometry turbine turbojet has several operating characteristics

which may have payoffs in areas other than per¶ormance. Since this cycle cruises at lower turbine inlet
temperatures than a fixed geometry cycle and since it can vary thrust over a consinerabie range without
changing th rotational speed of the engine it may have better life characteristics than either the fixed
turbine turbojet or turbofan. Also, a system using -, variable geometry turbine turbojet will be less

V •'sensitive to the impact of underestimating engine installation losses early in development.

0<



This ,t-qdy does not represent a complete cycle selection study. Other parameters such as engine weight

and dimenvion must also be investigated. Engine cycle and airframe variables must be considered interactively

in order • properly pick the best cycle. However, this preliminary study indicates that the potential of a

" ,..-Lriable geometry turbine turbojet is large and it may offer a'solution to the growing requirement for

flexibility in the propulsion system.
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DISCUSSION

•. ' i.F.Chevalier

Si ji tile r•f•re a votre Fig 2. le motcur a turbine l'ix quil svrt de cotaparaison cst utilisi avec une section tie tuy~fc
constantc depui. la pleinlt pouess en motcur sec jusqu'au rttinic r6duit. Les cffets d'aistallation que volus avc/

calculus nuontreraient qu'il cst dlcj trt's important, avant dce fairc varier la turbinee, dt faire varier la section dt col de
la tuy•re -i rt-gim r~duit. ("cst d'ail!eurs cc qui cst fait dans its avions tcls que Ic Mirage Ill 6quiiý d'un vnlotln x
ATAR ou I'on a optimist justenlent la section dt col de la tuy~rv pour r~duirc les pcrtts d'mstullation. Avez-vous
fait le calcul avec un motcur dans lequl oi nc rai,•it varier que la section du col de tuy'rc?

Auth,'r's Reply
"Yes. That fixed turbine cycle had the nozzle throat area and the nozz!e exit area varied in order to optimu thrust

minus drag. flowrvcr, this must le done very carefully. The engine retmat.'hes wwhen the nozzle throat area is

changed and it may move to a point of considKrably poorer cycle cffivierLy. ('hanging the nozzle exit area will inw-

pact the internal nozzle purforinat.cv. There is a trade then bictwecen external nozzle performance and intrn-al
inozzi performance and engine cycle performat'e. In this paper, each engine cycle had the nozlc a.ca. set to

obtain tile optimum thrust 1hinus drag at each flight condition.

W.m4cihl

Ihi your formula tor installation effects, you considered spilklge drag dependent on Mach numher and -irflow and re-
covt-ry only depndent on Mach numbers. If recovery is considered to be also d,!pcndent on :girflow. spillage and re-
covery have a partly compensating effect.

Author's Reply
In the prcprint. I expla.i this in more detail, but basically yes, t'uc pressure recovery varies with mass flow ratio. But
w,: felt that it was probably a secondary cff,:ct. The differences in pressure recovery between the c3 cdes wc were

comparing would not be that great. And it greatly simplifies the calculations if we just made the pressure recovery a
"function of Mach numbr and not also of mass flow ratio.

"11.,Gieb
In your figurc 15 you show a turbine petfortmanct map. Is this performance map based Ot.n calculations or :.m
'tneasurcrmenrts?

Author's Reply
Yes t4h 1 a purely analytical map, it was a pcdict.;d pCeformuance map.
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VARIABLE FLOW TURBINES

by

R.J. Latimer
Rolls Royce (197 1) Ltd

Bristol Engine Group
Bristol, UK

1. Introduction

With fixed Geometry engines there is only one flow-speed relationship for
the various components of the engine. Though it is sometimes possible to design the
comp'-nents so that this flow-speed relation is acceptable it is sometimes desirable
to change this relationship in order to improve the performance of the whole engine.
This nmay be because the performance of the individual component is unacceptable with
the dictated tlow-speed relationship or because the overall engine performance would
be improved with a different matching between the various components.

Compressor variable geometry normally comes into the first class though
variable stagger fans are ati exception to this. Variable final nozzles and turbines
normally come into the second class.

Turbine flow capacity can be changed in two ways either by restaggering the
stator blades or by restricting the annulus area. Whilst the first method, restaggering
the stator blades, allows the flow to be increased above nominal the second method is
usually preferred as being mechanically simpler to introduce.

Though varying turbine fiow capacity is not in general use on engines, it
is often considered at the project stage ani hence research into controlling turbine
flow has been carried out at Rolls Royce (1971) Limited and this paper gives a survey
of the results obtained.

2. Variable 5taguer Bladino

In order to deterwine the effect of varying flow capacity on turbine
performance, a large range of research turbine stators have been manufactured w th
circular root fixings in order that tne stagger of the stators may be varied.

The normal variation in flow capacity is quite small but on one turbine the
flow was varied over a range of 1i.5%.

Examining initially whether there is any general pattern we look at Figure 1
which is a ielection of test results for five turbines covering a rsnge of pressure
ratios and iuadings. It can be seen that no general pattern emerges except for the
conclusion that the variation in efficiency carn be large.

The results from the turbine with a large flow range (Figure 2)bear out
this observation on large efficiency variation especially in the region of increased
flow. It should be noticed from Figure 3 that this l7.t% variation in flow required

a 26% variat: n in stator throat area. The variation or flow with stator throat areas
was linear for reducing flow capacity, with ,% ratio of approximately ItI i.e. 14%
reduction in Area giving a L2.3% reduction in flow. With increasing flow ares this
was not the case it requiring a 1I2 increase in flow area for a 5..% tncrease in flow
with an apparent maximum flow change of o%

3. Variable Annulus Area

There are two obvious ways or restricting the annulus area, either by
mecnrinically introducing an obstruction Into the flow or by introducing secondary air,
ideally in such a way that the efrective flow re.,triction is bigger than the wmount of
"secondary Air.

"Both methods were tested, the mechanica: systems was i .,uf ated by afttaching wedges
, to the casing inside the blade passages (Figurc 4), the seco,.Jary air wa. injected through

annular grooves both ahead of and behind tme stator and through slotu at the stAtur

throat (Figures 5 and o).

It can be seen that two turbiunes wete utled for these tests, ant HI.V. turbine

with high hlub/itip ratio avndListlared st.itor and Wn IP. turbine with low hub/tip ratio

: wid a flared stator.

W.•e will deal with the variation of flow fitst since this is the ubectiVte Af

the exerc Ise. Thr: wedges were ai effective way of alter~ing the flow sintie iot Wedges
oon the outer wall a 1l% cunttultus blockage produced A h% reduction it entry flow and rot
wedge* oil the in•ner wall a 12% annulus blockage produced ,a 11% reduction ifn entry flow.

S .. . .,w''',I . . % , : •• -/ 7 . ] 2 ,:.,-'• • :••:* ' 7-.: '', •
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The effect of secondary air injection is shown in figure 7 where it can be seen that
upstream asinulus injection and throat injection are eftective in that they produce more
blockage than the amount of secondary air. It can also be seen that downstream
annulus injection is not very effective.

When we look at the eftect of flow variation on turbine efficiency (Figure 8)
the position becomes much more precise in that the only form of secondary injection
that has. an acceptable efficiency loss is injection at or near the stator throat, and
that the efficiency loss for wedge control and throat injection is similar.

4. Discussion

It we examine all the etticiencies obtained for both turbines and include the
variable stagger stator results on a similar L.P. turbine, several trends become apparent,
Figure B.

Firstly, the assumed prefered solution is the most efficient, i.e. variable
stagger stators. These produce a loss in efficiency of 0.2% for every 1% change in
inlet flow.

Secondly, annular slots are a very inefficient way of control' -ng flow, a
loss ot over 4% in efficiency being obtained even at very low flow charges.

it •thirdly, throat injection andl wedges seem to he equally efficient and after
an initial deficit of 0.o% lose 0.3% in efficiency for every 1% in flow reduction.

ex nd Fourthly, there seems to be no ditferencein effect between the two turbines

From fig-ire 7, whict) is a plot of main flow variation against secondary flow,
it can be seen that throat injection is a very efficient way of using secondary air a
ratio of almost 5;1 beirg obtained, though at a high secondary air pressure ratio.

In all these tests with secondary air the efficiencies have ber'n calculated
using the total inlet enthalpy of both the main stream arid the secondary air and all
the flows have been corrected to sxandard temperature and pressure.

5. ConcIusions

I. The most efficient way of controlling turbine entry flow is by stator
stagger variations.

2. Flow control by restricting the stator throat either by mechanical or
aerodynamic means is effective and reasonably efficient.

3. Controlling the flow by annular air injection can be ineffective and
is highly ineffici.ent.

n. Nomenclature

WP 'olal Pressure

T Total Temperature

SW mas Flow

Subscr, Ipt's

- I ? Unconstrained Ulainstreams
S Secondary

%I

S.1
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EXPERIENCE WITH A ONE STAGE VARIABLE GEOMETRY AXIAL TURBINE

by

J. Hourmouziodls, K. Hagemeister, 0. Rademacher and H. Kolben

Motoren- und Turbinen-Union MUnchen GmbH
Dochauer Str. 665
8000 MUnchen 50
Germany

SUMMARY

Based on steady-state and transient performance characteristics of a two •-iool turboshaft engine, the possible
improvements resulting from a variable geometry power turbine or* discussed and the design requiremusit defined.

The aerodynamic design of a turbine fulfilling these requirements is described and the predicted power turbine
char cteristic is presented and compared with component test results. The design and development of the hot environ-
ment variable stator mechanism is described, including consideration of the vane positioning accuracy and response
characteristics.

Performance test results and the problems encountered with the turbine operating in a full-scale engine are pre-
sented. Mechanical aspects such as the long-term endurance capability of the variable stator mechanism, as well as
vibrational problems of the rotor blading caused by the variable geometry, are discussed.

"SYMBOLS
* 0

f Hz frequency C. power turbine guide vane

H Jil/g K specific work turning angle

* M ks/s mass flow Isentropic efficiency

MFg/s fuel mass flaw Tc - campressor pressure ratio

N 1/min rotor speed dd N/mm dynamic stross

* P kW power M iVt/Pt kg /'/s bar capacity

: bar total pressure

T Nm torque

T K total temperature

Subscrip..
I compressor inlet
3 gas generator turbine inlet
5 power turbine inlet

C compressor
PT power turbine

I. INTRODUCTION
Variable geometry components offer a possibility of significantly increasing the operating range of gas turbine

engines and of Improving fuel consumption and handling. Such Improvements hove already been widely achieved through
the use of variable compressor stroonr and thrust nozzles.

With better materials technology, variable geometry in the hot parts of gas turbines appears feasible and has also
been Investigated in recent years (Ref. 1 to 3). The effects of variable turbines an jot engine performance were deman-
strated with a modified Gorrett-AiResearch TFE 731 twin spool geared fan engine (Ref. 4, 5). The development of a
variable turbine advanced gas genewatar ha been Initiated with the JTDE-programme (Joint Technology Demonstrator
Engine) in the United States (Ref. 6,7).

* ,,Another promising application Is the variable power turbine for two spool turboshaft engines. Such systems have
been Investigated primarily by manufacturers of regenerative gas turbines (Ref. 8, 9). The performance improvement
in such an application is demonstrated in the compressor map of Fig. I. At port load the fixed geometry engine operates
with Increased specific fuel consumption. With variable power turbine nozzles, however, the gas generator can be
controlled to operate at a practically constant specific fuel consumption, far example along a constant turbine inlet
temperature line.

This Improvemo ,t does not apply to the non-regenerative gas turbine. The same port-load power (Fig. 2) con be
selected either with var'oble turbine nozzles at high turbine inlet temperature and low compressor pressure ratio, or with
fixed geometry at lower xnperoture and higher pressure ratio. In both cases, the specific fuel consumption is practically
the some.

Si I ::-
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However, there are other advantages applicable to both types of engines. Increasing the power turbine nozzle
area, lowers the working line of the compressor (Fig. 3) and results In higher got generatur turbine excess power during
acceleration. This leads tooa considerable reduction of acceleration time of the gas generator rotor. It should be noted,
though, that there Is a power lag of the engine during acceleration.

Varying the power turbine capacity permits a free selection of the gas generator operating point. This con be used
to ensure sufficient surge margin for all operating conditions. The handling improvement obtained by this means con eli-

4 minmate the necessity for variable compressor geometry or air bleeding.

Furthermore, the variable nozzle can be scheduled to improve starting characteristics, as well as idling fuel con-
sumption at acceptable gas generator speeds..

If these advantages or* to be obtained with a turboshaft engine Incorporating a variable geometry power turbine,
the following thermodynomic requirements must be fulfilled by the aerodynamic and mechanical design;

- Maximum change of nozzle area from closed to open (neutral) position.

- Low efficiency sensitivity to nozzle area variation.

- Variable geometry mechanism with low leakages and long life.
- Sensitive response to the control system ct small vane outlet angle. (closed Position).

A power turbine to fulfill these requirements was designed and evaluated in rig and full-scale engine tasting.

2. AERODYNAMIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A variable geometry turbine must hove a range of some 600 through whsich the vanes can be turned, In order to
Meet all engine requirements stated above. This range provides continuous coverage from the smallest throat area at full
load (closed nozzle) up to the neutral position with the largest throat area (opened nozzle) (Fig. 4). For aerodynamic
reasons, nozzle guide vanes with two-port profiles and adjustable trailing edge segment cannot be designed to cover such

awide setting range. Undivided vanes were therefore provided for the nozzle assembly, "..ch as have also been described
by C.i. Rahnk* (Ref. 9). To keep down the radial clearances through the entire turning range, the inner and outer nozzle
shrouds ore contoured with a spherical radius.

Changing Incidence at the profile nose of the nozzle guide vanes Is Inevitable, owing to the vanes being turned
and the flow direction upstream of the turbine changing with the engine operating point. To make efficiency insensitive
to these effects, the vanes must be optimised for the most important operating range, and the profile nose must be de-
signed so that it is insensitive to changing incidence. The some considerations apply also to the rotor blading, as the
incidence is similarly affected by the setting of the nozzle guide vanes..

3. AERODYNAMIC RIG TESTING AND COMPARISON WITH PREDICTED CHARACTERISTICS

On the basis of the above mentioned considerations, a turbine was designed and Its operating characteristics wore
investigated by means of component tests. The flow upstream of the test turbine was generated by means of inlet guide
vanes, which simulated the exit flow of a turbine stage in front of the test turbine at the design point. These flow condi-
tions were kept unchanged for all tests. Measurements were made on the turbine with the nozzle guide vanes set at the
threecangles a = ~7.50 and +17.5. The setting a 0 corresponds to the design point, the positiveoangles
represent opeoned-up positions of the vanes.

First of all, torque was measured as a function of the mass flow at the three turning angles with the rotor stationaryii and the results were compared with predicted characteristics. Fig. 5 shows good agreement botween test and computed
values. The toique curve for the vane angle a -7.50 (nozzle assembly closed beyond the design point) resulting from
calculation only, was also plotted. Fig. 5 shows that torqu builds up as the turning angle a decreases and the mans
flow Increases.

4 This characteristic of the variable geometry turbine can be used, for instance, to obtain an instantaneous boost
of output torque with the power turbine stationary. The gas generator Is run up to fullI speed and the variable nozzle guide
vane. ore brought to the neutral position. Owing to the small pressure ratio, the engine runs wit.!, low torque at a high
power turbine capacity. By closing down the nozzle guide vanes and increasing the fuel flow, the gas generator can then
be brought up to fullI load without lagging and fullI torque Is obtained at the o47put shaft.

in the following series of tests, efficiencies and mass flows were measured at the three vane turning angles as a
function of specific work at three different corrected speed.. Here, too, test results were compared with predictians.
Fig. 6 shows efficiency as a function of specific work and vane angle for three corrected speeds. Efficiencies measured
tally wall with the predicted efficiency curves for all three vane turning angles. It is clear from this figure that efficiency
falls off at all speeds as the vane turning angle increases. But It can also be seen thot this drop In efficiency is greater
at high speed than at low speeds. Accordingly, It Is on advantage to run idling range working points at low power turbine
speeds and to raise speed as specific work increases.

In Fig. 7, the moss flow - likewise as a function of specific work - Is plotted with the vane angle as a para-
meter for the three corrected speeds. As. expected, the turbine mass flaw Increases with the vane turning towards the neutral
position. Test results tally well In their trend with the predicted curves, but differences In level up to about 3 % do occur.

& Measured mass flaw is affected less by the vane turning angle than the predicted values. This may be due to th, fact that
the change in mass flow caused by the change In vane angle and the associated Incidence angle at the rotor blade leading
edge Is not sufficiently accurately covered In the prediction of the characteristic. Calculation of turbine performance at
large Incidence angles is namely difficult and prcblematicol,in that flow separation may occur. The results shown In Figs.
6 and 7 agree with similar investigations (Ref. 9 to 11),

- -- -- ~~ ~ '~w-~~ -~~-~ -Xý



4. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACTUATION MECHANISM

Fig. 4 shows the design scheme of the adjustable nozzle guide vanes in the flow duct. The bearings for the adjust-
able vanes are on the outer perimeter of the flow duct. Five struts support the inner duct wall. As mentioned before, the
outer and inner contours of the flow channel have a spherical configuration in the turning zone of the vanes, so that the
top and bottom clearances between the vanes and the flow duct do not alter when the vanes are turned (see also Ref. 9).

The bearings for the vane shafts were optimised in an extensive development programme. They were first tried out
on two test stands, in which 3 or 6 vanes with their bearings were set up. Each vane was turned by a windscreen wiper
motor with a frequency of 60 1/mmin. Weights were used to simulate the operating load on the bearings.

Electrical resistance heating or a hot-gas stream from a combustion chamber was used to generate the operating
"temperature. In the latter case, it was possible to vary the temperature by intermittent lighting up and shutting off of
the combustion chamber. This cycle lasted 6 minutes, the gas temperature being changed between 323 and 1123 K. The
temperature in the vane shaft changed from 373 to 923 K.

Three of the versions tested are shown in Fig. 8. In the case of version 1, it was assumed that the shaft had to be
cooled. For this purpose, cooling air was fed to the centre of the shaft and extracted on both sides throttled via labyrinth
chambers. The shaft and the sleeves were canted. The test temperature was kept oteady at 1073 K. The test had to be
broken off after 147 hours. The anti-friction coatings on all parts had been ruined, the labyrinth fins hod made deep
scores in the sleeves and consequently the bearing clearance had become unacceptably large.

In version 2, a cylindrical vane shaft was used. Various materials for the vanes and sleeves were investigated.
In all cases, the bearings jammed after several temperature changes. They only functioned satisfactorily with a very
large bearing clearance, which resulted in an unacceptably large gas leakage.

"A substantial improvement was obtained when the vane shaft in version 3 was mounted in two sleeves made of
.:eramic material. In these sleeves, vanes with uncoated shafts were tested at a steady temperature of 1123 K for 1200
hours and at changing temperature for 3000 hours. In operation in the engine, these bearings have so far logged 1800
hours.

5. PERFORMANCE AND MECHANICAL EVALUATION IN ENGINE OPERATION

The effects mentioned in the introduction of a variable geometry power turbine on performance wore confirmed
in the engine test. In addition, several secondary effects were ascertained. Variable nozzle guide vanes are the eviest
conceivable means of compensating for any thermodynamic mismatching of the components. In the case of the fixed
geometry engine, the entire nozzle assembly would have to be changed.

Compared with the component test, a loss of I %o to 2% in efficiency was analysed. It wasput down to the dif-
ferent inlet flow angle and the bigger clearances in the engine. Ther.A were no thermodynamic problems worth mentioning
associated with the setting accuracy of the vane turning angle, either in steady-state or transient operation.

fi Two mechanisms to actuate the variable nozzles were tried out with the irngine in operation. In the design shown
in Fig. 9, the vane actuating levers are connected to an actuaticn ring via ball- and-socket joints. The actuation ring
must have axial freedom in operation, so that it can follow the circular movement of the actuating lever. In conjunction
with the relatively large play in the actuating system, the actuation ring can tilt in the axial direction. This causes
incorrect positioning of the variable vanes around the perimeter. The actuation ring is moved by two hydraulic cylinders,
as shown schematically. This largely keeps radial forces away from the bearing of the actuation ring.

The vane pivot point is well to the rear, providing the advantage that the trailing edge of the vane swings only
slightly when the vane is turned and there is only a minor change in the gap between the vane and rotor cascades. With
this arrangement, the gas forces exert a continuous torque on the turning shaft, providing play-free following of the
vanes when they are turned.

In the second design shown in Fig. 9, the actuation ring is guided in a wire-race ball bearing. The vanes are
turned by toothed segments. Differing positions of the vanes around the perimeter, owing to the axial freedom of the
actuation ring, as X, ;,.v case of design 1, are no longer possible.

6. VIBRATION PROBLEMS

In what follows, characteristic phenomena in the vibration behaviour of the turbine blades resulting from the
variable nozzle guide vanes are described on the basis of interesting results obtained from measuring blade vibration on
the single-stage power turbine, The aspects dealt with are the sensitivity of the turbine blades to interferring objects in
the flow path, the extension of 1he resonance ranges resulting from the many possible operating condition, and the vari-
ability of the axial spacing between nozzle guide vane and rotor blade and its inflh.ence on the amplitude of resonance
stresses.

The turbine blade investigated in full-scale engine operation showed unexpectedly high stress amplitudes of the
p first flap mode where it is excited by the 8th engine order (Fig. 10). The design of the t.ngine provides no simple expla-

"nation for this effect. The flow upstream of the turbine is disturbed by the suppot struts, the presuue and the temperature
probes shown in Fig. 11. A harmonic analysis of these interforring objects indicated that the phenomenon mentioned is
to be attributed mainly to the distribution of the temperature probes, although they are fitted at a relativoly grect distance
from the turbine. The distribution of the probes and the results of the harmonic analysis calculations are shown in Fig. 12
for two different arrangements of the thermocouples. It can be seen that removing two of t*e temperature probes should
halve the excitation intensity of the 8th engine order.

4 Blade vibration with both aorangements of the thermocouples was measured under Identical operating conditions.
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The resonance stresses measured with two strain jauges at different positions on the blade surface are also shown in Fig. 12
as a function of the guide vane position. Test results do not agroe with the analysis when the turbine guide vanes ore

-. closed. However, there is a significant reduction In the stresses when the vanes ore In the neutral position. This pheno-
menon Is easily interpreted, If it Is borne in mind that flow Is accelerated by the closed nozzle assembly, disturbances
being reduced ;n the process, whereas the open nozzle assembly scarcely affects the velocity profile. This means, as a
general consequence, that increased attention must be paid, right from the design stage, to the arrangement of probes
and support struts as potential exciters of vibration. In the specific case described, a better distribution of the thermo-
couples was recommended as a provisional measure to reduce dynamic stresses.

Another aspect of variable guide vane geometry in relation to the vibration behaviour of the turbine is thu exten-
sian of the scatter range of the speed at which resonance occurs. There Is scatter in the natural frequencies of the blades
of all turbomachinery, owing to dimensional deviations of the blade profiles from their ideal shape. Differing operating
conditions, which result in a change In blade temperature, extend this scatter range still more. In a fixed geometry
engine, the temperature levels in the power turbine are determined by the gas generator speed and the ambient conditions.
In the variable geometry turbine, the same effect can be produced Independently of the gas generator speed, by changing
power turbine guide vane throat area (Fig. 13). It follows that when the dynamic propertles of the rotor blades of variable
geometry turbines are assessed, greater attention must be given to the scatter In frequencies and speeds at which resonance
Occurs.

A further special feature of variable nozzle guide vane geometry Is the changing spacing between vane trailing
* edges and rotor blade leading edges (Fig. 11). Naturally, this effect depends on the point selected to pivot the guide

vanes. The trailing edge of the guide vane can be considered a good pivot point vibration-wise, involving a spacing to
the rotor blades which does not vary. However, as many aspects must be considered in designing a variable nozzle
assembly, the best solution appears to be the compromise presented In Fig. 9. As resonance with the guide vane exci-
tation order can certainly be expected in the low speed range, it should be ensured, irrespective of the guide vane
pivot point chosen, that the minimum axial spacing obtained when the nozzle asembly is opened is not less than an
empirical value of about 30 % of the guide vane chord length. This should substantially reduce the excitation intensity
of the guide vane wake (Ref. 12).

Fig. 14 shows the resonance stresses of the guide vane excitation order as a function of the gas generator speed for
two different positions of the guide vanes. The result is entirely consistent with previous findings an the effect of the
spacing between nozzle guide vane and rotor blade on the amplitude of resonance stresses to be expected (Ref. 13).

A general consequence of ensuring a minimum spacing between nozzle assemblies and rotor cascades is a same-
what greater overall length of variable geometry engines. In the specific case investigated, an the one hand the axial
spacing was enlarged by shifting the rotor and, on the other hand, the range through which the guide vanes can be turned
was restricted to a minimum compatible with function.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The investigations carried out have confirmed that a variable geometry power turbine can increase the flexibility
oi a turboshoft engine and improve its performance. Turning of the nozzle guide vanes demonstrated the expected effi-0
ciency drop at off-design settings. However, this drop is less than 3 %o for a turning angle of approx. 15 . Optimum effi-
ciency for all vane turning angles shifts to smaller aerodynamic loadings as speed decreases. Particular care is needed in
setting the clearances in the engine.

The actuation mechanism was developed to a stage ensuring high accuracy of settings and a considerable service
life. It is evident that current technology can cope with a hot environment up to 1150 K. Engines with variable geometry
nozzle guide vanes react more sensitively to interferring objects in the flow duct and their resonance speeds also hove
wider scatter. The resonance stress level of the rotor blades is influenced by the turning of the nozzle guide vanes and the
resulting change in the axial spacing between nozzle guide vanes and rotor.
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I)ISCUSSION

P.A... hltenman
IThie variable nozzle guide vane has been designed to have a pivot position to thu rear of the blade to provide a
continuous load on the mechanism. Have you considered what happens to the NGV in the event of failure of the
driving mechanism?

Author's Reply
This depends on the failure position. If the failure is close to the NGV this would result in the NGV closing. This
may be detrimental to the engine. Ideally the NGV's should be brought to a position, where the orgine can produce
shaft power without being overheated.
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INTEGRATED PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

by

Joseph J. Batka, Project Engineer
United States Air Force

Aero-Propulsion Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433, USA

SUMMARY

An Integrated Propulsion Control System (IPCS) has been designed, fabricated and
flight tested on a F-ill aircraft. The IPCS combined the functions of the traditionally
separate inlet and engine controls into one computational unit. This integrated approach
has proven to be a most effective way to utilize the full potential of the propulsion
components to achieve a high performance aircraft.

The program utilized the combined talents and special resources of the Air Force Aero-
Propulsion Laboratcry and the NASA Lewis and Dryden Research Centers to provide program

>1 management and altitude and flight testing. In the contracted portion of the effort, the
Boeing Aerospace Company provided a unique tripartite approach that formed the IPCS team
with engineering personnel from aircraft, propulsion and controls companies.

GLOSSARY

IPCS Integrated Propulsion Control System
NASA N!Ltional Aeronautics and Space Administration

LeRC Lewis Research Center
DFRC Dryden Flight Research Center

USAF United States Air Force
DPCU Digital Propulcion Control Unit
PSU Power Supply Urit
DCU Digital Computer Unit
IFU Interface Unit
HMC Bill-of-Material Hydromechanical Control
BOMDIG Digital Replica of Bill-of-Material Control

INTRODUCTION

Historically, the primary means of increasing engine performance has been through
improvements in component efficiencies and increased cycle temperatures and pressures.
Now that the limits of these methods are being approached, the primary means for enhanc-
ing overall airplane mission performance will be the use ol variability in the engine
cycle itself. Although there are many engine concepts under discussion at the present
time, it is reasonably certain that the number of controlled variables will be increased
when compared to existing operational engines. The trend in this direction has signifi-
cant implications for the controls engineer. Previously, emphasis has been placed on
improvements in accuracy and control logic to ensure that the engine was operating near
peak efficiency and within safe limits. With the coming generation of engines, these
goals will not be relaxed. However, additional criteria will be used to judge the ade-
quacy of the propulsion control system. The primary control function will ultimately
become that of continuoui regulation of the variable geometry of the propulsion system
in response to such specific airplane requirements and minimum fuel consumption or maxi-
mize thrust (Ref 1). This is not a trivial task, especially since it will require the
involvement of controls engineers in propulsion and aircraft performance studies at a
level far beyond customary practice and implies rather large increases in control comput-
ing power with the atteadant '4ifficulties with software management.

IPCS BACKGROUND

Major tasks in the development of control capability to meet future needs are (1) the
demonstration of the use of the digital computer for total control, (2) the combined con-
trol of the entire propulsion system - supersonic inlet, engine and afterburner (Ref 2)
and (3) a demonstration of the effectiveness of inter-disciplinary teams of controls
engineers in solving the propulsion control problem. The desirability of accomplishing
these tasks become apparent in the 1960's. However, it was not until the early 1970's
that advances in digital electronics made this approach feasible, and the planning of a
program to accomplish these task begun.

During this period of time the goals of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) paralleled to those of the United States Air Force (USAF) in the desire to
investigate the application of digital electronics to turaine engine controls. Conse-
quently, a joint Integrated Propulsion Control System (IPCS) was established. The major
goals of this IPCS program were:

(1) The demonstration of full authority digital control of a highly complex
system,
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(2) The demonstration of combined c6ntrol of an inlet, engine and exhaust nozzle,
and

(3) The demonstration of a methodology that would permit rapid and effective
solutions to complex integration problems.

Since the achievement of inlet-engine compatibility in a supersonic aircrafc is a
highly complex subject not completely amenable to computer or wind tunnel simulation, it
was further decided to provide a flight test which would demonstrate that the IPCS hard-
ware and control modes were capable of functioning as designed in a realistic environment.
The test vehicle selected for this demonstration was a F-1ll equipped with TF-30 engines.
The propulsion system in this aircraft required the control of eight (8) variables (Fig 1).
These variables were: (1) inlet spike travel, (2) inlet cone travel, (3) 7th stage bleeds,
(4) 12th stage bleeds, (5) gas generator fuel flow, (6) afterburner duct fuel flow, (7)
afterburner core fuel flow, and (8) nozzle area.

Once the goals of the program were established in detail a division of responsibilities
between the Government Agencies was established. The Air Force Aero-Propulsion Laboratory,
in addition to having program management responsibility, would provide the control modes,
software, control hardware, bench test and sea-level tests by means of exploratory develop-
ment contract; NASA Lewis Research Center (NASA LeRC) would provide the simulated altitude

:C• testing; and NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (NASA DFRC) the flight testing. Each
organization participated in the technical direction of the program by means of frequent
meetings, phone calls, reports and letters.

THE IPCS PROGRAM

The contractual portion of the IPCS program was initiated in March 1973 with the
Boeing Aerospace Co. as prime contractor and the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of
United Technologies Corporation and Honeywell, Inc. G&AP Division as principle subcontrac-
tor. Key features of this contractual effort were a three-phase approach that emphasized
thorough, sequential testing, and a tripartite structure that stressed communication and
utilized intercorporate engineering teams (Fig 2). Although the program details are dis-
cussed in Reference 1 and 4, a short outline is provided below.

Phase I (Ref 4, Ref 6) consisted primarily of analytical efforts. Initially, F-Ill/
TF-30 data was gathered from all available sources. This data was then used to check and
trim a combined propulsion system simulation of the inlet, engine and control. Verifica-
tion of simulation accuracy at this point in the program permitted the analytical design
of the control to proceed with a high level of confidence. Analog simulation of the pro-
pulsion system was also developed from this data, and used in the development of the digi-
tal control software. In addition, there was Phase I activity in the areas of (1) prelimi-
nary control design, (2) failure mode analysis, and (3) component selection.

In Phase II (Ref 1, Ref 5) the control hardware design and component fabrication was
completed as were the TF30 engine modifications. Also, the software packages were de-
veloped, finalized and validated. Considerable use of the propulsion system digital simu-
lation was made in this software effort.

In addition, two extensive sets of testing were accomplished. The first of these,
flight assurance testing, was performed to ensure that the hardware was rugged enough for
use in the aircraft and that flight safety would be maintained (Ref 7). The second group
of tests was a thorough step-by-step evaluation of the functionality of both the hardware
and software. This latter process began with software checkout on the digital simulation
and hardware checkout on bench tests. The hardware and software were than joined and
tested in a closed-loop bench test that utilized a real-time engine hybrid simulation
(Ref 5). Only after completing this extensive test sequence was the IPCS used to control
the TF-30 engine in a sea-level-static test which constituted the beginning ot the Phase
III effort.

In Phase III, the engine and control were shipped to NASA LeRC for software evaluation
and development in their Propulsion Systems Laboratory altitude facility. At LeRC, NASA
employees were responsible for total test operations, data instrumentation and recording.
Contractor personnel were responsible for the controls-related equipment, software changes,
and maintenance of software configuration control. Essentially, the same relationships
were maintained during the flight testing at NASA DFRC (Ref 9).

Considerable intercorporate and interagency coordination was required to ensure smooth
program flow. In response to this need, Boeing utilized their tripartite team approach to
materially contribute to the success of the program (Ref 4). On the Government's side,
the importance of the program was well recognized by upper level management and adequate
facility priority was made available to ensure that no significant slippages occurred.

Once the basic facility scheduling was established the details of the testing programs
were resolved. To accomplish this, there was extensive interaction between the contractor
team and the responsible NASA LeRC and DFRC organizations responsible for the overall alti-
tude and flight test sequences. Generally, a priority list of test conditions and points

4 was established by the contractor team. This list was then reviewed with the testing
organization to produce a plan that permitted efficient test operation while still observ-
ing the requested priorities to a high degree.
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Many innovative control modes were investigated and flight tested in the IPCS program

(Ref 8). These include direct distortion measurement and propulsion stability control,
buzz detection and recovery, compressor exit Mach number surge protection, direct after-
burner fuel/air ratio scheduling, airflow bias to match the engine to the inlet, and

M, nozzle area control of the fan operating line. In order to accomplish an effort of this
magnitude in 36 months, a highly flexible digital control system was utilized.

CONTROL HARDWARE

The basic control package was named the "digital propulsion control unit" (DPCU) and
consisted of a power supply unit (PSU), the digital computer unit (DCU) and the interface
unit (IFU). Due to cost constraints, these units were neither miniaturized nor hardened
for engine mounting as is standard practice in the USA. Instead, they were mounted in the

4ý• aircraft weapons bay and air cooled.

The computer was a 16-bit machine with a 16K core memory, a 1.2 microsecond add/subtract
time and a 10.8 microsecond multiply time. The 16-bit word length was sufficient to main-
tain adequate precision for most of the computations, however, in some cases, double pre-
cision arithmetic was required. In converting the sensor data for use by the computer,
twelve (12)-bit words were found to be adequate to maintain system accuracy.

The remainder of the flight hardware (Figs 3 & 4) consisted of (1) a computer monitor
unit mounted in the cockpit, (2) inle: and engine controls that were specifically modified
to allow complete computer authority, and (3) two transducer packages -- one mounted in
the wheel well to service the inlet requirements and the other mounted on the engine
(Ref 9).

This flight hardware was supported by a set of ground support equipment that consisted
of (1) a teletype, (2) a high speed paper tape punch and reader, (3) a static simulation
of the ( igine which provided simulated signal sources to the IFU, (4) a load simulated
which provided loads for IFU output, and (5) digital-to-analog channels capable of driving
analog recorders. This system proved invaluable in the development as it permitted sig-
nificant levels of hArdware and software checkout without the removal of the control from
the aircraft and wichout the running of the engine.

CONTROLS SOFTWARE

Although the computer was capable of compiling software written in the FORTRAN com-
puter language, assembler language was used exclusively in order to meet the 30 milli-
second cycle time requirements of the control system. In total, two (2) complete sets of
control software were generated (Ref 6).

The first software package consisted of a digital replica (BOMDIG) of the bill-of-
material analog hydromechanical control modes This control was designed so that an
evaluation could be made of the IPCS hardware without the added complexity of new control
modes. The simulation accuracy of this software was quite good and is illustrated in
Figure 5 where is is compared with the hydromechanical control (HMC) for an acceleration
and deceleration. Initial flights were made with this software package installed.

The IPCS software, on the other hand, was designed to evaluate a number of innovative
control modes. These modes in various combinations took advantage of: (1) the computational
power of the system, (2) a high level of inlet-engine control integration, (3) nonstandard
sensing schemies and (4) the use of computed airflow derived from a stored fan map to set
fan operating line, trim inlet geometry and fan speed, and set afterburner fuel to air
ratio.

A description of the entire set of contrul laws would be too lengthly to present here,
however, two of the loops will be described in more detail. These are the control of the
gas generator fuel flow and the exhaust nozzle area during supersonic flight. The combi-
nation of these two variables was used to provide inlet airflow matching at a favorable
fan operating point.

In the production system an air data computer signal representing aircraft Mach number

PIN is sent to the main fuel control where it trims gas generator fuel flow and thereby engine
* speed and airflow. A schedule of a ratio of intercompressor pressure to turbine discharge

pressure versus corrected gas generator speed provides the basis for setting exhaust
* nozzle area and therefore indirectly setting a fan operating point.

This mode has been successfully flown for several years, but is less than ideal since
it is sensitive to minor cycle rematching and horsepower and bleed extraction. The con-
sequences of this sensitivity is the routine requirement for field trimming while the
engine is in afterburner operation, which of course, produced undesirable manhour and fuel
expenditures and exhaust noise.

The mode tested in this program scheduled the fan operating line airflow directly as a
function of overall engine pressure ratio and the loop was closed with computed fan airflow
(Figure 6). The difference between these two airflows - airflow error - drove an integrator
which produced an exhaust area trim signal. This signal was then added to a buse area

4request to produce the final area request. Base area was established as a simple function
of throttle ingle. With this mode, fan operating line was held to close tolerances and
rapid transient response maintained.
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The computed airflow was also utilized to adjust the engine to match inlet require-
ments. In this mode a reference capture area was computed based on inlet local pressure
ratio and compared to actual capture area ratio derived from computed corrected airflow
and inlet geometry. The resulting error was passed through a deadband to reduce noise
sensitivity, clamped to assure limited authority, and inhibited for subsonic operation.
It was then applied as a correction to the fuel flow command signal, changed engine speed
and, therefore, airflow. The combination of these two loops was designed to produce
precise inlet airflow matching while maintaining the fan operating point near peak effi-
ciency. It also eliminated the need for field trimming of the afterburner.

FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE

The comparison of these two control modes began at the airplane trim pad. With the
necessity for retrimming the conventional control mode in the field, realistic trim
tolerances have to be established due to control hysteresis and due to the physical
endurance capabilities of the trim crew working in close proximity to an engine operating
in afterburner power (Fig 7). With the IPCS nozzle area system, the afterburner trim
would be performed under the same trying circumstances, but it would only be performed

Oi once -- when the control is mated to the engine and the aircraft.

In flight the nozzle area mode consistently held fan operating points to a close.
tolerance than did the BOMDIG control (Fig 8). Although airflow is a particularly hard
parameter to measure, we estimated that the fan operating point was held to within +1%.
This improvement can also be inferred indirectly from the transient response of the after-
burner system. The IPCS mod' .;onsistentiy utilized less fan surge margin than the BOMDIG
control, and in fact, produced surge-free transients at extreme flight conditions where
the use of the BOMDIG control mode often resulted in surge.

Performance of the airflow bias ..oop was in general satisfactory, in that a high
degree of airflow matching was obtained. However, when the inlet geometry was deliberately
run far off schedule at various flight conditions in order to study loop dynamics, the
transient response of engine speed indicated that gain compensation would be required.
For this application, burner pressure would not be suitable since it does not vary in the
required manner. Engine pressure ratic is a promising parameter for gain compensation but
the flight schedule did not permit a thorough evaluation.

Other significant results from the flight test were (1) improved engine acceleration
times at almost all flight conditions - the one slower acceleration occurred as the result
of a turbine inlet temperature loop, (2) increased supersonic rate of climb, and (3) in-
creased supersonic range.

4! The flight test portion of the program proved to be a valuable investment since some
additional control development was required as a result of flight test data, and the
successful accomplishment of these changes proved that the control concepts developed on
simulations and in altitude cell tests were sound and could be adapted to accommodate air-
craft installation effects. Furthermore the combined inlet-engine control features can
now be incorporated in future production systems with significantly reduced risk.

APPLICABILITY TO FUTURE ENGINES

Since the trend toward higher performance propulsion systems is continuing and is
generally accompanied by increasing levels of engine complexity (Fig 9) the requirements
for more sophisticated control logic and more accurate hardware will continue. These
requirements will dictate the use of digital electronic controls in an increasing number
of future high performance aircraft.

The IPCS program demonstrated a number of items that are expected to appear on fighter
aircraft engines developed in the 1980's time period.

The first of these items was the use of a full authority digital computer itself.
Although the speed and memory size of the computer can be considered large by today's
standards, the history and projecticns of semi-conductor electronics indicate that the
size and cost of computers will continue to decrease and become relatively minor consider-
ations in the next decade. Consequently the IPCS provided a realistic demonstration of
benefits from the use of the computational power expected in future control systems.

The second feature is the effective manipulation of a many variable system. As the
number of variables increases, the control complexity grows at a far higher rate due to
the intaractions between the variables. These interactions must be accounted for in the
control system in order to produce the levels of performance expected from the variable
engine cycles. In the IPCS program a control for an eight variable propulsion system,
with some rather strong interactions, was successfully analyzed, developed and tested.

Each of these features were significant in themselves; however, the true benefit of
the program was their integration into a system that was able to enhance propulsion system
and aircraft performance. This integration process occurred at all levels in the design
procesR. Aerodynamically, fan-corrected airflow which is a key parameter in judging pro-
pulsion system performance was employed as a unifying parameter that involved inlet
geometry, gas generator and afterburner fuel flow and nozzle area. With respect to the
hardware, sensor accuracy and the precision of analog to digital conversion and computa-
tion were all selected to meet system needs. In the software area a modularized approach
was taken and the modes and logic were designed to take advantage of the logic capability



of digital computers and were not in the case of the IPCS software mere digital representa-
tions of an analog control (Ref 6).

While these factors could possibly be considered logical or "good pract. , they are
often difficult to achieve in practice. The tripartite concept used in the IPCS program
did much to enhance communication and permitted a broad base of technology input to the
system design. With this approach, teams of working-level engineers from the aircraft,
engine, and controls companies were co-located for two-week periods at critical points in
the program and charged with the task of working out detailed control system design and
integration problems. Final decision-making authority still remained with the appropriate
authority; however, these decisions were made with rather complete knowledge of the inpact
on the total system.

There is still a considerable amount of work to be accomplished in preparing for ad-
vanced engines, particularly in the area of algorithm structure; however, the IPCS tech-
niques provide a sound starting point for these advanced efforts.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The use of a full authority digital computer is an effective means of controlling
a complex prooulsion system. Furthermore, a decision to utilize a computer for purely
performance parposes vill generally result in the additionil benefits of control self-
checking and some degree of failure tolerance due to the inclusion of additional software.

2. Ai-craft performance can be enhanced when overall propulsion system needs are
factored into the detailed control made design. In this way the goals to be met by the
aircraft are taken into account when control involving detailed component performance are
formulated. This approach proved highly effective in the IPCS program and resulted in
improved engine acceleration times, increased supersonic range and climb, and lower flight
idle speeds.

3. Intercorporate teams of control designers can promote improved propulsion system
and aircraft integration. Co-location of working level engineers and their integration
into a single design team resulted in early management visibility as to the system impli-
cation of control detailed design.

4. Control modes that do not require field trim can be developed. The benefits of
this feature are several: (1) improved system performance, since the loss of accuracy
due to human element is minimized, (2) reduced unproductive engine operating time which
produces an increase in flying hours per overhaul, (3) reduced fuel usage, and (4) reduced
pollution and noise.
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D1SCUISSION

J.C.RIpoU
In your comments of flight tests results you mentioned "'extreme flight conditions". L)ovs this include very high
angle of attack?

Autho's Reply
The term "extreme flight conditions" tn the context of my paper specifically referred tc, low Mach number, high
altitude operation, in other words low Reynolds number conditions. High angle of attack operation was also in-
vestigated in the category called maneuvering.

J.Kwzak
How fast were your reheat transients?

Author's Reply
That is a different question to answer with one number. It varied a lot over the flight envelope. I would say at one
point sea level static for example we cut the time in half of what a standard system would do. We ultimately became
limited by the speed at which the nozzle could be actuated and we could not afford putting in faster actuators
because a stronger structure of the nozzle would have becn needed.

, J.Kurzak
Is that in the order of one, two, three, four seconds?

Author's Reply
Yes, certa•nly.

J.Kunzak
And it is in, %ay, sccond% you completed a full control cycle calculation with the mass flow matching it, with the
nozzla area on the working lne, and feeding the correct fuel rate to it. Was that a closed loop in chese one or two
second ramp times?

* 4 Author's Reply
Yes, this resulted from the basiic computer cycle time of 30 ins. A new computation was done every 30 ms and in,
Usomn cases there was a minor cycle for rather fast or critical computations that was accomplished in only 5 mn.

Ch louyatel
J'ai bien compris la plupart des avantages que cc systten de regulation van doaner et lei trois gns da onsummation
sp~cifique qu'on pout en attetdre. Est-ce que, •n cas dle panne patlielle ou de pant: totale du syst•nuc il cst pravu
un syst~mc de swcours hydfo-w&s4iquc trs siniplUf qui po•mme quand mcmv d'u,. hsor Ia machine?

iAuth'* Reply

The basic prugrin we ran was explorator:; development which in the USA 10eam1s that we are not preparing a ~ystctni
for Ptoduction. In the caw of 0'.-iys that was actually flown we had a back-up hydromeehanical unit on board
the aircraft. And, in ft.t, the reason it was there let me add that it was used eventually was that it was very
invexpcnsive to modify it to accept an electrical input. So awny tinte the pilot felt the comnpulml was not a0ting
proficrly or any time the k.ompute: decided it wu not acting ptoperly it would automaticaily trawel'r to the hydro-
mchanical coatuxl unit.

S.'Cat you giv-. the order of We of itupuveueat in teras ot thffru arnd SK,' Ly tw) wuld to dwiwt ttpwat control,
I ~intograting tinLet 4aýd engine coatrolý

ItIt fis hd to bEcAk ffumibers dOWnin titP1t flsitou. however, we did fcuatoe exam1pte, a t .1" 1improvemncft tin
silpctfvte ran¢c. At one potnt, wc doubled thT rart of c:ht-b ju-t by having one ¢gtin tt'i,,dtficd =td twttlhcd into
Slia-S. mode, whuch is Ut efW:vt an itmtcase of dtfust. Uttutiately, I th"nk the payoff tot integrating the uinet and

lengjan %onatfo together wdl be in r14abthty, cost, and wetigt of the uoqtrol qywi. It would be p"Albk certanly

to handle thc itin•cwtouac"tio -"tw-e"e W 4,e- -rt , tec%-hn-a•l-y. ,•,h 0- the -S•-u-' s iht dtAtCte that
*v put themo toget14er.



W. Well)
Whlat problems do you see ill applying anl integrated inlte engine control system for i~cw figlhte,-s to be developed s
aircraft and engine developments often do no go synchronous time wise.

Author's Reply
The oiitgeit problemn I sce in actually achieving this cýontrol and proiuction are legal and corporate problems. lot
technical ones.

* RA.Eives
('an thle author please enlarge further onl which control loops and eltginc puramet'.rs required thle faster samlple
rate 0 mnill iseconds?) and what the particular control problemns were which necessitated this?

Author's Reply
One of the paramecters wais a high frequency intake presisure, Litilized inl determining engine E.urge' margin rcquirte-
inclits. Another was a pair of pressures at tile rear of tile high comiptessor used to dotenninc available enginle margin.

A.(.Willmer
If' I have understood correctly. you have usecd corrected airflows front the fan as one of thle control parwiluters. C'an
you say !,ow this was calculated or measured in the aniaraft during flight?

Author's Reply
Yes, in part of the HICS program we were quite concerned about mlaneuvvr-induced distortion at the fall face. We
ultimately ule-l four pres~sure sensors --tt the fan face, specifically located for that particular aitcraft to give an indi-
cation of d~stortion. At the samne time as long as we were doing this and handling the inforniation onto thle
compluter, we also combined these with tail pipe pressure to formulate wh.t camne cloy-., to being fanl prussure rstio.
G;iven~ fanl pressure ratio, tan corrected specd, and some mecasure of thL. Reynold's number index, we wvre then able
to go back and calculate thl. airflow.

A.C.Willmce
Thcrc was no sort of coreection bor distortional effects oil tile fanl itself either?

Author's Repl~y
AempiricAl correction for distortion effects vvas utihlied.

How does thle systeml cope with faulty senlsors?

Author's Reply
In hi cotrl, cton astaken due to failures Of soMe sCnSOrs; thle com1pute would Checjk out Of rfng1 it would

not check for slow drift. Ili -.Olie Cases, we had sufficient itif 3ruatiott in the computer that it a sensor was dektetd

ay. being out of' flm1its it wa.; -witched out of the system aind ;a basck-up couiputatwum of the paramtentr wxs used. Ini
fact this feature turned out to be quite useful daring flight test. The wrong specific:ation tlibing was used in one

of range thle computer switched to the back-up computation. When the wecond scnsor went out of range due to this
It tubing failure tile cOmuputr twined itself off, :UW we wvut back into tire hydrmechanlical mtde iantomaticafly.
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SUMMARY

The engine air intakes on Ccncorde are controlled by special-purpose digital processors. The flight
experience gained on air intake control has been applied to a study of the feasibility of integrating the
controls of a powerplant (air intake, engine, reheat, and nozzles) into a single digital system.

The paper describes the control system derived in that study, and indicates the benefits and problems of
integration.

INTRODUCTION

The Olympus jet engines on Concorde require that variable geometry air intakes be employed to supply air
at a relatively low speed and corresponding high pressure. In order to optimise the aircraft's performance
over its whole operating range the geometry of the intakes needs to be controlled accurately to complex
schedules of aircraft and powerplant parameters, both in steady-state and dynamic conditions. In 1970 it
was decided that control of the Concorde intakes could best be performed by an airborne digital processor,
end the Electronic Systems Group of the British Aircraft Corporation undertook the design and manufacture
of the control system. A powerful tool used in the design was a mathematical model of the intake and
"engine which was developed on a hybrid computer, and which could simulate the response to atmospheric or
pilot-induced transients over a wide range of operating conditions. The model not only gave design data
for the control system but was also used to test prototype hardware and to back up flight trials which
began in March 1973.

In 1974 the National Gas Turbine Establishment (part of the Procurement Executive of the Ministry of
Defence) asked that the expertise gained on intake control be used to investigate the ieasibility and
"-ost-effectiveness of integrating the controls of the various subsystems of a powerplant, i.a. the intakes,
gas-turbine, reheat, nozzles and reverse thrust mechanism, (see figure 1). Currently most of these sub-

II systems are controlled independently and this gives an excess of control hardware due to the increase in

parameter sensing and data transmission requirements; the diversity of equipment brings further problems
of increased spares holding and maintenance facilities. As powerplant configurations take on a greater
degrie of variability, and as vectored thrust is further exploited, the need for an integrated powerplant
control which can communicate with the main aircraft flight controller will be even greater. It was
therefore necessary to show the technical feasibility, advantages and limitations of an integrated system
with regard to current powerplant and controls technology. It was decided to use a civil aircraft as this
has the more visible need for economic operation and in order to avoid the use of classified information;
a Concorde-type powerplant wL.s used in order that the study might benefit directly from past experience
and an existing simulation. Furthermore to comply with present airworthiness requirements, it was decided
to concentrate on integration "within" a single powerplant rather than "across" powerplants.

The systems which have been integrated are:-
Intake control, Primary nozzle control, Engine Starting Control, Engine fuel flow control, Noi..
abatement procedures, Secondary Air door control, Reheat fuel flow control, Reverse Thrust selection,

2N ;Part of the Air Data System.

The derived systems have been kept independent of the aircraft's Central Air Data Computers in order to free
the study from the constraint of having to configure the systems with regard to an interface with a second
large system which is likely to be dependent upon the particular aircraft type.

The Intake control system on Concorde has demonstrated that digital controls on aircraft are not only
feasible, but highly desirable from the flexibility and reliability viewpoints especially for the more
complex systems such as integrated powerplant control. Consequently an analogue integrated control system
was not considered in the study.

The study was undertaken in three parts. The first was to investigate the feasibility of integrating the
system by deriving a hardware configuration based on a centralised processing unit controlling all the
powerplant subsystems. The second was to disperse this derived system into seperate units each associated
with only one subsystem, and to compare the hardware parameters of the integrated and dispersed systems.
(This seemingly inverted approach was adopted in order to isolate the benefits of integration from those
which could be obtained by other means and so as not to be constrained by the fcrm of the present equipment.)
The third part of the study was to define the benefits that could be obtained from integration of the control
algorithms, and from the generation of new algorithms subsequent to certain failures, made possible by the

t. hardware integration.

DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRATED SYSTEM

The general shape of a supersonic airliner (figure 2) suggests thf. siting of the electronic control units near
the rear of the fuselage to minimise the wiring runs to the powerplant whilst providing a reasonable
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environment and easy access. However, this mecns that coukpit signals and air data Information must be
transmitted over a long distance, In the cape of pressure signals necessar) for the computation of
aircraft Mach number long piping runs are impractical and pressare sensors must be sited near the pitot
probes. Once a unit to house these sensors has been established at the front of the aircraft it is
advantageous to use them as data collection units for all cockpit and air data signals, and to Iransmit
the multiplexed signals to the control units using digi!al format to interface directlv witn direct
access memory of the control computer.

The control laws for the individual subsystems were assessed with a view to obtaining the requirements of
total computer power for the integrated controller. An allowance was then made for the inclusion of cross-
coupling of tho contrel .0gorithms, for post-failur2 algorithms, -nd for tle sysLem muoitoring task. The

total computing requirementL Sere estimated to be:
Word length 16 bits
Storage 10,000 words
Input/output 125 channels and 6,000 samples per secon-

Add time 5 mic seconds
Multiply time 50 microseconds

The specification of a multiply time is derived from the large number ot multiply instructions and function
generators in the ,'!mtrol algorithms: this largely determines the overall response of the control system.
In a survey to find if these requirements could be met by a comdorcially-available microprocessor without
recourse to special-purpose hardware, it was found that, in general, devices brougjit onto the market within
the last couple of years could meet the n,,ed whereas older devices could not. Consequently, extrapolating
into the near future, it is apparent that computing power would not be a serious problem :or integrated
controllers :.nd that the pr blems of multi-processing would not be encountered. However, the large number
of input-outpt ... hannels needing servicing at high frequency indicated that asynchronous analogue-to-digital
conversion and direct memory access to t'.- processor was vital. This DMA facility would be common with that
which inputs signals from the data collection units.

"The system now takes the format of figure 3. Estimates of the failure rates of the units were made in
order to indicate the level of redundancy necessary for the system to meet safety requirements. It was
found that the control units would each have a mean time between failures (MTBF) of 2100 hours and so the

7-- requirements could be met by a system which had dual control units for each powerplant with one in control
-hilst the other stood in readines to be switched in when the first indicated a fault; the data collection
units, each with a ;A7*,F of 6,000 hours, would need to be triplicated with all. three feeding all the control
units, as shown in figure 4.

Each unit has the oapability to detect the failures within its own control circuitry and input and output
interfaces. Furthermore each control unit can compare certain of its computations with equivalent
computations made in the other control unit. In this way the vast majority of control system faults can
be detected and isolated to a single hardware module so upholding system integrity and facilitating main-
tenance. This system configuration allows another maintenance feature to be easily included - namely an
in-situ test system, which can test the whole control system in all its operational modes at maintenance

periods or prior to each flight. At these times safety tests can be conducted which could not be carried
out during flight. The use of a software-based control system means that the test sequences can be incorp-
orated with very little increase in hardware and the use of data collection units which interface with all
control units means that these test sequenc-s can be stimulated with very little interface hardware.
Consequently the major hardware increase for the incorporation of a test system is simply a unit to initiate
the tests and to observe the results.

DISPERSAL 0F THE SYSTEM

The dispersed system consists of four control subsystems as follows:-
Air intake and secondary air door control
Engine fuel flow, starting and primary nozzle control
Reheat fuel control
Noise abatement, secondary nozzle and reverse thrust control.

Each of these can be made independent of the rest except for their sharing of sensed inputs. However all
subsystems, with the exception of reheat, require on input of some air data signals Mach number, altitude,
etc., derived from the aircraft pitot-static probes. Consequently the data collection units of the integrated
system are required in a similar form for the dispersed system, although now the pilot's control signals
will not pass through this unit.

Although the integrated system had used digital technology throughout, it was felt that justification was
needed before this could be applied to the dispersed system. The life-cost/complexity curves for analogue
and digital systems are shown in figures Sa and 5b. The analogue system shows the characteristic zero cost
for zero complexity and the asymptote beyond which any increase in complexity is prohibitively costly,
especially when fault identification and spares holding Is considered. The digital system shows a rolatively
high initial cost, with a small increase in cost for any complexity increase over a wide range; the tigh
sensitivity to the number of similar units reflects the commonality of spares and test equipment which Is
apparent only in digital systems, Taking a representative curve from each of these figures and cross-
plotting them in figure 5c indicates that the thrust reverse and secondary nozzle controller could be
implemented in eithcr technology whereas the other three units sheuld be digital. When it is consideret;
that the data collection unit could alno be based on a microprocessor the benefit of having the whole

4 t system in a coL-on technology can be realised and tne all-digital system can be compared to the integrated
system using common -opt synthetics.

Comparison of system failure rates with safety requirements Indicrted that the intake and engine controllers,
with MTBF of 3,400 and 2,900 hours respectively, should be dual-lane, whereas the reheat and nozzle
controllers (both with 4,400 hours MTBF) could be simplex for each powerplant. The data collection units
should r-ma~r trlp'icated. Thus the dispersed system takes on the appearance shown in figure 6. The siting
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of equipment on the aircraft would remain unchanged. 1

THE BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS OF INTEGRATION

In comparing the integrated and the dispersed systems it becomes apparent that there are three major areas
of cost reduction derived from system integration. These areas are:-
(a) Equipment costs due to reduction in the amoLnt of system hardware.
(b) Maintenance costs due to an increase in the commonality of control equipment,
(c) Running costs due to an improvement in powerplant performance.

Against these benefits is the fear that loss of independence of the parts of the powerplant will hazard

the aircraft.
Ty...

Equipnent Costs

In making a comparison between the hardware of the dispersed and integrated systems it is necessary to
define reasonable limits on the system within which to assess size, weight etc. The limits chosen are the
outputs of the sensors and the inputs of the actuators. The sensors and actuators themselves are either
common in the two systems, or vary to a very small degree (for example the number of sensing elements in
the intake temperature probe). Also all displays have been omitted in anticipation of the move towards an
integrated cockpit design.

The simplest way to quantitatively compare the hardware of the integrated and dispersed systems is to use
size, weight, power consumption and the mean time between any fault in the system. Estimates of these
values are shown below.

INTEGRATED DISPERSED
CONTROL CONTROL UNITS
SYSTEM SYSTEM

VOLUME 0.18 0.29 m
3

CABLE LENGTH 16 25 Km

UNIT AND
CABLE WEIGHT 380 580 Kg

POWER

CONSUMPTION 2.3 4.0 KVA

MEAN TIME
TO TROUBLE 230 140 Hours

These figures indicate approximately a 40% improvement of the integrated system over the dispersed system.
This would indicate a 40% cost saving for the purchase of the control system.

Maintenance Costs

Maintenance costs can be considered under two headings: capital costs, for the purchase of spares and test
equipment (or ATE software) and the training of maintenance personnel; and the recurring costs of repairs
to the aircraft equipment.

The capital costs are more dependent upon the number of different types of units in the system than on the
complexity of each unit. In the dispersed system the units are of low-to-medium complexity, but there are
five different types, whereas the integrated system has only two types of complex units. Allowing for the
commonality of the central processing elements of the units in the dispersed system and the complexity of

A each unit, it has been estimated that adoption of the integrated system would give a 33% saving in capital
t maintenance costs.

For each fault in the system the cost of repair is related to the ease of isolating the fault, the cost of
the element to be replaced, the effort required to make the replacement, and the ease of retesting the
equipment. The .diddle two costs will be similar for the dispersed and integrated systems, but isolation of

the fault and unit retest will be more costly in the more complex integrated units: it is estimated that
this is a 25% cost increase for each fault. However, the integrated system only exhibits a fault once
every 230 hours, compared with once every 140 hours for the dispersed system, and so the repair costs per

unit time are, in fact, 25% lower in the integrated system.

Running Costs

The third benefit of integration is improved performance or fuel consumption that can arise from integrating
the control algorithms of the various parts of the powerplant. No attempt has been made to quantify thisS~improvement as many levels of integration are possible and the results would be applicable to only one
aircraft type. However in order to indicate how these benefits can arise a study was conducted on a full-

imprano arem-thermodynamic model of the whole powerplant. The model was an extension ct that used for the

Cordorde air intake design and was validated by comparing its results with data from flight trials. The

modei was found to be within the scatter between powerplants for the same time record as can be seen from
the throttle-slam traces in figure 7.

To date, the work on the integration of the control algorithms has been concentrated on trying to reduce
the pressure fluctuations in the intake which are caused when reheat is ignited or when the throttles are

moved rapidly. It has been found that by incorporating primary nozzle area and jet pipe pressure signals
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into the intake control these fluctuations can be reduced by about 40% without deteriorating the engine's
response.

Although per se the reduction of transients in thle powerplant have no economic benefit, they do give scope
for improved performance in steady-state operation. This is because the engine running lines normally
have to be displaced from their optimum to give an adequate surge margin, and this displacement is
determined with regard to !he magnitude of possible transients.

Control System Faults

Although the integrated control system can be shown to meet all its safety requirements, it is true that
certain failures can have a greater effect on aircraft handling than would be experienced with a dispersed
system. Although very little c,,n be done to reduce the effects of some of the more remote faults (for
example the failure of both control computers for one poworplant), integration can, in fact, alleviate
some of the more probable failures. Two examples of this are: the modification of the control algorithm
for one subsystem, following a failure in the contr'? of another subsys~em; and synthesis of a sensed
parameter from other information in the powerplant following a sensor failure. As an example of this latter
case, a study was undertaken using the powerplant simulation to synthesise a parameter which could replace

A " the engine low pressure spool speed (NI) should its sensor fail. This parameter was chosen as it affects
the control of the intake, primary nozzle and reheat, and is thua an important parameter to maintain in an
intograt system. N1 was synthosised from the high-pressure spool speed, primary nozzle position and
intake temperature, each with suitable lags. Figure 8 compares the effects of a throttle slam using the
real Nl with those using the synthesised Ni, by showing the time-histories of the excursions of intake
recovery and roal N1 from their scheduled values. Although it can be seen that control is degraded in tho
acceleration case the powerplant is still maintained in a sate, surge-free condition.

CONCLUSIONS

Integration of the powerplant controls for a suporsoni. airliner ia feasible using modern digital control
technology and integrity targets can be met using a dual-lane type of system with triplex sensing of
cockpit and air-data information. The benefits of adopting an integrated hardware design can be shown to
be about 40% in control system purchase costs and 25% in maintenance costs. Integration of the control
hardware permits integration of the control algorithms and this can have a beneficial effect on powerplant
performance and hence aircraft operating costs.

Although systems integrity is apparently reduced by integration there are other integrity features-such as
on-aircraft test systems and reversionary control modes subsequent to failures - which are greatly
simplified in an integrated system.
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DISUSSION

W.C.Swall
You state that the digital system was dual with switching. Was tile systemn fault monitored automatically and hlence
switching could occur due to some software judgemnent systemn?

Authur',i Reply
Yes it was. This has been ai philosophy oil our inltake control system onl Concorde and with -jight modifications we

io~,k t .~. .b.,.T.., ... ,i. has.i...m. 1;a..bri a ,uu0iwl miurst of aiig i~ikW
the two linies of control in tile poumc plant.

SI.M.Hardy
Vouls tie dfites (fue vous avcz fait utitl etudc dic consomumation sp ifitquc. Jc pense quc vous I'aveJ. purtictlliurtrl (;nt
faite dans ic cas oil la temnp~aturc d'entree vaie ~i Maclh 2. Pouvez-vous nous indiqucr. par exemPic. pour les Con-
ditions ISA 135 quel titait Ic gain dec consonimation sp~cifiquc obtcnu par votre syst~mnc?

Author's Reply
Our model of' tile power plant was designed mainly to tell uts thle compatahility between the components and
between the sub-systemis. It was not a model trying to predict specific fuel consumption, so I have no info~rmation
onl this topic. We considered that performanice benefits can arise front integration of controls, but primiarily thil is
derived front reduction ofT misinatching of tile subsystemus rather than a direct reduction of SF'. *

RiJEves
Could thle author please comment onl how ;of tware reliability could be dealt with? ('anl he suggest any methlods
whereby thle sottware design canl be demionstrated to have mect thle reliability targets?

Author's Reply
Tlhli of course is something of very great conicern for a lot of people at the moment. It s.eems that reliability of soft-
ware as you have discussed it is no more difficult than getting the design of an analoguec control in the first case.
However, there are more complex control laws, being used in digita! control systemis and consequently thle problenms
are greater. I feel that 'the steps being taken at thle moment withi modular software and testing at modular levels,
gradually building uip to testing of thle whole system, will prove as good as the testing of normual analoigue or bydro-
miechianical system designs.

R.J.ves
Canl you suiggest a 1meanls of' achieving this system of' documencttation or somic o)thr mecans that could We emsployed
because software is all diwum atation aid there can be a vast amiount of' it,

l'o mie a% a control system decsigaer, hardware is doewnenitation as well. Someibody has still got to VXP14111 how it
works. Granted that software is all documentation, but I would feel with the use of high level language now coining
into the conitrol field this Problem is con'idcrably simplified. The programis have becotme uiorv visible to a lot more3
Control engineers% and to a lot of people onl the Npecificationtsidte of control lkysteous. It 6islmy opinion that at the
momenct we ale tin a evolutionway phase which highlights af I thle prohlemns1. tventually, this WOU settle down and
everyi bod, %k ill igree onl methods of documet:itjrton. I think that at this timec the mtosvt pfositising systemi v% the
Modulaf 'tup down* approach to isoftware documentation and to %aftware writin. WC should continue on that
track And modify it as necessay as the techniology- &vveLoif.

lin your %compar ison ti dispersked and intct.ated contrtA sstin tofo tile ('onctotde you show A avn of NOK
passentiees I Ilto til te inltrer;ated lay out Ithe cu rrelit aucraf t hia arU 4ftaklsdu eftdne c Ostfol. ts.istednth
disprsed 'systeml at are they both ill doitl"

Uch hvic kcottipared digital with dt~ititl lUc did br1iefly utldertAv, a3 c:Umparmsof of wnaloduv .410d digital for the! dis-
persed %ontrol4 *ý%tvtm and in our opintion the intake contlrol and the enginel ;ontrtol shoutld certaw) Nbe aigital onl a
%:o1t vff"tise btsib, Vic reheajt ;.onioft Mid 11hV seconday HUue control i's perh4p% A bOfd1eckne4 cý4se lIS

&we fete0d 4 tl ttbasig A cou~mnolahty Wf tchnutukgy. %Uuu dgive benefitsb and sW *4 havie ticaed all0 Uthunits As beingFt
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Round Table Pane

Mr J.F.CIIEVLIR SNECMA FranoC
Dr Ing. H.GRIEB MTW Germany
Sir D.R.14IGTON NGTF United Kingdom
Mr N.F.RLiKOS NASA United States
M~r N.STOLL DASSAULT France
Mr W.C.SWAN SOL-ING United States

Mr Nelson F. Rekos. Programnme Commnittee Chainman: During the past four days. we have listened to a number of
excellent thought provoking papers concerning the technical possibilities Of Variable cycle engines for future military and
civil aircraft applications. We have heard how the varilable cycle engines can provide economically attractbvc. environ-
mentally acceptable advanced performance for supersonic conventional take-off and laniding aircraft and also for vertical
take-off and landing aircraft.

We have heard how adaptations of variable cycle engine concepts can provide us with high performance engine for
air transport fuel economy. I think we are all aware that the world's petroleum resources are rapidly being depleted, and
if we continue to consume these resources at our current rate of consumption, the consensus is that the world will essen-
tially run out of fuel about the turn of' the century. Therefore, thu need for fuel conservation will be most pressing, if
not mandatory, for the future of aviation as we know it today. We know that it takes about ten years or more lead time
to dtvelop a fully qualified aircraft, particularly when we begin, with some new engin and/or aircraft design. So time is
passing, let's not be waiting.

We have seen some provocative fuel conser-vattive engine designs such as the high specd turboprops, which stirs up
our imagination, if not, nostalgia. Pserhaps we need not fly at higher speed just bcausew speed represents a sign of
p&.)gress. I'm not sure it may be much wiuc. :., back off Irrotn Mach 0.85 (and higher) and fly perhaps at Mach 0.75,
where we could u%(e less sophisticated and less costly high aspect ratio wings rather than the expensive swept wings that
we have for the Mach 0.85 transport.

* 4ec have also heard about the importance of integrated controls, both for the engine and the aircraft and how
variable geometry can be applied to combustors and turbines to improve performance and also to reduce enigire exhaust
emissions. i think the way of the future will dictate, through appropriate regulationes. thut aircraft must be good neigh-
bors, and not be intrusive on people, not only in the vis inity of airports, but also in the stratosphere where there is a
great deal of concern rtgardi,.ig the deterioration of the ozone layer that protects us from radiation. This deterioration
results from oxides of nitrogen emitted by aircraft operation, both military and civil. Perhaps, the ozone depletion fear
may vanish as we learn atore about the atmosphere, but then again, it muay be only wishful thinking-. I don't think we
can afford to take too many chances on aur future.

I feel likc I am qttotinu the scriptures in that the text has already been published predicting a petroleum famnine
lasting to-' more than the proverbial seven years. predicted by Joseph; periiaps our experts on the Round Table: can tell
ý-s what wie should do in the aeronautics area in preparation for this famine.

I haveasked our Round table Memtbersi about their vicws onl variable geometry engaine cycle technology: alsio to
identify limitations that may inhibit the development of variable: Seointry technology for military and civil applicution%.

I hope: they may provide Ionic insight as to, whether variable geometry enginecs will provide such things as surge free
elngins under all operating conditions. Perhapi they nay wish to tell us if the variable geometry engine will demand
new typl:s of ground ttst lakcihties. I would lWk now to gtive the other members of the Round Tabl their turn, beginningr
with Mr Swun.

Mr WC.Swan: I would like to tint observc thAt I have looked at thit conference with nuixed emotiont. I was vtry
4 ~~pfcasd zo hear ithe kvports in the area of variablt evoltictry turbines, V1 item I ata vliry mtuch in support of, anld I was

dehtihed to hear the positive sIde of 'teVlOUPlient o1 integrated coatrols Wkcause 1 amt sure that this is a neCessarfy
%uppofti1V full%.tionl if 'IC are to get potitive reliable variable cycle enginfes into ouir futurfe iraf. "it the soIht
necgative sid, I felt thiat we are repeatiag or viewinge programs that go back ailmoit too far ill history. I don't ki)oW
whether y ou know it or not, but Gcrhardt %V wMan, of the Gf.neiral Hictr ic Company got Ws ideas for thi; variable %tatoe
onl the J7 tiNegfine 00ob mt, becVuUW I desigentd and built a muhatistge coapressor at Wright Field in 194M hi dih had a

va~abt geumeiry eight stages and fanl a iwo-toot it two foot supersoitc wind tunneil As far ;ts I know, it is still runnuing
.0iltult 50 earsý later. When I hear st~orie of tneat i'ears .tout variable- gcometry coompiesors I wonder how lont# wc hizve

to woik t this bfor we wll accept thetas a% thing that's here. You must expect thAt may inputs to this cotnituttev "Ve
PrtativV, beca:use I feel we should N.- e.ploring arid tot reviwing# works of the last 30 years.

Now I would lIke to iatke %outV comninents oft the meeting of thinge-s that I thoughit Were only tuiarg~utzy c*Vered 4aid
fteed to bewo&ked harder N.fore WV c;-a 4 fullUy f ,tpprevu this k"n of eng-,ine

AI hcatd only) onte paPer today Lit Oth area of nozzles AMi theC Ctfeqt Of the u%9 USi V.at4MOl geometry ont ntozzlswid I
thoutg4t that thiis author *;as bcgiianm to tkech a Very inteetingtt aread MY ownl C,.PeutwVitei that noztteos ace that part
of the engine to W"ihteegn aa~Lcie asltl rn te~~A Y t, tMWs be. 1 isaler4 id detailt OWth

-hti f£wtcA.ut 4%ltti i oA tut o.i t



cycle selection b~ec.ause it is a very high maintenance, and drag penailty itemn. It is one of the most underdesigned itemus

before the aircraft goes into production. It turns out that if you study variable cycle engines. it is coniceivable that for
certain missions, that include both mixed supersonic and subsonic, we may be able, to employ fixed geomeitry nozzles,
because thc cycle provides both air flow and pressure ratio from the gas generator that accommodates the fixed geomectry
nozz~le. This is a rather novel concept in life if you think of it, because both the intake and noz~zle designs of today are
principally developed to accommodate the gas generator. It would be interesting if the engine design would look at the
entire system, including the nozzle and intake. and the result might lie very simple nozzles and intakes with these engines.
When youn add uip the tottil cost of the system, the designer-s should think of the total engine and not just of the conipres-
sor face to lthe turbinle flange. We got very little of this thinking today and I think that mcchanical design evolution canl
bie greatly enhanced. with variable geometry in the gas producer section. I have alluded to intakes, something we did not
look at All this week. and believe it is possiblle, in) su'li uses of Vr geil.mnmiitrv ,'ntvrnn'% tfl w1tuattv C()!'-"? Qr ~x geo
metry inilets and let the air spill when you don't want it. This could lead to the simplest and less costly r . Iion
system. This is contrary, in part. to the thoughts of our Panel moderator. I would not suggest this idea f- vil use. bill
for military use, it may very well lbe that you canl afford to pay for complication in the gas producer and get away with an1
inexpensive, vMr cheap intake, so that the net cost comes out very favorable.

Another itemn I'd like to mention is that we all do studies onl applications of these engines, andi we rack them up in
aircraft comparisons. I think one should be very cautious about studying the influence of engine design parameters as to
whether in your decision process you are just about the end of thle cliff. For example, much of the advances in engines
that weren't discussed this week are fromt increases in the combustor exit temperature which hias moved uip considerably
since the work we did onl this ten years ago. Some engine concepts arc more sensitive to the limit on this value than
others and rather than mnake a decision on the type of engine to build on the basis of somec small temperature margin, we
should have a look at the effect of deterioration in attainmenrt of the temperature: goal and find out how soon the p~arti-
cular engine you arc talking aboui ceases to be a competitor where it was a winner before it fell1 apart. In other words, we
must took at sensitivity of influeceic coefficients in the result.

Finally. I would like to introduce a movie, and with it I want to introduice the thought of concept validation. I
have seen many enginc manufacturers and Goverminctt developers who, when somebody mentions a new concept to lie
lo!Ackd at. start thinking in termis of hundreds of millions of france. marks. dollars. etc.. before the concept can be vali.
datld. I don't beclieve in this at all. I believe that if you have an ri esi idea. you can validate a concept without an
excessive cost. This is true, also. wvith relation to variable cycle enginecs.

I amn going to show you a filmo that cost my company exactly St 150,300 U.S. dollars to do the whole job, including
the design, the engineers, the manufacture of the system, the tests, evaluation Land shutting down of the pru;,ectI ask
you, who work in Governmert installations and p~rivate industries, whether $1 50,00)0 dollars is a very small amiount of'
money when it comes to doing such ajob. You will agree fromt what you are about to see in the filmn that is will have

answered at leait several very iinportaia questions to us on the future of variable cycle engines and it was done aitI
relatively little cost.

Dr H.Gtieb: I would like to concentrate my commnints onl VCFi ilitav'y aircraft, that mecans f'or aircraft with mixed
subsonic and supersonic missions. Further, I will focus my co- .n the VCE itself and its problemns involved,
whereas I wit) leave the discussio of t4- benefits in viow of the Ai'ciivabl with tlis6 typc of ougiacs maiamly to
the aircraft designerts.

In accordance with publications onl VC~s known so far, I got ti impression in the course of this confernceic that the
flexibility in performance required can be achieved in several ways. When I am talking about 'flexibility in perifurianice"
this does nout only include favourablec I not to lay optimlum SK inl reheat and dry operation, subsonic and supersonlic.
but also subswtatJ aliprovemetsia in the miatching of engine nmassflow to 4ita'ecvapaity wuider all tliaght and engsu
rua~ning# conditions, as well as improvementts in engine operating stablity.

In the papers preseted durfing this conferenc, mtany enin~e concepts have been described which, onl the one hand
certainly are capabile to achieve theC flxibility aimed at. But onl the other hand, all these conicepts look miore or less
complex and will probably result in considerable excess weight and t.uw omnpared with current enginecs tn fact. the
weight and complexity problems to be lxpetctd with VVEli appea very difficult tu be Solved anW Cei~etUadly this Would
led to 4 mftjor dr3w-b#Ac for this typo of engines in future. bunt here wt: should 4iffercutiate
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A considerable: part of the pa~lrs preseatd was dte'oted to the technology of v~raibiv cowpommeti, invludialt
vomtpicilitirs ( that means fans and itmitiowg ceo tr -lws). cuutbustors tufbitnes and nut to forget, 4a6 thrust deflctin
dnttles. Varibl compresors that mans COMesW With 1(4rtahk st(Itors 4A well 41 Varimble ROZeAýes =Ve already in
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Flv,;' in military engines - and within the next decade a level of say 1700 to 1750 K will be reached. At the same time. this
will imply very sophisticated cooling techniques which probably will not be feasible for variable HP turbine guide vanes.
Moreover, the trend in turbine inlet temperatures will also worsen the situation at variable LP turbines because these
"will enter into a temperature region where turbine cooling is required.

It may be encouraging that variable turbines, running at moderate gas temperatures, are in civil service since several
years. During this conference we got some further insight in the state of the art achieved in case of uncooled variable
turbines. In my mind, however, it would be very worthwhile to hear more on the state of the art achieved with variable
turbines for higher temperature that means with cooled inlet guide vanes.

The correct function of the control system under all flight and engine running conditions will be at least as impor-
tant as the reliable function of variable components themselves. From th. papers presented I got the impression that the
technology being in hand with digital and analogous types of control systems will in principle meet the requirements

* .given by the VCEs. 1ýut we should keep in mind that very probably the number of control variables, including the intake,
to be integrated with the control system, will possibly raise to say 10 or 12 compared with now 7 or 8. 1 am not an
expert in control systems but I could imagne that this increased number of control variables means a considerable
increase in weight .,nd cost, which has to b,. added to the excess weight and cost of the engine itself.

Once again I would like to refer to the problem of high development, production and maintenance cost to be
expected with VCEs. When these costs are contrasted to those of current engines, it could be worthwhile to clear the
question if by the introduction of VCEs, the number of different types of engines which are necessary to equip the
required types of aircraft, could be reduced. If a higher degree of engine commonality could be achieved, this would
result in some benefit in development and production and also maintenance costs.

Finally I would like to express that the aspects and results prt.,ited during this conference are rather encouraging.
Certainly only a small part of efforts which wil! be necessary to create a VCE leading to a higher level of aircraft per-
formancc and effectiveness, has been made. In my opinion, however, it is necessary to continue the studies carried out
so far ii such a way that the work should be concentrated on the most promising concepts in order to make tP 'm really
feasible. VCEs will certainly need intensive demonstrator programs. But my personal impression is that the time for

'*" starting a demonstrator program has not yet come, if the concepts presented here include all existing concepts. This
holds only for military engines and not tor the civil engine shown here in a movi.

Mr J.F.Chevalier: D'abord, je voudrais excuser Monsieur Wannu,, Directelir Technique de I'ONERA, qui devait 6tre
present A cettc Table Ronde cet apris-midi et qui n'a pas pu y venir. V! le regrc.te beaucoup parce que c'est un tr~s vieux
sp~ciahate des moteurs et il aurait certainement aimn discuter de ces questions.

$1' Je vais done cssayer de donner quelques impressions que je peux avoir apr~s ces quatre jours de sessio- Un premier
point que m'est apparu est que I'on reconnait maintenant "importance fondamentale des variations possibles de section
de tuy~res dans un moteur pour optimiser aussi bien le fonctionnement ".s composants que le choix du d6bit d'air du
moteur pour l'adapter A la tuy~re et A l'entr~e d'air. Si je suis content de voir r-connaitre cette importance, je voudrais
faire remarquer que de ce cbt6-ci de l'Atlantique ces probl6mes 1I sont 6tudi6s et les rtsultats des &A-des sont utilisds
depuis pros de vingt ans dans les moteurs militaircs. Dans un programme comme le programme Concorde je crois qu'c(n
n'a pas m~nagI les efforts pour adapter compl~tement 1'entree d'air et la tuy~re de sortie A toutes les possibilit6s du
moteur.

Sur un plan plus g~n~ral, ce qui m'apparait c'est que, apr~s une p~riode off l'on a essay6 d'6tudier des moteurs A
c: cle variable tr&s ambitieux, par example capables de propulser un avion A Mach 3 en crcisi6re, et d'etre nrLnmoiis tr.s
silencieux au d~collage, l'orientation vers le domaine militaire nous conduit A des objectifs beaucoup moins ambitieux;
d'ailleurs dans un des planches qui ont 6t6 pr~sent~es on montrait le compromis A faire ent, i l'am~lioration de consom-
mation sp~cifique et l'augmentation de poids du moteur et l'on voyait que l'on 6tait beaucoup plus proche du succ~s
pour une application militaire que pour une application civile A croisiere supersonique. Cela veut probablement dire que

-i •l'objcctif pr&cUdtnt 6tait trop ambitieux.

N~anmoins; je me demande pourquoi on abandonne aussi vite l'objectif tr~s ambitieux du moteur A cycle variable
capable de faire une croisi~re supersonique et capable d'dtre silencieux au sol et au d~collage. Je vois une raison A cet
abondon, c'est une esp~ce d'espoir irraisonnr dans les miracles de la technique acoustique. Ces temps derniers on a
beaucoup esp6r6 dans le systuine des "co-annular nozzles" qui effectivement, si il tenait les promesses announc~es,
dviterait d'avoir A faire des vrais moteurs A cycle variable. Or, je crois personnellement, et les analyses que nous avons
faites de ce c6t6 de l'Atlantique le montrent, que les gains annonc~s sont tr~s loin d'8tre m~me envisageables.

"Je souhaite done en conclusion qu'iI se trouve des gens suffisamment imaginatifs et ambitieux pour relancer l'6tude

de vdritables moteurs A cycle variable et ne pas rester sur une sorte d'optimisation des moteurs A double flux A post-
combustion pour le domaine militaire.

Je ni'excuse de la bri~vetd de mon intervention. C'est sans doute Monsieur Wanner qui aurait eu les choses les plus
intiressantes A dire. Malheureusement, je n'ai pas pus recucillir le fruit de ses r~flexions.

Mr D.R.Higton: I intend to keep my comments very brief. I agree with much that has already been said by the previous
.peakers and instead of reiterating many of the points already made I should like to just add a few comments and to
"raise a few points for subsequent discussion.
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We have been presented with a very wide range of papers over the last few days. On the one hand we have considered
paners advocating v,. y advanced multi-mode variable geometry concepts and on thie other papers dealing with fairly
modest extensions of current tecnnology tV incorporate elemenis of variable geometry. There was surprisingly little in
what might be called the middle ground, where the compromise between radical coicepts and practical engineering cons-
traints might ultimately lead us. I think Mr Payzer brought us closest to ar; aopraisal of this compromise.

Mr Swan has just shown us a very impressive film of a dual-aoode powerl)lant operating on a test bed, and this will
oviously encourage us to seriously consider just what the prospects are for such devices. My feeling is that such radical
schemes will not find ready acceptance unless the potential benefits remain very large after an extremely thorough and
realistic assessment of the pioptilsion system as a whole, including the intake and nozzle, in relationship to the aircraft
and its mission. We must remember that we are talking hete of systems which involve very high technical risks and very
high costs. I havw had some previous experience with a dual-mode pow~rplant design study which foundered as a result
of the engineering complexity involved, ar;d this makes mei "omewhat cautious about the prospects for some of these
current schemes. However, one undoubted benefit from this kind of activity, and I was reminded of this on a number
of occasions during the week, is that it can offer new insights into how best to design powerplants which only incorporate
a limited variable cycle capability.

Regarding variable turbines, I agree with Herr Grieb's coinments concerning the difficulties of incorporating variabi-
lity on HP turbine stages which at the same time require the use of very sophisticated cooling techniques. I would be
interested in any comments on the prospects for variable HP turbines wnich the repres:ntatives of the engine industry
might like to oifer during the discussion that follows. However, I am left with the impression that variab.e turbines
e ,wnstream of the HP system war;.ant further serious consideration for many potential applications.

One matter which has not been discussed during the we'ýk is the prosnect for achieving large pressure ratio variations
in multi-stage compressors using variable stators, or even limited application of variable rotor blading. I wonder whether
any of the component specialists would care to comment on this later.

We have heard something of the case for very high pressure ratio cycles for subsonic transport, and I would agree
that there is a strong casc for moving in this direction. Howevee, there are problems associated with high pressure ratios
as we all know; the high temperature of the blade cooling air, and aifficulties in maintaining efficiency in the later stages
of the compression system due to aspect ratio and tin clearance effects. One further consideration which came up this
morning was the impact of high pressure ratio cycles upon N'J emissions and I wonder whether, even with variable
combustion systems, we may not be forced to accept lower pressu:e ratios than we should otherwise prefer.

Another feature of the week has ben the battle between the advocates of the short-cowl variable-pitch fan and
those of the highly loaded propeller or prop-fan. i hope that during the discussion somebody will be prepared to
comment on whether the high hub and gear-box weights which will be associated with the prop-fans might not exceed
the drive system and cowl weights of the VP fan.

I feel that this conference has provided a stimulating forun. for debating the potential benefits offered by variable
cycle engines, and for reviewing the progress in variable geometry component technology which will ultimately determine
the extent to which these benefits will be achievable in practice. 'Ihe pace at which we can, or will, move towards
variable cycle engines is clearly a matter which will continue to be debated vigorously, but I think that there can be little
doubt that more extensive variability than is currently exploited will be a feature of future powerplants for particularly
demanding applications.

Mr M.Stoll: J'aimerais commenter les expos6s que nous avons entendus du point de vue de l'avionneur et de ses
p obl~mes. Pour simplifier, je classerai les avions en trois categories: les avions civils supersoniques, les avions civils
subsoniques, les avions militaires.

Le SST semble 6tre Lin domaine priviligi6 d'application de la g~omdtrie variable des rtacteurs, compte tenu des
compromis A r~aliser entre les besoins subsoniques, supersoniques et d'environnement. Mais n'ayant pas d'expdrience dans
ce domaine, je ne ferai pas d'autres commentaires sur ce point.

En cc qui concerne les -vions civils subsoniques, on nous promet des propulseurs ayant toutes les qualit6s grace A la
soufflante A pas variable, car~n~e ou non. Les consommations seront diminu~es de 30%. Les probl~mes de 'reverse', de
pr~l~vement ou de d~givrage en descente, de temps de r~ponse, seront tous 6lgamment r~solus. Ceci ndcessite bien un
rt.ducteur, mais on nous montre que c'est plut6t un avantage puisque celcui-ci permet de d6caler la soufflante par rapport
au corps haute pression pour placer l'un devant l'aile et l'autre en dessous, d'oC une solution au problime d'installation
de ce propulseur encombrant. Comme ceci permet de plus un excellent soufflage de la voilure, y compris A l'atterrissage:
on r6duit ainsi !es longueurs de pistes. De plus, comme le bruit est insignifiant, du moins pour les riverains, on a r~solu
tous les problimes des STOLs, du moins pour les avions d'affaires carje n'ai pas beaucoup entendu parler de gros moteurs
de ce type. Toutefois, quand Mr Gray annonce un gain de DOC, j'aimerais 6tre sOr que le coefficient par lequel il a
certainement multipli6 le coot d'entretien des rtacteurs par rapport aux rdacteurs actuels est raisonnable, pour tenir
compte de l'entretien de quelqucs engrenages. Et le prix A payer comprend peut-etre aussi une diminution de fiabilit6
et une augmentation de masse. De plus, il reste peut-6tre encore quelques probl~mes d'intrgration et je me demande si
l'on a fait des essais A Mach 0,8. Je ne veux pas dire par ces remarques que les solutions proposdes sont A rejeter, bien au
contraire, je crois qu'.lles m6ritent d'dtre valid~cs par des essais et surtout poursuivies par des 6quipes mixtes motoristes/
avionneurs compte tenu de l'importance de la propulsion et de la sustentation sur la performance globable.

En cc qui c cerne les avions militaires, peut-6tre offrent-ils un domaine d'application plus large a la g~ometrie
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variable des rdacteurs compte tenu des probldmes A rdsoudre. Le premier probl~me est de fournir la performance
souhait~e dans un domaine d'enmploi tr~s vasie et, sauf cas particuliers d'avions tr~s spdcialis~s - mi~me si l'avion consid~r6
n'est pas trds polyvalent - les exigences d'un programme donn6 son, souvent presque inconciliables avec un cycle unique.
Ces exigences en performances sont de deux types: d'une part, en un point du domaine de vol, on demande au moteur
une fort, pousste pour manoeuvrer et une faible consommation en croisi6re ou attente, donc A faible poussde, et la ten-
dance est d'6carter ces deux points de fonctionnement l'un de l'autre car les avions deviennent plus fins et les exigences
de manoeuvrabilit6 vont croissant. D'autre part, le domaine de vol couvre souvent des vitesses tr~s faibles et super-
soniques, de basses et hautes altitudes, de faibles et fortes pressions dynamiques.

Mr Ripoll sur une des ses planches a bien montrd que, pour un cycle donn6, on arrive rapidement sur une butde
quelle que soit la direction dans laquelle on cherche A 6largir l. domaine de fonctionnement. D'ailleurs ces problCmes de
performances conduisent ddjA A une gdometrie variable pour certains rdacteurs actuels, que ce soit pour l'entrde d'air ou
la tuy~re, cc qui si j'ai bien compris Mr Swan est d'ailleurs pdrim6, et h des cycles variable, soit par stator variable ou
dlcharge de compresseur, soit par emploi de post-combustion; on sera certainement conduit A1 aller plus loin, par exemple
par l'emrploi de distributeurs de turbines variables pour rdpondre i l'extension du domaine de poussde ou des variations
importantes de cycles suivant Ie mode de vol. Ici encore, et Mr May l'a bien montr6 ce matin, l'installation joue un r6le
essentiel et l'int6gration de la propulsion d la cellule ndcessite un travail tr~s concertd entre motoristes et avionneurs.
L'~change d'informations devant d'ailleurs se poursuivre en vol pour le plus grand bien de la regulation de l'ensemble
propulsif. Mais ce ne sont pas les seuls probl~mes A r~soudre, et la g6om6trie variable aidde par une regulation savante
devrait aider d am6liorer les temps de rdponse en poussde face A des sollicitations brutales, par exemple au combat ou en
approche. Egalement, elle devrait rendre le rdacteur plus toldrant face d une alimentation en air perturbde par de tr~s
grandes incidences ou le tir d'armes diverses - et bien stir l'avionneur serait tr~s satisfait si la g~om6trie variable permet-
tait de diminuer la masse et l'encombrement du rdacteur. Mais peut--tre faut-il IA laisser leur chance i d'autres innova-
tion techniques.

Je terminerai par une derni~re exigence: ces diffdrents progr~s dans les performances ne peuvent pas &tre obtenus au
prix d'une diminuation de la fiabilitd et de la sdcuritd et - je rejoints lA certainement Mr Higton - il faudra accumuler
beaucoup d'exp6riences, d'essais, avant d'appliquer effectivement les diff6rentes techniques qu'on nous a prdsent~es.

Mr A.H.Jackson: I'll be talking first on the overall weight of the system. The effect of cutting the diameter in half of a
conventional propeller which of course is accomplished by going to the very high loading with the prop-fan, has a very
substantial impact on the rotor weight and the gear box weight, both. The rotor weight is cut about in half on a conven-
tional propeller producing the same thrust, and the gear box weight also is reduced almost to a similar amount due to

the overall torque. When you compare it to the VP fan, Dave Gray from Pratt & Whitney went into this in considerable
detail as did the General Electric Company in their studies for NASA, on their fuel conservative engine work. I'm not
sure exactly how these comparisons came out, it does not show up very clearly in their final report either. But just
looking at that particular pressure ratio fan, which was like in the neighborhood of 1.1 pressure ratio, the diameter is
fairly high, and by the time you get a short shroud, then you got a long beam supporting it along the vanes - I think that
the weight trade-off would not be particularly in favor of that kind of a fan over the prop-fan.

Now going to the higher pressure ratio fan of 1.25 and on the assumption that you could make that a comparable
performance as Ralph Denning suggests, I would suggest it would be lighter, but there the argument has to boil down to
the relative performance. I don't think the difference is going to be all that critical to the aircraft designer, I don't think
the argument is basically falling into that area.

Mr N.F.Rekos: I have handed in a question to the experts and would like to repeat it here. Will variable goemetry
engines demand a new type of ground facility? I think we talked about very high pressure ratios in the order of 45 to 1
and very high temperatures in the order of 30000F. Should we be prepared to face this problem which will include the

1.1 problem of funding as work on VCE will be very active in the future?

Dr H.Grieb: I have a question for you Mr Rekos, concerning high temperatures and high pressure ratios. Why do you tie
up both the parameters with variable cycle engines. I mean, if higher temperatures will come because they are feasible
from the standpoint of technology and if high overall pressures make sense from the thermodynamic cycle point of view,
they will come, either VCEs will come or not.

NMr N.F.Rekos: I think it was indicated that high temperatures and high pressures provide the military engines with the
high performance that they must have. How do you accommodate high pressure ratio like 45 to 1? We know you have
problems there with compressor tip clearances. You'll find that's a requirement, and you'll have to look for it. But let's
go back to the environmental part. If we go to these high pressures, they are not consistent with keeping the nitrogen
oxide down. But nevertheless, we have to take a look at these facilities that are required there. We have very few facili-
ties, for example, that can test a combustor at 40 or 45 to I pressure ratio within a reasonable size. We generally have to
wait until we get an engine and test it as such, which becomes very expensive. So, I would indicate that you do need high
pressure facilities fir combustor testing in order to be prepared for some of this work. That was just one suggestion I
have.

Now to answer your first question, I do believe that high performance is going to require high temperatt, res and high
pressures. Obviously we can't go back to .:mething like the JT3D or the JT8D very mild pressures. You're not going to
be No. I in the field of military airplanes if you resort to that level of technology.
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Mr C.Ripoll: Je crois qu'il faut considifrer trois points do vue diff6rents: Si vous parlez de inoyens d'essais en pensant
instrumentation, it pout y avoir des nouveaux probl~mes, jo pense par exemple 4 des sondages fins derritere l'entrio des
turbines qui est variable. i'imagine assez ma! comment on pout analyser finemont l'~oulement alors quo tout est en train
de varier dans toutes los directions. C'est la mt~me chose certainemont avec toutes les charnbros do combustion variables.
It y a IA un champs do dt~veloppenient pour des mi~thodes d'invostigations.

Le deuxi~nie point sur hautes pressions/hautes tetnp~ratures est parfaitemont exact mais W'est pas nt~cossairement
lid A la gidom~trie variable. Nous sommos d~ja do toute fayon sur le chamin des hautes pressions/hautes temptiratures, ot
nous savons qu'il faut faire des essais extr~niement r~alistes.

Un troisi~me point est jo crois plus important, c'est cclui do l'int6gtation. On a insistt beaucoup sur los gains globaux
de performance qui sont obtenus grdce Ai une meilleuro inti~gration du inoteur et do l'avion. Si l'on considere l'avenir
avec par exemplo des avions construits en nouveaux matdriaux qui pourront avoir dos formes diffdrontes, des motours
qui pourront avoir des taillos et des allongements diff~rents, nous pouvons etre ameniis A demander des installations qui
permettent do faiie des essais d'un motour compl~toment inti~grut A un avion et 14 il y a aussi une question do taillo des
installations.

Mr M.Stofl: En tant qu'avionneur, je m'associe A cetto dernit're demande.

Mr N.F.Rekos: 1 had one thought on that subject: take Mr Swan's typo of engine where: we have a valve arrangement,
where we get rapid changes from by-pass ratio of 1. 1 to 3.9 where we get the rapid changes in nozzles also. Our present
facilities are not capable of handling the altitude changes I am referring to. Ho resorted to an outdoor test and which
might be o.k. for a sea level test. Some of the earlier studies that Willis and Boxer had presented hero require op~eration
of those variable geometry inlets and nozzles at altitude conditions. I don't believe we have facilities that will be able to
test themi.

Pp- Mr W.C.Swan: I'd like to change the subject. I'd like to provoke some asguments on the subject of conservatism versus
being what would be called a radical, which is what I am. Let me quote some well known history: I remember that in
1957 we, at Boeing, were looking for an engine, other than a turbojet, and we went in the engine industry in Europe and
in America and the Rolls-Royce Company in Derby was the only one brave enough to propose an engine. They were so
brave that they proposed the 2/ 10 by-pass ratio engine. Our calculations suggested it ought to be at least one, and
possibly two, so far, the radical group I represent, and Rolls-Royce's reasons for not going above 2/ 10 by pass ratio was
that the discs would fall apart. They thought you could not hold an engine together at about 2/ 1 th by pass-ratio. So
they built the Conway and they sold a few of thorn. We finally broke back Pratt & Whitney in half with the iT3 and
told them they could make a fan out of it. They came all the way up to 1.3 and they walked away with the entire busi-
ness. General Electric who did not even have an engine at the tiaoe were dying to do something because they had nothing.

P ~They worked like hell to conme up with an aft-fan engine and they would make a by-pass 3.4 or 5, anything I wanted.
But at that more point in time, we weren't too sure of the aft fan engine programme and the guy in the middle won
the business. But not by his own doing. I remember promoting the so-called high by-pass ratiz) engine back around 1965,
long before a thing known as project forecasting group in the US existed. Finally that group of people got interested and
supported the idea. I remember personally going to Pratt & Whitney with a high by-pass fan. Trhey told me you had a
pretty gear box in betw.-en the turbine and the fan and it could never happen. They- are sullitag p-rubahly the-ir
5000 JT/9D to-day without a gear box. So I think we are seeing in this room the conservatism of the designer and the
radicalism of the buyer, and the buyer always wins.

Mr A.J.B.Jackson: l'ani sorry about Mr Swan's troubles with Pratt & Whitney. I'd also like to comment at onice to Some
of his earlier remnarks about noz2ales. He ought to, perhaps, buy his engines front companies which supply the whole
power plant. There's quite a good comnpany outside the United whiih does that.

k I would however like to say that I am very much in favour of innoy~ation and looking to the future. I'm not wishing
to make an enemy of Mr Swan in any way. I would also like to say in support of this that we have offered one or two
things in the past which have caught on such as sweep wings, and vertical take-off fighters m) we have a history for being

Z1, innovative. I hope that we can conthiue that way.

Mr R.M.Dennlng: First of all, it's nice to know that the aircraft companies arc within the forefront ol'every thing I
only wish that they would put their wings a little bit farditer fromn the grountd, so that when somebody wantit to sell a
high by-pass engine you can got it under the wings. Anyway that is my way of being huniourous.

The other point I wanted to make was going back to the subject of higher turbine totuperatures. Unt'ortunately I
missed Mr Gray's lecture. It seemns to me that the talk about the 45 to I pressure ratio raises a few (luesltion about the
cooling air temperature in the UP turbine blades. If you do your pam .amotric studies with a constant blade surface tem.-
perature you will find that the cooling technology of the blade must be increased as you go u i prssuro ratto NOw
you could also cool the cooling air. Out thle contemplation of an air to air heat exchanige, takimmg sotholing lik 5 of
the core flow, cooling it perhaps in the by-pass and then bringinig it back into the enino and in thet rotor blade it a
rather appalling thing.

Now if you take a constant technology of blade cooling, a very siapIiticd assumption, you would then du a pira-
k, metric study with a dropping turbine temperature as you increase the overall pressure ratio. If you do those sorts of

calculations you can't come up with any justification for 45 to I presure ratio. lIn fact it ffatteas out With the ck.ret
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level of turbine efficiency at a pressure ratio of about 30. If you assume a 90% efficient turbine at all time, it flattens
out at about less than 40.

If I might be allowed a third point. It seems to me that variable cycle engines serve two rather distinct purpo.es -

one is to improve the SFK in different parts of the flight plan. Now with variable geometry, due to the possibility of leaks
and gaps and unfavourable geometrical situations at off-design you might lose that SFC advantage if you're not very care-
ful. The use for variable cycles is to make the aeroplane do something it could not poss, dly do without it. One can think
about a number of systems: thL convertible rotor plane where you are making the engine to do two quite distinct tasks,
and may be even on the SST where you are getting the noise down which otherwise would be impossible to do. If these
co-annular nozzles results are provided with forward speed, this will alter the whole dialogue between the engine and the
aircraft manufacturer and the noise authorities and will allow us to choose quite different cycles for SST engines.

Mr N.F.Rekos: I think what these studies do for us is to focus our attention. Mr Denning mentioned technology levels
significantly above where we are. He is right, the technology level is to be much higher. We started o.At thinking of
compressors with pressures up to 20 to I in six stages, but it requirms some imagination, some thought, svme stimulus.
We feel that the studies were conducted with great sincerity, realism and we recognize the need for improving our
twchnology in the compressor, in the combustor and in the turbine. So we are starting experimental research for it.

To avoid confusion between development which Mr Swan is primarily interested in as he wants to flt on the other
side |esearch from our point of view. We want to be able to provide this so-called technology but it is required of us to
see that we are going along the right path. So wt. feel we are going along the right path, with the very high by-pass ratio
turbo fan: by-pass ratio 8 or 9 to I, without gears but requiring relatively high turbine itlet temperatures and a very high
pressure ratio.

In order to obtain those benefits one must put atteotion in your particular research. And one of the intents, one of
the AGARD meanings is to stimulate research in the AGARD community. We arc not in the position to direLt or dictate
anything. So what we are trying to do is to stimulate some thought in this area and get your Comments.

Dr J.Dunham: Despite the availability of the w0l established technology of variable geometry inlets, both the B-I and
F-16 aircraft have fixed geometry, owing to cost. Does Mr Swan consider the decisions wrong or does he see advances
in technology reversing the balance of .1w economic considerations involv,;,9?

Mr W.C.Swan: I refuse to give you a direct answer, but I will discuss the subject. I do believe one of the higher mainte-
"nance items during the few months it has been in service has been tk; intake and the control system of Concorde. On theother hand, a much lower cost item. when tooking at the variable geometry features of the gas producer itself. I look

upon the inlet as a high cost item, and it is only there on the airplane because the engine manufacturer has nevc. invented
the supersonic axial flow compressor. Dr Antonio Ferni tried to dt. it some 25 years ago. at NASA Langley, but he found
few disciples to follow hint up. So we had to put this intake on to Concurde to accommodate the engine.

I believe that when such decisions as a fixed inlet are made, then planning should suggest totally different air flow
characteristics for the engine.

We are snirt enough in this room to do things with the engine that essc.ntially make the engine a constant corrected
flow machine.

Dr J.Dunham: Perhaps I could just comment having had a little to do with variable inlets and also with turbomachines.
Yes, I agree that the variable intake and the control system are high cost items. But looking at other variable geometry
bits inside the engine, I think they are probably ,ore' complex than the variable inlets and tley have got another control
problem. They are comparable surely.

Mr Ji.IloumaousadM: I have a question for Mr Swan. lie %ho',i-d us a very interestit,: film on a demonstrator engine
with a variable by-pass ratio. The demonstrator did cost about 1 50,000 dollars US. Hie did not tell us why he stopped
the programme aftcr having %ent the 150.000 dollars.

Mr W.X.Sw*a: k didn't. I just told you what it cott to answer two questions: (1) h it pjŽ-isihlb to put someothing in
"betwetn a fan and a compressor that plays tricks with the flow without havint the cngi$e go to surge, and tite aniwer
was no, there wU no problem. (2) It aalwcred the question: "When you change front one by-pass ratio to another in
an extremely short time oc a very long time, does it make any i•fkrenc'?" The answer w" no. That's what we paid
S 1SO,O00 dolkas for. It was worth it.

* Mr N.FRteka: I tWhk the rasn was k- show how low ud tiawl rca.wo atight b- to ty another innovative concept.

i. H.Guieb: Mr Sw4a, it you would transmit the concept shown im your movie to a milltary engihe for an aircraft with
stupcesutic intake and coztaWil, then with two Or three 4tage fans n s$Weries ad in paWkalt, would yoU CoWsder the cotXXpt
you hAve shown to be feaibl for tbuItYpe L4 engine?

Ur W.,.Swaa: Military of 4ivil, who cares. The ltriwer is yes. This covnpt wu,,r. th my ophtiws only make WUW ou
4- lwt-wW aitpLan with im ia tcquiscawau. not a shtwt-tag 4iplan at ay Wcd.



Mr J.F.Chevalier: Mr Rekos dans son introduction a beaucoup parld d'6conomie de carburant et finalement, qa n'a pas
I'air d'attirer grand monde c'est-',-dire que !'on est pas revenu sur la ndcessitd d'6conomiser le carburant. Personnellement
je ne vois pas tr6s bien dans le domaine militaire cette ndcessitid, mais je pense qu'il n'y a pas eu beaucoup de commen-
taires sur cc sujet.

Mr N.F.Rekos: I agree that there have not been many comments on that particular aspect. Since fuel apparently is
plentiful right now, no one bothers with it. Many of us will wait until the problem becomes aggravated. When you are
denied access to fuel you 11 find you have a problem, but then it will be too late, you will not be prepared and you will
not fly then.

Again I wish to thank the Panel Members of the Round Table for their time and effort in preparing the comn-ents.
Thank you.

CLOSING REMARKS OF THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

* 'Mr N1.1.ekos: We come to the close of what I believe has been a most productive, if not provocative and challenging
meeting. The very fine papers that were presented and the subsequent discussions wich culminated in our Round Table
Discussions. when put together in the final proceedings should result in a noteworthy and memorable document -a
tribute to *,GARD. It c',ild very well be that by our efforts, we have laid out the ground work for the design of future

* •ircraft. which I personally feel will be influenced by variable cycle engines for both military and civil applications.

I wish first to thank my colleagues on the Program Committee for their assistance in putting together the program
for this 4Mth Propulsion and Energetics Panel Meeting. I wish to thimk all the authors for all the time and effort that I
know was required in order to produce the fine paper they presented.

Special thanks to the French National Delegates for inviting us to hold our meeting in these fine accommodations
and providing the most welcome receptior Monday evening; also Messrs Ripoll and Fabri for their assistance in making
our stay here most pleasant.

Thanks to Mr Krengel, the Propulsion and Energetics Panel Executive, Mrs Scopes and the AGARD Staff for
a.ssisting us with our administrati've requirements.

Last but not least. I would like to thank the Projectionist, Mr Leport. the electronic technicians, and the interpreters
for their excellent and raoid translations.
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